There Is No Difference
An Argument for the Abolition of the Indian Reserve
System and Special Race-based Laws and
Entitlements for Canada’s Indians
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1. INTRODUCTION
Look at these children that are sitting around here and also at the tents, who are just the image of my kindness. There
are different kinds of grass growing here that is just like those sitting around here. There is no difference. Even from
the American land they are here, but we love them all the same, and when the white skin comes here from far away I
love him all the same. I am telling you what our love and kindness is. – O-ta-ha-o-man, “The Gambler,” Saulteaux
leader, spoken during the negotiations prior to the signing of the Qu’Appelle Treaty, Fort Qu’Appelle,
Saskatchewan, September 12th, 18741
For there is no difference between the Jew and the Greek: for the same Lord over all is rich unto all that call upon
him. – King James Bible, Romans 10:12
If we look into the future, is it not a heritage we have to leave to posterity, that all the different races commingle and
produce a civilization that perhaps the world has not yet seen? There are differences and misunderstandings, but I do
believe, in the words of the sacred hymn, “We shall know each other better when the mists have rolled away.” –
Mahatma Gandhi2
The Same, the Same: friend and foe are of one stuff; the ploughman, the plow and the furrow are of one stuff; and
stuff is such and so much that the variations of form are unimportant….Men contemplate distinctions because they
are stupified with ignorance….The nature of the Great Spirit is single, though its forms be manifold. -Ralph Waldo
Emerson3
In May 1633, when Champlain came back to his settlement at Quebec…a large party of Montagnais arrived in their
canoes to see him. Champlain gestured at the building works, including the fort, and said, “When that great house is
built, our young men will marry your daughters, and henceforth we shall be one people.” 4

According to seventeenth and eighteenth century European maps, Northern Ontario’s Spanish
River was called many different names by the Indians and early French who traveled it: the
Aouechissaton, the Estiaghicks, R. de Tortue, R. de Tortoise, R. des Montaignais, the
Eskamanitigon and the Sagamuc. The makers of those maps called the Ojibwa groups who
inhabited the Sault Ste. Marie- North Bay area during this era of first contact between Europeans
and Eastern Canada’s Indians different names: Elsouataironon, Aouechissatonon, Saulteaux,
Sauteurs, Estiaghicks, Outehipoues (“appelez Sauteurs, bons guerriers”), Mississauga,
Messesagues, Nikikouet (Nockes), Amikwa (Amikoue), (Amicoue), Outaouas, Attikaniek,
Cristinaux, Biserenis, Nipiciriniens, Nepiserini.5
The Spanish flows southward from the “height of land,” about 120 kilometers north of Sudbury,
passing the Town of Espanola, where I was raised, and into Georgian Bay near the Town of
Spanish.
Nobody calls the Spanish, or the Indian groups who inhabited the area around the time of first
contact, by any of those names now. With the almost total loss by Indians of their ancient, precontact language and culture, their historical memory of place and group names like these was
generally lost as well.
After examining countless early maps of the area, the first use of the name “Spanish” that I could
find was on an 1827 map- Map of the British Possessions in North America Compiled from
Documents in the Colonial Department To accompany the report of the Emigration Committee–
6
and that’s what it has been called by everyone, including the local Indians, since about that
time.
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When I was growing up in Espanola there were (and still are today) numerous treaty reserves in
the area: Birch Island, Spanish River, (now called Sagamok), Whitefish River, Serpent River and
the reserves on Manitoulin Island. At Espanola High School, Indian students with those
immediately recognizable names- Cywink, Southwind, Toulouse, Trudeau, Abbotosoway,
Nahwegabow- were in our classes and on our sports teams.
We also had classmates whose parents had immigrated to Canada, mainly from Europe, before
and after World War Two- Welyhorski, Sokoloski, Kratz, Palmquist, Dolcini, Ram, Podlatis. But
the majority of students were of WASP and French-Canadian heritage, many of the latter living
in that part of town innocently and matter-of-factly called “Frenchtown.”
In the cheerful, self-centered oblivion of our youth, in that relatively secure and prosperous place
and time, ethnic and racial origins and differences just didn’t seem to matter much. They didn’t
seem to significantly define who anyone was or affect greatly how they were viewed or treated.
The only exception might have been whether or not you were Catholic or Protestant, which,
strangely enough, took on a social significance at that time which in retrospect seems
incomprehensible.
Despite the usual social divisions arising out of the inherently Darwinian nature of childhood and
adolescence, there was a sense that old religious and ethnic prejudices were hollowing out and
being overcome, and that increasing social unity and equality was happening.
Canadians at that time, with our own northern small-town world being a microcosm of the
country as a whole, instinctively felt that we were melding together as a society and creating
something better than the “old world” society of Europe, which, because of its obsessive
embrace of the concept of racial, ethnic and national differences, and because it had so
disastrously organized and conducted itself socially and politically along those obsessive and
virulent lines, had been so tragically consumed by two great, murderous and suicidal wars. And
had, according to Dutch author Cec Nooteboom, become for the survivors and their
descendants, “a charnel house of memories, exhortations to mourning or contemplation.”7
We saw our fathers in their old military uniforms (and a few of our mothers) marching to the
cenotaph every November, suddenly looking and projecting so differently, revealing past,
serious lives richly lived. The faint suspicion dawned on us that perhaps we hadn’t always been
the absolute celestial center of our parents’ universes.
We did hear at the supper table snippets of stories of our friends’ parents’ homelands, of their
various, wondrous journeys from war and dislocation, through Displaced Person camps to,
ultimately, (no doubt joyously and most wondrously to them), our Northern Ontario town, where
for them, over time, an unexpected knock on the door no longer startled and started the heart
racing.
The doorbell buzz strikes me in the temple and tears at my flesh.

(Russian Poet Osip Mandelstam, from his poem Leningrad, describing that fear and that
sickening feeling. He died in transit to a Soviet labor camp in 1938. About living under
totalitarianism, he also wrote: “the wolf-hound century leaps at my throat…and my mouth has
been twisted by lies.” 8Moral heroes like Mr. Mandelstam, by their sacrifice, and the resulting
2

obligation that all free men owe to them, exhort and pressure us to strive to live and do right in
our own society.)
It seemed so safe in that time and place. Prosperity was on a continuous, general rise. We
instinctively thought- not here– not here the dread, death, destruction and dislocation that had so
ravaged Europe and Asia. Not here the obsessing over surface human differences, of making
them so legally, politically and socially central, as in Europe and Asia, that they became the
cancerous basis of the internal and external state policies of so many countries there, thus
becoming one of the fundamental reasons for and lessons of Remembrance Day itself! We
instinctively felt that here … We don’t think like that…we’re newer and better… race and
ethnicity are essentially irrelevant here…in Canada we’re all basically equal and becoming
more so all the time.
As Richard Gwyn very recently wrote in Nation Maker – Sir John A. Macdonald: His Life, Our
Times,9 his two volume biography of Canada’s first Prime Minister, it was a time “…when
Canadians came to realize and believe that a “new nationality” could be political rather than
ethnic, or composed of values and attitudes, rather than race.”
Public opinion ripening for so long
We thought it would outlive all future days.
O what fine thought we had because we thought
That the worst rogues and rascals had died out…

10

It was a time:
When people defined themselves by philosophical commitments as much as partisan, sexual or ethical ones, a time
when it was generally believed that if you didn’t throw yourself in some arduous way at the big questions of your
moment, you’d live a meagre life, and would have to live and die with that awful knowledge. 11

That’s how my generation, including me, was hard-wired. It was a good way- the best way- to be
hard-wired.
This book is a product of that hard-wiring.
Indians were generally quieter, less socially visible, much less a part of things- “different” in
some ways. As typically self-centered young people, we were generally oblivious to the depths
beneath the surface of such things. We didn’t give their quiet and different nature much thought.
Did they feel the same way about Canada? In retrospect, they couldn’t have. They lived a
benignly semi-segregated life on “reserves” after all- a profound and dividing social reality. That
reality, the essentially tragic historical origins of it, and their different skin colour, would have
had to have given rise to a very different kind of hard-wiring for them- a very different,
inherited, inward narrative and sense of racial difference- that shaped the way they saw the world
and today too much continues to do so.12
After great pain, a formal feeling comes…

13

Their general degree of separation from “the rest of us” at the time- their sense of racial
difference- despite exceptions, was akin to the “double consciousness” always felt by minorities
in a majority culture, (a universal phenomenon in a migrating world), described by the great
American Black writer W.E.B. DuBois in 1903:
It is a peculiar sensation, this double consciousness, this sense of always looking at one’s self through the eyes of
others, of measuring one’s soul by the tape of a world that looks on in amused contempt and pity. One ever feels his
two-ness,-an American, a Negro; two souls, two thoughts, two unreconciled strivings; two warring ideals in one
dark body, whose dogged strength alone keeps it from being torn asunder.14

3

Regardless, I think that if we or our parents had thought about it we would have assumed that we
would work out our differences with Indians, just as all the disparate ethnicities in Canada
thrown together by fate during those times were doing. We assumed we’d work it out, meld
further together and eliminate over time whatever it was that was so fundamentally different
between us. We assumed that somehow, some time, we’d all end up being equals in every
respect. Everything would be governed by this “new world” humanist model of social and
political being that we unconsciously thought was evolving and taking shape.
We’d never heard of O-ta-ha-o-man, “the Gambler” and his speech, as quoted above. But if we
had and if we’d read or heard what he’d said at Fort Qu’Appelle – There is no difference- we’d
have thought that that phrase, and the above words of the Bible , Mahatma Gandhi and Emerson
well summarized the spirit of the way things were heading.
These humanist assumptions were ones that emanated from the confident, busy, prosperous
people we were then. They seemed to be shared by everyone, right to the political and economic
top of the country. They highlighted what a civilized, progressive, “ideals-in-action” society
Canada was becoming.
Notwithstanding that old bigotries and prejudices were still very much evident in society then,
they were slowly but steadily lessening in effect and melting away. Our better angels were
winning and would triumph in this puzzling area of relations between Indian and non-Indian
Canadians. Then Indians too, we assumed, would end up being equal members of the Canadian
family. It was only a matter of time and of staying the course.
We assumed.
But our assumptions have turned out to be wrong. It hasn’t worked out that way.
Somewhere along the way our Canadian elites, including our Indian elites, forgot the lessons of
those great and terrible wars. Somewhere along the way the formerly discredited “old world”
model of political and social organization, based on the primitive overidentification with racial
groups 15-on race-thinking and racial apartness- was revived, dusted off and sent out into the
Canadian world, to the continuing bewilderment and resentment of the majority of ordinary
Canadians, to become the ideological basis for the improvement of the conditions affecting
Indians in modern-day Canada- to be the ideological basis for the “reconciliation” of Indian and
non-Indian Canadians.
Somewhere along the way liberal, humanist aspirations once common to our entire country have
ceded to various forms of petty and chauvinistic ideological tribalisms, and, with respect to our
Indian peoples, to actual, racial tribalism.
Ignoring the emerging humanist political consciousness described by Richard Gwyn and
exemplified by Mahatma Gandhi, Martin Luther King and Nelson Mandela, our elites have
decided that our Indian population’s Canadian experience will now and forever, in most
retrograde fashion, be focused on and defined by race, rather than shared liberal,
humanist, civic values and attitudes.
4

Seemingly forgotten has been the chilling, always-lurking, ultimate downside of the old ethnic
and racial “in-groups and out-groups” old world models: discrimination and divisiveness at the
very least, and at the worst, pogroms, expulsions, disenfranchisement, expropriations and
violence on a massive scale.
Our new Canadians, a great many of whom have immigrated from South Asia where the odious
caste system was and remains prevalent, must be upset and bewildered to see a major element of
the caste system- special, hereditary rights possessed by one racial group to the exclusion of all
others- becoming further entrenched in the Canadian legal and social fabric.
The worst consequences of these tribalistic old world phenomena would never occur in Canada.
But the troubling fact is that the solution to the intractable problems being faced by Indians in
Canada today is being governed by a race-based legal, political and social model, which is
inherently crude, backward, divisive and illiberal, and which in the past has proven to lead
to nothing but negativity and social and economic failure generally, now and in the future, can
not and will not lead to “reconciliation.”
The fact that this “race society” concept16-this big “Idea” of a separate, race-based “nation”
within Canada, (as opposed to the simple, Canada-first pride of being of Indian heritage)has substantially contributed to the twentieth century being regarded as the bloodiest, most
barbaric century in recorded history, and which permits those worst consequences to be even
notionally conceived as logical end-products, should automatically make that model a candidate
for instant and complete rejection by all right-thinking persons.
Instead, our courts, our media and our elites generally, including our Indian elites, now
seemingly ignorant of or indifferent to these basic lessons of history-especially and inexcusably
historical events which have occurred in our own living memory and of which none of us can
plead ignorance- are taking aspects of this old world model and enthusiastically making it part of
the framework for the current and future betterment of the troubled situation of our Indian
peoples, and in so doing, are almost wilfully exemplifying what Christian novelist and essayist
Marilyn Robinson writes about mankind’s irrational tendency to continually repeat the mistakes
of the past:
History has shown us a thousand variations that come with the temptations of tribalism, the excitements that stir
when certain lines are seen as important because they can be rather clearly drawn. This is old humankind going
about its mad business as if it simply cannot remember the harm it did itself yesterday.17

I believe that the vast majority of Canadians profoundly disagree with this top-down
imposed trend towards further legal and social racial apartness between Indian and non-Indian
Canadians. They want our humanist, civic values, with their emphasis on equality and the rights
of the individual over the rights of any racial group, respected, maintained and promulgated in all
areas of society. They just assume, and correctly so, that it is these values that should inform our
approach to improving the situation of Indians in Canada today.
Ordinary Canadians, including me, are puzzled and perplexed about where our elites are pushing
us.
What are they thinking? Why are they so seemingly smug and self-satisfied to be going against
our hard-wiring- going against the grain of human rights history- by expanding and further
entrenching the reserve system?
5

Why this rejection of 200 years of enlightenment thinking?
With all the new money and rights being afforded to it- mere gilding of dross metal- mere
powdering over the pox- it’s still a fundamentally dysfunctional, harmful, segregationist,
apartheid-like, caste-like stain on Canada’s civic and moral landscape- still fundamentally very
harmful for ordinary, powerless, vulnerable Canadian Indians.
Consider that since the modern age began in the late eighteenth century, every social justice
movement that has advanced the state of humanity has been characterized by a demand that
some offensive barrier to human equality be removed so as to make persons more equal under
the law.
The campaign to abolish the slave trade, and then slavery itself, the fight for women’s rights and
universal suffrage, the trade union movement, socialism, the desegregation battles in America,
the boycott of South Africa, Gandhi’s struggles against the caste system in India, the movements
for gender equality and gay liberation- all of these progressive, enlightened, beneficial causes
and campaigns that have advanced the state of humanity have all been characterized by the
noble, supremely civilized desire to make everyone more equal under the law.
These campaigns, causes, movements and struggles- where, initially in each, the often brave and
lonely advocates for change were frequently derided, persecuted and marginalized by the
prevailing forces of the status quo- when the change had finally been effected, ultimately unified
Canadians- bound them together more.
So instead of our elites binding us together more on this profound national issue, why are they so
relentlessly binding us apart?18
I argue below, in Great Britain- A Conqueror With a Conscience, and elsewhere in this essay,
that our British-Canadian forefathers were, for their time, despite their faults, quite enlightened.
Yet ironically, in retrospect, with all their relatively decent and fair-minded decisions to,
amongst other things, invent legal rights for Indians, treat with them as they did, set up Indian
reserves as they did, and do everything else that has now, down the historical line, resulted in our
present-day dysfunctional and harmful status quo, it can be fairly and ruefully said that, with the
best of intentions but the worst of effects, they invented the separate but equal, benignly racist
situation that constitutes that status quo today. They too could not overcome the character of
their times and their own too-human natures.)
Again, why, in this profoundly important area of Canadian life, are our elites “binding us apart”pushing us into a state of greater inequality under the law?
Ordinary Canadians, including me, in addition to being puzzled and perplexed, are afraid and
worried about what our courts, governments and other elites are now doing in this area of
Canadian life.
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We feel that, despite their good intentions, these people are making what was already a national
disgrace and a tragedy, much, much worse, thus justifying Marilynne Robinson’s caustic take on
“elites” of all kind, including our Indian elites:
Our elites are simply, one way or another, advantaged. Those of us who have shared advantage know how little it
assures, or that it assures nothing, or that it is a positive threat to one’s moral soundness, attended as it is with so
many encouragements to complacency and insensitivity…When the impact of scientific and industrial and political
elites finally becomes clear-and it has been devastating on every part of the world-it will become clear that people
picked at random off the street would probably have made better decisions.19

I am not an expert in anything bearing on this field. However, when I see my fellow IndianCanadians continuing to suffer and be further marginalized under what is becoming a more and
more deeply flawed and oppressive situation, when I see Indian and non-Indian Canadians
becoming more and more like strangers to one another in this ever-increasingly race-based
situation, I feel compelled20to exercise my right and duty of free speech-an expert or not- to
speak out– to express my reasons for my fears and worries.
I am not saying that the 1950’s and early 1960’s were halcyon times that I or other ordinary
Canadians want or should want to go back to. Bigotry then, in all its forms, while waning, was
still very much in evidence and still socially acceptable.
But I do argue that, however unconscious and crude may have been the path Indian and non –
Indian Canadians were then on towards ultimate equalization and reconciliation, it was the right
path. And it was a great deal better and more civilized, civically safe and healthy than the
negative, unproductive, divisive and potentially very dangerous path our higher courts,
governments and elites generally have recently set us upon in this crucial and profound area of
Canadian life.
I write this, with immeasurable and humbling inspiration and assistance from numerous brilliant
writers and thinkers whom I have encountered in my lifelong reading journey,21as a form of plea
for us all to take the Gambler’s and Gandhi’s words to heart -to regard us all as equal human
beings in the eyes of the law and the divine (in all the latter’s multi-cultural manifestations)- and
to start steering us back towards that former, better path.
For intellectual (and moral) support, I liberally quote these great writers and thinkers in this
essay. So:
Forgive this abundance of quotations, it is not pedantry- simply, the fact is that for the last fifteen years I have been
frequenting books more than people; furthermore, why should we attempt clumsily to reinvent what good writers
have better said before us?22

Great literature- and the great thoughts and emotions within it- timelessly reflects life as humans
have always lived it. It will always inform, guide and comfort us. It will always make
us think better- more critically- and on present day issues, and on life generally, make better
judgments. We are foolish not to look to it for partial answers to today’s political, philosophical
and social problems.
Like Emerson, I do not fear excessive influence by such writings. I need it and welcome it. In so
borrowing, I “serve the great.”23
I write this- compelled by my hard-wiring- by my conscience- by my wish not to die with the
“awful knowledge” (referred to above) that I didn’t speak up – as a call to ordinary Canadians,
including Indian Canadians, to overcome their natural fears and speak up more on this crucial
7

issue and, as much or more for the best interests of Indian-Canadians, to start demanding that this
occur.
To me, now that Canada has had its eyes opened by two world wars, to the evil and folly of
granting race or ethnicity any legal or political status whatsoever, and given that we are all
reminded of this every day by what we read in the newspapers and see on television, it’s
shocking and wrong that we are increasingly and in a more entrenched fashion than ever before
doing just that with respect to the situation of Indians.
Also alarming to me are the attacks on the concepts of legitimate government sovereignty and
the rule of law which are ever more regularly occurring in this area of Canadian life, which I see
as having serious, profound and adverse consequences for us all.
Indians have always had special race-based legal status. But surely, having regard to our highest
and best civic values, we must now realize that what happened in our increasingly distant past
with respect to our fellow Indian citizens was a mere product of those very different times and
should not constitute an unchangeable template for the indefinite future.
And surely, given what we now know from experience about where Gandhi’s “mists”–religion
and race-based thinking and constructs- can lead, we should now be changing that old template
by adopting new frameworks and solutions that accord with our current knowledge and values
and that, deliberately, over time, point us all towards a common, shared, “one people”, racefree, legal, political and social destination.
Ordinary Canadians know that this is the best way forward for all of us. The old world model
being forced upon us by our courts and governments is offensive to our humanist values and
traditions. It’s counter-intuitive to our still intact, (although admittedly, under some stress these
days), 1950’s-emergent liberal, humanist hard-wiring, which focuses on individual rights and
downplays group rights, especially group rights based on race, religion or ethnicity.
We need to challenge our governments and elites on this issue. Ordinary, powerless Indians, the
ones so heavily suffering from the present, worsening situation in this very critical area of
Canadian social life- at least those who are able to- need to challenge their own power elites as
well.
The brilliant and distinguished political theorist, Edmund Burke, in Reflections on the Revolution
in France,24 expressed this duty to challenge elitist, undemocratic, too-abrupt, country-altering
behavior as follows:
The sense of mankind authorizes us to examine into the mode of acquiring new power, and to criticize on the use
that is made of it with less awe and reverence than is usually conceded to a settled and recognized authority.

We need to restore to its former primacy our Western Enlightenment theory of natural and equal
rights- our humanist legal, social and political model- as the only ones to be governed and guided
by in the task of carrying out our duty to improve the situation of Canadian Indians.
Only by doing so will they, as one of the founding peoples of Canada, be put on the shared path
of meaningful progress towards true equality and social justice.
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The task seems hopeless, but there’s something in our makeup that, despite so much evidence to
the contrary, compels us towards optimism. The brilliant novelist/essayist Stefan Zweig, the
European John Updike of his early 20th century era, wrote in his autobiography, The World of
Yesterday:
What a man has taken into his bloodstream in childhood from the air of that time stays with him. And despite all that
is dinned into my ears daily…I cannot quite deny the belief of my youth that in spite of everything, events will take
a turn for the better…I look up again and again to the ancient constellations that shone on my childhood, comforting
myself with the inherited confidence that, some day, this relapse will appear only an interval in the eternal rhythm of
progress onward and upward.25

Mr. Zweig, whose “world of yesterday”: cosmopolitan, pre-World War One Europe, was
destroyed by the forces of hatred and prejudice unleashed after and because of that war,26was
ultimately driven into exile and suicide by those same forces. He was a singular example of the
extreme trauma of change and cultural loss experienced in some degree by most human beings
throughout history, (a theme of this book), but probably never on such a massive, negative,
“industrial” scale and manner as in the twentieth century. (See The Violence and Dispossession
Caused by Migrating Peoples, below.)
So inextricably woven into Canada’s laws, economy and culture is the increasingly harmful
status quo in this area of our national life, that, as stated, it seems impossible to change
it. Nonetheless, we may be comforted by the thought that, as it applies to this subject anyway,
despite the “prejudice of presentism”-the careless assumption that bedevils us all that what is
happening now will always keep on happening- 27nothing stays the same- that “History
continues, in both nature and mankind”28– that whatever is happening now sooner or later is
going to stop happening, and be replaced by something happening… next.
The unripe grape, the ripe, and the dried. All things are changes, not into nothing, but into that which is not at
present. 29

And, as exemplified by Stefan Zweig, we are nothing if not “tomorrow’s another day” hopers
and dreamers.
We endure because we can speak tomorrow.

30

So I write a book, and we hope and pray that “that which is not at present”- that what eventually
happens next here- is something “one people” better.
We should take inspiration from the “one people” vision from a tall mountain of Black Elk, of
the Lakota people, who, in his vision, “was able to see the past and future of his own people, and
also the ways in which Indian lives would meet and mix with the American future:”
And while I stood there I saw more than I can tell and I understood more than I saw; for I was seeing in a sacred
manner the shapes of all things in the spirit, and the shape of all shapes as they must live together like one being.
And I saw that the sacred hoop of my people was one of many hoops that made one circle, wide as daylight and as
starlight, and in the center grew one mighty flowering tree to shelter all the children of one mother and one father.
And I saw that it was holy. 31
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11. David Brooks, The Beauty of Big Books, The New York Times, October 14th, 2016
12. The latter phraseology from At This Memorial the Monuments Bleed, by Jesse Wegman, The New
York Times, April 25, 2018, referring to the similar feelings of Blacks in America, described by a
Black Alabaman as “like smog…it’s just in the air-anyone living in this country has inherited a
narrative of racial difference that shapes the way we see the world.”
13. Emily Dickinson, the first line of her poem of the same name.
14. Quoted in Reckless Daughter, (the biography of Joni Mitchell), Harper-Collins Publishers Ltd,
Toronto,2017
15. This phrase and concept from historian Robert Conquest’s Reflections on a Ravaged Century, (W.W.
Norton & Company, 2005), in which he writes of the “primitive overidentification with a group”,
characteristic of the “group-mind, with equivalent hostility to other groups.”
16. This chilling phrase from the brilliant and profound Hannah Arendt’s The Origin of Totalitarianism,
Houghton, Mifflin, Harcourt, 1976. Referring to South Africa and the 19th century European,
imperialist governance model for Africa and Asia she refers to “Lord Selbourne’s early insight that
a race society as a way of life was unprecedented.”
17. From her essay Awakening, in The Givenness of Things, Harper Collins Publishers Ltd. 2015
18. (From the title of the book, Bind us Apart, by Nicholas Guyatt, (Basic Books, 2016), on how
“enlightened” Americans- George Washington, Thomas Jefferson, James Monroe and many otherswhile opposed to slavery and other forms of racial apartness that characterized the new United States
of America, for various reasons rooted in the character of their times and in their own too-human
natures, could not accept negroes and Native Americans as social and political equals, resulting in the
slavery and then “separate but equal” regimes that defined (and continues to profoundly effect today)
race relations in America for most of its history.
19. From her essay Puritans and Prigs, in The Death of Adam, St. Martin’s Press, (Picador) 2005.
20. In regards to this natural human compulsion to speak out against injustice, Nelson Mandela said:
Men, I think, are not capable of doing nothing, of saying nothing, of not reacting to injustice, of not protesting
against oppression, of not striving for the good society and the good life in the ways they see it.

(From his autobiography, Long Walk to Freedom, Little, Brown and Company, 1994)
21. “Why write, why read, if not to offer, to find, a larger image of life, an image of man as deep as the
problems that make up his greatness?”- Soviet dissident Victor Serge, in Unforgiving Years, New
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22.
23.

York Review Book, 2008, and, “We turn to literature to enlarge our experience of the world, to go
beyond what our own daily horizons make available to us. One kind of literature accomplishes this by
infusing new significance into our own habits, thoughts, feelings and relations with others. Another
kind takes us to places and events we have never experienced, and in some cases would never wish to
experience.” Benjamin Nathans, To Hell and Back, New York Review of Books, December 6, 2018
Simon Leys, from his essay The Truth of Simenon (contained in The Hall of Uselessness- Collected
Essays, New York Review of Books Classics, 2013)
We need not fear excessive influence. A more generous trust is permitted. Serve the great.-Emerson, from his
essay, Representative Men, quoted in Harold Bloom’s Genius- A Mosaic of One Hundred Exemplary
Creative Minds, Warner Books, 2002
Penguin Books, London, 1968
From The World of Yesterday. University of Nebraska Press, 2013

24.
25.
26. “Everything was so secure. Every stone lay in its place. The streets of life were well-paved. Secure roofs rested

on the walls of the houses…A lot of peoples might exist but no nations…But today, Herr District Captain, the
stones on the street lie askew and confused in dangerous heaps, and the roofs have holes, and the rain falls into
the houses, and everyone has to know on his own which street he is taking and what kind of house he is moving
into.” (italics added) -Joseph Roth, The Radetsky March, this brilliant, melancholy writer’s farce,

tragedy and angst-ridden novel, written in 1932, the eve of Hitler’s rise to power; the beginning of
chapter two of the saga of Europe’s twentieth century murder-suicide; (chapter one being World War
One), describing the poignant and despairing end days of the Austria-Hungarian Empire, Stefan
Zweig’s formative reality.
27. From Adam Gopnik, The Illiberal Imagination- Are liberals on the wrong side of history?- The New
Yorker, March 20, 2017. Also, this from 19th century novelist George Eliot’s The Mill on the Floss:
And the present time was like the level plain where men lose their belief in volcanoes and earthquakes, thinking
tomorrow will be as yesterday, and the giant forces that used to shake the earth are for ever laid to sleep.

28. Rudiger Safranski, Goethe-Life As A Work of Art, Liveright Publishing Corporation, 2017, a
biography of the German cultural genius, Johann Wolfgang Von Goethe
29. Marcus Aurelius, Meditations, quoted in George Eliot’s Daniel Deronda.
30. Intellectual George Steiner, from Original Minds-Conversations with CBC Radio’s Eleanor Wachtel,
Harper Perennial Canada, 2003
31. From the essay 2020 Vision, by Northern Minnesota Ojibwe David Treuer, quoting from his 2019
book, The Heartbeat of Wounded Knee, in Harper’s Magazine, January, 2019.
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2. TERMINOLOGY
Political language has to consist largely of euphemism, question-begging and sheer cloudy vagueness…such
phraseology is needed if one wants to name things without calling up mental pictures of them. – George
Orwell, Politics and the English Language1
But these fine words with which we fumigate and becloud unpleasant facts are not the language in which we speak.
2
– George Eliot
The adoption of the cause means adoption of the language of the cause. When we speak within the confines of this
language we give up our linguistic capacity to question and make moral choices. – Christopher Hedges, War is a
Force That Gives Us Meaning3
Since there was, in essence, one language, the Serbs, Muslims and Croats each began to distort their own tongue to
accommodate the myth of separateness. – Christopher Hedges
One of the things I’ve come to understand is that the central functional axiom of Western civilization is that
language is the process that keeps chaos and order in balance, and that when language is corrupted we careen into
chaos or pathological disorder.- University of Toronto Professor Jordan Peterson 4
Words such as “Indian” and “band” have come to seem vaguely derogatory, even though they are embedded in the
constitution and legislation; and so Canadians, wishing to be polite, say “First Nations” instead. – Tom
Flanagan, First Nations? Second Thoughts5
Cottagers and Indians– title of a 2018 play by Indian playwright Drew Hayden Taylor
THIS IS INDIAN LAND – Painted on the side of the Huron Central train bridge
crossing the Garden River in
6
Ontario’s Garden River First Nation

In this essay, I will often not be using the common terminology foisted on Canadians when
reading or hearing about this topic and which they themselves may feel forced to use when
speaking about it.
The reader may have already uncomfortably noted that I have been repeatedly using the word
“Indian.” This is deliberate.
Indian is the most legally accurate word to use and it is bluntly and uncomfortably to the
point. Indian is the precise, legal and denotative term for what is in fact a purely race-based legal
category of persons in Canada. It’s in the title of the Indian Act and used throughout that statute.
It’s in the constitution of our country, referring to that class of aboriginals who inhabit southern
Canada.7 It’s used by our courts in their many decisions emanating out of this burgeoning area of
law.
Indeed, in a very recent and important Court decision, Keewatin, (discussed below), the court
extensively discussed what it clearly regarded as the important and worthy concept
of Indianness. In another recent case, Montour,8 the Ontario Court of Appeal discussed the legal
concept of the core of Indianness.
To me, it’s offensive and counter-intuitive to our basic, civic values that we should still have and
want to permanently keep any category of Canadians defined solely on the basis of their race,
and who would possess a whole series of special legal rights and entitlements based solely on the
mere fact of their race- the mere accident of their birth. To me, Canada’s ultimate goal in this
regard should be for us all to have no need or desire to have the word “Indian” in our
constitution, in any of our statutes or to be a meaningful legal term generally.
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Canadian history at least provides us with an explanation and a reasonable “excuse” for the
original legal separation of Indians from non-Indians. But now there is no such excuse for our
courts, our governments, and our governing classes generally, to further entrench and expand this
inherently illiberal and segregationist situation. But even though they have the best of intentions,
that’s what they’re doing.
Therefore, in order that the essentially segregationist and benignly racist nature of this
situation be brought to the fore and kept there, in order to continually highlight how this
situation runs counter to our modern Canadian, liberal, humanist hard-wiring, and in order that
the wrong and discomfiting nature of what is happening be not just read, but felt, I will often use,
as if it were a verbal hairshirt, that precise, legal, racial term- Indian.
If the reader feels uncomfortable seeing and reading the word everywhere because it “sounds
racist,” then good! That’s the point! In today’s Canadian context it is inherently racist! And as
such it’s inherently wrong that it’s in our constitution, statutes and court decisions in the way it
is.
For the same reason- clarity of unpleasant thought- I will be trying to avoid as much as possible
the use of those other sanitized, progressive-sounding terms now being used to denote Indians:
terms such as: “natives,” “elders,” “urban elder” (see below), “Aboriginals”, “Indigenous”
Canadians, “Survivor”, complete with the overblown capital “S”, in relation to anyone who
attended an Indian residential school, regardless of his or her experience there, (see Setting
Indians Free From Their Past, below), and “First Nations”; the last a complete recent
fabrication, nowhere to be found in the historical record or in the wording of any of the original
treaties.
These are soft, vague, relatively modern, very emotive terms, too often politically inspired and
biased, connotative of pre-fall Edenic perfection, and poorly supported in law or history. They’re
favoured and used by governments, by the media and academia, and by the “Indian industry”
(see below) generally, all of whom use the word “Indian” only when, usually for legal or
technical reasons, they absolutely have to, and they all have the deliberate effect of masking the
fundamentally (albeit unintentional and benign) racist, segregationist nature of the current
situation.
They also have the Orwellian effect, as most mandated politically-correct terminology does, of
clouding clear thought, of preventing people from seeing and discussing the situation in a
different way, of discouraging legitimate disagreement, and of dictating terms of reference, thus
tending to pre-ordain debate and discussion outcomes, and thusly, overall, constraining and
debasing free speech and public discourse on this issue.
So I will speak in my own way.
I have already used the term “Indian industry” and I will be using it frequently throughout this
essay (with apologies to George Orwell). I intend this term to include all those Canadians, Indian
and non-Indian, who have an economic, political or otherwise close and direct personal stake in
the maintenance and perpetuation of what I consider to be the hopelessly negative status quo in
this area of Canadian life. I don’t mean to use the term in the sarcastic or dismissive sense. I
intend it to be a neutral, basically descriptive term.
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Others are not so charitable. British Columbia Aboriginal writer/lawyer/businessman Calvin
Helin, the son of a Tsimshian Nation chief, in his book Dances with Dependency, Out of Poverty
Through Self-Reliance, 9has a harsher view of what he also calls the “Indian Industry.” He
writes:
If lasting solutions are to be found (to eliminate the “dependency mindset” forged by welfare economics) the real
Aboriginal social and political problems must be discussed openly and frankly…Aboriginal citizens must squarely
face the Industry of Non-Aboriginal Hucksters and “consultants”, and those Aboriginal politicians who are openly
profiting from this sea of despair and poverty. In spite of what they say, this “Indian Industry” has no real interest in
10
changing a system from which they are profiting.

The late Indian leader and activist Arthur Manuel, from the Secwepemc tribe in British
Columbia, was of the same cynical view, writing in his 2017 The Reconciliation ManifestoRecovering the Land Rebuilding the Economy 11:
But unfortunately, Indian organizations are led and staffed by an Indian elite who have used our people’s poverty to
leverage their own government-funded jobs. In their eagerness to please the ones who are paying them, they have
forgotten about the people who they are supposed to be serving. Our leaders have abandoned our people and many
of them have boarded the Trudeau train and disappeared from Indian country into cushy jobs in Ottawa. They are no
longer hanging around the Liberal fort, they have disappeared into it.

I acknowledge that, for me, “Indian industry” is one of those terms that is an over-generalization
of something extremely complex and multi-faceted. But generalizing, coming up with “shortform” terms for complex things, seems often (as here, for this woeful writer) to be the only way
to encapsulate some essence and to economically get on with the story– the only way to not bore
or frustrate the reader (more than otherwise) with an unduly long and pedantic exception and
qualification-laden narrative. Some precision, alas, must be sacrificed to flow and to the general
idea.12So, in this regard, I beg for some slack from the reader- some indulgence, understanding
and perhaps gratitude.
On the other hand, this general topic is so profound and consequential, and so controlled by
powerful vested interests, that any writer on this topic who advocates what I advocate – who
argues against the enforced orthodoxy- to only minimize the attacks against him, must set out his
arguments in the most careful and thorough manner.
If you really care about a serious subject or a deep subject, you may have to be prepared to be boring about it. 13

My argument, lacking the “rhetorical energy and polemical brio” of the grievance, guilt and
social injustice-infused lamentations and accusations of the proponents of the status quo:
…can be put only slowly and with empirical caution. The tortoise is not merely a slow runner, but an ugly one.
14
(Still, he did win the race.-author)

Members of the Indian industry include, but are not limited to, Indian band elites, (chiefs, band
councillors and band employees), the new Indian “development corporations” springing up
everywhere to take advantage of the new “consult and accommodate” legal windfall recently
granted to Indians by our Supreme Court, (see The Haida Nation Case, below), Indian
federations, alliances, assemblies, associations and other such Canadian taxpayer-funded, Indian
advocacy and lobbying organizations.
Also included are politicians, our civil service elites, the so-far quiescent and incurious media,
the faculties of “native studies” at our colleges and universities, academia generally, and finally,
members of our non-Indian business and professional classes who act as consultants, advisors
and contractors to Indian bands and organizations and who provide them with the modern
technocratic assistance necessary to maintain and expand this negative situation. The
involvement of this disproportionately huge non-Indian segment of the Indian industry is crucial
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to the realization of any type or degree of “self-government,” the Canadian taxpayerfinanced Holy Grail of Indian elites.
(But as author Tom Flanagan asked in First Nations? Second Thoughts:
Is aboriginal government really self-government when, even though the elected officials are band members, the
technostructure of administrators, accountants, and other professionals consist largely of non-aboriginals?)

The people who comprise the Indian industry are good people, many of whom feel strongly,
even passionately, about the social and moral utility of whatever part it is that they are playing in
it and about their contribution to what they regard as the struggle to improve the situation of
Indians in Canada.
On the other hand however, it can’t be overlooked that a strong motive for the involvement of
many people in the Indian industry, as much as anything else, is the universal, simple, basic need
to maintain their businesses and keep their jobs, to make money, to put food on their tables and a
roof over their heads and to otherwise just keep going on successfully with their work lives.
That’s grimly understandable and basically reflects the world we live in.
But in the debate I’m trying, with this essay, to get started, this sometimes enormous self-interest
and the resulting fear of change and loss that so often accompanies it, can affect their judgment
and open-mindedness. It can create a noise in their heads that prevents them from hearing or
acting on the voices of their better angels. Thus this self-interest factor should always be openly
acknowledged and factored in.
What has happened over the past thirty years or so with respect to the situation of Indians in
Canada has been the result of an essentially private conversation amongst our courts,
governments, governing classes, Indian elites and the Indian industry generally.
Ordinary Canadians, individual and corporate, have been excluded from it, even though most
affected by it. We have not been trusted to be brought into it. This needs to end. We need to
demand to be meaningfully included in this conversation. The parameters of the conversation
itself need to be liberated and expanded. Ordinary Canadians need to be, to use the phrase of the
era, consulted and accommodated.
The stakes are high for all Canadians, especially for the vast majority of ordinary, powerless
Canadian Indians who are suffering so badly under the present segregationist, elites-driven
system.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

George Orwell, Politics and the English Language: An Essay. New York: Typophiles, 1947.
Daniel Deronda
Christopher Hedges. War is a Force That Gives us Meaning. New York: Anchor Books, 2003.
Christie Blatchford, Need your own pronoun? Well, no. National Post, October 22, 2016
Tom Flanagan. First Nations? Second Thoughts. Montreal: McGill-Queen’s University Press, 2008.
Photo from Canadian Geographic, Jan/Feb 2014. Indians don’t want non-Indians to call them
“Indians”, for the reasons stated herein, and they have non-Indians conditioned well in that regard. But
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7.
8.
9.
10.

for their own select purposes, sometimes involving aggressive political posturing, such as in the
Garden River photo, they often use the term. And in those situations the message seems to be: this is
our separate, race-based piece of Canada, so if you’re not of our race, you might not be welcome!– It
produces a most uneasy, unpleasant feeling- a feeling opposite to any kind of sense of reconciliation.
(See well below) And it reinforces the negative impression that Indian reserves are a kind of “poor
man’s gated community” (See Indian Reserves- Canada’s Gated Communities, below)
The other two legally defined types of aboriginals in the constitution are “Inuit” and “Metis”.
Montour v. City of Brantford, 2013 ONCA 560
(Ravencrest Publishing, Woodland Hills, California, 2008)
Mr. Helin’s harsher view might even encompass blue collar American philosopher Erich Hoffer’s
saying: “Every great cause begins as a movement, becomes a business, and eventually degenerates
into a racket.” (Quoted in How the Right Lost It’s Mind, by Charles J. Sykes, St. Martin’s Press, New
York, 2017
James Lorimer and Company Ltd. Toronto, 2017

11.
12. “Neat logical categories are necessary if man is to think profitably about the real world in which he lives and to

derive from it lessons for broader application and use” A scholar, in order to say anything significant, is “forced
to generalize.”

– Samuel Huntington, quoted by Robert Kaplan in his essay, Samuel Huntington: Looking the
World in the Eye, contained in Mr. Kaplan’s book The Return of Marco Polo’s World, War
Strategy and American Interests in the Twenty-First Century, 2019 Random House Trade
Paperback Edition.
13. Christopher Hitchens, Letters to a Young Contrarian, Basic Books, 2005
14. Adam Gopnik The Illiberal Imagination, above
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3. THE SEPARATE BUT EQUAL
DOCTRINE
A State which has drawn a colour line may not suddenly assert that it is colour blind.1
A fair and just future for First Nations doesn’t rest in the current legal framework of the Indian Act: that is simply
legislative racism. – Former Assembly of First Nations Regional Chief Isadore Day2
It is imperative that Indians should have full equality before the law. The provisions of the Indian Act do not give
them equality. They are saddled with disadvantages which hound them continually in their daily lives… In this
enlightened age we must give the right to all people, including Indian people, to the opportunities and equality
which is the birthright of every Canadian citizen. – Assembly of First Nations founder and distinguished aboriginal
lawyer William Wuttunee 3
If apartheid were measured by results rather than intent, we would have it on reserves today. -Aboriginal writer
Calvin Helin 4
A nation or society has a general spirit pervading all its aspects, and ideally its laws must conform with this. 5

Canadians pay lip service to the ideal that our society should always be striving for equalitylegal equality- and equality of social, economic and political opportunity- for all our citizens.
But for some inexplicable reason we exempt Canadian Indians from this fine aspiration. For
them, our collective official aspiration is that they have separate but equal legal status- and
separate but equal social, economic and political opportunities, somewhat like the situation of
American blacks before the United States Supreme Court in 1954 declared unconstitutional the
“separate but equal” doctrine which had oppressed them for decades.
The election of Barack Obama as its President demonstrated how far and wise America has
progressed since then. Kick-started by that court decision Americans have been able to find the
courage and resolve, for the achievement of the higher purpose of full integration of blacks and
whites, to discard the old separate but equal model and, as a nation, to at least try to achieve that
higher purpose and goal.
Canada needs to find this same courage and resolve to try to achieve our version of this higher
purpose – namely, full legal equality and full integration of Canadian Indians into Canadian
society.
We need to reverse what Canadian Indian leader, businessman and ex-Toronto Symphony
conductor John Kim Bell, echoing the distinguished and accomplished Indians quoted in the
headnotes above, described in early 2018 as Canada’s official policy towards Indians“apartheid.” 6
To do this we must, over time, in a planned and lawful manner, end this now archaic, wrongheaded and dysfunctional “separate but equal” legal strait-jacket that Canada and Canadian
Indians have become bound and oppressed by- a strait-jacket characterized by antiquated laws,
institutions and arrangements that are totally incapable of addressing, much less solving, the real
and serious problems facing Indian-Canadians in the 21st century.
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We need to find the courage and resolve to end the reserve system and separate, race-based, legal
status for Indians.
The situation of ordinary Indians in Canada, because of these things, is dismal and inferior. The
only way for this situation to improve is by gradually eliminating them. Ancient pre-contact
Indian cultures are extinct. Indians, like history itself, can only go forward. They can’t go back to
them. As historian Robert Kaplan wrote:
The “West”, if it does have a meaning beyond geography, manifests a spirit of ever more inclusive liberalism. Just
as in the 19th century there was no going back to feudalism, there is no going back now to nationalism, not without
courting disaster. As the great Russian intellectual Alexander Herzen observed, “History does not turn back…All
reinstatements, all restorations have always been masquerades. ” 7

Trying to go back to different forms of race-obsessed, race-based tribalism, and, where our
Indian population is concerned, repudiating Canada’s ever more inclusive liberalism, as our
Indian elites and non-Indian elites are doing, is courting, causing and perpetuating great
economic, political and social harm to our country, and especially to the vast majority of
vulnerable, marginalized, non-elite Indians.
Completing the process of legal integration and social assimilation with non-Indian Canadians is
the only serious, beneficial and realistic way forward.
There’s something jarring and dissonant to the Canadian psyche about the present situation. It
goes against the grain of our civic ideals and our human natures, which instinctively seek
fairness and equality. When those things are patently absent, it’s socially upsetting , destabilizing
and creates “a greater array of social problems.”
People seem to understand this truth intuitively…they want less inequality. Inequality affects our actions and our
feelings in the same systematic, predictable fashion again and again…Inequality divides us, cleaving us into camps
not only of income but of ideology and race, eroding our trust in one another. It generates stress and makes us all
less healthy and less happy. 8

All the expensive efforts we see now being undertaken to maintain or improve the present
condition of Indians in Canada, all the new rights and privileges being granted to them by our
higher courts- all based on the maintenance and enhancement of the legal status quo- may benefit
a few Indians at the top, but they only result in more dependence, poverty and social ruination
for the vast majority of them.
And they ill serve Canada’s best interests as a whole.
In 1969, by way of a “White Paper”, Canada proposed that the Indian Act be abolished and that
Indians be brought into a state of legal equality with other Canadians.
And it wasn’t just the big, bad, “Eurocentric” Canadian government that was thinking along
these lines. Many Indian leaders were too.
The late William Wuttunee, born into a family of thirteen on the Red Pheasant Reserve near
Battleford, Saskatchewan, the son of James Wuttunee, a Cree chief, an attendee of the Onion
Lake, Anglican Church-run residential school, (where “life was harsh for the children and he
18

witnessed violent, prolonged beatings with straps”), a former chief of the National Indian
Council of Canada, (a predecessor of the Assembly of First Nations, (AFN), the first Indian to
practise law in Western Canada, the first Indian to take a case to the Supreme Court of Canada,
(even though he did not argue the case- a “gay rights” case!- it was an awesome achievementhe was a sole practitioner at the time! ), supported the White Paper because:
…it promoted integration. He believed a better life was to be had for Indians in cities, working and living alongside
white people.

Douglas Cuthand, present-day native activist, said of Mr. Wuttunee:
Bill Wuttunee was light years ahead of everybody. He was way out there in his thinking too. He clashed with some
of the leadership at the time. He wanted change and there was quite a movement towards integration… (He) was a
visionary. And you pay a price. Whenever someone goes ahead , there is usually someone who has laid some road
ahead of you. But in the case of Bill Wuttunee, there really was no one ahead of him. You really have to give him
credit for that.

All of the immediately above is from Mr. Wuttunee’s obituary, A Trailblazing Life of Native
Firsts, by Patricia Dawn Robertson,9 and from the introduction to his book, Ruffled Feathers.
Ms. Robertson also wrote:
In 1971 Mr. Wuttunee published a controversial book, Ruffled Feathers: Indians in Canadian Society, in which he
continued to promote his views on integration. This public statement of his beliefs widened the divide between the
successful lawyer and his community, most of whom wanted to preserve their traditional way of life.
He received death threats and retreated from political life back into his law practice , and redoubled his commitment
to his Unitarian faith.

Ruffled Feathers, now out of print and commercially unavailable, (the writer had to go to some
pains to get a copy- (borrowed from a branch of the Toronto Public Library)- is an important
book- a book being deliberately ignored by the Indian Industry- in the context of today’s
environment of shuttered free speech and adherence to orthodoxy, an amazing book- a brave
book by a clear-seeing, clear-thinking, personally brave man- a man who never thought of
himself as a residential school “Survivor”, (See Setting Indians Free from Their Past, below), obviously a strong-willed man- probably, in his heyday, a very stubborn and personally
“difficult” man, (such idealists and visionaries often are)-an independent-minded man- who saw
himself first as a free-standing individual Canadian, and only secondly as an Indian-Canadian.
Mr. Wuttunee , in Ruffled Feathers, argued, for the sake of the best interests of the Indians of
Canada, in favour of the abolition of the Indian Act, reserves and all the special race-based
rights and entitlements for Indians. He argued for complete legal and racial integration of Indian
and non-Indian Canadians. He urged his fellow Indians to adapt. 10
He made the same arguments that Gandhi made in India, that Martin Luther King made in
America, and that Nelson Mandela made in South Africa.
And for this he was proscribed and shunned; as his ideas, even after his death, continue to be.
It’s grimly understandable that the then, (1971), new, emerging, identity politics-practising
Indian elites, being then enriched by unprecedented new and larger transfers of what Mr.
Wuttunee called “the white man’s money”, banned him from reserves, and generally, shut him
down and marginalized him, so harshly critical was he of them and their “autocratic
organizations”, their “nepotism and favoritism” and their “little red dictators”.
19

My book- essentially a lone individual’s cry in the wilderness- was basically finished when I
became aware of William Wuttunee and Ruffled Feathers. Reading the book and realizing that
almost every argument made in this essay was already made and articulated in better and far
more blunt and authoritative form by an accomplished and intellectually
muscular Aboriginal lawyer, was and is heartening. I will be referring to Ruffled
Feathers throughout this essay.
(Is there no courageous, farseeing Indigenous leader in all of Canada’s Indigenous
communities, like William Wuttunee, who would today take up and promulgate his message of
unity?
The 1969 White Paper proposals were too quickly dropped, a victim of the counterculture
movement, with its then culturally-ascendant phenomenon of identity politics, where
practitioners of it seem to care more about the special group they identify with than their country
as a whole- a victim of the negative, self-centered excesses of our increasingly illiterate age- a
childish age devoid of any real sense of history or historical continuity, 11where the past was
basically cancelled12– an age “when most people stopped believing that the course of their lives
would be determined by history rather than psychology, public rather than private crises” 13-an
age rife with subjective feelings of “entitlement”- an age “which takes our inherited advantages
for granted and replaces the cure of souls with the cure of the psyche, blind justice with
therapeutic justice, and philosophy with social science.”14
The age-old societal boundaries within which as-objective-as-possible truths have been
reasonably prescribed and contained have disappeared.
When former Liberal Minister of Justice Judy Wilson-Raybould was giving her now-famous
2019 swansong testimony prior to being shown the Liberal Party door she narcissistically spoke
of “my truth” instead of “the truth”, in this way perfectly illustrating the transformation of the
once universally-accepted dictum, “I think therefore I am”, to “I feel therefor I am.”
Social media has eroded almost to the point of destruction long-established, societywide hierarchical lines of authority, influence and age-old values, standards and common
assumptions.
No one dies of fatal truths these days, there are too many antidotes.
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Again, as historian Robert Kaplan wrote, pinpointing key causes and features of the harmful
and dysfunctional situation in which Canadian Indians find themselves today:
16

The modern world faces its solitude and its responsibilities without the artifice of a protective dependency or a
fictive utopian coherence. And so we see the return of various kinds of exclusivist identities: national, ethnic, tribal
and sectarian…For the moment, in too many places, we will have to endure divisions of blood and myth: divisions
that are frankly undeniable because people believe them, even as they must be resisted. (italics added).

Playwright Arthur Miller, looking back on the wreckage of the twentieth century:
The ultimate human mystery may not be anything more than the claims on us of clan and race, which may yet turn
out to have the power, because they defy the rational mind, to kill the world. 17

It’s time to consider the idea again. The counterculture movement – an idle, luxurious offshoot
of our now-vanishing middle class prosperity – is now generally recognized as the intellectually
bankrupt, selfish movement it always was.
Camille Paglia:
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My generation of the Sixties, with all our great ideals, destroyed liberalism, because of our excesses.18

Therefore anything arising out of “the Sixties”, including the myth-based, victimhoodfetishizing, identity politics engaged in by our grievance-obsessed Indian and non-Indian elites,
is deservedly suspect.
South African apartheid was an especially sordid variation of segregationist policies. Nelson
Mandela, who Canadians lionized both during his lifetime and on his death as a wonderful
exemplar of progressive and humanist thinking in this area, advocated the complete abolition of
all traces of racial segregation in the laws of the new South Africa. He advocated the
establishment of a legal regime of all races living in a state of complete legal equality.
The present circumstances of Canada and Canada’s Indians should compel us all towards
working to establish in Canada Nelson Mandela’s positive and inspiring vision and goal of one
set of laws for all.

1. From the U.S. government submission in Bell vs. Maryland, 1960 (a Negro discrimination case),
quoted by journalist I.F.Stone in his book, In a Time of Torment, London: Johnathon Cape Ltd.,
1968.
2. Espanola Mid North-Monitor 10 March 2010.
3. from Ruffled Feathers- Indians in Canadian Society, Bell Books Ltd. Calgary 1971 (“Ruffled
Feathers”)
4. From Dances With Dependency (above), quoting with approval John Stackhouse, from a 14 part
Globe and Mail series, Canada’s Apartheid, “First Step: End the Segregation,” December 15, 2001.
5. Betty Radice, quoting Montesquieu in her Introduction to Edward Gibbon’s The History of the
Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire, (“Decline and Fall“)The Folio Society, London, 1983
6. Said at the Ontario Bar Association Conference on the topic, Advancing Reconciliation , Review of
Recent Key Decisions and what Deconstructing the Current Colonial Legal Structure Could Mean,
February 8th, 2018. The “2018 Advancing Reconciliation”conference. Mr. Bell was described in his
introduction as “a modern day Renaissance man.” To be fair to this gentleman, he did not advocate the
goal that I advocate in this essay. Like the other speakers, he was not able to articulate any long range,
ameliorative goal other than that there should be a greater “redistribution of wealth”.
7. How Islam Created Europe, The Atlantic, May 2016 (italics added)
8. Nicholas Kristof, What Monkeys Can Teach Us About Fairness, The New York Times, June 3rd, 2017
9. Globe and Mail, December 5, 2015
10. Like Ojibwe David Treuer wrote of Black Elk, of the Lakota people, (read his universalist vision in
the Introduction, above), “he was determined to live and adapt. That doesn’t make him less of an
Indian, as I see it; it makes him more of one.” These words apply full-on to Mr. Wuttunee.
11. “To be ignorant of what occurred before you were born is to remain always a child.” -Cicero, quoted
in Hiking With Nietzsche- On Becoming Who You Are, by John Kaag, Farrar, Strauss and Giroux, New
York, 2018. “Nietzche never lost his most basic philological sensibility, the awareness that to flourish
in the present, one must first comes to grips with the distant past.”
12. “Cancellation was the beginning of the sixties for me, the great disconcerting wipeout of all that had
gone before.” Playwright Arthur Miller, Timebends-A Life, Harper & Row Publishers, 1987
13. Susan Sontag, from her Introduction to The Case of Comrade Tulayev, by Victor Serge, New York
Review of Books Classics, 2004
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14. Christopher Lasch, The Culture of Narcissism- American Life in An Age of Diminishing Expectations,
W.W. Norton & Company, 1991
15. Friedrich Nietzche, quoted in Hiking With Nietzsche, above
16. From In Europe`s Shadow, Two Cold Wars and a Thirty Year Journey Through Romania and Beyond,
Random House, New York, 2016, an historical primer on the evils of ethnic, national or racial group
thinking, (with a focus on Romania.)
17. From Timebends- A Life, Harper & Row Publishers, 1987, his wonderful autobiography.
18. Quoted in Tony Judt’s Ill Fares the Land,The Penguin Press, 2010
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4. ASSIMILATION AND CULTURAL LOSS
We today are mere twigs atop a vast human forest, whose roots are in a prehistoric past of which we still have very
incomplete knowledge. This is a warning of how ephemeral we and our institutions and events today really are, soon
in our turn to be tipped into the humus of a human past mostly already forgotten, or rarely acknowledged. – William
Pfaff1
“A mongrel half-bred race.” – English author and poet Daniel Defoe’s satiric description of the “true-born
Englishman.”2
Who was Babel? Where did he come from? He was an accident. We are all such accidents. We do not make up
history and culture. We simply appear, not by our own choice. We must make what we can of the conditions
available. We must accept the mixture of life as we find it- the impurity of it, the tragedy of it, the hope of it. -Saul
Bellow 3
Assimilation is not a dirty word. For the Canadian state it should be an indifferent one, a choice we respect as much
as the opposite…The argument raised by advocates of self-government is that the native nations were here first.
That is demagogy. The aboriginals were not here. Their ancestors were… Collective rights are not inherited. If they
were, we could justify special privileges for the French Canadians descended from the settlers whose ancestors
were here second; the Anglo-Saxons who came third and so on, down to today’s arrivals who would have the
fewest rights. –Julius Grey 4
Do you know or can you believe that sometimes the idea obtrudes…whether it has been well that I have sought
civilization with its bothersome concomitants and whether it would not be better even now…to return to the
darkness and most sacred wilds (if any such can be found) of our country and there to vegetate and expire silently,
happily and forgotten as do the birds of the air and the beasts of the field. The thought is a happy one but perhaps
impracticable.- Ely S. Parker, Seneca Iroquois sachem 5
Real Indian culture is just about dead on the reserves. -Aboriginal AFN founder and lawyer William Wuttunee, 6

Canadian Indian leaders wrongly say that their distinct, “traditional” Indian cultures still exist.
Or, to the extent that they acknowledge that these cultures are dying or already gone, they
wrongly blame non-Indians for this, as if we or our ancestors intended this to happen. The old
cultures of the ancestors of Canada’s non-Indian populations are all dead and gone too!
History shows that all cultures naturally evolve out of existence, or into something different, or
one way or another come to an end. It’s a basic fact of human life and history – a basic rule to
which past Indian cultures have been no exception.
Johann Wolfgang Von Goethe:
…for now all the world is in
Motion and now, everything once conjoined is detached,
Basic laws of the mightiest states are coming undone,
Those once possessed are detached from their possessions,
Friend separated from friend, and love cut off from love.
True is the saying that man is but a stranger on earth.
Now more than ever, everyone has become a stranger.
We no longer possess the land. Its treasures are mobile;
Gold and silver are melted down from their ancient forms.
Everything’s moving, as if our structured world were sliding
Back into the night and chaos, to shape itself anew. 7
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Indian spokespersons also wrongly say that the assimilation of Indian and non–Indian cultures
was and is a bad thing. It’s not at all. In fact, it’s a very natural and positive thing. Assimilation,
an aspect of biological evolution, is a process which has been occurring continuously since the
beginning of life on earth and since the origin of humans. It’s been fundamental to the
development, adaptation, progress and primacy of our species.
To bewail and decry it and to want to somehow opt out of it is really to want to be segregated
from a healthy and natural life process that is inherent in being a part of life on earth – that is
inherent in being human. It’s to want to be excluded from a fundamental evolutionary process –
to step outside of history itself – which no one can do.
This point was very recently forcefully made by Historian Sir David Cannadine in his instructive
and inspiring book, The Undivided Past: Humanity Beyond our Differences,8 “a wise and
provocative call to re-examine the way we look at the past: not merely as a story of incessant
conflict between groups but also of human solidarity throughout the ages” (from the bookjacket).
Mr. Cannadine wrote:
Civilizations were not hermetically sealed off from one another, but interacted creatively, and this borrowing and
cross-fertilization was the key to progress…Human advancement is the outcome of the co-mingling of ideas through
the contact of different groups…Civilization is everywhere the stimulus evoked by the friction of one group upon
another.

One of the world’s most remarkable and resilient cultures in the world is that of the Jews, which
has received, absorbed and survived as many shocks, slings and arrows as any culture in history.
A key to its survival has been its adaptive, assimilationist nature.
Israeli writer and humanist Amos Oz:
What does Jewish culture comprise? It comprises everything we have amassed over the generations. Elements born
inside it, as well as those we have absorbed from the outside, which become part of the family. 9

The brilliant humanist/historian Erna Paris, in her important and inspiring book, From
Tolerance to Tyranny- A Cautionary Tale From Fifteenth Century Spain, 10a great work of
history and a paean to the benefits of human mixing of all sorts, (with a large focus on the
historically-assimilationist Jewish culture), writing of Canada’s early years of development,
which mistakenly and wrongly excluded our Indian peoples, wrote:
Canadian pluralism…grew not from ideology, or theology, for that matter, but from a pragmatic need to develop
sparsely populated tracts of land. No matter the origin, the outcome was the same. Mixed populations ignited an
explosion of raw energy and inventiveness.

Indian leaders who oppose legal integration and further assimilation with their fellow
countrymen are fighting these stimulating, natural and beneficial processes, and by doing so are
actually hurting their people rather than helping them. They’re ensuring further segregation and
cultural loss, and further stagnation and decline overall, rather than real and meaningful progress.
They’re also acting, no doubt inadvertently, in a bit of a racist way, because a logical assumption
underlying their opposition to integration and assimilation is, quite arguably, that to them,
persons of other races aren’t good enough, or at least are somehow inappropriate, to mix with.
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Because, as Tom Flanagan, in First Nations? Second Thoughts, suggested, isn’t assimilation
the opposite of belief in racial inferiority?
Humans have always been a wandering species- for 100,000 years constantly migrating from one
place to another- these migrations expanding our (apparent) hegemony over all the other species
of life on earth- always in a state of flux- forever mating, mixing and matching with new
peoples.
Fundamental to all the different types of collectives that humans have formed and been part of
has been the ever-present reality of change– transforming from one cultural, ethnic, economic,
social or political state to another. Whether the collective is or was a clan, a tribe, an ethnic,
linguistic, religious or racial group, a nation or an empire, this constant, impersonal, grinding,
stimulating process of change, adaptation and assimilation has always been at work.
Canada itself has a vastly different culture than it had fifty years ago. We’ve changed –
assimilated – from a French-English dominated polity to a multi-ethnic one. Those of us who
claim French or British heritage can justly say that we have “lost” our old dominant culture.
Indeed we have, but we didn’t lose it in the sense of losing something we “owned.” We didn’t
lose it in the sense that we lost it as the result of the unjust actions of others or because we
mistakenly or otherwise allowed ourselves to be dispossessed of it such that, now that we are
aware of our ‘loss,” we can somehow recover and then resume living it.
No, that “culture,” such as it was, is now irretrievably past and gone. Beneath our eyes,
unsuspecting or not, under the influence of inexorable and timeless factors like migration and
technological change, it imperceptibly morphed – assimilated – into something different.
Today the old order of fifty years ago is lost, just as whatever social and political order we have
today will be lost and unrecognizable to any of us still alive fifty years from now.
British culture itself, as it existed at the time the first English migrators came to Canada, was
itself the final product of an “aboriginal” culture first existing in Great Britain around 12000
BC, which was then continually transformed by a series of later influxes of new peoples- Celts,
Romans, Saxons, Danes, Vikings, Normans and countless others. New migrators merged, mixed
– assimilated – with indigenous, “host” populations (each of them the product of the same
phenomena) – to create a new, usually more dynamic, stimulating culture for both.
This same universal historical process of change took place in France, our other European
founding country. Sixteenth century France was the end result of a long series of migrations,
invasions, alliances, and other types of cultural fertilizations , cross-pollinations and
assimilations, voluntary and otherwise, involving the “aboriginal” tribes of original Gaul,
themselves original migrators from the east, and firstly, Romans, and then Goths, Huns, Franks,
Vandals and numerous other tribes and ethnic groups from far and wide.
The cultural result of all that time, movement and commotion in Europe-all those migrations,
mergers and cultural exchanges- all that stimulation and assimilation – by the time of Europe’s
first contact with the Americas, was the Renaissance! – one of the most creative and dynamic
watershed periods in the relatively short history of the human race, and a prime example of how
social assimilation leads to good and progressive ends.
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Writer Simon Leys argues that it is all these changes and exchanges that create this kind of
higher form of culture:
Culture is born out of exchanges and thrives on differences.

And unfortunately the opposite is true. As Mr. Leys says:
The death of culture lies in its self-centerdness, self-sufficiency and isolation. 11

This means, in the case of Canada’s Indians, that the less they socially assimilate, and the more
their elites try to segregate in any way their peoples from the rest of Canadians,
ostensibly to “preserve their culture”, the more they ensure the death of it.
“It is not possible to renew without days of old, and days of old cannot exist without renewal.“12

The Roman Empire was one of the longest-lasting empires, in terms of staying essentially intact,
in world history. Edward Gibbon, in Decline and Fall (above), attributes this partially to its
“genius” of always following an assimilationist policy. He writes:
The narrow policy of preserving, without any foreign mixture, the pure blood of its ancient citizens, had checked the
fortune, and hastened the ruin, of Athens and Sparta. The aspiring genius of Rome sacrificed vanity to ambition, and
deemed it more prudent, as well as honourable, to adopt virtue and merit for her own wheresoever they were found,
among slaves or strangers, enemies or barbarians.

Rome’s deliberately assimilationist policy brought about such a secure, beneficial and permanent
social peace that Canadians should unapologetically emulate this important lesson from history.
The Roman Empire brought peace to the civilized world for two centuries. Nothing like it has been seen
since…Speaking generally, the mighty Roman Empire meant prosperity for the world; and within it, peoples of
different race and religion and custom learned to live happily with one another. 13

Tenth and eleventh century Moorish Spain had, at the time, the most civilized, tolerant and
sophisticated culture in Europe. The key to its success was the promotion of social assimilation.
Erna Paris, from From Tolerance to Tyranny:
Accomplishment grew from a foundation of cultural pluralism, which welcomed new people, new languages, and
new ideas; conversely, the exclusive ideology of Christianity set roadblocks in the way. The intellectual, artistic and
cultural brilliance of Arab Spain was the harvest of an open cross-fertilization unimpeded by religious rejection.

As Robert Kaplan wrote in In Europe’s Shadow, (above), the over 400 year-lasting Ottoman
Empire showed the same assimilationist genius, “treating all creeds and races as one”, thusly
creating “an extraordinary civilization”.
Ottoman soldiers and administrators hailed from the western Balkans, Poland and Ukraine; the harem at Topkapi
numbered women from Greece, Russia and Circassia: the Ottoman system provided the opportunity of rapid social
advancement for those taken initially away by force from their families, however obscure their origins. As the
historian Arnold J. Toynbee puts it, the Ottomans “served a positive political purpose by providing the Orthodox
Christian world with the universal state which it was unable to achieve for itself.”
Empires were cruel in their way but also allowed a mechanism for intercommunal existence, where borders and
identities built on race, language and religion mattered less, since everyone obeyed the same sovereign. The horrors
of the twentieth century had as their backdrop the collapse of empires and the rise of modern, uni-ethnic states…We
still live in the aftershocks of that nightmare. No solution has as yet been found in the Middle East for the collapse
of the Ottoman Empire.

Just as no “solution” (except, ultimately, the Final Solution) was found for the Jews when the
Austro-Hungarian Empire collapsed as the result of World War One. The brilliant historian and
intellectual Tony Judt, wrote: 14
For the shtetl Jews especially, as Sperber notes, the Emperor Franz Josef meant more than he did for anyone else. He
was the guarantor of their civil rights, their only shield against the coming of hatred and despotism, As Sperber’s
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own father lamented in 1916, upon hearing of the old emperor’s death, “Austria has died with him. He was a good
emperor for us. Now everything will be uncertain! It is a great misfortune for us Jews!” It was.

Yuval Noah Harari in Sapiens-A Brief History of Mankind, 15 a stimulating, long-view, clichébusting, overview of man’s history -(“Sapiens” meaning thinking man)- described the empire
as the world’s most common form of political organization, and contrasted the negative and
harmful ethnic exclusiveness typical of tribal culture, now usually manifested by an independent
nation state, with the inclusiveness (forced or not) of the imperial/strong-state ideology:
Even though it (imperial ideology) has often emphasized race and cultural differences between rulers and ruled, it
has still recognized the basic unity of the entire world, the existence of a single set of principles governing all places
and times, and the mutual responsibilities of all human beings. Humankind is seen as a large family: the privileges
of the parents go hand in hand with responsibility for the welfare of the children.

Canada exhibits this inclusive, assimilationist genius as well, (without the empire’s often
autocratic nature), except for all aspects of Canada that relate to our aboriginal population!
Canada’s recent immigrant peoples have all been subject to these same stimulative-assimilative,
change-forcing “mongrelizing” processes. The cultures they’ve brought to Canada, each the end
product of hundreds and thousands of years of the same movement and mixing of peoples, the
same old world conflicts and assimilations, became subject to further instant change in Canada,
causing many of them also to decry the diminishment and “loss” of their respective cultures of
origin. But like Canadians of British and French origin, like Canadian Indian would-be purists,
they decry in vain.
The process of cultural change- metamorphosis- and assimilation – the result of millions of
individual, personal, selfish instincts, thoughts and decisions – acts out as a virtually
unconscious, automatic, unstoppable, old-culture pulverizing, 16collective, vital force.
Novelist Jhumpa Lahiri writes:
One could say that the mechanism of metamorphosis is the only element of life that never changes. The journey of
every individual, every country, every historical epoch- of the entire universe and all it contains-is nothing but a
series of changes, at times subtle, at times deep, without which we would stand still. The moments of transition, in
which something changes, constitute the background of us all. Whether they are a salvation or a loss, they are
moments we tend to remember. They give a structure to our existence. Almost all the rest is oblivion.17

The backward, bigoted Muslim father who murders his daughter for the sake of his and his
family’s “honour” is the ultimate perverse expression of the senseless and destructive rejection
of the assimilation principle and of the hopelessness of resisting the tide of cultural change and
loss.
In any event, in all the above cases, the long-term “loss” allegedly suffered was often not one
that actually diminished in any way the humanity or dignity of those affected. It just changed
them and, objectively viewed, more often than not for the better.
Canadian Indian culture as it existed prior to contact with European migrants, like European
Renaissance cultures that existed then, like Canada’s culture of fifty years ago, for the same
reasons, has almost totally disappeared. Little of it remains. Why should it? Indian societies,
being so fundamentally and typically human, were and are naturally subject to the same
implacable laws of migration, mixing, change and assimilation as were and are all other social
groups that make up the human family. (In fact present-day Indian Canadians and non-Indian
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Canadians have far more in common with each other than either group has with their respective
ancestors!)18
Indian peoples too, like all other world peoples, in the millennia before European contact,
experienced these same typically-human transformative processes. Clovis, Adena, Arctic
Mongols, Shield Archaic, Woodland Trend, Dorset – these are only a few of the exotic names
given by anthropologists to the many extinct forbearers of the Indian tribal groups that existed in
Canada at the time of contact. This adds to the absurdity of Indian elites blaming non-Indians for
the loss of their pre-contact, “traditional culture.”
This basically blameless phenomenon was happening on a regular basis in North America long
before European migrators arrived, and, after their arrival here, and all elsewhere, has continued
to the point where there are no authentic, pre-contact-like, “traditional” cultures left here in
Canada, or anywhere else in the world.
Yuval Noah Harari wrote in Sapiens:
Today almost all humans share the same geopolitical system (the entire planet is divided into internationally
recognized states); the same economic system (capitalist market forces shape even the remotest corners of the
globe); the same legal system (human rights and international law are valid everywhere, at least theoretically); and
the same scientific system (experts in Iran, Israel, Australia, and Argentina have exactly the same views about the
structure of atoms or the treatment of tuberculosis…
…We still talk a lot about “authentic” cultures, but if by “authentic” we mean something that developed
independently, and that consists of ancient local traditions free of external influences, then there are no authentic
cultures left on earth. Over the last few centuries, all cultures were changed almost beyond recognition by a flood of
global influences.

Despite this obvious reality, Canadian Indian elites constantly talk about their supposedly
distinct “traditional cultures.”
To this, Edward Gibbon writes, in Decline and Fall, referring to the tendency of
many nationalist, ethnic and racial propagandists, for present political purposes, to
exaggerate glorious attributes or deeds of their ancestors:
On a narrow basis of acknowledged truth an immense but rude superstructure of fable has been erected.

To this mainly sentimental worship of a pre-contact past that never was- this “invention of
tradition” tendency- the great Australian-born historian and art critic Robert Hughes writes:19
Nationalism always wants to have myths to prop itself up…And if you ask what the aim of these efforts to roll
history and myth together was, in every case the answer is the same. Self-esteem…But the desire for self-esteem
does not justify every lie and exaggeration and therapeutic slanting of evidence that can be claimed to alleviate it.
The separatism it fosters turns what ought to be a recognition of cultural diversity, of real multiculturalism, generous
and tolerant on both sides, into a pernicious symbolic program.

Aboriginal writer and lawyer William Wuttunee, in Ruffled Feathers, (above) is scathing and
takes no prisoners on this point, describing some of the “touristy” aspects of Indian cultural
displays as being partially invented traditions- “museum pieces in buckskin and feathers” and
“endless hopping around near a bunch of teepees.” (Ouch! Not political. No wonder he couldn’t
get along with the new Indian powers-that-be.)
(To Mr. Wuttunee’s list of overdone, fixed-frozen-smile inducing, mandatory-enduring,
touristy, native cultural displays I would add, for me, mandatory smudge ceremonies where the
often forced participation in them basically amounts to the mere “courtesy that reason pays
to superstition”,20 endless drumming, more than two minutes of throat singing and a great deal
of the overly-sentimental programming on the famously-unwatched, governmentmandated Aboriginal Peoples Television Network.)
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Except insofar as Indian people experience on average a larger degree of poverty and social
misery than all other Canadian racial or ethnic groups, there’s no credible evidence that, aside
from that, any distinct or “traditional” Indian culture exists today anywhere in Canada. Merely
declaring that unique and distinct Indian cultures still exist doesn’t make it so.
A culture is a particular form or type of civilization, (“Civilizations: styles of living and
dying.”)21which manifests itself in actual, demonstrable human behaviour. 22If what is merely
talked about is not practiced, that’s not evidence of a distinct culture.
Octavio Paz, the Nobel Prize-winning Mexican intellectual, in his most famous book, The
Labyrinth of Solitude, 23 challenged his countrymen to see themselves as:
a cosmic race… where the old plurality of cultures, postulating various and contrary ideals, and offering various and
contrary views of the future, has been replaced by a single civilization and a single future…

and to regard themselves as bound by the idea of living inter-racially, as absolute equals, in a
new form of creative participation. This is a hopeful and inspiring thought indeed, one that
provides a new way for Canadians of all races to view ourselves going into the future together.
(See It’s Not Impossible. (Nelson Mandela Proved It), below)
These days what is said about Indian culture being somehow distinct is usually just a form of
politicking – mouthing a very general, “I say it therefore it’s true and I dare you to openly
disagree with me,” rote line in pursuit of some political, economic or legal goal. Nowhere do you
see distinct or traditional Indian cultures demonstrated in the way Indians act out their ordinary
lives – the only true test.
On those rare occasions when Indian spokespersons have been pressed to actually specify what it
is that is presently unique and authentic about their culture they usually descend into evasions,
generalities and saying well-phrased, high-sounding things about their culture that are actually
very bland, obvious things that are common to every human culture. Or they obfuscate, or say
something like, “it’s too complex to describe in words,” or in some other way completely fail to
answer the question in any logical, satisfactory fashion.
There’s an example of this in Disrobing the Aboriginal Industry,24 an excellent and, given the
politically correct times in which we live, rather brave, book by Albertans Frances
Widdowson25and Albert Howard.The authors described a federal government-mandated
Environmental Assessment Review of a diamond mine near Yellowknife, where aboriginal
“traditional knowledge,” one highly touted aspect of aboriginal culture, was ordered to be
considered. When Indian spokespersons were asked to describe this traditional knowledge they
were unable to offer even one cogent and coherent example of it! As the authors wrote:
As disinterested observers, we were astonished at how the panel, BHP (the mining company), the government and
aboriginal groups were so confident that traditional knowledge was essential to the environmental assessment
process when they didn’t even seem to know what it was or how it could be used…. Aboriginal groups giving
presentations also were unable to answer questions concerning the methodology of traditional knowledge or how it
differed from scientific research. They gave long rambling pontifications about the still unspecified but nevertheless
important “cultural context” of traditional knowledge, and stated that its “complexity” made it difficult to describe.
The panel’s hearing exemplified a well-known pattern of behaviour in the North; publicly, everyone declared
unconditionally that traditional knowledge was a valid and essential source of information for environmental
assessment and that it could enhance the scientific research that was being undertaken. When questions were asked
about what this information was, or how it could be incorporated with scientific methods, however, no clarification
was available…Reflecting on our experience at the panel meeting, we were reminded of Hans Christian Andersen’s
1837 tale “The Emperor’s New Clothes”….
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And in a recent Ontario court decision, Brown vs. Canada,26 the Ontario Superior Court was
asked to certify a class action brought by a 16,000 Ontario Indians against the federal
government who, as children living on Northern Ontario Indian reserves in the early 1960’s, after
being assessed by child welfare authorities as being in need of state protection, had been taken
out of their dangerous (to them) and dysfunctional reserve homes and eventually allowed to be
legally adopted by non-Indian couples.
In 2015 the Ontario Court of Appeal made a procedural ruling in it which contains a useful
discussion of the “fiduciary principle” as it applies to Crown-Indian relations, which is referred
to in Rethinking the “Honour of the Crown’ Principle (below).
In their lawsuit they were trying to claim, (ultimately unsuccessfully on this particular pleadings
point)27that by allowing this to happen Canada had committed “identity genocide” against them,
for which they wanted compensation. One of the persons who swore an affidavit in support of
the Indian plaintiffs was “Urban Elder” Vernon Harper, of whom the court said as follows:
Vernon Harper, who is employed by the Aboriginal Services Program Center for Addiction and Mental Health in
Toronto, is an “Urban Elder.” He deposed that much of the therapeutic work he does involved treating Indians who
had a breakdown in their relationship with the non-Indians who raised them. He deposed that the loss of identity
emerged as the trauma of trying to reclaim one’s identity and culture, traditions and spirituality that comprised that
identity.

As to his evidence and the evidence generally provided to the court in support of the existence
and nature of a distinct aboriginal culture the court wrote:
Urban Elder Vernon Harper deposed that all Canadian First Nation tribes have unique ways and traditions of family
life and the rearing of children, but in aboriginal communities there is no concept of adoption or wardship because
all children are regarded as a communal responsibility. Urban Elder Harper deposed that the concept of removing a
child from his or her place of birth and traditions, culture and spirituality is a foreign concept to aboriginal peoples,
where the tradition is a communal expression of collective responsibility for children….beyond Urban Elder
Harper’s testimony , neither the statement of claim nor the evidence provided define any particular ancestral
practice, custom or tradition of Ontario’s aboriginal peoples. During his cross-examination, Mr. Harper testified
that the customary law of aboriginals varies from culture to culture and that the various laws and cultures were very
sophisticated. (italics added)

A court case is the ultimate forum in which a proponent of a proposition central to winning the
case really does have to “put up or shut up.” It’s telling and significant that in this case, where
the proponents were asserting the proposition that they had distinct traditions and a distinct
Aboriginal culture and spirituality in the 1960’s that Canada had wrongfully killed, Urban Elder
Harper could depose virtually no facts describing how that rural culture of theirs was actually a
distinctive Aboriginal culture.
I argue well below that distinctive, pre-contact Indian culture was pretty well lost by the late
1800’s, and that things like the residential schools were a response to the loss of that culture, not
a cause of it. (See The End Times of Indian Culture in Canada, and Setting Indians Free From
Their Past, below.)
In the Brown case the plaintiffs alleged that Canada breached its fiduciary and common law duty
to these then Indian children, and was negligent towards them, by failing to “preserve and
protect” each of these 16,000 children’s “Indian culture and identity,” resulting in “psychological
problems associated with a loss of culture, self-esteem and identity.”28
In February of 2017 the Superior Court of Justice, on a summary judgment motion, (meaning
that there was no “live” trial with witnesses called to testify in the witness box and be crossexamined), and despite the presentation of little or no evidence of the existence of a distinct
aboriginal culture in 1960’s Ontario, (it was merely presumed as a fact), ruled in favour of the
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plaintiffs, finding that in substance, in the circumstances of the case, the Crown did in fact have
a common law duty to preserve and protect the Indian culture and identity of these 16,000
persons.
The reckless and irresponsible Trudeau federal government immediately stated that it would not
appeal the decision. And then, in October of 2017, the Trudeau government entered into a
settlement with the plaintiffs involving the payment to them or on their behalf of $800 million of
taxpayers’ dollars.
Surely there was and is a real issue as to whether, in 1960s Ontario, there was any
distinct “Indian culture and identity” still in existence that was capable of being “lost”,
and surely that issue deserved a live trial! Especially in view of the earlier judicial criticisms of
the evidence of Urban Elder Vernon Harper on this very issue!
Surely, in our modern world characterized by constant multi-cultural contact and exchanges,
resulting in constant change and more change, there is a strong and compelling argument that
the “loss of cultural identity”-an abstract, fluid, malleable, totally-subjective, intangible,
unmeasurable concept if there every was one- and which happens to us all!-(See Pre-Contact
Indian Culture and the Shock of the New, chapter 6, below)- is not compensable at law!
Surely there is a strong and compelling argument that the law of negligence and duty of
care should not be extended to this type of vague and nebulous situation, where the situation and
story of each of these 16000 individuals would be unique and different.
Surely there was a significant damages issue with respect to each and every claimant. It’s trite
law that even though you may suffer a compensable breach of a duty of care towards you, if you
don’t suffer a loss, you have no damages, and no legal case. Here, it may be that the lives of
many of the “legally injured” claimants ,(as found by the lower Court Judge), objectively
viewed, were at least as “good”, in their adoptive home, as they would have been had they been
left by social welfare authorities in those what-they-considered- to-be dangerous homes.
Consider in this latter regard what indigenous author Tanya Talaga wrote about this in her 2018
book All Our Relations- Finding the Path Forward:29
The (Child Welfare) workers compared how children were being raised in First Nations homes to their own EuroCanadian ways and values. So if they entered homes where the food was all wild game, berries, and
vegetables, where they saw the poverty, addictions and other social ills of reserves, they assumed the kids were in
danger and took them away– often without informing anyone in the community. (italics added)

We’ll never know because the Trudeau government, in a slap in the face to all those wellintentioned Child Welfare workers and good people who adopted these kids, simply deemed
them all to have been harmed.
Surely the federal government should have appealed this decision, to attempt to avoid
the establishment of a dangerous, quasi-racist, (oh yes, but always with the best of
intentions), and financially ruinous, (to the Canadian taxpayer), floodgates precedent!
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Another example of an Indian asserting a distinct indigenous culture but failing to prove it is the
legal case involving Kenneth Hill, a multi-millionaire, native-cigarette kingpin operating out of
the Six Nations reserve near Brantford, Ontario. He makes an annual income from his reservebased cigarette operations, that we know about, of about $2,000,000, tax-free! (As to the
immoral and unfair nature of this no-tax situation, see Chapter 35, Indian Reserves as Tax
Havens, below.) He fathered a child out of wedlock. The mother is suing him for child support
and, alleging a common law relationship, spousal support. If he were a non-Indian he would be
ordered to pay about $33,000 per month in child support and at least $50,000 per month in
spousal support.
This gentleman, Mr. Hill, argued that as an “Haudenosaunee person” and a member of the Six
Nations reserve, the Ontario courts had no jurisdiction over him in this matter, and that his child
and spousal support obligations, if any, should be decided on the reserve, (where, because of his
immense kingpin wealth and power everyone is beholden to him), “according to the governance
system, laws and protocols of the Haudenosaunee.”
But what was this family law “governance system”? What were those “laws and protocols”?
Apparently they don’t exist, because this multi- millionaire, real gentleman, with all his money
and power, and with access to all the “experts” on this his tax-free money could have bought,
when push came to shove, came up with nothing! Said Madam Justice Chappel, who decided the
case:
In the absence of even basic specifics regarding the Haudenosaunee laws and protocols that (Mr. Hill) is relying on,
these assertions are akin to an empty shell. 30

The mainly baseless cultural posturing of present-day Indian elites might be merely irritating or
mildly, eye-rollingly humorous, and causing no real harm, but for some of the recent tragic and
dangerous consequences emerging as a manifestation of it in the area of native children’s
public health care, where these elites are actively supporting and endorsing Indian children
having science-based medical care taken away from them in favour of some kind of superstitionbased, totally unknown, unproven “traditional native healing practices”. By offering support for
this kind of absurdity, these elites, mainly for power and propaganda purposes, are knowingly
and willingly putting these children’s lives at risk.
In May of 2014 a 10 year old girl from the Brantford Six Nation Reserve, “J. J.”, receiving
chemotherapy for her leukemia, was taken off her chemo treatments in favour of some undefined
and unexplained “aboriginal traditional medicine,” again, a clear example of Indian elites, with
the passive, demoralizing and cowardly condonation of our craven non-Indian elites, putting socalled “aboriginal rights” and petty political aggrandizement ahead of the best interests of a
child. When pressed for specifics of the exact medicines being used the family “refused to
elaborate.”31
Shockingly, a Provincial Court Judge, in November 2014, rejected McMaster Hospital’s
physicians’ request for an order requiring the local Children’s Aid Society to place the child
under government protection so that her chemo treatments could be resumed, ruling in effect that
it was a constitutional right, protected by section 35 of the Charter of Rights and Freedoms (see
below), for aboriginals to opt for “traditional healing methods” for an Indian child in the place
of science-based medical care, which boiled down to a constitutional right of Indian parents to
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sacrifice the best interests of their children in favour of irrational superstition and Indian industry
power-seeking. 32
Another little Indian girl, Makayla Sault, from the nearby New Credit First Nation, also suffering
from leukemia, was, over the objection of the same McMaster Hospital physicians, (the only
adults in the tragic story, the only ones to show true care for Makayla, and the only ones in the
situation with any courage and selfless principles), taken off her chemo treatments by her
parents, again, with the vocal support of Ontario Indian band elites, who warned that the “wrath”
of Canada’s First Nations would be aroused if Makayla was forced back onto
chemotherapy.33 Her parents said she was going to take a traditional native treatment
called Ongwehowe Onongwatri: yo (Sic. Correction, sick). She did, and she died.
As the National Post reported:34
“I’m very saddened for this girl…it’s tragic and it was probably preventable”, said a Western Canadian pediatric
oncologist who asked not to be named because of the case’s “political sensitivity”. The decision by Makayla’s
family (and J.J.’s) to reject conventional treatment prompted widespread outrage in the non-native world, but
support from many aboriginal people. This was reflected in a statement by Ontario’s First Nations leaders, who
voiced their “deepest sympathies” for the Saults, but praised the 11 year-old’s stance. “She was full of spirit and a
young warrior who fought her disease on her own terms to the very end,” said Stan Beardy, Ontario’s regional
chief.”

Shameful and disgraceful.
Non-Indian Canadians readily admit the obvious fact that we are complete strangers to the lost
cultures of our ancestors. This doesn’t mean that we don’t partially self-identify as Canadians by
celebrating our respective racial, ethnic or linguistic heritages. We do, and it’s wonderful and
enriching. What it does mean is that we don’t wholly define ourselves by who our ancestors were
or how they lived. We don’t pretend that we live in the same world as them or that, in any real,
present-day sense, we are acculturated in any way like them.
The earth has been united into a single ecological and historical sphere…The social order has been completely
transformed, as have politics, daily life and human psychology. 35

To achieve success in modern Canada- to realize their potential as human beings- Indians have to
admit this same obvious fact about themselves- that they too are complete strangers to their
distant ancestors’ lost cultures- that they too are essentially modern beings with modern
sensibilities living in the modern world, essentially, like the rest of us, as part of the single global
macro-culture described by Yuval Noah Harari.
But that’s no real loss, in fact it can be regarded as a gain, because they too, like the rest of us,
can still keep and celebrate their racial and cultural heritage and still partially self-identify by it,
while at the same time living in the present in a clear-eyed, forward-looking way.

1. William Pfaff. The History Beyond History, The New York Review of Books, 6 Dec 2012.
2. Daniel Defoe. “The True-Born Englishman” (1701) published in Lapham’s Quarterly,
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backgrounds, including our Canadian Indians, acknowledge the truth of this healthily self-deflating,
humbling and thus inherently positive thought.
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fashion. Unfortunately, while she accurately describes the destructive irrationality and intellectual
fraud permeating this entire subject, she suggests no real, practical solutions for remedying it other
than the lunch bag letdown solution of “research that openly and honestly investigates the causes of
Indigenous dependency and social dysfunction,” which research and ensuing debate on it she says will
possibly “take a number of generations.” But her book is a masterwork of research! Please, enough
“research!” Our Indigenous peoples do not need more kick-the-ball-down-the-road “research”. They
need concrete, foundational reforms- now. Kids are dying. “An infinitely remote end is just a
perpetual prison for the present.” (Octavio Paz, below.) They need to be out of their prison. They
need a cure from “the sickness of the reserves”- now. (Gordon Gibson, below), which the brilliant,
brave but too-cautious Professor Widdowson sadly fails to offer.
Brown v. Canada 2010 ONSC 3095, May 26, 2010
Others, in similar cases, thanks to an amazingly ill-considered, inappropriate statement by former
Chief Justice Beverly McLachlin, in a speech to a private group, to the effect that Canada committed
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They should all be ashamed that it took a prolonged dispute, an asinine court ruling that needed to be “amended”
and the suffering of a child before common sense prevailed.

But common sense, in this area of Canadian life, is taking a real beating.
33. Christie Blatchford, Lest you imagine the death of Makayla Sault will galvanize someone, somewhere,
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5. AN ISSUE OF FREEDOM OF SPEECH
At any given moment there is a sort of self-prevailing orthodoxy, a tacit agreement not to discuss some large and
uncomfortable fact. – George Orwell
The most powerful mea culpa (in relation to the election of Donald Trump as President of the United States) was
from Will Rahm of CBS. He blogged about “the unbearable smugness” of the media, including himself.
“Journalists, at our worst, see ourselves as a priestly caste, we believe we have access to a greater truth.”- Conrad
Black 1
To sin by silence when they should protest makes cowards of men. – Abraham Lincoln
Cultures commonly employ the methods of cults, making their members subject and dependent. And nations at
intervals march lockstep to enormity and disaster. A successful autocracy rests on the universal failure of individual
courage. In a democracy, abdications of conscience are never trivial. They demoralize politics, debilitate candour,
and disrupt thought.–Marilynne Robinson2
Why do Indigenous Canadians have the highest rates of victimization in the country? Because, as the latest data
emphasizes, they live in the most violent communities in the country. The fact that I have to point this out, and that
doing so will be met with anger, shows the embarrassingly primitive state of our national discussion on this issue. Scott Gilmour3
At times of great cultural catastrophe, an intellectual’s task is not to offer consolation, but to secure the foundations
of humanity endangered by ideological lies, to find anew seeds of good sense, ethical norms with which to resist
despondency. – Czeslaw Milosz 4
The quest for truths is synonymous with intellectual controversy. -Samuel Huntington 5

A consideration of what pre-contact Indian culture was really like is rarely engaged in. As stated,
Indian spokespersons stay on the general, merely declaratory level in this regard, because to
descend into the realm of facts and particulars and to seriously consider them makes one realize
immediately how shallow, dogmatic, constricted and almost dishonest so much of the current
discourse is on this topic.
It’s useful to compare various aspects of Indian culture as they were before European contact
with how they evolved after. Many of these aspects are obvious and accepted as self-evident by
most ordinary Canadians. In fact they’re so obvious they shouldn’t even have to be mentioned.
But they do have to be, if only for the novelty of just doing so, because despite them being selfevident they are rarely acknowledged or discussed by anyone in a position of leadership in
politics, academia, the media or by anyone in the Indian and non-Indian establishments
generally.
Rather, from these people and interest groups, one hears the continual assertion, expressly or by
implication, that traditional Indian culture is unique, alive and well, that the billions of tax dollars
spent on it to keep it separate are fully justified, and that with the expenditure of only a few
million or billion dollars more each year, it will be even better and more authentic. And this even
though the majority of Indians live in cities, and even though Indian culture, such as it is, is now
epitomized by the reserve system, something that obviously didn’t exist at the time of European
contact!
Hearing these unrealistic assertions causes a huge disconnect to occur in the minds of ordinary
people. We know they’re largely not true. But we also realize that it is indeed an “emperor has
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no clothes” situation, and that we’d better duck, keep quiet and stay out of it. As Christopher
Hitchens wrote:6
There is, not infrequently, a considerable social pressure not to take note of the obvious.

Marilynne Robinson put it more elegantly this way:
We internalize prohibitions, enforcing them on ourselves- prohibitions against, for example, expressing an honest
doubt, or entertaining one. This ought not to be true in a civilization like ours, historically committed to valuing
individual conscience and free expression. But it is.7

Disputing this officially-sanctioned orthodoxy will only bring trouble down on the head of the
disputant, including suffering the moral blackmail of having his economic livelihood threatened
and being spuriously called a “racist.”
They must to keep their certainty accuse
All that are different of a base intent;
Pull down established honour; hawk for news
Whatever their loose fantasy invent
And murmur it with bated breath, as though
The abounding gutter had been Helicon
Or calumny a song… 8

And Marilynne Robinson:
The present dominance of aspersion and ridicule in public life is a reflex of the fact that we are assumed to want,
and in many cases perhaps do want, attitude much more than information…Arbiters of attitude instruct us as to what
is safe to say and cool to think. That is, they short-circuit the functions of individual judgment and obviate the
exercise of individual conscience. So it is to a greater or lesser degree with the media in general. It is painful to
watch decent and distinguished people struggle to function politically in this non-rational and valueless
environment.

Poor, decent Senator Lynn Beyak, from Thunder Bay, suffered a heavy dose of that aspersion
and ridicule when, in 2017, she wrote that Indians should voluntarily give up their special legal
status and join the Canadian mainstream as legal equals, (that ultimate goal, complete legal
equality, being the main point of this essay), and that at least some good came out of residential
schools, a view shared by eminent Indian author and residential school- attendee Basil Johnston,
(see c. 12, The Essential Humanity of the Migrators to Canada, below), and a view fully
endorsed by Indian playwright Tomson Highway, the latter of whom said:
“All we hear is the negative stuff, nobody’s interested in the positive, the joy in that school. Nine of the happiest of
years of my life I spent at that (residential) school. You may have heard stories from 7000 witnesses that were
negative. But what you haven’t heard are the 7000 reports that were positive stories. There are very many
successful people today that went to those schools and have brilliant careers and are very functional people, very
happy people like myself. I have a thriving international career, and it wouldn’t have happened without that
school.” 9

For making these defensible assertions, in respectful and careful terms, she was excoriated by
politicians from all parties, including her own, and mocked as an ignorant rube by most of the
media. She was taken off the Senate Indigenous Affairs Committee and all other committees she
served on and there were calls for her resignation from the Senate. In January of 2018, after she
allowed some overwhelmingly non-racist letters of support (both of her opinion, but
more importantly, of her courage in exercising her right to free speech on this issue and her
responsibility to exercise this right), to be posted on her Senate website, 10 she was kicked out of
the Conservative Caucus entirely. It all constituted a shameful example of what Scott Gilmore
described above as “the embarrassingly primitive state of our own national discussion on this
issue”. And it showed the continuing and disgraceful failure on the part of our elites to uphold
the principle of free speech, a crucial right and value enshrined in our Charter of Rights and
Freedoms.
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In my personal case, in the Spring of 2019 I was scheduled to host a “Meet the Local Author”
event at the Chapters store in Sudbury, to promote this book. When Chapters, at the last minute,
realized the full tenor of the book, they peremptorily cancelled the event. 11About this retired
Supreme Court of Canada Justice Jack Major, (who also spent a large part of his youth in
Espanola), said:
The thought of Chapters cancelling your event for fear that the truth is unacceptable is appalling. It baffles me that
such a majority look to a past that was nonexistent and persist in looking to preserve or create what logic makes so
clear is so counter-productive. 12

William Wuttunee, until his death a victim of the non-rational Indian Industry environment,
urged caring, non-Indian Canadians to put aside their fears and speak out. In Ruffled
Feathers (above) he wrote:
Many thinking Canadians who are familiar with the Indian situation are reluctant to openly criticize the attitude of
the Indian people. Because they are careful of the feelings of the Indian people, they tend to be silent when they
should be openly critical in order that some change may take place.

Aboriginal writer Calvin Helin, in Dances With Dependency, (above), referring to speaking out
against abuses of power by Chiefs and Band Councils on reserves, wrote:
Generally, non-Aboriginal observers have been reluctant to raise this issue as well because, in the current climate of
political correctness, they might automatically be labeled as racist.

(And, see chapter 50, It’s Not Impossible (Nelson Mandela Proved It), regarding this writer’s
experience with his Law Society in this regard.)
The cumulative effect of this fear-based censorship, self and otherwise-this terrible situation
where, on this issue, “fear is put at the core of individual consciousness”- 13 sadly and
disgracefully supported by the too-often, seemingly “culturally clueless”14“priestly caste” (above)
that governs the media and most of social sciences academia, is a collective decision on the part
of ordinary Canadians to dare not speak truth to power about this issue, and to silently hear and
see power itself lie to the people about it (a phenomenon central to life in totalitarian states).
Truthfulness has never been counted among the political virtues, and lies have always been regarded as justifiable
tools in political dealings. …How little attention has been paid to the nature of our ability to deny in thought and
action whatever happens to be the case. 15

And all the while the vast majority of Indians – the ordinary, powerless, neglected, vulnerable
ones (especially the children) – get further disadvantaged, damaged, marginalized and forgotten.
It’s a real disgrace.
And it’s not just ordinary non-Indian Canadians who are afraid to speak out. This fear-ridden
reality applies to Indian-Canadians as well. Calvin Helin, in Dances With Dependency, (above),
echoing William Wuttunee from 35 years before, wrote extensively about the “reprisal
atmosphere” and the “banana republic-like mindset” existing on too many Indian reserves:
Many grassroots band members are uncomfortable talking about corruption, nepotism and mismanagement in their
communities. They do not want to promote a backlash and often vicious retribution from their Band Councils… On
many First Nations, anyone who dares question the actions of incumbent leaders runs the risk of being “BCR’d”.
That stands for “band council resolution”, an edict forcing you off the reserve… Many Aboriginal youth are voicing
the opinion that might be summarized as “God save ordinary members from the Mugabe-like dictates of some of the
Chiefs.”
…I would suspect that, on a per-community basis, the incidences of abuses of power greatly exceed the incidences
in non-Aboriginal municipalities. If these problems exist, they should be discussed openly and real solutions sought.
If there are problems, to paraphrase Martin Luther King’s famous speech, “let transparency and openness reign from
the mountains.”
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It’s not that ordinary Canadians don’t want to help Indians. We desperately do. But we’re not
permitted to get involved except on the fallacious and unacceptable terms laid down by the
Indian and non-Indian establishments.
We’re in effect told that to be involved and heeded, to be allowed into their conversation, we
cannot question or challenge their prepackaged orthodoxy. We cannot use our own heads and
think for ourselves. We cannot discuss or unpack so many plain, unpleasant and burdensome
facts concerning this issue that are staring us all in the face. We cannot question the very
existence of the Indian Act, the reserve system, and the “separate but equal” status quo
generally. So, fearful and unable to stomach that – unable to cope with the Alice in Wonderland
nature of it – reasonably fearful of being unfairly mocked or dismissed or being told that our
reasonable opinions and feelings constitute prejudice- we find ourselves forced to stay out of it
and, like the decent and caring Senator Beyak, we find ourselves expelled from the arena of
public debate and engagement on this issue and forced to stand back and helplessly watch the
terrible social damage being suffered by Indians continue and increase unabated.
This is tragically and dangerously wrong. “We must have the courage to hear things, else there is
hardly anything we can talk about.”16We must break with the habit of deference to all and sundry
of our categories of “great men” (and women.)
Great men may make great mistakes…Their influence, too rarely challenged, continues to mislead those on whose
defence civilization depends, and to divide them. The responsibility for this tragic and often possibly fatal division
becomes ours if we hesitate to be outspoken in our criticism of what admittedly is a part of our intellectual heritage.
By our reluctance to criticize some of it, we may help to destroy it all. 17

It’s also an impoverishing tragedy that our Indian and non-Indian establishments can’t seem to
grasp the crucial importance of widening the parameters of debate on this profound national
issue- of encouraging other viewpoints to be expressed. They would do well to heed the words of
the political scientist Harry Clor:
There are truths to be discovered, but they are complex and many-sided; the best way to get to them is by engaging
contrary ideas in a manner approximating dialogue.

It would also be in the country’s best interest if they could shed some of their reflexive
defensiveness, expressed too-often as outright hostility towards people who disagree with them.
This is particularly true of our academic elites, now known more for suppressing free speech
than for defending it.
Would that they were all less about pride and position and more about humility and curiosity.
Would that they had the confidence and open-mindedness to try to live the precept of the French
philosopher Montaigne, who wrote:
When I am contradicted it arouses my attention, not my wrath. I move towards the man who contradicts me; he is
instructing me. The cause of truth ought to be common to both of us. 18

Or the the similar precept of Emerson:
The wise man throws himself on the side of his assailants. It is more his interest than it is theirs to find his weak
point. 19
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The Indian and non-Indian establishments, for their own sometimes selfish purposes, contrary to
the cause of truth, and contrary to one of the most fundamental values of democracy – free and
open debate on important public issues – have in effect declared a ban on free speech around
this profound political, economic, constitutional and human rights issue – effectively erecting
“no trespassing” signs around it, thus preventing needed discussion and exposure of their “weak
points”. For ordinary Canadians, only those who “dare to be a Daniel” 20 go past those signs. So
the obvious goes continually unspoken and thus the duty, need, and sad novelty of saying some
of it in this essay.
Edmund Burke, in Reflections on the Revolution in France, 1790, expressed this profound duty
of citizenship, as he saw it, thusly:
I have taken a review of what has been done by the governing power in France. I have certainly spoke of it with
freedom. Those whose principle it is to despise the antient permanent sense of mankind, and to set up a scheme of
society on new principles, must naturally expect that such of us who think better of the judgment of the human race
than of theirs, should consider both them and their devices, as men and schemes upon their trial. They must take it
for granted that we attend much to their reason, but not at all to their authority.
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Apparently the one really offending letter, the sole letter that was the coup de grace for her, was a
dumb letter that basically said that indigenous people just wait for things to be handed to
them. Dumb. Not true. But Ms. Beyak’s overall public statements made it clear that she herself did
not think that and that it was unreasonable to attribute that to her. Her punishment- career capital
punishment- was ridiculously disproportionate to the alleged misdeed.
Thus making a bit of a laughingstock of their Toronto, in-store posted mission statement to the effect
that Chapters/Indigo ” is here to be your place for connecting with others who share your passions,
your belief in ideas, and your commitment to making the world a better place. But not if it’s a
respectful, contrarian, fact-based idea on how to make the world a better place for Canada’s
Indigenous peoples.
From a personal email to the author, July 17th, 2019
Phrase from Jonathan Brent, The Order of Lenin: Find Some Truly Hard People, The New York
Times, May 22, 2017
Margaret Wente, Did racism and sexism elect Donald Trump? The Globe and Mail, November 19,
2016. She says that they did not, and that the “culturally clueless” media were and are wrong to obsess
as much as they do over alleged “racism” and “cultural identity” issues in this regard. The same
applies to the Canadian media and our “native” issue.
Hannah Arendt, Lying in Politics, from a collection of some of her essays, Crises of the Republic,
Harcourt, Brace & Company
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16. George Eliot, Daniel Deronda
17. Karl Popper, The Open Society & Its Enemies, New One-Volume Edition, Princeton University Press,
1994- italics added.
18. This, and the Harry Clor quote, from Peter Wehner, In Defence of Politics, Now More Than Ever, The
New York Times, October 29, 2016
19. Emerson, from his essay, The Conduct of Life
20. A hymn, in the past, sung in Canadian Sunday Schools, the refrain being:
Dare to be a Daniel!
Dare to stand alone!
Dare to have a purpose firm!
Dare to make it known!

(Full lyrics of this old, rousing Christian standby at Hymnary.org.)
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6. PRE-CONTACT INDIAN CULTURE
AND THE SHOCK OF THE NEW
Before the invention of agriculture people travelled light. They never stayed in one place long enough to develop
complex societies and all that followed-cities, metallurgy, livestock, writing, money. -Elizabeth Kolbert 1
“Our trade with the Iron People”, the oldest Aronhia said, “has brought us oddities that have now become
necessities.” He reaches with his stick to the fire and taps the copper pot there. “Our people just love this stuff. We
can’t get enough of it.” The others laugh. Beside it squats a poorly made basket, and I wonder if it’s been placed
there to make a point. – Joseph Boyden2
Contact with Europeans quickly revolutionized both dress and ornamentation among the aborigines. Styles
changed, woolen and cotton goods partly replaced fur and leather, and some of the old furs ceased to be used for
clothing, but found there way to the white man’s markets. Beads and silk embroidery gradually replaced embroidery
of porcupine quills and moose hair, metal ornaments superceded ornaments of shell. The aborgines followed
European styles of wearing the hair, and abandoned both tattooing and face painting. As the contact increased they
discarded their old dress entirely and adopted the costume of the new possessors of the soil. – Historian Diamond
Jenness 3
We become what we behold…we shape our tools, and therefore our tools shape us. – Marshal McLuhan4
Every technological revolution coincides with changes in what it means to be a human being, in the kinds of
psychological borders that divide the inner life from the world outside.- Edward Mendelson5
People have to accept that they can’t cling to the past and hold an IPhone.6

In 1534, the time of the first, substantial contact between Europeans and Canada’s Indians,
(Jacques Cartier), there were only a few hundred thousand Indians spread out over the whole
4,000,000 square miles of present day Canada. Indian tribal populations were stable at best. In
fact, the incredible hardships of life here, given only the stone age (Paleolithic) means of survival
Indians had, made population decline very common.
Indians lived from hunting, fishing and foraging, migrating from place to place with the seasons,
by birch bark canoe, on foot, or, in winter, with the help of toboggans and dog teams. Some
Indians along the lower Great Lakes and the St. Lawrence River practiced a very basic form of
agriculture, growing maize, beans and squash.
But this was so primitively done and with such primitive tools that only a bare and uncertain
living could be extracted from it, and it still had to be supplemented by fishing, hunting and
foraging. And, lacking any knowledge of crop rotation or fertilizer, they quickly exhausted the
crop soil and so had to constantly move their settlements elsewhere and start over.
Most significantly unknown to Indian agriculture, such as it was, was the cultivation of
domesticated cereals like wheat and barley, a crucial feature of post stone-age (Neolithic)
culture.
With the exception of the dog, which they frequently ate in order to survive, Indians had no
domesticated animals, like cattle or sheep, also a key feature of Neolithic culture.
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Only our Pacific Coast Indians have left us any evidence, in the form of their carving art, totem
poles and remains of plank houses, of an appreciably higher degree of cultural and
technical sophistication.
In any event, regardless of the relative level of cultural sophistication and advancement of any
of the Indian tribes of Canada at that time, they were all far below the level of technological,
cultural and political sophistication of the arriving European migrants.
So far below in fact, that within a generation or two of the first contact of any tribe with
Europeans, that tribe’s essentially stone-age culture, with all the skills, arts, knowledge, crafts,
and practices inherent in it, was, as evidenced by the clear-eyed, untainted (by fearful political
correctness) 1963 quote from the renowned Canadian historian Diamond Jenness, above, to a
large and fatal extent caught up in a process of being given up, let go, and assimilated by and
into the all too rationally compelling, easy and understandable attractions and advantages of that
higher European culture.
Witness also historian Alfred Goldsworthy Bailey: 7
The displacement of stone, bone, wood, bark and antler by ironware caused a profound revolution in the life of the
Atlantic littoral…The regular round of economic pursuits which had been perfected by centuries of constant
adaptation to the northern environment , became a monomania with iron as its fixation…
Iron knives and axes, the steel and flint, with its great powers of carrying fire everywhere, and coarse potteries and
beads, must have begun already to modify their habits. The ancient arrow-maker must have ceased his art; the son
must have used an axe foreign to his father, and the squaw to ornament her skins with French beads instead of small
shells. Aboriginal artefacts tended to disappear and much of the craftsmanship must have become a lost art.
The revolution in domestic pursuits which resulted from the displacement of native materials had a counterpart in
the social and political spheres…The possession of iron accelerated work and gave more time for getting furs, and as
the supply decreased they were continually led further and further afield. Therefore the Indians acquired a
knowledge of the country beyond their own territories which weakened their distinctive traits, hastened diffusion,
and created a general instability of life. The search for furs led to an economical and political pressure on the tribes
of the interior and was an important cause of the revival of inter-tribal warfare. Wars between tribes, which with
bows and arrows had not been strenuous, conducted with guns were disastrous…
The hunt became more deadly when fire-arms and iron weapons supplanted the stone spear and arrow, with the
result that the food supply diminished and the Indians were forced to rely more and more upon European foodstuffs.
The new means of sustenance, together with the revival of warfare, and the time consumed in the hunt for furs, led
to a decline in husbandry among the eastern Algonkians. The Jesuit priest Lescarbot, in one of his Relations, wrote:
“Our Souriquois formerly made earthen pots and tilled the ground; but since the French bring them kettles, beans,
biscuits and other food, they are become slothful and make no more account of those exercises.”

Novelist Annie Proulx:
But even as old Sosep spoke he knew very well that many Mi’kmaq welcomed the ways of the Acadian Frenchtheir clothing, their stout boats, their vegetables and their pork roasts, the metal tools, glass ornaments and bolts of
fabric, their intoxicating spirits and bright flags and even their bare hot bodies, so pale. Already the Mi’kmaq
language was awash in French words with remnants of Portuguese and Basque from the days of those earlier
European fishermen on their shores. And he himself, as a connection to the spiritual, as a former sagmaw, saw that
the priests had already replaced him and the wise old men of former times. 8

As we are reminded by the immediately above, the tools of pre-contact Indians were made of
stone, bone, wood or shell. They knew no metallurgy. They almost instantly gave them up in
favour of European tools.
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What rational Indian would not choose an iron axe or knife over one of stone, flint or bone?
What rational Indian did not trade for tailored, woolen coats and trousers, able to be
easily embroidered with traded-for glass beads, instead of engaging in the exhausting, tedious
work of fashioning a wearable body-covering from an animal pelt?
As the passages from Joseph Boyden’s The Orenda and Annie Proulx’s Barkskins (above),
illustrate, what rational Indian did not choose to use a copper kettle for cooking instead of a
straw or reed basket or a clay container?
What rational Indian did not choose to shoot an animal, or another human being, with a gun,
from a safer distance, rather than trying to kill it, or him, with an arrow, spear or knife?
These are just a few examples of the countless decisions taken by Indians, from the time of first
contact with European migrants onwards, in the conscious pursuit of their own best interests as
they reasonably determined them to be, as in Barkskins, (above), to intelligently and rationally
choose- to ” culturally appropriate”– European artifacts, decorations and ways over their own,
the overall effect of which was to quickly cause them to stop living in their own, old cultural
ways and thereafter to slowly but surely forget how to live in those old cultural ways.
This point was recently made by Duke University Professor, John Terborgh, who worked in the
Peruvian Amazon for decades, in his review of the book The Unconquered: The Search for the
Amazon’s Last Uncontacted Tribes.9 He describes the effect of the introduction of Western
goods- machetes, axes, metal pots, fish hooks, mosquito netting and clothing- on hitherto precontact Amazonian aboriginals. He writes:
The seductive appeal of such things was nearly irresistible, for each of those items can make a quantum
improvement in a sylvan lifestyle. Acquisition of several or all of these goods is a transformative experience that
makes contact essentially irreversible. Once a person knows such things exist, then that person and his community
are irreversibly changed.

Pukatire, Chief of the Amazonian Kayapo tribe, a “knowledge keeper” of ancient, pre-contact
Amazonian life skills, when asked if young people were still seeking him out to learn this
knowledge:
He shook his head. Staring into cupped hands, he said mockingly, “Only cell phones.”10

It has always been this way. Humans have always begged, bought, borrowed or stolen“appropriated”– anything from their fellow humans that would make their cultural lives richer
or their physical lives easier and safer, and in so doing transformed and re-defined themselves,
their culture and their relationship to the rest of the world. It’s a phenomenon which has
happened countless times in history: sometimes a mainly unthinking, seemingly-at-the-time
incidental consequence of a less materially-advanced culture coming into permanent contact with
a more materially-advanced one- the people of the former instinctively- rationally- reaching for
the material advantages of the latter, securing them, and thusly being changed forever.
Again, the Roman Empire provides instruction in this regard. For about 150 years the Empire
included a large chunk of present-day, southern Romania- “Dacia”. Then in the fourth century,
due to the expenses, military risks and uncertainties of defending it against the increasing
encroachments and threats of the Visigoths, they abandoned it and withdrew south of the
Danube. Historian Thomas Hodgkin, in his awesome, magisterial opus, The Barbarian Invasions
of the Roman Empire, 11describes the effect on the culture of the “barbarian” Visigoths of living
within and in close proximity to the “stately fabric of Roman civilization”:
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The great roads, the cities, the mines, the baths, the camps, the temples remained (in Dacia) to impress, to fascinate,
to attract the minds of the barbarians…the influence of (the Romans) settlement in Dacia must have been such a
civilizing one on the Gothic warriors that it must have instilled into them a certain dissatisfaction with their own
dull, unprogressive past, and must have prepared their minds to admire, and in some measure to desire, the great
intellectual heritage of Rome. And, a posteriori, we find precisely in the Visigoth nation a capacity for culture and
for assimilation with their Roman subjects, greater and earlier than that possessed by any of the other barbarian
invaders of the Empire.

Canadian Indians had no written language, without which “no people has ever preserved the
faithful annals of their history, ever made any considerable progress in the abstract sciences, or
ever possessed, in any tolerable degree of perfection, the useful and agreeable arts of
life.”12 Theirs was the “oral tradition” only. And any reliability the oral tradition once may have
had would have depended on the existence of a large measure of social stability and continuity.
To master and maintain mnemonic skills and traditions takes practice, concentration, patience
and long, undisturbed, quiet hours. Even granting that, as Gibbon writes in Decline and
Fall, referring to the Germanic tribes, the “Indigenae” of the Roman world who inhabited the
trackless and, to the Romans, terrifying, forests east of the Rhine:
Without (the help of writing) the human memory soon dissipates or corrupts the ideas entrusted to her charge; and
the nobler faculties of the mind, no longer supplied with models or with materials, gradually forget their powers…

Gibbon, by our standards and with our knowledge, too harshly compares the lives of these
“wretchedly destitute…savages…who passed their lives in a state of ignorance and poverty,
which it has pleased some declaimers to dignify with the appellation of virtuous simplicity”, with
the “lettered” and thus “civilized” Romans. Nonetheless, he compellingly indicts the merit and
the historical truth-attaining capabilities of the “oral tradition” generally. Today’s power and
money-seeking Canadian Indian litigation activists, and our Supreme Court of Canada, in this
regard strongly disagree with, to them, the surely misinformed and irrelevant, and the most
certainly “Eurocentric”, Mr. Edward Gibbon!
With the migration of the Europeans the stable social environment that had sustained and
nurtured the oral tradition for millenia was quickly destroyed, and the oral tradition itself, along
with most other Indian cultural ways and means, became forever lost in the fractious cultural
noise and confusion inherent in the new order of things.
Ironically, to the extent that there is today any credible record of what Indian cultures were
actually like at the time of first contact with Europeans, it is because Europeans made written,
paper records of them. Those records, like Samuel de Champlain’s journals, the Jesuit Relations,
Hudson Bay Company records and journals, and official reports of treaty deliberations, certainly
reflect a European/Christian bias, but nonetheless, as contemporary descriptions of the way it
was, they have more than the ring of truth.
Even Indians in their now numerous land claims lawsuits rely on these kinds of non-Indian
historical records as evidence of prior occupation, pre-contact Indian culture and of the facts and
circumstances surrounding the signing of treaties.
Today there’s nothing culturally distinct or “traditional” about the way Canadian Indians live
compared to the rest of Canadians. Like “Urban Elder” Vernon Harper, over 70 per cent of them
live off their reserves, amongst the rest of Canadians, in urban settlements. (“Urban”, from the
Latin “urbs”, meaning “city”,13 a form of settlement not found in pre-contact Canada.)
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It would be absurd to say that today’s Indians, whether urban or reserve, are living a life style
even remotely connected to that of their ancient wilderness ancestors.
In pre-contact times their tribal populations were at best, and with great effort, merely kept
stable. Renowned historian Diamond Jenness:
Frequent famines and the hardships and accidents incidental to a migratory existence devoted to hunting and fishing
must have caused a high rate of mortality….the infant death rate was appalling…Social factors also helped to reduce
the population, particularly the blood-feud, which was prevalent nearly everywhere, and the frequent wars between
neighbouring peoples. In warfare many tribes spared no one, but massacred their enemies without regard to age or
sex. The Indians of the British Columbia coast enslaved men, women and children, but even this practice checked
the normal increase of the population, since marriage with slaves was considered discreditable…
In spite of the social factors however, the most important checks on natural increase undoubtedly arose from the
character and uncertainties of the food supply. The hardships of the never-ending food quest fell heaviest on the
weaklings, who were often deliberately abandoned when they could no longer keep pace with the wanderings of the
main tribe. In seasons of famine women were the first to suffer, and their losses seriously diminished the number of
the next generation. Their lives were full of drudgery at all times and their status very inferior, so that they often
sought to escape the added burdens of maternity, especially in seasons of want, by the twin practices of pre-natal
abortion and infanticide…As the Indians generally hesitated to sacrifice their male offspring, who would be the
hunters of the community, their constant destruction of girl babies seriously affected the balance of the sexes. High
infant mortality rates, female infanticide and famines—kept the hunting tribes down to a marginal level, so that
many of them barely escaped extinction. 14

It was only after substantial contact with European migrators and their life-preserving, relatively
modern culture, that this Hobbesian reality changed.
In 1850, at the time of the Robinson treaties, (see The Robinson Huron Treaties, c. 16, below),
there were only 1422 Indians in the entire Huron treaty area, stretching from southern Georgian
Bay, near Victoria Harbour, to Batchawana Bay, just north of Sault Ste. Marie! Every band
which signed that treaty averaged only about 80 persons in number!
That average went up continuously after that.
Compare these 1970 census numbers for some of these Huron treaty bands located near Sudbury
and the North Shore of Georgian Bay with their census numbers for 2005:
Serpent River, 1970-337, 2005-1141;
Spanish River (Sagamok). 1970-891, 2005-2290;
Whitefish River, 1970-312, 2005-1068;
Wikwemikong, 1970-265, 2005-1059;
Nipissing, 1970-570, 2005-2078;
Shawanaga, 1970-118, 2005-519;
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Garden River, 1970-604, 2005-2121. 15
Statistics Canada reports that from 1996 to 2006 the Indian population grew by 46 per cent! That
explosive rate of population growth, much higher than the general population, could never have
happened if pre-contact Indian culture still existed. That can only happen on the lower, socially
and economically troubled and dysfunctional rungs of a modern, European–style “support from
cradle to grave” liberal-progressive welfare state, which is what Canadian Indians now inhabit
and, while it has saved countless Indian lives, and caused their populations to rapidly grow, are
so unhealthily dependent upon.
Indians eat the same food and dress the same way as non-Indian Canadians. They now shop at
shopping centres and box stores, rubbing elbows and banging shopping carts with the rest of us.
Despite their talk about having an egalitarian governance structure and outlook they are as much
hierarchical in organization and practice as are all large, non-Indian organizations. Their present
numbers are just too large for anything different. Historian Robert Conquest writes:
The more or less egalitarian order could not be maintained after the population of a given community rose above a
fairly small number. Anthropologists have estimated that a maximum figure seems to be around four or five
hundred. Common sense and the experience of schools, army units and so forth would suggest the same. The
reasons for change were thus strictly those associated with the impossibility of maintaining purely personal relations
with larger numbers, together with the fact that specialization could begin to emerge when numbers were large
enough. At this point a “chiefdom” type of organization arose. 16

Like non-Indian Canadians, they are totally under the influence of American popular culture, and
rely totally on modern science and technology for their survival, modes of transport and
amusements.
Much disapproval emanates from establishment media circles and native spokespersons
when certain minor aspects of aboriginal culture- a clothing design, a sports team name or logo,
or some aspect of so-called “sacred” aboriginal practise or ceremony- is “culturally
appropriated”, allegedly wrongfully, by a non-aboriginal person, business or organization.
Strident criticism- really only highlighting their extreme lack of cultural knowledge and
sophistication- is frequently leveled by self-appointed indigenous writers or artists, who falsely
assert that they speak for all indigenous peoples, and who claim that the merely general subject
matter of their (usually unspecified) “stories”, or their general, stock, indigenous imagery, has
been “stolen” by some allegedly copycat, non-native writer or artist. They claim some kind of
indistinct, group, quasi-proprietary, quasi-copyright entitlement to, like the mean neighbor, chase
other artists out of their self-imagined, cultural yard- to, like children being mean, bar them
from their Indians-only cultural treehouse. All hell often breaks loose on these usually innocentminded, politically clueless, (in terms of what is “politically correct”), so-called malefactors.
But haven’t Canada’s aboriginals, by generally foregoing their pre-contact cultural ways and
means in favour of European/North American modern ways and means- by “culturally
appropriating” these non-aboriginal ways and means- just as described by Joseph Boyden
in The Orenda and by Annie Proulx in Barkskins– done just that? – and on a massive and allencompassing scale?
Consider William Wuttunee in Ruffled Feathers, (above):
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Since there is absolutely nothing to do on some reserves, the people spend their time travelling back and forth to the
nearest town. Because so many of them spend so much time in town, it is therefore evident that these Indians really
wish to be integrated and to be with the mainstream of society, rather than stuck back on the reserve.

Isn’t this “going to town” behaviour a form of cultural appropriation? Of course it is.
In fact haven’t aboriginals “culturally appropriated” almost all of non-Indian,
“Eurocentric” culture?
Of course they have! And good for them! Everyone benefits from this! That’s how the world
works!
Where would Canadian Indians be, culturally- where would any of us be- without the postPaleolithic explosion of technical and artistic creativity first occurring in Europe and Asia and
then brought through the process of human migration to the rest of the world?
Scientist, humanist and Pulitzer Prize-winner Edward O. Wilson, in his recent book The Origins
of Creativity,17answers as follows:
The critic Helen Vendler broadens the key question as well as can be phrased: “If there did not exist, floating over
all of us, all the symbolic representations that art and music, religion, philosophy, and history, have invented, and
afterward all the interpretations and explanations of them that scholarly activity have passed on, what sort of people
would we be?”
Neither the question nor the answer is rhetorical. There would be no literature, little or no abstract or symbolic
language, no tribal government (with a radius greater than can be run on foot in a day). The technology would be
Paleolithic, and art would still be crude figurines and stick figures drawn on rock walls, with little meaning left to
decipher. Science and technology would consist of the sharpening of spear points, the knapping of stone axes, and
perhaps the piercing of snail shells to thread for necklaces.

This conversation about “cultural appropriation” was held decades ago in Australia in relation to
artists there openly borrowing Aboriginal cultural themes and incorporating them into their
works. Robert Hughes aptly summarized this supremely common and positive human trait as
follows:18
Already, in the 1970’s, there was a political guilt current in (white) Australian culture hostile to such (cultural
borrowings), accusing their makers of exploitation, paternalism and so forth. But, as writer Les Murray argued:
It will be a tragedy if the normal processes of artistic borrowing and influence, by which any culture makes its
contribution to the conversation of mankind, are frozen in the Aboriginal case by what are really the
maneuverings of a battle for power within the white society of our country, or by tactical use of Third World
rhetoric…Artistic borrowing leaves the lender no poorer, and draws attention to his riches, which can only be
depleted by neglect and his loss of confidence in them; these cause them to be lost. Borrowing is an act of respect
which may restore his respect for his goods, and help to preserve them. And he is at all times free to draw on them
himself.

Artists (and people generally) can do more than borrow from other cultures. They can, “in the
exercise of the inalienable right of each of their imaginations to range over the entire
world”, 19imaginatively and convincingly inhabit the mind and mindset of persons of other races
and cultures, as the very gay American songwriter Cole Porter did in composing his classic
songs about heterosexual love, as the very Jewish songwriting legend Irving Berlin did in
composing one of Christianity’s greatest contemporary Christmas songs; “White Christmas”,20as
the white, Anglo-Torontonian, Joseph Boyden, did in The Orenda, (above), as William Stryon
(white) did years ago in The Confessions of Nat Turner, his Pulitzer Prize-winning imaginative
autobiography of Virginia slave rebel Nat Turner, as Annie Proulx (white and female) did in
relation to male and female Mi’kmaws in Barkskins, above, as the brilliant Mary Ann Evans did
in the mid-nineteenth century, masquerading as the male novelist George Eliot in Middlemarch,
perfectly portraying the interior lives of English provincialdom- male and female, rich, not-so48

rich and poor- and as Anita Raja, aka Elena Ferrante, did in writing the amazing, jawdropping My Brilliant Friend 21 imaginative, “autobiographical” quatrain.
Ms. Raja, the daughter of a Roman father and a German-Jewish mother, in “a sterling example of
the power of appropriation… claimed the right to imagine the lives of people, (two workingclass Neapolitan women), quite unlike herself.”
In doing so she was able to write books in which millions of people found themselves reflected- books about
feminism and patriarchy, poverty and violence, education and ambition.
This is the paradox of literature, which is the glory of humanism: the idea that nothing is alien to us, that we all have
the power to imagine our way into another’s lives. (italics added) 22

(How literature can inform this situation!- this difficult discussion of the indigenous reality in
Canada, past and present! Historical and legal points of reference will never do us all justicewill never encapsulate ultimate truth. Only literary works of art can fill in the ground level
human reality blanks, and thus genuinely inform us of the deeper human truths that mere
historical and legal discourse can never get at.
“Novels arise out of the shortcomings of history.” That pronouncement, by the German writer Novalis, appears as an
epitaph to “The Blue Flower”, Penelope Fitzgerald’s great historical novel about him. It’s a resonant assertion, and
it properly flatters a certain kind of novelistic achievement: the disclosure of intimate worlds, which official history
cannot reach. The novel thus presents itself as something like the private answer to history’s public questions.” )23

The brilliant literary critic Harold Bloom argues that every artistic genius was inspired by and
borrowed from forerunners, “though far enough back in time we may not know who they are”.
He quotes Emerson:
Only an inventor knows how to borrow.24

Emerson again, from The Conduct of Life:
It is the richest man who knows how to draw a benefit from the labours of the greatest number of men, of men in
distant countries and in past times.

In any event, the vast majority of cultural borrowings are done, as they should be, as honestly,
responsibly, competently and as empathically as possible. Cloddish, dated or insensitive
caricatures like the Cleveland Indians baseball team symbol, (being phased out), are the rare
exceptions, which cannot fairly be elevated to the rule. But the judge of this should be the
borrower himself, (and his intellectual property and defamation lawyer), and not some selfappointed, non-representative, indigenous cultural truth Commissariat.
So these light and delicate ones should stop trying to force culture and art into a false kind of
political earnestness- political purpose. They should lighten up and take it as a good and
natural thing- a compliment- an act which will tend to preserve aboriginal culture- when
someone, in the exercise of her inalienable right to freedom of speech and artistic freedom,
having regard only to her muse, her conscience and as stated above, her intellectual property and
defamation lawyer, responsibly and competently “appropriates” a part of aboriginal culture.
In fact, and rather tragi-comically, the noisy, glitzy high-tech gambling casino, the apogee of
modern, urban decadence and self-indulgence- the ultimate “cultural appropriation” in this
regard- is very much associated in peoples’ minds with actual, contemporary Indian culture. It’s
perfectly legal, but in terms of morality and social benefit, just a notch above the black market
cigarette industry, a very harmful, crime-ridden, gang-type activity now also strongly associated
with actual, contemporary Indian culture.
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(Walking to work in late Spring, noticing the winter’s street litter revealed by the melting snow
and ice, an empty cigarette package caught my eye. I picked it up. It was an empty package of
“Canadian Goose – 25 King Size Cigarettes – made on Mohawk Territory.” A stylized drawing
of a Canadian Goose was on both sides of the package. That’s all. Noticeably absent was any
trace of the usual health warnings one sees blazoning off the packaging of legal cigarettes -the
usual disturbing photograph of a smoker on the verge of death or of his or her black lungs
taken post-mortem. All-too-human, too much money-obsessed, irresponsible capitalists that
people become when unregulated by government, these Indian elite-controlled people who run
this illegal and damnable industry could care less about their own people’s health, or anyone
else’s!)
Physically, most Indians have become unfit and overweight, just like most other Canadians, (it’s
the unfortunate and dangerous physical condition of modern man generally), but very much
unlike their ironman pre-contact ancestors.
In the early Spring of 1649 the Iroquois launched a successful surprise attack against the Hurons
at St. Ignace, near present-day Midland. One overlooked aspect of this famous attack (the Jesuit
priests Brebeuf and Lalemant were tortured and burnt at the stake at the end of it) that is
noteworthy and impressive by today’s standards is the fitness, toughness and endurance shown
by the Iroquois.
As related by historian Francis Parkman in his great historical work, The Jesuits in North
America,25 ( as recently partially fictionalized by Joseph Boyden in The Orenda), from the
previous November onwards, starting somewhere in the Ottawa River Valley or upstate New
York, the Iroquois walked steadily and stealthily westward through the forests and across the
lakes, swamps and rivers of central Ontario, some frozen, some not, living off the land, enduring
the cold and snow, with little food, sleeping more or less in the open, until, four months later,
they surprised the instantly panicked and demoralized Hurons at St. Ignace and virtually wiped
them out as a “nation.”
What an incredible feat of fitness, stoicism and endurance! Imagine walking today, in the middle
of winter, from the Ottawa Valley or upstate New York to Georgian Bay with nothing to eat but
some dried corn from the year before or food that you could kill or catch, and only the cold
ground to sleep on! It awes the modern mind to consider how tough and resourceful Canada’s
Indians were at the time of first contact.
Yuval Noah Harari writes in Sapiens:
In most habitats, Sapiens bands fed themselves in an elastic and opportunistic fashion. They scrounged for termites,
picked berries, dug for roots, stalked rabbits and hunted bison and mammoth. Notwithstanding the popular image of
“man the hunter”, gathering was Sapiens main activity, and it provided most of their calories, as well as raw
materials such as flint, wood and bamboo.
Sapiens did not only forage for food and materials. They foraged for knowledge as well. To survive, they needed a
detailed mental map of their territory. To maximize the efficiency of their daily search for food, they required
information about the growth patterns of each plant and habits of each animal. They needed to know which foods
were nourishing, which made you sick, and how to use others as cures. They needed to know the progress of the
seasons and what warning signs preceded a thunderstorm or a dry spell. They studied every stream, every walnut
tree, every cave, and every flint-stone deposit in their vicinity. Each individual had to understand how to make a
stone knife, how to mend a torn cloak, how to lay a rabbit trap, and how to face avalanches, snakebites or hungry
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lions. Mastery of each of these many skills required years of apprenticeship and practice….The average forager had
wider, deeper and more varied knowledge of her immediate surroundings than most of her modern descendants.
At the individual level, ancient foragers were the most knowledgeable and skillful people in history.

This is a part of ancient, aboriginal culture to celebrate and extol.
But today, most Indians, like the rest of us, unless they had store-bought food and modern
technological aids, couldn’t survive a week of that type of Iroquois wilderness
experience described above without freezing or starving to death. In fact it’s not at all unusual to
read these days of search parties rescuing lost, stranded and hungry Indian hunters, showing how
completely they’ve lost their pre-contact way-finding capacity and their ability to survive in the
wilderness on their own – something that so impressed the first European migrants, whose own
survival at the time was so heavily dependent on the generous deployment by Indians of those
skills for their benefit.
This was highlighted by the recently publicized housing crisis on the James Bay Attawapiskat
reservation. The “crisis” there is the terrible overcrowding caused by the lack of modern, urbanstyle bungalows, townhouses and apartments, which Attawapiskat band leaders say is what they
need and are entitled to. Fair enough. But there is only a “crisis” there because the Attawapiskat
Indians can’t “live off the land” as their ancient ancestors did!
Pre-contact aboriginal shelters were as rudimentary and dangerous to inhabit as those terrible,
unsafe dwellings in Attawapiskat. Samuel de Champlain, who wintered with the Hurons, who
were more domestically advanced at the time than the Indians who then inhabited the
Attawapiskat area, describes their housing as follows:
They live in lodges made of bark. These lodges are about twelve yards wide and up to fifty or sixty yards long, with
a gangway a foot or two across running down the middle from one end to the other. On each side there is a bench
about four feet high, where they sleep in summer to get away from the fleas. In winter they sleep on mats on the
floor near the fire, where it is warmer. They gather dry wood all summer and pile enough in the lodges to last the
winter. At one end of each lodge there is an open space where they store their Indian corn in large casks made of
bark. Mice are everywhere and everything they want to keep safe, such as food or clothing, has to be hung up
on wooden pegs. The average lodge will have a dozen fires and two dozen families. The smoke inside is thick and
blinding and diseases of the eyes are common, in fact many of the older people have lost their sight altogether. The
trouble is that there are no windows and so there is no way for the smoke to escape except through a single hole in
the roof. 26

Jesuit Father Paul Le Jeune, in his 1634 Relation, his report for that year to his Superiors in
Paris, commented thusly on the smoke:
But as to the smoke, I confess to you that it is martyrdom. It almost killed me, and made we weep continually,
though I had neither grief nor sadness in my heart. It sometimes grounded all of us who were in the cabin; that is, it
caused us to place our mouths against the earth in order to breathe; as it were to eat the earth, so as not to eat the
smoke. I have sometimes remained several hours in that position, especially during the most severe cold and when it
snowed; for it was then that the smoke assailed us with the greatest fury. 27

Yet notwithstanding these blunt and unquestionable historical truths , our elites, from very
distant vantages, constantly romanticize what it was like back then.
Novelist George Eliot:
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What horrors of damp huts, where human beings languish, may not become picturesque through aerial distance! 28

To the extent that Indians still hunt, they do so mainly for recreation, or, like the Innu referred to
below, just to flex their political muscles. They don’t need to hunt for subsistence. And when
they do they hunt in the same essentially faux-bravado manner as non-Indians – plenty of highpowered guns and ammunition, ATVs and fully-equipped camper trucks – showing their prey
little reverence and giving it no sporting chance whatsoever.
To the extent that they fish, which is also now mainly a recreational pastime, (they generally
don’t need to fish for subsistence), they fish in the same high-tech, gadget-happy way as
everyone else. And while some of the fish they catch is eaten by them, for “ceremonial purposes”
(one of the court-endorsed rationales used to justify the too-often reckless and harmful flouting
by Indians of our game and fish conservation laws and practices), most of it is offered for illegal
sale along the nearest highway or sold on the black market or in reserve stores, right beside the
tax-free cigarettes.
Pre-contact indigenous societies were “fiercely egalitarian…where profitable exchange, (i.e.
capitalist practices), hierarchy and significant material inequality were not tolerated.” 29 The
emphasis was on sharing and redistribution.
From Aboriginal Ontario- Historical Perspectives On The First Nations:
The Iroquoians believed that no community member should go hungry or lack necessities while others had more
than they needed. The principal motive for accumulating surplus food stuffs and obtaining rare goods from other
groups was to be able to give them away to fellow tribesmen. Chiefs and their kinsmen strove particularly hard to
accumulate goods so that their clan could win approval and influence by giving them away. The Iroquoians strongly
disapproved of stinginess, a trait that could lead to accusations of witchcraft. Prestige was derived from giving away
property. 30

How tragically different now. Instead of egalitarian societies, where everything is shared and
everyone is equal, Indian bands are now capitalistic in economic orientation, where too often
oligarchic, family and crony-based elites control everything and use their power, not for the
community’s benefit, but too much for their own. (See Our Liberal Values, chapter 42, below.)
In pre-contact times this kind of personally selfish , egoistic and acquisitive behaviour,
epitomized by the modern saying: “The chief’s driveway is always paved”, 31resulted in
banishment or death. Now it’s the norm, and it’s rewarded.
The ancient Indian languages are, sadly, mainly extinct, and those that aren’t now soon will be,
despite all the government-funded efforts to keep them on artificial life support. The strong
currents of the North American cultural mainstream are just too strong and relentless to
overcome.
According to indigenous author Bob Joseph, in his book 21 Things You May Not Know About the
Indian Act, 32only about one in six indigenous people are able to use an indigenous language in
conversation, and the numbers are getting worse.
In oral societies, when the words are gone, so are the histories, the value systems, the spiritual, ecological
knowledge, the worldviews, the stories and the songs. It is an irreplaceable loss. The loss of language severs the
connection between a people and their culture.

There is a trend on the part of Indian elites to try to give the false appearance that authentic, precontact Indian languages and culture are still flourishing, or at least enjoying a renaissance. One
sees this partly in the service of the cultivation of a “myth of separateness” (Christopher
Hedges)-the false notion that Indians are somehow fundamentally culturally and racially apart
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from the rest of Canada- in the changing by some Indian bands of their reserve names to
something sounding more authentically “Indian.”
The Big Trout Lake band in far Northern Ontario, (see The Shakedown of Platinex, below),
almost overnight became the Kitchenuhmaykoosib Inninuwug First Nation. (So unnatural,
artificial and unpronounceable is this is that even band members just call their reserve KI.)
M’Chigeen First Nation, before its’ re-branding, was formerly West Bay Indian Reserve. The
Whitefish Lake reserve , near Sudbury, renamed itself Atikameksheng Anishnawbek First
Nation, which, as reported in the Globe and Mail,33 it described as “reclaiming its old
name.” (This is questionable. An 1821 Hudson Bay Company map of the area between Spanish
and the French River south of the height of land,34 showing every major lake and river with their
Ojibway names (as best understood by the mapmaker, Fort LaCloche factor John McBean) – e.g.
Eskimanitigon for Spanish, Washcugamy for Penage, Matawungua for Vermilion, Wanabitibe
for Wahnapitei- shows, for Whitefish Lake…..Whitefish Lake.)
In the Sudbury- Manitoulin area we have certain worthy Indian social aid organizations named
N’Swakamok, Noojmowin-Teg, and Shkagamik-Kwe.
One could say that all of the above is nice, and essentially harmless, so more power – more
“empowerment” – to them, go for it. (Even though, in the main, these essentially invented,
English-script words have, like Whitefish Lake’s new name, debatable historical or linguistic
provenance).
But to the extent that this trend represents the nostalgic “invention of tradition” (above) and the
deliberate cultivation of that myth of cultural and racial separateness from the rest of Canadians,
and the deliberate manipulation and distortion of our common language, English, to
accommodate that myth, and to pursue “the cause” (Christopher Hedges), the “cause” being
more race-based political and economic power flowing to Indian bands-and a large part of the
trend does represent these things – it is to be profoundly regretted. Nostalgia, characterized
largely by “false memories and delusional reassurances…is not a viable route forward.” 35
The latter aspect – it being partly a propaganda move by Indian bands in pursuit of a more gilded
status quo – was illustrated in the immediately above Globe article. The Hobbema reserve in
Alberta has just re-named itself Maskwacis First Nation. Cindy Buffalo, band administrator, told
the Globe reporter that “…the community says the name change signifies respect for the
language and the First Nation’s authority over its traditional territory” (italics added). This is a
plain reference to the new “consult and accommodate” right given to Indian bands by the
Supreme Court of Canada, which Indian bands are now exercising with such profoundly
negative effect on the country as a whole. (see below)
Like non-Indian Canadians, Indians are aggressively and in most capitalistic-fashion seeking
control of as much of our natural resources as possible, in order to exploit them for political
power and financial gain, (see Dancing With Danegeld, below) and in so doing, as they have
always done, just like non-Indians, they will cause serious damage to the environment.
Writer Jonathan Rosen, reviewing36 the book A Feathered River Across The Sky: The Passenger
Pigeon’s Flight to Extinction, to which extinction North American Indians contributed their fair
share, in the context of describing our “species-wide” propensity to destroy our environment,
writes:
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It was paleo-Indians who helped hunt mega-fauna like the mammoth to extinction, the Maori in New Zealand who
ate the flightless moa to death, and pre-historic Pacific Islanders who extirpated more than a thousand species of
birds.

Writer Elizabeth Kolbert, in her brilliant and very disturbing book The Sixth Extinction: An
Unnatural History,37 compellingly drives this point home i.e. that from the time Man walked out
of Africa 100,000 years ago he has been continually laying waste to the natural environment and
leaving a trail of extinctions in his path. She writes:
Man was a killer – to use the term of art an “overkiller” – pretty much right from the start.

As she further writes in relation to the extinction of many large animals – mastodons,
mammoths, moas, giant lemurs, pygmy hippos:
When the chronology of extinction is critically set against the chronology of human migrations”, Paul Martin of the
University of Arizona wrote in “Prehistoric Overkill”, his seminal paper on the subject, “man’s arrival emerges as
the only reasonable answer to the megafauna’s disappearance”… Though it might be nice to imagine there was once
a time when man lived in harmony with nature, it’s not clear that he ever really did.

Yuval Noah Harari, in Sapiens:
The settling of America was hardly bloodless. It left behind a trail of victims. American fauna 14,000 years ago was
far richer than it was today. When the first Americans marched south from Alaska into the plains of Canada and the
western United States, they encountered mammoths and mastodons, rodents the size of bears, herds of horses and
camels, oversized lions and dozens of large species the likes of which are completely unknown today, among them
fearsome sabre-toothed cats and giant ground sloths that weighed up to eight tons and reached a height of six metres.
The Americas were a great laboratory of evolutionary experimentation, a place where animals and plants unknown
in Africa and Asia had evolved and thrived.
But no longer. Within 2000 years of Sapiens arrival, most of these unique species were gone. According to current
estimates, within that short interval, North America lost thirty-four out of its forty-seven genera of large mammals.
South America lost fifty out of sixty. The sabre-toothed cats, after flourishing for more than 30 million years,
disappeared, and so did the giant ground sloths, the oversized lions, native American horses, native American
camels, the giant rodents and the mammoths. Thousands of species of smaller mammals, reptiles, birds and even
insects and parasites also became extinct (when the mammoths died out, all species of mammoth ticks followed
them to oblivion…We are the culprits. There is no way around that truth. Even if climate change abetted us, the
human contribution was decisive.

As clearly shown above, all of man is the “killer”- the destroyer of nature. It’s a specieswide problem, not a Eurocentric one.
As a species, we repeatedly fail to acknowledge the equal and inherent right of all species to exist, a right implicit in
existence itself and in no way subordinate to our own. We ignore, as if instinctively, nature’s right to itself-it’s
autonomy, if you like. No matter how we feel or act as individuals, what matters when it comes to saving nature is
how we feel and act as a species. The news on that score is very grim. 38 (italics added)

Eurocentric man, as opposed to Canadian “Indigenous man”, (if you will), has only been
a worse destroyer of nature, because, through a fluke of asymmetrical historical progress, he has
developed the better technological capacity to do so. But Canadian Indigenous man is catching
up quick, and proving, as he always in fact was, to be the depressingly equal of Eurocentric man
in this dismal category of human behavior.
The Indian contribution in Canada’s West was decisive in the destruction of the beaver, and then
the bison, both of which animals were essential food sources and the foundation of their
economy, their power and their independence. Both animals were hunted to extinction.
James Dashchuk, in his important and heartbreaking book Clearing the Plains, 39describes the
Indians’ willing and, to them, necessary participation in this culturally and environmentally
catastrophic course of conduct:
In Athabasca, beaver had been largely extirpated by Iroquois trappers working for the North West Company, and by
the 1820’s large game such as moose, caribou and bison were also rare. On his inspection tour in 1823 George
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Simpson was “appalled” at the condition of the Nelson and lower Churchill districts since “he did not see a solitary
vestige of beaver and he could see no remedy save to forbid beaver hunting there entirely for the next five years.
…In areas where the monopoly rang hollow, such as plains and parklands, the company was faced with competition
from free traders and American interests. Aboriginal producers were encouraged to trap areas out, leaving a furdenuded buffer along the margins of Hudson Bay territory.
…Around Cumberland House the Cree simply ignored appeals for conservation.

From Barkskins, (above):
The elderly Mi’kmaq grandmother Loze, who had been at Odanak, bossed the sewing. “But everything is changed,”
she said, as she always said. “because our fathers killed so many beaver to trade with the Europeans the beaver are
angry and have left the country, and now strike us with illnesses…We destroyed our best food to trade their furs to
the white men.”

So the notion that Indians are or would be better “stewards of the land” than non-Indians is
completely unfounded in history or, as evidenced immediately below, by anything happening in
the present.
On Manitoulin Island, called the “Great Spirit” island by the Indians who reside on it, five Indian
bands, operating through a business corporation created for them by their Toronto lawyers,
called Mnidoo Mnising Power, have entered into a complex and sophisticated joint venture-type
arrangement with a large, publicly-traded corporation to erect numerous industrial wind turbines,
each one about three times the height of the Peace Tower in Ottawa, on one of the most
prominent and beautiful headlands in the Lake Huron-North Channel area – visible for miles
around – having the effect of truly desecrating one of the most historic, iconic and beautiful
landscapes in Canada. The little bit of power generated by these moloch-like behemoths will be
sold into the Ontario power grid for ridiculously high prices. Mammon will roll in to these Indian
bands.
One is reminded of the famous anti-pollution television ad showing a noble-looking Indian
staring at a polluted river with tears streaming down his face. Here, in an ironic and telling
reversal of this image, the incredulous onlookers with tears streaming down their faces are the
helpless non-Indian neighbours of these visual polluters – these five environmentally heedless
Indian bands.
It’s likely that the Great Spirit is also weeping.
In April, 2009 a group of Innu illegally shot dozens of caribou near Joir River, “their faces
shielded by hoodies and goggles”,40 apparently just to make some cheap political point to the
effect that they considered their traditional right to hunt superior to and unaffected by either
conservation laws or the precarious state of existence of this endangered species. As Cyril Pelley
of the Newfoundland and Labrador Outfitters Association said: “This is a threatened herd that’s
being hunted for pressure tactics. When you see those kinds of tactics you don’t know if you’re
living in Afghanistan or Iraq.”41 To these irresponsible, masked, Indian individuals, making some
crude, defiant and totally unclear political statement was more important than the survival of the
caribou – more important than their much-vaunted love of the earth and all its creations.
Again, the local non-Indians demonstrated far greater respect and reverence for nature than did
these environmentally nihilistic, aboriginal individuals.
The same Indigenous indifference to the fate of the caribou in Quebec has been shown by Indian
bands in Ontario. In 2019 four northwestern Ontario bands protested the creation by
the Ministry of Natural Resources of a woodland caribou recovery strategy that involves the
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creation of a road and industry-free natural land corridor- a “safe passage”-to connect two
caribou herds and thusly hopefully increase their (declining) populations. Red Rock Indian Band
Chief Mathew Dupuis, speaking for all four bands, said that this would negatively affect Indian
interests in forestry, mining and powerline projects in that area. Said the great “steward of the
land” Mr. Dupuis:
We’re being force fed this policy…We don’t agree with it. (It) will have downstream impacts on forest products
mills. It will also affect mining operations and powerline planning… 42

Just like the rest of mankind- Indigenous or Eurocentric- always the overkiller– always choosing
jobs and money- short term personal welfare- over the preservation of nature and the
environment.
The caribou’s princely cousin in Saskatchewan, at least in terms of size and magnificence, the
plains bison, is faring no better at the reckless, destructive and ungovernable hands of the
Indians there. The population of the herd in Prince Albert Provincial Park has declined from 500
in 2005 to only 120 in 2019. Extinction of the entire herd is a very real possibility.
Ricardo Simon, a PHD student at Laval University in Quebec, said he and his supervisor Daniel Fortin looked at
three potential causes: predation by wolves, diseases and hunting. “My results show…without a shadow of a doubt,
it’s the hunting by First Nations that’s the real problem here. It’s just not sustainable” said Simon….Anthony Blair
Dreaver Johnston of Mistawasis Nehiyawak, the first Treaty 6 Saskatchewan First Nation to sign what’s called the
Buffalo Treaty, said he’s heard the stories of overhunting. “I know that it is Indigenous First Nation harvesters that
are contributing to the dangerous level that the herd is at,” he said.43

And in the Northwest Territories, more Indigenous overkilling, present and future: There, the
government, to protect what’s left of the Bathurst caribou herd, “nearly half a million strong in
the 1980’s and now dwindled to 8500”, has proposed a total ban on the use of drones (drones!)
to hunt them. Many Indigenous groups are opposing this ban, content to see the herd inexorably
dwindle down to nothing, stating that such a ban would be a “potential infringement to
Aboriginal harvesters exercising their rights.” 44
Just as Indian elites falsely say that they are the better “stewards of the land”, so they similarly
and falsely say that they have a “special relationship with the land”, thus unknowingly invoking
variations of the creepy, “organic” us versus the “other”, “Volkish”,45mystical, anti-intellectual,
proto-racist and proto-nationalistic “blood and soil” rhetoric that prevailed- with disastrous
consequences- in Germany in the 1930’s, (‘blut und boden”), to a shocking degree in France as
well, 46 and, more recently, in countries like Croatia, Hungary and Serbia, and even, with the
election of the American plutocracy’s stooge, Donald Trump, in the United States.
This point is worth emphasizing.
Christian/European culture has been plagued with the vile and virulent prejudice of antiSemitism, the ignorant basis of which has essentially been that the “stateless” Jew- the
“wandering Jew” -in every country he has lived in, was rootless in that country, having no
“organic” connection to its “sacred soil”, was disloyal and soulless towards it, was “abstract,
individualistic and cosmopolitan” in his selfish thinking, and was only concerned, leechlike, with taking unfair advantage of the “homeland’s” supposedly more “natural” and more
innocent, “authentic” and virtuous native sons and daughters.
In The Embrace of Unreason, France, 1919-1940, 47from which the immediately above is
derived, author Frederick Brown describes these “blood and soil” anti-Semitic views with
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reference to, amongst others, the 1930’s, French, right wing “intellectual”, Pierre Drieu La
Rochelle:
Drieu distinguished between the “real” (France) and its “legal” counterfeit. Jews belong to the latter. Devoid of
organic Frenchness that inheres in roots and soil and physical reality, they are themselves legalisms, personifying
the abstract notion of citizenship invented by the Revolution. Only as old as their abstraction, they are yet
responsible for France’s senility.

Another French anti-Semite, objecting that the new Prime Minister of France- “this old GalloRoman land”- (nostalgia for what never was), was to be the “Jew” Leon Blum, said in the
Chamber of Deputies:
…this peasant nation would be better served by someone whose origins, however modest, reach into the entrails of
our soil than by a subtle talmudist…”

This kind of crap, anti-intellectual, anti-Enlightenment, exceptionalist- “I’m an essentially
different human being than you are because I, because of my race or “blood”, possess this
unique, authentic characteristic that you, because of your different race or “blood”, either don’t
possess or possess in far lesser degree” – completely irrational, unscientific, racialist, ethnotribalistic and superstitious thinking and talking leads only to bad ends.
Soft nationalism , defense of the particular against the encroachment of the universal, always threatens to cross over
into hard nationalism, ethnic cleansing, persecution, genocide. 48

Historian Timothy Snyder:
When they shout “Blood and Soil” they repeat a Nazi slogan signifying that races will murder races for land
without mercy and forever. 49

Despite the innocent-mindedness and unknowingness of Indian elites who engage in relatively
minor, benign variations of such “blood and soil” jibberish- such culture as an expression of
“hereditary racial bloodstock” blather50-and despite the fact that these bad ends could never
happen in Canada, such talk should be called out. It should be discouraged, It should be refuted.
These above historical examples of exceptionalist “special relationship with the land” neoVolkish silliness should be pointed out to them, and to Canadians generally. History shows both
that it is untrue, and that it can lead to disastrous consequences. As I wrote in my Introduction,
the fact that these disastrous consequences can even notionally conceived as logical end-products
of this kind of thinking should automatically make this thinking a candidate for instant and
complete rejection by all right-thinking persons.
As the profoundly great Russian journalist, novelist, historian and humanist, Vasily Grossman,
wrote:
What led Hitler and his followers to construct Majdanek, Sobibor, Belzec, Auschwitz and Treblinka is the
imperialist idea of exceptionalism– of racial, national, and every other kind of exceptionalism. 51

Having so necessarily digressed, (now, with anti-Muslim prejudice joining still-existing antiJewish prejudice, we must never forget what such false, exceptionalist talk is really,
fundamentally, saying and where it can lead), it must still be acknowledged that in the precontact era Indians did have a more direct and dynamic relationship, including spiritual, with
their physical environment- a relationship beautifully described by Annie Proulx in Barkskins, in
the voice of a Jesuit priest writing home:
They do not have orderly Lives as we do. Their time is fitted to the abundance crests of Animals, Fruits and Fishesthat is to say, to the Seasons of the Hunt and ripening Berries. One of the most curious of their attributes is their
manner of regarding Trees, Plants, all manner of Fish, the Moose and the Bear and others as their equals. Many of
their tales tell of Women who marry Otters or Birds, or Men who change into Bears until it pleases them to become
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Men again. In the forest they speak to Toads and Beetles as acquaintances. Sometimes I feel it is they who are
teaching me.

But sadly and inevitably this was lost.
It’s not enough for them now, in the twenty-first century, clutching their cell phones like the rest
of us, to just say that they have this “special relationship” with “the land”, (tired, meaningless,
overworked terms if there ever were ones), and that this somehow makes it still true or somehow
makes them “distinct” as a culture.
The feelings that Indians now have towards “the land”- being the earth and nature which all
humanity shares and experiences– are no more profound, special or reverential than those of
most other Canadians. All humans, of all cultures, have a profound relationship with the earth,
which we all equally and properly regard as life’s nurturing home.
As he stood at the top of the world, looking down upon the mountain ranges folded beneath him, Humboldt began to
see the world differently. He saw the earth as one great organism, where everything was connected, conceiving a
bold new vision of nature that still influences the way we understand the natural world.
…He found connections everywhere. Nothing, not even the tiniest organism, was looked at on its own. “In this great
chain of cause and effects”, Humboldt said, “no single fact can be considered in isolation.” With this insight, he
invented the web of life, the concept of nature as we know it today.
When nature is perceived as a web, its vulnerability also becomes obvious. Everything hangs together. If one thread
is pulled, the whole tapestry may unravel.52

In fact it is “Eurocentric” humans who have taken the lead on, not just experiencing the
instinctive, profound, sacred-like, physical and psychic link all we humans have with nature, but
on understanding and articulating and recording this link, scientifically and artistically, with the
view of making us more self-aware of our emotional and spiritual selves, and with the view of
understanding and, God willing, greatly lessening, the catastrophic damage all of our species is
inflicting on the natural world.
With respect to the latter point, the Canadian environmental movement is almost totally a
product of non-Indian endeavor. Aboriginal environmentalism, such as it is, always seems to
only be raised, mentioned or professed in relation to some “consult and accommodate”(see
below) situation, where it is tied in with some power or money demand. “Spirituality” in the
service of capitalism.
The Prussian Alexander Von Humboldt, (1769-1859), arguably the most brilliant Naturalist
polymath who ever lived, is the paragon of this articulating Eurocentric mold. With his
essentially pre-contact, indigenous understanding and view of nature, but with a strong and
complex underlay of hard science, he laid the foundation for and inspired Charles Darwin, Ralph
Waldo Emerson, Henry David Thoreau, George Perkins Marsh, (one of America’s first
conservationists), and John Muir, the force behind the America’s National Parks system.
He basically invented the conscious concept and awareness of our “ecology”, and gave
environmentalism not just a scientific basis, but a basis in the articulated, human moral
imagination, and in man’s articulated human emotions.
He inspired writers like Edgar Allan Poe, and romantic poets like Samuel Taylor Coleridge and
William Wordsworth.
Here is utterly Eurocentric Wordsworth in Lines Written A Few Miles Above Tinturn
Abbey, (1798), brilliantly expressing all of humanity’s connection with nature:
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Therefore am I still
A lover of the meadows and the woods,
And mountains; and of all that we behold
From this green earth; of all the mighty world
Of eye, and ear,- both what they half create,
And what perceive; well pleased to recognize
In nature and the language of the sense,
The anchor of my purest thoughts, the nurse,
The guide, the guardian of my heart, and soul
Of all my moral being.

The historian Simon Schama in his book, Landscape and Memory53, demonstrates that from the
beginning of human civilization rivers, mountains, forests- the entire interconnected web of
nature- has manifested itself in the history and cultures of all humanity, not just in a practical,
survival-oriented, technological way, but in mythic, spiritual and artistic ways
Eurocentric man- ordinary Canadians- epitomized by Von Humboldt and all his successors and
devotees, (including this writer), are as “spiritual” and “soulful” about nature- and live in natureas much as any Canadian indigenous person.
In the modern world we all now live in, no human’s- no Canadian’s- relationship with “the land”
is more “special” than that of any other human’s- or any other Canadian’s- red, white, yellow or
black.
So enough with the groundless assertion- the groundless pretense- that indigenous Canadians
have a unique, special relationship with the “land”- with nature- different than that of any other
Canadian!
Of course Indians are spiritual beings! But no more nor less so than non-Indian Canadians! It
would be insulting to non-Indian Canadians to suggest otherwise! All humans have an equally
strong and similar spiritual dimension!
Consider how very similar is the Indian “approach to life”, described by Oglala Sioux chief
Luther Standing Bear, to non-indigenous, higher civic, religious and humanist values:
Out of the Indian approach to life there came a great freedom- an intense and absorbing love for nature: a respect for
life; enriching faith in a Supreme Power; and principles of truth, honesty, generosity, equity, and brotherhood as a
guide to mundane relations. 54

Consider how very similar is the Indian view of the afterlife, described by Santee-Yanktonai
Sioux, Chased-by Bears, to the Christian and Islamic view of the afterlife:
It is the general belief of the Indians that after a man dies his spirit is somewhere on the earth or in the sky, we do
not know exactly where, but we are sure that his spirit still lives…So it is with Wakantanka. We believe that he is
everywhere, yet he is to us as the spirits of our friends, whose voices we cannot hear. 55

Clearly, there are mainly similarities and commonalities between ancient Canadian Indian
spirituality and present non-Indian spirituality.
The “sympathetic magic” of the indigenous ritual of drinking the blood and eating the flesh of a
courageous, slain enemy is an early, more blatant and harrowing , version of the Christian
communion ritual.
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The indigenous “God-men”- medicine men, sorcerers, shamans and sacred women- their
“sovereign magicians”- are “our” priests- our Jesus, Allah and Buddha- our Blessed Virgin
Mary- all our God-men.
Their sacred groves and tree worship are our Tree of Knowledge- the May pole- our one true
cross.
Their sacred fires are “our” votive candles and eternal flames. 56
All of humanity’s different religions- different expressions of our spiritual nature- manifest a
belief in and a yearning for divine unity amongst mankind. Our superstitions- our spiritual
practices- our essential spiritual natures- boiled down- are the same throughout all humanity, past
and present.
Yet, as with humanity generally, sadly and ironically, contrary to Indians’ own professed
spiritual beliefs, their elites, in their relentless drive for more money and power- more legal
separation and difference from their fellow Canadians- act as though their spiritual beliefs should
be confined to the afterlife or life in the clouds, rather than being put into practice in day to day
life on earth, with their fellow Canadians. Or, as with humanity generally, they subordinate
those spiritual beliefs to earthly goals of power and money, or cynically enlist them in the pursuit
of those goals.
Under the pressure of bitter competitive struggle, moneymaking becomes a full-time occupation, an end in itself to
which people are bound as a calling, “contrary to the ethical feelings of whole epochs.” Attempts on the part of
religion and philosophy to influence economic life are seen “as much as an unjustified interference as its regulation
by the state.” 57

In any event, whatever vague and unique spirituality modern Indians are talking about in no way
resembles pre-contact Indian spirituality, which was dynamic and omnipresent. It involved
elements of animism, pantheism, polytheism, supernatural beings and spirits. It sometimes
involved ritual semi-sacrificial torture of other human beings (such as respected war captives),
followed by acts of cannibalism and blood-drinking. It involved dreams, medicine men, diviners
and gruesome funeral festivals involving digging up and then re-burying in common burial
grounds the rotted corpses of long-departed loved ones.
Little of this original, dynamic spirituality remains. It’s all part of the distant, lost pasteradicated by those inexorable, assimilative forces of human migration, cultural and biological
mixing and transformation that the entire human race has been constantly subjected to since its
beginning. (Joseph Boyden would argue that this original, dynamic spirituality, this “magic”this orenda– hasn’t been lost; rather, it’s only been “misplaced”, and might be
recovered. Hopefully he’s right. But, as argued below, it won’t ever be recovered by continuing
with the status quo.)
Aboriginal writer Calvin Helin, in Dances With Dependency, (above), also hopes for a
“reclamation of lost tribal values and social DNA”, but expressed in a contemporary fashion. by
adopting policies that encourage aboriginal initiative, industry, personal morality and selfreliance. He writes:
Although it might be helpful if more remnants of indigenous cultures were still in existence, we do not have to turn
back the clock in order to find the still-pristine emotional legacy of our ancestors, stressing the importance of social
interconnections and the necessary interdependence of families, Tribes or Nations. Or to recognize the value of selfreliance, high moral conduct, loyalty, self-sacrifice, and leadership. This renewal must be done in a modern context
in constructive partnership with the larger society.
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Alas, Mr. Helin does not share my view that his laudatory goals would be best achieved by
phasing out reserves, the Indian Act, and special race-based Indian rights and entitlements, the
very things that, in my view, make his goals impossible to achieve.
It’s tragic for Canada that high-quality aboriginals like him, so far, just can’t make that Nelson
Mandela leap.
Also part of that lost past, it should be noted, are some of the less savoury aspects of ancient
Indian culture, which understandably, current Indian spokespersons don’t talk about much,
because those aspects of authentic pre-contact Indian culture, judging by today’s standards, are
not particularly flattering, and don’t support their current political and economic agenda, which
requires the unwavering propagation of and adherence to a largely mythic, Walt Disney version
of pre-contact Indian culture.
Pre-contact Indians, like Europeans, were constantly at war with one another, (so vividly and
horrifically described by Francis Parkman and depicted in The Orenda) for all the same reasons
that humans have always gone to war – land , a blood feud, natural resources, trade issues, selfdefence, general deterrence, booty, male restlessness, or the seizure of women and children for
population replenishment.
In the Historical Atlas of Canada,58 it is written:
The Thule migrations after AD 1000 which gave way to the present day Inuit quickly displaced the PaleoEskimos…” and, “… The conquest (ca 1300) of the Glen Meyer people by the Pickering created a relatively
homogenous culture in Ontario known as the Uren-Middleport.

In August, 2014, as reported in the Toronto Star,59 the prestigious science journal, Science,
published a “paleogenomic study” concluding that a series of Paleo-Eskimo cultures known as
the Pre-Dorset and Dorset:
…lived with great success in the eastern Arctic for 4,000 years- until disappearing suddenly a couple of generations
after the ancestors of the modern Inuit appeared, around 1200 AD. There is no evidence the two groups interbred…
The Inuit took over the best hunting camps and displaced the conflict-averse Tuniit. Soon enough these strange
people disappeared from the land.

In 1500 the Cheyenne were not yet the feared Great Plains warriors who later became the iconic
Indian foe in countless Westerns of the 1940’s and 1950’s.
Settled in villages in Minnesota, they farmed and hunted. They migrated westward in the mid-1700’s, abandoning
farming and becoming nomadic Plains horsemen (on Spanish horses-writer) dependent on the buffalo. 60

This illuminating excerpt from historian Beth LaDow’s The Medicine Line: Life and Death on a
North American Borderland61(referring to the 49th parallel):
The Northern Plains world of the mid-nineteenth century was not only complex, but of recent origin. Along with
whites, the Plains Cree and the Western Sioux were relative newcomers to the more established communities of
Crow, Assiniboine, Gros Ventre and Blackfeet.
The Cree and Sioux were migrating branches of Eastern Woodland tribes that became powerful on the northern
plains during the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. Shrewd and adaptable traders, The Cree became
middlemen in the English fur trade by the 1690’s and began to spread north and west of Lake Superior. About this
time they formed alliances with the Assiniboine…Economic and cultural exchange cemented the Cree-Assiniboine
relationship. The horse, which the Spanish brought to mainland America in 1519, diffused northward up the plains
during the eighteenth century, drawing the Assiniboine westward from the Great Lakes woodland-plains borderland
by 1750. The Cree gave the Assiniboine guns, the Assiniboine gave the Cree horses and introduced them to plains
life; the result was considerable intermarriage and a powerful alliance.
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The Cree then pushed further west and south in search of furs for their profitable trade, driving the Gros Ventre and
Blackfoot, (both Algonkian-speaking), and even the Assiniboine against their advance.
These realignments were often horrible and bloody…Sometime before 1838…a combined force of Cree and
Assiniboine massacred thirty lodges of the Gros Ventre while all but a few of the men were gone hunting. They
killed about 130 women and children, including roasting some of the children alive by driving sharp sticks through
their bodies and planting them before a hot fire…
With the passing of a few decades the old borders and balance of power along the Missouri were in shambles. Sioux
and Cree conquests had redistributed power and territory among native peoples. Between 1780 and 1820 a new
order on the Northern Plains emerged.

In Clearing The Plains, (above) James Daschuk describes the Anishnabe’s migration from
Ontario into southern Manitoba (becoming the Salteaux there), and their “imperialist” military
conquest and dispossession of the local Dakota/Assiniboine peoples. He writes:
As the Anishnabe expanded their trapping grounds, they displaced local groups, often with a combination of
psychological and physical intimidation. Even their allies were intimidated by them.

There are no Hurons today in the vicinity of Lake Huron.
That’s because, as described above, in the mid-1600’s the Iroquois exterminated them, along
with the Eries and the Neutrals, and then reduced the Algonquins to tribute-bearing vassals. As
related in The Historical Atlas of Canada:
The Great Dispersions, 1648-1653– Co-ordinated planning and the effective use of muskets enabled the Iroquois
confederacy to disperse the Huron tribes in 1647-9, the Petun in 1649-50, the Nipissing in 1649-51, and the Neutral
in 1651-2. Fearing a similar fate, most of the Eastern Great Lakes native groups, together with some Huron, Petun
and Nipissing refugees, fled west and north. Other refugees, mainly Christian converts, settled near Quebec,
(Hurons) and Trois Rivieres (Algonquin and Nipissing). The bulk of the surviving Huron, Petun and Neutral joined
the Iroquois, and were gradually absorbed.

In these wars , as shown above, torture, mutilation and the mass murder by Indians of other
Indian men, women and children was common.
In 1697 a party of Abnakis raided a town in Massachusetts and carried off a woman and her
baby:
As the Indians silently escaped with their captives through the forest the infant began to cry, and in a cruel but
characteristic response a warrior grabbed the child and smashed its head against a tree. 62

In 1769 the great Ottawa warrior chief Pontiac was shot in the back by a Peoria Indian.
In 1832, following a battle on the banks of the Mississippi River in present-day Illinois between
American militia and the Sauk and Fox Indians, the latter lead by the great warrior Black
Hawk, two hundred defeated Sauk and Foxes “somehow managed to thrash their way across the
river only to be scalped or taken prisoner by hostile Sioux, who awaited them on the other
side.”63
Steven Pinker, in The Better Angels of our Nature, recounts the 1965 reminiscence of Robert
Nasruk Cleveland, an Inupiaq Inuit:
The next morning the raiders attacked the camp and killed all the women and children there. After shoving sheefish
into the vaginas of all the Indian women they had killed, the Noatakers took Kititigaagvaat and her baby, and
retreated toward the upper Noatak River…Finally, when they had almost reached home, the Noatakers gang-raped
Kititigaagvaat and left her with her baby to die.
Some weeks later the Kobuk caribou hunters returned home to find the rotting remains of their wives and children
and vowed revenge. A year or two after that, they headed north to the upper Noatak to seek it. They soon located a
large body of Nuataagmiut and secretly followed them. One morning in the Nuataagmiut camp spotted a large band
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of caribou and went off in pursuit. While they were gone, the Kobuk raiders killed every woman in the camp. Then
they cut off their vulvas, strung them on a line, and headed quickly home.

This horrific excerpt, and the other descriptions of Indians’ wholesale slaughter of other
Indians, above, make it so sadly and richly ironic today to hear charges of “genocide” so
recklessly and wrongfully levelled by some Indians, as in Brown vs. Canada, and, in June of
2019, in relation to the intellectually childish Murdered and Missing Indigenous Women and
Girls Report, even by our own Prime Minister, (see below), against their fellow Canadians. In
fact non-Indians in Canada rarely perpetrated militarily against Indians anything as bad as
Indians perpetrated against each other.
Although most whites tended to see them all as Indians, they saw themselves as Ute or Apache or Nez Perce or
Modoc, and like the plains tribes they usually warred more violently against themselves that with the white
newcomers. 64

The above are also all clear examples of Indians migrating, then conquering, enslaving,
colonizing or exterminating other Indians, or, perhaps more benevolently, merely assimilating
with them!
These examples also highlight why the recently created politically correct term, “First Nations”,
should, in the search for truth, be avoided. They indicate that the Indian tribes existing in Canada
at the time of European contact were neither “first” nor were they “nations”. Rather they were, in
point of picky fact, the “last” tribal groups in existence at the end of a long, evolutionary chain of
migration, conquest and assimilation, with many of their predecessor tribal groups having been
rendered extinct. And, as discussed in The Myth of Nation to Nation Dealings, below, they were
not at all “nations” in the modern sense of the word.
Ancient Indians often abandoned their sick and aged (their proverbial “elders”) to die. They
often killed their children at birth, particularly baby girls. The basic reason for this – ad hoc
calculations relating to group survival in incredibly difficult living conditions – is understandable
and defensible given the harsh, stone-age, physical survival challenges they constantly faced. But
the fact that Indians today would never consider such things only shows how presently
unacceptable even to them most of these fundamental aspects of ancient Indian culture really are.
The same can be said about, by present standards, the abysmally sexist way ancient Indian men
treated their women. Champlain observed that “their women are their mules.”65 Even today
women are frequently discriminated against on Indian reserves. They have no separate
matrimonial or property rights on marriage breakdown and thus are often forced against their
will and at great personal risk to stay in abusive relationships. Levels of violence against them
are higher than anywhere else in Canada. In September, 2011 The Sudbury Star reported that
fully one quarter of Canada’s aboriginal women have been victims of spousal abuse, and that
they’re seven times more likely to end up as murder victims as are non-aboriginal women!
One of the many “please-all” pre-election promises our Panglossian66 (in this area) Prime
Minister Justin Trudeau made was to have the much-vaunted national inquiry into murdered and
missing aboriginal women. (No need to inquire into murdered and missing aboriginal men,
who disappear at three times the rate of aboriginal women,67 or non-aboriginal women.) This
inquiry was under the control of Crown-Indigenous Affairs Minister Carolynn Bennett, who,
according to Jeffery Simpson of The Globe and Mail, “has become an echo chamber for
the Native Women’s Association of Canada”, which, “has the minister entirely under its
spell.”68 This inquiry is now over and has proven to be, as expected, a complete waste of time
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and money, as the tragic causes of these deaths and disappearances have either already been
well-documented or are self-evident. Also, Ms. Bennett and Prime Minister Trudeau dared not
allow the inquiry to examine and consider at all whether or not the very existence of the
Indian Act, the reserve system, and all the other aspects of the separate but equal status quo,
were fundamental contributing factors, which of course they were and continue to be!
As clearly shown above, pre-contact Canadian Indian tribal culture was physically dangerous
and violent. With the replacement of this culture with the culture of “the state”, levels of violence
for Canadian Indians have gone down significantly. Yuval Noah Harari, in Sapiens, using Brazil
as an example, writes:
Even in the worst years the average (modern) Brazilian in Rio de Janeiro was far less likely to die at human hands
than the average Waorani, Arawete or Yanomamo, the indigenous people who live in the depths of the Amazon
forest, without army, police or prisons. Anthropological studies have indicated that between a quarter and a half of
their menfolk die sooner or later in violent conflicts over property, women or prestige.
As kingdoms and empires became stronger, they reined in communities and the level of violence decreased…The
decline in violence is due largely to the rise of the state.

Psychologist and author Steven Pinker, in The Better Angels of our Nature-Why Violence Has
Declined,69also persuasively argues that this violence in traditional pre-state bands and tribes,
viewed relatively as a proportion to populations, made the risk of a pre-state indigenous person
dying violently about four times greater than the same risk of a person living in a modern,
reasonably functioning state. Referring to how the presence of government can move a society
away from lethal vengeance he writes:
The reduction of homicide by government control is so obvious to anthropologists that they seldom document it with
numbers. The various “paxes” that one reads in history books-the Pax Romana, Islamica, Mongolica, Hispanica,
Sinica, Britannica. Australiana (in New Guinea), Canadiana (in the Pacific Northwest), and Praetoriana (in South
Africa)-refer to t`he reduction in raiding, feuding and warfare in the territories brought under the control of an
effective government. Though imperial conquest and rule can themselves be brutal, they do reduce endemic violence
amongst the conquered.

Historian Timothy Snyder makes the same point as Yuval Noah Harari and Steven Pinker in his
important recent book on the Holocaust, Black Earth- The Holocaust as History and
Warning,70 arguing that the destruction by Germany of the states to the east of it, which places
became the stateless killing grounds, was an essential enabling factor for the Holocaust to take
place. He writes:
When Germans obliterated conventional states…they created the abyss where racism and politics pulled together
towards nothingness…In this black hole…where none of the moral illuminations of (state) institutions was present,
Jews were murdered. (italics added)

A more modern and current example of this is the ignorant, stupid, criminal invasion of the
sovereign state of Iraq by the United States of America. The ensuing destruction of that state, and
all its institutions of law and order (however perverse some of its aspects), permitted the rise and
deathly playing out of the worst aspects of tribalism and ethnic zealotry, which the Iraqi state had
previously kept a lid on. Many more people have died, and will continue to die, in the
backward, pre-state, tribalistic, Mad Max hell that is now that “country”, (the word can no
longer be used in its proper sense in regards to the land mass that on maps, now merely reads,
but is no longer in actuality, “Iraq”), than died under the dictatorship of Saddam Hussain.
And at least then, under the control of that evil man, Iraqis could go out for a cup of coffee, and
reasonably expect to come home alive.
Pre-contact Indians practiced slavery.
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Legal historian Philip Girard writes: 71
Just as slavery existed in Africa before the arrival of Europeans, so it existed among many indigenous people in
North America before European contact. Intertribal wars produced captives who were enslaved. Adult male captives
were tortured and degraded to deprive them of their identities, the better to integrate them into the host group.
Female captives were taken as additional wives and might be treated very harshly. In the lower Great Lakes and the
St. Lawrence valley, the native peoples assimilated their captives via a form of adoption and didn’t exchange them.
Around the upper Great Lakes and in the Midwest, however, slaves were given away to cement alliances between
tribes.

University of California Professor Peter Nabokov writes: 72
Among the eleventh-century mound-building cultures of the Mississippi Bottoms, war prisoners made up a serf-like
underclass. This civilization collapsed in the thirteenth century and the succeeding tribes we know as the Choctaw,
Cherokee, Creek, and others perpetuated the practice of serfdom…The custom continued across indigenous
America, with child-bearing women and pre-pubescent males preferred. Their husbands and fathers were more
commonly killed.
In the Southeast the Chickasaw regularly took slaves from the Choctaw; in the Great Basin the Utes stole women
and children from the Paiute; in California, the northeastern Modoc regularly preyed upon nearby Atsugewi, while
the Colorado River-dwelling Mojave routinely raided the local Chemehuevi.

When Spain undertook its brutal and cruel conquest of its New World empire, as related by
Professor Nabokov, it tapped into and incorporated this already-existing slave culture into its
own imperial modus operandi.
The Spaniards exploited the forms of human bondage that already existed on the islands. The Caribs of the Lesser
Antilles, a more aggressive tribe, regularly raided the Tainos, allegedly eating the men but keeping the women and
children as retainers. A similar discrimination based on age and gender would prevail throughout the next four
centuries of Indian-on-Indian servitude.
North America was a vast, pulsing map of trading, raiding and resettlement. Whether the systems were pre- or postcontact indigenous, European colonial, or US national, they grew into complex, cultural matrices in which the
economic and social power created using slavery proved indivisible. Indigenous and North American slave systems
evolved and innovated in response to each other.

After the formation of the United States, some American Indian tribes even participated in the
slavery system extant in the Southern states! Professor Nabokov:
Some of these tribes (the Choctaw, Chickasaw and others) participated in the white man’s “peculiar institution”.
They bought and sold African-American slaves to work their Indian-owned plantations. Once the Civil War broke
out there was a painfully-divisive splitting of southern Indian nations into Confederate and Union allies. (italics
added)

It is discomfiting going on in such trite and obvious detail about one Canadian
group’s ancient cultural primitiveness. It shouldn’t be necessary to do so. We were all there
once. As Professor Terborgh (above) wrote, “…Once upon a time the ancestors of each and
every one of us lived in a pre-modern state….” It’s an unremarkable and commonplace stage in
the history of all the peoples of the world.
Going on about this also seems to be a cold thing to do because this litany of loss and
marginalization represents hundreds of years of cultural loss, dislocation and diminishment
suffered by thinking, feeling, proud and dignified human beings. The imagination reels and the
heart breaks at the thought of the profound physical and psychic suffering experienced by Indian
peoples in Canada as the result of the migration of Europeans to Canada and the resulting erosion
and loss of their original cultures.
Peter C. Newman, in Company of Adventurers,73 his chronicle of the Hudson’s Bay Company,
wrote:
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Canada’s Indian nations were not conquered like the American Sioux or massacred like the Andean Incas, yet their
lives were torn apart by the arrival of the white man; they became (like the Welsh in the telling phrase of the late
Gwyn Thomas) “a people deeply wounded in their minds.”

But mind-wounding change and decline, and death, come inevitably, unavoidably
and universally to all persons and all cultures:
The spider weaves the curtains in the palace of the Caesars;
The owl calls the watches in Afrasiab’s tower. 74

The only questions are when and how quickly these rueful things will occur. We can only slow
them down a bit, if we’re lucky and mindful, and seek to ameliorate the effects of them as best
we can.
To ameliorate the present situation of Indians we must first be courageous enough to admit the
unpleasant reality of it – admit that Indians can’t go back to their old ways because they’ve been
dead and gone for many generations and are simply not there to go back to.
The present legal and political place where Indians in Canada exist, and where their leaders are
seemingly determined to keep them, is a cultural no-man’s land where their wounded minds will
never heal – a difficult, contradictory, cultural demimonde situated somewhere between a lost
past and a dysfunctional present, the combination of both, if the status quo persists, leading only
to a worsening future. The only true and effective healing path for Canada’s Indians – the best
path for them to recover their “orenda” – is the path of further and better assimilation with the
rest of Canadians.
It’s irresponsible and wrong that Indian culture, ancient and current, is not discussed more
honestly, and that what discussion there is of it is so driven and constricted by the censorious
dictates of political correctness and, on the part of Indian elites, by fearful defensiveness or selfinterest.
Like a failing marriage where the dysfunctional parties can’t or won’t talk openly and honestly,
if this situation can’t or won’t be freely discussed in that manner then it can never be properly
remedied.
Discussing the subject of Indian culture, past and present, more honestly and in the realistic and
necessary context of world history, would reveal Indians, to non-Indians and to themselves, as
just typical human beings – typical members of the constantly migrating, mixing, changing,
assimilating human family.
We could then more readily acknowledge that we have almost everything fundamental and
important in common, and that the things that make us only appear to be different are really just
surface matters – myths, unexamined falsehoods and physical and legal circumstances, the latter
of which can and should be changed.
And we could also then more readily acknowledge that the healthy and natural process of
assimilation has already been happening for generations, and is, for the Indians of Canada, an
almost completed process, one that has already made us common family members in today’s
Canada, who should be relating to each other – legally, politically, economically and socially –
on that same common basis.
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7. STILL WATERS STAGNATE
Time is a transparent medium. People and cities arise out of it, move through it and disappear back into it. It is time
that brings them and time that takes them away…Time flows into a man or State, makes its home there and then
flows away; the man and the State remain, but their time has passed. Where has their time gone? The man still
thinks, breathes and cries, but his time, the time that belonged to him and to him alone, has disappeared…There is
nothing more difficult than to be a stepson of the time; there is no heavier fate than to live in an age that is not your
own…Time loves only those it has given birth to itself: its own children, its own heroes, its own labourers. Never
can it come to love the children of a past age, any more than a woman can love the heroes of a past age, or a
stepmother love the children of another woman…Such is time: everything passes, it alone remains; everything
remains, it alone passes. And how swiftly and noiselessly it passes. – Vasily Grossman, Life and Fate1
There is no round, consummate moon on the face of running water, nor on the face of the unfinished tide…There is
no plasmic finality, nothing crystal, permanent…Life, the ever present, knows no finality, no finished
crystallization. The perfect rose is only a running flame, emerging and flowing off, and never in any sense at rest,
static, finished. – D.H. Lawrence2
Time is a river. One can never step into the same river twice- Age-old sayings.

Humanity is caught up and borne ever onwards by the never-ending, ever-changing, fast-flowing
river of time and history, so full as it is of the blinkering jumble of serious and frothy events that
make up our individual lives, and the collective life, through time, of our species. The only
constant for us is constant change. If life didn’t change, it wouldn’t be life, it’d be a
photograph. 3
Indian elites won’t admit this. Instead they pretend (as human nature dictates that we all do to
some degree) that the river of time has flowed into and now ended in a wide, calm, totallyenclosed lake of the present, where the status quo will never fundamentally change – a variation
of the absurd End of History theory, where everything that happened in the past is regarded as a
mere lead-up to a now permanently still, fixed and unchangeable present. And from that they
argue that everything fundamental regarding them that now is…should always be.
People read history and then seem to feel that everything has to conclude in their own time. “We have read history,
4
and therefore history is over”, they appear to say.

This is a fundamentally wrong and harmful view. Because this imagined, still lake of the present
is really only a seeming widening of the endless river. The lake is an illusion. Around a timebend of the shoreline the apparent widening narrows. And on the river flows, taking humanity,
part of the river’s jumble and froth, along with it into the future. And for all of us in this everflowing river- all of us perpetually unable to lessen “the instability of all being under the
influence of chance and time” –5 as it must be, nothing but perpetual change awaits; all
emphasizing the reality that today’s Canada and our Indigenous peoples part in it is not a
finished product. Like the endless river, they and we are all a constant work in progress.
So our lives glide on: the river ends, we don’t know where, and the sea begins, and then there is no more jumping
6
ashore.

The waters of an ever-calm, enclosed lake will inevitably stagnate and become less and less able
to support life. Life-lessening stagnation and decline is the fate Indian elites must expect for their
peoples if they continue to embrace this blinkered, static and wrong view of history and time – if
they continue to try to dam up time’s river – “this mysterious river of existence”- 7and prevent it
from flowing into and through them and allow it to carry them along with us- if they continue
to prevent the active, uncertain future from unfolding naturally and, by that blind
intransigence, condemn their peoples to always be stepchildren of the times.
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8. TAKING A LONGER VIEW OF TIME
It was left to the genial Irish prelate James Ussher, while he was bishop of Armagh, to fix the date with absolute
precision. According to his workings, which he managed to convince his colleagues were impeccably accurate, God
had created the world and all its creatures in one swift and uninterrupted process of divine mechanics that began on
the dot of the all-too-decent hour of 9 a.m. on a Monday, October 23rd, 4004 B.C. -Simon Winchester, The Map
That Changed the World: William Smith and the Birth of Modern Geology1
We still inhabit the prehistory of our race, and have not caught up with the immense discoveries about our own
nature and about the nature of the universe. The unspooling of the skein of the genome has effectively abolished
racism and creationism, and the amazing findings of Hubble and Hawking have allowed us to guess at the origins of
the cosmos. But how much more addictive is the familiar old garbage about tribe and nation… -Christopher
2
Hitchens
He who cannot draw on 3000 years is living hand to mouth.- Goethe

Indian elites argue that Indians have inhabited the lands of Canada since the beginning of timesince “time immemorial”- and have thusly acquired something like an indefeasible title to thema title fundamentally unalterable and immovable through all the millenia ahead.
This is a flawed argument on many counts, particularly the temporal one. Time is what it is – and
what it is is long. And, if we take an appropriately long view of it, then we must conclude that all
Canadians, Indian and non-Indian alike, arrived in Canada at essentially the same time.
Consider that North America was last colonized by Asian migrants about 12000 BC. In terms of
geologic time and the age of the earth that’s an extremely recent event- certainly not an event
which dates back to actual “time immemorial”. Consider further that the earth was formed about
four and one-half billion years ago, and that life only first emerged from primordial waters
between 400 and 500 million years ago. Amazingly then, for about 90% of the earth’s existence
there has been no life on dry-land earth whatsoever!
The first anatomically modern humans evolved only about 200,000 to 300,000 years ago. And
the African beginnings of the migration and spread of humans over the world occurred
only during this period. The “cognitive revolution”, where Homo Sapiens hit his stride with the
development of language, group cooperation and myth-generation-e.g. gods- happened 100,000
to 70,000 years ago. (See Yuval Noah Harari’s Sapiens, above. These time estimates are subject
to change with constant new discoveries!) Europe and Asia were only first populated by modern
humans a mere 35,000 to 40,000 years ago!
Up until about 10,000 BC, when the Neolithic period began, as stated, characterized by the
beginning of farming and the domestication of animals, which, having regard to the
incomprehensibly vast stretches of time just described, is a mere split-second of geologic time
ago, all human societies throughout the world were basically stone-age (Paleolithic) huntergatherer societies. Going back to Professor Terborgh’s comment in this regard, all humans up to
that time – all of present-day humanity’s antecedents – were living the “aboriginal” culture.
It was only at the beginning of the Neolithic period, that geologic split-second ago, that our era
of modern “civilization” began, when human societies began to branch out and develop, albeit at
different rates, culturally and technologically.
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In terms of true earth time then, all of humanity, as a species, is in its’ early infancy. Our
egocentric human minds have a hard time grasping that, struggling as we do to comprehend the
reality of the relative temporal insignificance of our brief era of civilization in the context of the
Earth’s long history.
The great author and New Yorker essayist John McPhee, in his book Basin and Range,3 a
haunting and humbling study of earth’s geology, and of the vast, incomprehensible expanses of
time underlying the thin skin of civilization we have laid down over too much of the surface of
the natural world, used a striking analogy to attempt to come to grips with this struggle of the
imagination.
He compares the earth’s entire history to his outstretched arm, going from his shoulder to the end
of his fingertips.
The starting point – the formation of the earth four and a half billion years ago – is his shoulder.
In terms of life forms on earth, nothing happens during the entire time represented by the
distance from his shoulder down to the top of his hand, where, finally, unicellular life starts.
His hand and fingers are, temporally, where life evolved- the formation of mountains, the rise of
fishes, amphibians and trees, coal forests, the formation of the continents, the rise of reptiles,
dinosaurs, the establishment of plants, birds and animals, the extinction of dinosaurs. The
200,000- to 300,000 year era of man only starts at the ends of his fingertips.
And amazingly, our approximately 12,000 year era of Neolithic/modern human civilization is
represented as just the epithelial cells at the very tip of his fingertips, invisible to anyone looking
at his outstretched arm!
This “longue duree” way of thinking about history and time is relevant and worthwhile when
considering policies that focus on race or special status. Thinking this way is to reflect more
realistically and wisely. It encourages us to consider the situation of Canadian Indians in a more
informed, humble, broad and dispassionate context- one not so bound up and befogged by the
ephemera – the jumble – of our ego-blinkered present.
Simply because the entirety of the earth’s past, by custom, is rarely appreciated or used as a
temporal yardstick, and is difficult and uncomfortable to contemplate (it makes one feel so
insignificant), these are not valid reasons for ignoring it or pretending that it is something less
real, relevant and applicable than it is. Time immemorial is four and a half billion years, or,
perhaps, having regard to the longest time humans have been on earth, 200,000 to
300,000 years. It’s definitely not a mere 12,000 years, a time span that is merely within John
McPhee’s fingertip epithelial cells.
Indians have not been here since time immemorial! Realistically, during almost all of that
notional period, no one has inhabited Canada!
To the extent then that, based on the false notion of “time immemorial,” Indians claim racebased special rights and entitlements now and into the “immemorial” future, that claim should be
rejected. In the final analysis the phrase time immemorial is more of a political term, used to
advance political and legal claims, than it is a valid historical term.
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We should acknowledge and embrace the positive, inclusive fact that relatively speaking,
viewing time realistically, Indians and non-Indians arrived in the Americas more or less at the
same time. The 13,500 year difference in arrival times (Indians, 12000 BC, Europeans, 1500
AD), is insignificant in terms of the earth’s vast history and infinite future, and in terms of
humanity’s relatively brief tenure on it. It’s certainly too insignificant in any event to justify
different laws for different Canadians forever into the future.
This point is made even stronger by having regard to the Inuit, who, according
to Science magazine, only arrived here in 1200 A.D, a mere 300 years before the Europeans
(See Pre-contact Indian Culture and the Shock of the New, above).
The inherently contemporaneous nature of all human cultures that one is forced to acknowledge
if one adopts this long view of history is well evidenced in a recent study of European history
covering the period 9000 BC to 1000 AD, Europe Between the Oceans by Professor Barry
Cunliffe,4 who in this great book reminds us that Europe, which discovered and began to
systematically colonize the Americas about 1500 AD, only finally and fully explored and
understood itself, in the geographic sense, a mere 500 years before that, around 1000 AD.
To the Greeks, Great Britain – the “Tin Islands” – were unexplored, visited only by foreign
traders at the end of a long trading chain. Scandinavia was the stuff of legends. The vast, uncut
forests of Northern Europe were places of mystery, rumour and dread. The first Greek to sail
around the British Isles, one Pytheus (320 BC), wrote an account of his journey, but nobody
believed him, so fantastical did it seem!
Julius Caesar, in 56 BC, was the first Mediterranean European to build a bridge across the Rhine
River. He wrote that no one knew where the vast, eastward-stretching forests of Germany ended.
For centuries after that only a few Roman traders ventured beyond the Rhine-Danube frontier of
the empire, trading for furs, wild animals and amber. But beyond their tales of these wild eastern
and northern lands little was known by southern Europeans about the numerous, fierce, hunter–
gatherer tribes inhabiting them. (This ignorance came to a rather abrupt and upsetting end in the
4th and 5th centuries AD when these tribes, in a spectacular example of the migration,
dispossession and assimilation norm, discussed below, poured into the empire and caused it to
collapse.)
As Professor Cunliffe describes it, it was the Vikings in the 9th and 10th centuries who were the
first Europeans to sail on all of Europe’s oceans, thereby finally enabling Europeans to fully and
properly understand the size and contours of their own continent. And as historian Tom Holland,
in his book, Millenium,5 demonstrated, Europe as we know it today only finally gelled politically
and came into being about 1000 AD.
Between the fall of the western half of the Roman Empire until then it was a fractious,
uncivilized, forest-covered place of great personal danger, where, much like increasingly
larger parts of Africa and the Middle East today, different forms of essentially tribal warfare
reigned supreme. It was only by about 1000 AD that the pagan, “indigenous” tribes of northern
and eastern Europe were finally brought under the joint rule and sway of a somewhat monolithic
Catholic Church and the kings and aristocrats of the finally-gelling and emerging nation-states
that formed the basis of today’s European state system.
Even so, even by 1000 AD, Europeans were still not regarded as paragons of modern civilization
by their more “civilized” world contemporaries. Exemplifying the truth that every nationality,
religion, ethnicity and race has suffered the commonplace indignity of being cheaply
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stereotyped- a sad, universal, constant of human nature and human affairs-a famous Arab
geographer at the time described northern Europeans as follows:
The warm humour is lacking among them; their bodies are large, their natures gross, their manners harsh, their
understanding dull, and their tongues heavy…The further they are to the north the more stupid, gross and brutish
6
they are.

Startlingly then, up to this time, much of Europe itself still existed in a pre-contact, culturally
indigenous or “aboriginal” state!
Still, even 500 years later, such was the state of European ignorance about the world that when
Columbus first made landfall in the Caribbean he thought he’d reached the outer islands of
China! And still, in 1534, when Jacques Cartier sailed up the St. Lawrence to Montreal but could
go no further because of rapids, he named those rapids Lachine, because he too thought China
was on the other side of them!
We should also acknowledge, celebrate and make use of the fact that our common and relatively
recent African roots make us much more closely related to one another than we realize. As Sir
David Cannadine wrote in The Undivided Past:
All modern humans, regardless of their skin colour, form an entity united by physical bonds of descent from a recent
African root, which embraces the idea of common humanity… the reality of human unity is no idle political slogan
or tenet of mushy romanticism.

All of the immediately above highlights humanity’s overall civilizational infancy at the time of
contact between Europe and Canada’s Indian peoples, and shows that Europe was not as far
ahead of the Americas, culturally, as we traditionally think.
By viewing history and time, and each other, in this honest and humble way, we can then easier
acknowledge the fact that all human societies, regardless of their relative state of cultural and
technological development, are basically contemporaneous, are all very young and are all
related, being at the very least nascent cousins in the extended, universal human family.
Thus we must even more readily conclude that it makes no sense, in these early days of man’s
recorded history – in these still early days of human civilization – in these very early days of our
own country’s brief history – given that we are all, Indians and non-Indians alike, being swept
down this perpetual change-ridden river of time and history together – to permanently lock us all
into the quasi-segregationist, race-based social and legal strait-jacket we are creating for
ourselves.
It’s like decreeing to a one-year-old child that he has to live the rest of his life a predetermined,
fixed way, before he’s even walking – with no knowledge of his long-term character, abilities or
aptitudes – with no option for him to choose or go down a different path as his long life
unexpectedly unfolds – with nothing built in for his free will or for the inevitable contingencies
of life which will certainly befall him – with no consideration for the changing circumstances of
society – with no regard for what’s around the next bend in his or her particular journey down
the river of history and time.
The brilliant, Nobel Prize-winning novelist Saul Bellow, a Chicago-raised, strictly-educated Jew,
embodied this humanistic and autonomous refusal to be defined, and thus limited, by his origins:
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I will not be wholly dependent on my own history and culture. That kind of full dependency must mean that I am
7
done for.

The idea that the happenstance of one’s birth should determine one’s fate in life is fundamentally
feudal. Non-Indian Canadians, like Saul Bellow, (Canadian born!), would never accept such a
debilitating concept as being applicable to themselves. Yet our courts, governments and elites,
Indian and non-Indian, inexplicably and wrongly, fundamentally embrace it and endorse it for
our Indian population!
We condemn those societies which ascribe to women a different legal and social status
merely because they are born female. Canada was in Afghanistan partially to fight against that
vile notion. We should be taking the same active and idealistic approach to the different legal
status given to Indians in Canada, who are only given that different legal status (which so
demonstrably results in inferior social and economic status for them), merely because they are
born “Indian.”
The status quo in this area of Canadian life is inconsistent with the way history naturally unfolds
and with the value system of an enlightened society. It denies our common and related humanity.
It’s backward, stifling, dispiriting and wrong for Canadian Indians and for Canadian society in
general.
Instead, Canadians should be civically conducting ourselves on the basis that we are equal and
contemporaneous members of the same human family being swept down time’s river togethernot as if we are members of different species each originating from disparate beginnings,
doomed by outdated, backward and uncivilized laws to live separate and apart forever.
The great river-courses which have shaped the lives of men have hardly changed; and those other streams, the life
currents that ebb and flow in human hearts, pulsate to the same great needs, the same great loves and terrors. As our
thought follows close in the slow wake of dawn, we are impressed with the broad sameness of the human lot, which
8
never alters in the main headings of its history- hunger and labour, seed-time and harvest, love and death.

1. Simon Winchester. The Map That Changed the World: William Smith and the Birth of Modern
Geology. Harper Collins, 2001.
2. Letters to a Young Contrarian, (above)
3. Douglas & McIntyre, 1984.
4. Europe Between the Oceans: 9000 BC – AD 1000. Yale University Press, 2008.
5. Abacus Books, 2009
6. Quoted in Ideas, A History From Fire to Freud, by Peter Watson, Phoenix Paperback, 2006
7. From his Foreword to his friend Allan Bloom’s 1987 book, The Closing of the American Mind, 25th
Anniversary Edition, Simon & Schuster Paperbacks, 2012, (quote slightly, grammatically, altered)
8. George Eliot, from the “Proem” of Romola, Penguin Books, 1988, (italics added)
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9. THE VIOLENCE AND DISPOSSESSION
CAUSED BY MIGRATING PEOPLES
The history of mankind is the history of migration…The first farmers of the Stone Age arrived from the east to
displace the hunter-gatherers, the copper users did the same for the stone users, the bronzesmiths for the copper
users, until eventually we reached the Iron Age and the first millennium A.D.- Peter Heather, Empires and
Barbarians1
There is no justice in history. Most past cultures have sooner or later fallen prey to the armies of some ruthless
empire, which have consigned them to oblivion. Empires too, ultimately fall, but they tend to leave behind rich and
enduring legacies. Almost all people in the twenty-first century are the offspring of one empire or another. Yuval
Noah Harari- Sapiens (above)
Grossman felt at home in Armenia, where anti-Semitism was absent. Armenians were genetically diverse, like Jews.
He met Armenians who had black hair or blond, blue eyes or brown, hooked noses or small straight ones…This
diversity reflected thousands of years of Armenian history and the population’s contact with different nationsnumerous raids, invasions, enslavement, and liberation. The same genetic diversity was found amongst Jews, whose
faces “looked Asian, African, Spanish, German , Slav.” Like Jews, the Armenians had experienced genocide,
enduring “incalculable loss and suffering” in Turkey in 1915. They proved their resilience: “In spite of everything,
2
life would go on.” -Alexandra Popoff- Vasily Grossman and the Soviet Century
Walter Benjamin, the great German-Jewish cultural critic…said that “there is no document of civilization which is
not at the same time a document of barbarism.” He meant that every complicated and beautiful thing humanity
every made has, if you look at it long enough, a shadow, a history of oppression. -John Lanchester, How
3
Civilization Started
“But the Quadi! There are plenty of mentions of them in Roman history. Then, all of a sudden-none!
4
They vanished just about the time of the Vandals’ drive westward…”
“Where today are the Pequot? Where the Narraganaset, the Mohican, the Pokanoket and many other once powerful
tribes of our people? They have vanished before the avarice and oppression of the white man, as snow before the
5
summer sun.” -Shawnee chief Tecumseh
New and more powerful tribes- the European tribes- entered Canada, and established a new political order, as must
have repeatedly happened before the arrival of the Europeans. – Tom Flanagan, First Nations? Second Thoughts

Throughout history the first substantive contact between a culturally or militarily superior
migrating people and a more primitive or weaker people who found themselves in their path, was
more often than not characterized by the latter suffering murder, rape, pillage and enslavement,
followed by, if they were lucky enough not to be otherwise slaughtered into extinction,
absorption and assimilation.
This is a sad norm of human behavior and history, a norm of violence and dispossession.
Biologist and naturalist Edward O. Wilson, winner of two Pulitzer prizes for his writings in these
fields, in his recent book, The Social Conquest of Earth,6 called this human trait – this human
behavior – “the pitiless dark angel of human nature”. Professor Wilson elaborated:
It should not be thought that war, often accompanied by genocide, is a cultural artifact of a few societies. Nor has it
been an aberration of history, a result of the growing pains of our species maturation. Wars and genocide have been
universal and eternal, respecting no particular time or culture.

Examples of this are found in the Old Testament of the Bible, for centuries accepted as
authoritative on matters spiritual and moral by Christians, Muslims and Jews the world over,
which depicts invasion and violent conquest of other lands and peoples as routine God-approved
practice.
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Joshua 3:10 tells how God ordered the Hebrews to invade the “Promised Land” and “expel the
Canaanite, the Hittite, the Hivite, the Girgashite, the Amorite and the Jebusite,” which they
proceeded to do in a most cruel and deliberate fashion. No respect or regard whatsoever was
either commanded by God or shown by the Hebrews for the aboriginal rights of these
unfortunate, indigenous peoples who found themselves blocking the Hebrews path to their
Manifest Destiny.
In this “heroic” saga of Hebrew conquest the non-“Israelites” were treated like the impersonal,
anonymous, not-really-human “other” – like Goliath’s Philistines (the dispossessed aboriginals
of their day) – a mere quickly disposable narrative subject-matter whose unfortunate fate was
necessary for the achievement of our conquering heroes’, (the Israelites), higher and more
glorious, divinely-mandated, historical destiny.
In the daze of our Sunday School classes we unthinkingly regarded these poor, vanquished souls
in the same way we regarded Indians in 1950’s American matinee westerns – as irksome,
childlike, overexcited, sometimes scary people, foolishly refusing to get out of the way of our
heroes, and, in the end, in front of our wide-eyed, astonished but essentially incurious gaze,
dying haplessly. (As we watched a cinematic Indian and his horse do a nice Hollywood fall we
asked ourselves: what chance, anyway, did that crazy savage riding in whooping and waving his
spear like that expect to have against that clean-shaven cavalryman with the Remington repeater
rifle kneeling behind the wagon wheel?)
Joshua 6:21 tells what the Hebrews did after capturing Jericho: “Men and women, young and
old, even the oxen, sheep and donkey, massacring them all.” This was genocide pure and simple
(not to mention a foolish waste of useful animals).
And again, after a close reading of Joshua, it doesn’t appear as though the Hebrews deemed the
Jebusites to have any “rights,” or entered into treaties with them, or set up reserves for them or
for any of the rest of those poor souls who were so summarily killed or permanently evicted from
their ancestral lands. In fact while there’s no precedent or authority anywhere in the Bible for
treaties or reserves, the Jewish and Christian Holy Book is full of justifications for
“imperialist/colonialist” genocide, murder and dispossession.
But what goes around comes around, and so, given the Old Testament’s stricture of “an eye for
an eye,” our not-so-merciful Old Testament Lord saw to it that the Hebrews got as good as they
had given in the realm of land-grabbing, imperialist heartlessness.
By the 8th century BC they were no longer masters in their own house. First the Assyrians
conquered them and took over most of their lands. Then the Babylonians conquered and expelled
them. They eventually came back and then engaged in a long, intermittent, middling run at trying
to regain some control over their ex-homelands from their new Persian and then Greek overlords.
Eventually, in 135 AD, because of, in the eyes of their now Roman overlords, their continual,
exasperating rebelliousness, the Jews were once again expelled from Israel, this time more or
less permanently, thus causing the diaspora and the ensuing long centuries of being regarded as
strangers and misfits in the lands of others.
As historian Will Durant wrote in Caesar and Christ: 7
No other people has ever known so long an exile, or so hard a fate. Shut out from their Holy City, the Jews were
forced to surrender it first to paganism, then to Christianity, (then to Islam). Scattered into every province and
beyond, condemned to poverty and humiliation, unbefriended even by philosophers and saints, they retired from
public affairs into private study and worship, passionately preserving the words of their scholars, and preparing to
write them down at last in the Talmuds of Babylonia and Palestine. Judaism hid in fear and obscurity while its
offspring, Christianity (and Islam), went out to conquer the world.
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Amazingly, after World War 2, propelled by, for the first time in about 3000 years (!), the
absence of a controlling empire, and by the moral imperatives created by the Holocaust, the
decimated European remains of the Jewish people gained a strong measure of international legal
status in Palestine, migrated in huge numbers to that star and crescent-crossed land, and, quickly
after that, by force of arms, created their own state.
Book reviewer Rayyan Al-Shawaf, in his review of Israeli writer Ari Shavit’s My Promised
Land: The Triumph and Tragedy of Israel,8 “…an honest appraisal of the injustice done to the
Palestinians…”, described the fundamentally pro-Israel but soul-searching Mr. Shavit’s
concession that:
In order for a Jewish state to become demographically and politically viable, nascent Israel had to expel a large
portion of the country’s Palestinian population in 1948.

Highlighting the moral paradox of Israel, one of the subjects of Mr. Shavit’s book, Mr. AlShawaf recounted as follows:
Isaac Deutscher, the Polish-British historian and “non-Jewish Jew”…once compared persecuted European Jews’
acquisition of Palestine to a man jumping from the top floor of a burning house and landing on another man on the
ground below, thereby saving himself but grievously injuring an innocent person.

As self-proclaimed Zionist Roger Cohen wrote:
As historian Simon Schama put it, “the Israel of 1948 came into being as the result of the centuries-long
dehumanization of the Jews.”
The Jewish state was needed. History had demonstrated that.
Today it is the Palestinians in the West Bank who are dehumanized through Israeli domination, settlement expansion
and violence. The West Bank is the tomb of Israel as a Jewish and democratic state. Palestinians in turn incite
against Jews and resort to violence, including random stabbings.
9
The oppression of Palestinians should trouble every Jewish conscience.

Hebrew University (Jerusalem) Professor Emeritus David Shulman:
…We might speak of the clash of two seemingly incompatible views (of Israel). On the one hand there is the old
heroic myth, still embedded in the story the Israeli mainstream likes to tell itself: a weak and persecuted nation (if
that is what we are) rose from the ashes to achieve its freedom, by sheer force of will, against inconceivably harsh
odds. On the other hand, there is the awareness of our share in the endless violence and wickedness, including the
subjugation of another people, and what needs to be done in order to achieve even a semblance of normalcy and
decency in the real world.
The first view, which reflects a real-enough piece of the historical picture, blithely ignores the always latent
pathology of modern nationalism, now present in florid form in Israel (as in many other modern nation states)…The
second view moves towards a necessarily symbiotic relation between Israelis, Jews and Palestinians.
…And indeed there is much to be proud of. I, too, am sometimes proud of my country…However, it just happens
that this same miraculous state, for all its selfless idealists, is maintaining (… with its remorseless annexationist
policies and by the profound reluctance of its extreme right-wing governments to make even the slightest move
towards peace) one of the last true colonialist regimes in the world; that its public spaces are poisoned by an
10
atavistic racism, its leaders driven by a mean-hearted, self-righteous tribalism…

The Palestinians, whose ancestors had exclusively occupied the land since the Arab conquest of
the Middle East in the 7th century, from their perspective, quite reasonably regard Palestine as
being their ancestral land since “time immemorial.” And, from within the confines and from the
viewpoint of their refugee camps, (arguably the Israeli equivalent of Canada’s Indian reserves),
and, from within the context of the narrow, rigid, devoid-of-nuance, black and white thinking
that drives all discourse about Israel, (and about the situation of Canada’s Indians), the
Palestinians, again from their perspective, quite reasonably regard the Jews as the “imperialistcolonialist” dispossessors, and themselves as the wrongfully dispossessed and marginalized
“aboriginals” of the area.
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One chapter of Mr. Sharit’s book, Lydda, describes in wrenching detail the sudden, at-gunpoint
expulsion of several thousand Palestinians from their village (still-warm meals were found by the
new Israeli occupiers). This bears many similarities to the American 1838 expulsion of the
Cherokees from their Georgia- North Carolina homelands and their forced “Trail of Tears”
march to present-day Kansas.
(Another ironic parallel between the situation of Israel and that of Canada’s Indians, is that, just
as there is a distressing tendency on the part of “Israel right or wrong” persons to characterize as
“anti-Semitic” anyone who criticizes Israel’s present treatment of their Arab-Palestinian
population, so is there a tendency on the part of the Indian Industry to call anyone who
challenges or criticizes any aspect of the status quo in this area of Canadian life a racist. Not
helpful.)
And so, with both sides honestly believing that they have morality, history and God on their side” a tragedy of justice against justice”11we have the seemingly insolvable conflict there that still
bedevils us today.
The history of the Middle East, one of the most iconic areas of western civilization, is a
microcosm of the perpetual conflict that has existed since the dawn of humanity between peoples
all over the world over land and resources. It perfectly illustrates the ceaseless, often tragic,
operation of the historical norm of migration with ensuing violence and dispossession, usually
followed by, if they were lucky, the mere absorption and assimilation, and not the extinction, of
the conquered.
(Writer George Steiner, reflecting on the unprecedented waves of mass migration in major parts
of the world caused by war, famine, poverty and resource depletion, showing that this timeless
historical norm is increasing in its application today, says that “God has decided to make Jews of
everybody”:
By that I mean very simply that He’s going to teach everybody else what it’s like to have to wander, what it’s like
not to have safety and protection….The movements of despair- it does look to me as if a lot of human beings are
going to learn what it is like to be Jewish, to be refugees, hunted people, people who have to learn languages to
12
survive, people who have to relearn jobs, ways of life.)

In the six years it took Julius Caesar to conquer the numerous indigenous tribes of Gaul his
legions killed an estimated one million men, women and children. In one battle alone, against the
Helvetii (an aboriginal tribe from present day Switzerland), Caesar bragged of slaughtering
285,000 people, more than the entire Indian population of Canada at the time. After besieging
and finally capturing one town, Avaricum, (Bourges), Caesar’s troops slaughtered nearly all its
40,000 inhabitants – just to send a message out.
Within a few generations of this time (ca 52 BC) all the names, identities and cultures of the
many vigorous Gallic tribes Rome had conquered – the Aedui, the Nervii, the Parisii, the
Pictones, the Aquitani, the Vocontii and numerous others, shockingly, were all gone – gone from
the world – gone from recorded history. Those that weren’t killed off were absorbed and
assimilated into Latin culture, (the latter not so bad a fate, as today’s proud citizens of France
would no doubt declare.)
Horrific facts and figures like these – typical of real, catastrophic, holocaust-like, peoplesending tragedies too-regularly suffered by humans throughout history – highlight the
disgracefully exaggerated, chicken-livered response on the part of the American and Canadian
political establishments to that relatively minor, pin-prick historical event- “9/11”, and to the
ensuing so-called “terrorist threats” to Canada. Our elites, instead of keeping us calm and
immovably defiant during these times, have abjured Franklin Roosevelt’s defiant declaration that
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“we have nothing to fear but fear itself”, and have jettisoned many of the relatively safe and
settled patterns and customs of our national life in favour of a new, fear-dominated,
authoritarian security state – officially turning us all into a bunch of nervous Nellies – an
example, as further discussed below, of our elites having completely lost their moral nerve and
their confidence in our traditional “Western” way of life.
Marilynne Robinson:13
But it is true, to paraphrase Franklin Roosevelt, that fear is very much to be feared, not least because it is a potent
stimulant. Nothing is so effective at foregrounding self-interest. Yet fear is the motive behind most self-inflicted
harm. Western society at its best expresses the serene sort of courage that allows us to grant one another real safety,
real autonomy, the means to think and act as judgment and conscience dictate. It assumes that this great mutual
courage will bear its best fruit if we respect, educate, inform and respect one another. This is the ethos that is at risk
as the civil institutions in which it is realized increasingly come under attack by real and imagined urgencies of the
moment. We were centuries in building these courtesies. Without them “Western civilization” would be an empty
phrase.

Latin culture itself was in turn transformed into the progenitors of the Romance cultures of
modern Western Europe as the result of the barbarian invasions and conquest of the Western
Roman empire in the 4th and 5th centuries AD.
The same destruction, death and cultural transformation happened when the Arabs conquered the
world from Spain to Pakistan. The blackboard of history, filled with diverse and flourishing
ancient cultures going back 3000 years before then, was pitilessly wiped clean in an historical
instant, and the peoples affected, just to stay alive, were forced to make a fresh cultural start. As
historian Tom Holland wrote in In the Shadow of the Sword,14 a fantastic book that persuasively
argues that the roots of Islam are as man-made and concocted after-the –fact as are the roots of
Judaism and Christianity, the Arab conquests raised “…a new order upon the ruins of the old”,
and that:
Like the blades of a giant plough, then, the Arab armies sliced apart families, scattered communities far and wide,
churned up and mingled peoples who might never have met. Not since the first coming of Rome to the Near East
eight hundred years earlier, when the conquest of the region by the legions had reputedly seen ten thousand slaves
sold daily in a single entrepot, had there been transportation of human livestock on anything like such a scale.

As the wheel of history grinds on and the nation state system which Europe imposed on the
Middle East a century ago disintegrates, we see happening the terribly violent and damaging
effects of re-emerging ethnic and tribal-based governance systems replacing the stronger,
generally safer and more orderly, centralized state, as in Lybia, Afghanistan, Syria and Iraq. For
example, in Libya, “indigenous” Berbers, ancient and now re-nascent Bedouin Arab tribes,
Saharan Tuaregs and Tubus all jostle and fight with each other and with more modern Islamic
fanatics, for power and control. Meanwhile, the vast majority of the people -decent, moderate
people- no longer protected by the state and the rule of law, cringe behind locked doors
while civil society in general, dies.15
As Yuval Noah Harari, Steven Pinker and Timothy Snyder would argue, (see Pre-contact Indian
Culture and The Shock of the New, above), such is the fate of civil society, so precious and
fragile, when the authority of a centralized state, governed by some semblance of the rule of
law, is irredeemably damaged.
A cautionary tale for Canada. We won’t experience what Libya or these other countries are
suffering, but the legal and political trends, insofar as Indian bands are concerned, are pointing in
that general, devolutionary direction, with increasing diminution of Crown sovereignty and
authority, and increasing damage to the overall Canadian general welfare. (In this latter regard
see The Imperative of Sole Crown Authority, below.)
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This litany of woe resulting from the historical constant of migration and dispossession cannot be
limited to ancient times and tribal cultures. Since the rise of nation states in the modern era we
see entire countries being regularly conquered, brutalized and otherwise dominated and/or
humiliated by their larger and more powerful neighbours.
Consider European countries like Belgium, Lithuania, Latvia, Estonia, Poland, Ukraine and
Romania; Asian countries like Mongolia, Tibet and Korea; a Middle Eastern country like
Lebanon. These are “frontier nations”- nations which, because of various unfortunate
accidents of politics and geography, are physically caught in the middle of wars and lesser
stresses between their much larger and more powerful neighbours. These nations are reduced to
the status of buffers and invasion routes; nations described in Robert Kaplan’s In Europe’s
Shadow (above) thusly:
Incessantly attacked, they can only think of defending themselves. Their history…is a permanent war, for centuries
on end, for their own survival. In each battle they risk everything: their right to life, to religion, to their language and
culture.
Nothing is ever secure and more bloodshed always lies in wait.

The entirety of Western Europe is presently facing the trauma of a massive, almost fifth
century, end of Roman Empire-like influx of African and Middle East migrators. Robert
Kaplan, from In Europe’s Shadow:
Truly, nationalism will have to evolve, as Middle Eastern refugees flow into Europe, adding further complexity to
its demography. Europe, throughout its history, has had its destiny affected by migrations from the east- the various
Gothic tribes, Slavs, Magyars, and others. So this latest wave is not as unprecedented as the media suggests.
Furthermore, we must keep in mind that Europe’s southern border was never really the Mediterranean but the
Sahara Desert, and the Balkans have often been the zone of passage. A classical geography has now reasserted itself
in Europe, uniting it with Africa and Eurasia.

The migration, violence, dispossession and/or assimilation norm – a norm exemplifying the toooften “sheer blood-soaked awfulness of the world”- 16has shown itself to be a fundamental
element of human behaviour. It seems to reflect “what we do” as a species – one of our defining,
less endearing traits. Not a norm to be proud of – a norm to struggle against – but in any event a
norm evidencing a seemingly hard-wired reality of human nature.
Writer Zadie Smith, (echoing author John Lanchester in the headnote above):17
Only the willfully blind can ignore that the history of human existence is simultaneously the history of pain: of
brutality, murder, mass extinction, every form of venality and cyclical horror. No land is free of it; no people are
without their bloodstain; no tribe is entirely innocent…In this world there is only incremental progress.

Importantly in this present discussion, the existence of this norm- this awful reality
of humanity’s oppressive “blood-soaked” history- a “history written in letters of
blood”18 demands to be acknowledged as an accepted assumption underlying any fair enquiry
into the nature of colonial Britain’s treatment of Canadian Indians and how that should be
regarded today.
In other words, given that tragically realistic assumption- “Humanity, (or rather
InHumanity!), has been doing it- has been and migrating and “colonizing”- has been acting
“colonial”- since the beginning of time! – including, on a large scale, the ancestors of Canada’s
First Nations tribes, (see Pre-Contact Indian Culture and the Shock of the New, above)- and
given our duty to view and judge historical events in relative terms, and through a wide and
deep historical lens, rather than through a narrow, decontextualized focus, and only with
reference to merely abstract standards of perfection- there should be a lot less guilt felt by nonIndians today and a lot more pride and admiration felt and shown for how Great Britain and then
Canada acted towards Canada’s Indians.
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As Tom Flanagan, in First Nations? Second Thoughts wrote about humanity’s migratory impulse
as it relates to Canada:
Why not consider the coming of the Europeans as a fourth migration, a new set of tribes pushing others in front of
them? Should we hesitate to do so because the European colonists had lighter-coloured skin, hair and eyes than the
older inhabitants? At bottom, the assertion of an inherent right of self-government is a kind of racism. It contends
that the only legitimate inhabitants of the Americas have been the Indians and the Inuit. According to this view, they
had the right to drive each other from different territories as much as they liked, even to the point of destroying
whole peoples and taking over their land, but Europeans had no similar right to push their way in.

1. Peter Heather. Empires and Barbarians: The Fall of Rome and the Birth of Europe. Pan Books, 2010.
2. Yale University Press, 2019. The biography of the brilliant, courageous and morally titanic author
of Life and Fate (above).
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4. From Words of Mercury, John Murray (Publishers), London, 2003,an anthology of the writings of the
brilliant, English travel writer Patrick Leigh Fermor, -the quote from his book A Time of Gifts.
5. Indian Wars, above.
6. London: Liveright Publishing, 2012.
7. Simon and Shuster, New York, 1944
8. Rayyan Al-Shawaf, My Promised Land: An Israeli Journalist Looks Back at his Country’s Shortfalls
and Victories, The Globe and Mail, 30 November 2013.
9. Roger Cohen, An Anti-Semitism of the Left, New York Times, March 7, 2016
10. David Shulman- A Hero in His Own Words, a book review of No Room for Small Dreams: Courage,
Imagination, and the Making of Modern Israel, by Shimon Peres- The New York Review of Books,
December 7, 2017

Former Israeli Prime Minister Ehub Barak (1999-2001)seems to go David Shulman one
better, suggesting in the following passages from his autobiography My Country My LifeFighting For Israel, Searching For Peace (St. Martin’s Press, New York, 2018) that Israel is
reverting to the aggressively expansionist, imperialist, messianic and conquering nation of
Old Testament Joshua, risking the loss of not only its moral reputation and moral core, but of
its long term security:
Yet we (Israelis) are deeply divided and-in recent years under the most right wing government in our history, led
by my old Sayeret Matkal charge Binyamin “Bibi” Netenyahu- have become unmoored from the principles on
which we established our state, fought for it, and built it up against enormous odds and challenges. We are
becoming unmoored , above all, from the founding purposes of Zionism…The main threat (to Israel) comes
from inside: from the most right-wing, deliberately divisive, narrow-minded and messianic government we have
seen in our seventy year history. It has sought to redefine Zionism as being about one thing only: ensuring
eternal control over the whole of biblical Judaea and Samaria, or as the outside world knows it, the West Bank,
even if doing so leaves us significantly less secure. In the past few years it has also proven ready to erode, vilify,
demonize or delegitimize any check or criticism that might impede that goal: a free press, open debate,
universities, the rule of law, even the ethical code of the military…The central policy aim that has been driving
the government is to kill off any remaining possibility of a Palestinian state and ensure that only one state-Israelwill exist on the biblical land of Palestine. Even just a few years ago, when I ended my time as defense Minister,
there was a fairly broad, if tacit, consensus among Israelis, from center left to center right, about the main
element of any eventual political resolution of our conflict with the Palestinians. There would be two states.
But under a one-state vision, it will become harder and harder to rebut comparisons made with the old South
Africa. A Jewish minority ruling over an ever-increasing, largely voteless, Arab majority will also be a recipe
for deep division among Israelis and violence with the Palestinians. Even, possibly, a kind of permanent civil
war: a Middle Eastern Belfast or Bosnia...
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How sadly ironic to realize that, after all the Jewish people have been through, they are now
showing their tendency to migrate and dispossess others! Showing that the only sure lesson
from history is that people don’t learn from it and/or change because of it.
Amos Oz- Dear Zealots- Letters From a Divided Land, Houghton Mifflin Harcourt, New York, 2018
From Original Minds, Conversations with CBC Radio’s Eleanor Wachtel, above
Austerity as Ideology, in When I Was a Child I Read Books, Harper Collins, Toronto, 2012
Little Brown, 2012.
See Libya Against Itself, by Nicolas Pelham, New York Review of Books, February 19,2015.
-from Robert Hughes’ essay Driving into Goya, contained in The Spectacle of Skill- Selected Writings
of Robert Hughes, Alfred A Knopf, New York, 2015.
17. From On Optimism and Despair, a talk given in Berlin on November 10, 2016, on receiving the 2016
Welt Literature Prize- The New York Review of Books, December 22, 2016
18. From Tony Judt’s The Burden of Responsibility- Blum, Camus, Aron and the Twentieth Century, The
University of Chicago Press, 1998- from whence “Panglossian”, to accurately describe Justin Trudeau
on the Indigenous “file”, (below), came.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
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10. GREAT BRITAIN: A CONQUEROR
WITH A CONSCIENCE
It had done much good in its time; it had behaved with courtesy as well as brutality, rapaciously and generously,
rightly and in error: good and bad had been allied in this, one of the most truly astonishing of human enterprises…
the arrogance of this Empire, its greed and its brutality was energy gone to waste; but the good in the adventure, the
courage, the idealism, the diligence had contributed their quota of truth towards the universal fulfillment.” –
Historian Jan Morris, on the British Empire, in Farewell the Trumpets1
It was if a new and better armed tribe had pushed its way in, seizing some land for itself and touching off a round of
warfare and relocation among the earlier tribes. The new tribe claimed sovereign authority over all the other tribes,
but in practice it dealt with the Indians more through diplomacy than conquest. -Tom Flanagan, First Nations?
Second Thoughts

The degree to which Great Britain showed restraint and civility towards the Indians of Canada in
its’ colonial dealings with them was an unprecedented departure from the historical norm of
violence and dispossession.
This norm, being a norm, was of course still operative. But the usual excessive effects of itgenocide, murder, pillage, rape and enslavement- were, in colonial Canada, minimized to the
extent so as to be almost non-existent.
Instead of regarding and treating Indians as the sub-human “other”, the usual mental approach
consciously or not adopted by conquerors since the beginning of history to justify their bloody
deeds, the French, and then later the British, acknowledging to a remarkable degree the humanity
of the Indians, dealt with them, in relative historical terms, in a benevolent and respectful
manner.
Most astonishingly, and probably never in history before, the British deemed the Indians to have
legal rights, a purely European concept, and dealt with them accordingly.
There’s no doubt that by 1759, the year of France’s defeat in Canada, Europeans had achieved
cultural and economic dominance over the territories they had migrated to. The physical and
cultural remains of the scattered Indian tribes of eastern Canada, their populations reduced by
European diseases, wars and cultural dislocation, were no match for British arms, British
mercantilism and the ever-increasing numbers of British migrants arriving yearly.
There was nothing in the circumstances of the times, in terms of power relationships or power
politics, that compelled Britain to treat fairly and honourably with Canadian Indians. That was
mainly voluntary on Britain’s part. The British were clearly in the position at that time to deal
with the Indians in accordance with one variation or another of the violence and dispossession
norm. They were clearly in the dominant position where they could have acted completely
“unjustly” towards Canada’s Indians and totally got away with it- where they could have easily
let play out the typical cold, merciless precept followed by conquerors throughout history: i.e.
that the “question of justice arises only between parties of equal strength, and the strong do what
they can, and the weak submit.”2
But, to their enduring credit, they didn’t. That approach rarely crossed British minds.
Why not?
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Chance and luck play a big part in history, as in life generally. Canadian Indians were very lucky
that Britain became their ultimate social and economic conquerors, the colonial power that found
itself in the position of deciding their ultimate directions and fate. For Great Britain, alone
amongst the migrating, imperialist, colonizing powers of the era, was the sole exponent and
exemplar of somewhat enlightened, modern, rationalist values. They weren’t perfect, but they
were miles ahead of any other country.
Britain alone was a country with a developing political philosophy that increasingly focused on
representative government and the rights of the individual, and with a growing social, political,
economic and intellectual infrastructure that permitted these philosophical ideas to be slowly but
surely implemented.
On the home front Britain was the only country in the world at the time that was a genuine
constitutional monarchy, a country increasingly more tended to be ruled by laws than men. It
was a country whose consciousness had been widened and raised over the preceding 150 years
by great humanist thinkers like Shakespeare, John Milton, Edmund Burke and countless other
vibrant, enlightened, intellectual seekers.
Thus, despite its’ class-ridden bigotries and inefficiencies, despite the fact that it was still heavily
involved in such morally repugnant activities as the slave trade, (which it at least had the sense to
be the first to begin to get out of-see immediately below), and despite the fact that in its’ essence,
on the world stage, like all the other European powers at the time, it was an imperial power
engaging in imperialist undertakings, Britain had, or at least it was developing, a civic
conscience- a sense of public/government morality. This behavioral duality exhibited by Great
Britain in its imperialist undertakings is well illustrated by the following statement about the
workings of the British justice system towards the “locals” in its South African colony:
The quality of justice being dispensed in Durban was a paradoxical mixture of rank prejudice and British fairness. 3

A remarkable, prescient essay, Observations on the State of Affairs,4 written in 1756 by Samuel
Johnson, the brilliant humanist and moralist, is indicative of British awareness that there were
indeed moral issues relating to indigenous peoples arising from the dominating presence of
Britain and France in North America.
In a passage which covers virtually every moral and legal issue ever raised on this topic up to the
present day, and which, had it been brought to the court’s attention in any of the numerous,
recent lawsuits seeking to establish new or recognize old Indian rights, would certainly have
been quoted approvingly by the court in establishing or recognizing those rights, he wrote:
It may indeed be alleged, that the Indians have granted large tracts of land both to the one and to the other; but these
grants can add little to the validity of our titles, till it be experienced how they were obtained: for if they were
extorted by violence, or induced by fraud; by threat, which the miseries of other nations had shewn not to be in vain,
or by promises of which no performance was ever intended, what are they but new modes of usurpation, but new
instances of cruelty and treachery?
And indeed what but false hope, or resistless terror can prevail upon a weaker nation to invite a stronger into their
country, to give their lands to strangers whom no affinity of manners, or similitude of opinion can be said to
recommend, to permit them to build towns from which the natives are to be excluded, to raise fortresses by which
they are intimidated, to settle themselves with such strength, that they cannot afterwards be expelled, but are forever
to remain the masters of the original inhabitants, the dictators of their conduct, and the arbiters of their fate?
When we see men thus acting against the precepts of reason, and the instincts of nature, we cannot hesitate to
determine, that by some means or other they were debarred from choice; that they were lured or frighted into
compliance; that they either granted only what they found impossible to keep, or expected advantages upon the faith
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of their new inmates, which there was no purpose to confer upon them. It cannot be said, that the Indians originally
invited us to their coasts; we went uncalled and unexpected to nations who had no imagination that the earth
contained any inhabitants so distant and so different from themselves. We astonished them with our ships, with our
arms, and with our general superiority. They yielded to us as to beings of another and higher race, sent among them
from some unknown regions, with power which naked Indians could not resist, and which they were therefore, by
every act of humility, to propitiate, that they, who could so easily destroy, might be induced to spare.
To this influence, and to this only, are to be attributed all the cessions and submissions of the Indian princes, if
indeed any such cessions were ever made, of which we have no witness but those who claim from them, and there is
no great malignity in suspecting that those who have robbed have also lied.

Samuel Johnson’s acidic/compassionate essay, despite being received mainly indifferently by
his readers, especially his readers, (if any), in the rising mercantile classes whose fortunes were
tied to the exploitation of the new economic opportunities in North America, represents part of
that philosophical and moral infrastructure that existed in Britain at the time, and that carried on
into and through the nineteenth century, to the great and good fortune (very relatively speaking)
of Canada’s Indians, that formed part of the ideological foundation of Britain’s relatively civil
and generous dealings with them. 5
Britain’s relatively moral, principled and compassionate attitude and behavior towards Canada’s
Indians at that time should be regarded as even more singular and praiseworthy when one
considers that at that time in the history of “civilization”, human bondage, in one form or
another, was the principle means by which the work of the world was getting done, and when
one further considers that that tragic reality- that prevailing oppressive milieu- was in no large
way allowed to affect British-Canadian Indian relations.
In Bury the Chains,6 the great historian and moralist Adam Hochschild wrote thusly of the
principle “labour relations” model prevalent in the world at the time of the Royal
Proclamation of 1763 (in relation to which see immediately below):
…this was the world- our world- just two centuries ago, and to most people then, it was unthinkable that it could
ever be otherwise. At the end of the eighteenth century, well over three quarters of all people alive were in bondage
of one kind or another, not the captivity of striped prison uniforms, but of various systems of slavery or serfdom.
The age was a high point in the trade in which close to eighty thousand chained and shackled Africans were loaded
onto slave ships and transported to the New World each year. In parts of the Americas, slaves far outnumbered free
persons. The same was true in parts of Africa, and it was from these million of indigenous slaves that African chiefs
and slave dealers drew most of the men and women they sold to Europeans and Arabs sailing their ships along the
continent’s coasts. African slaves were spread throughout the Islamic world, and the Ottoman Empire enslaved other
peoples as well.
In India and other parts of Asia, tens of millions of farmworkers were in outright slavery, and others were peasants
in debt bondage that tied them and their labour to a particular landlord as harshly as any slave was bound to a
plantation owner in South Carolina or Georgia.
Native Americans turned prisoners of war into slaves and sold them, both to neighboring tribes and to Europeans
now
pushing
their
way
across
the
continent.
In Russia the majority of the population were serfs, often bought, sold, whipped, or sent to the army at the will of
their owners.
The era was one when, as the historian Seymour Drescher puts it, “freedom, not slavery, was the peculiar
institution”.(most italicizing mine)

Ralph Waldo Emerson, described by Harold Bloom as “the mind of America”, (at least for his
era), grimly put it this way:
Tis the day of the chattel,
Web to weave and corn to grind;
Things are in the saddle,
7
And ride mankind.
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Yet despite this, Britain, and seemingly only Britain at the time, (with its nascent anti-slavery
movement that finally, in 1833, would bring about the complete abolition throughout the British
possessions of that not-at-all peculiar institution), never considered any kind of forced servitude
regime for Canada’s Indians.
In fact the opposite happened. Britain bucked history’s nasty trend in this regard.
This is a part of our heritage to be proud of.
Britain’s atypical approach in this regard is further highlighted by comparison with Spain’s more
historically conventional, uncivilized treatment of the indigenous populations of its’ colonies in
the Americas.
Unfortunately for all, particularly the indigenous peoples under its control, the Renaissance
largely skipped Spain. Renaissance values were unable to take firm root there. With the
exception of history’s first novel, Don Quixote, the average person is hard-pressed to point to
anything that happened in Spain during the Renaissance period in Europe that represented an
intellectually awakened, generally accepted, humanist ethos.
Throughout the Renaissance period and beyond Spain was stuck in the gloomy, dual grip of an
absolute monarchy and a reactionary Catholic Church. Just before the time of Spain’s first
substantive contacts with the Americas the Spanish monarchy had finally finished the long, grim
business of ending all Muslim occupation and control in Spain, re-taking it in its entirety for
“Holy Christendom.”
Along the same dark, ethnically and religiously purifying lines, it had also just completed the
shameful business of expropriating all the lands and other wealth of its Jewish population and
expelling it from the country- an undertaking carried out with the enthusiastic assistance of the
Catholic Church.
By the time of its arrival in the Americas Spain had developed well that hardened, narrow cast of
mind, that predilection for regarding peoples of different creeds, colours and cultures as
subhuman, both so necessary to be able to , with a “clear conscience,” (there was after all, clear
precedent for it in the Bible), murder, rape, rob and enslave them. They had also developed well,
at home, the practices of murder, dispossession and expropriation which they readily employed
in their ventures abroad. For Spain these were normal, everyday tools of state policy.
From the first day Spaniards set foot on the shores of the Americas, up to the early 1800’s, these
violent, divinely authorized, greed-inspired predilections and practices were on regular, full
display.
The story of Pizarro’s small band of courageous, fanatical, gold-lusting conquistadors who
traumatized, betrayed and conquered the Incas, is a fantastic, amazing adventure tale. It takes
your breath away, when, as a younger mind, from your unconsciously exceptionalist,
“Eurocentric” perspective, you read it and think about the magnitude of what they pulled off. But
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when you re-visit it as an older person who has lived and thought about life a little, you realize
that, boiled down to its essence, it’s a still-amazing but now sordid story of shameful,
dishonourable murder and theft, a story of a people, in Samuel Johnson’s words, “easily
destroyed,” instead of spared.
The conquest of the Aztecs by Cortez was equally merciless, sordid and bloody amazing. No
quarter was given. Like the Incas, the Aztecs were a superstitious, passive people, all authority
over which lay in a Divine Head, and they almost immediately fell apart and were destroyed as a
people when that head was lopped off by the ferocious and desperate Spaniards.
Within a generation or two of the establishment of Spanish rule in the Americas whole
indigenous empires, tribes and cultures had been destroyed, either by Spanish arms or Spanish
diseases. Many of the indigenous persons who survived moved to the higher and further reaches
of their old, dispossessed lands. Many were made slaves and put to work in Spanish mines or on
plantations.
Throughout the over 300 year period of Spanish rule in the Americas Spain’s policy towards
their indigenous peoples was, at its highest, simple neglect and assimilation, and at its lowest,
slavery, murder and extermination. (Harrowingly and sickeningly described in 1542 by priest
Bartolome de Las Casas in A Short Account of the Destruction of the Indies,8 his plea to the
Spanish king to intercede and stop the genocidal murder of the Indians of the Spanish colonies in
the “new world”.)
There were no reserves set aside for anyone in these Spanish colonies. 9There were no treaties
entered into. There were no legal rights or protections even conceptualized for, much less
granted to, these unfortunate peoples. No, these peoples suffered much the same kind of brutal
behaviour at the hands of Spain as the Jebusites did at the hands of the Jews, as the Gauls,
Helvetii and Jews did at the hands of Rome, as Spain itself, North Africa and the Middle East did
at the hands of the Arabs.
And, as but one example of many from aboriginal history, as the Hurons, Eries, Petuns,
Nipissings and Neutrals did at the hands of the Iroquois!
They suffered from a cruelly harsh application of the violence and dispossession norm, a norm
that has always evidenced a depressingly low standard of human behaviour, where the bar of
virtuous conduct is set just barely off the ground, if at all.
Even subjects of British colonial rule elsewhere have acknowledged the partial good that came
from it, as the following extracts from Robert Conquest’s Reflections on a Ravaged
Century reveal:
“The writer V.S. Naipaul, from Trinidad, and of Indian Hindu origin, rather reluctantly acknowledged that India’s
entry into the broader world- “mentally as well as physically-was brought about by foreign rulers, and yet how vital
is was.” He described the British imperial record as “pretty terrific, It would be churlish to say otherwise, It would
be foolish to say otherwise, It would be unhistorical to say otherwise.” …Similarly, Nirad Chaudhuri, veteran critic
of both Britain and India, dedicates his book The Autobiography of an Unknown Indian, to the memory of the
British Empire in India which conferred subjecthood on us but withheld citizenship; to which yet every one of us
threw out the challenge: “Civis Brittanicus Sum” because all that was good and living within us was made, shaped
and quickened by the same British rule. .(Heart of Darkness is based on Joseph Conrad’s experiences in the Congo,
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where fearful chaos and misery and death had resulted under Belgian rule- writer)…Conrad specifically attacked the
Belgian experience, and also that of the Spanish in the Philippines and the Dutch in Indonesia, and commented on
the latter’s Boer offshoot that it “was a fact that they have no idea of liberty, which can only be found under the
British flag all over the world.” (italics added)

Finally, Mr. Conquest writes:
A statistical analysis by Seymour Martin Lipset…recently found that the variable having a higher relation to
democracy than any other the world over was “having been a British colony.” They-none of them of British origin
incidentally-attribute this fact that many of the old British colonies had had “elections, parties and the rule of law
before independence.” so that, unlike the French, Dutch, Soviet and other empires, “out groups” were gradually
incorporated into the polity.

Therefore, by properly and necessarily taking a deeper, longer, more informed, reflective
and relative historical point of view, by considering Canadian Indian issues today not with
reference to a blindly naïve, never-attained standard of human perfection, but rather with
reference to “the human norm, not with Utopia”10-with reference to how man has actually
behaved in similar circumstances throughout history- we can justly say that, after its victory over
France in 1759, Great Britain did indeed act in a unique and superior fashion- in a manner way
above the moral standards and regular practices of the times- in its subsequent dealings with the
Indians of Canada.
Aboriginal writer Calvin Helin, in Dances With Dependency, (above), while in back-hand
fashion, acknowledges this. He wrote:
While the intentions of subsequent generations of colonial and Canadian governments may have been good,
Aboriginal people know, from several hundred years of bad experience, the place to which the road paved with good
intentions has led.

Finally, history is filled with “what if?” speculations. The world in the sixteenth century, the
beginning of the “age of discovery”; an age characterized and driven by the development of
ships that could cross oceans, the rise of the nation-state, a new dynamic form of globallyintegrated capitalism, messianic religious zeal, new civil and military technologies and bigger
and better armed forces, meant that some country, some empire– a country or empire way more
technically advanced than the small, mainly paleolithic tribes then thinly occupying this vast
land, was going to “discover”, settle and dominate what is now Canada. That, looking back, is a
certainty. It was just a question of which country or which empire. What if, instead of Great
Britain, it had been Spain, Portugal, Holland or Russia that ended up as “colonial masters” of
Canada? What if France had defeated Great Britain in the Seven Years War, and the 1763 Treaty
of Paris had ceded all of Canada, as it then was, to the politically backward, “l’etat est moi”,
absolute monarchy that that country then was? In all of these “what if” scenarios and any other
similar scenario, the outcome for the Indigenous peoples of Canada would have been far worse
than what unfolded under the relatively enlightened British, and, without the benefit of British
law, the present situation of Indigenous peoples in Canada would be far less to the liking of
Indigenous elites than the powerful situation enjoyed by them in Canada today.
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1. Jan Morris. Farewell the Trumpets: An Imperial Retreat. London: The Folio Society, 1992.
2. From Lewis Lapham’s essay, The Demonstration Effect, in Age of Folly, America Abandons its
Democracy, above, quoting from Plutarch’s Lives, (I think) the Athenians’ message to the populace of
the island of Melos, who, in 416 B.C, having first butchered their leaders, made them choose between
abandoning their loyalty to Sparta or accepting the sentence of death.
“As practical men”, said the Athenian heralds, “you know and we know that the question of justice arises only
between parties equal in strength, and the strong do what they can, and the weak submit.”

3. From Charles R. Di Salvo, M.K. Gandhi, Attorney at Law-the Man Before Mahatma,
University of California Press Ltd., London, 2013
4. Selected Essays. Penguin Books, 2003.
5. On the other hand, so as not to seem to stretch this point, these relatively civil dealings, given the
realities of that European imperialist time and those class-ridden bigotries, never extended to the point
where either Johnson or anyone else thought of giving the land back to the Indians! Alas for us all,
individually and collectively, history moves in only one direction-forward.
6. Mariner Books, 2006.
7. From the poem Ode, Inscribed to W.H. Channing, contained in The Best Poems of the English
Language- From Chaucer Through Frost, Selected and with Commentary by Harold Bloom, Harper
Collins Publishers Inc. 2004
8. Bartolome de Las Casas. A Short Account of the Destruction of the Indies. Penguin Books, 1992.
9. Which, in the long term has turned out to be a present advantage for Mexico, compared to Canada. See
chapter 44, The Amygdala Factor etc. below.

10. It is always necessary to stipulate, though of course it should be assumed, (that there should be) comparison with
the human norm, not with Utopia…Distinctions available to us in this world are not arrayed between good and
bad but between bad and worse.

– Marilyn Robinson, When I Was a Child I Read Books, above.
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11. THE GRANT OF LEGAL RIGHTS TO
CANADIAN INDIANS
In the absence of chiefs and of any legislative or executive body within the tribes or bands, law and order depended
solely on the strength of public opinion. There were no written laws…merely rules and injunctions handed down by
word of mouth from an immemorial antiquity…persuasion and physical force were the only methods of arbitrating
disputes…social outlawry or physical violence the only means of punishing infractions of the moral code or
offences against the welfare of the band or tribe…strangers however, even people of a neighbouring tribe, might be
robbed or killed with impunity; they had no rights unless they married into a band or placed themselves under the
protection of some powerful family. – Diamond Jenness, The Indians of Canada1
Among the Indians there have been no written laws. Customs handed down from generation to generation have been
the only laws to guide them. Every one might act different from what was considered right did he choose to do so,
but such acts would bring upon him the censure of the nation, which he dreaded more than any corporal punishment
that could be inflicted upon him. This fear of the nation’s censure acted as a mighty band, binding all in one social,
2
honourable compact.- Ojibway chief Kah-Ge-Ga-Gah-Bowh- George Copway
“Real” property (the Indian) had none, for the hunting territory and the fishing places belonged to the entire band,
and were as much the right of every member as the surrounding atmosphere. – Diamond Jenness, The Indians of
Canada
In Victory: magnanimity. – Winston Churchill

Great Britain, in 1759, as the sole European possessor of the northern part of North America,
was well aware of the inability of aboriginals to exclude British soldiers and settlers from their
traditional lands. It was also becoming increasingly aware of the fragility and probable ultimate
demise of what was left of the old aboriginal cultural ways.
With and despite that knowledge, instead of pressing its long-term advantages over the Indians
by acting out some variation of the violence and dispossession norm, the British Crown, in an
unprecedented historical fashion, to a large extent, at least for the realpolitik short term, took the
Indians’ side over that of their own settlers and commercial interests, with a view, overly
idealistic or impractical though it may have been, of keeping the peace on its new frontiers and
preserving what could be preserved of traditional Indian lands and cultures until eventually, over
the long term, those cultures would have adapted to European ways and those lands taken up for
settlement.
The Royal Proclamation of 1763 attempted to halt westward settlement…primarily from excluding everyone but the
Crown from acquiring native lands…Thus, on paper at least, imperial authorities …shut out the old trinity of trouble
makers, consisting of illegal squatters, greedy speculators, and corrupt colonial officials… As well, a controlled
border would prevent whites from encroaching on aboriginal territory and thereby eliminate the need for natives to
use violence to defend their homelands in the first place. At the same time (London Superintendent William)
Johnson assumed firm borders would give native societies the long period of time they would need to adapt to white
ways so that they could afford to give up most of their territories when future generations of settlers needed them.
This was about the most sympathy aboriginal people could expect from senior white officials in the mid-eighteenth
century….To George Washington, the Royal Proclamation was only a “temporary expedient to quiet the minds of
3
the Indians” until he, his business associates, and others could profit by accumulating aboriginal territory.

The Royal Proclamation of 1763 in fact evidenced a benevolent, solicitous, outward intention
towards Indians and in effect represented the extension of a soft, open, “unmailed”, helping hand
towards them. It was the very opposite of “genocidal” in wording or intent, clearly signifying as
it did British intentions to create an environment where Indian peoples and cultures could not, as
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was normally the historical case, lawlessly (or lawfully), be casually, quickly and ignominiously
erased from history.
In the Royal Proclamation, Britain declared that it was “just and reasonable” that the Indians of
Canada “should not be molested or disturbed” in the possessions of both their reserves and any
lands occupied by them and not ceded to or purchased by the Crown! The default legal position
for Indians would be that if the Crown hadn’t legally purchased lands from them, or if the
Indians, by some legal process, hadn’t ceded (not “shared” – see below) the lands in question,
then Indians should have legal possession and control of them. This was an unprecedented,
remarkably generous and restrained position for a de facto conqueror to take! It was a total
departure from the historical norm of violence and dispossession.
To paraphrase Samuel Johnson, Canada’s Indians had been granted rights which would have
been impossible for them to secure or keep on their own. These granted rights, being in the
nature of collective property rights, embedded in and protected by British statute and common
law, represented rights and concepts that had been previously unknown and alien to pre-contact
Indian cultures, and were rights that none of the many Indian tribes which had conquered others
had ever ceded to their vanquished foes.
Great Britain treated Canada’s Indians in this situation far better than Canada’s Indians treated
each other in similar circumstances. (Francis Parkman’s Jesuits in North America, and Joseph
Boyden’s Orenda, referred to above, both graphically and chillingly describe the brutal, tortureladen treatment meted out by battle-victorious Indians to their defeated enemies.)
These substantive rights granted, along with the crucial tools necessary to ensure their
preservation – rules of court procedure, lawyers, courts, judges, statute law, and common law
doctrines, practices and traditions -“the values, myths, judicial apparatus and socio-political
structures that took centuries to form and mature in the West and which could not be copied and
internalized rapidly” (Yuval Noah Harari- Sapiens, above)- in fact the whole panoply of our
written, adjudicative and law-making judicial machinery – all of European cultural origin, and
before that, completely alien and unknown to Canada’s Indians -represented a virtually
unprecedented offering of a gracious, velvet-gloved, helping hand by a dominant power to a de
facto defeated people.
But not according to various constituencies of the Indian industry, who baldly, and without any
evidence in support, assert that there was and is such a thing as “indigenous law”, in substance
akin to Anglo-Canadian law, and that we must all study it, respect it, and by implication,
incorporate it into our jurisprudence.
The most egregious example of this is “Call to Action” number 28 of the Final Report of the
Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Canada, Volume One: Summary,4 (discussed
extensively in chapter 40, Setting Indians Free From Their Past, below), which calls upon
Canadian law schools to require all law students to take a course in “indigenous law”.
The reasoned and scholarly position of historian Diamond Jenness on the matter, (above), and
the 1850 statement of Ojibway George Copway, ( or Kah-Ge-Ga-Gah-Bowh), are apparently
wrong. Their view was to the effect that, amongst Indian bands and tribes, law and order
depended solely on strong chiefs and the strength of tribal opinion- that there were no private
property rights- that there were no impersonal, written laws, with impersonal, written
administrative and judicial procedures to enforce them, as in Anglo-Canadian law. Rather, there
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were merely “customs” and “rules and injunctions handed down by word of mouth”, and with
persuasion, arbitrary fiat, physical force and social outlawry being the only means of resolving
disputes and punishing infractions of the tribal code.
And very significantly, compared to British -Canadian law, which usually affords
specific, limited rights to “outsiders” such as foreigners accused of crimes in Canada, refugees or
persons with trading or property interests in Canada, strangers to the band or tribe had and
have no rights whatsoever! 5
So, other than the immediately above already well-understood, rather banal, “tribal
code” realities inherent to all tribal cultures the world over, past and present, what are the
substantive particulars of Canadian “indigenous law” that are seemingly worthy of so much
attention and fanfare by the Truth and Reconciliation Commission and by the Indian industry
generally?
It turns out that there are little or no such substantive particulars.
It’s another emperor has no clothes situation.
This is evidenced, not just from the barest knowledge of history and from the simplest reflection,
but by an earnest, well-meaning, Indian industry orthodoxy-supporting article on the
matter, Law schools ponder how to teach aboriginal law,6 which takes the premise seriously, and
which , if there was anything substantive to the matter, would surely have stated it.
In the article, despite the presence of impressive, high-sounding and completely unchallenged
and unquestioned terminology- “the foundations of their laws”, “Indigenous Legal
Traditions”, (note the pretentious use of capitals), “the legal structure” (of indigenous
communities), “the source of their traditional law”, and “aboriginal law aspects” (to be built into
every law school course), there’s not one substantive particular of what that “law” might be.
There is reference to the source of aboriginal “traditional law” being their stories, teachings by
elders, language, and even the land itself. But to the extent that these things might be real, rather
than mere actual, content-free, expressions of vapid, New Age mush, these are cultural, not
legal, matters.
The only particulars given of anything remotely legal are particulars of Anglo-Canadian laws
and Anglo-Canadian legal occurrences- “the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of
Indigenous Peoples, the various treaties, aboriginal rights, (as declared and defined by AngloCanadian written documents, and by courts-author), and the historic Crown-aboriginal
relations”- things already well and necessarily covered in our law schools.
What will be new, when these essentially social-engineering programs get underway, (similar
efforts are being planned to change educational programs along these backward, racefocusing lines in public schools, high schools, and all other institutions of higher learning), is that
a lot of Indian industry propagandist, New Age mush, (yes, like “their stories, teachings by
elders, language”, and even “the land” itself), will be introduced into our educational systemone-sided, mystical, shallow, history-twisting, fabricated, guilt-inducing, status-quo maintaining,
Indian industry job-creating, New Age, actual content-free, propagandist mush.
This mush reality is confirmed by the Truth and Reconciliation Commission’s “Call for “skillbased training in intercultural competency, conflict resolution, human rights and antiracism”, all to be taught by Indian industry functionaries- New Age mush artists- in conjunction
with this “indigenous law.”
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The clear, insulting, condescending, divisive and totally wrong implication of this “Call” for the
re-engineering of the human souls of ordinary Canadians, is that we are insensitive, culturally
blind and/or incompetent racists, in need of a good brainwashing at the hands of the state.
The state, and its Indian industry agents, may find out here that people don’t like essentially
propagandist mush- that people don’t like to be condescendingly told what to do- that they don’t
like to be condescendingly told what to think- especially when so much of it is so obviously
propagandist mush- and that, as Christopher Hitchens wrote:7
Virtue and merit can become their opposites if they are exacted or compelled.

All the Anglo-Canadian judicial tools and procedures discussed above are now being readily
used by Indians themselves as the necessary and effective means of last resort, both to
resolve disputes between themselves and, more frequently and importantly, to assert
devastatingly effective legal claims against the descendants of their former de facto
“conquerors.”
To better ensure the carrying out of the intent of the Royal Proclamation colonial officials were
forbidden from permitting any lands not legally acquired by the Crown to be surveyed. To avoid
“fraud and abuse” being committed against Indians private persons were forbidden from
purchasing land directly from them or from engaging in any unlicensed commercial dealings
with them.
Finally, and of profound significance for the present time, all lands not included within the
political limits of the existing British colonies were proclaimed to be reserved for the exclusive
use of the Indians. In Canada this included the present Prairie Provinces, northern Canada and
British Columbia. The Crown, if it chose to stick to the rules it created, would have to bargain
with the Indians in these areas to acquire legal sovereignty over them. Hence the disastrous (for
Canadian unity and for the Canadian welfare generally) 2014 Tsilhcot’in decision of the
Supreme Court of Canada, (discussed further below), a legally logical extension of the basic
principles of the Royal Proclamation, decreeing that most of British Columbia is subject to
“aboriginal title,” because it was never ceded by treaty to the Crown.
This “homelands” policy for Indian lands established by the Royal Proclamation applied to all
the British colonies in North America, including of course the much more developed and
populous Thirteen Colonies.
The Royal Proclamation’s relative fairness and generosity to Indians is evidenced by the fact that
so “pro-Indian” and anti-development was it regarded there, that it became one of the major
causes of the American War of Independence. The political and mercantile interests in the
American colonies wanted no part of a law that would so territorially and commercially hem
them in, and so, with the establishment of the American Republic in 1783, the Royal
Proclamation, with its benevolent underlying philosophy, no longer applied there. This cutting of
the British legal tie with American Indians was to cost them dearly in the next violence and
dispossession-ridden century.
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But in Canada the Royal Proclamation became and has remained, to the immense moral credit of
Great Britain and its Canadian political successors, the bedrock document for and the starting
point in any analysis of the legal rights of Indians in Canada today.
Great Britain should be highly praised for its conduct towards the Indians of Canada in colonial
times.
It begs the point to criticize the British for acting in a “colonial fashion” and with a “colonialist
mentality” towards Indians, as if that was inherently evil in itself. It’s not. As stated above,
human migration was and remains a fundamental part of human history, and the arrival of
Europeans in Canada is just another example of the operation of that morally neutral
historical process.
As historian Peter Heather wrote in Empires and Barbarians,8 his study of “migration,
development and the birth of Europe”:
It is an inescapable conclusion from all the comparative literature that a basic behavioural trait of Homo sapiens
sapiens is to consistently use movement- migration- as a strategy for maximizing quality of life, not least for gaining
access to richer food supplies and all other forms of wealth.
The size of the migration unit, balance of motivation, type of destination, and other detailed mechanisms, will all
vary according to circumstance, but the basic phenomenon is itself highly prevalent.

So how else was Great Britain or any other country supposed to act here but in a “colonialist”
fashion? How else were they to think? The British were human beings and as such, it being a
part of every human being’s character to move and migrate, they were wanderers, migrators and
colonizers!
Just as, long ago, the Thule migrations “quickly displaced” the Paleo-Eskimos, the Pickering
people conquered and “colonized” the Glen Meyer people, and the Inuit displaced the Dorset
peoples. Just as the Iroquois conquered and virtually exterminated the Huron, Eries, Petuns and
Neutrals!
Where and when in history has it ever been different? The answer is nowhere and never!
Europeans cannot be blamed for the simple fact that they migrated here and eventually achieved
a state of total dominance. That would be blaming history for merely being history, or blaming
water for running downhill or the sun for rising and setting.
On a world historical level, the perpetual omnipresence of migration and assimilation means that
it has to be regarded as essentially a neutral, mainly unconscious, collective human phenomenon
– one that is a fundamental and unchangeable part of simply being human. To migrate, to set the
process of assimilation in motion, is as natural as breathing. It’s definitely not always to
participate in an inherently blameworthy process!
There are moral issues in history of course and, in this area of history a main moral issue is how
the successful migrators behaved towards the peoples they achieved dominance over. That’s
where the concepts of blame and shame arise. Were they cruel? Did they kill, rape and plunder
as a matter of seeming policy, and with the blessing of authority? Did they sell their victims into
slavery? To what degree did they let the usual historical norm of violence and
dispossession merely play out? How did they act relative to this ineluctable historical norm even
assuming that morally wrongful acts inevitably occur in every situation where different cultural
worlds collide?
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Viewed with this issue and these types of crucial questions in mind the behaviour of Great
Britain and then Canada towards Canada’s Indians, overall, has to be regarded positively and
with great admiration. They committed relatively very, very few of these horrific acts.
Yuval Noah Harari, in Sapiens, (above), makes the neat point that even in their end days of
empire Great Britain acted relatively decently, in orderly fashion and without bloodshed
(deliberately caused by them), voluntarily giving up their empire- essentially taking “peaceful
early retirement.” They saw that the game was up and, quite honourably, didn’t prolong the
process.
The current default assumptions and starting points in this area – that Great Britain, followed by
Canada, were malign, unjust colonialist destroyers and that Indians were all virtuous, innocent
victims, cruelly and against their will ripped out of their pre-contact Eden – should be discarded
as a false and shallow narrative construct – a construct with no proper, reflective regard for either
the realities of the human condition or historical truth.
Great Britain, and Canada, its successor, should be lauded for the relatively civil and decent
manner in which they interacted with the Indians of Canada – for the relatively benevolent,
historically-atypical way in which they have dealt with them.

1. Diamond Jenness. The Indians of Canada. 6th ed. National Museum of Canada, 1972.
2. From The Traditional History and Character Sketches of the Ojibway Nation, originally published in
1850 by Charles Gilpin, Bishopsgate, London, reprinted by Coles Publishing Company, Toronto, 1972
3. Carl Benn, The Iroquois In The War of 1812, University of Toronto Press, 1998
4. James Lorimer & Company, Toronto, 2015
5. This raises the interesting point of who should be able to claim and enforce rights in a civic polity- in a
country like Canada. The general rule is that rights are dependent on citizenship. “As Hannah Arendt put
it in a famous phrase, only within the bounds of citizenship in a particular state do people have “the right to
claim rights.” (Quote from David A. Bell, The Many Lives of Liberalism, New York Review of Books,

January 17, 2019.) Yet today, while Indian elites assert their separate nationhood, and thus the fact
that the Indians inhabiting Canada may be something less than full citizens of Canada, at the same
time they press the citizens of Canada on all fronts for the fulfillment of all and sundry “rights” they
feel they have against them. To the extent that they self-diminish full and equal citizenship in Canada,
and considering that Hannah Arendt expresses the essence of Indian band or tribal ‘”law” on this
point, should these legal and other claims not be diminished accordingly?
6. (Neil Etienne, Law Times, January 11, 2016
7. From Letters to a Young Contrarian (above
8. Peter Heather. Empires and Barbarians: The Fall of Rome and the Birth of Europe. New York:
Oxford University Press, 2010.
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12. THE ESSENTIAL HUMANITY OF THE
MIGRATORS TO CANADA
Between 1840 and 1872- years of famine in Ireland and depression in England- about 6 million people had left the
British Isles. Since then the pressure had slackened, and an average of some 200,000 had been going each year in the
eighties and nineties. Most of them because they were workless, landless or even starving…it was not often the
pioneering instinct that took poor people to the Empire, only a desire for security and a fair chance…unemployed
cotton workers, dispossessed Highlanders, Irishmen emaciated by generations of malnutrition, remittance men,
dedicated missionaries, hopeful villains- the emigrant ships knew them all. – Jan Morris, Pax Britannica1
2
It is surely fugitives, rather than conquerors, who led the way to new
worlds.- Victor Serge
The concrete life of the individual is destroyed in order that the abstract idea of the whole may drag out its sorry
existence. -Lewis Lapham, quoting Friedrich Schiller in his essay “Them“3
I am always and at once on the defensive when people speak of races and nations as if they were personalities and
4
had souls and destinies. -Christopher Hitchens
There is such a uniformity in the state of man, considered apart from adventitious and separable decorations and
disguises, that there is scarce any possibility of good or ill, but is common to human kind…We are all prompted by
the same motives, all deceived by the same fallacies, all animated by hope, obstructed by danger, entangled by
5
desire, and seduced by pleasure- Samuel Johnson
See the traitor run in the field alone,
6
Let the dead not the living now cast the first stone– Nathan Alterman the authoress referring to Bismarck’s

united German “Empire” created in 1871, ironically described by her fictional narrator as a
“Historical Necessity”, the latter phrase one of history’s most delusional and destructive
examples of such dehumanizing and thought-clouding “Procustean” thinking. Sybille Bedford’s
own view of history- intensely and imaginatively human, wise, soft, mournful, ever-alive to the
ineluctable reality of human frailty-and thus forgiving- is antithetical to that. She also echoes
Edmund Burke when she writes:
The moves that shape the future seldom shape their own intended ends; the course of self-interest is seen as a
beeline only at the moment, and the history of individuals, groups and countries is the sum of these.

See my discussion of the heedless “beeline” insertion of section 35 into the Constitution Act,
1982, in The Haida Nation Case, below.)
Tony Judt, in Reappraisals, (above), described these “big-picture”, all-embracing historical
theories as “crutches of intellectual or historical “systems” to navigate the irritating complexity
and contradictions of real experience…whose credibility depends on remaining untainted by
real-world experience or human shortcomings”. 7
Historian Robert Conquest8writes:
“But more usually…ism-ing brings together under one term a complexity of examples, or a variety of phenomena,
phraseologically obliterating the often crucial contexts or differences.”

With respect to the tiresome, overworked terms, “imperialism” and “colonialism”, he writes that
they “serve mainly to confuse, and of course to replace, the complex and needed process of
understanding with the simple and unneeded process of inflammation”, and that “they are to a
large degree mind-blockers and thought-extinguishers…”
In these concocted and forced “metaphors on the human mind…that so fix or hypnotize the
imagination that it can see no alternatives”, 9if people are ascribed free will at all it’s usually a
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one-dimensional, stereotypical sort focused solely on the achievement of the so-called inevitable
historical aim of the particular “ism” they’re supposedly a part of.
This is how the Indian industry – with these essentially empty word constructs – these
meaningless abstractions, euphemisms and stereotypes- falsely portrays European migrators to
Canada: as “colonizers”, “colonialists”, “settlers”, “exploiters” and “imperialists” – fictional
“ism” people who should be regarded essentially as knowing, callous culture-killers and land
thieves.
But which non-Indian Canadian among us regards his or her own pioneer ancestors in such an
insulting, shallow and cartoonish way? Hardly any of us, and with good reason. It’s not true! In
fact these were mainly innocent, vulnerable human beings, just like us, not human “ists” or
“isms.”
The historian Jan Morris made this point in the headnote above, as does historian Yuval Noah
Harari in Sapiens (above). Mr. Harari wrote:
Until the late modern era, more than 90 per cent of humans were peasants who rose each morning to till the land by
the sweat of their brows. The extra they produced fed the tiny minority of elites- kings, government officials,
soldiers, priests, artists and thinkers- who fill the history books. History is something that few people have been
doing while everyone else was ploughing fields and carrying water buckets. (italics added.)

One of my great-grandfathers was a blacksmith in Palmerston, Ontario. Another was a failed
bakery manager from Belfast. My mother’s mother was a domestic servant in London, England
before she came to Canada after World War I as a very young and insecure war bride. At the
same time my father’s mother was a recently-arrived (from Northern Ireland) clerk in the notions
department of Eaton’s in Winnipeg. I revere these and all my other ancestors, as all Indian
Canadians justly revere theirs.
And just as Indians are offended when they and their ancestors are described in cliché , generic
terms (“drunken Indian,” “savages”) so I and other non-Indian Canadians are justly offended
when our ancestors are caricatured as malevolent racists and thieves.
The European migrators to Canada should be seen and understood for what they really were –
generally poor and powerless people – as said, individual human beings just like us – just like
each Indian-Canadian – human beings who possessed, just like us, “infinite gradations of
responsibility, human weakness, and moral ambivalence that have to be understood if we are to
avoid the pitfalls of dividing everything and everybody into tidy poles” 10-sons and daughters,
brothers and sisters, parents and grandparents- people, with souls, who lived, struggled, feared,
strived, loved, laughed, cried and died.
Our indigenous and non-indigenous elites, always lazily defaulting to such abstractions,
euphemisms and stereotypes as only partially listed above, “desensitize, distance and deflect” us
from our historical and present-day realities, causing our dehumanized fellow countrymen, past
and present, to ” remain faceless lest he or she is revealed to be father, mother, friend, neighbour,
or someone’s beloved child.” 11
In doing so they unknowingly mirror the dangerous, fallacious mindset of classic racistsascribing across-the-board, negative, group characteristics to every member of an identifiable
minority group or class of people, and to hell with the worth, merit or actual characteristics of
each individual in that group or class! Classic racist-type thinking!
Most of our forefathers and foremothers had little knowledge of or contact with Indians, or of
any of the macro-historical “forces” of which they were each, if anything, a mere tiny, generally
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unknowing part. They were not “colonialists,” or “imperialists” or members of any of the
other “ist” or “ism” false categories of history so frequently used by shallow thinkers and
propagandists to grossly oversimplify or misrepresent history for present political or economic
gain. They were, by and large, just vulnerable, humble, poor, individual human beings, like most
us today, trying to make and keep a somewhat secure place for themselves and their families in
an inherently very perilous and uncertain world- in their (and our) powerless state, trying to
avoid as much as possible being tossed about like mere froth on the surface of the wild seas of
history and random circumstances.
It’s beyond the scope of this essay to examine or categorize the millions of Europeans who
emigrated from Europe to the various “new worlds” during the approximately 400 year (15501950) period of European migration to and hegemony over the “uncivilized” parts of the globe –
the Americas, Africa, parts of Asia and the lands down under.
But it’s safe to say that the vast majority of them left Europe for new lives in these “new” lands
not because they wanted to, but because, for reasons like poverty, war, famine, disease,
persecution, expropriation, military duty or forced transportation, they had to.
They were by and large decent, intelligent individual human beings-products of their times- each
with a heart and a soul and a unique history and outlook -forced by circumstances to be uprooted
and to sail away from their family and loved ones and everything familiar to them, usually, with
hearts breaking, knowingly never to see any of them again.
Witness historian Allan Levine’s description of a young Eastern European Jewish man taking
final leave of his parents before emigrating to America, in Scattered Among the Nations: The
Jewish Diaspora in Ten Portraits:12
Most Jews who left the Pale after 1880 were not well-read or worldly. They were largely poor and superstitious
tailors and peddlers seeking better economic opportunities for themselves and their families in the New
World….Leaving was never easy. “Just before train-time mother put the gold-clasped prayer book into my
grip…She seemed calm and resigned,” recalled Marcus Ravage, who immigrated to New York in 1890. “But when
the train drew into the station she lost control of her feelings. As she embraced me for the last time her sobs became
violent and father had to separate us. There was a despair in her way of clinging to me which I could not then
understand. I understand it now. I never saw her again.

These brave human beings were nearly as much the victims of larger forces and circumstances
beyond their control as were the indigenous peoples of their “new” lands whose lives their
arrival changed so profoundly. They were often themselves “oppressed” as much as they were
ever “oppressors.” As such they have almost the same call on our powers of imagination,
compassion, empathy, admiration and respect as do the ancient Indian peoples whose former
lands they settled and whose way of life they inadvertently helped to end.
We are not superior to them. They cannot be just dust to us- of no consequence. We do a terrible
disservice to them, and to ourselves, when we rashly deride them and tear down their, and our,
symbols, namesakes and monuments. We stand on their civilizational shoulders!
Our cultures, our histories, grasp us with a thousand invisible fingers.

13

What we regard as our “past” was very much their present. And, while we regard our present as
worrisome and uncertain, their present, characterized by an ethical ethos entirely different from
ours, was a lot more trying, worrisome, uncertain and difficult. And as our future is
uncertain, so much more, in the absence of any “social safety net” or any other such thing, was
theirs!
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After we join them in Canada’s other country- the country of the dead- do we want our joint and
several struggles, compromises, injustices, follies and failures- our imperfect achievements- to be
as harshly caricatured and condemned as we are permitting be done to theirs?
History should be experienced as a continuity of human existence, in which memory- the essence of humanityplaces us above an indifferent and cruel nature… Our society has entered a phase of indifference…of being
untruthful to the memory of our forefathers…We cannot let the past drop…we cannot so sever our links with the
14
dead.

We cannot let what should be a continuing, respectful communion and dialogue with our
ancestors descend to mean and shallow name-calling. Because they are a part of us, and we of
them, by so debasing them we debase and demoralize ourselves. We owe them enormous
gratitude and respect.
Every word we speak is a gift from our ancestors. Every thought we think was thought previously by someone
smarter. The highly functional infrastructure that surrounds us, particularly in the West, is a gift from our ancestors:
the comparatively uncorrupt political and economic systems, the technology, the wealth, the lifespan, the freedom,
15
the luxury, and the opportunity.

Failing to maintain and defend our ancestors’ memory,16 sacrifices, hardships, accomplishments
and legacy, is wrong and dishonourable.

Unhealthy to remember the dead, they are all connected, they call out to one another, they congregate inside you,
they are too many, too alive. There’s no getting rid of them once they have got possession of your soul, instead it’s
they that banish sleep, derail the train of thought, lead you where you have no wish to go….They defend us still.
17
Their soul is present. Every one of our promises for the future was seeded by them.

Just as wrong and dishonourable is the way so many modern Indian activists, seemingly cheered
on by our cultural elites, portray the descendants of those first non-Indian migrators – ordinary
Canadians today – as boorish, blameworthy, shallow, one-dimensional, insensitive people, and
often, like our ancestors above, as malevolent racists.
A recent top selling Canadian book was Thomas King’s The Inconvenient Indian,18 touted in its
bookjacket blurb as “history with a candour and honesty rarely found,” exemplifies all of the
caricaturing and almost-nihilistic debasement referred to above. The blurb from The Toronto
Star said that “if you have any kind of a social conscience it will make you angry.” No kidding.
Reading it does indeed make one angry, but that’s because of the dishonest, cartoon-like,
insulting, historically ignorant, racially stereotypical way the book portrays non-Indians in
Canada, both past and present. That this book is taken seriously, (it was a 2015 CBC “Canada
Reads” selection), just shows how much lower our intellectual standards and levels of public
discourse have become.
Mr. King, a talented, clever and entertaining writer, takes a joking, flip, shallow and sarcastic
approach to “Whites,” as he calls them, to Canadian history, and to this profound, tragedy-ridden
subject matter generally, confessing at the beginning of his book that, “I prefer fiction. I distrust
the way facts tend to thrust themselves on me. I’d rather make up my own world.” And does he
ever.
He falsely states that, “extermination dominated the early contact period.” He disgracefully ties
in a reference to the Holocaust with Indian assimilation, (please see my plea in Setting Indians
Free From Their Past, below, that our elites please, out of respect for true victims of genocide,
not do this), compares Indian reserves to Alcatraz, suggests that, “Whites have always been
comfortable with Dead Indians,” and makes the patently ridiculous, racially101

stereotyping assertion that for non-Indians, “land is primarily a commodity.” (Tell that to
Alexander Von Humboldt or Wordsworth or to the non-Indian victims of the environmental
depredations of Mnidoo Mnising Power of Manitoulin Island (above), with their landscapecommoditizing industrial wind turbines.) This is just the barest outline of the dishonest,
inaccurate, cliché-ridden, shallow, anti-“White” racism that permeates this book. If a “White”
had written in such terms about Indians, he would have quickly suffered a Jian Gomeshi-like
fate.
Another such book that also depicts non-Indians as a sort of impersonal, less-than-fullyhuman class of people, again lauded by our media and cultural elites, another CBC “Canada
Reads” selection, is Indian Horse, by the late Richard Wagamese,19 a novel that tells the mid1960’s story of a young Indian male’s redemption by hockey from the trauma of his Northern
Ontario residential school experience.
Having grown up there in that period, and given my predispositions, I had my bullfeathers
detector on high alert as I began to read this book. The alarm on it sounded early and often.
Mr. Wagamese described a completely imaginary, dark, lurid, hate-filled, Southern cracker-style,
racist version of Northern Ontario, complete with segregated restaurants where Indians were
beaten with axe handles out back by brutish whites for being “uppity,” separate hockey arena
entrances and segregated stands for Indians, and where the “Whites” were made up of “tough
narrow-minded men and their loyal women and their callow kids.” (Talk about negative racial
stereotyping! One would be insulted if the description weren’t so laugh/cry ridiculous.)
At a tournament in Manitouwadge the anti-Indian crowds were “rabid” and rained garbage down
on the heads of the Indian hockey players, while outside, their tires were slashed, whites “pissed
and shat in our dressing room,” and “young white males played “Broom-A-Buck, the redneck
game of leaning out the window of a car or truck to swat Indians on the sidewalk or the road.
Fifty points for a head shot. Twenty for any other part of the body.” This is disgraceful,
dishonest, completely untrue writing.
Mr. Wagamese described his main character’s native hockey team, (he was not allowed to play
for his local White River midget team because he was Indian- as if!), when travelling to
tournaments, as:
….running into the black heart of Northern Ontario in the 1960’s and we were hated. Hated. There’s no other word
for it…they only ever saw us as Indians. They only ever saw brown faces where white ones should have been. We
were an unwelcome entity in their midst.

What absurd, dishonest rot! This kind of thing never happened.
The depths of this degrading read, fictional or not, for me, were reached in the author’s account
of a 1968 hockey game in my home town, Espanola. I was raised in Espanola and lived there
during the entire period described in this book. I had Indian friends and acquaintances. They
were on my basketball and track teams at high school. They were welcomed and accepted as
equals whenever they chose to step out of the reserve-based social apartness that Canadian
history, up to that time, had understandably imposed on them.
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So I was naturally angry and offended to read of myself, my parents, my sisters, my friends, all
my parents’ friends and all the good people of Espanola generally, ( as I said in my Introduction,
above, many of whom were refugees from and survivors of the racial and ethnic traumas
of World War II, and so very sensitive to this kind of thing), so falsely and disgracefully
depicted as a hate-filled, racist, howling, “rabid” (again) mob, throwing garbage onto the ice
and shouting boos and racial epithets at a visiting hockey team simply because they were IndianCanadian.
Here’s an especially egregious passage:
I heard them calling me names and beating against the glass. When I turned around I came face to face with a boy
who must have been about nine. He spit against the glass. “Fuckin’ chicken” he mouthed. The man standing beside
him squeezed his shoulder.

The image of an Espanola father in this passage, encouraging and endorsing his son’s
racism, was especially insulting and wrong on the part of Mr. Wagamese. Shame on the people
who hold up this kind of fabricated, insulting, purportedly “searing social criticism” writing as
positively contributing to understanding Canada’s past or reconciling Indians and non-Indians
in Canada’s present. Mr. Wagamese, in this book, contributed a mere, small-minded, Julius
Streicher-like comic book rendition of an important time and issue in Canada’s past and presentnot a serious, truth-seeking or truth-revealing novel.
Contrast Mr. Wagamese’s novel with the far more honest, nuanced, complex, and genuinely
empathic memoir of Indian writer, (he acknowledges the essential humanity and decency of
virtually all the non-Indians who populate his book), the late Basil Johnston, who was there, in
that general place and time, and who actually did play hockey on an Indian team against nonIndian teams from Espanola, Massey, Blind River, Sault Ste. Marie, and other North Shore
communities.
Mr. Johnston was “the foremost scholar of Anishnaabe life”; a “veritable library of the
Anishnaabe universe,” the latter according to much-favoured contemporary Indian writer Drew
Hayden Taylor.20He had been a student/resident at the Indian residential school at Spanish
(between Massey and Blind River) in the late 1940’s and early 1950’s.
In his autobiography Indian School Days,21 Mr. Johnston described in affectionate, generous and
humourous detail, over several pages, hockey games between his residential school team and
teams from Espanola and Massey. He also describes a tackle football game with Espanola High
School.
Not one word about being “hated” or about “racist” opponents or “racist” fans!
Not one hint or shred of evidence whatsoever about Mr. Wagamese’s degrading and imaginary
“black heart of Northern Ontario”!
In fact the opposite.
The whole tone and substance of his description of these games is so focused on the drama of the
games themselves, the skills and personalities of his team mates and of certain opposing players,
(one of the opposing Espanola players was named by Mr. Johnston as “Sevicky”, who was
actually Johnny Savicky, a great Espanola hockey player in his day, and the uncle of a childhood
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friend of mine), that it is clear to the reader that, as I wrote in my Introduction about the budding
zeitgeist of that emerging post- world war two era, race was increasingly becoming less and less
significant.
Ironically, in complete, specific, counterpoint to Mr. Wagamese’s disgraceful description
of Northern Ontario hockey fans as drooling, chin-dragging, racist cretins, Mr. Johnston
describes a game in Massey where ” a group of honest Massey citizens”, in a contentious goal
dispute, took the side of Mr. Johnston’s native team over that of the Massey team.
Finally, it just has to be noted, one of the Espanola tackle football players named by Mr.
Johnston, quarterback Jack Major, a subject in the book of that typical, nervous, pre-game, who
do we have to look out for and how are we going to stop him? palaver, (they did stop him),
eventually became a Justice of the Supreme Court of Canada (1992-2005), which Court, in that
period, did so much to establish the powerful legal position that Indians now occupy in Canada’s
constitutional, political and economic landscape. 22
Towards the end of Indian Horse the author’s protagonist is working in a bush camp, where the
constantly drinking, fighting, swearing and racial epithet-hurling white workers “didn’t know
what to make of me. There hadn’t been an Indian in their midst before.” This again is simply
dark, insulting, ridiculous fantasy. At that time, as had been the case since the early 1950’s, there
were many Indians working and living during the week in the bush camps of Northern Ontario
and they were all treated with respect.
My father worked for the KVP Company at the time, a pulp and paper company operating out of
Espanola, which had several bush camps operating in their timber reserves north of Highway
17. I worked in one of them in the summer of 1964. KVP had many Indians working “in the
bush” and they were good workers. All that ever happened after supper was cards,
horseshoes, juvenile horseplay and smoking roll-your-own cigarettes. If anyone was caught
drinking or fighting they were immediately fired and put on the next truck back to Espanola.
Interestingly, according to my father, the company initially assigned bunkhouse beds to the
Indians on a racially and ethnically random basis, until the Indians themselves asked if they
could all be bunked together!
The Inconvenient Indian and Indian Horse typify the casually insulting, ahistorical, mildly
racist way in which past and present non-Indian Canadians are stereotyped and dehumanized by
our blame and grievance-obsessed Indian and non-Indian elites. In their zeal to be politically
edgy and relevant, they neglect or eschew their primary obligation, an obligation fulfilled by
Basil Johnston, to be honest.
It’s such a wasteful shame that influential Indian-Canadians like Mr. King and Mr. Wagamese
used their talents to promote the harmful, divisive, Canadian segregationist status quo, rather
than Nelson Mandela’s vision of racial harmony, integration and one set of laws for all races in
Canada.
“White” liberal guilt and a shallow, dogmatic, misguided sense of what it means to be
“progressive,” are main reasons why such carelessly hurtful, inaccurate and fundamentally
dishonest Indian-authored books like Indian Horse and The Inconvenient Indian are given such
an easy ride, even lauded, by our non-Indian cultural and power elites, who demonstrate an
increasing, almost wilful, indifference to or ignorance of serious literature, human psychology,
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biology, political philosophy, economics and religion, due in large part to the drastic decline of
serious reading amongst them. The quality of their critical judgment shows it.
The ones of little reading
Or who never read for love, are many places,
23
They are in the house of power, and many houses…

But when a respected non-Indian Canadian intellectual who was deeply steeped in these
disciplines writes a similar book, Canadians really do have to fear that we have entered into a
new, post-Enlightenment era of increasing civilizational decline.
The eminent John Ralston Saul’s most recent work, The Comeback,24 a seemingly culturally selfhating jeremiad against all things Canadian, British, European and Western (as in “Western
Civilization”) in relation to British North America’s past and present interaction with its
Aboriginals, well represents the new cheaply sentimental, biased, low-standards, academically
provincial, toss-off nature of what now apparently passes for educated high-mindedness in large
parts of the Canadian public arena/marketplace of ideas.
Tony Judt, in his 1997 essay, Crimes and Misdemeanors,25 in relation to 1930’s pro-Stalin
French intellectuals completing suspending their critical judgment in the face of such
inconvenient and unpleasant facts as the Moscow show trials, coincidentally refers to
this phenomenon as having “gone native” i.e. “taking upon himself the prejudices characteristic
of his adopted compatriots”. Mr. Saul might want to consider, as Mr. Judt states, that:
…such total identification with one’s subject is surely not a necessary condition of close, empathic scholarship.
In The Comeback – the title referring to Indians rebounding to positions of power and
“civilizational creativity” in Canada- the denigration of non-Indian Canadians and the
Disneyfication of Canadian Indians is again on full, ramped-up display.The italicized phrase
bears a striking resemblance to Octavio Paz’ phrase, “a new form of creative participation”.
(Assimilation and Cultural Loss, above). While Mr. Paz’ use of the idea is positive, inclusive,
forward-looking and humanistic, sadly, Mr. Saul’s use of the idea is narrow, exclusionary,
exceptionalist and chauvinistic.
According to Mr. Saul, “rank racism” on the part of Canadians against Indians, ever-present in
the past, remains firmly in place today. Our poor and huddled Canadian ancestors described
above, presumably including my two grandmothers, weren’t just typical human migrators acting
according to a 100,000 year old instinctive pattern of human behaviour. They didn’t come to
Canada to escape the poverty and hardship of their lives in the old country. No, they came so
they could, with “acts of evil,” express the “European racial desire to demean other races,” and
to “consistently and consciously…deny indigenous people their citizens rights.”
Racism itself, according to Mr. Saul, was apparently an alien concept to our pre-contact Garden
of Eden Aboriginals, who somehow were exempted from possessing one of humanity’s most
basic, hard-wired, enduring traits (see The Myth of Race and Racial Differences, below). “Racial
theories are not aboriginal concepts,” he writes. At least not until Europeans, with our
“traditional tools” of “race, religion and territory,” came to dominate them.
Too bad nobody told that, to name just a few examples, to the slave-taking (see Pre-contact
Indian Culture and the Shock of the New, above) Iroquois, who, when the first Europeans arrived
in Quebec and Ontario, were already engaged in the conquest and deliberate enslavement or
extermination of the Algonquins, Hurons, Neutrals and Petuns, or before that, told that to the
Inuit, as they were conquering, dispossessing and killing off the Dorset peoples.
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And, so as to debunk the notion that Indian racism was confined to the past, too bad that nobody
is telling that to the Mohawks of Kahnawake, near Montreal, who, for the past several years, in a
sustained exercise of pure racist, racial, “blood purification”, have been evicting from their
reserve all “white” persons.26
I acquired my first inkling that such a thing as racism, per se, existed, when I was about
twelve. My best friend was Chinese, his family refugees from the Maoist revolution. ( There
were pictures of Sun Yat-Sen and Chang Kai-Shek in his home.) One day he laughingly told me
words to the effect that Chinese people thought white people were smelly and hairy
and somehow, by implication at least, inferior. He meant it as a joke, and I kind of laughed, but,
startled by it, I never forgot it. Jokes come from real places.
When I recently read Mr. Saul’s ridiculous assertion that racism was, in effect, the sole invention
and province of Europeans, I had an almost instant flashback to that moment sixty years
ago. And that got me to thinking of examples of racism not involving Europeans at all, including
examples of “Asian against Asian” racism.
I think of Genghis Khan, who killed many millions of his fellow Asians.
I think of the “Rape of Nanking” in 1937, when, during a six week period, invading
“imperialist” Japanese soldiers, whose culture at the time taught them that all peoples other than
Japanese were the inferior “Other”, murdered about 300,000 Chinese men, women and children
in that city.
I think of the Japanese invasion and “imperialist”, “colonialist” occupation of Korea (1910-1945)
during which thousands of Koreans were captured and shipped to Japan to work as mine and
factory slaves, and thousands of Korean women and girls were captured and sent to work for the
Japanese military as sex slaves- “comfort women”.
I think of the Chinese racist treatment of their own “colonial” subjects, the Tibetans, the
Mongolians and the Uighurs, and the Japanese racist and “colonialist” treatment of their own,
tiny, remaining indigenous populations, the Ainu on Hokkaido, and the Ryukuans on Okinawa.
I think of the racist hatred existing between the Tamils and the Sinhalese in Sri Lanka, and the
cruel and degrading treatment of the minority Muslim population in Myanmar.
I think of the mass slaughters of each other by Hindus and Muslims in India and Pakistan during
the political partition of the Indian subcontinent in 1947, when between one and two million
people were killed. In Midnight’s Furies: The Deadly Legacy of India’s Partition27 author Nisid
Hajari writes:
Gangs of killers set whole villages aflame, hacking to death men and children and the aged while carrying off young
woman to be raped…Pregnant women had their breasts cut off and babies hacked out of their bellies; infants were
found literally roasted on spits.

I think of the racist-like intolerance and prejudice within the Hindu population itself, exemplified
by the odious, bigoted, cruel and seemingly ineradicable caste system, with its permanent and
finely-defined and graded levels of inequality.
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I think of racism in Africa, where the Arabs, (slave owners and slave users themselves), were the
chief architects and engineers of the black African slave trade with the Americas, whose evil
work could only be carried out by Black African tribes in their employ.
The African slave trade…was a Muslim invention, developed by Arab traders with the enthusiastic collaboration of
black African ones, institutionalized with the most unrelenting brutality centuries before the white man appeared on
the African continent, and continuing long after the slave market in North America was finally crushed…It could
not have existed without the wholehearted cooperation of African tribal states, built on the captives generated by
28
their relentless wars.

I think of Darfur, (Arabs exterminating Blacks in the south Sudan area), the genocidal-like mass
rapes by African males of African women and girls taking place throughout the living hells that
are the Central African states.
I think of the vast, slave-based, indigenous empires of Mexico and Peru that Spain stumbled onto
and conquered in the sixteenth century in the Americas, each of which empires, at the time, was
experiencing civil war of genocidal scale and proportions.
I think of “Asian against European” racism. I remember, from reading Jonathan
Spence’s The Search for Modern China29 about a Chinese Emperor’s decree in the 1800’s
that Europeans were forbidden from travelling up the Yangtze River past Shanghai so as not to
contaminate the local population with occidental racial impurities.(Perhaps part of the “place”
from whence my childhood friend’s joke emanated.)
I think of the racist cruelty perpetrated against captured Allied soldiers by the Japanese during
World War Two. These soldiers, if not beheaded at the outset, were worked, or marched or
starved to death in any event. Richard Flanagan’s recent novel, The Narrow Road to the Deep
North,30 depicts the almost spiritual, mystical nature of the Japanese belief in their racial
superiority, extant in those terrible times.
I think of “colourism”, that variation of racism, that occurs within racial groups, where the
lighter-skinned discriminate against the darker-skinned, even in the same ethnic community!
Writer Kamal Al-Solaylee writes:31
Colourism, or shadism, operates between groups and within each one. Members of an ethnic community (say South
Asian), may harbour racist thoughts about African-Americans based on the belief that brown skin trumps black. But
the lighter-skinned among them may also discriminate against dark-skinned individuals or groups within their own
community.
Colourism first gained traction in fields that included a focus on the African -American experience, such as law,
sociology and race studies-writer Alice Walker reportedly coined the term “colourism” in 1982- but a more global
approach has been gaining momentum in the past decade. The new approach focuses on brown people, who exhibit
the greatest variation in skin shades (from the very light and almost white to the very dark and nearly black). Experts
in race and demography issues are turning their attention to South and East Asia, the Middle East, and Central and
South America, since these locations offer previously unexamined articulations of colourism, each with a different
historical and racial context.
Colourism operates on a global scale. Virtually every society, explicitly or implicitly, has maintained the belief that
a lighter skin is preferable to a darker one… To be white situates you at the very top of the racial hierarchy, and to
be dark brown or black situates you at the very bottom…Passing for white (or for brown if you’re black) to grab a
bigger slice of the economic pie suggests that colourism is about survival.

And when I think of all these, and many, many more, instances of non-European racism- of
racism as exemplifying a universal norm of human behavior- I wonder: What has befallen the
scholarship and judgment of John Ralston Saul, which I used to so revere?
The Comeback is filled with shopworn, stereotypical, nasty and just plain wrong assertions about
racism (tragically for us all, as shown above, it’s a universal human phenomenon- and see The
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Amygdala Factor etc., below) and about the European migrators to Canada, past and present, all
filled with great, angry, moral high dudgeon and all mainly devoid of substance, nuance and
context.
Here are some examples of the numerous fallacious (some to the point of being bizarre)
assertions in The Comeback:
-Sympathy for Indians is “the new form of racism”;
-“Linear…Manichaean…Platonist dominated…(sic) Europeans…see humans as the purpose of
the planet”, while Indians take “a spatial or circular approach…” (like the circular motion of the
Mnidoo Mnising windmills on Manitoulin Island, above!) “and so see humans from within
existence” (Such romantic, ridiculous Walt Disney claptrap. Circularity and “eternal recurrence”
are staple concepts of all world religions and cultures. 32);
– The treaties were the result of the “remarkable generosity” of Indians. (See Treaties- Fairly
Made and Honourably Implemented, below, to see how sadly simplistic and wrong this is);
-Government lawyers act like “rapacious divorce lawyers…to get as much Aboriginal land as
possible”. (See The Emasculation of Crown Sovereignty, below, to see how mindless and
insulting on so many levels this statement is.);
-“Our governments don’t want Aboriginal people to be successful and prosperous”(!)
(see Treaties-Fairly Made etc. to see how far above and beyond the wording of the treaties the
Canadian people have generously gone).
Further examples:
-Our governments “bought the lands” from the Indians, and now “run them more or less as slum
landlords.”(?!);
-Indians “regularly outsmart the government at the Supreme Court.” (Such a shockingly juvenile,
unsophisticated statement from a gentleman who knows better.)
-The “partnership with Aboriginal peoples” was a prime cause of the Canadian social reform
movement. (No details provided for this total puzzler of a statement.);
-The Crown honour principle is “an Aboriginal contribution to justice for all Canadians”. (In fact
the compassion and empathy of the first Canadian treaty-makers, the British doctrine and sense
of fair play, the “white” lawyers and judges, the Anglo-Canadian courts and jurisprudence, all
essential parts of the “moral illumination” (Timothy Snyder, from Black Earth, above) of wellfunctioning state institutions, were and are almost entirely responsible for this doctrine. See
Treaties etc. below);
-The third world conditions on Indian reservations are all entirely the fault of non-Indian
Canadians. “The blame must be clearly assigned and assumed by Canadian society and its
governing institutions.” (No mention of the Indian Act or the dysfunctional, rentier-like, prestate, Indian band governance system. See Indian Reserves-Canada’s Gated Communities,
and Our Liberal Values, below.)
Mr. Saul’s solution to all that is tragically wrong and harmful in this profound area of Canadian
life is, like much else in his book, very simple: “What is needed is a serious transfer of
responsibility and money.” Not just a transfer, but a serious transfer. (Could that be any clearer?)
That’s it. No further details provided. Simple, elegant and incontrovertible, like Monty
Python’s solution to cure cancer and achieve world peace: to cure cancer, just go to medical
school, study the subject hard and then come up with the answer!; to achieve world peace,
everybody just start acting nice towards each other and world peace will be achieved! To solve
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the tragic social problems of Indians in Canada today, just seriously “transfer responsibility and
money” to Mr. Saul’s aboriginal “new elite” and then just stand back, get out of their way and let
them bring about the New Jerusalem for Aboriginals and all Canadians generally. Why don’t the
rest of us see just how simple it is?
Mr. Saul describes his Aboriginal “new elite” in rapturous, heroic, “New Men” terms: “smart,
tough, intellectually lean, rightfully angry young people.” But actually Mr. Saul is using creepy,
code-like, dog whistle, classically fascistic language here.
Regard how, disconcertingly, he seems to assert his and all other non-indigenous
Canadians’ moral inferiority before the supposed “authenticity” of indigenous Canadians. 33This
is so wrong! No man or woman is or ever was superior to any other man or woman simply and
solely because of his or her race! It’s shocking that this has to be said! To suggest otherwise is to
advance a racist trope!
Regard how eerily similar Mr. Saul’s implicit abasement of the non-indigenous and
corresponding exaltation of the indigenous feels to this passage from Robert Kaplan’s In
Europe’s Shadow, (above), describing 1930’s intellectual Mircea Eliade, who became
“thoroughly smitten” with the fascist Iron Guard leader Cornelia Zelea Codreannu:
Eliade in 1937 called the Iron Guard…”mainly a spiritual movement, meant to bring about the new man and,
pursuing our national redemption...alongside other wonders achieved through sacrifice, dedication, and creative
will, they have also laid the foundations of a Romanian elite.

Such creepy drivel-words used by Mr. Saul, and such creepy drivel-phrases used by
him, like “civilizational creativity”, and “new elite” do indeed conjure up recollections of
totalitarian, socialist-realism propagandist slogans and iconography, and the utopian fantasies
about Russian and international communism embraced for decades by many Western cultural
elites, where Stalin’s murder and enslavement of his own people and the people of many other
countries in Eastern Europe, like Romania, was basically excused as an unfortunate but perhaps
necessary phase in the inevitable and triumphant march of the new men “proletariat” towards the
paradise of a secular, class-free, heaven on earth.
The Polish philosopher Leszek Kolakowski, in his essay, Communism as a Cultural Force,
(from Is God Happy?-Selected Essays,34 from the perspective of having lived under Soviet
tyranny, described these deluded Western cultural elites thusly:
There was the fascination with barbarism that is sometimes found among intellectuals: what fascinated here was the
absolute beginning of a new era. a break with the past, freedom from the shackles of a bygone age. In Russia, as in
the West, this ethos of a culture unbound and unembedded, the (illusory, needless to add) freedom from inherited
tradition, the cult of youth unhampered by the burdens of history, the desire to shock, to epater la bourgeoisie–
all this too, made the Bolsheviks attractive. They represented the radically New; they were the hammer that would
smash the dragging, restrictive weight of the past.

In The Discovery of Chance, (referred to above), author Aileen M. Kelly’s great study of,
amongst other things, 19th century European thought, (a book that draws many relevant parallels
between Russian feudalism and the Canadian reserve system- see Indian Reserves- Canada’s
Gated Communities, below), Ms. Kelly narrates an intellectually thrilling debate between
Russian cultural giants Ivan Turgenev and Alexander Herzen about Russia’s relationship with
more “enlightened and advanced” Western Europe. Turgenev “takes down” Herzen, (unfairly
according to Ms. Bailey), partially as follows, with phraseology I believe applies to Mr. Saul
and all others like him, (such as Bob Rae, below), who would so cheaply and blithely diminish
and denigrate the great accomplishments and heritage of “the West”:
…you avert your eyes, stop up your ears- and with that ecstasy peculiar to all skeptics who have grown weary of
skepticism- with that special, ultrafanatical ecstasy, you keep talking about “spring freshness, blessed storms,” and
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so on. History, philology, statistics-all count for nothing with you: facts count for nothing…Meanwhile, your
spiritual pain, your weariness, your thirst to place a fresh snowflake on your parched tongue, makes you hit out at
everything that should be dear to Europeans and therefore to us: civilization, legality…

Finally, in regard to Mr. Saul’s emphasis on the youth of these new men aboriginals he touts so
highly, it is instructive to quote Robert Kaplan’s reference to the tragically realistic statement of
the profound, and old, late father of modern Russian letters, Alexander Solzhenitsyn:
Nations who worship youth are doomed, while those with ancestor cults last for ages.

But Mr. Saul’s “new elite” is in fact comprised of mainly utterly conventional, Canadian
taxpayer-dependent academics, “activists”, Indian industry lawyers, artists and writers, all
unelected to any public office and all with no discernible qualifications, experience, skills or
interest in the arts of government. Thomas King and Richard Wagamese are included. A young
early twenty-something, baggy jeans and ballcaps-on-backward, musical group, A Tribe Called
Red, originally from the North Bay area, “champions of urban youth, blending pow wow vocals,
drumming and electronic music.” is included. Even former Attawapiskat Chief Theresa Spence
seems to make Mr. Saul’s list, so that should doubly reassure Canadian taxpayers that his
proposed, no-strings-attached “serious transfer of responsibility and money” solution will work
out just fine.
This in fact fully-assimilated, fully integrated, “new elite” group of Indian-Canadians listed and
pictured in Mr. Saul’s book do indeed appear, in the main, to be intelligent and talented, with a
lot to offer our country. So again, it’s such a wasteful shame that such good and worthy
individuals all seem to be working for the harmful goal of more segregation and more “separate
but equal” status for Indian-Canadians, rather than for the fulfillment of Nelson Mandela’s goal
and vision of one set of laws for all races.
The Comeback, and another book partially about the aboriginal “issue” by a very famous and
able Canadian politician, Bob Rae, What Happened to Politics?, 35 illustrate the depressing and
tragic reality that ordinary, marginalized, powerless, much-put-upon aboriginal Canadians have
no true champion- no true advocate- no Martin Luther King, Nelson Mandela or William
Wuttunee- amongst the ranks of Canada’s intelligentsia- Canada’s social, political and
meritocratic elite.
If anyone could have been that true champion- that true advocate- it could have been Mr. Raebrainy, articulate, influential, committed to social justice, immensely capable- for decades a
charter member of all the country’s various aristocracies- a true “progressive”- a gentleman
seemingly always on the right side (that being the slightly left side) of every important Canadian
social and political issue that that has arisen over the past fifty years.
When Bob Rae talks people listen.
He has the position and the capacity to be a true champion of the cause of Aboriginal peoples, in
the way of Martin Luther King and Nelson Mandela . As a respected elder statesman of Canada,
he is amongst a small, select group of people “who have it in their power effectually to arouse
and enlighten the public sentiment,” a phrase from Bind Us Apart, above. There, a young,
idealistic Edward Coles remonstrated with Thomas Jefferson in 1814 for Jefferson’s refusal, on
the basis of his old age, to advocate publicly for the emancipation of slaves, even though he
privately believed in it. Coles wrote to him, saying:
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Elder statesmen are, in fact, “the only persons who have it in their power effectually to arouse and enlighten the
public sentiment.”

Ironically, in Canada today, the public sentiment is already enlightened. Tragically for the vast
majority of our Aboriginal peoples, it is our elder statesmen who are not.
In Canada, it seems that to be “enlightened” or “progressive” on this issue, in the usual, accepted
sense of these words, is apparently to advocate what is essentially merely a new and
improved utopian version of the oppressive and always dysfunctional no-matter-what status quo,
involving (perhaps) the abolition of the Indian Act, but with, at the same time, more “selfgovernment” for Indian bands permanently back-stopped by either the Canadian business sector
or the Canadian taxpayer, and new relationships based somehow on an ever-elusive,
never defined “nation to nation” concept, and on Indian bands constituting a virtually co-equal
third fount of constitutional sovereignty. (on this latter point, see for example, The Haida Nation
Case, c. 23, below.)
And Mr. Rae, tragically for the vast majority of ordinary, powerless, aboriginal Canadians, fits
this definition of “enlightened” or “progressive” exactly.
What a waste and a loss. Had he been an American in the 1960’s, especially given that he is a
lawyer, he would have been fighting for desegregation. Had he been a South African at that time
he would have been fighting to end apartheid. Had he been an Indian (from India) he would have
been fighting the caste system.
But here in Canada, he’s in essence a supporter of benign versions of all those scourges, and thus
he personifies the great mystery and paradox of Canada’s elite on this issue- the “Aboriginal
issue”- that they all virtually unanimously come down on the side of quasi-segregation- on the
side of the “separate but equal” (enhanced) status quo- on the side of illiberalism generally.
What’s Happened to Politics? sets out Mr. Rae’s views and opinions on the current state of
Canadian politics.
On general issues he says all the right things- that there be trust in the polity- that the citizenry
needs to be engaged- that the language of political discourse should be non-Orwellian- that
politicians should have and show some respect for the public mood- that politicians show
courage- that their decisions be based on “evidence”, not ideology or self-interest- and finally,
that the aboriginal situation is a “national shame”, is based on a broken model, and that the status
quo in relation to it is “unacceptable”.
Sounds good. So true. Nothing to disagree with so far.
But when it comes to applying, rather than merely stating, these self-evident truths- these reliable
bromides- Mr. Rae eschews them all.
In the chapter of his book called What’s Happened to Aboriginal Peoples in Canada? he
eschews them all in favour of a non-evidence-based, racism-accusing, “colonial duplicity”,
simplistic, blinkered view of Canada’s past- more or less mirroring John Ralston
Saul’s shallow and irrational The Comeback– the view that would constitute Mr. Rae’s own
immigrant grandparents as malevolent land thieves and participants in or supporters
of “institutional racism,” and “cooked up”, “ugly” and “dubious” treaties.
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Not content with, as did Mr. Saul, blithely insulting our forefathers and denigrating and
discounting our heritage, ( a heritage that he personally has so hugely benefited from), he insults
the majority of present-day Canadians by falsely stating that “a majority of Canadians do not see
(solving aboriginal issues) as a priority”.
He states that “the purely majoritarian theory of democracy is not good enough”, implying that
the majority of Canadians possess a mob-rule mentality, are reactionary and essentially antiIndian, and would stifle his and his fellow elites all-wise and beneficent approach to bettering the
condition of aboriginal Canadians. In this, he treats one of the founding principles of the Western
Enlightenment, equality under the law, as an inconvenience- an impediment- and:
…tries to overcome the other strand of our political heritage, majoritarianism, in favor of a nation of minorities and
groups each following its own beliefs and inclinations. In particular, the intellectual minority expected to enhance its
36
status, presenting itself as the defender and spokesman of all the others.

In fact it is the majority of Canadians who are more liberal and truly progressive than Mr. Rae
and his fellow minority elitists who are dictating the agenda and calling all the shots.
The majority of Canadians simply don’t share Mr. Rae’s minority elitist approach, which they
see as unwise and ineffective. They want race-free equality across the board with aboriginal
Canadians. They want legal integration. They reasonably believe that this is the best path
forward for Canada’s Indians. The majority is not being heard- is not, contrary to two of Mr.
Rae’s bromides, being either “engaged” or given “trust”. The majority is not being heeded- in
fact is not even being allowed to voice its views.
In fact this issue is being driven and dictated by a minority comprising Canada’s elites- including
Mr. Rae- is being driven by a minority elitist theory of democracy- where on a issue of this
importance, the majority is being asked for and being offered no say.
Mr. Rae’s stated views, largely unsupported by any references or authorities, like Mr. Saul’s The
Comeback, comprise mainly easy, moral high-horse, insulting, unargued persuasion. In
substance, Mr. Rae’s message, like Mr. Saul’s, is a ringing call for more “separate but equal”
laws, more quasi-apartheid “arrangements” involving Mr. Saul’s “serious transfer of
responsibility and money”, all with more racial apartness and discord between aboriginal and
non-aboriginal Canadians inevitably resulting.
Mr. Saul’s and Mr. Rae’s books are illustrative of the sad fact that rarely before has an oppressed
minority in a liberal society been so let down- so ill-served- so abandoned- albeit
unintentionally- by their social, political and meritocratic elites- as have been Canada’s
aboriginal peoples.
The Comeback and Mr. Rae’s What’s Happened to Aboriginal Peoples in
Canada? epitomize the irrational rejection by our non-Indian elites of our Western
Enlightenment heritage and values, a heritage and set of values which have created one of the
greatest, most humane civilizations in the recorded history of the world: Canada.
One of the greatest aspects of this fundamental humaneness of our heritage is its self-correcting
capability- its ability to self-examine, self-criticize and make course corrections.
An example of this is the very subject of this essay- our troubled history with our Indigenous
peoples.
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Even assuming, for the sake of argument, that all of the one-dimensional, finger-pointing authors
discussed above, including Messrs. Saul and Rae, are right about European racism, colonial
duplicity and all the other sins of omission and commission alleged, because of the inherent
nature of our Enlightenment-based culture and heritage, we have gone a long way towards
recognizing and acknowledging our wrongs and mistakes and attempting to correct them.
No other culture in world history, to my knowledge, has done that, or today, even exhibits the
capacity to do it.
Robert Hughes, (from whom this insight derives), wrote in relation to the abolition of slavery in
Western Europe and North America:37
Africa, Islam and Europe all participated in black slavery, enforced it, profited from its miseries. But in the end, only
Europe, (including here, North America), proved itself able to conceive of abolishing it; only the immense moral
and intellectual force of the Enlightenment, brought to bear on the hideous oppression that slavery represented, was
able-unevenly and with great difficulty-to bring the trade to an end.

The brilliant, humanist American playwright, Arthur Miller, made the same point, observing that
no other culture in world history has better evidenced “mankind’s will to evolve”, or
experienced so many positive eruptions of this glorious trait. 38
These same thoughts apply to Canada’s recent and present uneven, difficult but best-intended
efforts to ameliorate, however imperfectly, the still playing-out effects of our ancestors’
relationships and dealings with our indigenous peoples.
These best-intended efforts are a product of a culture and heritage that should be, rather than so
denigrated by our elites, extolled and celebrated far more than it is. We have something rare
here, which we could lose if our elites, including our political, academic and intellectual
elites, don’t stand up for it more.
The Comeback criticizes the “delusional European belief in the centrality of race.”
But in fact Western Europe and Canada are trying to move past and beyond the belief in the
centrality of race, as a casual glance at a newspaper and at Europe and Canada’s immigration
statistics show every day. Europe and Canada, overall, are trying, however haltingly, to
become racially indifferent. (Again, in the case of Canada, with the inexplicable exception of our
First Nations peoples!)
No, it is Mr. Saul, and his aboriginal “new elite”, and Mr. Rae, and all their supporters and
ideological kin who are race-obsessed, who insist on viewing life through a “racial lens”, who
reject our supreme Western values of racial harmony, inclusiveness and equality, who deny the
common, imperfect, but fulsome and beneficent, humanity of all Canadians, regardless of
mistakes made in the past, and regardless of race or origin.
Canadians want to move on from all that. Canadians want to dispense with the “civilizational
boxes”, (Amartya Sen, in Common Themes, below), based on race , religion and ethnicity, that
Mr. Saul and his “new elite” and that Mr. Rae seemingly want us all to be forever confined in.
Canadians want to move on towards a united, race-free, William Wuttunee- Nelson Mandelainspired, civic and political future where Canada is one big, single, equal home for all. It’s time
for Mr. Saul, Mr. Rae and the rest of our elites, Indian and non-Indian, to cease all this insulting,
divisive, glass-always-half-empty, race-obsessed talk and to start aligning themselves with these
higher, superior values and aspirations.
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13. THE END TIMES OF INDIAN
CULTURES IN CANADA
The crows tell me” he says to the few men left, “that I shouldn’t listen to my dreams, that I should only listen to the
crows and the Great Voice. But I can no longer ignore my dreams…my dreams tell me that it won’t be long,” he
says, “before fires consume this country.” The last of the donnes walk out. Aaron looks at us three Jesuits. “My
dreams tell me the end of this world I know is near. – Joseph Boyden, The Orenda.
The white man says that our customs are bad; and our own brothers who have taken up his religion also say that our
customs are bad. How do you think we can fight when our own brothers have turned against us? The white man is
very clever. He came quietly and peaceably with his religion. We were amused at his foolishness and allowed him to
stay. Now he has won our brothers, and our clan can no longer act like one. He has put a knife on the things that
1
held us together and we have fallen apart.-Chinua Achebe, Things Fall Apart.
2
The polytheist is oppressed and distracted by the variety of superstition. -Edward Gibbon
In our analysis of the breakdowns of civilizations, we found that the ultimate criterion and fundamental cause of
breakdown could be described as a loss of harmony which leads to the forfeiture by a society of its power of selfdetermination. – Arnold Toynbee, A Study of History3

The Royal Proclamation implicitly envisaged a somewhat harmonious and positive relationship
between Indians and new settlers as Canada grew. Indians would retain the bulk of the lands of
Canada (subject to what they might give up by sale or treaty), and would live on those lands
more or less separate and apart from non-Indians, which latter group would somehow be
confined to the areas already developed at that time, or about to be developed, in Quebec, the
Maritimes and southern Ontario (as they then were). Where there was to be new development it
would somehow remain quiet and orderly, with all parties interests somehow remaining intact.
There would be planned, legal and orderly development of this northern Arcady, with no group
falling out of or being expelled from this contemplated state of relatively static, sylvan harmony.
Unfortunately, but not unsurprisingly (ever onwards flows the river), the course of history after
1763 did not bear out these fond imaginings.
Firstly, as stated, America broke away from Great Britain, rendering the Royal Proclamation a
nullity in their western wilderness lands. The manner of American expansion, characterized by
settlers going first, followed very tardily by the law, resulted in a state of semi-anarchy, disorder,
confusion and vigilantism on America’s western frontier – a situation in which American
Indians fared wretchedly. Fear, greed and racism in this wide-open and uncontrolled
environment resulted in outright warfare, massacres, forced marches, fraud, broken treaties and
involuntary re-settlements. Many proud tribes were extinguished, their former existence today
only evidenced by geographic place names – Mohave, Illinois, Miami, Texas (Tejas), Natchez,
Kansa, Wichita, Cheyenne, Apalachee, Missouri, Iowa. In 1869 President Ulysses S. Grant, in
his Inaugural Address, bluntly told Native Americans that their days as a hunting and gathering
people were numbered and that he favored “civilization, christianization and and ultimate
citizenship” for them.4
In Canada, where development north-westward was slower, the dreams of Arcady took longer to
vanish.
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There was little migration of settlers away from the original New France base of Canada until the
mid-1800’s. During that calmer, initial period, when, to borrow a phrase from
American Christian essayist Marilynne Robinson, “history had not yet hardened”5around the
populations of Canada, and when the Hudson Bay Company and the fur trade still predominated,
the benevolent and just imaginings of the Royal Proclamation – that there could be progress and
development yet with Indians somehow being preserved from the debilitating effects of it –
seemed still possible.
But that theory only seemed to work for want of being properly tested. And when it was, it
failed. The effects of the operation of the historical norm of migration, conquest and assimilation
were just too all-pervasive and overwhelming.
In Canada, unlike in the United States, the manner of expansion and development westward was
characterized by the “law” first going out into the intended settlement lands, setting itself up, and
then permitting settlers to follow in and establish themselves – an early example of our proper
tendency towards “peace, order and good government.”
But once the surveyors, the mapmakers, the constabulary, the government officials and the rest
of the apparatus of British law and order had done their preparatory work – once the Hudson Bay
Company’s ownership of and monopoly over the western lands of Canada was ended in 1870 –
then ever-greater numbers of settlers and traders began to pour into the West.
The railroad was built.
As the inevitable result of all this the immediately destructive impact of European culture on precontact Indian cultures that first occurred in the 1600’s, and which had increasingly and
uninterruptedly occurred after that time, quickened and, for the Indians of Canada, reached its
pathos-filled, catastrophic climax in the mid-to-late 1800’s. This process and it’s sad finale was
described by Diamond Jenness, one of Canada’s most learned and compassionate scholars in this
field, in his book, The Indians of Canada, first published by The National Museum of Canada in
1932 (referred to in chapter 6 above, Pre-contact Indian Culture and the Shock of the New).
This work went through five subsequent editions and was last reprinted in 1972 (not
coincidentally, just about the time that “blood” and myth-based identity politics was kicking into
gear). For all that time it was regarded and used, in universities, government and elsewhere, as
the authoritative word on this subject.
This book is hard to find now and rarely referred to because it’s fact-driven – suffused with
inconvenient truths – rather than, as are most current works on the subject now, ideology-driven
and replete with convenient omissions and distortions – and its considered conclusions are now
too politically incorrect.
Dr. Jenness’ assertion that frequent famines, and the hardships and accidents incidental to
paleolithic life shortened the average life span of and caused a high death rate amongst precontact aboriginals is now deemed by modern aboriginal advocacy historians to be
“Eurocentric,” as if this and this alone is sufficient, without anything further, to disqualify it. It’s
also deemed by modern advocacy historians to be factually incorrect (with no cogent or coherent
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reasons given why this is so – their mere desire that it be so and their declaration accordingly
being seemingly sufficient for them), thus assuring the continued neglect of this important book.
The neglect of this great work is an example of what Marilynne Robinson calls “the principled
neglect of primary texts”. (From the essay Decline, in The Givenness of Things (above). The
shorter life span-higher death rate phenomenon is a good example of this. Dr. Jenness writes at
length about it, citing lack of proper food, lack of milk, lengthened lactation periods affecting
fertility, brutal and merciless warfare, slavery practises, uncertain food supplies causing
starvations, deliberate abandonment of “weaklings”, and women (who were lower in status and
deemed more expendable), and deliberate infanticide, particularly of baby girls.
High infant mortality, female infanticide, and famines, all due in the main to the economic conditions, kept the
hunting tribes down to a marginal level, so that many of them barely escaped extinction.

Dr. Jenness cited authorities for everything he says: other scholarly works, first-contact journals
of explorers, (Champlain, Hearne, Thompson), the Jesuit Relations. The reader acquires a feeling
of confidence in the competency and objectivity, to the extent possible, of the writer.
On the other hand, the same issue was dealt with by the modern scholar Arthur J. Ray, in his
book, An Illustrated History of Canada’s Native People. 6
Mr. Ray, with no cogent reasons given, and no authorities cited, in a merely declaratory fashion,
and as an example of “unargued persuasion” (See The Haida Nation Case, below), states that Dr.
Jenness was “plainly wrong” “We now know”, he says, that that wasn’t the case. (We do? How
do we know? On whose authority, other than his own mere say-so? He never says. A serious,
objective scholar should cite his authorities for such a statement.) “In fact” he says, “some
anthropologists suggest” (none actually mentioned, as they should be), that pre-contact
aboriginal societies were the “original affluent societies”. ( Affluent? – Walt Disney redux.) He
then blames low aboriginal populations on colonialism (predictably), and European-originated
epidemics, conveniently ignoring the fact that Dr. Jenness was confining his analysis to precontact aboriginal societies, and citing authorities who were citing pre-contact and contact-era
studies, journals and observations, when colonialism and epidemics were not a factor.
Mr. Ray also ignores contradictory aboriginal writings.
The late Ojibway writer, Basil Johnston, (referred to and admiringly described in The Essential
Humanity of the Migrators to Canada, above), in the Foreword he wrote to Dancing With a
Ghost- Exploring Indian Reality, by Rupert Ross,7 stated:
To set aside enough food to last them through the winter was what drove men and women to labour the summer
through till the first fall of snow. If they failed to store enough food, they and their families faced hardship and the
prospect of eating bark, frozen berries and moss.

In the book itself, the contents of which Mr. Johnston fully endorsed, Rupert Ross, referring to
pre-contact Indian life, stated:
Death by starvation was formerly one of the most powerful and cohesive forces in Native life…If people stepped out
of line, if they failed in their obligations of effort and excellence, they faced the immediate and occasionally fatal
response of nature…the threat of starvation was indeed a coercive force prompting obedience to the rules, and its
interventions were likely to be both swift and severe.

That Dr. Jenness’ book would get such a slighting, neglectful pass by someone like Mr. Ray,
who is regarded as a modern expert in this field, is evidence of the same kind of prevalent,
present-day, much lower-than-before, intellectual and academic standards, as is Indian
Horse, The Inconvenient Indian, The Comeback and Bob Rae’s slight and conflicted take on the
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situation in What Happened to Politics? (See The Essential Humanity of the Migrators to
Canada, above)
Equally damning to Mr. Ray’s credibility as an unbiased scholar is the fact that he failed to
mention William Wuttunee, the first aboriginal lawyer to, while he did not argue it, take a case
to the Supreme Court of Canada- an historic (!) and prideful accomplishment- or Ruffled
Feathers, or the intellectual and political divides and fallout caused by its publication. Yet he
mentions the publication of Harold Cardinal’s The Unjust Society -The Tragedy of Canada’s
Indians, the first cri-de-coeur of the burgeoning Indian-rights movement, which latter book was
one of the reasons Mr. Wuttunee wrote Ruffled Feathers, – to refute it-and which latter book Mr.
Wuttunee, in impressive, lawyer-like fashion, in my opinion, demolished point by point.
But the measure of a book’s current degree of political correctness, current popularity, use or
acceptance bears no relation to the truth or worth of its contents. And The Indians of Canada,
having been written before our present age, one characterized by a large decline of values and
standards in academic and public discourse, an age of officially-sanctioned untruths, especially
in this area, demands to be read and relied upon, even if only to consider what serious, caring,
informed Canadians were writing, speaking and thinking about this topic before our present era
of intellectually lightweight, conflicted, “advocacy” history and anthropology began (see the
excellent discussion of this in Disrobing the Aboriginal Industry, above) and before the implicit
censorship of free speech on this topic began.
Dr. Jenness wrote (in 1932):
The civilized world is intolerant of (primitive) peoples, whom it has neither the time nor the patience to protect and
train for three or four generations until they can bridge the gap between the old conditions and the new. So the world
is strewn with their wreckage….

He described the ills that contact with modern Europeans subjected Canada’s Indians to –
alcoholism, smallpox, typhus, tuberculosis, the destruction of their hunting and fishing grounds
(as stated, by themselves and by non-Indians), and perpetual inter-tribal warfare, conducted with
European weaponry, over an ever-shrinking land and food base- a tragic series of events, painful
to read, involving, during Great Britain’s approximately 200 year period of being in
charge, mainly unintended harm. (Dr. Jenness’ recitation of the historical events surrounding the
arrival of the white man, the incorporation of Indians into the capitalist world fur economy,
white man’s diseases, environmental destruction followed by famine, more diseases,
and ultimately, Indian cultural failure and collapse, was masterfully updated and harrowingly
particularized by scholar James Daschuk in Clearing The Plains (above).
Of the effect of Christianity Dr. Diamond, expanding on Edward Gibbon (above), brilliantly and
succinctly wrote:
…the nature worship of the Indians was too vague, too eclectic, to withstand the assault of a highly organized
proselytizing religion like Christianity, or to serve as a rallying ground for the bands and tribes that struggled
without guidance to adjust their lives afresh. The epidemic of smallpox hastened its downfall, for in those days of
trial and suffering that would have tested the strength of any religion the Indians called on their deities, their
guardian spirits and their medicine men in vain…When the missionaries of a dominant race can invoke the aid of
economic interests, they meet with little resistance from ill-organized religions. Although most of the tribes still
cling to some of their old superstitions and beliefs, all of them very quickly transferred their allegiance to one or the
other of the Christian churches….

Of alcohol he wrote:
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Whiskey and brandy destroyed the self respect of the Indians, weakened every family and tribal tie, and made them,
willing or unwilling, the slaves of the trading posts where liquor was dispensed to them by the keg. Even the fur
traders recognized its evils and gladly supported the government when it finally prohibited all sale to the Indians
under penalty of a heavy fine. Disease and alcohol demoralized and destroyed the Indians just when they needed all
their energy and courage to cope with the new conditions that suddenly came into existence around them.

With the destruction of the beaver resource and the buffalo herds came “war and confusion”
between the Indian tribes affected and, in the late 1880’s:
The buffalo herds at last failed to appear and the Indians, dying of starvation, had to accept unreservedly the
conditions laid down by the white man…No longer was each tribe a self-contained and self-supporting unit, but
from the Arctic to the Prairies and from the Atlantic to the Pacific all alike found themselves enmeshed in the
economic system forced upon them from without. One by one they ceded their territories to the invaders, and
wherever European colonization was proceeding, submitted to confinement on narrow reserves. The needs of the
colonists then became their needs also, and in place of their former self-sufficiency, they were reduced to purchasing
most of the necessities of life at European trading stores.

Dr. Jenness’ book makes for grim, pathos-filled reading in places, as exemplified above. Clearly
he was no Eurocentric triumphalist. Rather an honest humanist sadly but in clear-eyed fashion
dealing in facts and fact-based conclusions – something that is so rare in this area today.
So also did Peter Newman, in Caesars of the Wilderness,8 the second of his three-volume series
on the Hudson Bay Company. Describing the events surrounding the transfer of the Hudson Bay
Company lands to Canada, he wrote:
Least consulted and most directly affected of all were the Indian peoples. As land sales rather than fur barters
became the HBC’s prime concern, their traditional way of life lost its raison d’etre, and hunger was the result.
Indians begging for food at white settlements became a common sight, as did the sad sight of natives having to
subsist on a meagre diet of gophers caught by pouring water down their holes and snaring the tough little animals as
they emerged. On April 13, 1871, Chief Sweet Grass and a delegation of Plains Cree from the Edmonton and
Carlton House districts came in stately procession to address …the Chief Factor at Edmonton, asking him to
transcribe and submit a petition to the Governor at Fort Garry. “We heard our lands were sold and we did not like
it,” went the proclamation. “We do not want to sell our lands; it is our property, and no one has a right to sell them.
Our country is getting ruined of furbearing animals, hitherto our sole support, and now we are poor and want helpwe want you to pity us. We want cattle, tools, agricultural implements, and assistance in everything when we come
to settle-our country is no longer able to support us…Indian claims to the grasslands were gradually muffled, and the
interracial fur-trade partnership that had shaped day-to-day contact over most of a continent for much of two
centuries was irrevocably severed. A native heritage was regarded as a liability, not an asset, as tent towns grew into
villages and villages expanded into towns and cities. The buffalo herds were gone, their mournful bellowing
replaced by the echoing hoots first of steamboats and then of locomotives….

More recently these events were described by Richard Gwyn in Nation Maker:
Ottawa’s response to the loss of the buffalo was to pressure Indians to take up farming on their reserves as the only
way they could sustain themselves. The scale of the challenge the Indians faced was not understood then, nor is it
easy to comprehend it even in hindsight. In essence, the Plains Indians underwent a cultural catastrophe that
encompassed every aspect of their lives-not just the material and political, but the social, the economic, the spiritual,
the cultural, the psychological; each of these was either shattered or reduced to the redundant, the retrograde or, in
the eyes of many outsiders, the comic. It is not easy to identify any people anywhere who have had to cope with so
complete and swift an extinction of their way of life other than those defeated in war, occupied and reduced to
slavery. Perhaps the best intellectual analysis of this transformational trauma is that by the American philosopher
Jonathan Lear in his book Radical Hope. There, he explores the dimensions of a comment make by Chief Plenty
Coups of the Crow Nation that, after the buffalo disappeared, “Nothing happened.” Chief Plenty Coups was saying
9
that once the buffalo were gone, his people became like the living dead.

These three great writers, and James Daschuk in Clearing the Plains, tell a tragic and heartrending story. But while this tragic story should always be re-told and remembered, it should not
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be allowed to form the permanent, guilt-ridden basis of our present-day approach to fashioning
proper, long-range solutions to the serious, intractable problems facing Indians in Canada today.
Canada’s fiduciary duty towards Indians – the notion that Canada’s Crowns must always act
“honourably” towards them – properly and justly arose during those times and circumstances.
(My view of how this fiduciary duty should be discharged today – how Canada should best
exhibit honourable behaviour towards Canadian Indians in today’s modern context – is discussed
in Rethinking the “Honour of the Crown” Principle, below.)
The phenomenon of contact occurring between European cultures and previously isolated
“aboriginal” cultures, with the attendant negative effects on the latter, as it was happening in
accelerated fashion in Canada in the mid-1800’s, was happening at the same time in accelerated
fashion all over the world. The remote ancestors of those early humans who had first trekked out
of Africa 100,000 years ago were, like long lost cousins emerging from Sir David Cannadine’s
undivided past, all finally meeting up again.
The European imperial expedition transformed the history of the world: from being a series of isolated peoples and
10
cultures , it became a history of a single, integrated human society.

Africa was being overrun by European powers. Imperial Russia was invading and conquering the
areas to the south and east of it, dealing with the resisting locals mainly in the brutal Spanish
fashion. (The causes of recent Chechen guerrilla attacks on Russians can be traced to that.)
China, historically always an expansionist power, had expanded into Tibet and Central Asia.
China itself, along with the rest of east and southern Asia, was being colonized by European
powers.
No corner of the earth was left untouched or unchanged by this, and, more particularly, almost
all aboriginal societies still remaining in the world at the time were, in terms of the maintenance
of their pre-contact viability, affected in the same tragic, heart-breaking, world-ending ways as
were Canada’s Indians.
The shock and ineffable sadness inherent in the collapse and abrupt end of a formerly confident,
purposeful, violent, sensual, mystical, rigidly patriarchal and code-bound, clan-based, tribal
world- almost immediately after contact with Europeans and their trade goods, ships and soldiers,
missionaries, laws, medicines, schools and all else good and bad- is poignantly and unforgettably
portrayed in Chinua Achebe’s aptly named African novel, Things Fall Apart, (above), the title
from Yeats’ famous couplet from The Second Coming:
Things fall apart; the centre cannot hold,
Mere anarchy is loosed upon the world.

That the events described in Things Fall Apart, and The Orenda represent an historical norm
doesn’t make them any less difficult to process or accept.
The 1800’s was the last, great age of European expansion and hegemony – the zenith of
European world power and influence. What was happening then was in effect an earlier variation
of the globalization movement – the epitome of permanent, irreversible, social dislocation and
change for us all. As always, the world was on the move.
But in that era – an era unprecedentedly mechanical and industrial – an era constituting a
complete quantum break with man’s rural, agrarian past – the world was moving faster and
farther than it had ever moved before, as if the flow of time’s river was being speeded up by
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rapids and waterfalls. And, as always, when technologically and organizationally dominant
peoples migrated, less powerful, less organized and less technologically-proficient peoples in
their way, like Canada’s Indians, got badly hurt.
Canadian Indians were indeed profoundly affected by this process, as poignantly described by
Messrs. Jenness, Newman, Gwynn and Daschuk. But, as stated, so were the remaining aboriginal
societies the world over. And the process itself, being a world-wide phenomenon and being a
constant of history, was and is, viewed in a properly larger, informed and realistic historical
frame of reference, as stated (but which cannot be emphasized enough, so little do we ever hear
it stated at all!) an impersonal, morally neutral one, particularly with reference to our Canadian
experience, given the relatively benign, compassionate and honourable way the process has
unfolded here.
To a large degree, with this essay, for the sake of intellectual honesty and real progress for
Indians going forward, I am trying to reduce the overwhelming focus
on indiscriminately ascribing moral blame for the tragic situation of Indians in Canada today.
Canada did indeed engage in blameworthy conduct at times. For instance, in Clearing the Plains,
James Daschuk tells of the Canadian government’s heartless, shameful and inhuman decision in
the 1880’s “to use food as a means to control the Indian population to meet its development
agenda rather than as a response to a humanitarian crisis.”
But overall, Canada, over the span of its history, has acted relatively decently. In this regard I’m
with aboriginal activist, writer and lawyer William Wuttunee, who wisely and compassionately
wrote in Ruffled Feathers:
It was not entirely the fault of the non-Indian Canadians that such conditions (the social problems of Indians) exist.
It was a combination of factors of that particular period in history.

But if the blame game needs to be played, it’s a game that goes both ways.
Nobody forced Indians to adopt- to “culturally appropriate”- European ways and means, and
forego their own.
Nobody forced their chiefs, elders and leading men to agree to enter into military alliances with
Europeans, and to use their powerful, new European allies, and all their awesome and
revolutionary instruments of war, against their traditional Indian enemies.
Nobody forced them to enter into extensive, embroiling and ultimately dependency-inducing
trade arrangements and agreements with Europeans.
It’s wrong, and too easy, to put all the blame for the collapse and dissolution of pre-contact
indigenous culture on Europeans and non-Indian Canadians.
If people are so insistent on applying the concept of moral blame to all aspects of this great
Canadian tragedy, (I’m basically against it as being mainly ill-founded, wearying, stale, flat and
unprofitable), the indigenous peoples, as penance for the “sin” of simply being human, have to
bear some of this blame.
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But fundamentally, neither side can be justly “blamed” here. The essence of tragedy is the pathos
of human fallibility- of simply being human.
In tragic life…
11
No villain need be: Passion spills out the plot.

These tragic world changing events constituted history simply being history- people being
people- events that we as a country have to view more realistically and honestly and, as a
country, not let hamper us from doing the right things today – the courageous things – for the
betterment of Canada’s Indians and Canadians as a whole.

1. Anchor Books, 1994, Nigeria’s Chinua Achebe’s great and heart-breaking 1959 novel of African tribal
cultural and civilizational collapse almost immediately upon contact with European culture .
2. The Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire, chapter 50
3. Arnold Toynbee. A Study of History. Weathervane Books, 1972.
4. Ron Chernow, Grant, Penguin Press, New York, 2017
5. From McGuffey and the Abolitionists, in The Death of Adam, Essays on Modern Thought, Picador,
New York, 1998
6. Key-Porter Books, 2010
7. Octopus Publishing Group, 1992
8. Peter Newman. Caesars of the Wilderness. Viking Books, 1987.
9. Like Visigoth Chief Athanaric, long defiant of Rome and long refusing to amalgamate with Roman
civilization. In 381 A.D. he was chased out of his former Dacian homeland by the Huns, and forced to
seek refuge in Constantinople. There, after only a few months, “he died broken-hearted, it may be at
the collapse of his barbarian state, or more probably, pining away, as the American Indian pines, in
contact with a higher and more complex civilization.” (From Thomas Hodgkin’s above-referenced The
Barbarian Invasions of the Roman Empire, first published in 1880.
10. Yuval Noah Harari, Sapiens, above
11. English novelist George Meredith, quoted in Alexander Solzhenitsyn- A Century in His Life, by D.M.
Thomas, St. Martin’s Press, New York, 1998
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14. THE MYTH OF NATION TO NATION
DEALINGS
Band: a group of people with a common purpose or sharing a common feature.
Tribe: a social division in a traditional society consisting of linked families or communities with a common culture
and dialect. – Oxford English Dictionary
Aboriginal peoples in Canada project the concept of nation backwards into a pre-civilized past; they have tiny
populations; they do not control a contiguous territory; they are internally divided among dozens or hundreds of
different collective identities; and they receive only support from scattered intellectuals for their assertions of
sovereignty. -Tom Flanagan, First Nations? Second Thoughts
It is a sad irony that it is likely that the only reason any weak version of “nation” continues among the larger tribes is
because of the historic oppression and isolating effects of the Indian Act and related policies, without which
1
Indianness might well have disappeared by now. -Gordon Gibson
The homeland, the myth of the homeland, becomes a fundamental value for those who have nothing else.2
Andrej Stasiuk

Modern Indian leaders propagate the general falsehood that the treaties their forefathers entered
into with Canada were the result of “nation to nation” dealings, in the sense of two sovereign,
independent nation-states entering into a treaty agreement and then, subject to the carrying out of
the treaty obligations incurred, carrying on as before on their own sovereign, independent tracks.
An example of this occurred recently in respect of the implementation of the harmonized sales
tax in Ontario, which caused Indians for the first time to in effect be subject to the 8% provincial
sales tax (now part of the HST). Indian leaders protested (ultimately successfully) their inclusion
in this as a violation of their “sovereignty.”
Patrick Madahbee, formerGrand Council Chief of the “Anishnabick Nation,” a political alliance
and lobby group of Robinson-Huron treaty bands, stated in January, 2010 in a Northern Ontario
newspaper, the Espanola Mid-North Monitor, that “…First Nations are not subjects of the
Crown, and that First Nations citizens do not have to pay taxes to any other nation.3 As the
article went on to say:
Madahbee and other First Nations leaders at the special Assembly of First Nations meeting in Ottawa unanimously
passed a resolution reaffirming their sovereignty as Nations as reflected in the treaty relationships with the Crown.
The resolution also declares that First Nations have never relinquished or surrendered their sovereignty or autonomy
to
the
governments
of
France,
Britain,
Canada
or
provincial
governments.
…The 13 per cent HST is considered a major assault against First Nations, according to Serpent River First Nation
Chief Isadore Day.
…First Nation tax immunity is derived from its nation -to -nation relationship with the Crown……Day further
added this directly impacts other areas such as First Nations citizenship and mobility rights.
“This tax grab will directly impact those that are already in poverty. The real issue here is the unilateral nature of
another government’s imposition that impacts all of our citizens, on and off reserve lands.”

The immediately above well summarizes this false, even mythological, historical view of the
original treaties that Indian elites, and the Indian industry generally, are currently propagating.
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And, as non-Indian Canadians continue to cower in silence in this whole area of Canadian life,
such unchallenged, false assertions about Canadian history and the resulting legal situation of
Indians in Canada today, as those made above by former Chiefs Madahbee and Day, are
becoming more prevalent and getting ever more wild, grandiose and delusional.
They need to be countered, but no one seems to be willing to, even though most people know
they’re ridiculous. Canada’s governing classes and our academic and media elites – the people
ordinary Canadians in the past instinctively looked to for leadership and to “mind the store” on
such matters – are all floundering in this ridiculous folly – are all failing the Canadian citizenry
in this regard by refusing or neglecting to, in every case where these false and self-serving claims
come to their attention, quickly and strongly challenging them and, in some cases, chastising
those asserting them.
Polemic on one side, virtual silence on the other.

(Marilynne Robinson, from her essay, Memory, in The Givenness of Things,4in her case referring
to “liberals” too cowardly to publicly stand up for their principles, and to Christian leaders
remaining passively silent in the face of the hijacking of true Christianity by the American right
for crass political and monetary purposes.)
Because the longer these intellectually juvenile assertions go unchallenged- the more they are
foolishly and irresponsibly conceded intellectual and political legitimacy- the more our nonIndian elites choose “a negative peace which is the absence of tension to a positive peace which
is the presence of justice”-5then the more they become thoughtlessly regarded as received truths.
And so the greater the sense of entitlement engendered by them becomes. This in turn hardens
and emboldens the expectations and demands of Indian elites- (as witnessed by the recent lawsuit
by the Maniwaki Quebec, Algonquin band against Ottawa and Ontario claiming ownership of
Parliament Hill! What an outrageous, over-reaching insult to their fellow Canadians!) -makes
fundamental reform that much more of a messy and daunting concept – that much more to undo
– that much more of a reckoning for frightened politicians to avoid and delay.
(In Ontario, First Nations bands, over the entire span of McGuinty/Wynn Liberal government
rule, rarely heard the word “no” from Queen”s Park. As described extensively in this essay, (well
below), it was a continuous, reckless giveaway by Government to Indian bands. The new
Conservative Douglas Ford government is now, in various small ways, saying “no”, and trouble
is upon us.)
It’s the civic duty and responsibility of all of us, especially our governing classes, to challenge
these false assertions at every opportunity- “Public discussion is a political duty”6-just as it’s our
and their duty and responsibility to defend our non-Indian ancestors and their legacy, which we
are all irresponsibly failing to do.
And meanwhile, while politicians and other Canadian leaders naively buy into this delusional
talk, (such as in November 2015 newly-elected Prime Minister Justin Trudeau writing a
“Mandate Letter” to his new Minister of Justice, Jody Wilson-Raybould, advising her that it is
time for a “renewed , nation to nation relationship with Indigenous Peoples, based on recognition
of rights, respect, co-operation and partnership.”), or fiddle, fidget and bite their tongues, and by
their timid silence contribute to the further debasement of the public discourse, the further
demoralization of our non-Indian citizenry, the further erosion of Crown sovereignty, the further
alienation of non-Indians from politics, and the further diminishment of their own moral right to
govern and to be entrusted with positions of leadership and power, – all of this worsening the
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present dysfunctional situation – the suffering of the vulnerable vast majority of Indians
continues and increases, and Canada’s national tragedy compounds even more.
The Oxford Dictionary defines “nation” as follows:
An aggregate of persons so closely associated with each other by common descent, language or history as to form a
distinct race or people, usually organized as a separate political state and occupying a definite territory. In early
examples the racial idea is usually stronger than the political; in recent use the notion of political unity and
independence is more prominent.

The Indians who signed the treaties constituted “nations” only in the early racial, linguistic and
people-of-common-experience sense of the word. They were cultural/racial “nations” only.
Great Britain or Canada, as the case was, signed the treaties as nations in the more recent
political, sovereign, precisely-defined territory, “nation-state” sense of the word.
Even the concept of the nation-state itself is coming under serious question. Sir David
Cannadine, in The Undivided Past, described nation-states as “imagined communities…
transient, provisional, ephemeral, made-up associations, encompassing a multitude of shifting
boundaries and subjective identities-but never for long.” He further wrote:
Taking the long view and a cosmopolitan perspective, it is clear that in recent times, nation-states and national
identities have for the most part appeared, vanished, and re-emerged so frequently and so variously as to cast serious
doubt on nationality’s past and present claims to being some sort of platonic ideal of human affiliation or even the
preeminent and most enduring form of human solidarity.

These are cautionary words about all forms of the “nation” or the “nation-state.
It’s a clever bit of sophistry for modern Indian leaders to talk of there having been “nation to
nation” dealings, and just leave it at that, assuming (usually correctly) that no one will dare to
challenge them and point out that it was in fact a situation of very small, semi-nomadic, band and
clan-oriented Indian cultural/racial aggregates on the one hand, treating with the large, modern,
sophisticated British or Canadian nation-state on the other hand – a complete apples dealing
with an orange situation – political mice dealing with a political elephant.
Traditional anthropologists, that is, those working and publishing before the present antiintellectual, co-opted era of advocacy “scholarship,” suggest that “the family hunting group,
(being) a kinship group united by blood or marriage, having the right to hunt, trap and fish in a
certain inherited district bounded by some lakes, rivers or other natural landmarks,” was the main
social unit of the tribes of eastern Canada.7
In the political context “nation” is an English word of Latin derivation with a relatively precise
nation-state meaning. It’s unlikely that the ancient Canadian-Indian languages ever had or have
now their own word of similar meaning. It’s also unlikely that the word “nation” can even be
accurately translated into any of those ancient languages, so foreign was the concept of the
nation state to pre-contact Indians.
There can’t be a “nation” in the modern nation-state sense of the word when the highest loyalty
of members of it is to other members of their same extended family. That’s characteristic of a
small tribe, band or clan only- not a “nation” in the modern sense of the word. The situation may
have been a little different in western and northern Canada, but not so much as to constitute any
of the Indian groups or tribes in Canada at the time of the original treaties as nation-states, or as
nations generally, in any modern sense of the word.
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Consider the Robinson-Huron Treaty of 1850 as an example. It specifically refers to treaty
money being paid annually to the chiefs “and their tribes.” The words of surrender in the treaty
say that:
…the said Chiefs and their principal men, on behalf of their respective tribes or bands…” surrender their lands to
the Crown. The retained right to hunt and fish over the surrendered lands is retained by the “Chiefs and their
tribes….

The Serpent River reserve, of which Mr. Day was Chief, was the seventh on the list of seventeen
reserves created by the treaty. It is stated to be reserved for former Chief Day’s predecessor,
Chief Windawtegawini “and his band” – not “and his nation.” The phrase “and his band” is used
in the description of all seventeen reserves created.
At the beginning of the “augmentation clause”, (see discussion of same in chapter 16 below), the
treaty states in part:
The said William Benjamin Robinson, on behalf of Her Majesty, who desires to deal liberally with all her subjects,
further promises and agrees etc etc…(italics added)

By signing the treaty the Indians acknowledged that they were “subjects” of the Crown. One
can’t be a subject of the Crown of Canada- or, in modern parlance, a citizen of Canada- and at
the same time assert that one is a subject or a member of another separate, independent nation.
This question was addressed early in the history of the United States. In 1831, in Cherokee
Nation vs. Georgia, Chief Justice John Marshall of their Supreme Court described tribes like the
Cherokee as “domestic dependent nations.” He further wrote:
They occupy a territory to which we assert a title independent of their will, which must take effect in point of
possession when their right of possession ceases. Meanwhile they are in a state of pupilage. Their relation to the
United States resembles that of a ward to his guardian.
They look to our government for protection; rely upon its kindness and its power; appeal to it for relief to their
wants; and address the president as their great father. They and their country are considered by foreign nations, as
well as by themselves, as being so completely under the sovereignty and dominion of the United States that any
attempt to acquire their lands or to form a political connection with them would be considered by all as an invasion
8
of our territory and an act of hostility.

These words are apt to the situation of Indian bands in Canada.
William Robinson, in his report to his superiors on the treaty,9 wrote that there were only 1422
Indians inhabiting all of the Lake Huron area, “including probably two hundred half-breeds; and
when I paid the Indians they acknowledged they knew of no other families than those on my
list.”
Seventeen different band chiefs, representing all the bands from Penatanguishine to Batchawana
Bay on Lake Superior signed the treaty, meaning that each Chief signed for a band of only about
85 people! 85 people, or 1422 people in total, can’t make up a nation in the modern nation-state
sense of the word that current Indian leaders like Chiefs Madahbee and Day incorrectly use it.
That was the case then and it’s still the case today, even with respect to the mainly British
Columbia Indian bands, with their Tsilhcot’in created aboriginal title, which have not yet signed
treaties with Canada.
As Globe and Mail columnist Jeffrey Simpson wrote in 201010 in relation to the air-evacuation to
Sudbury of the population of Kashechewan because of contaminated drinking water there (that
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action, of course not prescribed by any treaty, being another example of the full and faithful
carrying out by Canada of the Crown honour principle):
Dozens of Kashechewans are scattered throughout Northern Ontario and many exist all across Canada: clusters of
native people living on unforgiving land, far from urban centres, yet asked by their leaders to be treated as “nations”.
The rhetoric is uplifting, but the task is insuperable by dint of small numbers, isolated locations and forbidding
geography that would render the most skilled among us incapable of building a functioning economy, let alone the
bare superstructure of a modern government. The royal commission on aboriginal affairs, established by the
Mulroney government, took up the cause of these “nations” and designed an entire parallel political superstructure
of “nation’ to ‘nation” dealings. That the majority of these nations had fewer people than a small Saskatchewan
town and that many of the members had drifted into cities, did not seem to matter within the commissioners dream
palaces.

Commissioners dream palaces. And indigenous “nations” that are castles in the air.
“Castles in the air do not require very rigid foundations; their enchantment lies in the fact that they are built on
11
almost nothing.”

The negotiations that are presently going on with Indian bands in Canada, whether in relation to
land claims, treaty entitlements or entering into treaties themselves, are not modern “nation to
nation” negotiations. They are negotiations which our Crowns honourably choose to participate
in between the remains of small, tribal, cultural/racial aggregates and the nation-state of Canada.
They should be viewed and conducted accordingly.
Political nations, the highest form of which is the nation-state, are the product of a certain type of
historical evolution characteristic of post-tribal societies. This evolution never occurred with
respect to Canada’s pre-contact, essentially stone-age culture Indian peoples, nor did it occur
between the time of contact and the time of the original treaty era. Nor has it occurred to date.
Political nation-states are characterized by features not present in mere bands, tribes or cultural
nations. In Empires and Barbarians, referred to above, Peter Heather describes and analyses the
phenomena that occurred to cause semi-nomadic tribes, relatively primitive cultural nations, to,
after the fall of the Western Roman Empire, eventually evolve and develop into the political
nations, which, by about 1000 A.D, became the basic national, political building blocks of
modern Europe.
He asked and attempted to answer the question: “what features (ephemeral in the mind of Sir
David Cannadine or not) have to be present for a political state to be formed?” Some of his
conclusions:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

a large scale, regionally-based political structure
a bureaucracy
a defined border with means of defending it, e.g. fortifications
an unequal social and political hierarchy ruled by a king
a central authority
political consolidation
architecture and permanent buildings
an ending of local groupings such as tribes
private property
taxation
a nobility- “optimates”- hangers-on who profit by their proximity to the leader
heritable leadership
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

heritable dynastic power
a literate elite
a unifying ideology- “ideological cement”
“national” efforts, e.g. predatory expansion
a structured religion
a military retinue in charge of an army
permanent military machines
wealth accumulation and preservation mechanisms
material surpluses
an increase in the amount of movable wealth
patronage
minimum internal movement
a core of towns and villages
a core and a periphery distinct in population density and economic organization
forest clearing for farming
increased agricultural production
agricultural surpluses
an unfree class to provide services
exploiting outsiders
metallurgy
international trade
trade networks
permanent and visible transportation and communication networks
permanent, monumental grave sites.

In First Nations? Second Thoughts Tom Flanagan described many of the same factors as being
prerequisites for the establishment of a “civilization,” as that term is commonly used and
understood by historians, of which the political state is one of the highest expressions.
The pre-state societies of the Indians of Canada at the time of contact and still, when the treaties
were signed, lacked almost all of the above features. If, at the time of the making of the treaties,
they exhibited any of those features that was more likely than not as a result of absorbing them
from European culture; for example, a structured religion – Christianity – and the permanent
grave site beside the reserve church. There might be the odd exception as to one or two of those
features perhaps applying in some degree to a particular Indian cultural/racial aggregate, but in
no case to the degree where that aggregate could be said to have evolved out of the pre-state
condition that was prevalent and characteristic of all the Indians of Canada when the treaties
were signed – and still is the case today!
Examining in more detail the events and circumstances surrounding the making of some of the
treaties themselves highlights and confirms that in no way was the making of the treaties a result
of political nation to political nation dealings. Also, looking at what actually occurred when
some of the treaties were signed, how and why the parties came together, what different people
actually said – looking at what some of the treaties themselves actually say – confirms that,
contrary to what Indian leaders like chiefs Madahbee and Day, as they then were, said, these
were no “nation to nation” dealings. These were pathos-filled de facto, surrender talks between
small, broken tribes of cultural nations only, and a powerful, modern, political nation-state.
Finally, examining some of the treaty-signing processes can also better inform and guide our
views and approaches to attempting to better the situation of Indians in Canada today.
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1. From A New Look at Canadian Indian Policy -Respect the Collective -Promote the Individual, above.
2. From the Introduction to Joseph Roth’s The Emperor’s Tomb, a novel about the dissolution of the
Austrian-Hungarian Empire and the relative social stability and safety lost as a result – but one
example of tragic and irretrievable human change and cultural loss. Granta Books, London, 2013
3. Rosalind Raby, Anishinabek Launch Campaign Against ‘Illegal, Immoral’ Tax, Espanola Mid-North
Monitor, 27 January 2010.
4. HarperCollins Publishers Ltd, 2015
5. From Martin Luther King’s famous Letter From Birmingham Jail
6. United States Supreme Court Justice Louis Brandeis, quoted in Free Speech, Big Money, Bad
Elections, by David Cole, The New York Review of Books, November 5th, 2015
7. See Cultural Ecology, edited by Bruce Cox, Carleton Library, 1973.
8. Decision excerpted in Lapham’s Quarterly, Rule of Law, Spring 2018
9. Alexander Morris. The Treaties of Canada With the Indians. Coles Publishing Company, 1979. This
seminal book is the source reference for all the treaty extracts, quotes, reports and commentaries in
this essay.
10. The Globe and Mail, 28 October 2010.
11. Patrick Leigh Fermor, from Mani, excerpted in Words of Mercury, above.
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15. THE TREATIES: FAIRLY MADE AND
HONOURABLY IMPLEMENTED
The question of the relations of the Dominion of Canada to the Indians of the North-West is one of great practical
importance. The work, of obtaining their good will, by entering into treaties of alliance with them, has now been
completed in all the region from Lake Superior to the foot of the Rocky Mountains. As an aid to the other and
equally important duty-that of carrying out, in their integrity, the obligations of these treaties, and devising means
whereby the Indian population of the Fertile Belt can be rescued from the hard fate that otherwise awaits
them, owing to the speedy destruction of the buffalo, hitherto the principal food supply of the Plains Indians, and
that they may be induced to become, by the adoption of agricultural and pastoral pursuits, a self-supporting
community- I have prepared this collection of treaties made with them…treaties…securing the goodwill of the
Indian tribes, and by the helpful hand of the Dominion, opening up to them, a future of promise, based upon the
foundations of instruction and the many other advantages of civilized life. – Alexander Morris, Preface to his The
Treaties of Canada With the Indians, 1880
A great injustice is being done to Indian people if we tell them that the white man did not keep his promises under
the treaties…We must therefore make every effort to re-educate all Canadians to the facts of history. The federal
government has kept its promises under the treaties. -Aboriginal AFN founder, activist, writer, lawyer, William
1
Wuttunee, 1971

Ordinary Canadians often read and are told that the Indians of Canada are the victims of
fraudulently or coercively-induced treaties, which even then were afterwards broken by the
Crown, and that this is a large part of the cause of their present troubles.
But an examination of some of the treaties entered into in the latter part of the nineteenth
century and the circumstances around the signing of them shows that generally this is not true.
With respect to the implementation of the treaties, Canada and our provincial governments have
more than just honoured them. Over the many years since they were signed they have, even
though there are well-recorded and, to me, over-emphasized, exceptions to this, generally
followed them to the letter. They have, in addition, in more than reasonable fulfilment of their
fiduciary and “Crown honour” obligations, generously granted countless, significant, additional
benefits to Indians, over and above the treaties, for which there is no basis whatsoever in the
wording of the treaties themselves, and which go far beyond the original intent of them.
The 1969 Trudeau White Paper acknowledged this, saying:
The terms and effects of the treaties between the Indian people and the government are widely misunderstood. A
plain reading of the words used in the treaties reveals the limited and minimal promises which were included in
them…The significance of the treaties in meeting the economic, educational, health and welfare needs to the Indian
2
people has always been limited and will continue to decline.

In this way and others, Canadians, through our governments, have acted generously and more
than honourably in the implementation of the Crowns’ obligations under them.
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As evidenced by the websites of Indigenous Services Canada and Crown-Indigenous Relations
and Northern Affairs Canada Canadian taxpayers provide to Canada’s Indians free medical care,
free dental care, massive grants for reserve infrastructure, funding for schools, grants for postsecondary education, special business start-up loan programs, housing assistance grants and loan
guarantees, business loan guarantees, programs for Indian youth and women, employment
initiatives, funds for Indian land claims lawsuits against themselves, funds for the bulk of their
“consult and accommodate” expenses (see below), funds for the various associations and
federations that make up such a large and vocal part of the lobbying sector of the Indian industry,
funding urban Friendship Centres, funding television and radio programs for Indians; even a
33% discount on VIA rail fares when travelling in western Canada.
None of these things are called for by any treaty.
A local, Sudbury-Manitoulin area example of this generosity on the part of non-Indian Canadians
is the Manitoulin Hotel and Conference Centre, a new hotel recently built in Little Current (the
first new hotel built there in over a hundred years) by a group of Manitoulin Island Indian bands.
All the money to build this beautiful facility originated from the Canadian taxpayer or from
institutional loans, (as of 2015 there were over $7,000,000 in mortgages registered against the
property), all ultimately financially guaranteed by the Canadian taxpayer.
These programs and initiatives constitute only a few examples of the very honourable way the
dealings of non-Indian Canadians, through their governments, have gone, and continue to
go, way beyond the letter, spirit and original intent of the old treaties.
In fact, so relatively generous and in good faith have our Crowns and the Canadian people been
in relation to honouring the treaties and in fulfilling the “honour of the Crown” towards Indians,
that the possession of official, legally-recognized Indian status in Canada, rather than being seen
as something undesirable- something representing some denigrated or hard-done-by status- has,
due to the material advantages attached to it, become something to be prized and sought after!
Newfoundland and Canada recently created a rather fictitious, non-land based “First Nation” in
Newfoundland, complete with Indian Act status, for the descendants of Micmacs who once
inhabited the island. They expected about 10,000 people to apply for Indian status. They got over
100,000 applicants, the majority of whom had either no Indian ancestry whatsoever or no ties to
any Indian community or lifestyle, and no Indian “sensibility”.
Clearly these 100,000 people considered an Indian status card as something devoutly to be
wished for, something of great economic value in today’s modern Canada.
The same thing will happen with the August, 2019 implementation of the federal Liberal
government’s Bill S-3, which restores Indian status to all live former “Indian” women who had
lost their status as the result of marrying a non-Indian, and will grant Indian status to the
descendants of those women- children, grandchildren, great grandchildren. Hundreds of
thousands of hitherto relatively content non-Indians will rush to claim their unexpected genetic
lottery win by applying for status cards, and thereby becoming, literally overnight, instant
Indians. And all at the further expense of the Canadian taxpayer. As the National Post reported:
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Once the new rules are extended back to the 1800’s, the budget watchdog estimates that 670,000 people will be
eligible to claim status, though just 270,000 are expected to apply. According to the report, the government will
3
ultimately pay an additional $407 million annually in health care and other benefits for new status Indians.

So prized is the Indian status card, or, more to the point, so prized are the rights, entitlements,
and expectations that it confers and symbolizes, that no mildly self-interested, dependencymindset, Canadian person with the slightest trace- be it DNA, “self-identifying”, “sharing a
native hereditary base” or otherwise- of aboriginality, (is that a word?- it is now), in his or
her background would want to leave home without it.
Well in addition to the above Indian status, modern add-ons, there are now 600,000 more such
expectant, Indian-want-to-be’s- no, Indian-Canadians– all brought into a somewhat vaguelydefined legal existence by our very compassionate, highly “native” blood-conscious, Supreme
Court of Canada, which institution, in this area of Canadian life, never fails to err on the side of
the diminishment of Crown sovereignty, the erosion of our tax and revenue base, and of the
expansion of financial obligations owed by non-Indian Canadians to Indian Canadians. (see for
example, The Haida Nation Case and Dancing With Danegeld, below.)
In Daniels vs. Canada (Indian Affairs and Northern Development, (“Daniels“), 4the Supreme
Court rather briefly and breezily, on somewhat flimsy legal and historical grounds, declared that
Canada’s 400,000 Metis and 200,000 non-status Indians are now all “Indians” under federal
jurisdiction- and thus are potential beneficiaries of the fiduciary obligation Canada owes to
“Indians”- and thus are all entitled to legitimately demand all the same rights and entitlements
from the Canadian taxpayer that status Indians now possess. (There were about 700,000 status
Indians in Canada before these 2016 and 2019 revolutionary expansions of the category.)
The Court reasoned that because Metis and non-status Indians “have been deprived of significant
funding for their affairs”, and “have no one to hold accountable for an inadequate status quo,”
that that is a reason, in and of itself, why they should be declared to be “Indians”, seeming to
ignore or forget the fact that all non-Indian Canadians are so “deprived”, and
that all Canadians, Indian and non-Indian in fact have their elected representatives to be held
accountable for whatever they perceive to be their “inadequate status quo.” They’re not
“deprived” any more than any other Canadians. They’re simply equal under the law– a state that
our Supreme Court, in this area of Canadian life, does not seem to feel is a worthy or
acceptable default position, or a situation to aspire to or work towards.
The Court made no effort to define what a Metis or non-status Indian is. “There is no consensus
on who is considered a Metis or a non-status Indian, nor need there be… This is “a fact-driven
question to be decided on a case-by -case basis in the future” (!) (Italics and exclamation point
added.) By its decision in Daniels the Court has potentially almost doubled the potential
financial burden on Canadian taxpayers for the consequences of this decision, and yet it made
zero effort to define these newly-entitled racial categories of Canadians. This constitutes failing
in their fundamental duty to properly define and explain this new law to Canadians.
The Court relied on past- often distant past- random British and Canadian government
administrative acts and statements, all having to do with, on compassionate and common sense
grounds, with no intention to be legally bound, including Metis and non-status Indians in the
provision of certain benefits provided to status Indians, as present grounds for now
deeming them to actually be legal “Indians.” This is financially burdening present-day
Canadians for the voluntary, generous intentions and good deeds of our forefathers.
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The “expert” evidence the Court relied on is mainly that of modern, Indian industry, orthodoxybound academics, mainly ignored, overly-political and self-interested Indian industry-dominated
Royal Commission reports, including the biased and lightweight Truth and Reconciliation
Commission Report. ( For why I say this, see Setting Indians Free From Their Past, below.)
The Court even cited as an historical “expert” Thomas King and his book, The Inconvenient
Indian, choosing to ignore Mr. King’s statement at the beginning of his comic book rendition of
Canadian history that “…I prefer fiction. I distrust the way facts tend to thrust themselves on me.
I’d rather make up my own world.” (italics added- and, see my discussion of this book in The
Essential Humanity of the Migrators to Canada, above.)
It would appear that, in this area of Canadian life, so too, to an alarming degree, would the
Supreme Court rather make up their own world.
The Court made or adopted numerous “unargued persuasion” assertions, that fall below the high
standards normally expected of the highest court in the land.
Examples:
-“The threat that (the Metis) posed to Canada’s expansion was real.” (Really? A couple of minor,
military skirmishes, and Metis opposition was all over.)
-Canada could not have opened up the prairies to agriculture and settlement “without Metis
intercession and legal presence.” (No details provided, and simply not true in any event.)
-If a person possesses “sufficient racial and social characteristics to be considered a “native
person”, that individual will be regarded as an “Indian”. (Considered by whom?- What might
those “racial and social characteristics” be? No details provided.)
-“There is no doubt that the Metis are a distinct people, ” who are “widely recognized as a
culturally distinct Aboriginal people living in culturally distinct communities. (Really? In
2016? “Widely recognized”? By whom? Where’s the evidence? What is one such “culturally
distinct community”?)
Parliament might just as well, on all matters Indian, just pack up and go home, and leave this
entire subject matter to the judicial fiats of the Supreme Court of Canada.
The Daniels decision highlights one of the great contradictions of our age. The author of the
decision, Justice Rosie Abella, is a Holocaust descendant.5 That event was a horrific but logical
end-result of the irrational, perverse and racist blood/race myths that permeated Europe at the
time, epitomized by the Nuremberg Laws- by the pernicious notion that, depending on your
“race”- your “bloodstock”-your “innate personality” was given at birth, and not acquired by
merit or life circumstances! How could Justice Abella not see this?6
Similarly, but with the best of intentions, Daniels defines legal rights based on considerations of
“mixed ancestry” and “Native hereditary basis”- racist race terms! There’s even an uncritical
reference to “Indian blood”, as if it were a biological fact, when in fact it is scientifically
“nonsensical“. (See The Myth of Race and Racial Differences, Chapter 43, below).
Here is the great Israeli intellect and humanist Amoz Oz, from his book Dear Zealots-Letters
From a Divided Land, (above), an argument and plea for principled and practical reconciliation
between Jews and Palestinians in Israel, on what he regards as the “monstrous concept” of
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“Jewish blood” being proffered by right wing Jewish orthodox fanatics…”a central concept in
the Nuremberg laws…”:
“Jewish blood” does not appear anywhere in Jewish sources. Not once. We do not have Jewish blood as a concept.
In the Bible there is “clean blood.” There is “the voice of thy brother’s blood crieth unto Me from the ground.”
There is “Whoso sheddeth man’s blood, by man shall his blood be shed.” Later, we have the saying “Your blood is
no redder,” meaning, no redder than anyone else’s blood, for we were all created in the image of God.”

If there is no Jewish blood, why would Justice Abella so foolishly posit the concept of “Indian
blood”?
“Metis” Professor Chris Anderson, agreeing, wrote of the “deeply racist logic” of Daniels. 7
We justly decry the white racist, Ku Klux Klan-type assertion that possessing “white blood”
makes a person somehow superior to or uniquely different in some positive way from others of
different (impliedly inferior) “blood.” When Stephen Douglass, the 19th century, American
Black racial equality-activist died, referring to his mixed race ancestry, the New York Times
suggested that Douglass’s “white blood” accounted for his “superior intelligence.” 8
Had Justice Abella been around at that time and read that, she would have been greatly and
properly offended.
Yet the notion that this brilliant, well-meaning jurist inadvertently propagated in
the Daniels decision-that there is such a thing as “Indian blood” and that this “blood” could
account for innate, collective personality characteristics embedded at and by the accident of
birth, deserving of special, different treatment by the law many years later- is the same racist idea
in reverse, and is equally and fundamentally, repellent.
The inadvertently “racist” Daniels decision, and similar recent Supreme Court decisions granting
Canada’s Indians new, special rights and entitlements based solely on their so-called distinct
blood and race, (see extensively below), ironically and inexplicably, given the brilliance and
great humanity of their authors, like Justice Abella, are all antithetical to the lessons of the
Holocaust!
(How can these fine, highly educated people be so oblivious to the underlying, racist reality of
what they are doing?)
As stated, the effect of this ruling is to potentially almost double the financial (now about
$7,000,000,000 per year) and other costs- including the negative social and moral costs- inherent
in the perpetuation of the wretched (for the vast majority of non-elite Indians) status quo in this
area of Canadian life.
Ordinary Metis-Canadians who foolishly buy into this Trojan Horse ruling and get themselves
registered on some future race-Registry, no doubt based on ingeniously complex, genealogical
race-parsing and “community acceptance”, this race-Registry presumably to be constructed at
great expense to the Canadian taxpayer, will only see themselves regress from a state of selfsupporting independence to a culture and state of dependency and economic stagnation. And, as
is usual, only their elites will benefit.
And benefit they will. Much Canadian taxpayer-funded travel, food and accommodation for
these elites to come! Because in June of 2019 the ever-Panglossian Trudeau government, which
never misses a chance to further divide Canadians on the basis of “race” and blood, said it had
signed “self government agreements with three provincial branches of the “Metis Nation” in
Ontario, Alberta and Saskatchewan. These agreements were stated to be “an upfront recognition
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of the Metis right to self-government, (totally financed by Canadian taxpayers), with further
agreements on specific areas of jurisdiction to follow”, such as “child care, language and
administration of justice”.9
These agreements are really only virtue-signaling “agreements to agree”, and as such are legally
meaningless and unenforceable. But how foolish, divisive and harmful to national unity they are!
Professor Tom Flanagan (above) wrote of this dangerous and unhealthy tendency, for the
seemingly best of motives, of “defining groups of people in racial terms and putting them under
the paternalistic control of the state”, as follows:10
The rationale…is that Metis have missed out on the benefits that First Nations receive as aboriginal peoples.
Ironically, however, the Metis are better off than First Nations precisely because they have always been independent
and self-supporting, the “free people”, as they have often called themselves. It is no accident that Metis do better
than First Nations on every indicator that Statistics Canada measures, including employment, income, housing and
education.
…Individual prosperity comes from developing human capital and participating in the economy, not from building
government-funded organizations that tend to separate people from other people. Ethnic groups such as the Chinese,
Japanese and Jews have achieved prosperity in Canada despite enduring periods of discrimination. (In this regard,
see Setting Indians Free From Their Past, c. 40, below- author.) Would they have done better, or even as well, if
their efforts had been devoted to getting their names on a registry to receive compensation for wrongs done to their
ancestors? (italics added)

The Mexican equivalent of Metis and non-status Indians (as stated, no definition given by the
Supreme Court for either, the Court preferring to let these petty details, for all 600,000 people,
be worked out on a “case by case” (!) basis), are the “mestizaje”- mixed blood Mexicans. They
have no, and aspire to no, special legal, racial status. They’re just “ordinary” Mexicans. If
anything, they are exalted as representing the positive, future-oriented, creative intermingling of
the indigenous and European “races” and cultures that make up the rich and colourful Mexican
social fabric- Octavio Paz’ “creative participation”- neither the indigenous side nor the European
side being regarded as superior to the other.
Not so in rather grim, Nuremberg laws-like, racially-parsing Canada.
Here, Metis and non-status Indians, instead of being regarded as paragons of diversity and
racially indifferent living- as the ultimate, positive, personifications of the human benefits and
blessings of egalitarian, assimilationist living- of the Nelson Mandela ideal- and thus as an
inspiring moral example to us all, (what could be more creatively assimilative and integrationist
than the child of a racially mixed union?)-are racially pigeon-holed as “Indian” sub-categories
of sorts, whose non-Indian side is completely (and rather insultingly) downplayed or ignored.
On the other hand, their Indian side is emphasized, even made to appear to be their sole,
defining, almost homogeneous racial characteristic, celebrated, and said, (never demonstrated),
to be culturally distinct.
An example of this is Jody Wilson-Raybould, “the first indigenous person to serve as federal
justice minister”.11 Not quite. She’s of mixed racial heritage. Her father was Indian and her
mother a white school teacher. Her husband is a white physician. She was born and raised in
Vancouver. She epitomizes the richness and success of the integrationist, assimilationist
model! But it’s au courant (and was personally and politically advantageous for her) to be wholly
defined as “indigenous”.
It’s puzzling.
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Our elites are using the positive phenomenon of racial intermixing as something to further
legally divide us along racial lines, instead of something that should unite us in egalitarian
fashion!
It’s also ironic.
Many of our elites are now pushing the idea that gender is an elastic, subjective concept.
Why aren’t they applying the same principle to the concept of race, which scientists would
argue, makes a lot more sense? (Again, see The Myth of Race and Racial Differences, Chapter
43, below).
Ordinary Canadians don’t buy what the Supreme Court and the rest of our elites are doing- don’t
buy this almost-sick obsession with “Indian blood” (an actual phrase from Daniels)- this puffing
up the Indian half (or often, the much less than Indian half) and downplaying or outright erasing
the non-Indian part- this fabricating “Metis” into a separate, homogeneous racial category, when
in fact it’s the opposite! When in fact it’s the embodiment of racial diversity- of dual or multiple
racial (in the social sense) identities.
Seemingly unlike our Supreme Court, ordinary Canadians know that we’re all “metis”-of mixed
blood- human mongrels of one variation or another- and, this creating the opposite of a state of
dependency, we don’t expect special treatment from the government or anyone else because of
it.
And, even more importantly, we also know that being of mixed or indeterminate “blood”- being
a “mongrel”- being biracial or multi-racial- is better and healthier, individually and for society,
than being of a homogeneous racial group. We know that being “mixed” in this way:
…makes it harder to fall back on the tribal identities that have guided (disastrously) so much of human history, and
that are now resurgent. Your background pushes you to construct a worldview that transcends the tribal…You’re
also accustomed to the idea of having several selves, and of trying to forge them into something whole, this task of
self-creation (being) a defining experience of modernity.
Focusing on our multiple social identities imparts mental flexibility…and forces one to think more deeply about the
world. It’s linked to economic prosperity and creativity.
12
…The difficulty of diversity is like the power of exercise, where you push yourself to grow your muscles.

The Supreme Court, with Daniels, takes all these wonderful, positive things, and demeans and
negatives them. It’s shameful.
And finally, with respect to the treaties, allegedly “broken” or otherwise allegedly
somehow suspect or improper, one can reasonably argue that it is Canada’s Indians, (now, thanks
to Daniels, a legal, race-based category of Canadians almost doubled in size overnight), that are
now departing from the letter and intent of them.
Now, to the bafflement and frustration of ordinary Canadians, Indians are making increasingly
strident, excessive, unreasonable, unaffordable and never-ending demands on non-Indian
Canadians- demands unsupported by historical behaviour or precedent or any reasonable reading
of the treaties, even taking a contextual approach to them- demands based on a stale and outdated
interpretation of the Crown honour principle- and demands made on the basis of an outdated,
backward and quasi-racist view of Canadian social and political life.
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An examination of the circumstances surrounding the making of several of these treaties fully
supports this contention, and further supports the contention that the treaties were not the product
of fraud or coercion.

1. Ruffled Feathers, above
2. Quoted in Harold Cardinal’s The Unjust Society, Douglas & McIntyre (2013) Ltd, first published in
1969 as a “stinging rebuttal” (from the jacket cover) to the Trudeau White Paper. The Unjust Society is
a foundational Ur-document of the Indian rights movement in Canada. Mr. Cardinal disagreed with
the White Paper on the morality and appropriateness of interpreting the treaties literally. According to
him, “…the treaties, if properly interpreted and implemented, would satisfy the needs of the Indians in
all social and economic areas.” (italics added) In other words “ignore the plain wording of them and
interpret them in the ways we want.” To a large degree the Indians have got their way in this regard.
See c. 16, The Robinson-Huron Treaties, and c. 23, The Haida Nation Case, amongst other case
discussions.
3. Maura Forrest, National Post, December 22, 2017
4. 2016 SCC 12
5. Sean Fine, Supreme Justice- Rosalie Abella travels to Poland, The Globe and Mail, July 30, 2016
6. Phrase “innate personality” and idea from Hannah Arendt’s brilliant meditation on the origins of antiSemitism, The Origins of Totalitarianism, cited above.
7. Chris Anderson, The Supreme Court Ruling on Metis- A Roadmap to Nowhere, The Globe and Mail,
April 14, 2016. “Metis” is how the essential status quo-supporting Globe described him, as if, even
partly due to the fact that he was of the “Metis” “race”, then that, by virtue of this bogus “innateness”
factor, would somehow add to the veracity, weight or authority of what he was writing. Again,
another unconscious, racist assumption!
8. The Confounding Truth About Frederick Douglass, by Randall Kennedy, The Atlantic Magazine,
December 2018.
9. Maura Forrest, National Post, June 28th, 2019
10. Why the Isaac report on Metis goes in the wrong direction, The Globe and Mail, August 8, 2016
11. Brian Hutchinson, Born and raised for the job of justice minister, National Post, November 6th, 2015
12. From Moises Velasquez-Manoff, What Biracial People Know, The New York Times, March 4, 2017
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16. THE ROBINSON TREATIES
…they, the said Chiefs and principal men, on behalf of their respective tribes or bands, do hereby fully, freely and
voluntarily surrender, cede, grant, and convey unto Her Majesty, her heirs and successors forever, all their right,
title and interest to, and in the whole of, the territory above described, save and except the reservations set forth in
the schedule hereto annexed…. – Extract from the Robinson Huron Treaty

In 1850, by the Robinson Huron and Robinson Superior treaties, the approximately 1240 Indians
inhabiting the shores and islands of Lake Superior, inland to the height of land, and the
approximately 1422 Indians inhabiting the shores and islands of Lake Huron, inland to the height
of land, a combined area stretching from near Penetanguishene, Ontario to the western end of
Lake Superior, did “…freely, fully and voluntarily surrender, cede, grant and convey unto Her
Majesty the Queen, Her Heirs and Successors forever, all their right, title and interest…” in and
to the vast lands described in the treaties.
Such small numbers of Indians! Only 1422 in all of Northern Ontario, from southern Georgian
Bay to Batchewana Bay, just north of Sault Ste. Marie! In the Superior region, only 1240 from
Batchewana Bay to just east of Duluth, Minnesota!
These minimal numbers alone would again show clearly that, on the Indian side, these were not
“nations,” in the modern sense of the word, that signed these treaties. They were, as stated above,
merely small bands of clan-tied families, scattered loosely and tenuously over a vast landscape,
which, to the extent that they defined or organized that landscape, did so only to informally
divide it up into family or clan hunting territories.
These bands, given their very small numbers and their Paleolithic, migratory ways, despite
roaming over and inhabiting these lands for centuries, had never exercised any effective
occupation, possession or control over them. The brave, banned and shunned, (such a threat did
his views represent to the new, burgeoning, Indian Industry, gravy-train order), Aboriginal writer
and lawyer William Wuttunee, in Ruffled Feathers:
The idea that “Indians were the first owners of this country” and “the land was taken from them”, are
misconceptions. At the time of the arrival of the white man, the Indian did not occupy all the country; therefore it
cannot be said that the land was taken away from him. Those areas which were unoccupied were never taken away
from anyone. Indians never owned Canada.

As stated, even their own Indian enemies had frequently invaded, pushed them around and
caused them to flee.
The treaties extinguished “title” to territory all right, but it was “title” that Great Britain had
legally invented in the first place for Indians, in the Royal Proclamation (which British
legal invention was a basis of the Supreme Court’s proclamation of “aboriginal title”
in Tsilhcot’in), and it was territory that Indians had never, in any real sense, effectively
possessed.
And, in addition, as Samuel Johnson wrote, the treaties represented a “grant” by the Indians of
something that it was impossible for them to keep in any event, and which, at the time of the
signing of them, in terms of controlling who came and went to and from the territories, and what
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they did within the territories, assuming that they ever had any appreciable measure of control
over them, they had by this time completely lost.
The Robinson treaties were signed in Sault Ste. Marie on September 7th (Superior) and
September 9th (Huron), 1850.
An authoritative account of the signing of these treaties and most of the other treaties relating to
the lands between Ontario and the Rocky Mountains is found in The Treaties of Canada with the
Indians, by Alexander Morris, a participant in the making of some of them, published in 1880,
and the source of many of the facts about the treaties set out in this essay.
Mr. Morris’ integrity, credibility and reliability as chronicler and witness to the events
surrounding these treaties was very recently thoroughly vetted and endorsed in the 2011 Ontario
Superior Court Keewatin case,1 (appealed successfully, but this part of the judgement was not
affected-see below). There, not only was the conduct of Mr. Morris and other Crown
representatives generally described in positive, approving terms, but his historical account of the
treaty deliberations was heavily and approvingly relied upon by the Grassy Narrows First Nation
plaintiffs in making their case, and by the trial judge in her lengthy decision in favour of their
claims.
When reading these historical accounts what sadly strikes the reader is how easily and readily
most of the Indians signed the treaties. It’s plain that in most cases they felt that they desperately
needed what the Crown was offering, that they felt they had no other option but to, as Dr.
Jenness wrote, cede their territories (not legally “share” them), and “…submit to confinement on
narrow reserves….”
There were cases where this was not so, such as, as Mr. Morris wrote, the carelessness of some
of the key Ojibway chiefs who negotiated the Northwest Angle Treaty in 1873 (see below) as to
whether or not they signed it. But that carelessness was more a product of their bands having
been until then, still off the increasingly-beaten path of European and Canadian travel and
settlement, and thus, until then, less affected by it in terms of the loss of their old cultural and
survival ways. Inevitably they too, with the happening of increasing Canadian settlement, fell
into the same culture-ending behaviour patterns as the more ready and eager treaty-signers
exhibited.
It appears nowhere in Mr. Morris’ accounts that the Crown was exerting any undue influence or
improper pressure to force the Indians to sign against their will. What emerges from reading this
fairly contemporary account of these events was that everyone, including the Indians, was aware
that the old Indian lifestyle, based on self-sufficient bands roaming the lands on a seasonal basis
to different fishing and hunting grounds, had so completely disappeared, had become so
untenable and impossible, that the very survival of Indians, as Indians, who no longer had the
will or the ability to live in the old ways, absolutely depended on making these agreements, on
settling down on reserves, taking the cash payments being offered, the powder, shot and twine,
the agricultural implements and the annuity payments, and embarking on some new way of
living.
Like so often in history before and since, it was a situation of adapt or die, and the Indians of the
time wisely chose to adapt. If there was “coercion,” it was circumstantial, not personal.
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So the focus of the discussions and negotiations leading up to the signing of the treaties was not
ultimately on whether the Indians would sign; it was on the terms on which they would sign.
There were no British or Canadian army divisions present, camped ominously nearby.
In the Sault, the Crown was represented by only about four people, including Mr. William
Robinson, the Crown representative, whose intention to be at the parley place was communicated
in advance to the chiefs and “principal men” of the bands scattered along the shores of these two
Great Lakes, together with an invitation to them to come and assemble for the purpose of
discussing and making the treaties.
These band chiefs and principal men didn’t have to come. They could have stayed away. But
they didn’t. They knew why they were being asked to come. There had been discussions between
key Indian leaders and Crown officials in the years immediately before 1850. They knew
generally what they would be agreeing to. And with this knowledge almost all of them paddled
all the way there, (there’s plenty of time to reflect and reconsider when one is paddling over
several days to a distant destination), eager to parley and agree. They wanted and needed what
they knew, in general terms, would be on offer, because they knew that they and their people
could no longer survive without permanent help from the Crown, which they believed the
treaties would provide them.
The discussions and negotiations were amazingly brief. For the Superior treaty, Mr. Robinson
discussed the terms with the Indians, obtained their agreement to them the same day, wrote out
the treaty that evening and it was signed by the making of x’s, “cheerfully,” the next day. The
same basic one to two day process was gone through with the chiefs and principal men of the
Lake Huron bands, who, seeing the Superior treaty signed, their appetites sharpened and their
doubts and minor objections quelled, quickly followed suit and signed the Huron treaty two days
later.
Was there ever the formal closing of a peoples’ long, independent and storied era occasioned so
easily, quickly and in such a tidy and businesslike fashion? There was neither a bang nor a
whimper- just those marking of x’s on paper.
The treaties were drafted like contracts, with traditional contract structure and phraseology.
There was the usual preamble setting out some of the background and the parties. There was the
key contract phrase “in consideration of,” signifying each side giving up something and each
side getting something, followed by a description, as precise as possible, of what each side was
giving and getting. Finally there were signatures and marks, signifying agreement with the terms
and an intention to be bound.
It’s acknowledged that the Indians who signed these and all the other treaties discussed in this
essay couldn’t read. Because of this fact some people say today that the Indians were in effect
tricked into signing, or signed under false pretenses.
But that’s not true.
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Alexander Morris, whose treaty-making narratives are regularly relied upon by Indian rights
activists to advance their causes in court (see below), relates that the main and profound gist of
what the treaties said and meant was fully and faithfully communicated to the Indians, in their
own language, before they signed them. There was a fair meeting of minds and little doubt that at
the time of the making of the treaties the Indians understood their essential surrenderextinguishment meaning in the same way as did their British and Canadian counterparts.
The Robinson treaties, according to their terms, gave Canada sole and exclusive “right title and
interest to” the territories ceded, that is, absolute Crown ownership and dominion over them,
subject to the right of the Indians to continue to fish and hunt in them and “save and except the
reservations set forth in the schedule hereunto annexed; which reservations shall be held and
occupied by the said Chiefs and tribes in common, for their own use and benefit….”.
As stated above, twenty one reserves, the ones most of us in Northern Ontario are familiar with
today, were set out and described in the schedules attached to the treaties.
In addition to reserves and permanent hunting and fishing rights on the lands ceded, the treaty
gave the Lake Huron bands, collectively, as more or less a signing bonus, a lump sum payment
of 2160 British pounds. It further provided that they would be collectively paid a further 600
British pounds a year, to be divided amongst the Indians individually, as an “annuity.” There
were similar provisions in the Superior treaty.
There was an “augmentation clause” in each of the treaties, a provision whereby the annual
payment might be increased. In this provision the Crown promised and agreed:
…that should the territory hereby ceded by the (Indians) at any future period produce such an amount as will enable
the Government…without incurring loss, to increase the annuity secured by them, then and in that case the same
shall be augmented from time to time, provided that the amount paid to each individual shall not exceed the sum of
one pound Provincial currency in any one year, or such further sum as Her Majesty may be graciously pleased to
order...(italics added)

In 1874 the Crown raised the annual annuity to the treaty maximum, $4.00 per year per Indian in
each treaty area, and for the last 140 years or so, always declining to be “graciously pleased” to
exercise their sole discretion to increase it, every summer, a Crown agent has attended at each
treaty reserve and made these $4.00 per “head” payments.
(Interestingly, there is a clause in the treaty, seemingly and inexplicably ignored by the courts
and everyone else today (so very relevant does it seem as an interpretative aid), whereby the
Indians promised not to “…at any time hinder or prevent persons from exploring or searching for
minerals or other valuable productions, in any part of the territory hereby ceded….” This treaty
promise is being routinely ignored by the Robinson Treaties bands today, but, in their defense,
with the approval of our courts and the meek acquiescence of our Crowns (see below).
In 2014, as a sign of our times, the Robinson treaty bands sued Canada and Ontario, claiming
that not only should they continue to receive all the non-treaty honour of the Crown payments
and benefits they already receive, but they should also receive an increase annuity and a
“collective” share of the “proceeds” derived by the Crown from the sale, lease or license of the
Treaty lands retroactive to 1850, being what they claim to be their fair share of
the developed Treaties lands.
On December 21st, 2018 the Ontario Superior Court of Justice, in its Restoule vs. Canada
(Attorney General) decision,2 ruled that Canada and Ontario were liable- 50-50- to pay to the 21
Robinson Treaties bands a share of all the revenue that Ontario has received – yes, possibly
going back to 1850-1875- from all sales, leases and licenses of Crown lands, less Ontario’s
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expenses incurred in selling, regulating and collecting that revenue.
This will involve legions of number crunchers going back over an approximately 150 year
period, and will cost millions to do. The final payment to these Indian bands if this decision is
carried out will likely be in the many millions- perhaps billions – of dollars. This payment
money will have to come out of taxpayers’ pockets, because, as we know, Canada and Ontario
are already virtually permanent debtors and are providing services to the citizenry only with the
artificial and precarious aid of massive amounts of borrowed money.
The Court ruled in substance that Canada and Ontario, and thus the non-indigenous people of
Canada and Ontario, acted dishonourably towards these Indian bands in carrying out the treaty
obligations owed to them during this long period, by essentially, albeit unknowingly and
unintentionally, short-changing them of their proper entitlements under these treaties.
When and if these payments are received by these bands, they will constitute payments
received in addition to the non-treaty honour of the Crown payments and benefits described in
Chapter 15, above, that Canadian taxpayers are already paying or conferring on Indian bands and
individual indigenous Canadians.
While this may result in the appropriate legal “reconciliation” of “prior indigenous sovereign
occupancy” of the subject territories with the new sovereignty of the Crown -the kind of
legalistic “reconciliation” that was relevant to the Judge -(see the discussion in this regard in
the Haida Nation case- chapter 23 below) -it will not lead to the personal, social, community and
political “reconciliation” of Indigenous and non-Indigenous Canadians- it will not lead to social
harmony on the basis of equality- which is the only kind of “reconciliation” that ordinary
Canadians think of and want to achieve.
How did this come about?
From 1874 onwards, after raising the annuity to $4.00 per person per year, the Crown has
always declined to be “graciously pleased” to exercise its, as evidenced by all parties’ postTreaty conduct, sole discretion to increase the annuity.
Canadians, acting through their federal and provincial governments, the titular heads of which
are the respective, entirely fictive “Crowns”, are racially decent and caring people. Over this
period they have, as stated and described in Chapter 15, The Treaties: Fairly Made and
Honourably Implemented, through their parliaments and “Crowns”, sensibly and honourably
preferred to deal with the obvious inflation factor-problem inherent in the Treaties – ($4.00 will
barely buy you a cup of coffee at Starbucks)- by, pursuant to their proper “honour of the Crown”
duty to Indigenous Canadians, granting to them numerous necessary and life-enhancing
payments and benefits, most of which, as stated, are not called for or required by the Treaties,
or any other treaty.
In addition, with their new “consult and accomodate” de facto veto power granted to Indian
bands by the Supreme Court of Canada, the Treaty Indian bands, and all Indian bands in Canada,
are now able to demand and extract “impact benefit agreements” from any nearby resource
project proponent as the price of securing their non-interference, consent and cooperation. (See
chapters below.)These agreements are worth millions of dollars to these Indian bands. The costs
of these projects have to rise accordingly, which costs are eventually passed on to and paid by all
Canadians.
The Indian band victors in this lawsuit plan to keep all of the above payments and benefits and
then add to them the substantial winnings from this lawsuit. In court cases this is called
“double recovery” and because the effect of it is to enrich the victim instead of merely
compensating him for his actual losses- merely restoring him financially to the position he
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would have been in had the “wrong” not occurred- is regarded as being inherently unfair“inequitable” -and thus the law generally does not permit it.
There was no written promise in the Robinson Treaties to “share the land” or to “share the
resources” or to “share the proceeds” derived by the Crown from the subsequent commercial or
industrial development of the land. There was no recorded talk of this in the written accounts of
the Treaties-making deliberations.
There was no written promise in the Treaties that the Crown had to increase the annuity at all.
The Treaties wording made that matter entirely discretionary on the part of the Crown. There
was no recorded talk in these written Treaties accounts of the Crown possibly being obligated to
increase the annuity.
The Treaties wording clearly placed a “cap” on the annuity the Crown would have to pay. There
was no recorded talk in these written accounts of that possibly not being so.
The Treaties were concluded on September 9th, 1850. On September 24th William Robinson, the
Crown Treaties representative, wrote to his superiors and said:
I trust his Excellency will approve of my having concluded the treaty on the basis of a small annuity and
the immediate and final settlement of the matter, rather than paying the Indians the full amount of all moneys on
hand, and a promise of accounting to them for future sales.
Believing that his Excellency and the Government were desirous of leaving the Indians no just cause of complaint
on their surrendering the extensive territory embraced in the treaty; and knowing that there were individuals who
most assiduously endeavoured to create satisfaction among them, (a few aboriginal negotiators had wanted $10 per
year annuity- author) I inserted a clause securing to them certain prospective advantages should the lands in question
prove sufficiently productive at any future period to enable the Government without loss to increase the
annuity.(emboldening and italics added)

In 1880 Alexander Morris wrote in relation to the Treaties that they were intended “to
extinguish the Indian title”, and further:
The main features of the Robinson Treaties- viz, annuities, reserves for the Indians, and liberty to fish and hunt on
the unconceded domain of the Crown- having been followed in these treaties. A special feature of the Robinson
Treaties, was the adjustment of a claim to be paid, the amount received, by the Government, for the sale of mining
locations. This was arranged, by Mr. Robinson, agreeing to pay them, the sum of 4000 pounds and an annuity of
about 1000 pounds, thus avoiding any dispute that might arise as to the amounts actually received by the
Government. The number of Indians included in these treaties were stated by Mr. Robinson to be: on Lake Superior,
1240, including 84 half-breeds; and on Lake Huron 1422, including 200 half-breeds. (italics added)

Clearly, the intention and belief of the Crown at the time, as evidenced by these writings, and as
reasonably inferred from the wording of the Treaties, was that the Indian Treaties signers had
ceded and surrendered, once and for all, all of their right, title and interest in and to the Treaties
lands, with no residual obligation on the Crown to do anything other than comply with their side
of the bargain, which side did not include financially accounting to the Indian signers, then or in
future, or to their descendants, for subsequent Crown dealings with the surrendered lands.
And this appeared to be the intention and belief of the Indian band signers as well, and of their
descendants, at least up until the early 21st century, as evidenced by their post-Treaties conduct,
which confirmed that all they ever expected in terms of the annuity, however paltry the amount
might be- however dissatisfied with the amount they might be- was that it was fixed, capped and,
more importantly to the present purpose, that the Treaties, taken overall, did not entitle them to
additional amounts in the form of a “collective” share in the “proceeds” received by the Crown
from the sale, lease or licensing of the surrendered lands, or any accounting of same.
The historical record shows that in the period 1850-1884 there were a few isolated complaints
from Chiefs about the quantum of the fixed annuity- $4.00- but no suggestion that the Treaties
entitled them to a collective share of Crown land development proceeds- no claim for “a cut of
the action”- and no suggestion or claim that they could legally demand that the Crown review the
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$4.00 and then be forced to increase it if the Government would not suffer a “loss” in doing so.
And after 1884 the conduct of the Indian bands which signed the Treaties was consistent with the
Crown’s intention and belief as to the various relevant meanings of the Treaties as stated
immediately above.
So for about 150 years after the Treaties were signed, based on the conduct of both parties,
always a key factor when interpreting a vague or ambiguous agreement, there seemed to be
agreement on what the Treaties meant and how the Treaties obligations were to be performed.
Their mutual, consensual, “without protest” conduct “proved” the true terms of the agreement,
“proved” that the way it had always been since 1850 was the true, proper way, and that it did in
fact reflect the common intention of the Treaties signers.
And Northern Ontario was economically developed and regulated, and Canada’s and Ontario’s
fiscal planning, through this long usage and practice, became based on these reasonable
assumptions.
Now all this is turned upside down.
So what was the Court’s reasoning in Restoule?
The Restoule decision is 135 pages long. It is a thorough (within its own belief parameters),
fascinating, well organized, very well written decision by an excellent and caring Judge.
But the Judge’s ruling is ill-founded.
The conduct of the trial had unusual and unprecedented aspects to it.
It lasted for many days. The Court moved around to different judicial seats- Thunder Bay, Sault
Ste. Marie and Sudbury- seeming to reflect the pan-Northern Ontario nature of it. That was
appropriate.
But, and this was unsettling, the Court also sat at the Garden River Reserve near the Sault, the
Fort William Reserve near Thunder Bay, and at Wikwemikong, on Manitoulin Island, the latter
an unceded (by Indians) part of Canada. These are not legislated judicial seats for Her Majesty to
hold Court.
The plaintiff Indian bands were taking the position that the Treaties were “nation to nation”
agreements, (which position was basically confirmed by the Court), thus raising reasonable
questions about the appropriateness of the Court of the nation of Canada sitting at a
location owned by an alleged other “nation” that was suing it. The impression was given that by
holding Court on Indian reserves, amongst other unprecedented and unsettling conduct, the Court
was conceding aspects of its own sovereignty and buying into the plaintiffs’ extremely flawed
and fantasy-based “nation to nation” concept, which concept was highly relevant to the outcome
of the case.
A pole was erected by the plaintiffs in the front of the Courtroom, with the consent of the
lawyers for Canada and Ontario, and with the permission of the Judge, and present for all Court
days, called by the plaintiffs an “Eagle Staff”. It was placed in the well of the Court, in front of
the bar, near the Court Clerk, from which hung some beautiful eagle feathers. Obviously this was
of professed spiritual significance to the plaintiffs. As stated, the parties and the Judge had
agreed to permit the plaintiffs to erect these symbols of Anishinaabe culture, and perhaps
separate sovereignty, in the Courtroom. In my opinion this was very wrong and inappropriate.
It is unsettling and unprecedented for there to be any symbols of government in the Queen’s
Courtroom, other than symbols of the Government of Her Majesty the Queen, to whom everyone
in that Courtroom had sworn sole loyalty to.
In this general regard the Court wrote:
The First Nations were warm and generous hosts when the court convened in their communities. As a court party,
we participated in Sweat Lodge ceremonies, Pipe ceremonies, Sacred Fire teachings, Smudge ceremonies, Eagle
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Staff and Eagle Feather presentations, and Feasts. During the ceremonies there were often teachings, sometimes
centered on bimaadiziwin- how to lead a good life. Often teachings were more specific (e.g. on the role of the sacred
fire, the role of the sacred medicines, or the meaning and significance of the ceremonies.) The entire court expressed
their gratitude for the generosity of the many knowledge keepers who provided the teachings. I believe I speak for
the counsel teams when I say that the teachings and the hospitality gave us an appreciation of the modern exercises
of ancient practices.
Miigwetch. Miigwetch. Miigwetch.

It is unprecedented for a Judge to socialize with the litigants in a trial over which he or she is
presiding. To the extent that the Judge in Restoule was, by participating in these “teachings,
ceremonies, presentations and Feasts” for the purpose of better understanding the plaintiffs’
alleged “ancient practices” with a view to better informing herself about the “Anishinaabe
perspective and worldview”- a trial issue- it is unprecedented that this evidence- unsworn- would
be adduced outside the Courtroom.
The presiding Judge’s intentions in allowing and participating in all of the above were noble and
were done in the spirit of “reconciliation”, however understood. She characterized the trial as “a
proceeding of respect and an exercise in reconciliation.”
But this gave off the appearance of bias in favour of the plaintiffs. The Court, in participating in
all of the above activities, most of which took place outside the Courtroom, and particularly
those which took place at the personal “homes” of some of the plaintiffs, also created the whiff
of bias and of “descending into the arena” of conflict, which Courts are not supposed to do.
No explanation of this unprecedented judicial conduct was given in the Decision, other than, as
stated by the Judge, it perhaps it being part of the “proceeding of respect and an exercise in
reconciliation.”
(Shouldn’t the Court have just adjudicated the case, entirely within the Courtroom, in the usual
impassive and impartial fashion? Is it really the function of a Court to engage in the social and
political goal of “reconciliation”? Or is that solely the duty of our Crowns, represented solely by
our parliaments, and, more importantly, on a social/citizenry level, mainly the civic task and duty
of the ordinary people of Canada? Is bringing about social/political “reconciliation” an
appropriate objective for a Court, facing competing claims between adversaries, simply because
one of those adversaries is Indigenous? Isn’t this creating more purely race-based inequality
under the law? Was this unprecedented conduct considered necessary to better adjudicate
the legalistic form of “reconciliation”, which was supposed to be the Court’s main task? The
decision is unclear on these and many other similar important questions arising out of the Court
participating in all these unprecedented out-of-the-Courtroom activities.)
The issue of “Anishinaabe perspective” and “worldview” was very relevant in this case, and all
these unprecedented events and occurrences, both in the Court and out of Court, gave the
appearance that the Court was favouring the plaintiffs’ professed “Indigenous” perspective and
worldview over… what, the “non-Indigenous perspective and worldview”? (Which is what?
Which is different? No, which in fact, in my opinion, is no different in any fundamental way!
“There Is No Difference”.)
The Court never described how the non-Indigenous perspective and worldview purportedly
contrasted at the time with that of the Anishinaabe’s. It seems to have been just assumed, without
argument or explication, to be materially different.
No out-of-Court visits were made to the defendants’ “homes”.
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In her decision the Judge used ahistorical terms.
The actual Treaties were with “Ojibwe” “bands and tribes.” Instead, the Judge called the Ojibwe
“Anishinaabe”, which they wish to be called now, and generally are called now. It now has
political use and connotations. She indicated that she was doing this to “adhere to contemporary
scholarly practices.” But little in the historical record before the Court seemed to refer to the
“Anishinaabe.” Why not use the terminology found in the historical documents?
The Judge sometimes called Sault Ste. Marie “Bawaating”. But again, there was little or nothing
in the evidence reviewed in the Decision where the Sault was called Bawaating.
Instead of using the term used in the Treaty reports, “half-breeds”, as William Robinson did, the
Judge used the term “Metis”, which term I believe originated in the Winnipeg area around 187020 years after the Robinson Treaties were signed.
The Judge called the Treaties signatory Indian bands, which were called “bands” in the Treaties,
“First Nations”- a very modern, romantic, essentially non-legal, politicized term, and possibly a
different thing from “bands.”
It’s a well-known trial strategy for a lawyer to try to define the terminology. The more a lawyer
can control the terminology used the more he can control the desired outcome. The plaintiffs’
lawyers must have been so inwardly satisfied to hear all of these terms used.
The use of these ahistorical terms, in my opinion, gave the appearance that the Court was
keeping a weather eye out for fashionable, politically correct, modern, politicized terminology,
rather than letting the cold historical record, with all of its dated and perhaps uncomfortable
terms, speak for itself. In a Courtroom legally accurate terms, derived from the Court record, are
usually used instead of politicized, non-legal terms. Again, to me, this all gave the appearance of
bias.
In her decision the Judge said that she had heard the evidence of four “Elders” and three Chiefs.
She said that they were not experts, but then she seemed to accept everything they said as if they
were experts! Their evidence was particularly relevant and crucial in the Judge’s findings on the
professed “Anishinaabe perspective and worldview” and how that informed their thinking about
what the Treaties might have subjectively meant to the Chiefs and Principal Men who signed
them over 165 years ago.
The Court found that, according to the Anishinaabe perspective and worldview, the Indian bands
regarded “the Queen”, with whom they were treating, as “fictive kin”, with whom they were
entering into a nation to nation-type, “alliance”, reciprocal relationship of trust, mutual and equal
benefit, responsibility and renewal. They thought that the treaty relationship was “a reciprocal
relationship between independent entities” in which the mother Queen owed certain duties to the
Indian band “children”. The “alliance” aspect involved “shared spaces and resources.” A
cultural-survival value was annual presents, and gift-giving generally. Their spirituality was
pantheistic. All this informed the “perspective on the Euro-Canadian incursion on their land.”
The Court found as a fact, disagreeing with much evidence to the contrary, that the Indian bands’
cession of the Treaties lands was a “gift” to the Crown, given with the “cultural expectation of
equal reciprocity” i.e. that the future proceeds of the Crown development of the lands would be
shared.
The Court found that the Crown was “broke” in 1850, and offered as an inducement for the
Indians to accept a low annuity amount, compared to what Indians had been paid in Southern
Ontario, the prospect of future revenue sharing if and when the Treaties lands were ever
developed. On this Court reasoning, the Crown would defer fair payment to the Indians of their
fair share to “later”.
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The Court found, focusing entirely on the technically legal, and with no discussion of or regard
for the actual facts on the ground at the time, that the Crown needed the full consent of the
“Anishinaabe” to further access the wealth benefits of the territories, and accordingly offered the
“inducement” of the augmentation clause to get that full consent, and that without this
inducement there would have been no Treaties. This is highly speculative.
The Court found, mainly on the basis of speculation and drawing inferences from minor facts,
that the Crown intended to share these future revenues with the Indian bands, if the “vast and
sterile” Treaties lands were ever developed profitably, and in fact had “promised” to do so. (The
Court did not say that there had been an actual promise. There was no evidence of that. The
Court deemed there to have been a promise, based on the Honour of the Crown and fiduciary
doctrines. See below.)
The Judge did not accept, because of the worldview differences she found to have existed, that
the Indians understood the Treaties in the same way William Robinson did. The Judge disagreed
with the assertion of William Robinson, and of the interpreters, that the Indians understood the
Treaties in the same way as he did.
The Judge could not conclude, because of the in-essence “cultural barriers”, that the
augmentation clause was properly explained to the Indian representatives, as the “honour of the
Crown” dictated that it must, or that the Indian signers properly understood the Crown’s clearlyexpressed view of its entirely discretionary nature.
The Court found that the Treaties were not one-time agreements, as the Crown had clearly
thought. They were “future oriented agreements situated within an ongoing relationship”, and
that this relationship must be “reviewed” and “renewed” as circumstances change over the years.
(The Court recommended that the parties enter into discussions to review and renew the
Robinson Treaties.)
The Court found that the presence of the augmentation clause in the Treaties, because of the
obligation of the Crown to always act honourably towards Indian bands, meant that the Treaties
contained an implied obligation to engage in a process to implement the augmentation clausethat this was a legal, constitutional right of Indians arising from the honour of the Crown and
fiduciary duties that the Crown owes to Canada’s Indians. This means that the Crown must
exercise the discretionary power in the augmentation clause to engage in the process of
evaluating whether an increase in the annuity is warranted, that there was no “cap” on same, and
that the Crown must value the Indian bands collective “sharing the proceeds” entitlement, which
she ruled existed, which collective entitlement also had no “cap”, and which entitlement would
properly reflect the “value” from time to time of the Treaty territories.
The Court found that the honour of the Crown meant that the Crown must exercise its discretion
to start the process with a view to increasing the Treaty benefits, and the Crown must not be
“legalistic” when dealing with Indian bands.
The Court found that the Crown, over the past 150 years or so, had “neglected” and “ignored”
these (deemed) “promised” obligations, and that the Indians had been “waiting without a word
from the Crown for over a century” for the Crown to engage in the review process, and that they
had “reached the end of their patience.” (There was no evidence set out in the Decision to
support any of these latter assertions.)
The Court found that the fact that for over 150 years the Indian bands never complained about
the basic situation did not mean that they did not expect to receive a share of the proceeds from
the Crown’s development of the Treaties lands. Basically, the “honour of the Crown” and
fiduciary principles prevented this argument from being either advanced or accepted.
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So, those are the salient points of this momentous Court decision as I see them.
The “Honour of the Crown “ principle, and the fiduciary principle, the two principles so heavily
relied upon by the Court to decide virtually every evidentiary and legal issue in favour of the
Indians, were only seriously developed after the passage of the “blank slate” section 35 of
the Constitution Act in 1982. After that the Supreme Court filled in this blank slate with new
interpretations of the law, many of which, like the consult and accommodate obligation, were,
with all due respect, basically invented out of legal thin air. The Judge in the Restoule case
applied several of these principles. (See my chapters on the Haida Nation, Mikisew
Cree and Rio Tinto cases, below, where these principles are discussed at length.)
Based on these modern doctrines, (or old doctrines re-defined and re-applied in a thoroughly
modern and radical way), which didn’t exist until the 1980’s or so, the Court re-interpreted the
Treaties in a new way and made her re-interpretation retroactive to 1850, and found, in my view
unfairly, that the Crown breached honour of the Crown and fiduciary duties owed to the Treaties
signers in the 1800’s and early 1900’s (which at the time didn’t exist, and which the Crown
couldn’t have precisely known about or have predicted would come into existence in the future.)
Likewise, the Crown couldn’t have “ignored” what it didn’t know about. The Court took these
recently-developed doctrines and, as stated, imposed them retroactively. It is submitted that this
was not reasonable or fair. So it makes no sense for the Court to say that the Crown was
“neglecting” a duty that it didn’t know about at the time, or breaking a “promise” that it didn’t
know it had made.
The Honour of the Crown and fiduciary doctrines and now the “reconciliation” approach
invented by the Trudeau government (and wholly adopted by the Judge in Restoule) seem to be
being applied so strictly against Crowns in Indigenous-Crown cases that the Crowns are unable
anymore to fully and properly defend themselves, and to defend the non-Indigenous citizens and
taxpayers of Canada. As stated elsewhere herein, any vigorous defence of Crown sovereignty,
which “vigor” is required by lawyers’ rules of ethics, seems to be deemed unseemly and “not
honourable” towards Indigenous claimants. Crown lawyers seem to be hampered and somewhat
intimidated by this, as if they felt they had to represent their client’s interests, (in this case the
client in substance being the non-Indigenous people of Ontario and Canada), with one hand tied
behind their backs. Is this why the Crown lawyers here agreed to the Eagle Staff being allowed
to be placed in the well of the Court? Is this why they agreed to participate in the “teachings,
ceremonies, presentations and Feasts”?
The Court said that the plaintiffs’ had the onus of proof, but then seemed to apply, based on the
“Honour of the Crown” and fiduciary doctrines, a reverse onus on the Crown throughout.
I submit that the evidence of the Elders which the Judge clearly relied upon to find that there was
a separate and distinct “Anishinaabe perspective and worldview” that materially informed the
Indian bands’ understanding of the Treaties, and which so caused them to purportedly
misapprehend the fundamental tenor of the Treaties, when they had been clearly orally
explained, in their own language, and had been clearly written down and read over again in their
own language, ought not to have been so completely accepted and relied upon.
By 1850 the Treaty peoples had been exposed to Europeans, European technologies and
European thought for almost 250 years. They had been co-opted- voluntarily- into the fur trade,
and were an integral part of it- a capitalist undertaking par excellence. As the Court
wrote, “Garden River band members sold great quantities of maple syrup and fuel wood for the
steamers. Many worked seasonally for trading companies as canoe-men and freight haulers for
the HBC.”
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Many of them had married, or at least mated, with Europeans. Witness the significant number of
“half-breed” Treaty beneficiaries mentioned by William Robinson. One can’t mate with a EuroCanadian, or trade or otherwise interact with them, and not have a pretty good idea of their
“worldview”. Many Anishinaabe had been Christianized by this time. Some of them had fought
in the War of 1812.
As fully argued in The End Times of Indian Cultures in Canada, above, they were by then fully
dependent on European goods and weaponry. A couple of their prominent leaders had travelled
to Toronto and Montreal in the late 1840’s to discuss the possibility of a treaty. Full surrender
and cession of title had already been discussed beforehand.
It defies common sense and common experience to think that, in the midst of all this cultural
mixing and borrowing- all this “cultural appropriation” of Euro-Canadian ways and means by
the Anishinaabe– that the “Anishinaabe perspective and worldview” described in Court by the
“Elders”, whose evidence was based on the notoriously unreliable “oral tradition”, could have
survived in the intact state described in Court and accepted by the Judge.
I submit that this evidence was romantic, self-interested, sincere but wishful thinking, and ought
not to have been deemed so reliable and accurate by the Court so as to be one of the principal
foundations of the Court’s Decision. I submit that the Decision is flawed and incorrect because
of the Court’s acceptance of this overly-romantic, overly-idealistic, “Noble Savage” view of the
social state of Anishinaabe affairs in 1850.
The Court here has ignored and overturned over 150 years of established practice and conduct by
the parties.
The economic development of Northern Ontario has occurred based on this established practice
and conduct. Rights and interests, public and private, have been created. Government policies,
legislation, budgets and programs have been set.
The rationale behind the legal principles of laches, (delay),detrimental reliance and estoppel
definitely exists here, based on these established practice and conduct factors. But because of the
strict, almost “anti-Crown” nature of the Honour of the Crown, fiduciary and “reconciliation”
doctrines, they are generally legally unavailable to the Crown.
(I argue in Chapter 41 below, Rethinking the Honour of the Crown Principle, that because of the
tremendous new economic and legal powers granted to Indian bands by the Supreme Court, that
the “Great Mother and her children” dependency/vulnerability concept, which underlies the
Honour of the Crown and fiduciary doctrines, is no longer relevant, and that the doctrine should
be in effect “reviewed and renewed.” and applied much differently than the Judge did
in Restoule. With great new powers for Indian bands should come great new responsibilities and
some concessions given for those new powers.)
The status quo should not have been so easily jettisoned by the Court.
Finally, this decision continues the trend on the part of our elites, Indigenous and nonIndigenous, to continue to further divide Canadians on the basis of race. It will cause racial
tension. The opposite of “reconciliation” will occur.
It is actually shocking that the Court would think it reasonable to double-down on the
perpetuation and expansion of an antiquated, race-based, separate but equal, apartheid-like social
and political model, that is, on a daily basis, causing so much harm to the vast majority of
vulnerable, marginalized, dispossessed Indigenous Canadians, who will derive no net benefit
from this decision. The benign and unintentional “systemic racism” inherent in the Indian Act,
the reserve system, section 35 of the Constitution Act and in the cases decided under it, will
continue and strengthen.
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This decision, if carried out, will only increase the learned helplessness characteristic of reserves.
Only the Indigenous elites and the legion of non-Indigenous technocrats that will be needed
figure it out and carry it out will gain short-term benefits. There will be no long term benefits for
anyone.
The decision is great for the lawyers and the accountants but not for Indigenous Canadians, or
for Canadians in general.
It will create a precedent for the other treaties discussed in this book (below) and every other
non-modern treaty in Canada to be challenged on similar “Indigenous perspective and
worldview” grounds. Other treaty challengers will similarly say, if they think it to their
advantage: “We didn’t and don’t understand our Treaty in the same Euro-Canadian way you
did. We want our treaty reviewed and renewed. We want to keep the non-treaty honour of the
Crown payments and benefits we get, plus, we now want our collective share of the value of the
lands we agreed to share with you, retroactive to when our forefathers signed the Treaty.” (With
interest?)
The decision will seriously destabilize and harm the already fragile Crown revenue. It further
dangerously erodes Crown sovereignty, the fount and foundation of the rule of law and a strong
economy.
You do not emerge from the isolation of one form of racism to enter and confine your country to
another and further isolating form of it. (Nadine Gordimer, below)
This decision prevents Canada’s anachronistic treaties from ever becoming civically vestigial. It
contemplates an infinite, never stable, ever-changing, race-based relationship between ordinary
and Indigenous Canadians, It is demoralizing for all Canadians who believe in a true comingtogether of all Canadians, regardless of race.
Ontario has appealed this decision. To its shame, in the name of “reconciliation”, the foolish
Trudeau government has not.
Our elites must start thinking of ways, based on Nelson Mandela’s goal and vision of “one set of
laws for all”, to bind us together, instead of, as the Restoule decision does, bind us apart.

1. Keewatin v. Minister of Natural Resources, 2011 ONSC 4801.
2. 2018 ONSC 7701
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17. THE MANITOULIN TREATY
…the parties hereto of the second part have and hereby do release, surrender and give up to Her Majesty the Queen,
all the right, title, interest and claim of the parties of the second part, and of the Ottawa, Chippewa and other Indians
in whose behalf they act, of, in and to the Great Manitoulin Island…. – Extract from The Manitoulin Island Treaty

As the nineteenth century progressed, as Canada began to fill up and develop at a faster rate, as it
became more and more obvious that the old Indians ways were dying out and, in any event,
becoming impossible to sustain, people, including Indians themselves, turned their minds to the
question of what, in the future, Indians could do to sustain themselves. The answer was the same
activity that hunting societies turned sedentary had evolved into since the beginning of the
Neolithic era: agriculture.
In 1862 it was a term of the Manitoulin Island treaty that the Crown, “with a view to the
improvement of the conditions of the Indians,” would grant to each Indian family residing on the
unceded part of the Island 100 acres of land of their choice, and to each single person over
twenty-one (presumably male), 50 acres of his choice.
There were other terms in the treaty like these, and they were subject to conditions, but clearly,
overall, the intention of the treaty in this regard was to afford the Indians on the Manitoulin
Island the opportunity, in conjunction with their tribal brethren (one of the conditions was that
the parcels granted be contiguous) as equals with new non-Indian settlers, to engage in farming,
one of humanity’s most useful and virtuous occupations.
There was no “racism” exhibited by this. This was not “cultural genocide” being perpetrated.
This was not conduct on the part of the Crown carried out with a view to extirpate a culture. This
was conduct designed to lessen and ameliorate the negative consequences of a culture and way
of life already mainly gone. This was honourable conduct intended by the Crown to give
renewed purpose and self-sustainability to these important, well-regarded but very vulnerable
Crown subjects.
The non-coercive nature of the treaty processes generally is reflected in the fact that, with respect
to the Manitoulin Island treaty, the “certain bands” of Indians occupying the eastern part of the
Island, being what is now the Wikwemikong Reserve, which didn’t agree with the treaty terms
offered, were exempted from it. They opted out, choosing to remain technically in some sense
occupants of unceded land, but nonetheless still “…under the protection of the government as
formerly…”. (“Wikky”, as the locals call it, has done quite well by the Crown under this
arrangement. Even though it chose not to sign the treaty and thus in some respects could have
been left by Canada’s Crowns to its own devices, it has been honourably dealt with by Canada
and Ontario in most respects as though it did.)
And again, there was no mention in the treaty of anything like “nation to nation” dealings. There
was no talk or thought of any duty to consult regarding any government or non-Indian activities
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or undertakings on the ceded lands– no talk of “sharing the land” – and nothing about that in the
wording of the treaty.
Having said that – having said that there was no talk of sharing the land, in the legal-political
sense – that doesn’t mean that the land was not shared in fact, under unquestioned Crown
suzerainty. It was, like the sharing between brothers.
Or between husbands and wives.
One of the first draft township maps drawn after the making of the 1862 treaty divided eastern
Manitoulin Island into certain proposed township areas and listed the particular signatory Chief
who lived in that area. The list showed that Chief Ahbetosowai resided in Area Number 3, the
area comprising the present North East corner of the Island, now stretching from Little Current to
West Bay. A casual reader of the map list, from an “aerial distance”, would assume that Chief
Ahbetosowai was completely arms-length to and unassimilated with the British treaty makersperhaps even hostile to them – in any event “alien” to them. No so. Chief Ahbetosowai, already
known to the few white settlers and traders in the Little Current area as George Abbotossaway,
was married to a white woman, Sara, and had been living in the Little Current area and carrying
on different businesses there since the 1850’s. George had met Sara in England when he was sent
there in 1838 to learn English!
So the de facto sharing the land, and the peaceful and mutually beneficial, assimilative,
integrative and interracial living-and inter-marrying- had been going on since even before the
Treaty was signed. 1
The wonderful book, Manitoulin and Region: Voices from the Past, by Margaret E.
Derry,2 vividly and poignantly reflects this reality as well. Ms. Derry describes the relationship
of mutual dependency, assistance, respect and regard that quickly built up between the new white
settlers who came to Manitoulin Island after the making of the treaty and the Indians already
there. “Friendships with neighbouring native peoples developed in both the east and west parts of
Manitoulin.”
She recounts a 1951 interview with John Hall, son of Willard Hall, who in 1869 was one of the
first of these new migrators, about his father’s first winter on the Island:
The only people he saw that winter were the Obidgewong Indians. Pun-e-be-ke-zhik, the old chief; Jon-mu-quoum
and Moc-tai-ki-oshk came to visit him. They looked in his flour barrel, and Willard thought they might be wanting
to steal it. They found he had quite a supply of tobacco. They were crazy for tobacco and begged him to give them
some.
The next time they came for tobacco they could not find the flour barrel, because it was hidden. So the Indians went
out, back to Lake Wolsey, and brought Willard some corn, because they did not think he had enough food. They
also brought him some fish. From then on Willard Hall knew the Indians were his friends.
…the Indians showed him how to snare rabbits and partridge…They also brought him wild geese and wild pigeons
which were plentiful in those days. When the winter was nearly over Willard told the Indians that he couldn’t let
them have any more tobacco because his own supply was getting low. Well the next time they came around they
brought him several plugs of their own tobacco.
…The Indians never did much work. They hunted and fished and raised corn and potatoes. They did make maple
sugar which they sold…they made their sugar camp in the bush to the west of our farm in Gordon. They made
stirred maple sugar. They would boil the sap in kettles and stir it until it went solid in a cake after stirring hard. They
would break this up into lumps and ship it to town in 100 lbs. hogheads.

Edward Nolan migrated to the Manitoulin in the summer of 1877. Ms. Derry recounts a similar
1951 interview with his son Joe about the hardships and privations experienced equally by
Indians and settlers alike and the resulting barter trade, intermarriage (“Bob Stuart married Mary
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Moquam, daughter of old John Moquam”) and mutual sharing of knowledge, food, tools and
equipment that was engaged in to overcome it. It was the same kind of wilderness partnershiplike co-existence that had existed for 200 years between the French and the Indians during the
times of the fur trade.
The beauty and old-fashioned Christian goodness and, for all Canadians today, the
inspirationally instructive nature of this behavior and these relationships is summarized by this
extract from Joe Hall’s interview about his own life:
“When I got married, Jim Poquam (Bai-gum-quom) came along with a quantity of corn, beans, winter onions and
garden seeds as a wedding present. I found that the Indians were the very best of neighbours. I often went fishing
with them on the south shore in Lake Huron. We’d put in a net and fish all night. Then we’d come home with 100
pounds of lake trout apiece. They were willing to share everything they had. When I started to clear my own farm, I
started without anything. I didn’t have any horses. The Indians left their own work to come and help me. About
1900 Bill Shabidon, the Chief at that time, had a team of horses. He would lend them to me to do my plowing, or for
drawing grain or anything I wanted. Bill was a neighbor I could always depend on….I found that if you were stuck,
or in a pinch, just go to an Indian for help. That’s the first thing I could say about these red men. The Indians were
like myself at the start- they didn’t have much to do. On one occasion Bill Shabidon came along in the Spring and
said “Don’t know what I do this summer. Can’t get no fish. Kaw-wee-yau-au-sup (no net)”. I had a fairly good net,
which I cut in two and gave him half. I said, “You can bring me some fish sometime.”
Well Bill came in twice a week all that summer with a little basket of dressed fish. He never forgot that I had given
him a net. The same thing was repeated the next summer. I often thought how many white men would forget a
favour like that after a week or two. But not Bill.
One time I was laid up sick in bed with cramps. It may have been cholera morbus, or perhaps it was improper diet,
for I was “batching” it at the time. Some pigs belonging to one of my white neighbours broke into my potato patch
and were eating my potatoes. Old John Moquam came along and said, “I come dig your potatoes.” So he brought his
two granddaughters along, and he and the two girls dug my potatoes. After he had them in two pits, and securely
fenced, he wanted to know how much I was going to pay him. I said, “That’s all right John, you take one pit and I’ll
take the other.”

There was more than that. As in all situations where people of different races and ethnicities live
and work together and where there is an absence of the lean and hungry people common to all
social groups who use race as the divisive hinge and focus for their power and money
seeking, and where race thus properly recedes into virtual invisibility and fundamental
irrelevance, there was genuine, human fellow-feeling, even love, between Indians and whites.
John Hall recalls about his father Willard:
The Indians always seemed to like my father. He was staying with us in his old age after my mother died in 1891.
He was sick for quite a while before he died in 1902. The Indians often came to see him when he was sick. My wife
couldn’t speak any Indian, and the Indians couldn’t speak any English. So when they would come to the door, Mrs.
Hall would say “Do you want to see him?” and they would nod. So they would sit around in our house next to his
bed. They would talk to each other in Indian. Often they would reach over and pat his face and smooth back his hair.

George Eliot, in Middlemarch, wrote, in relation to this ultimately spiritual, deeply human,
emotionally-connected, universalist, selfless, humble, brotherhood-of-man behaviour:
For the growing good of the world is partly dependent on unhistoric acts; and that things are not so ill with you and
me as they might have been, is half owing to the number who live faithfully a hidden life, and rest in unvisited
tombs.

As did Marilynne Robinson:3

What we have expressed, compared with what we have found no way to express, is overwhelmingly the lesser part.
Loyalties and tendernesses that we are scarcely aware of might seem, from a divine perspective, the most beautiful
things in creation, even in their evanescence. Such things are universally human. They forbid the distinctions “us’
and “them”.
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I fear that the truthful spirit of empathy and common humanity – of the universal brotherhood of
man – exemplified by this profound, poignant and stirring recollection – the spirit I felt was
again in the air when I was growing up in Northern Ontario in the 50’s and early 60’s – the spirit
of George Abottossaway and Nelson Mandela – is being crushed by our elites- Indian and nonIndian- and by the Indian industry’s relentless and harmful graspings for more money and
power.

1. Information, including a photograph of the handsome George Abottossaway, from the museum on the
second floor of Turner’s General Store, Little Current, Manitoulin Island.
2. Margaret E. Derry. Manitoulin and Region: Voices from the Past. Polar Lane Press, 2010.
3. Decline, from The Givenness of Things, HarperCollins Publishers Ltd. Toronto, 2015
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18. THE MANITOBA TREATIES
…The Chippewa and Swampy Cree Tribes of Indians, and all the other Indians inhabiting the district hereinafter
described and defined, do hereby cede, release, surrender and yield up to Her Majesty the Queen, and Her
successors forever, all the lands included within the following limits… – Extract from Manitoba Treaty Number One

With the coming into existence of Canada in 1867 and the assumption by Canada of control over
the Hudson Bay Company lands in 1870 the treaty processes continued with a greater sense of
urgency than ever before, both for Indians and Canada. Both, for different reasons, wanted and
needed land settlement treaties.
Border and settlement issues with the expansionist United States, the formal creation of the
Province of Manitoba, British Columbia joining Canada in 1871 on the strength of the promise
of a railroad, all created a need for Canada to populate the new Canadian lands west of the Great
Lakes. And to do that in the most law and orderly fashion the Canadian Government wanted
permanent agreements with the Indians there.
The terrible famine, disease, starvation and death following the virtual extinction of the beaver
and the bison, described so graphically and horrifically in James Daschuk’s Clearing the Plains,
(above), ended the power and independence of all the Indians living on the prairies.
For these Indians the overwhelming, inexorable pressures caused by these events tragically
hastened the end of their old cultures and created a new situation of them becoming almost
totally dependent on the Crown for their survival.
In Manitoba, treaty discussions began in 1870 when some of the Indians of the territory actually
petitioned for a treaty. They were uneasy with the influx of surveyors and settlers and wanted
their rights defined. The next year the Canadian Government appointed Wemyss McKenzie
Simpson as Indian Commissioner to enter into treaty negotiations with them. He issued a
proclamation to the Indians to meet him at Stone Fort, a Hudson Bay post on the Red River
about 20 miles north of Fort Garry (Winnipeg), and at Manitoba Post, another Hudson Bay post
on the north shore of Lake Winnipeg.
All the Indians who could freely came, as at Sault Ste. Marie twenty-one years before. According
to the authoritative Alexander Morris they were present, “…awaiting with anxiety to learn the
policy of the Government….” At Stone Fort, prior to Commissioner Simpson addressing the
Indians, he was introduced to them by Mr. Adams Archibald, the Lieutenant Governor of the
province, who, in his remarks to them, very clearly explained the Crown’s thinking about the
cultural direction it wanted Indians to take in future:
Your Great Mother wishes the good of all races under her sway. She wishes her red children to be happy and
contented. She would like them to adopt the habits of the whites, to till the land and raise food, and store it up
against a time of want. She thinks this would be the best thing for her red children to do, and it would make them
safer from famine and distress, and make their homes more comfortable. But the Queen, though she may think it
good for you to adopt civilized habits, has no idea of compelling you to do so. This she leaves to your choice, and
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you need not live like the white man unless you can be persuaded to do so of your own free will. Many of you,
however, are already doing this…
Your Great Mother, therefore, will lay aside for you “lots” of land to be used by you and your children forever. She
will not allow the white man to intrude upon these lots. She will make rules to keep them for you, so that as long as
the sun shall shine, there shall be no Indian who has not a place that he can call his home, where he can go and pitch
his camp, or if he chooses, build his house and till his land.

In a later report on the proceedings to Ottawa Mr. Archibald wrote:
We told them that whether they wished it or not, immigrants would come in and fill up the country; that every year
from this one twice as many in number as their whole people there assembled would pour into the Province, and in a
little while would spread all over it, and that now was the time for them to come to an arrangement that would
secure homes and annuities for themselves and their children…
If they thought it better to have no treaty at all, they might do without one but they must make up their minds; if
there was a treaty it must be on a basis like that offered…

This was not racist coercion. This was not a situation where the Crown was saying “sign or
else!” This was a situation where it was implicitly understood that the Indians were so declining
as a culture and as a political force that their former lands were going to be occupied and
controlled by new settlers, by the new government, whether they signed the proposed treaty or
not. The waves of people and change were unstoppable. The Indians were in the position of
people whose former primacy had been displaced and who were now subservient to and
dependent upon the ascendant newcomers. The approach and conduct of everyone was based on
that blunt, awful reality.
But in ascendancy or not, Canada acted with a great degree of grace, humanity and honour in the
circumstances. The terms it offered were relatively civil and principled. And the Indians really
had no choice but to accept those terms and make the best of it. Whether there was a signed
treaty or not was not going to affect the outcome of this meeting of different worlds. If there was
no treaty signed Canada was not going to pack up its’ things and go back to Ontario.
Understanding all this full well, and desperately needing what was being offered, the Indians
signed.
If this was “coercion,” it was situational and circumstantial, not personal and intentional.
The Manitoba treaties surrendered to Canada all Indian “title” to Manitoba. They established the
reserves (with an explicit ban on alcohol on them) that are still there today. There was a
provision for the establishment and maintenance by Canada of a school on each reserve, a
signing payment of $3.00 per person and the promise of annual cash payments thereafter.
In the Stone Fort treaty Canada promised to pay:
…to each Indian family of five persons the sum of fifteen dollars of Canadian currency, or in like proportion for a
larger or smaller family, such payment to be made in such articles as the Indians shall require of blankets, clothing,
prints (assorted colours), twine or traps, at the current price in Montreal, or otherwise, if Her Majesty shall deem the
same desirable in the interests of Her Indian people, in cash.

The Manitoba treaty was the same except that in that treaty, which dealt with lands further north,
lands less likely to be immediately settled, each Indian family of five was granted a 160 acre
parcel of land. The list of articles that the Manitoba Indians could take “in kind” for their annuity
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payment, instead of in cash, implicitly highlights the degree to which Indians had become
dependent on European goods for their basic survival needs. The choice of cash or kind was one
that was, in the end, left to the Indians.
But there’s no doubt that Canada’s preference was that the Indians would begin to choose those
options that would better ensure their precarious survival and better accomplish Canada’s clear
and sensible policy of encouraging the assimilation of its Indian peoples into the newly
burgeoning Canadian culture.
And again, there was no talk or thought of any duty to consult with the Indians regarding any
government or non-Indian activities or undertakings on the ceded lands – no talk of “sharing the
land” – and no mention of any such thing in the treaty. (Notwithstanding this, if
the Restoule decision is not overturned, Manitoba Indian elites, in some future lawsuit, relying
on Restoule, will be claiming that all of this is not so.)
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19. THE NORTH-WEST ANGLE TREATY
The Salteaux tribe of the Ojibbeway Indians, and all the other Indians inhabiting the district hereinafter described
and defined, do hereby cede, release, surrender and yield up to the Government of the Dominion of Canada, for Her
Majesty the Queen and her successors forever, all their rights, titles and privileges whatsoever to the lands included
within the following limits, that is to say… – Extract from The North-West Angle Treaty Number Three

The “North-West Angle” is now a small piece of American territory, situated north of the fortyninth parallel, on the west shore of Lake of the Woods. Its westerly north-south survey line
delineated the boundary between the new Province of Manitoba and the lands to the east situated
between that line and the western end of Lake Superior and going north to the height of land.
This territory, comprising about 55,000 square miles, included, amongst other places: Fort
Frances, Rainy Lake, the Lake of the Woods area, Shebandowan and Grassy Narrows.
With settlement already underway, and with the railroad being constructed through it, Canada
wanted “finality” and clarity with respect to its relationship with the approximately 14,000
Ojibway Indians who lived in this area. Thus in 1871 Canada appointed the same Mr. Simpson
who had negotiated the Manitoba treaties, and two others, as its’ Commissioners to negotiate the
surrender of these lands to the Crown.
They met the Indians that year at Fort Frances, told them of Canada’s intentions, and asked them
to think about it for a year. They did, and in 1872 told Canada in substance that they were not
ready to make any such treaty.
Another set of Commissioners was appointed by Canada in 1873, with Alexander Morris as their
head, for the same purpose. They met the Indians “at the north-west angle of the Lake of the
Woods” in September of that year, and this time, as later reported by Mr. Morris, “…after
difficult and protracted negotiations, succeeded in effecting a treaty with them….”
When one reads Mr. Morris’ account of these negotiations one is impressed with how spirited,
informed and aware of the stakes each side was. He describes his opening address to the Indians
as follows:
We are all children of the same Great Spirit and are subject to the same Queen. I want to settle all matters both of the
past and the present, so that the white and red man will always be friends. I will give you lands for farms and also
reserves for your own use. I have authority to make reserves such as I have described, not exceeding in all a square
mile for every family of five or thereabouts. It may be a long time before the other lands are wanted, and in the
meantime you will be permitted to fish and hunt over them. I will also establish schools whenever any band asks for
them, so that your children may have the learning of the white man….

Canada was offering basically the same here as it had settled for with the Manitoba Indians. But
the Ojibway were tougher and more demanding bargainers than the Manitoba Indians.
As argued above, the culture of these remote, forest inhabitants, still off the beaten track to all
but fur traders and missionaries, was less damaged and vulnerable at the time than that of their
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prairie brethren. At one point, rejecting the Crown offer of $5 per head per year, they came back
with a proposal that amounted to a combined annuity of $125,000 per year, at that time, in these
circumstances, an unheard of amount of money. As their main spokesman, Mawedopenais, chief
of the Fort Frances band, said, “…Our hands are poor but our heads are rich, and it is riches that
we ask so that we may be able to support our families as long as the sun rises and the water
runs….” Mr. Morris refused this and threatened to break off the talks, causing the solidarity of
the Indians to begin to crack.
As he wrote in his formal report to “Government House” at Fort Garry:
This brought matters to a crisis. The Chief of the Lac Seul band came forward to speak. The others tried to prevent
him but he was secured a hearing. He stated that he represented four hundred people in the north; that they wished a
treaty; that they wished a school-master to be sent them to teach their children the knowledge of the white man; that
they had begun to cultivate the soil and were growing potatoes and Indian corn, but wished other grain for seed and
some agricultural implements and cattle. This Chief spoke under evident apprehension as to the course he was
taking in resisting the other Indians, and displayed much good sense and moral courage. He was followed by the
Chief “Blackstone”, who urged the other Chiefs to return to the council and consider my proposals, stating that he
was ready to treat, though he did not agree to my proposals nor to those made to me. I then told them that I had
known all along that they were not united as they had said; that they ought not to allow a few Chiefs to prevent a
treaty, and that I wished to treat with them as a nation and not with separate bands, as they would otherwise compel
me to do: and therefore urged them to return to their council, promising to remain for another day to give them time
for consideration….

That night the various Indian bands thrashed it out amongst themselves and, next morning, sent a
message through their interpreter that they were ready to settle along the lines of the Manitoba
treaties.
The Commissioners, on their part, in view of the tenseness and competitiveness of the
negotiations, had already decided amongst themselves that if the Indians showed a willingness to
sign then they would throw in some sweeteners. As Commissioner Morris reported:
The Commissioners had had a conference, and agreed previously to offer a small sum for ammunition and twine for
nets, yearly- a few agricultural implements and seeds, for any band actually farming or commencing to farm, and to
increase the money payment by two dollars per head if it should be found necessary in order to secure a treaty,
maintaining a permanent annuities at the sum fixed….

Canada’s obvious, ultimate rationale for these extras, as stated by Mr. Morris, was that Canada
was “…desirous of inducing them to practise agriculture and to have the means of getting food if
their fishing and hunting failed….”
An agreement in principle was finally attained, but the Indians continued to bargain hard on the
specifics. They demanded free Canadian Pacific Railroad passes. This clever and far-seeing
demand was refused. Canada could not speak for the Railroad, which was a private corporation.
They requested that they retain mining rights over the lands ceded. This was another
sophisticated and far-seeing request (again, evidence of how subtle and supple-minded the
Indians were) that was refused, although the Indians were assured that they would control and
benefit from any mines developed on their reserves. This was clear evidence of the definite lack
of an intention that the resources of the ceded lands would be “shared.”
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And significantly again, there was no discussion of or agreement obligating the Crown to consult
and accommodate Indians with respect to anything the Crown might be doing or authorizing off
the reserves, on ceded territories.
They asked for free lumber from the lumber mill in Fort Frances to use to build houses .This was
refused. The lumber operation was private as well and not Canada’s to bargain with. They
demanded a suit of clothes for all Indians present. In response to this they were offered, and they
settled for, a suit of clothes for only the chiefs and principal men present, and a promise of a new
suit of clothes for each chief every three years thereafter.
They complained about the cheap medals that the Red River chiefs got when they signed the
Manitoba treaty. They demanded ones made of real silver, that wouldn’t tarnish. This was
quickly and embarrassingly agreed to.
Finally, with the negotiations complete and all matters great and small dealt with, the closing
proceedings began, which Mr. Morris described as “striking and impressive” (clearly referring to
the Ojibway leaders). Mawedopenais made a remarkable, elegant, high-minded, intelligent and
moving speech. He addressed the treaty session as follows:
Now you see me stand before you all. What has been done here today, has been done openly before the Great Spirit,
and before the nation, and I hope that I may never hear anyone say that this treaty has been done secretly. And
now, in closing this council, I take off my glove, and in giving you my hand, I deliver over my birthright, and lands,
and in taking your hand I hold fast all the promises you have made, and I hope they will last as long as the sun goes
round, and the water flows, as you have said.

To which Mr. Morris, deeply impressed with this display of subtle depths and class, replied:
I accept your hand, and with it the lands, and will keep all my promises, in the firm belief that the treaty now to be
signed will bind the red man and the white man together forever.

Finally, as described by Mr. Morris:
The conference then adjourned, and on re-assembling, after the treaty had been read and explained, the
Commissioners signed it and the Lieutenant-Governor called on an aged hereditary Chief, Keetakaypinais, to sign
next. The Chief came forward, but declined to touch the pen, saying, “I must first have the money in my hand.” The
Lieutenant-Governor immediately held out his hand, and directed the interpreter to say to the chief, “Take my hand
and feel the money in it. If you cannot trust me for half an hour, do not trust me forever.” When this was repeated by
the interpreter, the Chief smiled, took the outstretched hand, and at once touched the pen, while his mark was being
made, his lingering distrust having been effectively dispelled by this prompt action and reply. The other Chiefs
followed…The payments were duly made the next day, and so was closed, a treaty, whereby a territory was enabled
to be opened up , of great importance to Canada, embracing as it does the Pacific Railway route to the North-West
Territories….

The circumstances surrounding the signing of this treaty, and the meaning and effect of it, was,
as stated above, recently adjudicated in the Superior Court of Justice of Ontario in the
case Keewatin v. Ontario (Minister of Natural Resources), (“Keewatin”),1 where Madam Justice
Sanderson of that Court, relying heavily on the writings of Alexander Morris, handed the Grassy
Narrows First Nation a huge legal victory.
Grassy Narrows was part of the treaty area situated in present day Northwestern Ontario, near
Kenora, that Canada in effect signed over to Ontario in 1912. Justice Sanderson ruled that the
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because the original Ojibway signers of the treaty had entered into it with Canada, represented by
Ottawa, the Ontario government couldn’t now “take up” any lands in this treaty area – lands
comprising part of the Ojibways traditional hunting and fishing (“harvesting”) territories – so as
to limit those harvesting rights, without Ottawa’s active involvement and consent, or without the
consent of the Ojibways affected.
The effect of Justice Sanderson’s decision was to neuter Ontario’s ability to manage and control
a large swath of its territory, and to push that territory back into an almost pre-Confederation
status. Ontario appealed this judgment. Justice Sanderson’s decision was overturned by the
Ontario Court of Appeal in 2013, which latter decision was upheld by the Supreme Court of
Canada in 2014.
But significantly, none of the parties, at any Court level, challenged Justice Sanderson’s implicit
finding that Alexander Morris’ account of the treaty deliberations and signing was honest,
unbiased and accurate or suggested that anything that had happened had been coercive or
otherwise unfair. The Grassy Narrows First Nation made no hint of a suggestion that their
signatory ancestors understood the Treaty in a different way than the Crown because of any
alleged “Anishinaabe perspective and worldview”, the flimsy, speculative and historically
revisionist concept which was the basis of the Restoule decision. (Chapter 16 above.) All parties
had proceeded on the basic assumption, as the Court of Appeal confirmed, that the 1873 treaty
deliberations “were very well recorded” and “very well documented.” 2
For our purposes here, the Keewatin decisions constitute a very recent endorsement from our
courts of the very honourable and solicitous way Canada’s Crown representatives, like
Alexander Morris, behaved towards the Indians in the treaty-making process that took place in
Canada at that time.
With the signing of the Northwest Angle treaty Canada then turned its attention to obtaining the
surrender of the rest of the lands of the Canadian prairies.

1. Keewatin v. Minister of Natural Resources, 2011 ONSC 4801.
2. Keewatin v. Minister of Natural Resources 2013 ONCA 158.
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20. THE PRAIRIE TREATIES
The Cree and Salteaux tribes of Indians, and all the other Indians inhabiting the district hereinafter described and
defined, do hereby cede, release, surrender and yield up to the Government of the Dominion of Canada for Her
Majesty the Queen and her successors forever, all of their rights, titles and privileges whatsoever to the lands
described within the following limits, that is to say… – Extract from The Qu’Appelle Treaty Number Four

The Qu’Appelle treaty of 1874, covering much of Saskatchewan, the Winnipeg treaty of 1876,
covering most of Northern Manitoba, and the Blackfeet and Forts Carleton and Pitt treaties of
1876, covering Alberta, were all the products of the same pressures and concerns on the part of
both sides, Indian and Canadian government, that had led to the making of the earlier treaties in
Southern Manitoba and Ontario.
For the Indians there was the same sense of an urgent need and desire to become covered by a
treaty; a security blanket in anxious and demoralized times. One of the Cree bands residing near
Norway House, whose members previously, as Alexander Morris writes;
… had supported themselves by serving the Hudson Bay Company as boatmen on the route from Lake Winnipeg to
the Hudson Bay, by way of the Nelson River, but whose occupation was gone, owing to supplies being brought in
by way of the Red River, desired to migrate to the western shore of Lake Winnipeg, and support themselves there by
farming ….

They gratefully signed the Winnipeg treaty, which gave them the security, opportunity and hope
they naturally wanted.
The steamship carrying the Canadian negotiators of the Winnipeg treaty arrived at the Berens
River Post, on the east side of Lake Winnipeg, at 4 p.m. on September 20th. By 11 p.m, only
seven hours later, the chief and principal men of the band there had signed the treaty, so fast and
ready were they to sign!
One group of Indians inhabiting the west shore and some islands of Lake Winnipeg, having
heard about the treaty process, but being without a chief, and fearful of being overlooked by the
Canadian government, to attract the attention of the passing government steamer, fired their
guns, yelled and waved their arms to get noticed. The steamer slowed down. Some of the Indians
paddled out to it, explained their situation and asked to be included in the treaty. One of their
spokesmen, Thickfoot, as described by Alexander Morris:
… explained that he would like to have a place assigned to his people on the main shore, where they could live by
farming and fishing. We suggested Fisher River, which they approved of…Thickfoot expressed gratitude for the
kindness of the Government, and of his belief that the Indians of the various islands and of Jack Head Point would
cheerfully accept the Queen’s benevolence and settle on a reserve….

These Indian people were plainly not coerced by Canada in these situations. They were no doubt,
as previously stated, coerced and constrained by hardship circumstances, but not by the Crown or
the Crown’s police or militia. As well, they were no doubt constrained by their acute awareness
that their old lifestyles were unsustainable and largely already gone. Whether they jumped onto
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it, as some did, or were pushed or pulled onto it, as others were, they all knew that they had to be
on the treaty bandwagon, (or treaty steamer), as it passed by.
And as to the terms of those treaties, they had little to bargain with but their proud and poignant
vulnerability, dependence, intelligence and dignity, which, as a matter of fact, given the
thoroughly decent nature of their bargaining counterparts, took them quite far.
As one Indian, described by Alexander Morris as being called “The Gambler,” said about the
Hudson Bay Company in the talks before the Qu’Appelle treaty was signed, “we always
exchange with them and would die if they went away.”
In Alberta three Cree chiefs sent messages to Canada’s Lieutenant Governor at the Red River
settlement to attempt to hasten the making of treaties covering them. Cree chief Sweet Grass,
describing the uncontrollable social breakdown amongst his people and the breakdown of law
and order in Alberta generally as the result of culture collapse, American incursions and civil war
amongst the Indians themselves (people will invariably turn on each other in extreme situations
of dwindling basic resources), pleaded in cri-de-coeur words to Canada for the protection of a
treaty (it would be the Treaty of Forts Carleton and Pitt):
Our country is getting ruined of fur-bearing animals, hitherto our sole support, and now we are poor and want helpwe want you to pity us. We want cattle, tools, agricultural implements, and assistance with everything when we
come to settle-our country is no longer able to support us.
Make provision for us against years of starvation. We have had great starvation the past winter and the small pox
took away many of our people, the old, the young, and children.
We want you to stop the Americans from coming to trade on our lands, and giving firewater, ammunition and arms
to
our
enemies
the
Blackfeet.
We made a peace this winter with the Blackfeet. Our young men are foolish, it may not last long. We invite you to
come and see us and speak with us. If you can’t come yourself, send someone in your place.

A fellow Chief, Ki-he-Win, the Eagle, sent a similar plea:
Great Father – Let us be friendly. We never shed any white man’s blood, and have always been friendly with the
whites, and want workmen, carpenters and farmers to assist us when we settle. I want all my brother, Sweet Grass,
asks. That is all.

And Kis-ki-on, or Short Tail, added:
My brother, that is coming close, I look upon you as I saw you; I want you to pity me, and I want help to cultivate
the ground for myself and descendants. Come and see us.

These are the heart-wrenching, self-aware words of leaders whose peoples were indeed in their
pre-contact cultural and political end days, and who were agonizingly and helplessly aware of it.
How could the Crown fiduciary and honour principles not arise in these awful circumstances?
Alexander Morris describes the attempts of a recalcitrant band of Saulteaux, who he describes as
“disposed to be troublesome” (we would say they were acting proudly and justifiably defiant),
who attempted to block the Forts Carlton and Pitt treaty process:
Before the arrival of the Commissioner the Saulteaux conceived the idea of forming a combination of French Halfbreeds, the Crees, and themselves, to prevent the crossing of the Saskatchewan by the Lieutenant-Governor, and his
entrance into the Indian territories. They made the proposal first to the French Half-breeds, who declined to
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undertake it, and then to the Crees, who listened to it in silence. One of them at length arose, and pointing to the
River Saskatchewan said, “Can you stop the flow of that river?” The answer was “No”, and the rejoinder was “No
more can you stop the progress of the Queen’s Chief.”

Such was the near universal sense of the inevitability of the situation.
And, as stated, part of Canada’s clear plan involved converting the treaty Indians into settled,
productive inhabitants of the country- farmers and workers – so that they could support
themselves and their families and yes, assimilate into the new, young Canadian social polity.
And this assimilation policy was in no way an attempt to “kill Indian culture” (today falsely and
disgracefully called “cultural genocide”).
Rather, it was a sensible, progressive, humanitarian policy, based on the reality that Indian
culture, for all the essentially blameless reasons set out above, had already experienced a tragic
but inevitable transformation and demise. Assimilation was reasonably considered as the only
realistic and responsible way forward for Indians.
There’s no doubt that part of Canada’s approach to the situation was “missionary” in spirit.
Canada’s representatives, supremely confident in their culture and place in the world, genuinely
believed, rightly or wrongly, that if Indians could be “converted” to British-Canadian culture
they would be far better off for it.
What is overlooked today is that this assimilation policy was not just some sneaky and secret
Canadian agenda. Rather, it was expressly and unapologetically acknowledged by both sides
and, importantly, resignedly and realistically accepted by the Indian treaty bargainers.
By the Qu’Appelle treaty, in addition to the usual cash payments, annuities, suits of clothes and
silver medals, the Cree and Saulteaux signatories to it were also promised annual allotments of
powder shot, musket balls and twine, to help them hunt (they being unable or unwilling to make
their own inefficient hunting tools any more) together with farming land allotments, one square
mile in area for each family of five, and farming implements, as promised in the treaty…
(to be) supplied to any band who are now actually cultivating the soil, or who shall hereafter settle on these reserves
and commence to break up the land, that is to say-two hoes, one spade, one scythe, and one axe for every family so
cultivating; and enough seed, wheat, barley, oats and potatoes to plant such lands as they have broken up; also one
plough and two harrows for every ten families so cultivating as aforesaid; and also to each Chief for the use of his
band as aforesaid, one yoke of oxen, one bull, four cows, a chest of ordinary carpenter’s tools, five hand saws, five
augers, one cross-cut saw, one pit saw, the necessary files and one grindstone; all the aforesaid articles to be given
once for all, for the encouragement of the practise of agriculture among the Indians.

This represented a good, progressive and honourable approach to ameliorating, as much as
humanly and realistically possible, the tragic situation of the prairie Indians at the time.
To anyone exercising the slightest bit of historical imagination, giving these totally overwhelmed
and helpless people money, land and tools, in a legally protected environment, to enable them to
have a chance at getting back on their feet and supporting themselves, and thereby maintaining
or recovering their dignity and pride, is not something for present-day Canadians to be
ashamed of. It is something for us to be proud of.
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And Canada, now the de facto conqueror with a conscience, showing an even more focused
intention than before to bring about the assimilation of the Indians of the west into the Canadian
mainstream, and therefore and thereby help their survival as a viable and vibrant cultural and
economic part of the country, agreed in this treaty to “… maintain a school in the reserve,
allotted to each band, as soon as they settle on said reserve, and are prepared for a teacher.”
As Alexander Morris wrote in 1880:
The treaties provide for the establishment of schools, on the reserves, for the instruction of the Indian children. This
is a very important feature, and is deserving of being pressed with the utmost energy. The new generation can be
trained in the habits and ways of civilized life- prepared to encounter the difficulties with which they will be
surrounded, by the influx of settlers, and fitted for maintaining themselves as tillers of the soil. The erection of a
school-house on a reserve will be attended with slight expense, and the Indians would often give their labour
towards its construction.

Clearly, one of the prime rationales for establishing government schools on reserves was to
facilitate assimilation and racial integration on the prairies and to give the new and future
generations of Indians survival skills in the new world they were facing. These rationales were
and are consistent with the honour of the Crown and the highest and most civilized values of
humanity.
As stated, but it bears repeating to better counter today’s false orthodoxy on this important issue,
they were not rationales developed for the purpose of intentionally eradicating Indian culture.
Pre-contact Indian culture was at the time already irrevocably lost.
These rationales were developed to save a people, not eradicate them. They were liberal and
humane rationales, evidencing the opposite of racist sentiment.
There was the ban on alcohol on the reserves and finally, the preservation of the Indians’ right:
… to pursue their avocation of hunting, trapping and fishing through the tract surrendered, subject to such
regulations as may from time to time be made by the Government… and saving and excepting such tracts as may be
required or taken from time to time for settlement, mining or other purposes…. (italics added)

The words italicized immediately above emphasize that the treaties were documents of general
surrender by the Indians of all rights to the land, subject to exceptions.
Canada was clearly intended to have virtually full, unimpeded sway over the surrendered lands,
without Indian interference, subject to stated exceptions which, if they had to be interpreted in
the future, would certainly only be reasonably and narrowly interpreted having primary reference
to the overall concept and purpose of the treaties, that is, rights extinguishment.
Again, as stated, there was no thought or discussion of, or any provision in the treaties, express
or implied, relating to any future general obligation to consult or accommodate Indians with
respect to Crown or Crown-authorized activities on the surrendered lands, no discussion of the
treaty being a land and resources “sharing agreement,” and, as in the other treaty deliberations
described, there was every indication that the Indians fully understood the concepts of
extinguishment and surrender.
The treaty of Forts Carleton and Pitt was very similar to the Qu’Appelle treaty in purpose and
content. It did contain two different provisions however, one profound and pregnant with future
meaning, and one just humanly interesting for its own sake. The first was that the Crown
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promised “…that a medicine chest shall be kept at the house of each Indian Agent for the use and
benefit of the Indian, at the discretion of said Agent….” This was a response to the catastrophic,
world-ending diseases that were so devastating the Indians at the time.
This provision now provides some of the contextual basis, in addition to the fiduciary and Crown
honour principle, for Canada’s present provision of full and free medical benefits to Indians, on
and off the reserves, a situation that has resulted, as stated, from an honorable and generous
interpretation of that meagrely-worded treaty provision.
The second different provision was that each chief who signed the treaty got “two carts, with
iron bushings and tires,” a telling testament to the practical, assimilative, forward-looking
outlook of the Indians of that place and time.
It’s now commonly acknowledged that Canada’s plan to turn Indians into yeoman farmers was a
total failure. As Richard Gwyn wrote in Volume Two of Nation Maker :
The buffalo disappeared far faster than anyone had anticipated, and the difficulties of teaching warriors and hunters
to settle for being farmers proved to be formidable. Farm instructors often turned out to be failed farmers
themselves, and the Indians, accustomed to “country food” they had shot or trapped themselves, found processed
food such as bacon almost inedible. It was excruciatingly difficult for Aboriginals, for centuries warriors and
hunters, to abandon all that to become sedentary farmers scraping at the soil.

In addition, as James Daschuk powerfully tells us in Clearing the Plains, while the plans and
promises of the Crown treaty negotiators were honourable and well intentioned, the execution of
those plans and promises by others was a disgrace to the name of Canada. Indians, newly
confined to reserves, naturally experiencing total cultural trauma, were allowed to starve to
death, and were otherwise meanly and indifferently frustrated by Canada in all their attempts to
be farmers. In all kinds of corrupt, cruel and racist ways, the Canadian government betrayed
them.
The policy had been well-meaning, and it had made sense. But in the carrying out, it constituted
one of the worst breaches by Canada of its fiduciary and human duties to Indians in all of
Canada’s history.
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21. COMMON THEMES
One of the Crees at length arose, and pointing to the River Saskatchewan said, “Can you stop the flow of that river?”
The answer was “no” and the rejoinder was “No more can you stop the progress of the Queen’s Chief.” – Alexander
Morris
The signing of the treaties hastened the crumbling of an old culture which had seen its day…It wasn’t (the chiefs)
intention to be looked after forever by the federal government but, rather, that they wanted assistance when they
settled down on reserves and later only in times of extreme adversity… It was never intended that they would stick
to the reserves…-Aboriginal AFN founder, activist, writer, lawyer, William Wuttunee 1

Several significant things become clear from a review of the events surrounding the making of
these treaties between Canada and its Indians.
The first is that the Indians wanted the treaties. They were at times desperate to get them. The
Stone Fort treaty process started by the Indians entreating Canada to enter into a treaty with
them. When the NorthWest Angle treaty talks threatened to break down the chief of the Lac Seul
band spoke up, saying that his four hundred member band wanted a treaty, they wanted the
schoolmaster being promised, “to teach their children the knowledge of the white man.” They
wanted more seeds, cattle and agricultural implements, to supplement the farming efforts they
had already undertaken.
Unlike today’s history-denying Indian industry, the Indians who signed the treaties generally,
however they naturally wished it to be otherwise, accepted the need and benefit of
assimilation. Assimilation for them was not akin to “genocide.” It was akin to simple, timeless,
non-racist, adaptation and survival.
Completely understandably, they rued the circumstances they were in, which made what they
were doing, in their minds, necessary. But they accepted these circumstances, and their response
to them was the only reasonable and realistic way forward.
Alexander Morris describes the Blackfeet, Blood and Peigan Indians, the tribes and bands which
signed the Blackfeet Treaty, as bands that, prior to the making of the treaty, had been “for years
past…anxiously expecting to be treated with”, and “much disappointed at the delay of
negotiations.” Recall the Berens River Indians shouting and waving at the passing government
steamer to get its attention so to ensure that they were included in the treaty they heard was in the
offing.
Indian leaders today assert that the treaty-making processes were coercive against and therefore
unfair towards Indians. The historical record, a prime example of which are the reliable
Alexander Morris’ accounts, accounts relied upon by Indian court activists, shows how false this
assertion is.
In Nation Maker, Richard Gwyn draws attention to the difference between the American and
more positive Canadian experience in this regard:
At this time, Canadian Indian policy was far superior, in effectiveness and sensitivity, to American Indian policy. As
the Halifax Chronicle put it, the policy and treatment here were “humane and successful,” while in the United States
the approach was of “war and extermination”. The Globe similarly described American policy as “a dark record of
broken pledges, undisguised oppression and triumphant cruelty.” A great many Americans thought exactly the same
way. A report to the House Committee on Indian Affairs concluded admiringly that Canadians would be “known in
history as having striven to do justice to the aborigines,” and a study for the U.S. Board of Indian Commissioners
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described Canada’s system as “immeasurably superior to our own”. Most importantly, Indians agreed. Their name
for the American border was the Medicine Line, meaning that above it there was healing. (italics added)

And, consistent with British-Canadian humanitarian traditions that carry on up to the present,
there was, above the Medicine Line, in Canada, sanctuary for the in-essence refugee American
Indian tribes suffering from the the United States government’s policies of war and
extermination against them. (See Beth LaDow’s The Medicine Line, above).
The historical record also shows that the overall theme of the treaties, in the circumstances
giving rise to them, in the talks engaged in before they were signed, in the treaty wording, in the
speeches made by the parties after they were signed, was extinguishment of Indian rights and
control over the lands surrendered, with no residual obligation on the Crown to continue to
“share” the surrendered lands and the resources on them.
Generally the only, rather paltry, things given to the Indians in the treaties were small, annual
cash payments, reserves, and the limited right to hunt and fish on the surrendered lands, all of
which, in the Crown’s mind, were to be followed, hopefully sooner rather than later, by
assimilation and integration of Indians into mainstream Canadian life, such as it was at the time.
The current misrepresentations about Indians having been “forced to assimilate” at the hands of a
malevolently motivated Crown or Church are gross over-simplifications. It never happened that
way. “Traditional” pre-contact Indian culture had already been largely lost long before any
deliberate Crown or Crown-authorized assimilationist-integrationist measures, such as the
residential schools, were undertaken.
And again, as stated, the treaty talks in no way constituted equal, sovereign “nation to nation”
dealings. In fact in the Northwest Angle treaty and in all the Prairie treaties the Indian signers
promised to “conduct themselves as good and loyal subjects of Her Majesty the Queen”, thereby
making it logically impossible, then and now, for the Indian bands affected by those treaties to
reasonably argue that they are subjects of some nation other than Canada.
In this regard it is noteworthy how often the parent-child analogy was used to describe the power
dynamic between Canada and the Indians, an analogy so antithetical to the notion of dealings
between equals, where Canada, or the Crown, was at some point personalized and called “the
Queen Mother,” or some similar term (although Queen Victoria’s name was never actually
used), and the Indians were called her “children” or her “red children.” This mother-child
analogy, instinctively embraced and used by both sides, was probably as accurate as any analogy
could be in reflecting the dependency and vulnerability of the Indians and the superior,
dominant, power of Canada.
In the Stone Fort Treaty talks, Wemyss Simpson, said:
Your Great Mother wishes the good of all races under her sway. She wishes her red children happy and
contented…She would like them to adopt the habits of the whites…She thinks this would be the best thing for her
red children to do…that it would make them safer from famine and distress…” During the Qu’Appelle treaty talks
Alexander Morris said to the Indians: “You are the subjects of the Queen, you are her children…She has children all
over the world, and she does right with them all. She cares as much for you as she cares for her white children. What
she promises never changes….

It is from this original unequal bargaining relationship, from this situation of vulnerability and
dependency on the part of the Indians, and from the promises made by the Crown in these treaty
talks and in the treaties themselves, that, as stated earlier, there justly and properly arose a
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fiduciary relationship between Canada and its Indians, a relationship requiring good faith,
“honour,” probity and responsible conduct on the part of Canada towards its Indians.
This fiduciary relationship – this obligation on the part of the Crown to act “honourably”- would
become, and they remains today, the core concepts affecting and defining relations between
Indian and non-Indian Canadians. (I argue, in Rethinking the Crown Honour Principle, below,
that how this fiduciary duty should be carried out today should be fundamentally re-considered.)
Finally, a striking realization one experiences when reading accounts of the treaty talks is how
little negative, racial animus there was between the parties.
One can say more than that. One can say that there was actually a somewhat positive, almost
ecumenical, looking-forward-to-a-positive-future-together kind of feeling, that was revealed by
the words and actions of the participants from both sides, that seemed to herald a new, young,
united Canadian world eventually operating within the framework of the universalist model
discussed above, where racial differences would be noted and respected, but would not be
definitive, would not be the main factor governing the resolution of every question arising in
future between the parties.
There was the sense and idea that, as William Wuttunee stated (above), the reserve system
would only be temporary, would only be in place until the schools and the agricultural allotments
and implements did their work, resulting eventually in Indian-Canadians becoming assimilated,
integrated and self-sustaining.
It wasn’t an overtly pro-integration, pro-assimilation feeling. The times and circumstances were
not ready for that. This was the nineteenth century after all – the century of Europe achieving
hegemony over the undeveloped world – the century of the formal, intellectual resurrection and
high refinement of racial and anti-semitic, “scientific theory” – the century of social Darwinism
and the White Man’s Burden.
But the feelings surrounding the treaty signings nonetheless contained the seeds of something
humanly good – a healthy sense amongst the participants that race, in the big scheme of things,
in the long view, didn’t really matter, and if integration or assimilation did occur, (that was after
all the unapologetic long-term goal of Canada), that was the best of all possible outcomes for all.
No doubt the degree and intensity of those feelings has ebbed and flowed in Canada’s history
since then. Clearing the Plains and the Keewatin case describe the ebb of those good feelings
and intentions and that good Crown conduct after the departure or death of the major participants
in the making of the treaties. As those people died, as the nineteenth century turned into the
twentieth, as settlement and urbanization increased, as the hopes that Indians would take up
agriculture faded, Canada and the provinces entered into a period of neglect towards our Indians.
Some treaty provisions were ignored or diminished. The new Crown agents and representatives,
like the crook Dewdney in Clearing the Plains who cheated and deprived the Indians of food,
medicine and other provisions, unlike the original Crown signatories to the treaties, were distant,
new-urban bureaucrats who too often represented the worst aspects of high-Victorian racial
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arrogance and insensitivity, and who, through a complete lack of personal experience, had never
had the privilege of experiencing the beauty and dignity of the Indian character.
Jan Morris, in Heaven’s Command,2 the first volume of her Pax Britannica trilogy about the rise
and fall of the British Empire, describes this phenomenon. The first adventuresome generations
of British colonizers, sans wives and other such homeland restraints and strictures, mixed freely
in every respect with the locals on the basis of equality, mutual dependency and mutual respect.
But inevitably, once the way was cleared and basic colonial stability achieved, came the wives,
“determined to keep their menfolk healthy and orthodox in mind as in flesh,” military forces,
administrators and all the other usual, necessary and various bean-counters that accompany
“civilization.”
The focus changed from all that previous mutuality to one of increasing social distance.
Eventually the colonial “masters” almost completely socially withdrew and isolated themselves
from their suddenly now “heathen” charges, regarding them mainly as pitiable human inferiors in
dire need of Anglicization and the Word of the Christian Lord.
Something like this happened in Canada. Peter C. Newman in Company of Adventurers3 vividly
describes the original dynamic and respectful interaction between Europeans and Indians, the
phenomenon typified by many of the Europeans taking “country wives.” Clearly the original
explorers and settlers of Canada, and the original Crown signers of our Indian treaties, knew
from personal experience that their Indian counterparts were anything but heathens or “savages.”
One or two generations later however, as in India – as in many European colonies the world over
during this period – the agents and representatives of the Crowns of Canada, lacking down-toearthedness and caught in the grip of that Darwinian, Victorian snobbery and sense of racial
superiority that so permeated the era, never learned about Indians what their predecessors had
learned from direct experience, and thus wrongly viewed them more negatively – and their
behavior towards them reflected that.
Instead of being regarded as fully-dimensional human beings intended to be a vital part of the
fabric of Canada, Indians became indifferently regarded as a sort of remote, physically isolated
and segregated, social “other”, (not unlike, as I argue in The Essential Humanity of the Migrators
to Canada, above, the way many Indian elites today seem to regard “Whites” as the “other”), or
as a merely impersonal, far-away, subject matter of government files. As Richard Gwyn wrote
in Nation Maker, during this later period “…for close to a century, to be an Indian was to be
invisible, so far as the government and the majority of Canadians were concerned.”
Regardless, that was then. For me and, I believe, Canadians in general, in the 1950’s and early
1960’s, as the Victorian era was finally coming to a close, those original positive feelings and
ideals, including John A. MacDonald’s notion that the Canadian nation could be primarily
political rather than ethnic or racial, were beginning to flow again. And they were feelings,
originally and, now in the present, exemplified by Nelson Mandela and Martin Luther King, so
much more positive, embracing and civilized than the sour, negative, legalistic-to-no-good-end,
race-obsessed feelings and ideas our courts and our Indian and non-Indian establishments are
promulgating today.
The pledges of eternal friendship made when the treaties were signed evidenced those positive
feelings. Before the NorthWest Angle treaty was signed Alexander Morris took a chief’s hand
and said:
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… I accept your hand and with it the lands, and will keep all my promises, in the firm belief that the treaty now to be
signed will bind the red man and the white man together as friends for ever….

Before the Qu’Appelle treaty was signed The Gambler, referring to the whites and the different
Indian tribes present at the talks, said:
Look at these children that are sitting around here and also at the tents, who are just the image of my kindness. There
are different kinds of grass growing here that is just like those sitting around here. There is no difference. Even from
the American land they are here, but we love them all the same, and when the white skin comes from far away I love
him all the same. I am telling you what our love and kindness is.

The Gambler saw no essential human differences between members of his Saulteaux tribe and
either the Cree Indians there or the Indians who had been driven there from the United States.
But then, amazingly, he expanded his vision of humanity as essentially one all-encompassing
family precariously existing under the same sheltering umbrella of mutual dependence, love and
kindness, where race was no barrier to all being treated equally, by including the “white skin” in
his profound and empathic declaration of human equality.
Describing people of different tribes, and then races, as merely different kinds of grass sharing
the same earth, is so simple, brilliant and true. The Gambler was echoing what all the great
thinkers, visionaries and humanists have always said: We are all nature’s children…any
differences between us are so miniscule as to be cosmically laughable… We are all blades of
grass in the same field. From a distance, we are indistinguishable. We must empathize with one
another and focus on our countless, major similarities, not on our minor, illusory differences.
These great men were expressing the sentiment and idea that people are too diverse and
complicated to only be able to be described and dealt with in accordance with a largely illusory
identity supposedly arising from the mere fact of belonging to a certain race, religion or ethnic
group. These singular affiliations constitute no rational or constructive basis upon which to
categorize, judge and civically interact with other human beings. (see further, The Myths of Race
and Racial Differences, below)
The Nobel Prize-winning writer Amartya Sen, in his book Identity and Violence: The Illusion of
Destiny,4 decries this tendency to “miniaturize” human beings by categorizing and describing
them only with reference to their ancestry, ethnicity, religion, race or some other such outward
characteristic, usually a characteristic that arises from a mere accident of birth, and, on the other
hand, completely ignoring or downplaying the vast majority of personal characteristics that
people have in common and which make us basically all the same.
He describes this exercise in artificiality as the “civilizational partitioning” of human beings. He
says the following about it:
The conceptual weakness of the attempt to achieve a singular understanding of the people of the world through
civilizational partitioning not only works against our shared humanity, but also undermines the diverse identities we
all have which do not place us against each other along one uniquely rigid line of segregation. Misdescription and
misconception can make the world more fragile than it need be.

The wisdom and basic human empathy expressed by The Gambler on behalf of his
people, Alexander Morris on behalf of Canada, Sir David Cannadine, Amartya Sen, Gandhi,
Nelson Mandela, Martin Luther King and Tony Judt (below), all correctly focusing on our shared
humanity, is today nowhere to be found amongst the governing classes of Canada or amongst our
current Indian elites. Today, our leaders, Indian and non-Indian, are actively encouraging, only
sometimes with liberal intentions, but always with the most illiberal results, the negative and
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harmful partitioning of Indian and non-Indian Canadians into permanent, segregated, illusory,
civilizational boxes, where each segment stays socially and politically trapped and impoverished.
In doing this these “leaders” have betrayed the cooperative, progressive, unitary and humanistic
intentions of our common forefathers, have set us on a divisive path against nature, and against
each other, and have broken the spirit, dispensed with the wording and frustrated the purposes of
the old treaties – all to Canada’s great detriment, and especially to the impoverishing detriment
of the vast majority of ordinary, powerless, vulnerable, disadvantaged Indian people, who
deserve so much better.
Let us consider (the people who negotiated the treaties) hereafter without frustration, and regard the treaty period as
a necessary development in the process of fusing the red and the white. – William Wuttunee- Ruffled

Feathers

1.
2.
3.
4.

Ruffled Feathers, above
Jan Morris. Heaven’s Command. The Folio Society, 1992.
Peter C. Newman. Company of Adventurers. Penguin Books, 1986.
Amaryta Sen. Identity and Violence: The Illusion of Destiny. Norton, 2006.
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22. THE EMASCULATION OF CROWN
SOVEREIGNTY
Negotiations to continue the widening of Highway 69 north of Parry Sound to four lanes are at a standstill as the
Shawanaga First Nation seeks compensation to allow the project on its traditional lands. In an e-mail seeking advice
from Transport Canada on August 8th…the Ministry of Transportation said the Shawanaga First Nation had “vetoed
the highway.” – The Sudbury Star1
We may find that a healthy democracy, far from being threatened by the regulatory state, actually depends upon it:
that in a world increasingly polarized between isolated, insecure individuals and unregulated global forces, the
legitimate authority of the democratic state may be the best kind of intermediate institution we can devise. What,
after all, is the alternative? – Tony Judt, Reappraisals2
A government’s most basic function is the protection of its sovereignty. – Simon Schama, Citizens: A Chronicle of
the French Revolution3
When states are absent, rights-by any definition-are impossible to sustain. States are not structures to be taken for
granted, exploited or discarded, but are fruits of long and quiet effort. It is tempting but dangerous to fragment the
state…Timothy Snyder4
We must respect UNDRIP. We must respect the bargain that is section 35. In the journey of deconstructing
colonialism Canadians must support the solutions proposed by Indigenous nations. It’s about empowering choice for
Indigenous governments. -Joe Wild, Senior Assistant Deputy Minister, Indigenous and Northern Affairs Canada 5
Liberalism, by constantly betraying its stated values, is destroying itself.- Christopher Hedges 6

For at least the first two hundred years of Canada’s early history the relationship between Indians
and Europeans in Canada was very much like a true economic and political partnership.
Europeans, especially in the early years, desperately needed Indians’ help to explore the country
and in fact to just survive in it. Indians on their part quickly became dependent for their survival
on European trade goods and on European trade itself.
Neither the Indians nor the Europeans were in “control” of the country and neither exercised
dominant power or control over the other, nor did they really think in such terms. For Europeans
it was more a time of discovery, adventure, trade and the unconsciously slow but sure attainment
of cultural and economic sway over Indians.
In this period, where Canadian history had not yet “hardened,” the relationship between Indians
and non-Indians in Canada was more characterized by collaboration and mutual dependency than
anything else, and, if there was any control being exercised, it was a form of shared control.
This rather idyllic, loose and fluid situation did come to an end however, as evidenced and
epitomized by the Royal Proclamation of 1763, which in no uncertain terms, despite the
generous provisions in it for Indians, defined and symbolized the complete attainment and
consolidation of British sovereignty over British North America.
The treaties entered into in the 1800’s again, despite the extremely limited rights reserved to
Indians in them, and consistent with the demographic, social and political facts in existence
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during that period, finished off the consolidation process and put a complete end to the era of
collaboration and shared control that had previously existed between Indians and non-Indians.
A legal, constitutional and political regime of complete Crown sovereignty had become
established, with there being no thought on anyone’s side, and no discussion ever, about the
Crown having to consult with or accommodate Indians with respect to activities on surrendered
lands.
It was during this complete Crown sovereignty era, comprised of most of our country’s history
since Confederation, that Canada evolved as a nation-state into a world beacon of material
progress, civility and enlightenment.
That progressive and forward-looking era is now, with respect to Canada’s relationship with its
Indian population, very disturbingly seeming to be ending, and morphing into something
retrograde and harmful to us all.
To an alarming degree Canada is in a very real sense going back to the pre-treaties era of
collaboration and shared power with Indians – to a situation of limited , reduced and emasculated
– partially self-emasculated- Crown sovereignty – which is already having very negative
consequences for all Canadians, Indians and non-Indians alike, and will continue to do so, in
even worse fashion, in the years to come.
Before the enactment of the Constitution Act 1982, (the old British North America Act as
patriated and amended by the addition of the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms) there
was no such thing as “aboriginal law,” as there is now. Things were pretty quiet on this legal
front. Jurisprudence emanating from the various Royal Proclamation and Indian Act issues that
had arisen during the first century or so of Canada’s existence, while recognizing and affirming
the legal rights that had been conceptualized and then granted to Indians, benignly and
unconsciously assumed and supported ultimate Crown sovereignty.
During this long period this jurisprudence stayed relatively harmonious with the ever-changing
Canadian social and political zeitgeist, one of the continuous and primary characteristics of
which was, certainly beginning after World War Two, the constant and gradual dissolution of
legal and social barriers amongst Canadians in general and, with respect to Indians, the
weakening of all those ancient prejudices and barriers that for a century had falsely implied that
they and non-Indian Canadians were fundamentally different, and ill-fated to permanently live
legally and physically apart from one another.
Unfortunately for the best interests of Canada and all Canadians, including our Indian citizens,
that continuum towards harmony has been broken.
New and unprecedented legal barriers to Canadian economic progress and social unity have
recently been created by our higher courts, which are already causing harmful economic effects
and serious divisiveness between Indian and non-Indian Canadians. Legally, socially and
politically, we’re going backwards.
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Economically, an indirect form of expropriation has occurred – a court-ordered massive transfer
of economic wealth and legal power from Crowns and non-Indian Canadians, individual and
corporate, to relatively tiny Indian bands – a downloading of responsibility for improving the
material circumstances of Indians from governments to corporations wanting to do business on
either Crown lands or on their own private rural or wilderness lands.
Section 35 of the Constitution Act, 1982, states:
1.-The Aboriginal and treaty rights of the Aboriginal peoples of Canada are hereby recognized and affirmed.
2.-In this Act “Aboriginal peoples of Canada” includes the Indian, Inuit and Metis peoples of Canada.

The politicians who, almost as an afterthought, added section 35 to the Constitution Act, thereby
unwittingly created the legal basis for highly activist courts, in the Indian rights litigation
explosion that ensued after 1982, to almost completely destroy the Crown sovereignty-legislative
supremacy constitutional model that had enabled Canada, up until that time, as a relatively united
country, to so thrive and prosper on all fronts- economic, social and political.
Over the past twenty years, jurisprudence emanating from Canada’s higher courts has interpreted
section 35 in such an ahistorical, overly-romantic, revisionist, activist way – has read into it so
much that is not there and was never intended to be there – has created so many new rights for
Indians that even they never knew they had or expected to be handed, that the ability of the
Canadian state- of Canada’s federal and provincial governments – Canada’s Crowns – to solely
embody ultimate political power and authority in the country and to legislate and govern in all
Canadians best interests, has been seriously eroded, and, judging by Mr. Joe Wild’s remarks
above, which reflect the current views of our bureaucratic elites, and thus to a large “Yes
Minister” degree the views of our politicians, this serious erosion will only worsen in the future.
As well, Canada’s higher courts have stacked the deck in favour of the right and ability of these
relatively tiny Indian bands, with virtually no checks on them, to pursue their own economic
interests at the expense of our already stressed and pressed-upon government treasuries – of
otherwise lawfully operating corporations – of non-Indian Canadians – and at the expense of the
Canadian general welfare as a whole.
The new constitutional model this new jurisprudence has created is one that has, as stated,
created serious social divisions and legal and economic perils in the country, which have
worsened as the consequences of it, with time, have unfolded and become clearer.
The federal and provincial Crowns in Canada, as the result of these court decisions and, more
shockingly, the inexplicably unwise, unprincipled, craven and anemic response to them by our
politicians, senior bureaucrats and law enforcement officials, are becoming slowly but surely
legally emasculated in the face of ever more aggressive, well-financed (usually, ultimately, by
the Crowns themselves) and well-organized legal, economic and vigilante attacks (illegal
roadblocks and occupations) being made by Indian band leaderships and interest groups against
their fellow Canadians.
Reconciliation, the professed high value supposedly now governing relations between Indians
and non-Indians in Canada, and a word one reads in all these recent court decisions – a word
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used by the courts in a very odd, unusual and counter-intuitive way, but understood by ordinary
Canadians only in its plain and ordinary meaning – is being more and more rendered impossible
by these court decisions and the emergent effects of them.
The Gambler’s inspiring grass analogy-vision, comparing us all to harmoniously intermingling
grasses on one boundless plain – a vision shared and promoted by the late, great Nelson Mandela
– there is no difference – has been junked. The vision of Canada as a unified “community of
destiny,” a phrase used by the brilliant political historian and thinker Tony Judt
in Reappraisals7 -a vision long possessed by ordinary Canadians -has been replaced by our elites
with a meaner, more pinched and prosaic vision of Canada as a mere race-based community of
economic and legal stakeholders – separate communities of racial origin, or, as Amartya Sen
describes it, a community characterized by “plural monoculturism.”
The main court decision which solidified this dispiriting, disharmonious and devolutionary trend,
and which is now one of the basic jurisprudential starting points for any enquiry into this serious
issue, is the Supreme Court of Canada’s Haida Nation decision.

Johnathon Migneault. 4-Lane Talks at Standstill, The Sudbury Star, 31 January 2013.
Tony Judt. Reappraisals. Penguin Press, 2008.
Simon Schama. Citizens: A Chronicle of the French Revolution. Vintage Books, 1989.
Black Earth- The Holocaust as History and Warning, above
Part of speech, Advancing Reconciliation Through Partnership with Indigenous Peoples, Seminar, An
Update on Aboriginal Law, St. Andrews Club and Conference Centre, Toronto, November 30, 2016
(“the St. Andrews conference“
6. Talks, above
7. Tony Judt. Reappraisals: Reflections on the Forgotten Twentieth Century. Penguin Press, 2008.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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23. THE HAIDA NATION CASE
The science of constructing a commonwealth, or renovating it, or reforming it, is, like every other experimental
science, not to be taught a priori. Nor is it a short experience that can instruct us in that practical science; because
the real effects of moral causes are not always immediate; but that which in the first instance may be prejudicial may
be excellent in its remoter operation; and its excellence may even arise from the ill effects it produces in the
beginning. The reverse also happens; and very pleasing commencements, have often shameful and lamentable
conclusions. – Edmund Burke, Reflections
I was a member of the House of Commons when the Charter was debated, and remember well the discussions and
negotiations around s. 35 and the valuable references to the Royal Proclamation. Some protested no one knew
exactly what the implications of these changes were, but in fact we knew full well we were making progress in
reducing the unilateral prerogative of governments. -Bob Rae1
Almost a decade after Calder, the enactment of s. 35 of the Constitution Act, 1982 “recognized and affirmed”
existing Aboriginal rights, although it took some time for the meaning of this section to be fully fleshed out.McLachlin C.J., Tsilhqot’in Nation vs. British Columbia2
All Canadians have to live with constitutional mistakes, perhaps forever. We are entitled to great care.3
Gordon Gibson
4
I can’t explain the mushroom effect of the duty to consult. -Retired Supreme Court Justice Jack Major
5
Radical reform without some kind of social consensus is dangerous. -Anthony Trollope

As evidenced by Mr. Bob Rae’s quote above, the framers of the Constitution Act had no real or
solid idea what they were doing when they carelessly, and with no real pressure or reason to do
so, threw section 35 into it, other than recklessly and heedlessly “reducing the unilateral
prerogatives of government” i.e. reducing Crown sovereignty to the extent that the Canadian
people as a whole, through our elected representatives acting in our federal and provincial
parliaments- all collectively embodying “the Crown”-in some unknown ways and to some
unknown degrees, with respect to all matters Aboriginal, would no longer be masters in our own
legislative houses. Edmund Burke would not have been pleased.
To Mr. Rae and his heedless colleagues this undemocratic, race-based enactment, agreed upon
literally during the middle of the night , and preceded by no broader public consultation or input,
was “progress”. But the only “pleasing commencement” of it has turned out to be their own
personal, (misguided) sense of moral satisfaction. Yes, they had been
acting compassionately, but they had also, in retrospect, been acting incompetently.
Like all elites who at heart distrust “the people”, they sought no social consensus before doing
what they did. They did not show “great care”, as urged by Gordon Gibson, (above), so as to
avoid making the serious constitutional mistake that enacting section 35 was and is. What they
did, as now evidenced by section 35 in its “remoter operation”, was cause a very harmful
diminishment of Crown sovereignty, serious economic harm and greater racial division in the
country.
The brilliant Canadian historian and humanist Erna Paris, a champion of the kind of pluralist,
universalist society that Canada was on the road to becoming vis-a-vis our Indian peoples before
we were wrenched off course by the passage of section 35 and the happening of the legal
sequelae to it, writing in From Tolerance to Tyranny (above) about 15th Century Spain’s descent
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into deadly bigotry and discrimination, described an aspect of that process with words apt to Mr.
Rae and his fellow “framer” elites:
In keeping with my theme of the political consequences of exclusiveness, it is a tale of influential people and key
events that effectively altered the general attitude towards minorities. The spotlight is on individuals who set
cultural and ideological agendas and changed the direction of society.

The lamentable consequences of what they so unwisely and haphazardly did- the first of the
major consequences of it- started almost immediately.
In 2004 the Supreme Court, in Haida Nation v. British Columbia (Minister of Forests),6 ruled
that the British Columbia Minister of Forestry could not approve the transfer of a 40 year-old
Tree Farm License (as had been done with these licenses countless times in the past), without
first consulting with the “Council of the Haida Nation” and, “if appropriate,” accommodating
their concerns.
The Forestry Minister had approved the transfer in 1999, as had been done with this license
several times in the years before that. The Haida Nation challenged this approval in court on the
ground that because they were making a land claim in relation to the area in question their
consent was needed for the transfer.
They won! The Supreme Court ruled that because of the existence of the land claim, regardless
of its’ merits or when it might finally be resolved, British Columbia had a legal duty to
meaningfully consult with the Haida people about the harvest of timber from the land in
question, which included decisions to transfer or replace tree farm licenses. The court went
further, saying, “Good faith consultation may in turn lead to an obligation to accommodate Haida
concerns in the harvesting of timber”, although, with a distressing lack of concern for the
practical, it acknowledged that “what accommodation, if any, cannot at this time be ascertained.”
Indian leaders are now lecturing non-Indian Canadians more and more about our legal duty,
based on the Haida Nation case, and on “the honour of the Crown” to “consult and
accommodate” Indian concerns. And, as it’s already being used now, in the future this
completely new and “out of left field” jurisprudential construct, often irrelevant to and
disconnected from facts on the ground, will more and more be cleverly and cynically used by
Indian bands everywhere against their non-Indian fellow Canadians as a key instrument of
economic coercion.
Honourable Crown conduct, which “must be understood generously,” is required, according to
the Supreme Court, “if we are to achieve the reconciliation of the pre-existence of aboriginal
societies with the sovereignty of the Crown….” One is hard-pressed to imagine a more elegant
and legally impressive phrase than that: “… the reconciliation of the pre-existence of aboriginal
societies with the sovereignty of the Crown….” Unfortunately it’s a phrase designed only to be
read and understood by other lawyers, law professors, judges and civil servants, and it has little
grounding whatsoever in any concrete historical or social reality.
The court used the word “reconciliation” in the unusual sense of meaning the meshing in the
smoothest and most minimalist manner possible of the pre- treaty legal rights of Indians (as
stated above, as originally and basically conceptualized and defined by British notions of legal
fair play only, as in the Royal Proclamation) with the rights granted to the Crown by the treaties,
so that the continued existence of each of these two inherently competing sets of rights is
diminished and impaired to the least possible extent.
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By this phrase the court in Haida Nation said in effect that each sets of rights, Indian and nonIndian, continued and continues today to exist. There was no general extinguishment of Indian
rights! This is radical, profound and legally earth-shaking – a complete legal departure from the
past, unsupported by any reasonable interpretation or application of the Crown fiduciary or
honour principles, and unsupported by the historical record or the wording of any of the old
treaties.
Most Canadians since the beginning of the treaty-making processes, until now told by the
Supreme Court to the contrary, reasonably thought that aboriginal claims to and rights over the
land were more than “reconciled.” In fact, Canadians, Indians and non-Indians alike, thought
they were, especially in treaty areas, extinguished, plain and simple, subject to very simple and
clearly worded exceptions, being essentially the right to hunt, fish and trap on unoccupied
wilderness Crown lands, subject to ultimate Crown sovereignty and control, small annual cash
payments and reservations.
Suddenly, with Haida Nation, after well over a century of established law, practice and
understanding on all sides, that’s no longer the case. The meaning and effect of Haida Nation is
that now it can no longer be said that the treaties were entered into for the purpose of
extinguishing Indian title to Canadian lands, thus allowing us all, under the protective umbrella
of ultimate Crown sovereignty, to move on into the future with the goal of eventually becoming
equals in every respect.
Haida Nation, and the cases decided by our higher courts since then, say that the treaties were
entered into merely in order to “reconcile” Indians prior sovereign occupancy of the land with
the new sovereignty of the Crown: they were instruments of power and land sharing, not
instruments of rights extinguishment!
The great historian, Diamond Jenness, in all six editions of his authoritative masterwork, The
Indians of Canada, given the supposedly better-informed counsels of Haida Nation, was
apparently wrong. Absolutely no explanation given of why he was wrong. In accordance with the
new advocacy historical method embraced by our Supreme Court, to merely desire and then
declare something to be true, so long as it’s a “progressive” consumation devoutly to be
wished, is seemingly enough. This is called unargued persuasion by the great art critic and
historian Robert Hughes, in his essay The Decline of the City of Mahagony. 7The full quote is too
rich and true not to be set down:
But the “American Century” whose arrival was eagerly proclaimed after 1945 is now at an end. It finished ignobly
amid the glitzy triumphalism of Reagan’s presidency, and its’ squandered resources cannot simply be willed back
into being. New York’s loss of vitality as an art center runs parallel to events in the larger culture of politics,
economics and mass media. It is part of the general aging of the United States: its stagnation, its willing surrender to
ephemeral media images and unargued persuasion. It is connected, not causally but by analogy, to the extraordinary
decay of American public life.

(As Exhibit A in the proof of Mr. Hughes assertion the writer offers the
reader…President Donald Trump.)
To me, far, far too many assertions by the numerous proponents of the maintenance and
enhancement of the status quo in this area of Canadian life constitute mere unargued persuasion.
But it’s especially discouraging to see the Supreme Court of Canada engaging in it.
Indians, after all, didn’t cede their territory to the migrators and submit to confinement on
narrow reserves. They actually entered into something like a joint venture arrangement! With
guaranteed royalties! How do we know? The Supreme Court – and only the Supreme Court – has
now told us that this was the case.
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So, according to Haida Nation, Indian sovereignty was never totally surrendered or extinguished
– it continues to exist in some form alongside Crown sovereignty – and the treaties merely
evidenced some form of ongoing, never-ending partnership/sharing arrangement being entered
into, requiring the constant, expensive, uncertain fine-tuning and adjustment from time to neverending time of the granted Crown rights with the retained sovereign Indian rights.
And that never totally surrendered or extinguished Indian sovereignty now constitutes a de facto
third order of government in Canada – a third fount of constitutional power – where, in addition
to the federal government and the provinces, we now have the third component of Indian bands.
We now have in substance, to a significant degree, in treaty areas of Canada,
and, with Tsilhcot’in, (discussed further below) even more so in non-treaty areas like British
Columbia, a tri-power federal system, rather than our former purely dual power system.
The reader won’t think this assertion so far-fetched when he or she considers the May, 2012
seriously vacuous, harmful and pandering statement of Ontario NDP leader Andrea Horwath
setting out her party’s view of how Ontario can maximize the economic benefits of mineral
exploration:
On mineral exploration we may not get the benefits if the government is not serious about talking to the other order
8
of government in Canada and that would be First Nations.

As harmful, shameful and ill-considered as that statement is, it is even more harmful, shameful
and frightening that no politician from any of the other Ontario parties, and no other Canadian
politician, provincial or federal, has ever taken issue with it. Ms. Horwath seemingly now
reflects the views of all our politicians on this profound issue, who, unlike Winston Churchill in
different circumstances, all seem quite content to preside over the dissolution of all that has made
this country the safe, prosperous, civilized and great country that it is.
In 2014 Ms. Horwath was actually seconded and endorsed in this regard by the Ontario
McGuinty/Wynne majority Liberal government when it announced in trumpeting fashion a
“Ring of Fire” (below) development agreement-in-principle made with a number of Indian bands
in the area, as a “government to government” agreement. Edmund Burke, in Reflections, wrote
about such shockingly short-sighted and irresponsible leadership as follows:
When I hear the simplicity of contrivance aimed at and boasted of in any new political constitutions, I am at no loss
to decide that the artificers are grossly ignorant of their trade or totally negligent of their duty.

And, in 2015, this quasi-segregationist and destructively chaotic new legal reality continued,
with the election of the Justin Trudeau federal Liberal government, and its relentless repetition
of its fantasy, nation-to-nation mantra.
Haida Nation essentially re-writes the treaties, the Crown fiduciary and honour principles and
Canadian history generally. Now, the treaties must be regarded not as instruments of
extinguishment of Indian rights and establishment of ultimate Crown sovereignty in Canada, but
rather as instruments of process- of perpetual rights “reconciliation.”
But the treaties had nothing to do with “reconciliation” of co-existent rights! Nowhere does one
see that in the historical record or in any treaty wording, both of which clearly demonstrate a
focus on the extinguishment of Indian rights and the establishment of sole, ultimate Crown
authority.
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The short-term intent of the treaties was to provide temporary self-sufficiency for Indians in the
face of the cold vicissitudes of the ever-encroaching, debilitating, modern world. For the long
term they were regarded as necessary but temporary way stations – refuges – on the road to the
explicit, positive and necessary goal of assimilation and integration.
By radically expanding those minor, limited exceptions into a general “sharing” rule, Haida
Nation, and subsequent higher court decisions which have followed and expanded on it, wrongly
deny or ignore the historical record and frustrate the original intentions and even the actual
wording of the treaties. This new jurisprudence dangerously and recklessly in effect decrees a
devolution of Crown sovereignty to Indians – a handing back of previously-surrendered power.
Haida Nation (and Tsilhcot’in) make Canadian Indians on the one hand and the Crowns of
Canada on the other constitutional co-equals in many fundamental respects. (Tsilhcot’in in many
respects makes them constitutionally superior!) In effect the early historical era of collaboration
and shared control, which ended in the 1800’s and which since then all Canadians assumed was
over, is not over after all. This is partly because, according to the court in Haida Nation,
“Canada’s Aboriginal peoples were here when Europeans came, and were never conquered.”
What an unfortunately simplistic statement! How devoid of context, nuance and texture! Small
numbers of Indians were indeed here first and they indeed, in Canada, were never conquered
militarily (the least effective means of one group attaining permanent dominance over another).
But the absence of any kind of military conquest was only because Indians effectively
surrendered first on all the other fronts of life – the fronts that really counted – the cultural,
economic and political fronts.
Indians peacefully and voluntarily embraced European culture and control. Two hundred and
fifty years of relatively peaceful interaction worked to achieve de facto conquest and then, with
the treaties, legal and sole Crown sovereignty. Military compulsion- diplomacy “by other means”
– to the credit of both our Indian and non-Indian forefathers, was never necessary and rarely
considered or engaged in.
Haida Nation, by focusing in a completely over-simplified way on the mere fact that Indians
were here when Europeans first came and on the admirable absence of any military conquest of
Indians, and spinning that today against the interests of non-Indian Canadians and Canadian
sovereignty generally, is fatally flawed. As stated, and as Tom Flanagan writes in First Nations?
Second Thoughts, “the Indians had become subject de facto to the sovereignty of the Crown.
They knew it and everyone else knew it at the time.”
It was like what the Cree chief (chapter 21-Common Themes) said about stopping the flow of the
Saskatchewan River- unstoppable.
And the court’s “never conquered” remark, in addition to placing an undue and inappropriate
emphasis on the lack of use of physical force in Canada’s past dealings with Indians, has the
creepy, unsettling effect on present day non-Indian Canadians of, in the face of the harmful
social and economic consequences of Haida Nation, making them feel in effect punished for our
forefathers relatively decent, civilized and decidedly non-military approach in this area of our
history.
If military conquest was such an important factor to our Supreme Court then Canada’s nonIndians may justly speculate whether Haida Nation, with all the negative, destabilizing and
financially harmful consequences it has wrought, would have been decided differently if our
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forefathers had acted more like the Spanish – or if some variation of Wounded Knee was in our
history.
These unhealthy and unsavory speculations are the natural, unwelcome response to Haida
Nation’s selective, simplistic, inaccurate and overly-romantic approach to the historical facts
existing when the treaties were signed. As Tom Flanagan (above) wrote:
…can anyone seriously doubt that the (military) conquest would have been carried out if necessary, just as Canada
suppressed the Metis and Indians who rose in the North-West Rebellion? Does it make sense to respect power
established by brutal conquest but not power that was, for the most part, established peacefully and humanely?

A further harmful feature of Haida Nation is that it doesn’t just focus on traditional Indian rights,
like fishing, hunting, gathering and trapping. Again, in a radical departure from the wording and
intent of the treaties, it created a whole new set of undefined rights for Indians i.e. “potential”
rights, which have “yet to be determined, recognized and respected.”
Now, according to Haida Nation – and this is the heart of the case and the source of all the legal,
social and economic harm it has created – the determination and recognition of and respect for
potential Indian land claims rights, rights that Indians may merely assert have some direct or
indirect connection to fishing, hunting and trapping, requires the Crown, where it is proposing to
engage in some future undertaking, or to grant to an individual or a corporation a license, permit
or other such right to engage in a proposed undertaking, to act “honourably” and “… to
participate in processes of negotiation. While this process continues, the honour of the Crown
may require it to consult and, where appropriate, accommodate Aboriginal interests….”
These key words set up a very bad scenario, already coming into being, for Canadians – Indian
and non-Indian alike. They give Indian bands all across Canada a chokehold on huge aspects of
economic development in rural and wilderness Canada, even in some parts of urban Canada,
whether it be the opening of a new mine, a new forestry undertaking, the transfer of Crown land
to a municipality, the building of a new dam, a wind power installation, the construction of a new
road, transmission line or pipeline, or anything else like that.
All an Indian band has to do, following Haida Nation, is to merely assert, regardless of whether
or not it’s even remotely the case, that a proposed off-reserve undertaking affects an Indian right
or concern, actual or potential, and the “duty to consult” is then instantly activated, thereby
automatically engaging the Indian chokehold, namely, the delaying, costly “consultation and
accommodation, if necessary” process.
This new, legal, de facto, chokehold reality was well exemplified in January, 2013 by Manitoba
Chief Derek Nepinak’s threat, as part of the “Idle No More” protests,9 to “bring the Canadian
economy to its knees”, and to “…stop Prime Minister Harper’s resource development plan and
his billion dollar plan to develop resources in our ancestral territories. We have the warriors that
are standing up now that are willing to go that far.” (The neo-adolescent “warriors” threat, well
illustrating a massive disrespect for the rule of law, also a progeny of Haida Nation (see The
Attack on Law and Order, below).
As the court said in a later decision following Haida Nation, the mere fact that a land claim has
been accepted by the Crown for negotiation “…establishes a prima facie case that the claim has
merit.” No concrete facts need be provided. No evidence threshold need be met. A mere
assertion, such as, “…that’s sacred ground!” will suffice.
Obviously therefore, given human nature, given any individual’s or group’s tendency not to pass
up a good thing if it’s there for the taking, whenever any of these types of projects, public or
private, are now proposed, with virtually no evidentiary threshold-merit standard to be met, any
Indian band or reservation remotely nearby now immediately claims that an actual or potential
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“Aboriginal interest,” of theirs, like “sacred ground,” is affected, a “potential but yet unproven
interest,” thus requiring that they be consulted and accommodated.
And given the already-being-amply-demonstrated timidity of Canada’s bureaucrats and
politicians in the face of anything “Indigenous”- their fear of making waves – of making a
career-ending controversial decision – they rarely say no at the outset to an asserted Indian claim,
no matter to what degree they may privately think that the claim is basically hogwash. They now
point to Haida Nation and its legal successors, instinctively consider first the safety and security
of their own career or political position, take the path of least resistance, and then head down- or,
as it usually turns out, force the private sector business involved, (often called “the proponent”),
to head down- the too-often maze-like or mapless path of “consultation and, where appropriate,
accommodation,” and this, regardless of the substantial, wide-ranging collateral damage being
caused.
In practice, “consultation,” in too many cases, has turned out to be an almost endless process,
because Indian band elites have no compelling reason to ever finally settle, the actual process of
consultation, involving travel off the reserve, expense account living,10consultation fees,
“capacity funding” and other large sums of money being paid to them in relation to which little
or no accounting is required, meetings with important people in new places, being courted by
people, wallowing in unhealthy, (but feel-good, to the tribal-minded), race talk, fawning media
events – the stimulation of it all-the ego boost caused by it – being almost an end, an attractive,
engaging, lucrative activity in itself.
This is supported by aboriginal writer Calvin Helin, in Dances With Dependency:
Community members complain that many Aboriginal negotiators have latched onto the sinecure as well and have
made profitable careers largely through negotiating one treaty. Youth view many of these negotiators as elitists not
wishing to bring an end to the “ongoing banquet” but instead are sucking the assets out of a treaty settlement before
it is even made. Ordinary Aboriginal folk wonder where the incentive for their negotiators to settle their treaties is
when they are profiting handsomely from the process.

And accommodation “where appropriate,” well, as stated, who is to say? And is there anyone
with the courage to say that, in any given case, it’s “not appropriate”? Who will risk taking the
flak for that? So far, in almost all cases, no one.
Because in this new world unilaterally created by our Supreme Court the law, and legal
considerations generally, are secondary. The essentially ungoverned and unregulated raw,
coercive power of Indian bands, for all involved, is the first and foremost consideration.
Richard T. King, a prominent big-firm Toronto aboriginal law practitioner, said at the St.
Andrews conference on aboriginal law held in late 2016, (noted above),11that it was a mistake for
any project proponent, public or private, when facing a consult and accommodate claim, no
matter how weak they thought it was, “to express any opinion on the First Nations rights level”,
and that the proponent, because of (in this writer’s belief) the justifiable fear of a costly, delaying
and sometimes lawless backlash from saying a reasonable, good faith “no” to the claim- would
be creating a risk “to go on a strength of claim assessment”. (For examples of
what adverse consequences befall companies who take this risk see the discussion of
the Frontenac Ventures, Platinex, Solid Gold Resources and Northern Superior cases, below.)
The advice given was to basically, resignedly, (my word) hear and accommodate “all comers”
i.e. all the claims of all the Indian bands who make one, however (in the writer’s opinion- Mr.
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King did not expressly say this) specious the proponent privately might think any of their
respective claims might be.
This is how cowed and craven this new legal situation has made project proponents in Canada.
Lawyer and writer Thomas Isaac, a renowned expert in the field, at the same conference, said:
You can have a legal analysis. But that’s very different from a practical risk assessment. (Italics to reflect Mr.
Isaac’s ironic, telling emphasis.)

In other words, as the writer interprets Mr. Isaac’s words, and as experience has amply shown, a
legal analysis means very little. A proponent can have all the law on its side, and it doesn’t
matter. It’s all about the naked, coercive power that Haida Nation and its legal successors have
given to Indian bands. Rights and reason, which should be the only considerations, as stated, are
secondary.
And at whose expense is this consultation to be and with what murderously costly delay? How
many meetings, studies, experts and lawyers will it take in each case to decide that?
Very few actually.
It’s all at the expense, even though it’s the Crown which has the duty, of the usually private
corporate proponent. The only issue is not whether, but how much, it will have to pay, and in
what form.
And with respect to the delay factor, that depends entirely on how quickly the project proponent
sees the writing on the wall and resignedly buckles under to the new Haida Nation shakedown
reality it finds itself mired in.
And why should Indians, after they finally decide what they want (this can take a long time),
ever be satisfied with getting anything less than that? They will have no real, compelling down
side in any of these situations. Like B.C’s Lax Kw’alaams, who turned down one billion dollars,
offered in exchange for their support of an industrial project. (See Dancing With Danegeld,
below).
With their guaranteed Canadian taxpayer-financed transfer payments coming to them every year
in any event, and with the shameful, fawning, sovereignty-surrendering treatment they get from
our Crowns, unlike non-Indian Canadians, they don’t have to make compromises with
perfection. They will never be facing any real economic risks or other such pressures,, unlike
most of the other people or businesses involved in these situations. They will rarely have any of
their own money in the pot. They will always be playing their roles with the other “partners”
money and, because of that, because of the absence of any legal, financial or psychological
checks on them, they will “play” as long as they want and really, never risk losing.
All in all a situation rife with “moral hazard”, which was a huge factor in the 2008 financial
crash, where people took great risks in circumstances where the risk downsides would never be
experienced by them, but only by innocent, vulnerable others.
This moral hazard factor was well illustrated in 2011 during “consultation talks” between a
northern Ontario Indian band, Wahgoshig First Nation, and a mining company trying to explore
its claims, Solid Gold Resources,12 which led to a seminal court decision on this “duty to
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consult” issue (see The Solid Gold Resources case- Ontario’s Sovereignty Giveaway, below).
During the negotiations, characterized by Solid Gold Resources unexpectedly refusing to accede
to what it considered were Wahgoshig’s excessive financial demands, Wahgoshig erected a
large, crudely lettered sign on Solid Gold’s claim area bearing the message:
WHEN TALKS FAIL WAHGOSHIG PREVAILS
This was a bold, clear admission by Wahgoshig that this was a completely no-lose situation for
them – that, knowing that they had no real “skin in the game,” they could be cheerily and
defiantly basically indifferent to the outcome.
It’s trite (but seemingly lost on our elites) that for any reasonable set of negotiations to fairly and
effectively work each side has to have something to lose, as a check against arbitrary,
unreasonable conduct. If one side has nothing to lose, and the other side has everything to lose,
you don’t have negotiations – you have a shakedown. And this is exactly how Haida Nation is
playing out, as anyone exercising common sense could have foreseen. And so “accommodation”
will usually boil down to others, particularly private companies, having to cry uncle and give the
Indian bands who claim to be “affected” by their proposed undertaking a free piece of the
action, just to be able to get their project moving forward.
Haida Nation represents a very harmful, legally unjustified and unnecessary attack on
and diminishment of Crown sovereignty- an irresponsible, thoughtless and dangerous attack
against the necessary and legitimate powers and functionings of the Canadian state.
In addition, Haida Nation, in its effect, mandates the largest, unilateral, unbalanced, unregulated,
uncompensated transfer of wealth and power from government and private industry into the
collective hands of one particular Canadian racial group – Indians – in our history.
Haida Nation in effect amends our constitution without any input or consent whatsoever from
the people of Canada expressed through our federal and provincial governments.
Haida Nation, by judicial fiat, transforms the economic landscape of Canada.
Section 35 and Haida Nation are huge, “large step”, practically irreversible constitutional
mistakes, violating as they do one of the most basic principles of constitutional law-making:
States should take small steps rather than large ones, Policies are apt to be more successful if they can be reversed
13
once they start to go awry, and so good planners ensure reversibility.

Though well-meaning, Haida Nation is a prime example of a Court – a small, unelected group of
individuals – using its power to act as a “super-legislature” – engaging in inappropriate and
undemocratic “untethered judicial activism.”14 The combination of an aggressively pro-Indian,
anti-Crown sovereignty interpretation of Haida Nation by Crown politicians and senior
bureaucrats (see below) and subsequent equally overly-activist higher court decisions which
have adopted and expanded on Haida Nation, has greatly magnified Haida Nation’s deleterious
effects on Crown sovereignty, Canadian economic development, the rule of law and Canadian
unity, all giving fresh relevance and applicability to Edmund Burke’s assertion:
To avoid therefore the evils of inconstancy and versatility, ten thousand times worse than those of obstinacy and the
blindest prejudice, we have consecrated the State, that no man should look into its defects or corruptions but with
due caution; that he should never dream of beginning its reformation by its subversion. (italics added)
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1. Canadian Lawyer Magazine, July 2014- italics added
2. 2014 SCC 44
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September 17, 2016
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5. From Trollope Trending, by Adam Gopnik, The New Yorker, May 4, 2015- A wonderful essay on
the British mid-Victorian liberal, “progressive” novelist, Anthony Trollope, much of whose body of
work, Mr. Gopnik asserts, was devoted to the notion of the “gradual annihilation” of social
and economic distances between citizens. That’s what we all say we are in favour of.
But ungradual Court rulings, like Haida Nation, and all its jurisprudential followers, have increased
distances between Indian and non-Indian Canadians. Mr. Trollope would not be pleased, and would
warn against the social danger inherent in this. What social danger? See, for instance, The Amygdala
Factor, etc, chapter 44, below.
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10. In Indigenous social activist Tanya Talaga’s 2018 book, All Our Relations, noted above, Ms. Talaga
describes a Canadian taxpayer-financed conference she attended at the Delta Hotel in Ottawa, “on the
unceded territory of the Algonquins”, in May of 2018, called determiNATION:Moving Beyond the
Indian Act. She writes in part:
The conference, organized by the grand chief of the Nishnawbe Aski Nation, Alvin Fidler, brought together an
impressive list of close to three hundred First Nations Elders, leaders, knowledge keepers, youth and lawyers for
two days at the Delta to imagine a future without the Indian Act. All the progressives, all the thinkers were
there…The night before the summit began Alvin and I went for dinner with Mushkegowuk Grand Council Chief
Jonathan Solomon at a chain steakhouse restaurant across the street from the hotel. The place was packed with
Indigenous people from across the country.

One of the topics they discussed while eating their steak, (about $125.00 for two, with wine),
was a “national suicide strategy” for indigenous youth. This kind of profligate, big-city,
freeloading, high living, which is about as far from the tragic and horrific scenes of
Indigenous suicides as you can get, does the image of these people as purporting to be serious
and caring “social justice” advocates no good. Far better that they would show some moral
seriousness, and some solidarity-showing personal sacrifice, and all meet for bag lunches in
Attiwapiskat or on one of the remote Northwestern Ontario reserves or in one of the Northern
Quebec Inuit villages where these suicides are still happening regularly.
11. His address entitled An Update on Aboriginal Rights: Reconciliation/ Consultation/ UNDRIP/Metis
Rights
12. Wahgoshig First Nation v. Solid Gold Resources Corp, 2012 ONSC 2323
13. Robert Conquest, quoting Cass R. Sunstein in Reflections on a Ravaged Century, above
14. American Judge Learned Hand, New York Review of Books, December 5th, 2013.
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24. THE MIKISEW CREE CASE
In states there are often some obscure and almost latent causes, things which appear at first view of little moment, on
which a very great part of its prosperity or adversity may most essentially depend. – Edmund Burke, Reflections

In the Mikisew Cree First Nation case, decided in 2005,1 the Supreme Court of Canada ruled that
the proposed construction of a winter road around the Mikisew Reserve in Wood Buffalo
National Park could not go ahead because the Mikisew not been adequately consulted about the
potential impact of the road on their right to hunt, fish and trap in the area – and this even though
the treaty covering the lands had taken away their rights to hunt, fish and trap on any such lands
“taken up” by the Crown for such a purpose as a road.
Fourteen trappers and about 100 people who hunted moose (which probably included the 14
trappers) claimed that these pursuits would be affected by the road.
Interestingly, but of little interest to the Court, the construction of the road was supported by
Indian groups to the north, whose settlements would have been provided winter access to the
Alberta highway system to the south. They saw nothing wrong or “dishonourable” in the
Crown’s conduct in the way it had moved forward with the road. In fact the government had
provided the Mikisew with substantial written information about the proposed road and had
conducted open house sessions about it, which the Mikisew, despite having notice of, declined to
attend because, as their chief said, “… an open house is not a forum for us to be consulted
adequately.”
In their lawsuit the Mikisew claimed that not only would the winter road negatively affect their
hunting and trapping rights, but their “traditional lifestyle,” which was “central to their culture,”
depended on the road not being built. Keeping the land in its natural condition was essential “to
allow them to pass their culture and skills on to the next generation of Mikisew.” The detrimental
impact of the road on hunting and trapping, they argued, “may simply prove to be one more
incentive for (our) young people to abandon a traditional lifestyle and turn to other modes of
living in the south.”
This was so absurd to say. Their hunting and trapping pursuits were not essential to their
survival, as in pre-contact times. Welfare and transfer payments constitute the heart of their
survival, which is the case with virtually all Indian reserves, especially the remote ones like the
Mikisew reserve. As already argued, hunting and trapping are, in the case of virtually all
Canadian Indians today, mainly recreational, non-essential pastimes. And any real effect on
whatever hunting and trapping they did was so minimal as to not justify the huge loss of the
benefit of the winter road to their near neighbours, Indian and non-Indian alike.
And their “traditional culture,” as also already argued, was neither “traditional” in the precontact aboriginal sense, nor was it unique or different from mainstream Canadian culture. In
fact, it was and is a mere variation of modern lower-income rural culture, sustained mainly by
pickup trucks, ATV’s, snow machines, general stores, gasoline, satellite television and various
financial assistance programs. The road posed no threat to a “traditional culture” or to traditional
“skills” that no longer existed. And their assertion about their “young people” turning to “other
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modes of living in the south” would have been simply laughable if it didn’t involve so much
tragedy and waste of human potential. Had the Supreme Court not heard about the glue-sniffing,
alcoholism, drug abuse, sexual and domestic abuse, delinquency, rampant early teen pregnancies
and suicides endemic to these unfortunate youth who live on Canada’s remote Indian reserves?
Native leaders are constantly bewailing the fact that aboriginal youth are already completely
captured and being seriously harmed by the tragic and destructive dark sides of those “modes of
living in the south”! These “young people” personify the tragic consequences of the “separate
but equal” legal strait-jacket discussed above, now being strengthened, not loosened, by such
decisions as Haida Nation and Mikisew! But, either oblivious or indifferent to this socioeconomic reality, or, like everyone else, afraid to confront or even just engage with it a little bit,
accepting at face value, with little critical enquiry or evidentiary support, all the Mikisew elites’
fairy-tale assertions about their “culture and skills,” and sending the matter of this “fairly minor
winter road” back to the “consult and accommodate” drawing board, the court then proceeded to
set out further onerous particulars of the Crown’s obligations which arise whenever anything is
proposed that any nearby Indian group merely asserts might impact their treaty or aboriginal
rights, actual or potential.
In effect the court in Mikisew strengthened and refined the legal and economic chokehold over
the Crown and non-Indian Canadians it had previously given to Indians in the Haida Nation case.
According to Mikisew, whenever the Crown or anyone else wants to do anything on alreadysurrendered Crown land that might “adversely affect” the rights of aboriginal peoples to hunt,
fish or trap, then the duty to consult is “triggered” and, to continue the image, the gun is put to
the head of the Crown and anyone else involved in the project under consideration. The Crown is
required to provide notice to the possibly-affected Indians and to engage directly with them. This
engagement must provide information about the project, addressing what the Crown knows to be
the Indians’ interests and what the Crown anticipates “might be the potential adverse impact on
those interests.” The Crown must also “solicit and listen carefully” to the Indians’ concerns, and
attempt to minimize “adverse impacts” on their treaty rights and, wherever possible,
“demonstrably integrate” Indian concerns and representations into the proposed plan of action.
All this is at such a staggering remove from the original intentions and wording of the old
treaties!
These strong and pregnant words and concepts, from the highest court in the land, having the real
meaning and effect of essentially hobbling at the knees Crown prestige, authority, power and
discretion, and by this notice requirement creating an appetite in nearby Indian bands for
economic coercion where none might otherwise exist, are naturally being seized upon by Indians
across the country as the basis for audacious new power and money demands.

1. Mikisew Cree First Nation v. Canada (Minister of Canadian Heritage) 2005 3 S.C.R. 388.
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25. THE RIO TINTO CASE
The science of government being therefore so practical in itself, and intended for such practical purposes, a matter
which requires experience, and even more experience than any person can gain in his whole life, however sagacious
and observing he may be, it is with infinite caution that any man ought to venture upon pulling down an edifice
which has answered in any tolerable degree for ages the common purposes of society, or on building it up again,
without having models and patterns of approved utility before his eyes. – Edmund Burke, Reflections

In the Rio Tinto case1 decided in 2010, the Supreme Court of Canada, despite the negative and
harmful social and economic consequences of Haida Nation already evident to all with a will to
see, as evidenced by Mikisew, discussed above, and the Frontenac
Ventures, Caledonia and Platinex cases discussed below, reconfirmed and even extended the
principles of devolutionary power sharing between Canada’s Crowns and Canada’s Indian bands.
The court in Rio Tinto summarized Haida Nation as:
(setting) the framework for dialogue prior to final resolution of claims by requiring the Crown to take contested or
established Aboriginal rights into account before making a decision that may have an adverse impact on them…The
duty is prospective, fastening on rights yet to be proven…

Employing terminology of the highest academic and judicial orders of vagueness and
uncertainty, thus ensuring future decades of taxpayer-funded, remunerative litigation for Indian
industry lawyers, the court described the duty to consult as embodying a “generative”
constitutional order which sees section 35 of the constitution “as serving a dynamic and not
simply static function.” The court then described, in further headache-inducing terms, the
concept of consultation as being “…concerned with an ethic of ongoing relationships…” and
seeking “…to further an ongoing process of reconciliation by articulating a preference for
remedies that promote ongoing negotiations….”
Confirming this writer’s assertion that Haida Nation, properly understood and followed,
presages a massive diminution of Crown sovereignty by entrenching small, technically illiterate,
reserve-based Indian bands as virtual co-equals and co-managers in relation to the majority of
proposed new developments in rural and wilderness Canada, the court in Rio Tinto, in discussing
what government action would engage the duty to consult, wrote that such action would not be
confined to government exercise of statutory powers. As the court said:
…government action is not confined to decisions or conduct which can have an immediate impact on lands and
resources. A potential for adverse impact suffices. Thus the duty to consult extends to “strategic, higher level
decisions” (italics added) that may have an impact on Aboriginal claims and rights. Examples include the transfer of
tree licenses which could have permitted the cutting of old-growth forest… the approval of a multi-year forest
management plan for a large geographic area… the establishment of a review process for a major gas pipeline… and
the conduct of a comprehensive enquiry to determine a province’s infrastructure and capacity needs for electricity
transmission….

As Rio Tinto confirms, all proposed “state-authorized developments” which have the mere
potential to adversely impact “Aboriginal interests” trigger the duty to consult.
Rio Tinto did contain one important element of judicial restraint and common sense. It pointed
out, as Haida Nation had stated, but which has seemingly been negligently overlooked by at least
one provincial Crown, Ontario, (see the discussion in this regard in The Solid Gold Resources
case-Ontario’s Sovereignty Giveaway, below) and has been consistently ignored or overlooked
by the Indian industry in its generally Crown-supported stampede to cash in on the decision, that
the duty to consult in treaty areas of Canada only arises on the part of the Crown in the context of
proposed or contemplated Crown or Crown-authorized actions. It does not apply retroactively, to
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past actions, such as the long-past Crown- authorized construction of a hydro dam, (the subject
matter of Rio Tinto), or past Crown actions like the past grant of a forestry or mining lease or
permit, the exercise of rights under which require no further Crown involvement or consents.
The Supreme Court giveth, and, from the perspective of those outside the Indian industry, more
usually in this area of law, it taketh away.
In Saik’us First Nation and Stellat’en First Nation vs. Rio Tinto Alcan Inc, the Supreme Court,
by refusing to grant Rio Tinto’s application for leave to appeal the decision of the British
Columbia Court of Appeal,2has opened the door to Indian bands, at least in areas of Canada
where claims for aboriginal title can be made, to make legal claims for civil damages,
(for example, damages for claims like nuisance and interference with riparian rights), against
private corporations and other private entities. Previously these claims could only be made by
Indian bands against the Crown.
Now in addition to the consult and accommodate miasma, the private sector, and private sector
lenders, have this to contend with! Another decision from the Supreme Court which will have
very harmful effects on future economic development. Another danegeld weapon handed
to Indian bands by the Supreme Court. (see Dancing With Danegeld, below)
Overall, Rio Tinto, like Haida Nation, represents ill-considered and harmful judicial activism,
disastrous for the concept of fair, predictable and responsible economic development in Canada,
disastrous for the concept of necessary and legitimate Crown sovereignty, on which the welfare
of all Canadians depends, and disastrous for the basic and cherished concept of equality under
the law.
About all that’s left for the Supreme Court to hand over to Indians is the right to be consulted
before governments pass any further laws that may adversely impact potential aboriginal
interests. And distressingly, the court in Rio Tinto didn’t discount the possibility of doing that in
a future case! As the court casually and shockingly wrote in that regard, “…We leave for another
day the question of whether government conduct includes legislative action….”
That day has arrived. Emboldened by these highly activist and destabilizing court decisions,
Indians are indeed now claiming that they have to be consulted in advance by any government
planning to pass legislation affecting what they perceive to be their rights. For example, Ontario
is finally showing signs, however meek and tardy, of finally starting to crack down on the illegal
sale of Indian-made cigarettes, on which no taxes are collected and remitted to the
government. But the Indian smugglers and tax cheats are protesting. According to a 2011 Law
Times article:3
The Association of Iroquois and Allied Indians [sic] is furious. It claims there’s a constitutional burden on Ontario to
consult with First Nations on any legislative change that might affect their rights.

In other words, these Indian bands, which have been openly flouting the laws for years with their
tax-haven reserve “smokeshacks” -selling illegal cigarettes in bulk, receiving all the benefits
Indians receive from the Canadian taxpayer while at the same time deliberately depriving
government treasuries of millions of dollars of tobacco duty revenue, and thusly intentionally
hurting nearby legal tobacco vendors – are saying that it is now the law that Ontario and Ottawa
must now “consult” with them before these governments take steps enforce the general tax law
of the land and end this essentially criminal behavior.
In late 2012, two Alberta Indian bands, one of them being the Mikisew Cree (one hopes their
budget for social programs is as big and rich as their budget for expensive
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litigation), launched the Courtoreille case,4 a court challenge to the constitutional validity of the
federal government’s 2012 “omnibus” legislation, that, amongst other things, reduced federal
oversight over certain aspects of fish and wildlife management, shortened federally-authorized
environmental review processes and mandated greater transparency on the part of Indian bands
in their handling of federal grant money, the bands arguing that the federal government
had wrongly failed to consult and accommodate them before passing it, as their treaty and
section 35 rights allegedly had the potential to be “adversely impacted” by it.
In its December 2014 decision the Court gave the applicant Indian bands a very portentous and
profound half a loaf. The Court ruled that the Crown ought to have given the potentially affected
Indian bands advance notice of the introduction of the legislation to Parliament and an
opportunity to make submissions. The decision was appealed and, in December of 2016,
thankfully overturned by the Federal Court of Appeal, 5which declared that “importing the duty
to consult to the legislative process offends the separation of powers doctrine and the principle of
parliamentary privilege.” This case was appealed to the Supreme Court of Canada, which
mercifully, and in a rare show of good sense in this area of law, dismissed the appeal, confirming
the reasoning of the Federal Court of Appeal. (Of course the losing Mikisew Indian band
was not ordered to pay the legal costs of Canada.) The very idea
behind Courtoreille represents an oblivious ignorance of or reckless disregard for the crucial
importance of Crown sovereignty that can only have detrimental effects on the peace, order and
good government of Canada.
And now, with the Tsilcot’in decision, relating to all non-treaty areas of Canada, for the lucky
Indian bands in those areas, their consent is required for almost anything planned by government,
failing which the government must show, after a long and expensive court proceeding, that
whatever it wanted to do has a “compelling and substantive” public interest objective, a difficult
onus indeed.
Practically speaking, those lucky Indian bands in those areas of Canada rule the roost now.
Such is the Pandora’s box-type, absurd, selfish, destructive, disloyal and irresponsible behaviour
and sense of entitlement that has been created and continually ramped up amongst Indian elites
as the result of these and many other similar very harmful court decisions.
The Meech Lake and Charlottetown Accords, which, amongst many other radical things,
purported to create special legislative, consultation and veto rights for Indians, were, for
principled reasons, hugely unpopular with ordinary Canadians. The Charlottetown Accord, a
frightening pastiche of provisions, all representing a shockingly irresponsible and reckless
constitutional devolution of Crown power to special interest groups, which our out-of-touch
political elites tried to force down the throats of ordinary Canadians, was massively rejected in a
national referendum. Yet despite this popular sentiment Mr. Bob Rae and his elitist ilk pushed
through the enactment of section 35 of our constitution, when as he admitted, they didn’t even
know what it really meant.
And also despite this, and in the absence of any solid precedent for doing so, the overlyactivist Supreme Court, outwardly supported by these same passive and enabling political
elites, has now given to Canadian Indian bands that de facto (in B.C. and other non-treaty areas
of the country, by Tsilhcot’in, de jure) legislative, consultation and veto power that ordinary
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Canadians clearly indicated by the Charlottetown Accord vote they found civically offensive and
harmful to our national welfare.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Rio Tinto Alcan Inc. v Carrier Sekani Tribal Council, 2010 S.C.J No. 43.
2015 BCCA 154
Law Times, June 13, 2011
Courtoreille v Canada (Aboriginal Affairs and Northern Development) 2014 FC 1244
2016 FCA 311
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26. DANCING WITH DANEGELD
Opportunities for billions of dollars of development could be lost if settlements cannot be struck in a timely way
with aboriginal leaders.- Joe Oliver, former Federal Natural Resources Minister1
When you are talking about projects that could have a profound impact on the lives of First Nations people, you
don’t just talk to us. You’re going to need to get our permission before anything goes forward. That’s just a fact of
life.– Art Sterritt, Executive Director of Coastal First Nations of B.C.2
First Nations told us there has been a lack of realistic input into the Enbridge Northern Gateway proposal…It seems
to me that the only license that matters is a social license. – Calvin Helin, President of Eagle Spirit Energy
Holdings Ltd.3
For now, B.C.’s First Nations have the federal and provincial governments right where they want them- over a
barrel. – Gary Mason4
The fate of the Ring of Fire and the jobs and revenue attached to it now rests in the hands of Ontario’s First
Nations…Ontario’s economic future is out of its hands. – Ian Rogers, Law Times5
Whichever route is eventually chosen for road access to the Ring of Fire, area communities still have to give their
consent for the road to cross their traditional land. 6
Opposition to these projects by aboriginal groups may doom the development of oil and natural gas pipelines and
related infrastructure because neither industry nor our trading partners are prepared to stand idly by to wait out the
results of judicial proceedings that can take a generation to complete. – Douglas Eyford, former Prime Minister
Stephen Harper’s Special Envoy on Aboriginal and Energy Issues7
Canada’s oil export bind sours China-Credibility lost to “weak” leaders, slow progress: CNOOC -National
Post headline, January 20, 2016 8
“Persuasion money”- Manitoba Premier Brian Pallister
Danegeld: a tax raised in 11th century England to pay tribute to Viking raiders to save the land from being invaded
and plundered. – Dictionary
I look forward to our call and my chance to explain the duty to consult but
can’t explain its mushroom
effect.-Retired Supreme Court of Canada Justice Jack Major 9

Indians bands, with the assistance of Canada’s professional classes, are now naturally and
understandably taking advantage of the “consult and accommodate” windfall the Supreme Court
has handed them. Examples abound, and a few of them, national in scope, and (in relation to this
writer) local, are adverted to above and set out below.
In April of 2010 Ogilvy Renault, one of Canada’s largest law firms, announced that Phil
Fontaine, former chief of the Assembly of First Nations, had been hired as an “advisor” to help
their resource company clients negotiate with Indian groups. As the Globe and Mail reported:10
Mr. Fontaine said much of the resource development in Canada over the next few years will have to involve
aboriginal people. “It’s going to take place on aboriginal land and territory. So I think it’s important to develop
good relationships.” He said recent court decisions now force resource companies into meaningful consultations
with aboriginal groups. “I believe there has been a very fundamental shift that has occurred”, Mr. Fontaine said in
an interview. “And most of industry understands the new requirements. They want to do it right.”

It’s doubtful that industry wants to “do it”, in Mr. Fontaine’s sense of the words, at all. But,
as he accurately said, recent court decisions now “force” them to do it. Something that was
previously so often done out of a willing sense of generosity, civic obligation and plain good
business is now compulsory- “forced”. This is wrong and unhealthy.
Also telling and portentous is that Mr. Fontaine didn’t limit himself to resource development on
“aboriginal land,” meaning Indian reserves only. He casually and confidently used the term
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“aboriginal land and territory,” meaning Indian reserves plus, in his mind (and quite legally so),
anywhere else in Canada where any remotely nearby Indian band deems one of its interests to be
possibly “affected.”
In British Columbia, and any other region of Canada not covered by an existing treaty, the
situation is now drastically worse. On June 26th, 2014 the Supreme Court of Canada, in
its Tsilhqot’in First Nation decision, referred to already, the Court made a declaration
of “aboriginal title” in favor of the Tsilhqot’in Indian band, about 3000 persons in number. This
small band of about to be very rich and powerful country folk now have the primary right to
decide how this land is going to be used and who gets to benefit from it, if at all. This may very
well include the right to levy Crown-like taxes and royalties on all economic activities taking
place on it.
Described in the National Post as a “legal and economic earthquake” (earthquakes
are never good things), this decision strikes a devastating, debilitating blow to Crown
sovereignty over what are basically now former Crown lands in British Columbia (which
comprise about 94% of the province’s land base), and a devastating blow to the B.C. economy.
Gordon Gibson, a noted commentator and author on aboriginal issues, wrote in The Globe and
Mail:11
The Tsilhcot’in decision marks a very dark day for the economy of British Columbia. A new era of chaotic
jockeying will open among First Nations, governments and resource proponents, casting a pall over a basic
economic driver of the province…This first award of aboriginal title will surely result in a mushrooming of claims
throughout B.C…The upshot will be that major resource projects, pipelines, mines and the like will face the kind of
uncertainty that investors hate. (The new certainty will be more litigation.) Many projects will simply be abandoned
and new opportunities will be spurned…Stand by for aboriginal title claims all along the proposed (pipeline) routes
under the new law, which will allow significant new attempts at toll-gating. This will either frighten off proponents
or eat up the province’s hope of tax revenues.

The decision throws British Columbia and possibly these other non-treaty areas of Canada into
legal and fiscal disarray. Most of the 200 or so Indian bands in B.C. never signed treaties with
the British or Canadian Crowns and thus never surrendered their “title” to the lands they
historically occupied, or had those “titles” extinguished. B.C municipalities, including Greater
Vancouver, all sit on unceded lands, and are thus susceptible to claims from nearby Indian tribes,
now being made, arising from this newly recognized “aboriginal title.”
Indian leader and spokesman Arthur Manuel, (who died in 2017) in his Canadian and Ontario
taxpayer-financed book, The Reconciliation Manifesto-Recovering the Land, Rebuilding the
Economy 12 frankly and coldly described the “important leverage” Indigenous groups now have
because of the business uncertainty created by this decision, and by the concept of “Aboriginal
title” generally:
The basis of uncertainty is the fact that Aboriginal title is protected by the Constitution Act, 1982. These legal and
constitutional facts create uncertainty, because they potentially affect resource industries’ access to our lands, where
the resources are found. Provincially-created property rights like mining permits and forestry licences did not and
cannot extinguish Aboriginal title, because the province never had power over Indigenous peoples and territories.
This means that the province never had the capacity to give full title to anyone who holds provincial property. This
is what is creating economic uncertainty….So because that uncertainty exists, it is a financial risk for resource
companies to come onto our land. They can never know if they are one court judgment away from having their
multi-million and even billion dollar investments seized by legitimate title holders. (italics added)

The prospect arises of B.C. Indian bands, and Indian bands in any other part of the country not
subject to a treaty, now quickly evolving into one vast class of neo-aristocratic, toll-collecting,
absentee-landlord rentiers, (see below), each becoming the new fount of sovereignty exercising
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les droits des seigneurs over their own particular, often ill-defined and overlapping, pre-nation
state swatch of local territory.
Now there is no reason why any B.C. Indian tribe would ever bother entering into the treatymaking process with either the federal or the provincial Crowns, (except for the short-term
reason, as stated above, of enjoying the ongoing daily monetary and life-style fruits of the treaty
-making process itself). The whole, basic point of making treaties with Indian bands has always
been, in legally and morally uncertain circumstances, the attainment of undisputed Crown
sovereignty over the lands in question. There’s no more uncertainty about this in British
Columbia or in any other part of the country not subject to an existing treaty. There is no
undisputed Crown sovereignty, and under the new law, there never will be.
The Supreme Court has ruled that Indian bands there, if they historically occupied the lands in
question, in terms of, not just living in specific locations, but roaming over it for hunting, fishing,
trapping and other similar purposes, now in effect own those lands. Their title to them, in many
important respects, ranks ahead of the uncertain remains of Crown rights, and private property
rights which directly flow from and depend upon absolute Crown rights, over the same lands.
They don’t need treaties with the Crown now.
With this decision, a legally logical extension of the principles set out in the Royal Proclamation
of 1763 and Haida Nation, it’s the Crowns, now shorn of their sole and undiminished sovereign
powers and authority, which need them. And it’s private property owners, the title to whose
properties is derived from the Crown, who need them. All the latter’s property titles, including
the titles to all those overpriced homes in Vancouver, are now in jeopardy and under a cloud. If
the Crown never had title to the lands it granted patents for, then the whole chain of title to those
lands, down to the present owners, comes under serious question.
Basically, in B.C., the Crown, but only where there is a “compelling and substantive” public
need (more years of job-killing, Canadian taxpayer-financed litigation over that phrase), will, in
essence, now have to seek and obtain treaty-like consent , from all the nearby Indian bands who
claim aboriginal title to the lands in question, to do anything authoritative on that land.
Before the Justin Trudeau Liberal government disgracefully killed the Northern Gateway
pipeline project in late November of 2016, called a “political betrayal of Canada’s regulatory
laws”, by Gwyn Morgan, the retired founding CEO of EnCana Corp. 13, Enbridge, based on
mere (!) “consult and accommodate” law, had faced the hopeless task of negotiating with about
50 different Indians bands for the right to run its proposed pipeline over each band’s often
overlapping “traditional” territory. If, after all that, accommodations could not be agreed upon,
Enbridge at least had the legal right to say that they had done all they reasonably could – that
they had fulfilled their constitutional obligations in this regard – and that despite Indian
opposition, their project could legally go ahead.
But not now. Not in British Columbia, which may have to be renamed First Nations Columbia.
Now, Indian bands there, claiming to be owners of the land, thanks to our Supreme Court
in Tsilhqot’in, can “just say no!”, for whatever reason they choose, and that’s the end of the
matter.
For example, in May, 2015 the Lax Kw’alaams band, near Prince Rupert, purported to veto the
B.C government-backed plan of Pacific NorthWest LNG to export liquefied natural gas from a
site at the mouth of the Skeena River. The company had planned to spend about $36
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billion, while adhering to the strictest environmental conditions, to construct the necessary
facilities. The 3600 member band, turning a deaf ear to the environmental assurances of B.C. and
LNG, by shows of hands, turned down an offer of about $1-billion, to be paid over 40
years, (about $320,000 per person), plus about $100-million worth of Crown land. 14
They also turned a deaf ear to Premier Christy Clark’s (as she then was) promise of, for the
benefit of all of British Columbians and Canadians generally, three operating plants by 2020 and
the creation of 100,000 jobs.
The federal government’s heavily conditional approval of the project in September of 2016 also
left them similarly unmoved. (Why should they care about anybody or anything but themselves?
They get their funding no matter what.)
For the project to have gone ahead, and for any similar B.C. project similarly vetoed by an Indian
band to go ahead, the Crown, not the private proponent, would have to choose to take on the
onus and the battle of proving a compelling and substantive public need for the project. And that
becomes a political decision, and a decision involving more investment-killing delays and
uncertainty, and a decision involving the rule and discretion of men, not the rule of law.
And again, it was that fatal combination of delay and uncertainty, resulting in “the reduced
attractiveness of the Canadian market for investment”,15 that killed the project and all those jobs.
In late July of 2017, Petronas, the project proponent, diplomatically announced that, because of
“a lengthy regulatory process” during which “market conditions turned unfavorable”, 16they were
cancelling the whole thing.
In its most recent survey the Canadian Association of Petroleum Producers forecast that oil and gas capital
expenditure in Canada will fall to $44 billion this year, nearly half the $81 billion spent in 2014.
CAPP blamed the dramatic change in part, on “continuing uncertainty” in Canada’s policies and regulations, which
are seen as “increasingly more stringent and costly.”
While politicians blamed poor global LNG conditions for the Pacific NorthWest decision, similar projects have gone
ahead in Australia and the U.S. 17

A recent example of this job and investment-killing and racially divisive chaos resulting
from Tsilhqot’in (and more of the same to come from UNDRIP) is the Wet’sewet’en hereditary
chiefs’ not unreasonably claiming absolute veto power over the passing of the Coastal GasLink
pipeline through their “traditional territories”.
Interestingly, what Quebec separatists sought for decades, and seemingly, thank God for Canada,
have been unsuccessful in attaining: independence and the right to be maitres chez nous – has
been handed to B.C. First Nations by the Supreme Court, and with the apparent general approval,
or at least definite lack of serious protest or concern on the part of all the same political elites
who fought the separatists and fought for Canadian unity all those years.
In March of 2015, in keeping with all of the above, the “Tsilhqot’in National Government”
issued the Affirmation of the Nemiah Declaration, a “law…enacted pursuant to the inherent
jurisdiction and law-making authority of the Tsilhqot’in Nation and the declaration of aboriginal
title” granted by the Supreme Court.” This “law”, amongst other things, prohibits commercial
logging, mining and mining exploration, commercial road building ,dam construction and
recreational skidoos and ATV’s in the 1700 square-mile “Declared Title and Rights Area”.
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(Yet, despite their phony “independence”, B.C. First Nations still demand full services from B.C.
and Canadian taxpayers! For example, the Kwadacha Nation, about two hours by air from Prince
George, population 400, is demanding a full-time RCMP detachment.
Chief Donny Van Somer said he’s been attempting to get a full-time police presence since he was first elected nine
years ago. He said that the province has dragged its heels.18

This is hypocritical. This is “independence” totally on the Canadian taxpayer’s dime.)
Expect, sooner or later, if this is not stopped, the entire province to be legally balkanized and
thusly comprised of numerous “Declared Rights and Title” areas, being blanketed with such
private property-attacking, job-killing, revenue-destroying “laws”.
From whence then, in light of this, and in light of similar acts like the Lax Kw’alaams’
development-killing veto decision, above, will the revenue come to pay the transfer monies still
payable to these Indian bands, and to pay for services and programs to which all British
Columbians are supposedly entitled? Again, from the unfairly and increasingly burdened,
ordinary, non-Indian Canadian taxpayer.
In late 2015, following the logic of Haida Nation and Tshilqot’in, and casting doubt on the
validity of the titles of every private property owner in the province, two B.C Indian bands near
Kamloops sued for a declaration of title over nearby private property owned by a mining
company that was proposing an open-pit copper and gold mine there. Some of the property is
within the municipal bounds of Kamloops. Well, the Kamloops area can, for a very long
time, forget about the jobs, investments and tax revenue that would have resulted from that
undertaking.
In 2016 the Tsilhqot’in band, to ratchet up pressure on their fellow Canadian citizens- on
Canadian taxpayers- to pay them danegeld money- (The “Crown” is not a disembodied,
impersonal thing possessing money plucked from trees. The “Crown” is all of us!)- started a
lawsuit claiming ownership of about 130 private land holdings, mainly ranches, in the area the
Supreme Court declared that they have aboriginal title to. Declared good neighbour Chief Joe
Alphonse about the original Crown land grants from the 1800’s for these private landholdings:
It’s the province who issued those properties without consultation, without any input from First Nations. We feel
that they have to pay. 19

Some mining companies in B.C. are now being approached by Indian bands demanding “access
payments” for permitted exploration activities on Crown (?) land, demands often accompanied
by the threat of work interruptions if the payments are not made.20
No properly functioning government or business- no properly functioning modern society- can
operate in such an irrational, uncertain, retrograde, illiberal, medieval-like environment. Hence
Mr. Gibson’s description of this decision as presaging dark days for the B.C. economy. And I
would say darker days for progress in relations generally between the Indian and non-Indian
Canadians affected by this madness. (See The Amygdala Factor-Our Civic Duty to Give No
Legal or Political Effects to Race Thinking, below.)
The $8 billion, nearly 1200 kilometer proposed Enbridge pipeline would have delivered nearly
525,000 barrels of petroleum a day from Edmonton to a tanker terminal on the B.C. coast. As the
Canadian Press wrote:21
The federal government claims Canada is losing billions of dollars a year because western Canadian oil is not
reaching markets overseas. Enbridge has said Northern Gateway is expected to grow the Canadian GDP by more
than $300 billion in 30 years.
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As the Globe and Mail reported in the summer of 2010, one of those Indian bands, the
Wet’suwet’en, now, thanks to the Supreme Court of Canada, one of the sovereign owners of
B.C., went to Calgary “in hopes of persuading energy companies to boycott the
project.” The Globe continued:22
About 140 km of (the pipeline) would be built on Wet’suwet’en traditional territory, and the group believes the
environmental approval process for the pipeline will infringe on their constitutional rights, since it does not include a
mandate to look into aboriginal rights and title.…A spokeswoman with the Canadian Environment Assessment
Agency said the review process “has proven over time to be an effective means” to consider environmental and
social impacts. The panel’s findings will be used by the government “to fulfill its legal duty to consult and, where
appropriate, accommodate.” …(The pipeline) will cross the land of 50 first nations. Thirty have signed “protocol
agreements” that allow discussions with Enbridge and provide funding for local traditional knowledge studies.
Enbridge has not yet, however, signed a single access and benefit agreement with native groups.

In June of 2014 the National Energy Board, after hearing hundreds of witnesses, Indian and
otherwise, receiving thousands of written submissions, and after many days of live hearings
involving full and thorough examination and cross-examination of expert witnesses, and after a
more than sincere and good faith attempt to “consult and accommodate’’ all the Indian bands
along and near the pipeline corridor (as part of their now-futile attempt to get them on board they
offered them a $100 million dollar trust fund and a 10% equity stake) approved the construction
of the pipeline.
In any other modern country that would be enough for something so massive and beneficial as
this undertaking to go ahead. But not in the new Supreme Court-created Canada.
In June of 2016 the Federal Court of Appeal, in an extreme example of excessive judicial
activism, quashed the permit issued by the federal government for its construction, (the permit
had over 200 conditions that Enbridge had to meet, all based on the extensive hearings and
consultations held under the auspices of the National Energy Board.)
The Court ruled 23 that despite the eighteen years of consultations and hearings on the part of
Enbridge, despite the years of danegeld offerings by Enbridge, the federal government (not
Enbridge!) had “failed in its duty to consult First Nations prior to issuing a cabinet order
approving the $7.9 billion pipeline.”24
Then, as referred to above, in late 2016 the Justin Trudeau Liberal government killed the project,
shockingly heedless of and indifferent to Enbridge’s loss of the $500 million it had spent over
those many years seeking government approval for the project, (which heavily conditional
approval it had obtained!), the $2 billion in direct and indirect benefits that would have gone to
aboriginal groups,25 and the fact that it had been the federal government’s so-called failure to
properly consult, not Enbridge’s.
This is shocking and insane. The federal government had clearly over-delegated to Enbridge its
responsibility to consult and accommodate Indian bands, which had done more than a thorough
job of it. “First Nations along the way would have had to hide in space to not have an
opportunity to have their say.” 26
It’s completely unreasonable that a large and responsible company like Enbridge, which was
proposing a science-based and science-approved multi-billion dollar project of undoubted
economic benefit not only to itself, but to British Columbia, Canada and to thousands of
individuals and businesses that would have benefitted collaterally, was prevented from
constructing this project by these new, practically unworkable and insane laws, by these small,
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technically illiterate, Indian bands. and by the sovereignty-wrecking and economy-killing
Trudeau federal government.
The latest research from the Conference Board of Canada projects that the Trans Mountain expansion project would
generate more than 800,000 person-years of employment over the next 20-plus years, and nearly $47 billion in
revenue that would help pay for services such as health care, schools and infrastructure to make the transition to a
lower-carbon economy. 27

The proper governance of our country has reached a ridiculous and sorry state. Naïve, almost
infantile, flower-child idealism is seriously damaging everything that has made our country
great!
The Enbridge and recent similar situations elsewhere in the country (see below) are setting a new
template for obstructionism and for unjustified and harmful Indian demands all across Canada.
Globe and Mail energy reporter Shawn McCarthy wrote that there were then “about $300 billion
in potential mining and energy projects across Canada that require consultation with native
communities.28 What a toll-gating, danegeld, windfall for Canada’s Indians! What a disaster for
economic development in Canada and for the ability of our governments to raise desperately
needed tax revenues for the benefit of us all!
It’s often stated by Indian elites that their objections to certain new projects going ahead are
based on concerns for the environment. But all too-often their objections are based on purely
mercenary calculations. This was revealed in an article in the Globe and Mail on February 5th,
2013 reporting on the setting up by some prominent B.C. and Alberta Indian and non-Indian
businessmen of “Eagle Spirit Energy Holdings Ltd.”, a company “quietly working to create a
first nations-owned energy corridor across northern B.C. that could serve as a physical line
across the province to move natural gas, electricity and oil.29”
Said Dave Tuccaro, a northern Alberta Indian entrepreneur who, according to the article, has
built a “nine-figure empire on the oil sands”:
I see us (Indians) owning pipeline projects. I see us owning oil sands. I see us owning refineries. I see us owing a lot
more than we have now.

Clearly the basic business plan of Eagle Spirit Energy Holdings Ltd., which will no doubt be
copied by Indian entrepreneurs across the country, was to use the consult and accommodate
weapon, and now, in B.C., the additional aboriginal title weapon, to sabotage Enbridge, and then,
once that was done and the field was clear, step in and seize the opportunity for itself. (Well, it
turned out that it was the federal government that did the sabotaging, so the field is now clear.)
In line with Eagle Spirit’s plans, as reported by the Canadian Press,30 the Wet’suwet’en and
several other B.C. Indian bands whose “traditional territory” covers about a quarter of the
pipeline route exercised their Haida Nation-created de facto veto power (and now
their Tsilhqot’in-created legal veto power) and officially rejected the entire Enbridge project!
The bands announced that: ”…the project is now banned from (their) territories under their
traditional laws.” Said Peter Erickson, one of the chiefs:
We do not, we will not allow this pipeline…we’re going to send the message today to the federal government and to
the company itself: their pipeline is dead. Under no circumstances will that pipeline be allowed…Their pipeline is a
pipe dream….
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So much for the Canadian GDP being grown by $300 billion over the next 30 years. (Oh well,
that didn’t matter to any of those bands elites. They receive and control their government transfer
payments – all their “honour of the Crown” and Indian Act entitlements – in any event. It’s only
the vast majority of powerless band members, our Crown treasuries and the rest of Canadians
who would suffer.)
So much for ultimate Crown sovereignty in Canada as well. That Haida Nation de facto veto
power, combined with Tsilhcot’in aboriginal title, plus now, the United Nations Declaration on
the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, (UNDRIP), now adopted by British Columbia and promised to
all by the Panglossian Justin Trudeau on behalf of the federal government, (see discussion of the
economically suicidal UNDRIP in chapter 50, below), will, as stated, have to be regarded for all
practical purposes as a legal veto power.
A few days after the Wet’suwet’en group handed down their sovereign decrees against the
Enbridge pipeline the Burns Lake band, whose “traditional territory” was along the proposed
Enbridge pipeline route, announced that they were withdrawing their previous support
for Enbridge and now throwing their support behind a new “First Nations-backed…$18 billion
pipeline proposal” being put forward by, surprise, Eagle Spirit Energy Holdings Ltd, in
partnership, at the time, with the Vancouver-based Aquilini Group.
As reported by Postmedia News:31
The Aquilini family, which owns the Vancouver Canucks as well as a vast array of development and agricultural
companies, said it will underwrite the estimated $18 billion pipeline proposed by Eagle Spirit Energy as long as it
gets support of all First Nations through whose territory the pipeline would travel…At a press conference in
Vancouver attended by at least 20 aboriginal chiefs from B.C., Calvin Helin, and the president of Eagle Spirit
Energy, said the group has the support of 30 First Nations in B.C…“First Nations told us there has been a lack of
realistic input into the Enbridge Northern Gateway proposal,” Helin said…He likened Enbridge’s consultation with
aboriginal groups to be the equivalent of “beads and trinkets” in return for exacting a route that would carry
dangerous goods that could ruin a First Nations territory. (B.C. aboriginal groups) also opposed the idea of
transporting raw bitumen in pipelines. As a result Eagle Spirit would build a refinery to process the oil into light
crude for transport, Helin said…” Reporters questioned (in their usual softball fashion in this area) what expertise
either Eagle Spirit Energy or Aquilini have in the area of energy transportation. “You can buy just about any
experience you need”, Helin said.

In other words, no aboriginal experience or expertise is needed, because non-aboriginals will
provide it, illustrating again the absurdity of Indian “self-government”, so entirely dependent is it
on non-Indian professionals and technocrats for its functioning, and even its very existence.
In the same article Mr. Helin said that “his group has the support of the majority of First Nations
in B.C. and is working on the rest to get…the social license to operate within their territories.”
(How disappointing to see Mr. Helin a part of this, after all he wrote about band council
corruption and cronyism in Dances With Dependency (above). Relying on the concept of the
“social license”, something unknown to the law, and able to be used as a coercive, danegeld tool
only because it is protected by the fears and dictates of political correctness, is the opposite of the
self-reliance and high moral values he called for in that book. I guess the money and power siren
calls of his self-described “Indian Industry” were just too loud and persistent for him to resist.)
Expect to read and hear more about this new, devolutionary, anti-Crown sovereignty, quaintly
neo-Marxist concept of the “social license,” this new power being assumed by the “people” (as
in “power to the people!”). Well, only the Indian people of Canada actually, the rest of
Canadians are totally excluded from this exciting new development in grassroots democracy.
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It’s shameful that respectable Canadian businessmen such as the Aquilini family, whose success
is based on the stable and predictable rule of law, would associate in any way with Indian
entrepreneurs that would employ such an anarchistic, bullying, economy-wrecking concept as
the “social license.” It’s shameful and demoralizing that our non-Indian elites are standing by
timidly and passively and are not aggressively challenging this concept and nipping it in the bud.
Lawyer Paul Cassidy, of the Canadian blue chip law firm McCarthy Tetrault (sadly and
ironically for Canada, like all of Canada’s big law firms, a huge technocratic enabler and
beneficiary of the consult and accommodate industry, of which the bogus and harmful “social
license” notion he complains of is an integral part), wrote:
To allow individual matters to be decided by an unlawful and unelected population would be non-transparent and
anti-democratic…Social license endorses unpredictability, partiality and violation of the rule of law. 32

There should only be one license requirement for a business undertaking- a government license!
A license based on compliance with government-passed black-letter laws and regulations. A
license from a government that represents all the people, without regard to race, creed or colour.
That is the only true “social” license there can properly be in a country ruled by law.
And, expect to see all this as the new business modus operandi for an Indian-owned or controlled
business crushing the competition: subject the would-be competition (“the target”), to endless,
go-nowhere consult and accommodate behavior, or aboriginal title claims (as the case may
be), which the target pays for, and then, when the target has finally run out of money, or gotten
thoroughly discouraged, given up and left the field, the Indian business moves in and
appropriates the business opportunity for itself.
This is exactly what is happening in the Kinder Morgan-Trans Mountain pipeline situation. (See
below.)
Canadians will more and more be seeing Indian bands aggressively carving out for themselves in
this way larger and larger chunks of our natural resources sector.
On December 12th, 2013 the Globe and Mail33 reported the ongoing efforts of Indian bands in
British Columbia to, with the aid of federal government loan guarantees, take large ownership
stakes in certain liquefied natural gas projects being planned there. As the Globe reported:
The bid to raise financing comes as the Assembly of First Nations launches an effort to forge an aboriginal national
energy strategy, which would be based on treaty rights, sustainable development and the need for impoverished
communities to benefit from the massive resource development that Canada expects over the next decade…“What is
absolutely clear is that unless First Nations are included as full partners in development, the prospects for projects
proceeding are negligible”, said Dave Porter, chief executive of British Columbia First Nations Energy and Mining
Council.

(Note and cry of alarm to reader: No treaty and no part of the “honour of the Crown” principle,
(see below), obligates the Crown, on behalf of all Canadian taxpayers – all Canadians generally
– to give such extraordinary and unusual- such fiscally improvident- such fundamentally and
unhealthily race-based and race-motivated – financial guarantees. Indigenous business groups
are now overtly suggesting that giving these guarantees is a necessary part of the
“reconciliation” duty of Canadians. Complain loudly to your M.P. if you hear that they are
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actually going to be given! If these folks want to turn their backs on their fellow Canadians like
this, let them do it entirely on their own dime! )
Again, referring directly to the sword-of-Damocles-danegeld factor, the clearly expansion-ofempire- minded Mr. Porter said:
…in my view Canada will not reach its full economic potential until it reconciles the place of First Nations, which
means direct involvement in joint planning, joint decision-making , and the sharing in the benefits. And that means
more than jobs and contracts, it means ownership.

It’s all anti-competitive and market-fixing in intent and practice, terribly unfair to non-Indian
businesses and morally very questionable. But, given the proliferation and acceptance of
affirmative action – type, two-tier justice thinking about all matters Indian, not to be challenged
or criticized – and all perfectly legal.
In 2016 the federal Trudeau government hampered Eagle Spirit Energy’s plans by, partly to
please B.C. Coastal First Nations, imposing a moratorium against oil-tanker traffic off the
northern section of the B.C. coast. Again, purporting to extend the consult and accommodate
obligation to the passing of legislation, the big players behind the Eagle Spirit venture, using
their First Nations “partners” as a front and as the mouthpiece, announced their plans to sue the
federal government for “an absolute lack of consultation” with First Nations.
Scaling the heights of hypocrisy and faux-concern for the national welfare , Woodland Cree
Chief Isaac Laboucan-Avirom, speaking about the lawsuit and the “ill-conceived” moratorium,
said:
I think it’s for the betterment of the country that we do challenge it. The decision to do that impairs not only the
people on the coast but it impairs the diverse Canadian economy. 34

In March of 2018 they did indeed sue the federal government for this, with the support and
involvement of Eagle Spirit, the latter of which continues its efforts to build its version of the
Enbridge pipeline. 35One of the lead plaintiffs was the same Lax Kw’alaam band that vetoed the
$36 billion Pacific North West LNG proposal. (What happened to their vaunted concern for
being stewards and protectors of “the land”? There was no concern about impairing the diverse
Canadian economy then! ) They allege in the lawsuit that the federal government’s tanker ban
constituted “an unjustified infringement on the plaintiffs’ Aboriginal rights and title”, (which,
given the disastrous state of the law, it probably is.)
Such rich, mercenary, vulture-like hypocrisy on the part of them all.
In 2017 Kinder Morgan Inc., having received permission from the federal government to expand
their pipeline from Alberta to the British Columbia coast, found itself the subject of 12 (!) First
Nations lawsuits, alleging, amongst other things, lack of adequate consultation and objections
based on aboriginal title. A legal brief filed by one of the Indian bands, the funding for which
comes in part from the income taxes paid by those workers who may be losing their jobs because
of these claims, correctly argued that the court challenges created “significant uncertainty
around the pipeline”, and suggested that there was a likelihood that the pipeline “will not get
built, and certainly not on the schedule that Kinder Morgan is suggesting…”
It went on:
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Likely outcomes (for the pipeline expansion) include a permanent rejection if aboriginal title is recognized, or an
interim injunction while a title case is being heard…Combined with significant political and reputational risk, it is
our opinion that the project faces material risk. 36

In these situations, such delay is equivalent to cancellation.
And effective cancellation is indeed what occurred when, on May 29th, 2018 the feckless,
cowardly, irresponsible and incompetent Justin Trudeau federal government felt compelled to
effectively nationalize this pipeline project just to keep it limping along. Kinder Morgan,
justifiably fed up with the delays caused by Ottawa refusing to exercise its paramount legal
jurisdiction to make the project happen under Kinder Morgan’s aegis, and exasperated by the
state of the Haida Nation-caused law, had announced that it would pull out of the project by May
31st unless legal clarity and certainty had been established by then. It was not, and there was no
way it was could be. First Nations rights to delay to death are constitutionally entrenched.
Hence the citizens of Canada are now, at exorbitant cost, the not-so-proud owners of this project.
On August 30th, 2018 the Federal Court of Appeal, in a blazing demonstration of Haida Nation’s
economy-wrecking power and effect, ruled that Canada had “failed to engage, dialogue
meaningfully and grapple with the real concerns of the Indigenous applicants so as to explore
possible accommodation of those concerns”, and had thus failed to properly discharge its duty to
consult. The Court nullified the permit to build the pipeline!
And now, these Kinder Morgan pipeline killers, as stated above, are cynically and
opportunistically, under the guise of “reconciliation”, moving in to pick up the pieces of the
pipeline venture they destroyed and become new majority owners of it, backed up of course
(although no one will say it) by Canadian taxpayer guarantees!
From the National Post, July 3rd, 2019:
An Indigenous-led group plans to offer to buy a majority stake in the Trans-Mountain pipeline from the Canadian
government…The group, called Project Reconciliation, aims to submit the $6.9 billion offer as early as Friday…and
start negotiations with Ottawa two weeks later. Trudeau’s government , which bought the pipeline last year after its
owner, Kinder Morgan Canada, gave up trying to get the expansion approved, has already been touting First Nations
participation…Project Reconciliation hopes to buy 51 per cent of the pipeline this year for $2.3 billion and roughly
half the expansion project for $4.6 billion. It would finance the deal through bank loans underwritten by
commitments from oil shippers. The government would retain 49 per cent. 37

If this shameful denouement occurs- a direct and logical, coercive outcome of the danegeld
consult and accommodate de facto veto power held by First Nations generally- then these
particular First Nations involved, which have no money, no capital, no assets, no expertise, no
experience in operating a pipeline, will have been handed, essentially for free, majority control
and ownership of this huge, critical-to-the-national-interest undertaking. And they will be mere
Potemkin, figurehead, passive, “rentier”, (see Thomas Piketty discussion below), virtuallyabsentee, race-based owners, relying 100% on Canadian taxpayer-backed loans and “bought”
non-Indigenous technocratic assistance. This will artificially drive up costs and otherwise benefit
no one.
What an insult to Canada’s reputation as a place to do business! What a pathetic, to-be-avoided
place Canada presents itself to the international investment community!
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A situation similar to (former) Kinder Morgan-Trans Mountain and to the late Enbridge
Northern Gateway project happened in the northwestern Ontario “Ring of Fire” mineral deposit
area.
An American company, Cliffs Natural Resources, was considering spending millions of dollars
to develop its “Far North” Black Thor chromite ore deposit. In addition to the new mine itself, if
the overall project went ahead, Cliffs was to have built and operated a ferrochrome smelter in
Sudbury, having chosen that location over Greenstone (in the Lake Nipigon area), Timmins and
Thunder Bay, because that location made the most economic sense.
Before Haida Nation a company planning an expensive undertaking like a smelter would be, in
conjunction with regulatory authorities, the sole arbiter of where it was going to be located.
Not any more, according to former Ontario Cabinet Minister George Smitherman, a paid
consultant to the Municipality of Greenstone and, more importantly, to the Matawa Tribal
Council, an association of the nine Indian bands in the Black Thor area. As reported in January,
2012 in Northern Ontario Business, Mr. Smitherman’s position on behalf of his clients was that:
…First Nations will have the ultimate say on how the Ring of Fire mineral developments will unfold, and that
includes the location of a proposed ferrochrome smelter…

Mr. Smitherman knew his law well. And so according to him and his clients economic sense be
damned. As the former Crown Cabinet Minister ominously said before the Sudbury decision
was announced:
…If the company persists in seeing the decision narrowly on the basis of (hydro) power, then this has great project
risk…the Matawa tribal chiefs won’t stand for the extraction of a resource from their traditional territories to watch
it trucked past their door…the First Nations are the big X factor in the advancement of the Ring of Fire
development…Anyone who hasn’t figured that out is in for a rude awakening…

And right after Cliffs’ announcement that its smelter would be built in Sudbury two of the Indian
bands that make up the Matawa Tribal Council, Aroland and Marten River, issued a press release
denouncing Cliffs’ choice of Sudbury and declaring that they would only support the project if
the smelter was built near their reserves. Aroland chief Sonny Gagnon declared:
…Ontario needs to deal with First Nations first rather than taking orders from Cliffs. We want the refinery in
Aroland territory, and we want the highest standard of environmental review for the project…

Reporting the press release, Sudbury newspaper Northern Life wrote:38
…Gagnon used the term “conflict chromite” when describing the Ring of Fire, saying the decision to build the
smelter in Sudbury was something he was never going to support.“ Cliffs refinery could generate income,
prosperity, sustain livelihoods, and support First Nation development, but now it’s at risk of being an unregulated
environmental disaster and contributing to serious Aboriginal rights abuses and conflict”, Gagnon said.

The irrationality inherent in these statements – the all too familiar, reckless, ridiculous (and as
usual, unchallenged) hyperbole (the sudden comparison of the situation to that of “conflict
diamonds” in Africa) – the suggestion that there would be an environmental problem in Sudbury
but there wouldn’t be one in Greenstone – in this climate of higher court and Crown-encouraged
derogation of Crown sovereignty and the rule of law, boded very ill for the future of this project.
On May 19, 2012 The Sudbury Star39 reported the threat made by Neskantaga First Nation chief
Peter Moonias to do “…whatever it takes to be consulted about the Cliffs Ring of Fire project…
actions could include blockades and even acts of mischief.” The Star continued:
Thursday (Moonias) wrote Natural Resources Minister Michael Gravelle reiterating his position that
(the)…government breached their constitutional duty to consult with aboriginal people… Mooney asked Gravelle
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for assurances no Ministry of Natural Resources permits will be issued to Cliffs until there has been “meaningful
discussion” with Neskantaga and other first nations.

These legally-based economic threats and these implied and express threats of illegal behavior
are ominous and deeply troubling. The Matawa Tribal Council was clearly saying through Mr.
Smitherman,-and these chiefs were clearly saying- “we demand to be cut in on this deal on our
terms or else we’ll tie you up with illegal activity and the consultation and accommodation
process indefinitely, and your project will never go ahead.”
As Mr. Smitherman threatened, the countless individuals and businesses who were hoping to
derive some economic benefit from this huge project – the various governments that were hoping
to derive some desperately needed tax revenue from this massive undertaking- did indeed get
that “rude awakening.”
On November 19th 2013, Cliffs cancelled the Black Thor project, citing, amongst other reasons,
“the uncertain timeline and risks associated with the development of necessary infrastructure to
bring this project online.” In September of 2014 Cliffs announced that it was looking for a buyer
for its Ring of Fire properties. In March of 2015 it agreed to sell its interests in the very fireless
Ring of Fire to Noront Resources, a former competitor, for a fraction of its investment.
The transaction closed, but over the preliminary objections of chief Sonny “conflict chromite”
Gagnon. “First Nations must have input on the terms of reference, and the time to understand
exactly what’s being proposed” he thundered. Whined Neskatanga chief-elect Wayne
Moonias, borrowing a page from chief Gagnon’s Book of Irrational Hyperbole:
It feels like Noront Resources and the Ontario government have put a gun to the heads of Northern Ontario First
Nations40.

Poor Cliffs lost over $500 million on the Ring of Fire investment. Getting out on a “few cents on
the dollar” basis, it sold its interests for $20 million- a 96% loss (!)41 It was in Bankruptcy Court
in Quebec. And these First Nations bands, who bore a great deal of responsibility for Cliffs’
troubles, and who hadn’t invested or lost a penny, and for whom life would go on as before
regardless of whether the project went ahead or not, had the gall and the overweening,
irresponsible, spoilt and childish sense of entitlement to paint themselves as hard-done-by
victims!
(Chief Wayne Moonias continued his “emperor only in his own mind” ways in 2016 by issuing a
“cease and desist” notice to Noront Resources, which company had the temerity to start a
lawfully authorized drilling program in what Chief Moonias described as Neskatanga’s
“traditional lands” without getting consent from the band first.
“It’s offensive on our end to receive a notice that’s basically telling us “by the way we’re going to be drilling,”
Moonias said. “They haven’t asked us for our consent, they haven’t engage with us in a way we expect, so it is very
troubling.”) 42

In June of 2017 the Ontario Wynne government, totally in thrall to the cowardly notion that it
could not proceed with the construction of an access road to the Ring of Fire without the consent
of all the First Nations “nations” through whose “traditional lands”, (i.e. in any other era,
ordinary Crown lands), the road would pass, admitted that it could not provide to anyone
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any time line for anything, disgracefully admitting that they were, in their minds, essentially
helpless to control the situation- that they were not masters in their own house! 43
The Black Thor project was a victim partially of the downturn of the mining economy in Canada,
lower world chromite prices and other “non-First Nations” factors. But there’s no doubt that it
was also the victim of the delays and economic uncertainties – the total inability to plan or
predict costs – the reckless, ceaseless and unchecked demands from these Indian bands for
essentially “free” and risk-free ownership and control rights, (even to the point of wanting to
have a say in how and when poor Cliffs could, with its tail between its legs,make its exit!)caused by the Haida Nation inspired, non-Indian elites supported, “consult and accommodate”
danegeld-chokehold, legal and economic environment now scuttling resource development
across Canada.
A further example of this is the never-built and likely never-to-be-built Mackenzie Valley
pipeline. Because of the huge delay in getting approval for this massive project, which would
have contributed so much to the Canadian economy, much of the delay caused by objecting
Indian bands, so much time went by that the underlying market conditions, the existence of
which were necessary for the project to be successful, disappeared. The fracking revolution in
the United States, lower gas prices and inflation all combined to suddenly make it no longer
economically viable. (Inflation alone raised the cost of it some $16 billion in 2007 to over $20
billion in 2013.)
Referring first to Enbridge’s then-proposed pipeline and then to the Mackenzie project David
Collyer, which words could equally apply to the (former) Kinder Morgan pipeline expansion
project, President of the Canadian Association of Petroleum Producers, said in the Globe and
Mail:44
There are windows in which these things can happen and in which there is momentum to make them happen. If we
miss those windows, many factors come into play and it’s difficult to resurrect these projects… And I would say that
Mackenzie was an example of a very difficult process of getting alignment among all the stakeholders to move that
project forward, including First Nations. We don’t have the luxury, oftentimes, of waiting until everybody’s ready.
The market isn’t very empathetic to our challenges in Canada in terms of getting things off the ground.

Unfortunately for the fate of these near-national proposed undertakings, and for us all, Indian
band elites do have that morally very hazardous “luxury.” With the late-2014 collapse of oil
prices the “windows” for these projects may have passed, at least for the foreseeable future.
Moody’s Investors Service Inc. said that the “vast majority” of (proposals for North American liquefied natural gas
export projects) face outright cancellation…Many sponsors, including those in the U.S., Canada and
Mozambique that have missed that window of opportunity as oil prices have declined- will face a harder time inking
the final contracts, most likely resulting in a delay or cancellation of their projects.45

See also Jeff Lewis’ OPEC pivots to Asia-Pacific markets,46 describing how “Asia’s biggest oil
companies are leaving Canada behind” by, to Canada’s obvious detriment, buying more and
more oil from OPEC and other non-North American suppliers.
Now the market has shifted dramatically, narrowing the window of opportunity for an industry that insists wider
access to global markets is key to boosting prices for Alberta’s landlocked oil.” ( italics added)

Gwyn Morgan, founding CEO of EnCana Corp. describes this situation of almost willful
political and legal paralysis as “the biggest trade gift from one country to another (the U.S.)
because of our own self-inflicted inability to access offshore markets with Canadian oil”, and, a
“ruinous giveaway of billions of dollars to the Americans”.
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Mr. Gwyn further wrote:
The result has transformed regulatory proceedings that would have taken weeks into multi-year events with skyrocketing costs that either delay or kill the project… and has led Canadian oil and gas producers, including my
former company EnCana, to move tens of billions of investment dollars and many jobs south of the border. 47

But all this is no problem for Indian band elites. Like the ever-grasping Neskatanga band chiefs,
they continue to receive their big, tax-free salaries and their guaranteed band entitlements, and
otherwise, personally, they continue to be all right Jack.
It’s only their people, and the rest of Canadians, who will suffer.
In October of 2017 the same merciless, money-burning delays finally scuttled Trans-Canada
Corp’s plan for its proposed Energy East 4000 kilometer pipeline that would have shipped
Alberta oil eastward, to refineries and export terminals in Eastern Canada. But naturally, “…
native leaders want(ed) to ensure that they see some benefits from the $12 billion project and
they would present a challenging obstacle for its completion if they are excluded.”48
Trans-Canada had the near-hopeless task of satisfying, not only the National Energy Board
and the provinces and municipalities through which the pipeline would have crossed, but 180 (!)
different Indian bands along the way, all of which had been saying that they would have
been “affected” by the pipeline and all of which had been demanding their own unique tollgating, danegeld package. And none of these 180 bands had to care a whit about what Mr.
Collyer said about “market timing,” or any other such quaint “Eurocentric” notions.
As Denise Restoule, chief of the French River Dokis Indian band said of a similar project her
band finally permitted to proceed:
…the developer had to be patient and work to understand the culture and political realities of the reserve to
succeed…the developer needs to develop a relationship with the First Nation, and not just send some documents and
say you’ve been consulted…they need to understand their values and what is important to them. And once they
understand where the community is at, then real discussions can start to work on developing a real partnership.

In Quebec, the Assembly of First Nations of Quebec and Labrador, (AFNQL), had passed a
resolution opposing the Energy East project, despite Trans Canada, as a response to feedback,
having made about 700 route changes, having engaged with 166 Indian communities, and having
funded 66 “traditional knowledge” studies.
Ghislain Picard, Regional Chief of the AFNQL said:
Now that our chiefs have decided to reject the pipeline, we will be asking that Quebec and Canada respect such a
decision if they are to fulfil their constitutional obligations and if they are to respect the United Nations Declaration
on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples. 49

The chief of the Mohawks of Kanesatake, Simon Serge Otsi, had declared that he planned to
question the very legitimacy of the National Energy Board hearing process itself.
“They have no credibility to speak to the First Nations,” he said.
Mr. Otsi said the project requires First Nations consent, something that was raised by Mi’kmak communities at the
public hearings earlier this month in New Brunswick.
“These are our lands. We never ceded them. We never surrendered,” he said. 50
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Our present-day Canada could never have been brought into being if the self-entitled, selfcentred, selfish, national interest-sabotaging claptrap like that exhibited by Ms. Restoule, the
AFNQL and chief Simon Serge Otsi immediately above had always been the Canadian norm.
These elite Indian band representatives are no longer victims talking. They are cock-of-thewalk, clear winners of the judicial wars of the past thirty years talking and acting as such. These
are people placed by our higher courts into positions of awesome power and control over the rest
of Canada – power and control in no way democratically based – people who are making no
bones about the fact that are going to exploit this new position handed to them countrywide – to
the maximum – with no moderating consideration of the whole country’s best interests.
But, as stated above, they really can’t be directly blamed for the situation. They probably never
expected so much real power to be handed and surrendered to them so quickly. It’s a bit similar
to the French Revolution, where, to their shock and amazement, the revolutionary leaders found
themselves holding complete power, in relation to which Edmund Burke, in Reflections, wrote:
They could not be expected to bear with moderation, or to conduct with discretion, a power which they themselves,
more than any others, must be surprised to find in their hands…Who could flatter himself that these men…would
not be intoxicated with their unprepared greatness?…Who could doubt but that, at any expence to the state, of which
they understood nothing, they must pursue their private interests, which they understood but too well?

Writer John Cassidy, in The New Yorker, reviewing French economist Thomas Piketty’s new
book Capital in the Twenty-First Century,51 describing the phenomenon of how and why the top
one per cent of the world’s economic class is taking an ever-larger slice of the economic pie,
writes of Mr. Piketty’s positing:
…the re-emergence of a world familiar to nineteenth century Europeans; he cites the novels of Austen and Balzac.
In this ‘patrimonial society” a small group of rentiers lives lavishly on the fruits of its inherited wealth, and the rest
struggle to keep up.

Indian band elites have been handed positions in the Canadian economic order partially akin to
those nineteenth century rentiers, except for now, their new-money, passive income, danegeld
wealth is not inherited. Rather, as in the Trans Mountain situation, it is coerced from anyone
nearby wanting to engage in hitherto untethered (except for the obligation to pay taxes and
comply with the laws of general application), normal, entrepreneurial economic activity on their
now (as decreed by the Supreme Court of Canada) “traditional lands,” and their now, in B.C.,
thanks to Tsilhqot’in, for many important nation-building intents and purposes, sovereign,
aboriginal title-based lands.
And that coercion is a classic feature of a rentier economy, where every transaction has an
element of payoff, bribery, danegeld or”rent” to it- “rent”unrelated to the value of the
consideration received- “rent” paid by the more vulnerable party to the dominant one. “Rent”,
characterized by Manitoba Premier Brian Pallister as “persuasion money”, $67 million dollars of
which he bravely refused to allow Manitoba Hydro to pay to the Manitoba Metis Federation to
purchase their promise not to, by use of their consult and accomodate cudgel, interfere in future
Manitoba Hydro projects. 52 A very unhealthy, illiberal and economically retrograde situation- a
situation tending none of the rentiers to economic efficiency or personal virtue. (See
further comments on this in Our Liberal Values, chapter 26, below.)
As this tribute-like new money increasingly flows into Indian bands – as this new Indian bandcontrolled capital continues to amass and increase – this new wealth will indeed take on more
and more the characteristics of the passive, indolent and civically and economically unhealthy
wealth of those nineteenth century rentiers, with Indian elites, propped up by “bought,” mainly
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non-Indian, professional and technocratic expertise (Calvin Helin, above), acting essentially as
coupon-clipping, absentee landlords.
The Mackenzie Valley, Enbridge, Kinder Morgan-Trans Mountain and Ring of Fire situations
illustrate the harmful effects Haida Nation and its legal progeny are having on the carrying out of
projects that are massive or national in scope.
But it’s also producing the same public and national interest-sabotaging effects at the local level.
In April, 2009 the Espanola Mid-North Monitor53 reported on a meeting between the Serpent
River First Nation (SFRN), a small reserve on the north shore of Lake Huron, and the Ontario
Ministry of Natural Resources (MNR). The meeting was clearly a product of the new “consult
and accommodate” mandate emanating from Haida Nation. The newspaper account of it
demonstrates in spades the new, puffed-up sense of grandiosity, power and unearned entitlement
being shown by Indian elites towards their fellow Canadians, the pathetic, gelded, enabling
passivity of the Crown in the face of it, and the chaotic, harmful and absurd consequences of
Haida Nation itself, as these consequences play out in the real world, far from the beautiful
Ottawa chambers of the Supreme Court of Canada.
One of the things on the MNR’s consultation agenda with this tiny band was a proposed sale by
the Crown of a small piece of land to the Town of Elliot Lake, about 30 miles away from the
reserve, to be used by it as a municipal access road to new lots being opened up by the Town for
residential development on nearby Popeye Lake.
Whoops! As the newspaper account related, in the newly Haida Nation-opened eyes of SFRN,
that might have a “possible impact” on “Serpent River Treaty and Territory Rights.” (No details
of same asked for or offered – “a sacred burial site”? – a single trap line? – possibly nothing
tangible at all?) Even though the MNR and the Town had deemed it appropriate, necessary and
in the public interest that this land be transferred and this new public road created, that was not
good enough for SFRN. Now, this Indian band, whose reserve was 30 miles away, had to be
consulted and pass on it. Not surprisingly the report indicated that the band wanted to assess and
discuss the possible impact of the creation of this new road on SFRN’s rights. Even though, very
likely, no Indian had ever set foot there and currently, the band had no presence there
whatsoever, the band self-importantly declared that …the “traditional use of the land could be
lost if development there goes ahead.”
But, SFRN, being reasonable here, and notwithstanding the possible negative impact of this
development on their likely non-existent “traditional use” of the land, indicated that if they
could be accommodated somehow, perhaps the MNR and the Town might be allowed to move
forward with their plans this century after all.
In order to get the Popeye Lake project to move forward with any development, Elliot Lake needs to involve Serpent
River First Nation…Recognizing the legitimacy and discretion that SFRN has in asserting its rights, it is now
becoming clear that, any economic opportunity in this project moving forward must include SFRN and its
citizens….

The purport of this is unmistakable. SFRN is clearly saying, “Even though we haven’t invested a
nickel into your project, and don’t intend to, and even though it has had nothing to do with us –
no impact on us whatsoever – give us some piece of it or we’ll hold you up in consultation talks
indefinitely.”
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Danegeld, toll-gating, blackmail and extortion are all activities characteristic of pre-states and
failed states. They are not characteristic of a sovereign, civilized, liberal nation-state. Such
behaviour – such a situation – because of Haida Nation and its successors – is now being allowed
to occur all over Canada. It shouldn’t be. It’s wrong. It’s constitutionally and economically
ruinous. It’s going to create more social resentment and division. The opposite of reconciliation
will occur.
Another item the MNR brought forward for consultation was a “sludge storage area” that a
private business was proposing be located on Crown land near the Elliot Lake airport.
Again, like a mafia family demanding to be shown “respect” and to be “involved” in anything
going on in its “territory,” SRFN band representatives simply and ominously stated
that…”SFRN is willing and interested in becoming more involved with this issue.” When the
essential terms to be laid down by SRFN are “money to us for nothing,” why wouldn’t they be
interested in “becoming more involved”?
Then talks turned to a communications tower that Rogers Communications was proposing be
installed somewhere on Crown land near a major highway. SRFN’s position: “…Serpent River
will be in communication with Rogers and notification on that will follow.” (!)
A private proposal to construct a hydroelectric facility on an off-reserve river was offered up for
“consultation.” On this one, SRFN indicated that they wanted to be more than just
accommodated. They decided that they should have this one for themselves: exercising droit de
seigneur over their “traditional lands.”
Any such development will be done by Serpent River. By keeping the development local, Serpent River will have
access to the sites and keep the profits in the region. Serpent River’s pro-active attitude is paying off with
communication and discussions with partners, MNR, Ministry of Aboriginal Affairs, in order to get the train moving
on this subject.

Finally, his humiliation not yet complete, the no doubt red-faced and tongue-biting MNR
representative told SRFN that the government was planning on dismantling a certain bridge.
(Apparently the government interprets its duty to consult as applying even when it is removing
its own structures and restoring things to a state of nature.) “SRFN explains how that bridge is a
vital area (sic) and insists that it stays,” SRFN Chief Isadore Day (he of “First Nations are not
subjects of the Crown” note) said:
If we can work around the turtles up there, you can work around the bridge.

Shortly after Chief Day delivered this authoritative engineering assessment of the safety and
salvageability of the bridge, this meeting of the Haida Nation-mandated “Joint Relations
Committee” adjourned for a lunch of crow and humble pie, which MNR representatives were
heard saying they enjoyed very much.
Chief Day and his SRFN band continued their interfering, unneighbourly, Canadian taxpayerfinanced, nit-picking behavior by, in June of 2012, announcing that they were suing the Town of
Elliot Lake and the provincial government for a court declaration that their right to be properly
consulted and accommodated was breached because a residential subdivision was approved
without SRFN “…having a say in planning processes on lands within municipal boundaries
where there are heritage and culturally significant values….”
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Elliot Lake had made a decision to exempt from development certain lands possibly containing
Indian “burial mounds,” but, according to the ever sensitive and opportunistic SRFN, the
decision was made in a manner which insufficiently consulted and “meaningfully engaged” with
it. Translation… Elliot Lake had failed to sufficiently suck up to SRFN and offer it sufficient
danegeld.
Said Mr. Day, (who became AFN Regional Chief for Ontario, and in this capacity took
those generous sentiments national) 54:
No longer can the City act unilaterally on our behalf. Making a decision that affects our community cannot be done
without informing us and engaging us. As First Nations we have come a long way from the paternalism faced by
other jurisdictions. We certainly cannot have a municipal government down-grading our jurisdiction.

By the summer of 2013 SFRN had so ratcheted up the legal consult and accommodate pressure
on poor, hapless Elliot Lake that, in order to move its further cottage lot development plans
ahead the Town, with shameful prodding from the provincial government, was forced to agree to
give to that relatively small and distant Indian band 50% of the economic benefits to be
hopefully derived from them. SFRN shouldered no part of costs or risks. Rentier-type money for
nothing.
That the idea could be conceived and, worse, litigated, that a municipality might have a duty to
consult nearby Indian bands about already heavily regulated municipal undertakings taking place
within municipal boundaries, shows how harmful and chaotic the situation has become because
of Haida Nation. (In British Columbia, this is no mere idle, alarmist speculation. With provincial
Crown sovereignty and title now so severely undermined by the Tsilhqot’in decision,
municipalities there, being mere creatures of Provincial creation, and with their creator’s powers,
and rights of creation and empowerment, so under question, have every reason to fear for their
fundamental, legal legitimacy and for the legitimacy, going forward, of all that they do.)
Another example of this now legally plausible overreaching, occurred on June 21st,
2011, when the Batchewana Indian band, one of the signers of the Robinson-Superior treaty,
essentially renounced that treaty by giving public notice that this little group of people was now
demanding to be consulted and accommodated by any government, any person or any
corporation that was planning any new project “in its original, traditional and historic territory,”
which it said was all the lands between Sault Ste. Marie and Pukaskwa National Park, into and
beyond the height of land, which would, if acceded to, extend their imperial danegeld reach into
the James Bay lowlands. So much for the clear and unequivocal words of surrender in that treaty.
Haida Nation has inspired the behavior of the Indians in the examples above, characterized by a
sense of totally unearned entitlement, boldness and insensitivity. Shakespeare wrote that jealousy
“mocks the meat it feeds on.” Inappropriate and harmful Indian power and financial demands
seem to be feeding on themselves as well, increasing steadily as they (unsuccessfully so far) try
to find their outer limits.
For big projects like Enbridge’s, Kinder Morgan’s or Cliffs Natural Resources’, to those
undertakings described in the above Mid-North Monitor accounts, the latter representing the
necessary minutiae of everyday government-regulated, modern life in Canada, considering the
overall public interest and following their own laws and procedures will no longer be enough for
a government to do.
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Now, in all cases public and private, the Indian danegeld factor will have to be added in,
rendering planning, timing and cost analysis– rendering the very feasibility of the undertaking
itself – a guessing game at best.
Feelings of resentment and anger are naturally building up in the minds of ordinary non-Indian
Canadians in the face of all this, which our elites are willfully ignoring. Serious damage is being
caused to the fabric of Canadian unity and tolerance. And, in addition to this perilous social
damage being caused, it is damaging and will increasingly damage and hinder Canadian
economic development as well.
For example, in June of 2010, the Fraser Institute reported that Ontario, as a place to conduct
mining operations, has dropped from 10th best in the world to 22nd. Part of the reason,
according to Fred McMahon a vice-president of the Institute: “uncertainty about
native/aboriginal land claims, where Canada ranked in the bottom 10 of the 72 jurisdictions
surveyed, just above Zimbabwe.” The results of the survey, reported in Northern Ontario
Business,55 were further commented upon by Mr. McMahon:
It really sends a shiver through both exploration and development firms,” says McMahon, who also serves as one of
the survey’s coordinators. “There is deep concern about what’s going on…Miners spend years throwing money into
the ground before they start making any money from the site, and therefore they need to have faith in the stability of
a jurisdiction to know their mine won’t be closed down in the future because of new land claims, new taxes won’t
make it uneconomical, or that they won’t be allowed to mine somewhere after spending money there for years.

In September, 2012, Garry Clarke, the Executive Director of the Ontario Prospectors
Association, said in Sudbury’s Northern Ontario Business:56
…First Nation court challenges, Aboriginal mining moratoriums, and a Ring of Fire “evictions list” from the
Matawa chiefs have caused a hardening of attitudes among prospectors and exploration firms that’s having an
economic impact.” “It’s causing people to leave the province,” said Clark, adding most of the Thunder Bay-based
junior miners are raising money and concentrating on projects outside of Ontario. One Vancouver mining executive
told Clark in July that “there are too many problems in Ontario and until you solve them, we can go work in other
places.

This is exactly what is happening- not only in Ontario, but on the national level- investors either
avoiding Canada, or focusing their investment dollars elsewhere.
In 2015 the Prospectors and Developers Associations of Canada gave their summary of the
effects of the new “Duty to Consult” laws:
…delayed projects, increased costs, investor uncertainty and negative impacts to company and community
relationships. 57

Northern Superior Resources Inc., a Sudbury junior mining company with gold claims in
northwestern Ontario, after years of brown-nosing the local Sachigo Lake First Nation band with
various forms of danegeld, was suddenly met with an unexpected, unilateral, greedy and
exorbitant demand that it pay a 24 percent “Administration” and “Band Burden” fee (24 percent
of its annual exploration budget!), and that it agree to rent an inefficient band-owned Beaver
airplane, with genuine safety concerns around it, at a standby rate of $1600 a day, as conditions
of being able to continue to access its claims. It refused. It didn’t have the money! These
were grossly unreasonable, bad faith and unconscionable demands! As a result it was served with
an “eviction notice” by the band.
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Ontario, which was fully aware of the situation, like with Platinex, Frontenac Ventures and Solid
Gold Resources, did nothing. Like in those cases, it favored the interests of the jobs and
tax revenue killers over the jobs and tax revenue creators. In cowardly and unprincipled fashion,
it sat on its hands. It refused to get meaningfully involved. Totally eschewing its duty to defend
its own sovereignty and the mining rights it had granted to Northern Superior
Resources, it abandoned them both.
After an unsuccessful lawsuit against Ontario58 based on the argument that it (Ontario), by
allegedly failing to carry out its duty to consult, had caused compensable financial harm to
Northern Superior Resources, (inexplicably, the morally repugnant Sachigo band leadership was
not sued), the justly bitter and disillusioned Northern Superior Resources President, Tom
Morris, said:
If you’re going to entice people like me to invest my shareholders’ money in this province, I have to have a clear
understanding that if I invest that money I have a chance to see a return on it.
The way this business environment is being set up in Ontario- for all the good reasons we’ve brought up in this trialif they’re not there, business is not going to come.
And when people begin to realize that there’s nothing here to protect my interests- any rule of law, if you will-then
why would I come and invest my money in this province? That’s something I think that the government is well
aware of , they just don’t wish to address it.59 (italics added)

Chinese oil and gas companies are moving their North American investment focus away from
Canada to the United States.
Weidong Chen, a retired senior executive of China’s CNOOC Ltd., one of China’s top three oil
and gas companies, (which shut down its Toronto office in December 2015), told the National
Post 60 that the disastrous effects on his company of the world oil price crash were exacerbated by
Canada’s slow regulatory approval process.
“The federal government (in Canada) is a weak government, not like China in comparison”, Chen said, Most
resources are located only in Alberta…and Alberta is an inland state, they can only transport to the U.S. You go to
Pacific, you have to negotiate with B.C. and B.C. has a lot of First Nations. I participated in three (annual LNG)
conferences. They continuously talk about First Nations issues. I didn’t see any progress.”
While competition for energy markets is intensifying from Russia, Australia, and now even Iran, in Canada “you
just go according to your own pace,” said Chen.
Chen said there is regret in some Chinese quarters about the Canadian investment spree and it’s unlikely to be
repeated.

The Trudeau federal government, which in this regard can now be fairly considered as a pipeline
killing, national interest-sabotaging government, putting paid to the serious remarks and
concerns of Mr. Chen, (remarks no less true because the Chinese government is horrible and
cruel), in January of 2016 announced that it was increasing the parameters of the regulatory
oversight of all pipeline projects, including Energy East, by adding greenhouse gases as a factor
to consider, (years of extra debate, cost and uncertainty there), and by ordering the National
Energy Board to undertake additional consultation (!) with aboriginal groups allegedly affected
by those projects- and other projects such as proposed liquid natural gas facilities. (They already
have a de facto veto, and in B.C., a legal veto, on them, so what else is there to give them? Talk
about the Trudeau government twisting the knife on our natural resource industries!)
Recklessly and irresponsibly giving undeserving weight and credence to the legally bogus
concept of “social license”, and to the false idea that there’s something wrong with the existing
regulatory process-(There’s nothing fundamentally wrong with it!- Again, merely asserting that
there is doesn’t make it so! All the evidence shows that if it’s left alone by politicians to carry out
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its mandate i.e. assessing, based on scientific and engineering evidence, the feasibility and
environmental safety of the proposed undertaking, it performs well)- the Trudeau federal
government rationalized their conduct as follows:
National Resources Minister Jim Carr said the new measures were intended to “restore the public trust in the way
Canada reviews and assesses major resource projects. Without the confidence of Canadians, none of these projects
will move forward,” he said.
Canadian Energy Pipeline Association Chris Bloomer said his organization is open to new processes that help
improve Canadians’ confidence in pipelines, but he’s concerned that people think the current regulatory process is
deficient. “The broader implication is that the NEB is broken,” Bloomer said. “We don’t believe that it’s broken; the
regulatory is robust and the industry does work with the NEB right across the board form existing pipelines to new
pipelines.” 61

The people of British Columbia, Alberta, Ontario and of Canada generally, and our government
treasuries, in these increasingly hard times, can’t afford the luxurious waste of time and money,
the danegeld, the destabilized investment environment, the huge and tragic loss of jobs, (40,000
direct jobs lost in Alberta and Saskatchewan in 2015-2016! 62Do these people warrant no
compassion or consideration from our national government?), the disastrous loss of tax
revenues, and all the other clear and present moral, social and financial dangers inherent in the
new Haida Nation-inspired, third-world style economic order, where confusion, uncertainty,
unpredictability and bullying strong men rule, rather than transparency, stability and the rule of
law.
In the absence of clearly-asserted Crown sovereignty, where nothing can ever be legally
settled, 63a third-world form of pre-state, tribal, political and economic disorder is emerging,
much like Europe in those dark ages earlier described between the fall of the Western Roman
Empire and 1000 AD- much like the new post-state disorder that is emerging in Afghanistan,
parts of the Middle East and Africa today- a hopeless environment for governments at all levels
trying to maintain desperately needed tax revenues; trying to deliver adequate and properlyfunded programs and services; trying to carry out large undertakings for the benefit of all its
citizens; trying to maintain civilization as we have unthinkingly come to presume (wrongly) to
be our automatic due.
The Indian and non-Indian nay-sayers to pipelines and other oil and gas ventures say or imply
that they are helping us all to get off carbon use. But to do that we first need efficient and
affordable alternate technologies, which will take billions of dollars, public and private, and a lot
of time, to create. We need maximum tax revenue now to meet these “enormous financial
challenges of transitioning into emerging technologies”.
Business journalist Diane Francis (quoted immediately above) wrote in the National Post:
For many years now, many of us have warned about the hazards of this Great Canadian Oil and Gas War, but now
the results are affecting every one. As the industry limps along, the Canadian dollar slumps and the country feels
like it is in a recession.
What we are witnessing is a political pivot to an anti-oil paradigm that is not only foolish but ruinous…If the oil
industry does not prosper then living conditions will continue to decline and more Canadians will be forced to
export themselves. 64

And to obtain maximum tax revenues now, when they are so desperately needed, the state- our
Crowns- must alter course in this area of Canadian life, and start to, wherever possible,
stringently uphold the rule of law and always, wherever possible, promote, and err on the side of
sole Crown sovereignty.
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In the thirteenth century the Mongols, by terrible and cruel force of arms, created an empire that
spanned from the Black Sea to China. But even they understood that to maintain that empire, and
for it to flourish, there had to exist the rule of law.
Fundamental to European (trade) expansion, was the stability that the Mongols provided across the whole of Asia.
Despite the tensions and rivalries between the different branches of the tribal leadership, the rule of law was fiercely
protected when it came to commercial matters. The road system in China, for example, was the envy of visitors who
marvelled at the administrative measures in place to provide security for travelling merchants. “China is the safest
country and best country for the traveller,” wrote the fourteenth -century explorer Ibn Battuta; this was a place
where a reporting system that apparently accounted for each outsider on a daily basis meant that ” a man travels for
nine months alone with great wealth and has nothing to fear”. 65 (italics added)

No “access payments”, “Administration” or “Band Burden” fees tolerated there.
No “persuasion money” payments tolerated there.
The situation our elites have created has reached a terrible state when we have to learn from
Genghis Khan!
And this, from Yuval Noah Harari’s Sapiens, (above), on the crucial importance, for the
economy and the public welfare generally, of strong, clearly-asserted Crown sovereignty:
…But in its extreme form, belief in the free market is as naïve as belief in Santa Claus. There is simply no such
thing as a market free of all political bias. The most important economic resource is trust in the future, and this
resource is constantly threatened by thieves and charlatans. Markets by themselves offer no protection against fraud,
theft and violence. It is the job of political systems to ensure trust by legislating sanctions against cheats and to
establish and support police forces, courts and jails which will enforce the law. When kings fail to do their jobs and
regulate the markets properly it leads to loss of trust, dwindling credit and economic depression. (italics added)

Our “kings” are failing to do their jobs.
Consequently, there is emerging a dysfunctional environment for modern businesses like
Enbridge, Kinder Morgan, Energy East, Cliffs Natural Resources, Northern Superior
Resources and countless others, which can only properly and efficiently operate in an
environment characterized by economic, political and legal stability, transparency and
predictability, all under the aegis of sole and ultimate Crown sovereignty, the opposite of the
new environment created by Haida Nation and its jurisprudential successors and by the weak and
craven response to it all by our irresponsible, almost economically suicidal, non-Indian political
and bureaucratic elites.
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27. THE ATTACK ON LAW AND ORDER
The Rule of Law Keeps the Peace…judging a legal result simply in terms of one’s own sense of right and wrong
simply won’t do. The whole point of the rule of law is to set standards of governance that transcend individual moral
feelings. If all we have are our moral feelings, we are no better than religious and political fundamentalists who
insist that their moral scheme justifies destroying other incompatible moral systems. The claim of moral
righteousness and superiority has driven many of our species’ worst atrocities, such as the Holocaust, the genocide
of American Indians and the killing of millions of “enemies of the state in communist regimes… the rule of law
substitutes legal reasoning for moral righteousness.” – Lief Carter and Thomas Burke, Reason in Law1
Nobody has a more sacred obligation to obey the law than those who make the law . – Sophocles
Criminal means once tolerated are soon preferred. – Edmund Burke- Reflections

Haida Nation has driven the notion of the “honour of the Crown” to an ill-considered, harmful
extreme – basically ordering the Crown to act so “honourably” so as to wilfully and legally
emasculate itself – so “honourably” so as to prevent it from acting in good faith for the benefit of
and in the best interests of all Canadians – so honourably towards Indians that it acts at the same
time dishonourably towards non-Indian Canadians affected – so “honourably” that it’s proper
dignity, authority and necessary powers, legal and moral, are seriously undermined – with very
important, negative consequences for Canadians, Indian and non-Indians alike.
This apparent duty to act “honourably to a fault” was highlighted towards the end of the trial
judgment in the Keewatin case (referred to in Terminology above) where the trial judge
implicitly, but nonetheless very clearly to anyone with legal training or litigation
experience, criticized Ontario and Ontario’s lawyers for in effect fighting fairly but nonetheless
fighting too hard for their side of the case. As she said in part:
Ontario’s approach to this litigation, while pleasantly civil, was strongly adversarial. Always focusing on its own
proprietary rights, it downplayed the plain and clear reference in the Harvesting Clause to Canada…Ontario was
attempting to use traditional Euro-Canadian common law property principles to support the relief it was seeking,
despite the evidence of Chartrand called by Ontario that Ojibway concepts were very different (e.g. they did not
have a concept of buying and selling land).

The trial judge adopted an inappropriate and unjustified sarcastic tone when commenting on the
substance, and even the style, of the Ontario lawyer’s handling of the case:
From the beginning of opening arguments until the end of the case, counsel for Ontario chanted the phrase “Honour
of the Crown” almost like a mantra, as if the reassuring cadence of its repetition would salve any concerns this Court
might otherwise have about its failure to honour Treaty Rights in the past.

This trial had been a fair fight. The Grassy Narrows band had a very capable and sophisticated
legal team working for them. Their legal fees and disbursements had already been fully funded
by Ontario before the trial even started. Ontario was being attacked with the full force and effect
of “Euro-Canadian” law! How could it not but react and respond in kind? Despite all this the
judge, shockingly and inappropriately to me, clearly suggested that, in this Indian rights case,
where the “honour of the Crown” was in issue, the proper course of action for Ontario was to, in
effect, defend itself with one hand tied behind its back, and further, that Ontario’s lawyer should
have, during the trial, partially pre-judged the case in favour of Grassy Narrows and adjusted his
conduct accordingly – shouldn’t have advocated so fully on behalf of Ontario . This
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is all contrary to centuries of ethical principles to the effect that a trial lawyer is bound, within
the law and by the rules of ethics, to fight as hard as he can for his client!
Ontario’s Rules of Professional Conduct for lawyers describes the lawyer’s function as advocate
as “openly and necessarily partisan.” Accordingly, the lawyer is generally “not obliged…to assist
an adversary or advance matters derogatory to the client’s case.” These rules obligate a lawyer,
when acting as an advocate:
…to raise fearlessly every issue, advance every argument, and ask every question, however distasteful, which the
lawyer thinks will help the client’s case and to endeavour to obtain for the client the benefit of every remedy and
defence authorized by law….

I argue in this essay that our courts have developed a two-tier system of justice for many aspects
of the Indian experience in modern-day Canada. Until the Keewatin decision this two-tier legal
reality was mainly confined to matters of substantive law and procedures, creating different
outcomes depending upon whether the matter was directly Indian-related or not.
Now, with Keewatin, the suggestion comes from a respected member of the judiciary, (now
apparently seconded by the prominent Canadian intellectual John Ralston Saul- see The Essential
Humanity of the Migrators to Canada, above), that lawyers themselves, officers of the court,
who are key instruments of due process and the hitherto blind rule of law, when they are on the
other side of any case involving the assertion by Indians of any Indian rights-related claim or
proposition, should not act so fearlessly and forcefully, should in effect partially favour the
interests of their opponents over those of their own clients, even a government client, so as not to
be too “strongly adversarial.”
In effect Justice Sanderson, the trial judge, was suggesting that in Indian rights cases lawyers on
the other side should partially breach their ethical duties to their own client. This respected and
well-meaning judge didn’t actually mean that, but that is the clear end result of her astonishingly
wrong, civically unhealthy and inappropriate statements in that regard.
The Keewatin trial decision was overturned on appeal, and that appeal decision upheld by the
Supreme Court of Canada, but these inappropriate statements of Justice Sanderson were not
criticized or commented on by the Court of Appeal.
One could be forgiven for thinking this omission was intentional, given the appeal
courts’ departure from the usual rule that the loser of a court case should pay a part of the
winner’s legal costs, because in this case, even though the Grassy Narrows litigants had lost, and
had forced the ultimate winners to incur hundreds of thousands of dollars in legal expenses, they
were not ordered to compensate them for any part of them, with no real reasons given. Two-tier
justice indeed.
Some of the negative social and economic consequences of the erosion of Crown sovereignty (to
accelerate even faster if the trial judge’s lecture in Keewatin about the Crown being too “strongly
adversarial” is adopted by other judges) have been discussed above.
Another even more important consequence of Haida Nation is the undermining of the principle
of the rule of law.
Haida Nation, Mikisew and subsequent court decisions taking their lead from those decisions
have sanctified “meaningful consultation” to such an extent that they have elevated it to a status
above the basic rule of law, thus justifying and even encouraging lawless behaviour on the part
of Indians in pursuit of their “potential but as yet unproven” interests.
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In Ontario, the violent, lawless occupation by Indians of private property in Caledonia, near
Brantford, was cravenly permitted to go on unchecked for months until it was finally ended, not
by the application and enforcement of the law against the illegal occupiers, as the local populace
and Henco Industries, the property owner/developer, initially assumed would happen. Rather, it
was ended by Ontario, after it and the Ontario Provincial Police had passively tolerated that
lawbreaking for months, finally buying the land from Henco Industries and, as the new owner,
then “consenting” to the ongoing occupation. This was completely shameful on the part of
Ontario and the OPP.
It was an astonishing decimation of the rule of law that went on for years, with the OPP and the Ontario government
2
both denying the truth of what citizens saw daily with their own eyes.

What disgraceful, unprincipled, expedient behaviour on their part! What a dangerous, unhealthy
precedent to set!
The bureaucrats and politicians in high places who made that decision – the police in high offices
who ordered their officers to stand aside and do nothing while our laws were broken – betrayed
their own fundamental interests and the high trust they owed to all the citizenry of Ontario. As
The National Post editorialized:
The provincial Liberals sold out the interests of law-abiding citizens in the community of Caledonia rather than be
3
forced to confront lawlessness among members of the aboriginal community.

Now, at the time of writing, the occupation continues with the Ontario government being the
generally disrespected, locally reviled and all-round cowardly new owner, daily permitting this
dishonourable and uncivilized assault by the “Haudenosaunee” Indians4 on the dignity, rights
and reputation of the Crown to continue.
The effect of this on society as a whole- a massive loss of respect on the part of ordinary
Canadians for the police and for governmental authority generally – is very serious and
negative. “One law for them, one law for us,” people say. This reasonable and natural sentiment,
caused not by the illegal occupation, but by the shocking failure on the part of Crown law
enforcement officials to apply and enforce the law in response to it, represents a very serious
breach and breakdown of social trust, the glue that holds civil society together.
The lesson for ordinary Canadians is that now, with regard to Indians in Ontario, justice is not
blind. She peeks under her blindfold and if she sees that the commotion relates to Indians, she
takes out and applies her special Indians-only rule book, essentially does nothing, and then,
turning to the non-Indians involved, just shrugs. This is demoralizing to the body politic. It
encourages civic anger and resentment, apathy, disengagement and that sense of disconnect
discussed above. It subverts what should be the lawful authorities of the state’s “greatest
resource: the internalized allegiance of the citizenry.”5
In their Henco Industries v. Haudenosaunee Six Nations Confederacy
Council decision,6 “the Caledonia case”, the Ontario Court of Appeal, in overturning a very
gutsy lower court judge’s ruling that the governments of Canada and Ontario should stop
negotiating with the illegal occupiers – stop talking to them entirely! – until their blockades were
lifted and their illegal occupation ended, basically gave its moral and legal stamp of approval to
Ontario’s cowardly and unprincipled conduct. The Court ruled that, since the occupation, now
that Ontario owned the land and was consenting to it, was “peaceful,” and that “reconciliation,
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not the force of law” was “the best way to achieve a lasting resolution of this dispute.”
Thusly the rule of law was diminished in the eyes of all by our Court of Appeal.
Most Canadians instinctively think that” the law is the law,” and is equally applicable to all. We
were taught that and it used to be the case. That idea, that value, embodied in our statute and
common laws, was and should always be a given-a binding, unifying, intractable force in our
society. This is not so any more with respect to Indians, particularly Indians asserting Indian
rights claims, even if only “potential and as yet unproven” minor claims.
Now, our lower court judges, Crown personnel and police forces are being instructed by our
appellate courts that the rule of law, as it applies to Indians and Indian rights claims, is to be
regarded not as absolute, like it is for non-Indian Canadians, but rather as “highly textured.” As
the court wrote:
Other dimensions of the rule of law, however, have a significant role in this dispute. These other dimensions include
respect for minority rights, reconciliation of Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal interests through negotiations, fair
procedural safeguards for those subject to criminal proceedings, respect for Crown and police discretion, respect for
the separation of the executive, legislative and judicial branches of government and respect for Crown property
rights.

For our Indian and non-Indian elites now, the rule of law, which ordinary Canadians reasonably
regarded as fundamental and sacrosanct, is regarded, in the context of Indian matters, as merely
one menu choice amongst many, its application as the primary factor depending on which way
the political and political correctness winds are blowing at the time in question, and for Indians,
how much lawless behaviour they figure they can get away with.
This unhealthy and dysfunctional situation will apply with special damaging force
in Tsilhcot’in aboriginal title-claimed parts of Canada, where the argument will be made that the
particular “Canadian” law in question is inapplicable in the first place to the Indians living there!
This is exactly what the Wet’suwet’en hereditary chiefs in British Columbia are saying as of this
writing: January 2020. Relying on Tsilhcot’in and now UNDRIP, they are asserting that a B.C.
Court injunction preventing them from interfering with the Coastal GasLink pipeline projected to
pass through their “territory” contradicts” Wet’suwet’en law”, and is thus inapplicable to them.
They have a point, and our hapless elites gave them that point. But they should not have a point.
It should be legally crystal-clear that all laws and Court orders should bind all citizens of the
jurisdiction in which those laws or orders are made and are intended to cover- no exceptionsespecially exceptions based solely on race.
Now, shockingly to ordinary Canadians, the rule of law will be increasingly be able to be
trumped by the need for legal “reconciliation” of Indian and non-Indian property-type rights and
interests. This is a real and certain recipe for social resentment, frustration, conflict and
divisiveness. The opposite of “reconciliation,” as most people would naturally understand the
word, will occur.
Ironically, it’s the beginning of a trend that could, some distant day in the future, backfire
against Canada’s Indians, who constitute only a very small minority of Canada’s population.
History shows us that in unstable, fearful times and places it is the rights of ethnic, religious and
racial minorities that most often come under attack by the majority. Laws and the state
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institutions that make and enforce them are often the only things standing between the
preservation of those rights and the virulent consequences of the mob, and mob rule.
Timothy Snyder, in Black Earth, (above) reminds us and warns us that “minorities depend most
on the protection of the state and upon the rule of law, and it is usually they who suffer most
from the weakening or loss of them.”
The exceptions- all based on race- to the “blind”, even-handed application of the rule of law,
being created by our judiciary in this area of Canadian life, and being enthusiastically applied,
and even expanded, by our political, bureaucratic and police elites, constitute a dangerous,
unjustified and demoralizing, Pandora’s Box precedent- a precedent that, once set, cannot
thereafter be denied when, in some now-unforeseen future social calamity, (impossible to
conceive of now, but nonetheless, if it can be theorized, it could happen)7,it is cited as
justification for some similar but much more dark and dangerous, majority and mob-supported,
racially-motivated policy or action.
As the following discussion of the Frontenac Ventures and Platinex cases shows, and as the Idle
No More illegal road and rail blockages showed (see below), this new jurisprudence has most
certainly encouraged an increasing disrespect for government and police authority,
demoralization of the non-Indian populace at large, and further lawless behavior on the part of
Indian-Canadians, who now know that whatever illegal behavior they engage in, authority’s first
craven, Munich-like response will be “negotiation with a view to reconciliation,” rather than the
simple, even, traditional application and enforcement of the general law of the land- of all of our
land.

Lief Carter and Thomas Burke. Reason in Law. London Classics, 2010.
Christie Blatchford, A Victory for Fair Policing, The National Post, October 11th, 2016
The OPP’s Failure, The National Post, October 12th, 2016
Another recently-applied image-inflating name:an ersatz marketing tool designed to make them appear
more valid and authentic.
5. From In Defense of Respectability, by Harvard professor Randall Kennedy, Harper’s Magazine,
October 2015, an interesting (in the context of our more slovenly times) argument in favor of the need
for any type of oppressed-minority civil rights activists to “speak well, dress suitably and mind (their)
manners”, to be above personal reproach in every way possible, to try to be better than those who are
oppressing them- to practice “respectability politics”-as a conscious political tactic- all with a cold
reality-based view of increasing the chances of attaining the political goal in question. Martin Luther
King and the other leaders of the Black civil rights movement of the late 1950’s and early 1960’s
practiced respectability politics, with great success.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Given that I disagree so completely with the goals of Canada’s Indian elites, I am pleased that
they so often practice the very opposite of respectability politics.
6. Henco Industries Ltd. v. Haudenosaunee Six Nations Confederacy Council, 82 O.R. (3rd) 721(ONCA)
7. The world is still susceptible to the inhuman impulses that brought about the Final Solution.

– from the bookjacket of Black Earth, above
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28. THE FRONTENAC VENTURES
BLOCKADE
It is the rule of law that is fundamentally the glue that keeps our society together. And we all have to have respect
for it. Once that respect is lost, chaos will happen. – Smith J. in Platinex Inc. vs. “KI”1
The fury of the mob is a poor substitute for the reasoned consideration of experienced statesmen. But when we no
2
longer have experienced statesmen leading us, what dangerous situation do we then have? -Author

The new retrograde reality reflected by the decision in the Caledonia case was reinforced by
another decision of the Ontario Court of Appeal in 2008, their decision in the Frontenac
Ventures case,3 a case involving two members of a relatively tiny reserve, the Ardoch Algonquin
First Nation, located in south-central Ontario just east of Algonquin Park.
Both these individuals were city-dwelling university teachers, one of them holding a Ph.D. They
were both sentenced to jail for acting in contempt of two court orders to cease blockading a
mining exploration company, Frontenac Ventures, from engaging in an exploratory drilling
program on Crown lands pursuant to mineral lease rights lawfully given to it by the province of
Ontario. The protestors, their deliberately illegal behavior encouraged and justified by the Haida
Nation and Mikisew court decisions, and no doubt inspired by seeing what the Caledonia
occupiers were getting away with, claimed that Ontario failed to consult with them about the
mining company’s exploration plans and the renewal of the mining lease. They admitted their
disobedience of the court orders, which occurred after negotiations with Frontenac Ventures and
the province had “failed to resolve the impasse.” So in this case, there had already been a fair
amount of “consultation.” Their lawyer admitted that their behavior came close to criminal
contempt of court, “but stated that their conduct flowed from adherence to Algonquin law.”4
Poor hapless Frontenac Ventures. It had tried to “consult” with the blockaders, even though, as a
holder of valid past-acquired mining rights which included the untrammeled right to explore for
minerals, it was legally doubtful here that it even had a duty to consult because there was no
Crown or Crown-authorized activity being proposed or contemplated and no Crown decisions or
approvals required by Frontenac Ventures.
But the problem here, as the lower court judge had noted,5 was that:
… in the present case the defendants have shown little interest in consultation and accommodation and have made it
perfectly clear that there will be no consultation so long as there is even a potential of uranium mining on the
property….

Shockingly, despite this disdainful and arrogant attitude on the part of the illegal blockaders, the
timid legal position of the Ontario Crown before Justice Cunningham, the lower court judge, was
that he “…ought to defer any decision regarding injunctive relief until further consultation can be
undertaken…” thus restating and refining the government of Ontario’s new “retreat and hide”
and “we continue to try to negotiate with economic terrorists, even if they won’t negotiate with
us,” default legal positions in civil cases involving illegal Indian behavior.
Justice Cunningham, bless his heart, found no merit in the cowardly and unprincipled
position Ontario had suggested he adopt. He ordered the blockade ended and the arrest of
anyone who failed to obey his order. In his judgment, he wrote that “there can only be one law,
and that is the law of Canada, expressed through this court.”
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Maybe there is only one law, our Court of Appeal ruled (although one never knows – they did
not expressly reject the protesters assertion that there was such an objective, relevant thing as
“Algonquin law,” and, given the “never conquered” comment of Justice McLachlin in Haida
Nation, maybe the court decided that the issue was moot and could be left to be decided in
another case on another day), but for Canada’s Indians, unlike for the rest of us, that law is, as
stated, “highly textured,” “nuanced” and will be differently applied. In the case of Indians
violating a court order, the court said, “…compliance with court orders is an important but not
exclusive component of the rule of law.”
It is simply stunning that the court is clearly saying here that complying with its orders can in
some circumstances be basically optional for Indians. As the court said:
The stage at which the comprehensive and nuanced description of the rule of law expressed in (the Caledonia case)
must be considered is when a court is requested by a private party to grant an injunction and where doing so might
have an adverse impact on asserted aboriginal and treaty rights affirmed in s. 35 of the Constitution Act, 1982. Such
cases demand a careful and sensitive balancing of many important interests in assessing whether to grant the
requested injunction and on what terms.
In the present case, as in (Caledonia), the competing interests include the asserted aboriginal rights of the Algonquin
First Nations, Frontenac’s private interest in pursuing its exploration plan in accordance with valid mining claims
and agreements, and respect for the Crown property rights of Ontario.
And how are these rights to be effectively balanced? The answer has been clear for almost 20 years in the
jurisprudence of the Supreme Court of Canada- consultation, negotiation, accommodation, and ultimately,
reconciliation of aboriginal rights and other important, but at times, conflicting interests.
Having regard to the clear line of Supreme Court jurisprudence, from Sparrow to Mikisew, where constitutionally
protected aboriginal rights are asserted , injunctions sought by private parties to protect their interests should only be
granted where every effort has been made by the court to encourage consultation, negotiation, accommodation and
reconciliation among the competing rights and interests. Such is the case even if the affected aboriginal communities
choose not to participate in the injunction proceedings.

By these words the court in effect downgraded Frontenac Venture’s mining lease, embodying
concrete rights granted to it by the Crown, and no doubt representing hundreds of thousands of
dollars of expenditure on the part of Frontenac Ventures, to a “private interest,” having little
more status in the court’s eyes than the “competing… asserted aboriginal rights.”
Now, when any Indian asserts an aboriginal or treaty right in relation to a mining lease or
claim then, in the face of that bare assertion, the rights of the lessee or claimant become merely,
in the eyes of the law, a “contentious private activity” that cannot be further carried on unless the
Crown, “fully and faithfully discharges its duty to consult with the affected First Nations.” (See
below in the Solid Gold Resources chapter how, well after Frontenac Ventures, Ontario has
voluntarily, cravenly and completely unnecessarily worsened the situation for our mining
industry.)
This is a disastrous new reality for any business legally operating on public lands in Canada.
Further in Frontenac, the court, either oblivious or indifferent to the huge added expense and
delay involved, and seemingly indifferent to the de-legitimizing effect of its words on the
validity and credibility of Crown covenants as embodied in its mining leases – on rights clearly
granted to stakeholders by the Mining Act generally – on private property rights generally – in
effect told Frontenac Ventures, and sent the same message out to other legitimate, law-abiding
companies in their position: “Don’t come running to us for injunctive relief against illegal
interference by Indians with your property rights unless you can show that before you came to us
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you “exhausted” (the court’s word) every effort to obtain a negotiated solution- and we really
can’t be concerned with how much it’s going to cost you or how long it’s going to take you to do
that.”
Amongst other criticisms of the lower court judge’s “too harsh” sentence of jail for the two
contemnors the Court of Appeal criticized his failure to recognize “the limited purpose” of the
conduct of these two university teachers. As it stated:
The purpose was not a “no-entry” purpose, whereby non-Algonquins could not set foot on the disputed property.
Rather, the purpose was to prevent mining exploration on lands which were, and still are, subject to land claim
negotiations with the Governments of Canada and Ontario.

What a specious non-distinction! Was not physically preventing Frontenac Ventures employees
from conducting lawfully authorized exploration activities a “no-entry purpose”? And reading
the romantic, unreal and idealized way in which the court characterized the wrongdoers – giving
them the full Walt Disney approach – is dispiriting. Notwithstanding that they had conceded
their contempt of two court orders, the court gave them credit for the fact that they had done so
“candidly.”
Then the court noted that they “had led lives characterized by leadership in their
community, including leadership in demonstrating respect for Canadian law” (italics added for
disbelieving emphasis). These two persons had showed no respect for Canadian law! Their
position was that Canadian law was subservient to some made-up, in any event unproven, thing
called “Algonquin law”! The whole reason for the court case was their gross, deliberate and
repeated disrespect for Canadian law!
As Justice Cunningham had found, they had even refused to negotiate! How could Frontenac
Ventures even start to “meaningfully consult” if the other side refused to talk to them? The Court
of Appeal inexplicably brushed this aside. Then the court said their conduct was “peaceful, with
no violence and no damage to property.” So what? That’s only because the police and the Crown
were cowed by their behaviour. Giving these lawbreakers credit for that was like praising bank
robbers for not firing their guns during a robbery because everyone lay motionless face down on
the floor.
The court should have focused on the threat of violence created by the blockading lawbreakers
and the basic illegality of the behaviour itself, not the fact that, because Frontenac Ventures,
rather than taking the law into its own hands, properly went to the police and then the court for
relief, no violence happened to occur.
The court then ruled that criminal law sentencing principles applicable to Indians should be
extended to these kinds of civil law situations. These principles are contained in a Supreme Court
case called Gladue,6 which instructs judges, when sentencing aboriginal offenders, to take into
account:
…the acute problem of the disproportionate incarceration of aboriginal offenders…the unique systemic or
background factors which may have played a part in bringing the particular aboriginal offender before the
courts…and the types of sentencing procedures and sanctions which may be appropriate in the circumstances of the
offender because of his or her particular aboriginal heritage or connection.
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A natural and totally foreseeable result of Gladue is a now-ongoing debate about whether Canada
is developing a “two-tier” justice system- one for aboriginals and one for the rest of Canadians.
That was merely debatable before Frontenac Ventures because Gladue was so focused on
individual aboriginal criminal offenders and the pernicious effects of the reserve system on their
social behaviour.
Now that the Court of Appeal of Ontario in Frontenac Ventures has extended the Gladue
principles to the civil law – to civil disputes arising from competing property rights claims
involving sophisticated, well-advised players (and any blockading Indian group must be included
in that description) – there can be no debate any more.
We now do indeed have a two-tier civil justice system which, in land claims cases like Haida
Nations, Caledonia and Frontenac Ventures – which are essentially about money, jobs, power,
influence, concessions, entitlements, property rights – which are essentially sophisticated and
complex extensions of economic warfare between competing interests in society – is tilted in
favour of Indians. As the court wrote:
Although Gladue was focused primarily on the serious problem of excessive imprisonment of aboriginal peoples,
the case in a broader sense draws attention to the state of the justice system’s engagement with Canada’s First
Nations. I note three factors in particular that were highlighted in Gladue: the estrangement of aboriginal peoples
from the Canadian justice system, the impact of years of dislocation, and whether imprisonment would be
meaningful to the community of which the offender is a member. Those factors were all at stake in this case.

With all due respect to the court, the Gladue factors were not at all at stake in Frontenac
Ventures. The situation of a solitary Indian up against the criminal justice system because of a
robbery charge, a drug charge or any other Criminal Code violation, is vastly different from
well-organized and relatively well-heeled Indians being defendants in a civil lawsuit (and an
injunction proceeding within it) arising from carefully planned (often days or weeks in advance),
group illegal behaviour in support of an Indian land claim or some other “asserted aboriginal
right.”
(While not the focus of this essay one cannot help noting in passing the article in the September
14th, 2012 National Post describing Gladue as authorizing “race-based sentencing” of aboriginal
offenders, which contained a transcript of a letter Newfoundland MLA Randy Edmunds, an
Inuit, sent to the Chief Judge of the Provincial Court of Newfoundland, criticizing Gladue and
saying that it’s time for the federal government to consider repealing the section of the Criminal
Code that embodies it, because of the deleterious effects that the light to non-existent “Gladue
sentencing” was having on law and order and community safety in remote Inuit communities,
where Gladue was regarded as “a joke”)
How could it credibly be said that those two city-dwelling university teachers were “estranged
from the Canadian justice system”? How could two people who rose to be university teachers
be said to be affected by “years of dislocation”? They were in fact two fully integrated, urban,
successful middle-class Canadians who just happened to qualify by pure accident of birth for an
Indian status card! And surely they weren’t members of any distinct “community.” They were
urbanized, fully assimilated Indians who, in the numerous meetings that were held to attempt to
resolve the “impasse” which their own obstinately adhered-to behaviour had created, had plenty
of time to re-consider their illegal behaviour. These people should have known better, they did
know better, and they should have been held accountable for their actions.
Frontenac Ventures exemplifies our higher courts’ increasing tendency to stack the deck in
favour of Indians in any civil dispute involving them – to give members of any Indian
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band before it the full Walt Disney approach – to assume without critical inquiry that they have
been injured – to regard them, regardless of clear evidence to the contrary, as innocent,
unsophisticated, victimized, noble pre-contact beings – to refuse to place on their shoulders the
same degree of personal responsibility for illegal behaviour as is on the shoulders of non-Indian
Canadians – all regardless of the plain, modern reality of the situation before them.
All this is a recipe for the breakdown of law and order, for a new legal regime in Canada that
rewards feigning, calculating, sophisticated Indian lawbreakers and punishes their innocent nonIndian victims. It’s also a recipe for economic disaster for mining companies involved in mining
leases and for the mining industry generally – in fact for any other similar business or
undertaking in Canada properly carrying out a state-authorized activity which finds itself in the
same vulnerable, unjust situation as Frontenac Ventures found itself in.

Platinex Inc. v. Kitchenuhmaykoosib Inninuwug First Nation, 2006 CanLII 26171 (ON SC)
Idea and most of the phraseology from Thomas Madden, Venice, Penguin Books, 2013
Frontenac Ventures Corp. v Ardoch Algonquin First Nation 2008 O.J. No. 2651.
See chapter 11, The Grant of Legal Rights to Canada’s Indians, note 2, where I argue that in
substance such a thing, in terms of any commonly understood meaning of the word “law”, does not
exist.
5. Frontenac Ventures lower Court decision at 2008 O.J. No. 792.
6. Gladue is R. v Gladue, 1999 1 SCR 688.
1.
2.
3.
4.
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29. THE SHAKEDOWN OF PLATINEX
It is fundamental to our democratic society that respect for the rule of law and (court orders) is maintained. That is
something that is not negotiable. – Smith C. J., Platinex Inc. vs. “KI” (below)
In all the views of receipt, expenditure, and personal employment, a sober legislator would carefully compare the
possessor whom he was recommended to expel, with the stranger who was proposed to fill his place. Before the
inconveniences are incurred which must attend all violent revolutions in property through extensive confiscation, we
ought to have some assurance that the purchasers of the confiscated property will be in a considerable degree more
laborious, more virtuous, more sober, less disposed to extort an unreasonable proportion of the gains of the labourer,
or to consume on themselves a larger share than is fit for the measure of an individual, or that they should be
qualified to dispense the surplus in a more steady and equal mode, so as to answer the purposes of a politic
expenditure, than the old possessors. – Edmund Burke – Reflections

The financial shakedown aspect of a modern Indian entitlement claim was amply demonstrated
in another Ontario case that was happening at the same time as the Frontenac Ventures case –
Platinex Inc. v. Kitchenuhmaykoosib Inninuwug First Nation1 ( herein mercifully shortened, as
the court did, to “KI”).
Again, like Frontenac Ventures, Platinex was a mining exploration company lawfully engaging,
at huge expense, in chromium/platinum mineral exploration activity on leased/licensed Crown
land in the “Ring of Fire” area – the same area that Cliffs Natural Resources had wanted to
operate in – but that was, as the court said, in “traditional Aboriginal territory” (which, as stated,
could be said for almost any place in Canada). The description of the events which happened in
this situation is set out in lengthy fashion for an important reason; because they so well set out
the template for the surreal and Kafkaesque fate which awaits any private business in Canada
involved with any proposed Crown or Crown-authorized undertaking which doesn’t properly
play ball with any remotely -nearby Indian band which demands, on its danegeld terms, to be
consulted and accommodated.
Members of the KI band, whose reservation village, Big Trout Lake (580 kilometres north of
Thunder Bay), was about 40 kilometres away from the drilling area, claiming that their “way of
life and culture” were threatened by the proposed drilling and that they had not been “consulted”
about it, in February of 2006, erected illegal blockades, thus physically preventing Platinex from
accessing its’ properties and in effect shutting down its exploration activities.
Naively thinking that centuries-old principles of Anglo-Canadian law would assist it, and only
after fruitless efforts on its part to have meaningful discussions with both KI and the provincial
government had been met with basic silence on the part both of them, Platinex, in April of 2006,
sued the band and the individual blockaders for an order ending the blockade.
Before the Haida Nation line of cases, in these circumstances, such a court proceeding would
have led to a quick application of the law and the granting by the Court of an appropriate legal
remedy. But Canada is into a “new normal” in this area now. Platinex, not yet understanding this
when it started its proceeding, began not a conventional legal proceeding with established rules
and precedents and a measure of predictability, but rather a Kafkaesque process of lengthy,
indeterminate, open-ended “consultation and accommodation,” where the only legal rule was
that there were no rules, and the only real question was not whether Platinex would have to pay
danegeld to KI, but to what degree and in what form.
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Forget the injunction. That was off the table, especially because of, once again, as in Frontenac,
Ontario and its fretful handmaiden, the Ontario Provincial Police, by their frightened, confused
and shameful passivity, essentially siding with the illegal blockaders against Platinex. (In a press
release in May of 2007, Platinex, in describing to its shareholders the events of 2006, related
what it had been told by the OPP in 2006 as the reason for the OPP’s refusal to take steps to end
the illegal blockade: “The Ontario Provincial Police stated that they could not differentiate
between the KI rights and Platinex’s rights.”)
Such is the state to which we have arrived – where our law enforcement officials grant equal
legal weight to, on the one hand, unauthorized blockages, placards, empty pizza boxes and
drumbeats, and on the other hand, to properly executed legal documents granting and embodying
clearly-worded property rights.
On July 28, 2006 the court did grant interim injunctive relief to Platinex, but it made it
conditional on KI immediately establishing “a consultation committee charged with the
responsibility of meeting with the representatives of Platinex and the Provincial Crown with the
objective of developing an agreement to allow Platinex to conduct its two-phase drilling project
at Big Trout Lake.” In other words, KI had to be ordered to talk with those whom they had
wronged, and no effective injunctive relief would be given until that talking process was
completed!
Over the ensuing months Platinex almost tore its corporate hair out trying to please and placate
KI, coming up with version after version of a consultation agreement that might be satisfactory
to it, but none of which KI would sign or the province would take a stand on. They seemingly
weren’t good enough to meet KI’s extremely high and constantly shifting demands and
standards.
The feckless Province on its part, employing its “retreat and hide” policy, was basically just too
gutless to stand behind its own mineral leases or stand up to KI. The Province was acting
negligently towards Platinex in this situation, just as it had acted negligently towards Frontenac,
and by extension towards the mining industry and the rest of the affected private sector
generally, by not stopping and asking itself: “Does Platinex even have a duty to consult here?
Why should it have a duty to consult?”
After all, there were no proposed or contemplated Crown or Crown-authorized actions or
decisions involved here. This was a mining company, like Frontenac had been, carrying out pastacquired exploration rights. Platinex was not seeking the Crown’s permission to do anything. It
had the independent, ongoing right to explore without involving the Crown or getting further
permissions from it. Perhaps Haida Nation, which only involved “proposed” Crown or Crownauthorized conduct, didn’t apply!
Had Ontario’s political leaders and senior bureaucrats been possessed of a proper, robust and
traditional pro-Crown sovereignty philosophical outlook and mental stance these considerations
would likely have occurred to them. Instead, they seem to have been so caught up in the new-age
romanticism of the Indian rights movement that they were mentally lazy and careless in their
legal analysis of Haida Nation and its impact on Crown sovereignty – and insufficiently
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cognizant of their true duties and obligations, and of where lay their own best interests and those
of the people of Ontario. Caught up in the “spirit” of Haida Nation, as they felt it, and ignoring
or failing to consider important, key, limiting parts of it, they implicity and expressly took the
Indians’ side of the issue over that of Platinex, just as they had done in the Frontenac
Ventures situation. In so doing they not only failed these two companies, they also failed to
properly serve the public interest.
Finally, in May of 2007, with Platinex back in court looking for judicial relief from this baddream situation, the court, never considering itself or having had put to it the possibility that the
Crown had no duty to consult KI, imposed a consultation agreement on the parties. This is very
unusual because for centuries our courts have said “… we don’t make agreements between
parties before us, we only interpret them….” This then is another aspect of the new “two-tiered”
normal.
Without a hint of skepticism Mr. Justice Smith of the Ontario Superior Court of Justice, in his
decision creating the legal framework for formal “consultation and accommodation” agreements
amongst KI, the Crown and Platinex – the “Consultation Protocol” and the “Memorandum of
Understanding”( basically a formalized danegeld agreement), wrote:
Although interested in the possible commercial and economic opportunities, KI views the issues of sovereignty, and
cultural and spiritual concerns, as being paramount.

He then proceeded to hand to KI, and to every other Indian band in the future which, in pursuit
of an asserted aboriginal right, chooses to break the law, a new legal arrow in their quiver.
Finishing Justice McLachlin’s “never conquered” comment in Haida Nation, Mr. Justice Smith,
with no historical basis whatsoever for saying it, went on to say that Treaty 9, the treaty by which
the forefathers of KI band members had surrendered their rights to the lands in question in favour
of the Crown – had agreed to these rights being extinguished – was “a special form of agreement
between sovereign states.”
This astonishing statement, for which no evidence or authority was given, is just not true. The
Indians who signed Treaty 9 – like the Indians who signed all the other treaties in Canada, for the
reasons extensively set out above, were clearly not members or citizens of “states.” But, as stated
before, it’s been one of those careless, factually baseless, hitherto legally unsupported and
disgracefully unchallenged notions that has been bandied about in the past twenty years or so by
Indian leaders across the country, like former chiefs Madahbee and Day, above, in their various
campaigns for more entitlements, power and money.
Now this false and dangerous notion (along with the “never conquered” notion), has the official
imprimatur of a Superior Court judge, in relation to which our Court of Appeal, when it had the
chance to comment on and debunk it, remained silent. (see below)
And what of the paramount “cultural and spiritual concerns” of KI? They’re virtually invisible.
What one sees in this agreement and what it represents is virtually a sole concern for money,
jobs, the arrogation to KI of petty powers and… just something of an interfering, fussy and
busywork nature for a few lucky or privileged KI members to do – something to give a sense of
purpose and a bit of excitement to their otherwise long, routine days in this extremely remote
place.
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Five of the eight consultation subjects listed in the Consultation Protocol, which Platinex was
essentially forced to sign, were about power sharing, jobs and money:
Participation in decision making, the use of KI supplies and services, employment of people of the KI community,
compensation, and if appropriate, other methods or means of accommodation, and funding.

One was about the environmental impact of the proposed drilling. (Presumably the expertise and
mandate of the Ontario Ministry of the Environment was inadequate to handle this subject
matter.)
One was about the impact on the harvesting and other undefined (probably merely “potential”)
“treaty rights of the people of KI.” (Presumably the combined resources of the Ministry of the
Environment and the Ministry of Natural Resources of Ontario (the latter responsible for
conservation), were inadequate to the deal with the effects of drilling activities on harvesting.)
The last was “potential burial sites in the vicinity of the Platinex claims and leased sites,”
although, as it turned out, KI had no actual knowledge of any burial sites other than the
graveyard in the village of Big Trout Lake. So much for the oral tradition and “traditional
knowledge”, or, as now called by all in the Indian industry, it being a standard part of any
aboriginal consult and accommodate shakedown claim, “traditional knowledge data, or “tdk”.
That KI would have no actual knowledge of ancient burial sites is not surprising because, as
Peter Heather (above) wrote, burial sites evidenced by or containing anything of a lasting
physical nature (coffins, monuments, plaques, coins, funerary gifts, weaponry, burial vaults etc.)
are not characteristic of nomadic, paleolithic, tribal societies, which is what KI’s ancestors
constituted.
Nonetheless, consistent with lawyer Richard T. King’s statement at the St. Andrews conference
(referred to above) that he “blindly accepts” aboriginal assertions of the existence of “traditional
knowledge data, or “tdk”, (that Mr. King’s clients have to pay the Indian band to go on a wild
goose chase for), in order to avoid the risks of the kind of backlash, legal and illegal, referred to
above, and, along these lines, to resignedly placate everyone, Platinex was forced to agree to hire
an archaeologist to “pre-screen” every drill hole and share their “findings” with KI.
The burial site provision seemed to be the only provision dealing with the “cultural and spiritual”
concerns that were supposed to be “paramount.”
The minor matter of jobs, power and money that Justice Smith casually mentioned in passing
ended up taking up quite a bit, in fact an inordinate amount, of space in the KI agreement.
Honourable as ever to the point of self-immolation, Ontario agreed to pay virtually all of KI’s
“reasonable costs of accommodation.” These “reasonable” costs, which KI seems to have been
permitted to basically define and establish itself, were set out in an Appendix to the Consultation
Protocol – a testament to sheer, virtually unbridled economic opportunism on the part of KI –
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which (with some of this writer’s brief, impossible -to -resist sidebar comments), stated as
follows:
Administration includes: salary and benefits for a Community Liaison Worker to organize meetings, handle logistics
(one would think that KI was doing the drilling) and provide administrative support for KI Consultation Committee
(KICC) members; office space, office supplies, telephone and fax charges and photocopies (typical “traditional”
aboriginal
administrative
tools).
Honoraria will be paid to KICC members and Elders to provide guidance and participate in the Consultation. (We,
the Province of Ontario, will pay you to better pick Platinex’ pockets.)
KICC members will be eligible for honoraria at a maximum rate of $500/day/member. Elders will be eligible to
claim a maximum of $200/day/member.
Technical expertise/Professional services include fees and travel expenses, if required. (We, KI, will definitely need
these services because we really can’t tell you much about our potential cultural, spiritual and sovereignty losses
caused by this drilling until these non-Indian professionals from a faraway city tell us what they are).
Legal Services includes fees and disbursements, including travel expenses, if any, of lawyers retained to provide
legal support to KI in the Consultation. (See immediately above.)
Travel Expenses are those expenses incurred by KI’s Consultation team to prepare for or attend Consultation
sessions outside their home communities, including travel, meals and accommodation (not to exceed the prevailing
provincial rates set out in Ontario’s Travel, Meal and Hospitality Expenses Directive). (It’s our traditional
aboriginal custom to discuss the finer points of moose and geese migration patterns at the Royal York Hotel in
Toronto.)
Tripartite Meetings and Internal Community Consultations-include the costs for facility rental, catering, minute
taking, transportation and outreach (website, radio). (Our traditional ceremonial feasts were always catered.)
Other expenses-other expenses may be eligible; however, they must be submitted to Ontario for pre-approval to
incur the expense. (Don’t worry KI, when it comes to you, we at Ontario don’t know the meaning of “no”.)

Platinex agreed to establish a “benefit fund” for KI, being 2% of all monies spent by it carrying
out its drilling program, and to enter into further, future “benefits agreements” with KI in the
event that a mine turned out to be feasible (more “consultation and accommodation” to come, no
doubt requiring more facility rentals, catering and minute-taking etc), and even agreed to have
KI “participate” in the company (i.e. be given a piece of the action) by being issued share
warrants in it and having a KI member sit on its’ board of directors.
These now-called “impact benefit agreements” now constitute a judicially-sanctioned template, a
court-approved holy grail, for any Indian band in Canada – like the Batchewana band referred to
above, the Wahgoshig band in the Solid Gold Resource situation (below), or the Matawa Tribal
Council in the Ring of Fire area – that wants to try to horn in on any new private or public
economic venture planned for or taking place in its “neighbourhood” (the term now being very
expansively redefined by the “affected” Indians). And why wouldn’t they want to do that? It’s
now legally there for the taking.
These now judicially-mandated agreements constitute a dangerous and unpredictable wild card
for any organization trying to financially and organizationally plan for any major new venture
taking place on public lands in Canada, and even, given the facts in the Caledonia case, on
private property. They constitute a form of Court-sanctioned, Crown-tolerated, even Crownencouraged forced and uncompensated transfer by the private sector of wealth and control to
Indians.
They represent a new, unpredictable and uncontrollable layer of costs that will make responsible
financial planning and budgeting impossible.
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They represent a profound and destabilizing diminishment of hitherto established and necessary
Crown sovereignty.
They will wreak havoc with Canada’s reputation as a fair and predictable place to do business.
“Smart money,” if it has a choice, will choose to go elsewhere.
And danegeld agreements such as the one KI essentially coerced with Crown connivance and
court assistance, will mainly enrich only the alpha Indians who have the smarts and moxy to
manoeuvre themselves up to the honoraria-roster level of their respective bands. No doubt some
jobs will be created – often more public relations make-work jobs than not. (All the flagmen and
drill-hole burial site inspectors will definitely be Indians.)
But generally, the ordinary Indian, especially the 70% of Canada’s Indians who live off reserves,
will get little from them. The sophistication and complexity of any modern industrial or civil
engineering undertaking is such that only persons with years of education, training and
experience can practically, safely and meaningfully be involved in it.
Big dollars will flow to unaccountable band offices, but as usual, not enough of it will flow down
to the ordinary, vulnerable, powerless band members. This is exemplified by the Attawapiskat
situation, where, even though nearby diamond mining giant DeBeers has paid millions of dollars
over to the local band council, many of their band members still live in overcrowded, unsanitary,
dangerous third world-type conditions.
And the general poverty, anomie, social ruination and overall general dependency endemic to
Indian reservations and the vast majority of Indians, both on and off reserve, will continue
unabated.
And in any event, regardless of the economic benefits derived, the moral, legal and constitutional
underpinning of those benefits is so flawed, divisive and dysfunctional, so retrograde, so racebased and so unenlightened, that it would be an enduring disgrace for Canada to retain this
underpinning permanently as a basis for going forward as a truly civilized and principled
country.
The KI leadership, the KI people, are really not the ones to blame in the Platinex situation or in
any similar situation. The Batchawana, Matawa Tribal Council and Attawapiskat Indians are not
ultimately to blame. People, left to their own devices, will generally take what they can take. All
men, including Indians, are fallen angels. That’s why, over hundreds of years, we have
developed laws to find a balance between the untrammeled right to self-seek and the public
interest-laws being seriously and dangerously diminished by our elites here. Hungry people left
in a grocery store suddenly abandoned by staff and management will eventually fill their
shopping carts and leave without paying.
The fault lies with the courts and the Crowns, who in this area of Canadian life, have thrown the
benefits of those centuries of balance-seeking out the window – have completely failed to mind
the store.
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1. Platinex Inc. v. Kitchenuhmaykoosib Inninuwug First Nation, 2006 CanLII 26171 (ON SC)
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30. KI: THE FIRST TWO LETTERS IN
“KINDERGARTEN”
Where the police do not enforce court orders in a timely fashion…there may not exist a practical legal remedy to the
violation of legal rights in the particular circumstances. That would not be a healthy situation. It would leave the
person whose rights have been transgressed only with a political remedy, trying to persuade the person whose rights
have been transgressed only with a political remedy…That would then leave us with a government of men, not of
laws. – Brown J. in Canadian National Railway Co. vs. John Doe1

There will be no drilling or mining on KI’s “traditional lands” near their Big Trout Lake reserve.
KI members need have no further “cultural and spiritual” concerns. Because Platinex, finally fed
up, gave up and moved on to other ventures elsewhere. The province of Ontario had stood aside
and watched as KI killed the platinum goose.
The danegeld agreement that the court had imposed on the parties obligated KI to cooperate in
assisting Platinex to carry out the “archeological” work involved in the pre-screening of the drill
holes. But KI failed to provide any of the required information to Platinex (likely because there
was none to provide and KI didn’t want to admit it) and, inexplicably, KI, in blatant and
dishonourable breach of the agreement, again began blockading access to the drilling sites and
threatening Platinex and its workers with personal harm and property damage.
Platinex had to take KI back to court. At the October 25th 2007 hearing for this KI told Justice
Smith that because its legal bills were so large (one wonders why) it could no longer afford to
continue in the court case. Then they left the courtroom, no doubt leaving those remaining
speechless and incredulous at this turn of events – at this demonstration of wasteful and
irresponsible behaviour. In their absence the presiding Judge, Justice Smith, who had previously
bent over backwards for KI, heard evidence about how KI’s leadership had petulantly stopped all
communication with Ontario’s negotiator about KI’s finances and funding relating to its legal
and “consultation” expenses, even though KI had been consistently asking for, and had been
given in the danegeld agreement, substantial financial assistance for these things. At the end of
the day, after expressing dismay over KI’s behaviour, Justice Smith ordered KI not to interfere in
any way with Platinex carrying out its operations or its side of the danegeld agreement, which
despite KI’s breach of it, Platinex still was prepared to honour.
Shockingly, but really not surprisingly given KI’s consistent selfish disregard of anything or
anybody that stood in its sanctimonious way, KI ignored Justice Smith’s October 25th order and
the blockading and belligerence continued unabated, forcing Platinex to go back to Justice Smith
in December and request him again to find KI in contempt of court.
Haida Nation mandates that the victims of Indian wrongdoing, in Indian land claims situations,
must extensively and exhaustively “negotiate” with the wrongdoers almost to the point of
inducing the victims’ personal madness. Accordingly, before the formal contempt hearing started
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Justice Smith ordered that the parties have another mediation session supervised by another
Judge.
Platinex press release of December 20th, in telling what happened next, speaks sparingly but
eloquently of its’ blameless plight, correctly assigns shame and blame on both KI and the
province, and hints that it was making plans to look elsewhere to advance its corporate
objectives:
Aurora, Ontario, December 20, 2007 – representatives of Platinex, Kitchenuhmay Inninuwug, “KI”, and Ontario
engaged in a court endorsed pre-trial in Thunder Bay, Ontario, before Mr. Justice Stephen O’Neill of the Superior
Court of Justice. After a full day of discussions, KI announced for the very first time (after one and one-half years of
litigation, preceded by seven years of communications between Platinex and KI) that it was asserting a claim to
sovereignty over its traditional lands and that it wished to engage in discussions with Ontario in respect of such
claim. The stated position of KI was that it would not dialogue with Platinex until such time as the issues between
KI and Ontario were resolved. As a result, the facilitation did not result in any progress in the resolution of the
Platinex-KI litigation. Platinex is thankful for the dedication and commitment demonstrated by Mr. Justice O’Neill
in his handling of the facilitation. Platinex remains willing to participate in good faith discussions and negotiations
with KI and Ontario.
On Friday, December 7, 2007, Platinex legal counsel proceeded with the contempt of court hearing against KI. The
hearing was necessitated by KI’s refusal to honour the October 25, 2007 Order of Mr. Justice Smith confirming
Platinex’s legal right to proceed with its drill program (first ordered in Mr. Justice Smith’s ruling of May 22, 2007)
and the archaeological pre-screening of the drill hole sites. The motion also sought redress for KI’s threat to disrupt
on a large scale Platinex”s intended drill program.
KI did not defend the contempt motion. However, KI’s legal counsel advised the Court that, in KI’s view, the
current state of Canadian law did not adequately provide redress for KI’s grievances as against Ontario and Canada
and, as such, KI was not able to comply with the orders of the Court. The Court was advised for the first time (after
repeated appearances before the Court since May, 2006) that KI wished to negotiate with Ontario the issue of
sovereignty over KI’s traditional lands and that, in KI’s view, the First Nations who were signatories to James Bay
Treaty No. 9 never intended to relinquish their sovereignty to their traditional lands and that the express terms of
James Bay Treaty No. 9 did not set out the entire agreement and understanding of the parties. This position is
inconsistent with the Treaty Land Entitlement (“TLE”) claim that has been the focus of KI throughout the litigation.
The Court found KI and named members of KI including the Chief and several Council members to be in contempt
of Court. The Court will hear submissions about the appropriate relief/sentence for the contempt on January 25,
2008.
KI made it clear, for the very first time in these protracted and costly legal proceedings, that KI’s objection to the
Platinex drill program was no longer about Platinex and consultation respecting the Company’s drill program. KI
now says that it will not engage in any discussions with Platinex until KI has resolved its issues with Ontario.
Platinex is extremely disappointed with this unexpected new legal position advanced by KI in the legal proceedings
and expects that KI and Ontario will move expeditiously to resolve the issues between them. Platinex had previously
made repeated requests for direct Ministerial involvement in the resolution of this dispute; but to date, neither
Aboriginal Affairs Minister Michael Bryant nor Northern Development and Mines Minister Michael Gravelle has
taken any steps to be involved in the resolution of this dispute. The same is also true of their predecessors, Minister
Bartolucci and Minister Ramsay. This lack of initiative has contributed to the ongoing costs, losses and damages to
Platinex for which Ontario, ultimately, may be held responsible.

Clearly KI had decided to go for the whole loaf i.e. by way of a land claim have the Platinex
properties, developed and nearly brought to fruition by others, added to their reserve, and then sit
back and watch the royalties roll in. This would have been a classic example of unjust
enrichment.
Platinex’ press release continued:
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Furthermore Mr. Justice Smith had stated in his October 25, 2007 ruling, “But of great concern to me of course is
the repute of the administration of justice, the integrity of the system of justice… And it is the rule of law that is
fundamentally the glue that keeps our society together. And we have to all have respect for it. Once that respect is
lost, chaos will happen. It is fundamental to our democratic society that respect for the rule of law and the orders of
this court and other courts is maintained. That is something that is not negotiable.” Platinex encourages KI to heed
the words of Justice Smith.
The nine years of effort to access and prove up the PGE-chromium deposits at Big Trout Lake and assist in the fight
against global warming have been frustrated by KI and the Government of Ontario.
Platinex has made every effort to accommodate all of KI’s stated concerns regarding the Platinex exploratory drill
program. The Company has repeatedly stated its desire to engage in meaningful dialogue, and to foster a positive,
mutually beneficial working relationship, with KI. Platinex remains willing to reach an agreement with KI that could
include the dismissal of the legal action.

At the sentencing hearing on January 25th the contemnors own lawyer proposed jail as an
appropriate sentence for his clients. Platinex did not seek a jail sentence for them. Justice Smith,
finally realizing that respect for the traditional rule of law was the central issue at stake, on his
own, sentenced them to six months in jail, which sentence, from their jail cells, the contemnors
appealed to the Court of Appeal.
In a press release issued on February 26th, 2008, Platinex, surrendering to the reality that
notwithstanding the injunction order it finally got, it was never going to experience anything
other than negativity and dysfunctionality at the hands of KI and Ontario at Big Trout Creek, and
that its energies and monies would be better spent elsewhere, advised its shareholders that it had
“provided notice to the Province of Ontario of its claim for damages arising from its inability to
gain access to the lands covered by its mining claims and leases. The notice was necessary to
preserve any legal rights/claims which may wish to assert in the future.”
On May 22nd, 2008, just a few days before the hearing of the wrongdoers appeal by the Court of
Appeal, Platinex announced that it had commenced a lawsuit against the government of Ontario
claiming millions of dollars in damages on the basis that:
Ontario failed to discharge its obligation to consult KI and that it breached its duty to warn Platinex that it would not
enforce the rule of law around the Platinex mining claims. Platinex has suffered substantial wasted expenditures and
economic harm as a result of not being able to access its mining claims.

James Trusler, the no-doubt beleaguered President of Platinex said:
We felt we had no choice but to file this lawsuit. Our exhaustive efforts in consultation with KI over nine years have
been rejected by KI despite landmark Supreme Court rulings which have determined that a First Nation does not
have a veto and despite recommendations of the recent Ipperwash inquiry. Our court ordered access to the mining
claims has not been enforced.

The message was clear: “our only interest in Big Trout Lake now is to recover what we can from
it through this lawsuit.”
When two or more cases involving the same legal issues are before an appellate court at the same
time the court will often hear the appeals of all the cases together. In this instance the contemnors
sentence appeal was heard at the same time as the appeal of the two college teachers in
the Frontenac Ventures case.
Applying the “you should have tried to negotiate more even though they constantly rebuffed
you” rationale set out in its decision in Frontenac Ventures, and specifically saying that the
sentencing principles set out in Frontenac Ventures applied to the Platinex situation, and
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finally, refusing to support Justice Smith’s view that the situation had reached the point where
respect for the traditional rule of law had become the paramount consideration, the Ontario Court
of Appeal2 overturned Justice Smith’s jail sentence. According to the Ontario Court of Appeal,
and contrary to the Justice Smith’s view, respect for the rule of law in Indian entitlement claims
cases is indeed “negotiable” whether or not as Justice Smith said, “chaos” will ensue if that is
lost.
Platinex, the only one in the situation to ever have acted “honourably” in the whole situation
giving rise to the appeal, had not opposed the appeal of the jail sentences. As its lawyer advised
the court, “the appellants have spent enough time in jail, the matter will ultimately be settled only
through negotiation, and no good purpose would be served by keeping the appellants in jail any
longer.”
But there was one good purpose that would have been served by keeping these people in jail to
serve out their sentence, and that is the principle of deterrence of others from engaging in the
same illegal conduct, a standard principle for a court to consider in every sentencing situation.
Given the contemnors repeated acts of wrongdoing, this highly relevant factor, in a traditional,
one-tier justice system, would most likely have been considered and applied.
Platinex press release September 21, 2009:
PLATINEX AND ONTARIO MEDIATE OVER BIG TROUT LAKE PROPERTY -Platinex Inc. announced today
that it is entering into mediation with Ontario to discuss possible options to resolve ongoing litigation between the
parties. Mediation discussions will commence on September 21, 2009.

Platinex press release December 14, 2009:
PLATINEX AND ONTARIO SETTLE DISPUTE OVER BIG TROUT LAKE -Platinex Inc. announced today that
it has entered into an agreement with Ontario over its Big Trout Lake property. Platinex has agreed to surrender its
claims and leases and settle the outstanding litigation on Big Trout Lake in exchange for an upfront sum totalling $5
million dollars in addition to the Company’s expenses throughout the Mediation process. The Company will also be
entitled to a 2.5% Net Smelter Royalty in connection with any future development on the property.

Thus ended Platinex’ involvement with KI and Big Trout Lake, abandoned and then bought off
by Ontario politicians and senior bureaucrats, and with the continuing poor and vulnerable KI
band members, because of the unchecked, Haida Nation-inspired, reckless, irresponsible and
illegal behaviour of their leaders, enabled and acquiesced in by these same politicians and senior
bureaucrats, and most shockingly, by the Ontario Provincial Police, ending up with nothing.
By way of postscript, and showing that Ontario learned nothing from the Platinex situation
except how to sweep serious problems under the carpet with taxpayers’ money, in March of
2012, in another gutless act of Crown surrender to unreasonable and irresponsible Indian
behavior, Ontario withdrew over 23,000 square kilometers of Crown land from prospecting and
staking (the Indians involved were the same KI children that drove Platinex away, only this time
their victim was a company called God’s Lake Resources), in order, as the government press
release stated, “to give clarity to the Province’s mineral exploration industry and avoid future
disagreements over the land in question.”
Then Ontario, repeating the Platinex cave-in, paid God’s Lake Resources $3,500,000 to
surrender their existing mining lease and claims in the area. By so doing Ontario not only
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willfully created another development dead zone in that part of the province, but also engaged in
what one could reasonably say was the first de facto partial evacuation and ceding of land back
to an Indian band by a Crown.
All so shameful.

1. Canadian National Railway Company v. John Doe 2013 ONSC 115.
2. Court of Appeal decision, 2008 ONCA 533
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31. THE IDLE NO MORE PROTESTS:
TWO-TIER POLICING ON DISPLAY
Without Canadians sharing a public expectation of obeying the law, the rule of law will shatter. And a key support
for maintaining that expectation of abiding by the law is that those who are empowered to enforce the law will do
so, and do so in an even-handed fashion. – Mr. Justice D.M. Brown, Ontario Superior Court of Justice, in Canadian
National Railway Co. v. John Doe1
2
The law is our last defence against ourselves.- Playwright Arthur Miller

Canadians associate the image of police officers standing idly while the law is being broken right
in front of them with corrupt and dysfunctional third world countries. But we no longer have to
be abroad to experience this frightening and disturbing phenomenon. We can experience it
anywhere in Canada now, whenever and wherever Indians choose to stage a protest or an illegal
occupation.
The Idle No More protests, and similar public street or highway protests since then, best
represent this civically unhealthy and dangerous new reality. Canadians have recently had to
endure the minor frustrations of being stopped and delayed in their travels while placard-bearing
Indian protestors, being slowly led by a local police car and surrounded by enabling and
accommodating police officers, march down the middle of some major city street or provincial
highway. We’ve also, as a country, had to endure the major situations of illegal road and rail
blockades causing major delays, disruptions and financial losses.
The common theme throughout is government and police passivity and inaction in the face of
blatantly illegal behavior. The Idle No More protests have put “paid” to any notion that there
is not a two-tier law enforcement system in Canada, a sad part of Canada’s two-tier justice
system in this area of Canadian life.
In December of 2012, Idle No More protestors, protesting legislation passed by the federal
government, illegally parked a large truck on an important CN railway line near Sarnia. CN
applied for and got an injunction against the protestors requiring them to immediately remove the
truck and stop trespassing on the line. Disgracefully, the Sarnia Police Service, holding
themselves above the court order, refused to enforce it. Their position, cribbed from
the Frontenac Ventures decision, was that “respect for aboriginal interests and issues” qualified
the traditional application of the rule of law, and that enforcing the court order would, in their
view, be detrimental to all and would “undo much of the goodwill that the Service has created
with the aboriginal members of the community it serves.”
Part of the evidence CN put before the court was a YouTube video showing a Sarnia police
officer participating in a drumming circle at the blockade site. Superior Court Justice D.M.
Brown was clearly shocked and angry at the contemptuous (of the court) and shameful conduct
of the Sarnia Police.
The injunction order expressly said that it was to be carried out “forthwith.” (Legalese for
“NOW!”) But six days had gone by since the order was made and the Sarnia Police had done
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nothing about it except try to get the illegal blockaders, now in contempt of court, to “make nice”
and leave voluntarily.
Justice Brown condemned this contemptuous police conduct and warned of the harm it was
causing to respect for the law and to the administration of justice. As he wrote:
…if those upon whom the courts rely to enforce the law have decided in effect that the writ of the courts does not
run against particular groups or particular political messages, and that disputes involving such groups or messages
should be determined in accordance with the respective strengths of the protagonists’ political wills, then I do not
see how courts can involve themselves productively in such situations. Courts do not engage in contests of political
wills. Under our constitutional system, courts are to remain outside such contests of political wills.

He continued later in his decision in more pointed fashion:
Where the police do not enforce court orders in a timely fashion…there may not exist a practical legal remedy to the
violation of legal rights in the particular circumstances. That would not be a healthy situation. It would leave the
person whose rights have been transgressed only with a political remedy, trying to persuade those who control the
agencies of public force to come to its protection. That would then leave us with a government of men, not a
government of laws, but such is the result if those charged with enforcing court orders do not do so.

No charges were ever laid against the protestors, no police officer was ever disciplined for failing
to do his or her duty, and no government official ever complained or did anything about the
quasi-anarchical behavior of the Sarnia Police Service.
A similar occurrence happened near Kingston. Another group of Idle No More protestors
blocked CN’s main Toronto-Montreal line. A time-sensitive court order was made by the same
Mr. Justice Brown requiring the illegal blockaders to end their blockade. The OPP refused to
assist the local sheriff in serving and enforcing the order! Justice Brown observed the following
about this shameful, contemptuous conduct on the part of the OPP:
We seem to be drifting into dangerous waters in the public affairs of this province when courts cannot predict, with
any practical degree of certainty, whether police agencies will assist in enforcing court injunctions against
demonstrators who will not voluntarily cease unlawful activities…such an approach by the OPP was most
disappointing because it undercut the practical effect of the injunction order. That kind of passivity leads me to
doubt that a future exists in this province for the use of court injunctions in cases of public demonstrations.

Finally, articulating the profound and fundamental principles in issue, fully understood by
ordinary Canadians, but apparently not by our short-sighted, timid and unprincipled police and
government elites, Justice Brown wrote:
Without Canadians sharing a public expectation of obeying the rule of law, the rule of law will shatter. And a key
support for maintaining that expectation of abiding by the law is that those who are empowered to enforce the law
will do so, and do so in an even-handed fashion.

Again, no charges were ever laid against any of the protestors, no police officer was ever charged
with dereliction of duty, and no government official ever complained about the quasi-anarchical
behavior of the Ontario Provincial Police.
Poor Justice Brown. To our weak and pandering elites it was if, with all his trenchant and true
words, he was talking into a void! Nothing changed! In 2020 the same CN rail line was blocked
by a Mohawk group solidarity-protesting in support of the the opposition of the B.C.
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Wet’suwet’en band hereditary chiefs to the Coastal GasLink pipeline going through their
“traditional territories.”The same injunction order was issued. The same shameful passivity and
inaction on the part of the police and politicians occurred, and there were the same lack of
consequences.
The distinguished United States Supreme Court Justice Felix Frankfurter observed in a 1943
case, McNabb vs. United States,3 that “the history of liberty has largely been the history of the
observance of procedural safeguards.” The late political scientist Samuel Huntington famously
wrote, “Men may, of course, have order without liberty, but they cannot have liberty without
order.”
In fact, the preservation of not just law and order, but of anything good in civilized society, is
dependent on respecting the rule of law.
Observing procedural safeguards includes obeying court orders. By not obeying court orders, or
by standing by idly while laws and court orders are being flouted, our elites forfeit the
confidence and respect of the citizenry, threaten our civil liberties and betray the values upon
which our country is based.

1. Canadian National Railway Company v John Doe 2013 ONSC 115.
2. From Timebends-A Life, above
3. McNabb v United States (1943) 318 U.S. 332.
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32. THE SOLID GOLD RESOURCES
CASE: ONTARIO’S SOVEREIGNTY
GIVEAWAY
The intellectuals whom Julian Benda attacks in the 1920’s in his Trahison Des Clercs, for abstraction and excessive
theoretical reasoning, saw nothing of a betrayal in their stance- for them abstraction was truth. – Tony
Judt, Thinking the Twentieth Century1
2
Sometimes the Crown is unhelpful. -Lawyer Richard J. King

According to Haida Nation, it’s the Crown which has the duty to consult “affected” Indians, not
the private sector. But the Crown can delegate the “operational aspects” of this duty to the
private sector company involved in any particular situation. The Crown’s policy response to this
has been, in many instances, like in Frontenac Ventures and Platinex, to purport to download to
the private sector virtually all of the practicalities involved in fulfilling this duty, including, very
significantly, paying or funding virtually all the costs involved in it.
Amidst all the drama of what was happening to them neither Frontenac Ventures nor Platinex
thought to argue that the Crown, and they (by delegated extension), had no duty to consult in the
first place, and then to conduct their cases based on that basic position.
They can’t be faulted for that. The post-Haida Nation situation they found themselves in was
new legal territory and there were no direct legal precedents to be guided by. In the context of
the fast-changing and chaotic circumstances that were occurring on the ground they had limited
time and resources to mine down to bedrock first legal principles and really think about what was
happening to them. In these situations very often not every argument is thought of and made.
In any event Platinex and Frontenac should not have had to have thought of and made this
argument. The provincial Crown should have thought of it and made it on their behalves. Had
Ontario’s politicians and senior bureaucrats, prior to that time, not so willingly, enthusiastically
and unthinkingly embraced the devolutionary “spirit” of Haida Nation – had they not been so
seemingly oblivious to the core principle of defending fundamental Crown sovereignty – the
argument would surely have occurred to them.
In fact, so caught up in this devolutionary “spirit” were they that Ontario had provisionally
amended the Mining Act to impose by statute a duty to consult on all companies in the position
of Frontenac and Platinex – companies with already existing Crown leases, licenses and other
such rights, none of which required any further Crown consents or permissions to exercise.
“Provisionally” because these amendments (now seriously contentious because they may have
been based on a complete legal misapprehension of the true meaning and scope of Haida
Nation – see immediately below), had not yet been proclaimed into law and so as of that time
had no legal effect.
But in 2011 another small mining company in the same situation as Frontenac and Platinex had
been, and in the process of being given the same danegeld treatment they had got, and again with
the Ontario Crown shamefully encouraging it to submit to this treatment, did argue that the
Crown, and therefore it, had no duty to consult or to submit to the particular Indians’ shakedown
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demands, with profound and important ramifications for the principle of necessary and legitimate
Crown sovereignty.
From the Sudbury Star, January 6th, 2012:3
COURT HALTS DRILLING TIMMINS – Wahgoshig First Nation has won an injunction to halt mining exploration
in an area it claims as sacred ground.
In a decision of the Ontario Superior Court of Justice delivered Tuesday, Solid Gold Resources Corporation was
ordered to stop drilling on its claims block near Wahgoshig for 120 days. The Court ordered that Solid Gold and
Wahgoshig must enter into a process of “meaningful consultation and accomodation” during this injunction period.
If a resolution is not reached Wahgoshig can seek an extension of the injunction at that time. Darryl Stretch,
president of Solid Gold, said it was a “very bad day for mining exploration in Canada.”
He told the Daily Press his company had gone through the proper channels with the provincial government only to
be “blindsided” by unresolved treaty claims.
“I have to tell you, I have a lot of animosity towards the Crown (province) right at this moment,” Stretch said. “I
spent $5 million of shareholders” money and invested it in that area because the Crown invited us to do that.-in fact,
encouraged us to do that. And at the time we began the process in 2007, knowing we were going to have a good
mining market and it was going to be a good time to explore, it was one of the best places on the planet to explore
because the Mining Act allows us to in there, do what was necessary and still take care of the environment , the
Cemetaries Act and all the other things explorers have to do in the 21st century. We did all of those things and we
get blindsided by First Nations.”
All they have to do anymore is say, “Oh, that’s sacred ground over there. We don’t know where the bodies are but
it’s up to you guys to go find them for us. And until you’ve done that, it’s all sacred ground. And you can’t do
anything there until you get our permission.” Stretch said he would have expected Wahgoshig’s treaty claims to
have been resolved long before the government opened the area for exploration and mineral staking. “I think it’s
virtually
impossible
to
do
exploration
now
unless
you
pay
the
First
Nations.”
The decision, he added, will make other junior companies wary of investing in Canada.
Stretch said there were “about 25 people working on this project and believe me when I tell you, they are all out of
work.” While admitting to his frustration by the court’s decision, Stretch said, “We’re obviously interested in
looking for that resolution. Somehow, the parties have to heal. I always thought it was for the government to do
those kinds of things, to make things comfortable. But I guess in this case, it was easier to throw Solid Gold under
the bus than it was to negotiate something with the First Nations that everyone could live with.”
QMI Agency made efforts to speak with Wahgoshing Chief Dave Babin but was unable to reach him.

As in the cases of Platinex and God’s Lake Resources, the mineral exploration activities of Solid
Gold were being lawfully conducted on Crown land expressly surrendered to the Crown by the
James Bay Treaty No. 9, made in 1905 and 1906. As in the Robinson treaties, the Indian
signatories had expressly agreed that Indians could pursue their traditional vocations of hunting,
fishing and trapping on the surrendered lands “subject to such regulations as may from time to
time be made by the government of the country…and saving and excepting such tracts as may be
required or taken up from time to time for settlement, mining, lumbering, trading or other
purposes.”
Again, as with similar, express “non-interference” wording in the Robinson treaties, it seems
inexplicable why our courts, governments and media – why our victimized natural resource
industry – all seem to treat this seemingly profound and game-changing wording as if it doesn’t
exist – as if it should be naturally subordinate to the Haida Nation consult and accommodate
obligation.
Notwithstanding that the claims that the corporate predecessor of Solid Gold had acquired in
2007 did not come with any “duty to consult” condition attached to them, and that Solid Gold’s
rights under the claims were not expressly subject to any pre-condition that the Crown fulfill any
duty to consult it may have had towards any nearby Indian band, in July of 2009 Ontario’s
Minister of Northern Development and Mines (MNDM) sent Solid Gold a letter advising it: “to
consult with Aboriginal communities as soon as possible” regarding their exploration plans. The
letter also explained to Solid Gold that:
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MNDM is now providing Aboriginal communities with quarterly maps which will show mining claims in the
general vicinity of Aboriginal communities, accompanied by a report that provides the name of the claim holder,
claim number and location of each of the claims on the map.

This was misguided and wrong conduct on the part of MNDM. Haida Nation didn’t oblige it to
do any of this. This was, by acts of administrative discretion, extending Haida Nation, probably,
in the minds of those responsible, necessary to do in order to fulfill the “honour of the Crown.”
But this was purely discretionary Crown conduct “honourable” only to the point of emasculating
its own power and sovereignty.
This was anti-Crown sovereignty, anti-private sector, unthinking, harmful, meddlesome
overreaching on the part of Ontario’s politicians and senior bureaucrats. It was throwing red
meat to the bored, restless Indian elites in the area – virtually inviting and encouraging them to
think up an “adverse impact” claim, assert it against Solid Gold and demand to be consulted and
“accommodated” for it i.e. paid danegeld.
And so, armed with this mischievious Crown encouragement and all this information about Solid
Gold provided to it by MNDM, that’s just what the Wahgoshig First Nation (WFN) did. In the
Fall of 2011, after Solid Gold had already spent that five million dollars investigating the
potential of its claims, the company received a letter from WFN’s Toronto lawyers, which read
in part as follows:
We are legal counsel to Wahgoshig First Nation “WFN”). WFN is open to development activities (including mining
and mineral exploration), as long as such development occurs with adequate consultation and accommodation, as the
law requires. In our experience, this usually requires full engagement with the First Nation, protection of its
traditional territory and relationship with the land, protection of its rights, culture, society and fair compensation for
any impacts and fair sharing of benefits from such developments…. WFN expects that there be no further mineral
exploration or related activity on Solid Gold’s Lake Abitibi claim until consultation and accommodation has
occurred…
This area is of extreme importance to WFN. It contains historic burial grounds and village sites, crucial hunting,
fishing and trapping areas, is considered the birthplace of the Abitibi people (including WFN) and is a sacred place
to WFN…Yet Solid Gold has undertaken drilling in this area without any land use and occupancy study of WFN’s
use, values in and attachment to this area (thus without any understanding of how WFN’s rights and values would be
impacted) and without any archaeological assessment. For all we know, drilling might have damaged or destroyed
important
heritage
sites,
including
burial
grounds
already…substantive…consultation
and
accommodation must occur before any mineral exploration is allowed to commence.

The letter went on to outline how WFN expected to be “accommodated”:
Requirements and mechanisms to avoid or minimize impacts on the environment, First Nations rights and culture,
including targeted land use study in the area, targeted archaeological study in the area, ongoing environmental
monitoring by the First Nation and reporting by the company, compensation for any impacts on the environment,
rights, culture, etc., provisions for business and employment opportunities to the First Nation and its members on a
first priority basis (provided such are qualified and competitive) and requirement to have an IBA past the prefeasibility stage.

Finally, as if to ensure that no pennies would be left on the bargaining table for Solid Gold
Resources:
In addition, it is standard practice for the mineral exploration company to pay the First Nation’s costs in the
consultation and accommodation process. Thus the first step in such process is often to jointly develop and agree on
a workplan and budget….

A copy of this letter, the contents of which demonstrate that WFN seemed to think that they’d
seceded from Canada and set up their own country in the Lake Abitibi area, was sent to the
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Ontario Minister of MNDM, the Minister of Natural Resources and to the “Senior Aboriginal
Liason Officer” of MNDM (obviously a “special purpose” position set up by Ontario so that it
could, with maximum efficiency, better give away its sovereignty to Indian bands).
Shamefully, these high and esteemed politicians and this senior bureaucrat must have approved
of these extortionate contents because none of them objected in any way to them and, in the
injunction proceeding that followed, the Crown, of which these people were some of the highest
representatives, supported WFN, not Solid Gold.
But while these Ministers and this and numerous other senior bureaucrats did not see the merit in
defending the sovereignty of the Crown – in defending the integrity, autonomy and basic fairness
of Ontario’s mining system – Solid Gold did see the merit in these things, and it did (of course
for strong reasons of self-interest as well), defend them. It did meet with WFN as instructed to do
so, but no accommodation satisfactory to WFN could be reached. Their demands remained
unshakably excessive and outrageous.
As just one example of this, at one point chief Babin demanded a $100,000 (!) lump sum
payment for an archaeological study – cash bribery by any other name pure and simple. Solid
Gold couldn’t and wouldn’t pay this or pay or fund any of the other danegeld terms demanded.
MNDM, ostensibly playing the role of “conciliator,” took the position with Solid Gold that Solid
Gold’s (delegated) consultation efforts with WFN were “inadequate.” There was a standoff.
Solid Gold got sued and, in the court proceeding, again so shockingly and so shamefully, the
Crown sided with WFN – essentially arguing that WFN had parallel jurisdiction with it over
mining – essentially arguing against the operational validity and fiscal sanity of its own mining
system – essentially arguing that not only should Solid Gold shoulder the delegated
“operational” brunt of the Crown’s duty to consult, but that it should also shoulder all the
Crown’s costs involved in fulfilling this Crown duty as well, including funding or paying all the
danegeld terms.
Solid Gold lost. It was ordered by Justice Brown to cease its exploration program and enter into
the danegeld consult and accommodate process with WFN.
Courageous, stubborn, principled Solid Gold sought leave from the Superior Court of Justice to
appeal Justice Brown’s decision. It argued that the Crown, and therefore it, had no duty to
consult – that there was nothing enacted and proclaimed in the Mining Act that obligated them
to do so – that their exploration rights had arisen in 2007 when their corporate predecessor had
acquired the claims – that by 2011 these rights were now established, past-acquired rights – that
in 2011, when their tribulations began, the Crown, through its valid claims holder, Solid Gold,
was not engaging in any proposed Crown or Crown-authorized undertaking or activity that
required any Crown permission or involvement – that Solid Gold in 2011 had independent rights
to explore that it could exercise without the need for any further permits or licences from the
Crown – that the situation was akin to that in Rio Tinto where, because there were only past
Crown actions involved and no contemplated, proposed or future Crown actions, there was no
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duty to consult and therefore the purported delegation of this non-existent duty by the Crown to
Solid Gold was illegal and improper.
In its written submissions filed in Solid Gold’s leave to appeal application the Ontario Crown
wrote that the Crown did have the duty to consult WFN about Solid Gold’s exploration activities
and that it had legitimately delegated the “procedural aspects” of this duty (again, the Crown
basically meaning “all of it”) to Solid Gold, but that Solid Gold had failed to properly act on the
Crown’s direction in this regard. In other words, Solid Gold, for failing to follow MNDM’s
instructions to adequately “consult” WFN on the Crown’s behalf, and for failing to open its
wallet to WFN wide enough on the Crown’s behalf, was basically the author of its own
misfortune. It wrote that “…Justice Brown’s Order is entirely consistent with the developing
jurisprudence on the constitutional requirements of s. 35 aboriginal consultation” and that there
was “…no reason to doubt the correctness of the Order.”
In oral arguments before Mr. Justice Wilton-Siegel, the judge hearing the leave application,
Ontario, still taking a position against its own corporate citizen – against its own taxpayer and
job-creator – continued to argue that the injunction order was valid. However, and very tellingly,
indicating perhaps for the first time that it was having some doubts about a position it had
unthinkingly maintained and basically forced upon mining companies for years – i.e. that mining
companies holding long-established claims requiring no present or contemplated Crown
decisions or involvement still had a duty to consult nearby Indian bands about their exploration
programs – as Justice Wilton-Siegel stated in his written decision, (cited immediately
below) “…refrained from acknowledging that a duty to consult had been triggered.” (!)
This is very significant, but also very disturbing. In the court of first instance, when the original
injunction proceeding was being heard, Ontario had argued that the duty to consult had
been triggered: that it existed and informed the case.
If Ontario – as the result of Solid Gold’s refusal to allow itself to be bullied and walked over by
the combined squeeze play of WFN and MNDM – as the result of Solid Gold’s appeal of Justice
Brown’s original injunction order – had woken up to the possibility that maybe there was no duty
to consult on the part of a company in Solid Gold’s position – that maybe the duty to consult had
not been triggered after all (!) – then acting honourably, it should have advised the court of that
and supported Solid Gold’s application to have a full hearing of the issue by the Ontario Court
of Appeal. This would have resulted in the rare, admirable and beneficial sight of the Crown
joining a corporate citizen in an effort to trim back one of the excesses of Haida Nation.
Solid Gold’s application for leave to appeal was allowed.4 The judge found enough merit
in Solid Gold’s arguments to conclude that perhaps Justice Brown had got it wrong on the very
important issue of the existence of the duty to consult. He ruled that there was “serious doubt”
that Haida Nation applied to Ontario, and by delegated extension to Solid Gold, in this situation.
As he wrote:
…the “free entry” system established under the Mining Act does not provide for any action on the part of Ontario in
relation to Solid Gold’s activities. As a result the conclusion to be drawn from Haida Nation and (Rio Tinto) is that a
new duty to consult did not arise at the time Solid Gold established its exploration programme.

This is extraordinary. Years of post-Haida Nation Crown behavior were called into question by
this statement – years of unthinking Crown sovereignty giveaway behavior. Perhaps the
provisional amendments to the Mining Act had been mistakenly based! Perhaps Ontario’s
“Senior Aboriginal Liason Officer” had no legally-based business sending out all those letters to
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mining exploration companies, like the one Solid Gold got, instructing them to seek out nearby
Indian bands and “consult” with them! Perhaps he had no legally-based business stirring up
trouble for these companies by informing nearby Indian bands of their existence, their claims and
their activities, and so mischieviously inviting them to make the kind of danegeld demands that
WFN’s Toronto lawyers made against Solid Gold!
With the release of Justice Wilton-Siegel’s decision the Ontario government found itself at a
moral, legal and political crossroads. One road, the road it was already on, was the road of
continued deliberate, seemingly enthusiastic giving away of Crown sovereignty. The other road
now meeting it, a new road made by Justice Wilton-Siegel’s decision, was the road of taking
back some of that previously given away Crown sovereignty. Which road would Ontario’s
politicians and senior bureaucrats choose to go down?
For years since the deciding of Haida Nation they had been telling mining companies in the
position of Solid Gold – mining companies carrying out exploration work under existing, pastacquired claims where the exercise of rights under them required no further, present or proposed
Crown involvement or consents – that they had to consult, in essence as delegatee of the Crown,
and at their own seemingly limitless expense, with any nearby Indian band that claimed, however
speciously, adverse impact.
Justice Wilton-Siegel’s decision told them that they may have gotten this horribly wrong – that
they and the Crown they represented here may have been seriously mistaken in their
interpretation of the reach of Haida Nation. Would they continue to support Justice Brown’s
order in the Court of Appeal? Would they continue to say to the private sector: “The duty to
consult exists here and its our duty but we’re downloading to you almost the entire job of
fulfilling it, including all the costs involved.” Or would they admit their now-present doubts that
the Crown (and therefore Solid Gold) had a duty to consult WFN?
Would they reconsider their past kneejerk assumption that Haida Nation principles applied in the
Solid Gold situation and could be delegated to Solid Gold and all the many other mining
companies in the same position as it?
Having now experienced several years of emasculation of Crown sovereignty, economic harm
and instability, and a lessening of respect for law and order, all caused by Haida Nation, would
they now re-think their hitherto careless indifference to the erosion of Crown sovereignty, seize
this opportunity to take some power back, and support Solid Gold in the Court of Appeal, and
more importantly, support necessary and desirable Crown sovereignty?
Was there such a degree of political and bureaucratic fear, fecklessness, face-saving, false pride
and inertia on the part of Ontario’s politicians and senior bureaucrats that they would decide, in
the face of compelling new jurisprudence to the contrary, to continue their past devolutionary
march of folly?
As stated, at this crossroads, they had a fundamental moral, legal and political decision to make.
I obviously believe that, for the public good – for all the reasons stated in this essay – for the
sake of public confidence in the fact that what the Ontario Crown had for years been forcing
companies like Solid Gold to do was legally-based – they had a public, fiduciary-like duty to let
this case go to the Court of Appeal for a decision, and to hold off taking anything like the
horrendous course of action they ultimately took (described below).
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If Ontario chose not to – if it chose to double down on all its past mistakes and misjudgments – if
it chose to cover things up as much as possible and to continue to exclude the citizenry from any
debate of first principles in this crucial area of Canadian life – if it was afraid of a Court of
Appeal decision that might show it had been wrong all those years – if it wanted to continue to
carelessly and likely unnecessarily continue to give away huge chunks of its sovereignty and
powers – then it could, by cabinet decree, simply proclaim into law the provisional “duty to
consult” Mining Act amendments, and that would be the short-term end of it. With the duty to
consult statutorily imposed on Solid Gold, their appeal would become moot. Problem gone.
Potential embarrassment avoided.
Such a cabinet decree would be legal. Such a statutorily-imposed duty to consult would have to
be carried out. Justice Wilton-Siegel’s intellectually muscular and inherently pro-Crown
sovereignty decision, (which expressly said that Ontario could make that cabinet decree) would
be nullified. Haida Nation would then be voluntarily extended to circumstances well beyond its
originally intended scope and reach. Solid Gold’s win would be nullified as well and it and the
entire mining industry it bravely represented would be robbed of an important court decision that
might have expressly restored some much-needed sovereignty to the Crown and thusly enabled
some fiscal and business sanity to be put back into, not just Ontario’s mining industry, but
Ontario’s overall resource sector as a whole.
If Ontario took this latter course of action, this would be Ontario, at the crossroads, choosing to
take, for it, the easy road – the dishonourable, devolutionary road most recently travelled. Taking
this road would be the making of a further declaration against the principle of necessary and
desirable sole Crown sovereignty – it would be Crown self-emasculating behavior of an entirely
new order of magnitude – it would be reckless Crown conduct of the most destructive kind.
Ontario chose to go down that easy, reckless road.
On October 10th, 2012, in direct response to Justice Wilton-Siegel’s decision – to avoid having
its serious and harmful misinterpretation of Haida Nation made clear and public-to hasten to
cover up its mistakes – to trample on the rights of Solid Gold and the countless mining
companies in Ontario similarly situated – to preserve political and bureaucratic face and
fiefdoms – to deliberately and completely unnecessarily further surrender and diminish necessary
and desirable Crown sovereignty – Ontario, by cabinet decree, proclaimed into law those hitherto
provisional-only duty to consult Mining Act amendments.
It is now the law of Ontario that, as of April 1st 2013, a mining company, in order to explore a
claim it has staked, must apply for an exploration permit. (And so, a request for a Crown
permission or consent to a proposed action being made, Haida Nation is engaged.) Before the
permit will be issued the exploration proponent must consult with any Aboriginal community
who claims that such exploration may have “adverse effects” on their “existing or asserted
Aboriginal or treaty rights.”
The proponent must then file a “consultation report” describing “any arrangements reached with
an Aboriginal community or the efforts made to reach such an arrangement.” The exploration
permit will only be issued if Ontario “is satisfied that appropriate Aboriginal consultation has
been carried out.” Ontario can put a “temporary hold” on the permit application process “if there
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are concerns raised by Aboriginal communities which (in Ontario’s opinion) warrant additional
time to adequately consider.”
In a generous gesture to the already-burgeoning consult and accommodate branch of the Indian
industry Ontario has given itself the right to continue to pass the buck by, to “facilitate
consultation,” referring disputes (and there will, as before, always be disputes if the exploration
company refuses to be financially shaken down to the satisfaction or liking of the particular
Indian band (or bands!) involved) to “dispute resolution” specialists – usually very expensive
Toronto-based mediators and arbitrators.
Constituting a deliberate, de facto surrendering of power over land back to Indians that Indians
expressly surrendered to the Crown by treaty – Crown land that the Crown has responsibly
managed for the benefit of us all for over a century – the new law gives Indian bands the right to
apply to have sites of “Aboriginal cultural significance” withdrawn from prospecting so mining
claims cannot be staked there!
What a terrible, reckless, irresponsible, dishonourable thing Ontario did! Deliberately and
unnecessarily further surrendering its own power and sovereignty over its own lands, while
knowing that there was very possibly no underlying legal basis for it! – further harming its own
mining sector, one of the only bright lights in Ontario’s dimming and darkening economy-deepsixing a compelling, new legal precedent in favour of Crown sovereignty and, by legislating
away this important and beneficial (to all) court victory and rendering its appeal moot (as
confirmed by the Ontario Court of Appeal in January, 2013), shamefully and almost
deliberately sticking it to Solid Gold, its brave (but now shut down) lawfully acting and jobcreating corporate citizen.
Postscript: In late 2012 Darryl Stretch, President of Solid Gold, as part of some larger scheme
involving a takeover of Solid Gold by another junior mining company, was fired by his board of
directors. The acquiring company has already worked out a danegeld deal in principle with
WFN, which band no doubt made its number one demand the dismissal of Mr. Stretch – the
brave man who dared say that the emperor had no clothes – the only person in the whole scenario
who stood up for Crown sovereignty – the man who should have been supported by Ontario
instead of betrayed, and praised by his company and his industry rather than buried.
Thus the so-often typical, unfair and undeserved fate of the erstwhile conventional businessman
who, on some ground of moral principle, unexpectedly takes a moral stand that confuses and
scares his colleagues and jeopardizes the almighty deal – the businessman’s too-often morally
empty holy grail.
Thus too is illustrated the collateral, usually ignored, personal damage caused to innocent
individuals run over by the Parade of Power represented by the new, unholy, virtual alliance
between the Crowns of Canada and Indian bands-companies (usually small) and individuals cast
aside and left in the ditch as the Parade moves on to further instances of brute and reckless
power-wielding and economic sabotage.
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“Regard for power means disregard for those without power.”

5

Mr. Stretch, the brave, principled but financially broken man, wrongly betrayed and taken down
by political mice, who died in March of 2017 confused, incredulous, heartbroken and embittered,
(I visited him in his last days), by what his government did to him and his company, embodies
the now tens of thousands of individual, disregarded human victims of the incredible new
powers given to Indian bands- powers unchecked by any sovereign Crown power- powers being
so selfishly, recklessly and irresponsibly wielded.
Double postscript: In a sort of backhanded endorsement of what Ontario did, and illustrating well
that this rootless, cultural/political/economic death wish madness on the part of our elites is now
the new normal, the Yukon Court of Appeal in January of 2013, in the Ross River Dena
Council case,6 ruled that the mere recording of a mining claim triggered the Yukon Crown’s duty
to consult nearby Indian bands.
Said the judge writing for the court:
I fully understand that the open entry mining system…has considerable value in maintaining a viable mining
industry and encouraging prospecting. I also acknowledge that there is a long tradition of acquiring mining claims
by staking, and that the system is important both historically and economically to Yukon. It must however be
modified in order for the Crown to act in accordance with its constitutional duties.

Staking mining claims, as we all know from history and popular culture, is time and privacy
sensitive. It has occasionally involved an actual race to the Mining Recorder’s office between
rival stakers.
There’s no point racing to the Yukon Mining Recorder’s office now. They won’t record a
staker’s claim unless there’s also submitted a danegeld-obtained letter of backing from every
nearby Indian band. (Perhaps these bands will auction off their backing letters to the highestbidding would-be staker.) Those mining investment dollars avoiding Ontario certainly won’t be
heading to the Yukon. And if this Yukon decision is not appealed and overturned – and if it
comes to be regarded as basically “good law” across the country (a not unlikely prospect given
the way things are going) – and if the federal government and the provinces, now seeing the
ruination of the (formerly)” free entry” mining system being caused by the courts and senior
politicians and bureaucrats like those in Ontario – the ruination of a 150 year old mining system
that contributed greatly to making Canada the wealthy and progressive country it is today – if
they don’t finally stand up and shout… “We’re mad as hell and we’re not going to take it any
more!”…and then do something about it! – then watch new mining investment dollars – resource
investment dollars generally – as is already happening– choose to go somewhere else other
than Canada

1. Tony Judt. Thinking the Twentieth Century. Penguin Books, 2012.
2. Partner, Regulatory, Environmental, Aboriginal and Land, Osler, Hoskin and Harcourt, Torontostated as part of his address, Consultation Best Practices and Project Proponents, given at the St.
Andrews conference November 30, 2016 (Noted in The Haida Nation Case, above
3. Ron Grench. “Court Halts Drilling.” The Sudbury Star, 6 January 2012.
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4. Wahgoshig First Nation v Solid Gold Resources Corp. and Her Majesty the Queen in Right of
Ontario, 2012 ONSC 388.
5. Spoken by Robert Caro, author of the masterful (unfinished) biography of Lyndon Johnson, in The Art
of Biography, No. 5, The Paris Review, Spring, 2016
6. 2013 YKCA 7
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33. THE 2012 ALGONQUIN LAND
CLAIMS SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT:
THE DEAL OF THE (19TH) CENTURY
Instead of building racial walls between its citizens it should be both the duty and the interest of government to be
removing them altogether. – Author

The Canadian people, through their governments, have the legal obligation to resolve in good
faith Indian land claims. In so doing we must, through our governments, “recognize and affirm”
the existing aboriginal and treaty rights of Indian-Canadians i.e. existing before the 1982 passage
of section 35 of the constitution. But there’s no constitutional obligation to create new rights for
Indians by way of new treaties or agreements. That’s a profound, political choice our
government elites make on our behalf.
Our federal and Ontario political and bureaucratic elites have made that political choice, more or
less in secret, based on, amongst other things, very questionable historical justifications and an
outdated and harmful interpretation of the Crown honour principle, (see Rethinking the “Honour
of the Crown” Principle, below), to negotiate a Preliminary Draft Comprehensive Land Claim
Agreement-In-Principle 1 with the Algonquins of Ontario, a group of loosely connected,
somewhat fractious, very distantly related (if at all), and thoroughly modern and assimilated
Indians and Indian bands, comprising in total only about 8000 people, (the illegally blockading
Ardoch band, the protagonists in the Frontenac Ventures case (above) are part of this group.)
The basis of treating with these small, somewhat artificial collectivities is presumably the
shopworn notion that they and their ancestors have occupied the lands since “time immemorial”,
and that they have never surrendered them by previous treaty. Both presumptions are suspectat least suspect enough that the provincial Crown, instead of throwing in the towel and agreeing
to surrender vast degrees of possession and control of them, as they are purporting to do, should,
on behalf of all Ontarians, and to preserve sole Crown sovereignty over these vital parts of
central Ontario, be fighting the Algonquins hard on this.
The late North Bay historian Roy Summers provides considerable evidence to the effect that the
Algonquins were permanently driven out of the treaty settlement area by the Iroquois in the mid1600’s, and only straggled back, in very small numbers, in the 1840’s, along with Canadian
settlers, to work mainly in the lumber industry.
Historian Alfred Goldsworthy Bailey:2
But earlier than the Hurons the Algonkin peoples were middlemen (on the lower Ottawa River) and therefore held
the balance of power. After the decline of beaver in their own areas they attempted to make themselves the carriers
by exacting a toll on the Hurons who attempted to descend by the Ottawa route…The Iroquet, and the Petite Nation
Algonkins on the lower reaches of the river, were soon dispersed by the Iroquois. We have seen that many of them
fled to Three Rivers, Sillery, Quebec and Tadoussac. This movement contributed to the breakdown in cultures that
had flourished in isolation.
The (Allumette) Island Algonkins alone resisted the disintegrating influences of war, disease, drunkenness, and
Christianity…Their resistance to Christianity was one aspect of their attempt to maintain their place as middlemen
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in the trade, as it was also a fight against disintegration and decay…But by 1643 they were all “nearly ruined and
reduced to nothing.”
In 1654 Paul Tessouat, formerly the chief of the Island Algonkins and great opponent of the French, died, it is said,
in Christian humility. The date marks the end of the Island Algonkins as a major economic and political force in the
history of New France. By 1658 they were “running the risk of total destruction…For the Iroquois is playing his last
stake, having left his country to go and exterminate them.”

The renowned historian, Francis Parkman, in The Jesuits of North America, (see Pre-contact
Indian Culture and the Shock of the New, above), quotes the Jesuit priest Ragueneau, writing in
a Relation, in 1650, of the dispersal of the Algonquins from the Ottawa Valley:
The River Ottawa was a solitude. The Algonquins of Allumette Island and the shores adjacent had all been killed or
driven away, never to return.

See also the reference in this regard to The Great Dispersions, 1648-1653, (in Pre-contact
Indian Culture and the Shock of the New, above).
The dispersal of the Algonquins was reflected in a 1682 map attributed to Claude Bernou, (found
in La Mesure d’un Continent, above), where the entire treaty settlement area is shown as
Iroquois territory.
This remained the case for most maps made in the 1700’s, where if Algonquins were indicated at
all, they were usually shown as inhabiting the Quebec side only of the Ottawa River, and
usually much inland, because their fear of the Iroquois.
A 1775 map, the “John Mitchell map… the map used by the Treaty of Paris negotiators to agree
on a boundary between the United States and what would become Canada”,3shows the area in
question as being inhabited by the “Northern Iroquois“. In the middle of the area, just about
where Algonquin Park is, are the words:
By the several Conquests here mentioned, the Territories of the Six Nations extend to the limits here laid down;
which they have been in Possession of about 100 Years.

A 1794 British map- The United States of America with The British Possessions of Canada,
Nova Scotia, New Brunswick and Newfoundland divided with The French, also The Spanish
Territories of Louisiana and Florida according to the Preliminary Articles of Peace Signed at
Versailles the 20th of January 1783– made to show the division of North America at the
conclusion of the American Revolution, shows the settlement lands as being inhabited by
the Iroquois.
An 1800 British map- A Map of the Province of Upper Canada describing All The New
Settlements & Townships with the Countries Adjacent from Quebec to Lake Huron– shows the
treaty settlement lands as part of the “Chippewa Hunting Country“.
The Chippewa were part of the Ojibway family of tribes-not Algonquin, who “lived in the
forested lands draining into Lake Superior and Northern Lake Huron.”4
Historian Joan M. Holmes, in her paper, Hidden Communities; Research Difficulties encountered
in Researching Non-Status Algonquins in the Ottawa Valley, 1998, confirms that for a very long
time the remains of the decimated Algonquins, after they had been expelled by or fled from the
Iroquois in the mid-1600’s, lived mainly at Lake of Two Mountains and Maniwaki, Quebec,
again, far inland from the dangerous shores of the Ottawa River, and a few other places in
Quebec.
She could come up with no records of Algonquins being in the settlement lands before 1800, and
only sparse records of very small, family-oriented numbers of them returning in the mid-1800’s
from their long exile (almost 200 years!) to work in the lumber industry, and probably do a little
secret hunting, fishing and trapping on the side.
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Roy Summers lists the 1923 Williams Treaties, and the land purchases entered into in the mid1800’s, by which the occupants of the subject lands, including some Algonquins, surrendered
whatever rights to them they may still have had, including their hunting and fishing rights.
So there’s a lot of evidence and good faith arguments to refute and deny the present Algonquin
land claim, but the Ontario government, to its inexplicable shame, is deliberately pretending that
this evidence and these arguments don’t exist, and deliberately using none of them.
The citizenry deserves to know why.
The Ontario government is also refusing to make public all the research evidence they are
relying on to support their decision to surrender large measures of possession and control of the
settlement lands to these present Canadians, who say they are “Algonquins”, and presumably are
advancing a highly debatable claim that they have occupied the lands since “time immemorial”.
Why won’t our government release all the research evidence they are supposedly relying on? It’s
shameful and anti-democratic that they won’t. It’s elitist. It infers that they don’t trust their own
research, are ashamed of what they have done, and don’t trust the citizens of Ontario- the people
who pay their salaries and who they work for- with this information.
Why are they surrendering up Crown land to this tiny, select group of Canadians without a fight,
when there is so much evidence and so many good faith arguments upon which to mount a
defence, not the least of which is that the Algonquins seem to have been dispossessed of these
lands, by other Indians, for upwards of 200 years!
(In December, 2016 an Algonquin band from Maniwaki, Quebec sued Ottawa and Ontario,
claiming aboriginal title and ownership of parts of Ottawa from LeBreton Flats to Parliament
Hill (!)5 Again, the evidence above of complete, ancient and long-standing Algonquin loss of
possession and control of the entire Ottawa River valley- of Algonquin fearful-living in inland
Quebec far away from such completely exposed (to the Iroquois) and dangerous places like
LeBreton Flats and Parliament Hill- should be used to mount the most vigorous and
uncompromising defense of this reckless, irresponsible, grossly self-entitled and insulting attack
against the Canadian people and our national capital- against our symbolic and substantive heart
of Crown sovereignty.)
Why do the citizens of Ontario have to rely on the internet offerings of dedicated amateurs like
Roy Summers to hear the other side?
Mr. Summers’ work is a good example of the internet “flattening hierarchies everywhere they
exist.”
We no longer live in a world in which the elites or accredited experts are able to dominate conversations about
complex or contested matters. Politicians cannot rely on the aura of office to persuade, newspapers struggle to assert
the superior integrity of their stories. It is not clear that this change is, overall, a boon for the public realm. But
in areas where experts have a track record of getting it wrong, it is hard to see how it could be worse. (italics
6
added) From The Sugar Conspiracy, by Ian Leslie.

To paraphrase Mr. Leslie, (he was writing about the history of nutrition and the crushing of all
scientific opposition by the sugar interests), if there ever was a case that an information
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democracy, even a very messy one, is preferable to an information oligarchy, then “the other side
of the story”of this shameful surrender of vital Crown lands to these so-called ” Algonquins”, as
set out by Mr. Summers on his website, is one.)
It’s another example of trahison des clercs.
This agreement, if it finally goes through (it has to be ratified by Parliament and the Legislature
of Ontario), will profoundly and negatively diminish and erode Crown sovereignty over a vast
swath of Eastern Ontario roughly comprised of all of Ontario east of a line running from just
north of North Bay and then in a south and south-easterly direction to just north of Kingston, this
huge chunk of Ontario, in the agreement, called the “Settlement Area.”
It will grant unprecedented, new, government-like rights to this tiny group of Ontarians over
large parts of the Settlement Area – rights vastly disproportionate to their small numbers, to their
need to possess them and to their will or ability to exercise them competently, responsibly,
equitably and for the general welfare and benefit of all Ontarians, regardless of race or origin.
But of course that last point is the point. The Crown lands within the Settlement Area being
surrendered to them (the “Settlement Lands”) – 117,500 acres in all, and with forestry, water and
mining rights attached – will no longer be intended to be owned and managed by and for all
Ontarians. They will no longer be intended to form part of our common land capital which all
Ontarians – all Canadians – since before Confederation, have shared and been joint custodians
and beneficiaries of.
These Settlement Lands – and the $300 million cash payment being made to this little group of
mainly rural and small-town Canadians – are intended to be deducted or withdrawn from, or
charged against, the shared resources, land and financial, owned and possessed by all Ontarians,
regardless of race, and will be deeded over to them in perpetuity for their sole and exclusive
property tax-free use and benefit.
But luckily, because it still has to be ratified, there’s still time for cooler, wiser (and politically
much braver) heads to prevail. And even if it is ratified it would still be a mere agreement to
agree. It is, as it says, “…a non-binding statement of the main elements of the settlement of the
Algonquin Land Claims that will form the framework for future negotiations towards a Final
Agreement.” As it also says, its purpose is to “clarify” Algonquin rights under section 35 of the
constitution- rights that, after being “clarified,” will then be “recognized and affirmed” under
section 35.
This is nonsense. There is no real “clarification” of rights happening here. What is happening
here is the creation, from Haida Nation-inspired scratch, of massive, new, unprecedented, quasicontractual, race-based rights in favour of this small group of widely scattered Ontarians, in
circumstances where, by and large, no such rights, clear or unclear, were ever possessed by them
before.
The forced march continues towards an unprecedented and harmful third, aboriginal fount of
constitutional sovereignty (see “The Imperative of Sole Crown Authority” below) started
by Haida Nation and, for non-treaty areas of Canada, continued by the Supreme Court of Canada
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in the Tsilhqot’in decision, and even more recently by B.C. adopting UNDRIP (and Ottawa
having promised to do so), relentlessly continues.
This “Agreement in Principle” gives much more to this small group of Ontarians than $300
million and suzerainty over 117,500 acres of Crown land. It also gives them consult and
accommodate-like rights, privileges, powers and influence over hundreds of thousands of
additional acres of Crown land, including virtually all the provincial parks in the Settlement
Area, including Algonquin Park. It gives them the same consult and accommodate rights etc. to
certain additional land in the Settlement Area called “Area of Algonquin interest,” being certain
Crown lands “…that are of cultural and historical importance to the Algonquins….”
Solid Gold’s thousands of acres of mining-staked Crown lands were Indian self-styled “areas of
Wahgoshig interest.” Recall how that worked out for Solid Gold. Recall how Ontario favoured
Wahgoshig at every turn of the dispute and left Solid Gold’s interests to twist, twist slowly in the
wind.
Recall the Frontenac Ventures case, a situation involving some of these same Algonquins, or
the Platinex and Caledonia cases. Recall those situations and all the other similarly lawless ones
where the Ontario government and the OPP consistently turned their backs on and abandoned to
their respective, humiliating fates the non-Indian victims involved. Eastern-Ontarians have no
reason not to expect more of the same abandonment treatment from their political, bureaucratic
and police elites in any dispute they may find themselves helplessly caught up in involving these
new Algonquin rights and interests.
And there will be many disputes and conflicts.
Gravel pit owners in the Settlement Lands will eventually have to negotiate new leases with their
new Algonquin landlords. Trapline holders and government land use permit holders in the
Settlement Lands (for such things as hunt camps and remote wilderness location camps) will
eventually have to negotiate new agreements with the Algonquins. Tourist camp operators with
baitfish harvest areas or bear management areas in the Settlement Lands will eventually have to
negotiate new arrangements with their new Algonquin landlords. Forestry licences on Settlement
Lands, when they expire, will have to be re-negotiated with the Algonquins.
In fact, forestry operations anywhere in the entire Settlement Area will become subject to the
obligation to “increase Algonquin participation in, and benefits from” the forestry industry
generally. This is simple code for all non-Indian forestry operations in Eastern Ontario
eventually having to enter into “sign or else,” danegeld-inspired impact benefit agreements with
the Algonquins. In relation to all this, expect reports of the same kind of unreasonable demands
being made against these vulnerable, helpless, non-Indian businesses as were made against
Platinex and Solid Gold, and, as stated well above, thanks to Haida Nation, are now being
regularly made by Indian bands against businesses large and small all across the country.
Despite rosy statements and legal assurances in the agreement to the contrary, expect nonIndians to experience endless problems gaining access to and from their private properties over
the 117,500 acres of Settlement Lands being deeded to the Algonquins, where, no doubt, the
justification for the blockading and other acts of harassment and interference in question will be,
as in the Frontenac Ventures case,7 “adherence to Algonquin law,” which, the reader may recall,
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the Ontario Court of Appeal, in their decision in the case, declined to expressly say did not exist
as a useable legal concept.
And again, expect the same head-in-the-sand passivity on the part of Ontario and the OPP – and
the same two-tier justice on display – in any such situation.
Despite high-sounding words in the agreement to the effect that conservation is everyone’s
highest priority, the agreement shockingly provides that the Algonquins will have the right to
hunt and fish all year, for “Domestic Purposes,” throughout the entire Settlement Area, including
in our provincial parks! – including in Algonquin Park! (We know how that all works out –
illegal fish and game for sale on the side of the highway or in the reserve general store, right
beside the illegal cigarettes, and the government too scared to do anything about it.)
Despairingly, it even gives the Algonquins the right to “Harvest” (the Orwellian verb the
agreement uses to describe all form and manner of the killing of wildlife) moose in parts of
Algonquin Park.
Inexplicably and irrationally, and comprising proof-positive that politics and political
correctness, not conservation, are the highest priorities of Ontario, the agreement grants to the
Algonquins the right to “jointly develop” with Ontario all future management plans for all the
provincial parks in the Settlement Area, including Algonquin Park.
The Algonquins of Ontario are fine people. But the mere fact of their race gives them no more
knowledge about managing the ecological integrity of any of our provincial parks than that
possessed by any other average Ontarian. And like most of us, they are, in the absence of
academic and technical training and degrees in such fields as chemistry, botany, zoology and
forestry, totally unqualified to participate meaningfully in the management of our provincial
parks, or any other such wilderness areas in the Settlement Area, including the Settlement Lands
being deeded to them.
And this is the case despite the frequent references in the agreement to the bogus concept of
“Algonquin Traditional Knowledge” (see Assimilation and Cultural Loss, above). It would be
like a passenger in an airplane being invited up into the cockpit and being offered the controls to
help the pilot fly the plane. A weirdly nice gesture perhaps, but not in anyone’s best interests.
The whole over-100 page agreement is like that: an out-of-touch, unreal, insanely
complicated, ruinously expensive and unaffordable, duplicative, unnecessary exercise in
antiquated, race-based thinking.
A haunting and sad-to-read part of the agreement is the Algonquin “Beneficiary” determination
process established, involving an applicant Beneficiary, in order to qualify to receive benefits
under the agreement, having to establish himself or herself to an “Enrolment Board” as being of
“Direct Lineal Descent” to an “Algonquin Ancestor,” the latter defined in part as a person “born
on or before July 15, 1897 and identified in an historic record or document dated on or before
December 31st, 1911.”
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In addition, the applicant will have to demonstrate that he or she was “part of an Algonquin
Collective after July 15, 1897 and prior to June 15, 1991” and that he or she has a “present- day
Cultural or Social Connection with an Algonquin Collective.” With respect to this latter
requirement, even if an Algonquin individual hasn’t lived in an “Algonquin Collective” for
years, like the two thoroughly urbanized, illegally blockading, university teachers in the
Frontenac Ventures Blockade case, who lived in Kingston, he or she can still satisfy this
requirement if they can establish that they made “…regular visits to an Algonquin Collective
during which social and cultural connections are maintained, for example during vacations.”(!!)
Alternatively, if an applicant can’t establish the above (maybe he or she liked to vacation in
Europe instead), as an alternative way of hitting the Beneficiary jackpot, he or she may become a
Beneficiary pursuant to a process of “community acceptance” (a process yet to be determined,
but one that will no doubt involve a large measure of brown-nosing, and yes, like it or not,
foregoing London or Paris for a vacation or two back on the reserve).
This beneficiary determination process is haunting and sad-to-read because, when reading all the
fine and exquisite details of this in-essence ancestor-dependent, racial parsing process, one can’t
help but be reminded of the dark and evil mirror-opposite (in intent) of this type of thinking – the
German race laws of the 1930’s – the Nuremberg Laws – where the definition of “Jews” was
based on the religion of one’s grandparents- where the point of it all was not to determine
beneficiaries of anything, but rather to determine appropriate “racial” candidates for
the boxcar journey to the death camps.
As stated in the Introduction to this essay, that such a thought could even come to mind, and it
does so naturally and logically here, the thing that causes that, in this case this purely race-based
agreement, should be rejected by all right-thinking persons.
A most retrograde and illiberal agreement! A fundamentally unprincipled agreement-inprinciple! An agreement that will impoverish and demoralize all the people of Ontario. An
agreement that will constitute a huge, reckless and unaffordable revenue and sovereignty
giveaway. An agreement that will only harmfully overindulge those few thousand AlgonquinCanadians affected (they will get their perpetual new benefits under this agreement while still
keeping all their existing Indian Act rights and entitlements), and that will further retard, as a
group, their integration into the Canadian mainstream.
To the extent that Algonquins are presently in a state of Indian Act-style dependency (this is not
at all clear, their numbers being so small, and they, as a whole, being so inextricably integrated
into urban-style south-eastern Ontario life), this won’t help them get out of that at all. By further
building up racial walls between them and the rest of Ontarians – by causing more civilizational
partitioning – this agreement will only worsen that isolation and dependency.
And, as usual, only their elites, and the many, many non-Algonquin Indian Industry functionaries
and technocrats that will be needed to be hired to carry out the Algonquins’ side of this
fantastically complicated agreement, will benefit in any significant way.
The draft treaty should be rejected by our parliaments.
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If and when that happens the litigation that started the treaty-making process in the first place
will no doubt be resurrected by the Indians who started it, and the legal pleadings in the case will
most certainly be amended to claim, based on the Tsilhqot’in decision, aboriginal title over the
whole Settlement Area.
The litigation should be allowed to run its course, up to and including a trial. The Indian
plaintiffs should be forced to prove their case, and all at their own expense. Ontario should fight
the case hard and not pay any of their legal expenses along the way.
Instead of the whole process playing out in elitist secrecy like it has to date, Ontario should
publicize its aggressively defensive position, and explain their sovereignty-guarding rationale
behind it. For a change, proponents of race-based, benignly segregationist litigation projects like
this, and like the Parliament Hill land claim referred to above, should be thrown on the moral
defensive where they belong – should be publicly exposed, challenged and upbraided.
For a change, proponents of a united, racism-free Canada, through their government and as
individuals, should dig their heels in and fight for the right.
If the Gambler, or William Wuttunee, or any non-Indian equivalent of them, like Gandhi, Nelson
Mandela, Martin Luther King or Amartya Sen, could be asked what they thought of it they’d
probably reply:
Children of the God – all of you, red and white – it’s the 21st century. That treaty-business –
which perhaps made some sense long, long ago – this ridiculous “aboriginal title” business –
UNDRIP-all make no sense in our modern world. Stop building racial walls between us! Tear
them down! Let’s all go forward together – and also with the yellow and brown-skinned peoples
who have now come to our blessed lands- and all live in harmony and equality together. It is
best.

1. Preliminary Draft Comprehensive Land Claim Agreement-In Principle Among: The Algonquins of
Ontario and Ontario and Canada.
2. From The Conflict of European and Eastern Algonkian Cultures: 1504-1700, above
3. Historical Atlas of Canada- Canada’s History Illustrated With Original Maps, (edited by Derek
Hayes, Douglas & McIntyre Ltd. 2002
4. George Irving Quimby, Indian Life in the Upper Great Lakes, University of Chicago Press, 1960
5. Algonquin band’s lawsuit declares ownership of Parliament Hill amid stalled land claim talks,
National Post, December 8, 2016
6. At www.the guardian.com, April 7, 2016
7. Frontenac Ventures, 2006 82 O.R. (3rd) 721.
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34. THE IMPERATIVE OF SOLE CROWN
AUTHORITY
Though a king may abdicate for his own person, he cannot abdicate for the monarchy. By as strong, or by a stronger
reason, the house of commons cannot renounce its share of authority. The engagement and pact of society, which
generally goes by the name of the constitution, forbids such invasion and such surrender. The constituent parts of a
state are obliged to hold their public faith with each other, and with all those who derive any serious interest under
their engagements, as much as the whole state is bound to keep its faith with separate communities. Otherwise
competence and power would soon be confounded, and no law left but the will of a prevailing force. – Edmund
Burke1
Something is profoundly wrong with the way we live today. For thirty years we have made a virtue out of the
pursuit of material self-interest: indeed, this pursuit now constitutes whatever remains of our sense of collective
purpose. We know what things cost but have no idea what they are worth. We no longer ask of a judicial ruling or a
legislative act: is it good? Is it fair? Is it just? Is it right? Will it help bring about a better society or a better
world? These used to be the political questions, even if they invited no easy answers. We must learn once again to
pose them. – Tony Judt 2
Canada’s wealth, and the reason why the world beats a path to our natural resources, lies not in the resources
themselves. What makes that endowment almost uniquely valuable in the world is that it exists within another
vastly more important endowment of rules, institutions and behaviours…the rule of law…the enforcement of
contract…the absence of corruption among government officials and the police; respect of private property; a
moderate, predictable and stable taxation and regulatory burden…a refusal to resort to violence to resolve political
disagreements. This is the greatest endowment that we have. – Brian Lee Crowley3
The state puts a wedge between us and instincts like tribalism and personal vengeance…the state exists for a reason,
and reason benefits from the state. It’s a virtuous circle that’s threatening to unravel”- Ivor Tossell4
Local Governments can be great systems of oppression. And it’s a wonderful thing to have a national government
that can intervene in the name of national values.- Marilynne Robinson 5
Any society which destroys the fabric of its state, must soon be “disconnected into the dust and powder of
individuality.” -Edmund Burke6

The reckless Crown sovereignty giveaway behavior of Ontario’s political leaders and senior
bureaucrats described above, and by the Trudeau federal government, described and decried well
below, and the anti- law and order behavior of the Ontario Crown and the OPP in
the Caledonia, Frontenac Ventures and Platinex cases, and more recently, in their stupefying
passivity in the face of the many illegal “Idle No More” and similar roadblocks and rail
blockages, is inexplicable and intensely worrisome. Our elites acted in these situations, and
continue to act in the many similar ones that are occurring daily, like weak, timid, unprincipled,
reactive followers, not leaders.
Their harmful conduct in this regard is the main reason why Indian leaders like chief Moonias of
the Neskantaga band could so casually (and, shamefully, but so typically, without any comment
or criticism from our political leaders) expressly threaten “blockades and even acts of mischief”
in relation to the Ring of Fire project, and why Manitoba chief Nepinak could so casually and
arrogantly threaten the use of so-called “warriors” to advance his Idle No More political and
economic goals (whatever they might be, typical of the entire “movement”- he never did say).
No less worrisome is the too silent and servile acceptance by our political leaders, media and
academic elites, top law enforcement officials and senior civil servants of these civically
harmful court decisions, treating them as though they constitute indisputable,
unchallengable, eternal judicial verities-legal first principles.
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No! They should be lawfully and loudly pushing back against them with everything they’ve got!
They should be trying to restrict them to the narrowest possible application. They should be
loudly complaining about them, making the citizenry and the higher courts aware by all the usual
political and legal methods that they believe the higher courts are being too activist – that they’re
going way too far in legal theory and policy – that profound, devolutionary constitutional change
is the primary business of the legislatures, not the courts.
Instead of pushing back like this these senior people, who are trustees and guardians of our
overall general welfare, are adopting an overly passive and deferential, almost forelock-tugging,
response to every new “aboriginal law” jurisprudential excess foisted on Canadians.
Sometimes even worse, as exemplified by the activities of the Ontario government in the Solid
Gold Resources situation, and by the Trudeau federal government, described above
and below, they have, on their own volition, out of a completely misplaced sense of public duty,
by extending Haida Nation far beyond its intended scope, gone ahead of the courts in their
wrong-headed, devolutionary zeal to act “honourably” towards Canada’s Indians.
The behaviour of Ontario in the Frontenac Ventures, Platinex and Solid Gold Resources cases –
in the circumstances giving rise to them, while they were before the courts and in its political and
legal response to the legal decisions resulting from them – demonstrates an almost complete loss
of nerve and confidence on the part of our governing officials- our governing classes – departing
as it does from the traditional, politically healthy, default position of the “State” i.e. that like any
healthy, sentient entity with an appropriate degree of self-confidence and sense of public
purpose, it rarely voluntarily gives up power – it only keeps its power and tries to increase it.
“Power concedes nothing without a demand. It never did and it never will.”

7

At their best our elites, like the Ontario politicians and bureaucrats responsible for the legal
messes described in these cases, are acting like mere order takers – like the proverbial “head
waiters” of Canadian constitutional lore – except this time the sole diner giving orders is the
Supreme Court of Canada. At their worst, as exemplified by all of the above, our elites, as in the
Solid Gold situation, are active and enabling participants in the destruction of our resource-based
economy and in the very harmful erosion and emasculation of legitimate and necessary Crown
sovereignty.
It’s as if our “best and brightest” no longer believe in the value of a strong state or in the worth
of what they do or in what they represent -as if “they have wearied of the demands our
traditions make of us.” 8 As exemplified by their acceptance, with such apparent equanimity, of
the devastating, (to Crown sovereignty, the economy and the public welfare generally), of
the Haida Nation and Tsilhcot’in decisions, and, in B.C, their adoption of UNDRIP, it’s as if
they don’t believe in the value of a strong, sovereign and unified province or country, with the
Crown representing and embodying that unity and strength, and best able to preserve and
advance the general welfare.
It’s as if they don’t believe with any passion in the core Western value that the rule of law must
be maintained and upheld above all- that without the rule of law, as people have known and
written about for centuries, and which depends on a strong state, there is physical and moral
danger, and ultimate diminishment of freedom. You can have order without liberty, but not
liberty without order.
“Liberal ideals cannot survive without power, and that power requires careful upkeep.“9
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It’s as if mature, responsible, principled adults- those increasingly rare adults who are unafraid to
say “no” – are no longer in charge.
In this regard our elites are at odds with the vast majority of Canadians who, in this increasingly
complex, uncertain, technology-based world, where the problems inherent in it have to be
regulated by strong central powers, and where Canadians are becoming increasingly vulnerable
to all kinds of negative, global, economic forces, fear and disagree with the handing back of state
power to small, decentralized, scattered, undisciplined, poorly governed, self-seeking,
technically illiterate, Indian bands. They fear the weakening of the state’s powers to try to
ameliorate the negative effects of these powerful, destabilizing, global forces . They fear the
attack on our tax and revenue bases that all this represents . They sense that the weakening of the
state means the weakening of legal order.They fear the increasing two-tier nature of our law
enforcement and justice systems, and rightfully fear the weakening of the state’s power
generally, all of which these things represent.
Ordinary Canadians sense what our elites don’t, that is, that we are going socially,
economically and politically backwards, and that this weakening of Crown sovereignty can only
accelerate these negative trends.
In The Social Conquest of Earth10 Professor Edward O. Wilson describes the State – the most
sophisticated and complex system of human organization – as “the final step in the cultural
evolution of societies,” with bands, tribes, village societies and chiefdoms being earlier,
precursor, less complex, forms of social organizations.
A key feature of any successful state is a clear system of hierarchical control- “the ordering
principle of domestic politics.”11 Professor Wilson:
As with complexity of any physical or biological system, the society, in order to achieve stability and survive and
not quickly crumble, must add hierarchical control…hierarchies work better than unorganized assemblages (in) that
they are easier for their rulers to understand and manage. Put another way, you cannot expect success if assemblyline workers vote at executive conferences or enlisted men plan military campaigns.

Nor can the Canadian state stay healthy, act for all our benefit, and expect continued success, if
Indian bands are given and exercise top-of the-hierarchy control, even shared or joint control,
(the latter something now being claimed in “aboriginal title” and UNDRIP parts of Canada), over
the rest of us. The buck has to stop somewhere for our State to work properly. That
somewhere must be the federal and provincial Crowns.
Again, the brilliant, wise, prescient and apt Edmund Burke, in Reflections:
You would not cure the evil by resolving, that there should be no more monarchs, nor ministers of state, nor of the
gospel; no interpreters of law; no general officers; no public councils. You might change the names. The things in
some shape must remain. A certain quantum of power must always exist in the community, in some hands, and
under some appellation.

Historian Niall Ferguson discusses part of what I think is present here – a loss of faith on the part
of our country’s ruling class in the basic tenets of our civilization which it is entrusted with
presiding over- in his recent book, Civilization.12 He describes this phenomenon as one of the
prime, historically common indicators of a civilization in decline.
Considering these numerous indicators in relation to our European-based civilization he writes:
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Maybe the real threat is posed not by the rise of China, Islam or (global warming), but by our own loss of faith in the
civilization we inherited from our ancestors…Churchill captured a crucial point when he defined the central precept
of Western Civilization as “the subordination of the ruling classes to the settled customs of the people and to their
will as expressed in the Constitution.”

Ross Douthat, of the New York Times, also touches on part of what is happening here: a
paralysis taking hold of so many of our insecure, confused and failing elites:
When an old order is in crisis, something distinctive happens to the men who lead it. A strange paralysis sets in , a
curious mix of denial and resignation. W.B. Yeats’ line about the best lacking all conviction captures part of this, but
only part. What really goes missing isn’t conviction itself but the capacity to act on it-to adapt swiftly,
resist effectively, or both. Instead the tendency is to freeze, like mice under a hawk’s shadow, and hope that the
stillness alone can save you from the talons. 13

To me, our elites seem to be suffering from the chronic diseases of excessive, insecure niceness
and the phobia of appearing “unprogressive.” As Robert Conquest wrote in Reflections on a
Ravaged Century (above), “There is of course nothing far more slavish in the conformism of one
who can be made to toe the line by fear of not being considered a liberal.” They seem incapable
of correcting course!
In his book How Democracies Perish [/note] Harper Perennial, 1985[/note]French politician,
writer and philosopher Jean-Francois Revel wrote, aptly to my point:
Democracy tends to ignore, even deny, threats to it because it loathes doing what is needed to counter them. It
awakens only when the danger becomes deadly imminent. By then, either there is too little time to save itself, or the
price of survival has become crushingly high.

We continue in this way at all our peril. 14
We see in America what happens when elites breach their trust duties and lose their disciplinecease acting like the First Men and First Women of their society-fail to fulfill their proper
stewardship, guardianship, “sober second thought” function in a liberal democracy- fail to
defend the sovereignty of their governments-fail to defend and maintain hierarchy and high
standards- fail to defend society’s basic norms, values and institutions-fail to check the
marketplace- fail to defend the institutions and rule of law- fail to defend the polity against
threats to reason, restraint and civility-fail to defend democracy against its own inevitable
excesses: Donald Trump!
…the liberal-democratic-capitalist matrix we all inhabit depends for its livability and sustainability and decency
upon pre-liberal forces and habits, unchosen obligations and allegiances:the communities of tribe and family, the
moralism and metaphysical horizons of religion, the aristocracy of philosophy and art…Alexis de Tocqueville’s fear
that liberalism would eventually dissolve all these inheritances, leaving only a selfish individualism and soft
bureaucratic despotism locked in a strange embrace, may now be fully upon us. 15

Haida Nation jurisprudence and our political, bureaucratic and police elites’ weak and confusedand at crucial times, frozen– response to it, represents a full frontal assault by our ruling
classes against the system of state-maintaining hierarchy which Professor Wilson suggests must
be present for a democracy to function properly- against what Brian Lee Crowley (above)
describes as Canada’s real wealth -our “endowment of rules, institutions and behaviours” that
make up the civilization we inherited from our ancestors – an assault on the century-old “settled
customs” and “pre-liberal values” (i.e. “old-fashioned” values!) of the Canadian people, and to
their will as expressed in our laws, history and practices.
These attributes of civilization applicable here – these settled customs and values – near-absolute
Crown sovereignty subject only to a competing set of individual rights, property rights and the
rule of law – all fully supported by our political classes and the rest of our elites– should be
inviolable. 16
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To diminish Crown sovereignty – the fount and guardian of our democracy, our property rights
and of the rule of law – the latter themselves the basis of a superior economic system which has
provided so well for us 17– as Haida Nation and Tsihlcot’in jurisprudence and Justin Trudeau’s
proposed UNDRIP and “reconciliation at all costs” doctrine have diminished Crown
sovereignty- is to attack and diminish our democracy- our very civilization itself. Ordinary
Canadians know or at least sense that. Unfortunately our “ruling classes” – our increasingly postliberal (and post-literate) elites – seem not to know that any more.
Why has this happened? Why don’t our leaders – our “best and brightest” – seem to appreciate
the need to fight against this diminution and fragmentation of sole Crown sovereignty and
control over the ultimate welfare of all Canadians?
Why would someone like George Smitherman, a former highly respected and effective Ontario
Cabinet Minister, who in that capacity represented and embodied strong and caring Crown
sovereignty, so easily sell his services to forces which sought to thrive on the diminution of that
very sovereignty? Why did he say nothing when one of his clients, chief Moonias, publicly
threatened illegal blockades and acts of mischief? Given his former position, this was unseemly
and, more ominous and importantly, an all-too-typical, morally indifferent and dispiriting
“trahison des clercs” example for the general populace.
Bob Rae, after leaving politics, went to work for those same Indian bands, helping them
negotiate their “government to government” development agreement-in-principle (above) with
Ontario, spelling out his clients’ elaborate and long-term danegeld rights and expectations
relating to this possibly never-to-be developed (because of such things as this very
agreement!) mining area. This fine and accomplished Canadian spent his entire political career
as a small-l liberal-progressive who championed a strong, activist state possessing the fiscal and
legal power to advance the causes of social justice and equality under the law.
The people to whom he then, at a very high hourly rate, sold his good name and services,
represented the very illiberal and retrograde opposite of all of that, despite the sanctimonious
gloss they continue to apply to themselves. It pains one that the following lines
from Reflections apply to Mr. Rae and so many other non-Indian elite cheerleaders of this soharmful status quo in this area of Canadian life:
I know they set him up as a sort of oracle; because, with the best intentions in the world, he naturally philippizes,
and chants his prophetic song in exact unison with their designs.

(In this passage of Reflections Burke is referring to one particular English gentlemancheerleader of the French Revolution, our Western Enlightenment’s first state-destroying, pastrenouncing, “reason” – worshipping, mob-ruled, bloodbath. )
It’s very disappointing, dangerous and discouraging. People like Mr. Smitherman and Mr. Rae,
and now even our Prime Minister, members of our “best and brightness” class, should be
working to promote Nelson Mandela’s “one set of laws for all races” goal and vision, rather
than supporting the goals of these outwardly anarchic and inwardly oligarchic Indian band
elites, who, mainly for the sake of more power and money, seek to further entrench and expand
this extremely divisive, American pre-civil rights era, “separate but equal,” legal and social
model that is so harming Indigenous peoples, and all Canadians generally.
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It’s not that these privileged people are “prisoners to their bread.” These elites are mostly wellto-do, and have options and choices where often others do not.
Perhaps it’s ideological self-delusion. They’re in a form of servitude, voluntary or otherwise, to
this new, romantic, Walt Disney, “First Nations” orthodoxy, their self-delusion – their illusions –
characterized and measured by their collective unwillingness to imagine alternatives.
Simon Leys, in an essay on Andre Gide in The Hall of Uselessness, above, discusses stubborn
“true believers”, “whose sincerity does not necessarily coincide with truth”. He continued,
quoting Saint Augustine:
People have such a love for truth that when they happen to love something else, they want it to be the truth; and
because they do not wish to be proven wrong, they refuse to be shown their mistake. And so, they end up hating the
truth for the sake of the object which they have come to love instead of the truth.

The true believers in Donald Trump illustrate this. In Charles J. Sykes How The Right Lost Its
Mind, (cited in Chapter 2 above), the author attempts to answer the question of why so many
people were willing to believe Trump’s lies in the face of clear facts to the contrary. The answer:
Because it was easy. We might assume that people naturally want to seek out information that is true, but this turns
out to be a basic misunderstanding of the human psyche, which feels more comfortable with familiar information,
or stories that confirm their biases. Nobel Prize-winning psychologist Daniel Kahneman refers to this as “cognitive
ease,” the process by which we avoid and resist inconvenient facts that might make us have to think harder. It is far
easier to bask in a flow of information that tells us we have been right all along and confirms our view of the world.
Social psychologist Jonathan Haidt describes the power of tribalism in shaping our ideas of truth.” “Once people
join a political team,” he wrote in The Righteous Mind, “they get ensnared in a moral matrix. They see confirmation
of their grand narrative everywhere, and it’s difficult-perhaps impossible- to convince them that they are wrong if
you argue with them from outside the matrix.”

Perhaps this can also be characterized as “motivational blindness.” They don’t see what they
don’t want to see because it’s not in their interest, financial or otherwise, to see it. (Those who
know better are fearful of speaking out. They keep their heads down and obediently serve.)
Perhaps it’s partly a consequence of the divide between urban and rural/wilderness Canada. Most
Canadian people, most of our politicians, judges, bureaucrats and most of the rest of our
governing classes, regardless of where they spent their formative years, live and work in our big
cities, and eventually come to exhibit a totally urban outlook. The reality of life in rural
communities and on Indian reserves is likely something they have little real or personal
knowledge of – something they may have an overly romantic view of or a limited or faulty
intellectual appreciation of.
Again, Simon Leys, in The Hall of Uselessness, is apt on this point. He refers to Argentinian
writer Jorge Luis Borges’ paradox that:
Cosmopolitanism is more easily achieved in a provincial setting, whereas life in a metropolis can insidiously result
in a form of provincialism.

Borges, from Buenos Aires, “not exactly the centre of the earth”, stressed how great an
advantage might be drawn from culturally marginal origins:
A writer born in a great nation is in danger of assuming that the culture of his native country suffices. In this,
paradoxically, he is the one who tends to be provincial.
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Delicious words for we Canadian provincials. There are few small-town or small-city Canadians
who at one time or another have not been exasperated and amazed by some display of no-class
condescension, narrow-horizoned lack of imagination, bad manners and all-round “provincial”
behavior on the part of some “metropolitan” person. Mr. Leys, a fearsome intellectual from
Canberra, Australia, must surely have experienced aspects of this.
Emerson, in his frustration over this, rather harshly vented thusly in his essay, The Conduct of
Life:
Society in large towns is babyish
And wealth is made a toy.

Historian D. M. Thomas, in his riveting biography of moral and literary giant Alexander
Solzhenitsyn,18in struggling to explain to the reader, (and to himself), how Western intellectuals
could have been so cruelly, recklessly and willfully blind to the realities of Stalin’s genocides,
posited:
…The idiocy of urban life, perhaps.

Abraham Lincoln, America’s great moral hero, referred to elsewhere in this essay, experienced
the same thing, initially dissed and dismissed as a provincial lightweight by the big city leaders
of his party.
The harmful and unworkable practical effects of Haida Nation seem to be completely
unappreciated by these well-meaning people.
The disastrous consequences of Tsilhcot’in seem to be a matter of complete indifference to them
as well. Ontario’s response to Tsilhcot’in, published in the National Post,19 was to extol and
celebrate it! In his stunningly witless, puff piece, then Ontario’s Minister of Aboriginal Affairs,
David Zimmer, a la Alfred E. Neuman, (What, me worry?), declared enthusiastically
that Tsilhcot’in “…will inform the way business is conducted in Canada….” (Yes it will, sir, but
not in the inanely sunny way you thought. Think Enbridge sir. Think, if you will, of your own
Ring of Fire, which will likely never happen largely because of these radical judicial
pronouncements which, from your comfy office overlooking Queen’s Park Circle, you so heartily
applauded.)
Mr. Zimmer’s words of praise for these grievous blows to Crown sovereignty were heartily
endorsed by his then boss, Premier Kathleen Wynne, who proved that even without Dalton
McGuinty she was no slouch on her own at the business of actively diminishing the rights and
privileges of the Crown.
In August of 2015, as Premier, she signed a “political accord” with the Chiefs of the Ontario
First Nations.20
The accord signed by Wynne and Ontario Regional Chief Isadore Day creates a formal bilateral relationship
between the government and First Nations.
The accord affirms that First Nations have an inherent right to self-government and that the relationship with
Ontario is based on respect for that right, but exactly what that means remains unclear. (italics added)
“As I understand it, as we have discussions about education or social issues or as we talk about economic well-being
and resource revenue sharing, we need to define that self-government responsibility within each of those contexts”
said Wynne.

In other words, more uncertainty, more Indian industry consultation and accommodation, more
endless “process”, more delays, more race talk, more race thinking, more police passivity in the
face of illegal behavior, more stress and demoralization for the economic and body politic, more
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attacks on our tax and revenue base, more projects and investments that don’t go ahead, more
damage to our economy, and more damage to the common weal generally.
Edmund Burke’s description of the English naïfs who initially applauded the French revolution
applied aptly to Mr. Zimmer and now, on this issue, apply to virtually all of our federal and
provincial politicians and senior bureaucrats.
It cannot however be denied, that to some this strange scene appeared in quite another point of view. Into them it
inspired no other sentiments than those of exultation and rapture. They saw nothing in what has been done in France,
but a firm and temperate exertion of freedom; so consistent, on the whole, with morals and with piety, as to make it
deserving not only of the secular applause of dashing Machiavellian politicians, but to render it a fit theme for all the
devout effusions of sacred eloquence.

It’s partly a failure of imagination on their part – the natural indifference of urban-based elites in
any political power centre to the problems of “lowly provincials” living in the hinterlands – the
outer reaches of their imagined imperiums.
I said earlier that ordinary Canadians sense what our elites don’t- that as a country we’re going
backward in this area of our national life. In this regard consider that these urban elites are
invariably highly motivated, educated and sophisticated people, which makes their
unsurpassable folly and wrong-headedness even harder to understand, Why do ordinary
Canadians sense what these people don’t? Part of the answer is that serious thinkers have long
noted the tendency on the part of such people to, “in their bubble”, act in such an innocently
stupid manner. Robert Conquest writes in Reflections on a Ravaged Century (above):
A leading scholar of Russian affairs (Ronald Hingley of Oxford) noted during the Soviet period that basic
misapprehensions about it in the West were rarely among truly serious scholars, and also among ordinary people,
being confined to those with fair intelligence. He commented, “For it is surely true, if not generally recognized, that
real prowess in wrong-headedness, as in most other fields of human endeavor, presupposes considerable education,
character, sophistication, knowledge, and will to succeed”…It was basically common sense that kept the mass of
people in Britain and America less liable than the intelligentsia to delusion about the Stalinists. As Orwell said, they
were at once too sane and too stupid to accept the sophistical in place of the obvious…the explicit habits of mind of
the public are often more sensible than the prescriptions elaborated in the minds of the intelligentsia.

Perhaps, from their narrow job-security perspective, our bureaucrats in charge instinctively
regard the whole business as essentially a new, make-work project, happily involving the
creation and implementation of complicated, endless, budget-sustaining processes and
procedures, inherently good in themselves, (for them!), oblivious to and/or regardless of their
benefit to society.
Perhaps, in their Ottawa or provincial capital bubbles, they don’t see it as a real social problem
involving flesh and blood human beings who are suffering now, and need solutions now. Perhaps
they only see it all in terms of legal or bureaucratic or “allocation of resources” problems –
problems to be the subject of mere meetings, studies, reports and memoranda – abstract problems
concerning faraway small-town, rural or wilderness people – those people themselves more
abstract than real.
In this regard, perhaps our elites see it as a problem revolving around mere abstract, disembodied
words and phrases- where abstraction becomes truth (Julian Benda, above)like federal Assistant Deputy Minister Joe Wild’s (above) “journey of deconstructing
colonialism”- a phrase classically and cruelly embodying the triumph of pure abstract ideology
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over human welfare- over human lives!-like “Indianness”, “nation to nation relations”,
“indigenous culture,” “indigenous nations,” “indigenous governments,” “indigeneity,” “selfdetermination,””self-government” and “reconciliation”- abstract verbal concepts and problems,
as opposed to real, physical, happening-now, “sickness of the reserves” problems- like poverty,
alcoholism, drug abuse, incest, child abuse, violence, segregation, corruption, despair and
suicide!
The surest path to intellectual perdition is the abandonment of real problems for the sake of verbal problems.21
Perhaps, related to this, it reflects the human phenomenon of “the cry in the tragic play muffling
or even blotting out the cry in the street”, where all the valid, caring emotions felt by Mr. Wild
and his fellow deconstructionists coming out of their meetings and coming off the pages of their
studies and reports are:
…of such overwhelming totality that they have blotted out the messy, sad, uncouth reality of daily needs in others.
There is something inhuman in the cultivation of the imagination; where the imagination is made so receptive,
so responsive to fiction, that reality tends to pale. 22

Perhaps its an example of how people, after achieving power, can quickly become insulated from
the powerless.
…While people usually gain power through traits and actions that advance the interests of others, such as empathy,
collaboration, openness, fairness and sharing; when they start to feel powerful or enjoy a position of privilege, those
qualities begin to fade. the powerful are more likely than other people to engage in rude, selfish and unethical
behavior. 23

Perhaps it’s what French philosopher Gabriel Marcel called “crispation”(!):
“…the human tendency to become stuck in habits, received ideas, and a narrow-minded attachment to possessions
and familiar scenes… that prevents one from being “available” to situations as they arise…a tense encrusted shape
in life-as though each one of us secreted a kind of shell which gradually hardened and imprisons him.” 24

Perhaps, echoing Robert Conquest, it’s an example of the political “wooden-headedness”
described by the great historian Barbara Tuchman in The March of Folly,25 her wincing chronicle
of nations and leaders throughout history, pursuing policies almost self-evidently contrary to the
plain facts and evidence before them and to their self-interest, to disastrous effects:
Wooden-headedness, the source of self-deception, is a factor that plays a remarkably large role in government. It
consists in assessing a situation in terms of preconceived fixed notions while ignoring or rejecting any contrary
signs. It is acting according to wish while not allowing oneself to be deflected by the facts. It is epitomized in a
historian’s statement about Phillip II of Spain, the surpassing wooden-head of all sovereigns: “no experience of the
failure of his policy could shake his belief in its essential excellence.”

She aptly describes the deficient thinking processes of Canada’s present elites as follows:
A last folly was the absence of reflective thought about the nature of what we were doing, about effectiveness in
relation to the object sought, about balance of possible gain against loss…Absence of intelligent thinking in
rulership is another of the universals, and raises the question whether in modern states there is something about
political and bureaucratic life that subdues the functioning of the intellect in favor of “working the levers” without
regard to rational expectations. This would seem to be an ongoing prospect.

The equally brilliant political philosopher Hannah Arendt piles on in this regard in Lying in
Politics, (above), her scathing indictment of the high-level American government functionaries
who, out of a mere sense of saving face for themselves and their bosses, knowing that it was all
in vain, allowed tens of thousands of their own young military men and over a million
Vietnamese to be killed, and many more wounded, in their country’s stupid, criminal, pointless,
destructive, imperialist adventure in Viet Nam.
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Like our own leaders, indigenous and non-indigenous, on this “First Nations file”:
…the divergence between facts…and the premises, theories and hypotheses according to which decisions were
finally made is total…The internal world of government, with its bureaucracy on the one hand, its social life on the
other, made self-deception relatively easy. No Ivory Tower of the scholars has ever better prepared the mind for
ignoring the facts of life.

Like Mr. Wild’s “journey of deconstructing colonialism” and establishing “nation to nation
relationships” – (make-work Holy Grails for bureaucrats, with their lack of definitions, agreed
meanings, boundaries, specific goals and end-points)-and all the other abstractions listed above:
...(their) rigorous methods of defactualization…dealing with hypotheses and mere “theories” as though they were
established facts…the inability or unwillingness to consult experience and to learn from reality…because disregard
of reality was inherent in the policies and goals themselves.

Perhaps it’s a reverse example of that impersonal and unengaged attitude of cultural superiority,
neglect and indifference, described above, that descended on those original smugminded, urban-based, high-Victorian era bureaucrats who inherited the “Indian file” from the
original more engaged and compassionate generations of Crown treaty-makers.
Perhaps our elites -aged baby boomers still in the game, and now, (somewhat disconcertingly to
this aged baby boomer writer), the “best and brightest” of the generation following us- all
persons who, in the main, have never experienced the kind of real poverty, gut fear for physical
security, political fanaticism and war that their depression–era parents and grandparents
experienced- think that the “nice” way it now is always was that way and always will be- people
reflected in the words of 19th century novelist George Elliot:
And the present time was like the level plain where men lose their belief in volcanoes and earthquakes, thinking
tomorrow will be as yesterday, and the giant forces that used to shake the earth are forever laid to sleep. 26

In this era of almost deliberately planned historical and cultural amnesia they don’t seem
to realize, or they have forgotten, that the modern social welfare state, as so trenchantly and
eloquently articulated by Tony Judt, below, was brought into being, at great effort and great
cost, as a compassionate and enlightened response to those dangerous, fearsome and chaotic
circumstances.
In the wealthy countries a mediocrity that hides the horrors of the rest of the world has prevailed. 27

The post- World War Two incredibly wealthy and secure “comparatively dull decades”- a
“trivial time that delights in prosperous escapism”-28which can quite reasonably be regarded as
an unprecedented, fluky, historical “one-off”- seem to have caused our elites to become more
shallow- to no longer understand that a deep sense and knowledge of history is a prerequisite to
being competent and responsible governors, and to have lulled them into “the fake sense of
security common to people who have lost their sense of the tragic. And the sense of the tragic (a
product of the knowledge of history) must always be cultivated in order to avoid tragedy.” 29
One needs to know reality before one can cross its boundaries into idealism.

30

Part of this lulled-into false sense of security is that they just unthinkingly assume (again, to a
large degree because of literary and historical illiteracy31) that some of the fundamental things
about our Canadian civilization that we take for granted – our physical infrastructure and our
laws and systems of general physical and economic security and well-being – the creation of
which would not have been possible except under the aegis of a strong, healthy, hierarchical and
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active regulatory state supported by the strongest and widest revenue base possible – always
existed and somehow always will.
They don’t seem to “get” or appreciate that these things – and our modern social welfare state
itself, “whose merits are confirmed by the solid test of long experience, and an increasing public
strength and national prosperity”-32 are actually very recent, unusual and delicate things – the
result of hundreds of years of “Eurocentric” enlightenment thinking and often just plain
lucky, state-building events, personalities and circumstances – and that unless they are constantly
and consciously defended and nurtured, which our elites- acting with such shallowness on this
crucial issue– are plainly failing to do at this time, they can easily be lost.
A frivolous society can acquire dramatic significance only through what its frivolity destroys.
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No society-no state- is inherently stable or unchangeable. Different historical contingencies,
variations and deviations- bad things– can occur- will occur-as they have constantly and
relentlessly occurred in the past.
Alexander Herzen:
There are in nature and life no monopolies, no measures for preventing and suppressing new biological species and
new historical destinies and political systems- they are limited only by practical possibility. The future is a variation
improvised on a theme of the past. 34

Novelist David Mitchell:
Our civilized world is not made of stone, it’s made of sand, and one bad storm is all it will take. 35

Perhaps, most prosaically, this reality of gold-plated, quasi- segregation has come to seem so
normal that we don’t even notice it, for the depressingly simple reason that Tolstoy provides
in Anna Karenina:
There are no conditions in life to which a man cannot get accustomed, especially if he sees them accepted by
everyone around him.

This from Tony Judt’s 2007 essay, The “Problem of Evil” in Postwar Europe, published
in When The Facts Change (above), the quote used in reference to the fact that when Mr. Judt
was studying the history of Vichy France at Cambridge in the mid-1960’s there was no mention
of France’s role in the Final Solution. He writes:
Even though I am Jewish and members of my own family had been killed in the death camps, I did not think it
strange back then that the subject passed unmentioned. The silence seemed quite normal. How does one explain, in
retrospect, this willingness to accept the unacceptable? Why does the abnormal come to seem so normal that
we don’t even notice it? Probably for the depressingly simple reason that Tolstoy provides in Anna Karenina:
“There are no conditions of life to which a man cannot get accustomed, especially if he sees them accepted by
everyone around him.”

Tolstoy’s bleak 19th century Russian truth was never more borne out than in Russia’s 20th
century, where:
It was easy to become used to Stalin’s world, to forget that it was mad. 36

This is clearly a part of the problem in Canada. So accustomed are we to this ridiculous race talkso desensitized are we by its prevalence and constant repetition- that we have lost the power to
see it for what it is- ridiculous- an affront to common sense- and to call for its cessation. It’s a
fundamental aspect to the failure of our elites to call out the situation of Indians in Canada for
what it is- ridiculous– abnormal– “mad” even!– and to call us into action to start noticing it, and
doing something new, normally old-fashioned liberal- progressive and constructive about it.
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So many dispiriting and depressing thoughts characterize any serious consideration of this
situation. One is that maybe, in the minds of Canadians, this situation is not so abnormal. Maybe
there are no “old-fashioned liberal-progressives” any more- no more significant, “old-fashioned,
liberal-progressive” mentality.
Maybe too, a feature of Canadian Indian life, both on and off reserve, being high
unemployment and different forms of dependency, this doesn’t affect Canadians generally as
much as it did past generations, for whom work, and the independence that came from it, were
seen as a right, the denial of which was felt to be abnormal and worthy of protest and political
action.
Now, there’s so much of the same high unemployment and general dependency happening to
non-Indians in the rest of Canada.
More and more civically unengaged, isolated and unemployed young people, (or if employed,
woefully underpaid), who can’t find work, laid off and downsized workers, forced-out-early
retirees, the shrinking middle class generally, an increasingly greater share of the national
income being paid out as interest and dividends to “coupon clippers” rather than as wages to
active workers, (see in this regard the reference to Thomas Piketty’s Capital in the Twenty-First
Century, in Dances With Danegeld, above) -the resulting sickeningly-high levels
of unemployment and dependency, in the absence of any memory of those former times when
work was regarded more as a right and protest and political action a duty, becoming indeed, a
passive, quiescent, “new normal”.
Another thought, another trend, to reach down deep and fight against!
Regardless of the causes, the consequences of Haida Nation and Tsilhcot’in, and now UNDRIP
in British Columbia, for the economy and daily life in the rural and more remote places where
Indians reside, and where many non-urban Canadians reside, and where many important
activities and undertakings relating to Canada’s resource-based economy are based and taking
place, are especially important. The hinterlands, the outer fringes, places like Espanola, areas like
Northern Ontario, rural Manitoba or Saskatchewan or the B.C. interior, need more Crown
sovereignty, not less.
We pity and decry “failed states,” characterized by weak government authority, yet that is the
direction towards which our elites are permitting section 35, Haida Nation and its
devolutionary legal successors to push Canada.
Not only does the Haida Nation case and its legal descendants, a vast construct of dream-castle
words, phrases and harmful, impractical and unworkable concepts and practices, set us all on the
path to various forms of civic perdition, it condemns Indians to remain in more entrenched
fashion than ever before in their seemingly never-ending state of actual, social, political and
economic perdition.
Because, in the final analysis, it is only the state, represented in Canada by our Crowns, that can
protect the rights and integrity of the individual -that can protect our environment – that can be
the foundation, overseer and best promoter of our economy – that can best act as a
counterbalance to multi-national corporations – that can protect our vulnerable citizenry,
personal and corporate – that can best protect the national welfare generally!
The original framers of Canada’s constitution understood this.
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Section 56 of the Constitution Act, 1867 permits the federal government to disallow any law
passed by any province- with the simple stroke of a courageous, unilateral, “politics-be
damned!” Order-in-Council pen! Section 92(10) permits the federal government to declare any
“work or undertaking”, whether wholly situate within a province or not, such as a railway or a
pipeline, to be”for the general advantage of Canada”, and thus immune from provincial
legislation. The obvious, sensible thinking behind these federal powers is that parochial, local
interests should never be allowed to be put ahead of the national interest as a whole. These
powers were used by the federal government on numerous occasions in Canada’s early nationbuilding days, particularly with reference to the carrying out of Canada’s first and so-crucial
national undertakings: the construction of the Canadian Pacific Railway and the immigrant
settlement of the Prairies. In keeping with its “national emergency” purpose, the disallowance
power was last used during World War 2 to disallow an Alberta provincial law.
The CPR, which made Canada a permanent, bound-together nation from coast to coast and saved
us from being absorbed into the United States, because of our new Haida
Nation and Tsilhcot’in jurisprudential reality, could never be built today!
And Canada itself might not even exist today if Haida Nation and Tsilhcot’in and UNDRIP had
represented the state of the law in the early decades of our national existence! Nothing could
have gotten built! – no railways, highways, dams, airports – nothing. Everything would have
gotten bogged down in go-nowhere consult and accommodate and aboriginal title talks!
We see this dismal possibility as a reality now, with the examples of the Enbridge, Kinder
Morgan and Mackenzie Valley pipelines, the Cliffs Natural Resources Ring of Fire project,
liquid natural gas projects in British Columbia, and Energy East – all worthy, necessary, nearnational undertakings – being helplessly scuppered by parochial local Indian interests with the
backing of jurisprudential law and our craven elites.
With the rise in power of the provinces and the development of a more decentralized form of
confederation than many of the original framers of the constitution intended, a form of
constitutional convention has arisen to the effect that the disallowance and “declaratory” powers
will never be used again. But nevertheless, there they still legally sit, something that could in
theory be used in the future, convention or not, to deal with some grave national crisis (for
example, the passage by Quebec of an act of secession from Canada, or the passage by B.C. of
legislation effectively delaying the construction of a federally-approved pipeline), or to promote
and enable some future crucial national undertaking.
And, more importantly for this discussion, there they still legally sit- tangible symbols and
examples of necessary, ultimate, undivided, national Crown power and sovereignty.
Even more importantly to this discussion, these great federal powers highlight the somewhat
pathetic, emasculating reality that, as the result of the Haida
Nation and Tsilhcot’in jurisprudential revolution, and of UNDRIP, the federal government has
more power over the provinces to act in the best interests of the nation as a whole than it or the
provinces have over Indian bands!
This is both absurd and harmful to the national welfare. Freely-elected governments must be the
repository of ultimate power and sovereignty.
It’s also highly ironic because Canada’s constitutional history has been so characterized by a
constant, vigorous struggle between the federal government and the provinces, in which each
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side has aggressively defended their own turf – each side has essentially sought maximum power
and control at the expense of the other – each side has sought to maintain and strengthen its
sovereignty, it’s sovereign powers – at the expense of the other.
Yet when it comes to Canada’s Indians each of these sides has simply dropped their gloves,
leaned back against the ropes of the constitutional ring and played rope-a-dope – dumbly and
passively taking punch after legal punch – seemingly willing to surrender to Indian bands,
without any kind of a fight at all, more and more of their legal powers.
It’s inexplicable on any rational basis.
What dreadful and profound power Unreason has!
It was strong, sovereign governments that rescued capitalism after the Great Depression of 1929.
It was to governments that people turned in 2008 to be rescued from the financial collapses that
the wretched excesses of immense private wealth and global, transnational capitalism had
wrought. It’s to governments that people always turn in times of ultimate need.
Even Indian band elites now, as they carry on about Indian bands being “sovereign nations,”
keep their hands outstretched to our governments for more Canadian taxpayer money or financial
guarantees to fund or secure their “sovereign” undertakings! For example, in July of 2019 the
“Anishnabek Nation” announced the Anishnabek Nation Governance Agreement, which will
establish a so-called “government to government relationship with Canada”. Early in the
Agreement, making clear that this Agreement does not change the “Canada pays for everything”
status quo, (it only increases what Canada pays), it is stated: “The fiduciary relationship between
Canada and the First Nations will continue”.
The worst, anti-“big government,” right wing crackpots in America blame “Washington” for not
solving America’s economic problems, an implicit admission by them that, notwithstanding what
they otherwise profess, bottom line, they expect their state to solve these problems!
We as a society cannot lose sight of the need for strong, well-funded, central governments, as our
higher courts and a disturbingly large segment of our governing classes, judging by their weak
and incoherent responses to the emasculation of Crown sovereignty which is taking place,
inexplicably seem to have done.
We can no longer permit our shallow, transient, ahistorical politicians to debase and fritter away
the concept and reality of necessary Crown sovereignty by pretending that small Indian bands
dealing with them are politically and constitutionally co-equal “governments” treating on an
equal basis with the legitimate, duly elected governments of Canada.
The destructive recklessness, irresponsibility and clear unreality inherent in this merely serves to
feed the beast of the Indian Industry’s outsized and ever-expanding sense of entitlement, and
makes desperately needed reform that much of a more difficult and daunting process.
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The brilliant and illuminating intellectual, Tony Judt, mentioned above, offers a compelling
explanation for this loss of an appreciation for a strong, regulating state in his wise and prescient
essay, (written before the crash of 2008), The World We Have Lost:37
…the twentieth-century “socialist” welfare states were constructed not as an advance guard of egalitarian revolution
but to provide a barrier against the return of the past: against economic depression and its polarizing, violent
outcome in the desperate politics of Fascism and Communism alike. ..The welfare states were
thus prophylactic states. They were designed quite consciously to meet the widespread yearning for security and
stability that John Maynard Keynes and others foresaw long before the end of World War II, and they succeeded
beyond anyone’s expectations. Thanks to half a century of prosperity and safety, we in the West have forgotten the
political and social traumas of mass insecurity. And thus we have forgotten why we have inherited those welfare
states and what brought them about. The paradox of course is that the very success of the mixed-economy welfare
states, in providing the social stability and ideological demobilization which made possible the prosperity of the past
half century, has led a younger political generation to take that same stability and ideological quiescence for granted
and demand the elimination of the “impediment” of the taxing, regulating and generally interfering state. Whether
the economic case for this is as secure as it now appears- whether regulation and social provision were truly an
impediment to “growth” and “efficiency” and not perhaps their facilitating condition-is debatable. But what is
striking is how far we have lost the capacity even to conceive of public policy beyond a narrowly construed
economism. We have lost the capacity to think politically.

New York Times writer Nicholas Kristof makes the same point in his column, “Big
Government” Looks Good When There Is None. 38 Writing of tribal warfare- plagued South
Sudan and how it relates to the American Right’s obsession with “Big Government”, he states;
One lesson of South Sudan is that government and regulations are like oxygen: You don’t appreciate them until
they are not there. In a place that might seem an anti-government fantasy taken to the extreme, people yearn for all
the burdens of government and tolerance of social diversity that Americans gripe about.
Two political scientists, Jacob Hacker and Paul Pierson, argue that America’s achievements rest of a foundation of
government services but that we Americans suffer from American Amnesia (the name of their book), and don’t
appreciate this.
“We are told that the United States got rich in spite of government, when the truth is closer to the opposite,” they
write. Every country that journeyed from mass illiteracy and poverty to modernity and wealth did so , they note,
because of government instruments that are now scorned.
These instruments also create a sense of national identity that eclipses tribal identities, even if this process is
incomplete in America.
We American excel at our institutions. We have schools, laws, courts, police, regulators, bureaucracies, safety netsarms of a government that is often frustrating but always indispensable, These institutions are the pillars of our
standard of living.

These considerations, of which the government of Prime Minister Justin Trudeau appears to be
completely and dangerously oblivious, and these words, which all our other politicians, senior
bureaucrats, media and courts really need to read and think about, are apt in the sense that they
highlight and remind us of the fundamental rationale and benefit of strong, totally sovereign
governments.
They point out the historical forgetting that has occurred in our recent (now ending), fifty year
middle class prosperity bubble, causing our new elites, made up largely of members of my
spoiled, self-absorbed (I include myself in this description) baby boomer generation, who are
definitely “bequeathing to our successors something far less substantial than what we ourselves
inherited39”), to take what we have for granted, to eschew inherited tradition and the study of
history and literature, to be apparently ignorant or unappreciative of the fact that it was strong
governments funded by stable and sufficient tax revenues, exercising sole sovereign powers for
the general welfare, that created the conditions for that prosperity to happen.
They aptly point out and provide a credible rationale for the almost total absence of any
consideration or discussion by either the higher courts or our governing elites of the quite radical
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constitutional and political theory behind Haida Nation, Tsilhcot’in and UNDRIP i.e. that there
can be three founts of constitutional sovereignty in Canada – two Crown and one aboriginal –
and that this is somehow a reasonable, workable and fiscally sound political idea and in the
public interest of Canada, all of which it is plainly not!
Even when the anarchic and destabilizing consequences of this theory play out on the ground, as
at Caledonia and as in the Frontenac Ventures and Platinex situations, as in Sarnia and Kingston
recently where both police and illegal “Idle No More” protestors totally ignored injunctions to
end rail blockades, as may play out in the Ring of Fire situation, as is playing out with the
defiant Wet’suwet’en hereditary chiefs in the Coastal GasLink situation, our leaders seem to be
dumbly unable to articulate to anyone either the obvious reasons for the messes on their hands or
their weird, passive, ad hoc ways of dealing with them.
To repeat Tony Judt’s profound truth:
We may find that a healthy democracy, far from being threatened by the regulatory state, actually depends upon it:
that in a world increasingly polarized between isolated, insecure individuals and unregulated global
forces, the legitimate authority of the democratic state may be the best kind of intermediate institution we can
devise. What, after all, is the alternative? (italics added)

And to repeat Yuval Noah Harari in this regard, from Sapiens:
When kings fail to do their jobs and regulate the markets properly, it leads to loss of trust, dwindling credit and
economic depression. (quoted in Dancing With Danegeld, above)

In this new and uncertain world, where a strong and benevolent state can be our only “friend”
with sufficient size and resources to meaningfully help us cope, it’s unnerving and dispiriting to
see “private and sectional interests trump public goals and obscure the public good” 40-to watch
any part of our state be diminished and, not only that, seemingly act so willingly as a co-enabler
in its own diminishment.
That’s why Haida Nation and Tsilhcot’in and their legal kin, and UNDRIP, are so wrong and
unhealthy for our country – they constitute an attack on the autonomous and legitimate authority
of our Canadian state and thus an attack on its capacity and ability to govern effectively for the
good of all, an attack against necessary hierarchy, an attack on the state’s taxation base, and an
attack on the rule of law, which only a strong and healthy state can maintain in any form
or civilized manner.
Recall the Caledonia case. The government and the OPP refused to enforce their own laws,
thereby violating the most fundamental element of the basic compact between the citizen and the
state – a compact going back a thousand years to the feudal era – the affording of security and
protection by the state in exchange for loyalty and taxes from the citizen. The private developer
was economically terrorized. Non-Indians who were swept up in it were blockaded, subject to
vandalism, physical threats and psychological and emotional abuse.
Many of our new Canadians who had immigrated from failed or dysfunctional states were no
doubt reminded of their countries of origin by this anarchic display and of why they had come to
Canada.
One victimized couple sued the Ontario government and the OPP for failing to enforce the laws
and protect them. After many days of trial, where the Crown’s main defence strategy was to
engage in personal attacks on the couple, the government and the OPP, the evidence of their
indefensible and perfidious behaviour mounting both in the courtroom and, through newspaper
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accounts, in the eyes of the public, and fearing a judicial ruling against them, settled out of court
with the couple for an undisclosed amount of damages.
And after that, another class action lawsuit brought on the same grounds by the local non-Indian
community against the province was settled out of court with a payment by the province of
millions of dollars in damages to class members.
The fact of these settlements constituted an implicit admission by the government and the OPP
of wrongdoing on their part, just as the fact that the government paid Platinex five million dollars
in damages was an implicit admission of similar wrongdoing by it against Platinex.
One would expect that these debacles would produce some public soul-searching on the part of
government, some public explanation on its part to the effect that it “had no choice” but to
sacrifice the rights of the victimized Caledonia couple, the Caledonia community generally and
of Platinex, because of the mandatory admonition of Haida Nation to “consult and
accommodate” entitlement-claiming Indians to the point of exhaustion, even in the face of
continued illegal behaviour on their part!
It seems as though no government representative will say that however, even though it’s
substantially the truth, because our ruling political, bureaucratic and law enforcement elites have
no doubt calculated that to merely state that unpleasant truth to the citizenry, who they know
don’t think about matters of law and public order in such a “highly textured” or “nuanced”
fashion as they and the Supreme Court do, would be to unleash a storm of negative reaction.
To come out and admit that they were just following the orders of our higher courts to implement
a two-tier law enforcement policy is just too politically hot. It would have drawn too much
attention to the inherent wrongness of the policy and to their own docile carrying out of it. They
were too embarrassed by this policy and their unquestioning and slavish adherence to it to
explain it to the citizenry in plain English.
So, evidencing “the sheer animal reflex of bureaucracy in stonewalling against embarrassing
truths”,41 generally, they either don’t talk about these kinds of important truths, keeping ordinary
people confused or in the dark about what’s really going on or, if they are forced to talk about it
publicly they downplay or omit the “reconciliation of interests” rationale behind their behaviour
and talk in code or safe, press- release bureaucratese.
Consider the bland, robotic, non-response of the spokesman for the Ontario Ministry of the
Attorney General to the suggestion of one of the lawyers for the victimized couple, reported in
March of 2010 in Law Times, a periodical for Ontario lawyers, that Ontario and the OPP failed to
uphold the rule of law in Caledonia, failed to protect both his clients’ property rights and their
personal safety and security and applied a two-tier law enforcement approach to the situation
generally:
In (the victimized couple’s) case, it wasn’t just property rights that were at stake but also their safety and security.
The government however maintains that it has upheld the rule of law in Caledonia. “There is one law that applies
equally to all Canadians,” Ministry of the Attorney General spokesman Brendan Crawley wrote in an e-mailed
response to questions. “In all provinces the administration of justice has a number of dimensions that include respect
for minority rights, fair procedural safeguards for those subject to criminal proceedings, respect for Crown and
police discretion, and respect for the separation of the executive, legislative and judicial branches of government.
The rule of law takes of all of these dimensions into account.
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If the government upheld the rule of law then why did it pay money damages to the victimized
couple? Why did it throw in the towel in the civil lawsuit brought by them? Mr. Crawley’s
response to the central question put to him was full of general, anodyne references to high
principles. But if the government and the OPP acted in accordance with those high principles, as
he says they did, why didn’t they fight the lawsuit to demonstrate and uphold them?
Governments frequently fight and intervene in lawsuits purely to maintain or establish points of
principle that they reasonably regard as essential to the public interest. Why not here? Why not
in the Caledonia class action? Why not in the Platinex and God’s Lake Resources cases? The
answer is as stated above. They knew they’d acted lawlessly, wrongly and in a totally
unprincipled, expedient manner. They failed to uphold the rule of law as ordinary people
naturally understand it to be. Their behaviour, judged with reference to this traditional thousand
year view of the rule of law, was essentially shameful and indefensible and these court cases
were dramatically and publicly highlighting that.
So, to avoid further exposure and embarrassment, to avoid any debate over first principles (it
appears that our democracy has become so immature that such a debate is considered
impossible), they shut the cases down by paying off their victims and, in the Caledonia couple’s
case, securing the victims’ written promise not to publicly disclose the amount or terms of the
settlement.
They likely would have guiltily demanded the same confidentiality term in the Platinex
settlement but for the existence of securities law public disclosure requirements.
And, sadly for the concept of open communication by government to its citizenry, Mr. Crawley’s
response to the central “two-tier justice” question put to him was not really his response at all! In
the bland and exposureless spirit of “Yes Minister,” all he did was type into his email almost word for word the menu-choice list of “dimensions” to the administration of justice
set out by the Court of Appeal in the Caledonia case, quoted above, thereby completely dodging
the question. And that’s understandable from his perspective because the truth can hurt,
professionally and politically, which from the perspective of those in positions of power, is
always more important than the principle that the truth, hurtful or not, should be told.
But remarkably, and so tellingly, and the reason for the italicization of the word “almost”
immediately above, Mr. Crawley, as he then was, omitted the key “dimension” listed by the
Court of Appeal that had actually driven both the Caledonia and Platinex situations, that was the
“principled” reason for the inaction and passivity of the government and the OPP in both those
sorry debacles. He omitted “the reconciliation of Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal interests
through negotiation” dimension.
The omission had to be deliberate. Why? It had to be because he and his political overseers
didn’t trust the general populace to handle that little nugget of truth “appropriately”, or that they
lacked real belief in it themselves and lacked confidence in the “saleability” of it, and in the
ability of ordinary people to understand and process it in the precise, legalistic and in fact
revolutionary way the Supreme Court and his own Court of Appeal intended. It had to be
because he and his political overseers rightly figured that if he included it, and it lead to more
questions causing him to have to explain this “dimension” in plain English, the people wouldn’t
buy the explanation and would be angry that the government and the OPP let themselves be so
tyrannized by it.
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After all, when the Supreme Court used the word “reconciliation,” ordinary people, without legal
training or specialized knowledge, would naturally but wrongly read no further and assume it
meant something normal, understandable and “nice,” like the reconciliation or coming together
of peoples. Those in the know however, like Mr. Rae and all the other lawyers in the Indian
industry, or top- ranked civil servants like Mr. Crawley, would have known of course that it
meant nothing of the sort.
They would have known that it actually meant the finding of a middle ground, acceptable to the
Indians and non-Indians involved, between their respective sovereign
property/money/power/control interests after lengthy, even “exhaustive” negotiations between
them. (With a little unfortunate but unavoidable economic and social collateral damage along the
way e.g. the victimized people of Caledonia- Platinex – and the rule of law as ordinary citizens
would plainly and sensibly see it.)
So, demonstrating in exemplary fashion the patronizing and condescending attitude being
continually shown by political and government elites everywhere towards the citizenry whose
interests they are sworn to serve, Mr. Crawley elected not to bother the simple folk with things
they wouldn’t understand correctly, with concepts that would only confuse and upset them and
get them asking foolish questions about a so-called two-tier justice system and the rule of law.
Better to just not mention that whole “reconciliation” thing. So, for the “good of the people,” it
was left out.
It’s this kind of elitist condescension that results in destabilizing and emotion-based reactions
like the British Brexit vote, and in an increasingly frustrated populace giving influence and
power to such demagogic and proudly ignorant persons as Toronto’s late Rob Ford, now his
brother Doug Ford, America’s Sarah Palin and now President (!) Donald Trump, people who, at
least in their own artless ways, demonstrate(d) a measure of honesty and transparency. (Well, not
the pathological liar Trump.) It also results in the rejection of such hitherto establishmentendorsed golden boys like Michael Ignatieff and Bob Rae, because of their frustrating, stand-fornothing fundamental opaqueness.
The establishments of the West …have lost faith in their own capacities of understanding and action. Sensing a loss
of confidence in the centre, strong-willed people on the edges step forward to take control.– David Brooks42

Had Mr. Crawley, as he then was, chosen to be plain-spoken with the people he serves his email response to the central two-tier justice question might have been as follows:
Our higher courts have created a new constitutional order in the area of aboriginal law. There is still of course only
one law for all Canadians, but in the area of Indian entitlement claims, you will be pleased to know that our higher
courts have made it new and improved – it is now, with respect to our Indian citizenry only (well, we’re not exactly
sure any more about the “citizenry” part), more comprehensive, highly textured and nuanced. In this area our “one
law for all” now has two branches- one for Indians and one for the rest of us. And unfortunately you don’t get two
branches for the price of one. You have to pay a little more. If a non-Indian person or business is affected by an
Indian entitlement claim, his property rights are no longer what he thought they were and are no longer regarded by
the law as they traditionally were. Put bluntly, they have been diminished. In the face of any asserted aboriginal
right he should now and until further notice regard his property rights as merely a contested private activity, with no
higher status in the eyes of the law than the competing asserted aboriginal right. In the face of an asserted aboriginal
right that may affect what you may regard as your private property rights, we in the government, (your former
protector), will no longer assist you with respect to any interference with them, and we have instructed the OPP to
“stand down” in any such situation, unless and until your alleged private property rights, (really, now only your
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contentious private activity), have been reconciled with the asserted aboriginal right that is so upsetting and
bothering you. We in government will take care of that reconciliation process, for the honour of the Crown requires
it. But as to when it may be completed, don’t call us, we’ll call you. And in the interim, while we are negotiating
with your tormentors, you may feel that we in government are acting a little less than honourably towards you,
uncomprehending fellow citizen. Please understand that this is a necessary and inevitable part of the reconciliation
process and that in this regard we and the police, who of course are charged with the duty of setting the example of
respect for the law, are only following the orders of our highest courts. Even though we can’t help you, and you may
thus feel the need to help yourself, please don’t. That would be illegal and we would have to arrest and charge you
accordingly. The branch of our “one law for all” applicable to you would require that. There could be no negotiating
or accommodating on that.

Such an honest response might have stimulated some much-needed political debate and
discussion, which until now our political leaders have deliberately avoided or suppressed.
It’s our elites’ obligation to be competent and responsible in this crucial regard!- to carry out the
trusts inherent in their elite positions!- to give the citizenry that honesty! -to lead in the search for
the right, far-seeing and wise goal! Crown sovereignty, the foundation of our civilization, is
under siege. Our elites are pretending its okay. It’s not! Lives are in the balance. Serious debates
need to be encouraged and engaged in. Our elites- our governments- instead of basically
propagandizing for the increasingly radical new status quo in this area, should be leading the way
in, at the very least, strongly questioning it, with this “strategy of truth.”
The duty of government is to provide a basis for judgment, and when it goes beyond that, it goes beyond the prime
scope of its’ duty. 43

In the complicated, insecure world in which we are living, any diminishment of Crown
sovereignty over the basic framework of our political structure and our economy or over the
application and enforcement of our laws is alarming and harmful, and should be much more
critically examined, publicly discussed and resisted by all means possible.
Our politicians and other elites seem to think that it’s wrong or inappropriate to criticize our
courts and governments for the direction in which they are pushing us here. It’s not. It’s their
civic and patriotic duty to do so. In fact, it’s everyone’s civic and patriotic duty to speak out on
this if he or she thinks that what is happening here is not right or good.
Courts, politicians and government bureaucracies are made up of human beings. They can get it
wrong some time, as I think they’ve all got it wrong here.
We need to restore Canadian Crown sovereignty to the pre-eminent and beneficial state it was in
before the passage of section 35 of the Constitution Act, 1982 and the harmful jurisprudence,
legislation and government policies that have emanated from it.
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35. INDIAN RESERVES AS TAX HAVENS
AND PLACES OF PRIVILEGED FISCAL
IMMUNITY
It is in the forests of privilege which grew so luxuriantly in France that it is said that the purposes of government
most seriously lost their way. Privilege after all, was defined by tax exemption. And the immunity of the nobility
and clergy to direct taxes most obviously denied the Royal treasury desperately needed funds…the principle of
exemption at the top of society filtered down as necessity of evasion at the bottom…so that many in France
perceived their relationship to the state as a kind of fiscal zero-sum game. – Simon Schama, Citizens: A Chronicle of
the French Revolution1
The revenue of the state is the state. In effect, all depends upon it, whether for support or for reformation…(it) is the
spring of all power, (it) becomes in its administration the sphere of every active virtue…Through the revenue alone
the body politic can act in its true genius and character… – Edmund Burke2
Taxes are what we pay for civilized society. – Oliver Wendell Holmes, American Jurist, 1904

Canadians think of tax havens as places where people or businesses illegally hide income in
order to avoid paying their proper and fair share of income taxes. Governments spend huge sums
of money attempting to crack down on them, and on the taxpayers who illegally use them. Their
very existence is harmful to the economic well-being of countries whose treasuries are
victimized by them. As tax lawyer and writer Vern Krishna wrote:3
Canada and other high-tax members of the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development dislike tax
havens because they attract capital, undermine tax bases, and erode domestic spending programs. Still, we have our
own tax havens-hundreds of them from ocean to ocean all blessed by the Supreme Court of Canada.

Indian reserves are treaty-based, legal tax havens for aboriginals who derive income from
property, real or personal, situated on a reserve in Canada.
Our cash-starved and heavily indebted governments are suffering the unconscionable and
debilitating loss of millions of dollars of tax revenue as the result of the illegal sale of Indianmanufactured cigarettes from “smoke shops” situated on reserves, and out of the trunks of cars
off-reserve. Law abiding cigarette manufacturers and off-reserve cigarette vendors are being
seriously hurt by this activity, while these same timid governments basically stand by and do
nothing.
Now, apparently legal marijuana operations are starting up, with even more harmful social and
economic consequences.
Reserve gambling casinos, which pay no taxes on their fabulous takes, but derive so much
benefit, in fact which derive their very existence and survival from the good graces and
patronage of our various Canadian governments and from the Canadian people, further erode our
public treasuries.
In 2014-15 the result of these and numerous other tax exemptions enjoyed by Indians and Indian
reserve-based commerce was tax losses to Crown treasuries of nearly $1.3 billion, which
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represents an average benefit of about $2000 for each of Canada’s approximately 637,000
registered Indians.4
And now it appears, in this new Crown sovereignty-eroded, Indian rights-expanding legal
environment, that this trend is going to increase and thus worsen what is already a disgraceful
and harmful financial and social situation.
As the result of the new, expansive Haida Nation-inspired line of thinking to the effect that
Indian treaty rights, and Indian rights generally, are to generously interpreted and applied in the
context of the modern times in which we live, and, as the result of recent, fairly generous tax
rulings on the part of the Supreme Court in favour of Indians- all supposedly in keeping with the
“honour of the Crown” – Indian bands are now, by way of joint venture agreements, offering up
to non-Indian businesses their reserves and territories, and the tax-free status that comes with
them, to operate on and in conjunction with.
As the result of Tsilhcot’in, expect Indian bands covered by that ruling to be offering up large
swaths of their “aboriginal title” territories to non-Indian businesses, on rentier terms to be
negotiated, as tax-free havens out of which to operate.
Favourable tax treatment is clearly part of the rationale for non-Indian-Indian proposed joint
ventures like those involving Indian-owned Eagle Spirit Energy Holdings Ltd. ( See Dancing
With Danegeld, above), part of the tax-reducing or tax-avoiding parallel, race-based, economic
model emerging across the country, which will tend to shrink more and more the revenue base of
the State. It won’t matter that the traditionally otherwise urban, off-reserve business, now
operating out of a reserve, will be carrying on a business activity that will have absolutely
nothing to do with the “traditional” way of life of the reserve. It’ll be like cigarettes and
gambling only on a much bigger and varied scale.
For example, in April, 2010 the Serpent River First Nation announced5 that, in conjunction with
an off-reserve private company, it had developed a joint venture plan to build a light bulb factory
there. “Over 125 jobs to be created,” read the sub-headline. (Immediate thoughts came to mind
of the Music Man coming to River City, but unlike in that fictional case, there was no happy
ending. The factory was never built.)
Why would a private company have even thought of constructing a multi-million dollar
manufacturing facility in such an odd, relatively faraway place as the Serpent River reserve? The
answer had to relate to substantial tax savings. Under the shelter of the tax-free fiscal
environment of this Indian reserve, this private company planned to operate on this reserve so as
to pay little or no taxes. It would of course have had to make rentier payments to the reserve,
and provide benefits to it in the form of jobs, for the privilege of sheltering under its tax haven
status, but this company’s number crunchers had no doubt calculated that even after those
payments were made and those jobs were provided, because of the tax haven status of the
reserve, it still would have been better than operating out of a location in “traditional,” oldfashioned, off-reserve Canada, where every individual and every business must pay their fair
share of taxes.
And so, with schemes like this, which are now proliferating across Canada, the treasuries of the
surrounding governments, local, provincial and federal, will be depleted and deprived all the
more. And so the abilities of our governments to provide all the programs and services we
constantly and unthinkingly demand will be further diminished and impaired.
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In November 2015 Wahgoshig First Nation, (of Solid Gold Resources wrecking fame),
announced that it was “partnering” with a Toronto company, Delshen Therapeutics, to grow
medical grade marijuana. Chief Dave Babin announced that his band had “chipped in” two
million of the eighteen million dollar cost to set it up. 6 Yes, “chipped in”, like it was extra cash
they just had lying around, two million dollars of Canadian taxpayers money! Neither politicians
nor the somnolent media will ever dare to enquire just where this money came from, just
how and why this is such a sweet deal for this company, Delshen Therapeutics, and how much
tax revenue the Ontario and federal treasuries will be losing because this cynical, reserve-based
operation is taking place on or in conjunction with an Indian band, rather than elsewhere,
where country-sustaining tax revenues could be obtained from it.
Phil Fontaine has moved on from being a mere “advisor” to a major law firm, (see Dancing With
Danegeld, chapter 26 above), and is now seizing the main chance for himself. He has
incorporated his own company to partner with a licensed marijuana producer to grow and sell the
drug. The big plan is to “franchise operations on Indigenous land across Canada.” Laughingly, in
a cynical attempt to provide some semblance of moral cover for this country-harming scheme, he
characterizes this planned, industrial-scale dope-dealing operation as a “major conduit for
reconciliation”(!) What it is is a major conduit for siphoning off tax revenue desperately
needed by our governments.
Part of the appeal comes from tax breaks afforded to businesses located on First Nations territories. “There are
obvious tax benefits if we establish on a reserve. So we want to take full advantage of that situation,” Mr. Fontaine
7
said.

And establish and dope-deal they will, sometimes regardless of and in defiance of the general
laws of the land, and paying little or no taxes, for, as the ubiquitous, lean and hungry former
AFN Regional Chief Isadore Day said: “First Nations may not feel bound by provincial rules.” 8
Now former Regional Chief Day is following Phil Fontaine’s footsteps into big time Indigenous
marijuana operations. He founded “Bimaadzwin”, (the ancient Ojibway word for “drugdealing”?), his own “cannabis consultancy” business, with the main aim of spearheading the
establishment of a separate Indigenous cannabis regulatory regime to enable Indian reserves to
license, test and tax cannabis products sold on their “territories”, (which, according to the
Supreme Court of Canada, could mean not just their reserves, but, according to Haida Nation and
Tsilhcot’in, virtually all of rural and wilderness Canada.) The plan is for them to keep “at least
three quarters of any excise taxes” collected. Said Manny Jules, another member of the Indian
Industry elite: “We have to be considered like an 11th province, with our own (excise tax)
stamp.” 9
The fictional gangster, Hyman Roth of Godfather II, who imagined an open, Cuban governmentsupported, tax -free (but not bribery-free) major mafia crime operation operating just offshore
from America, would approve. The best of all worlds. With the assistance of its slick,
sophisticated, technically-proficient, cosmopolitan-based non-indigenous “partners”, (who in fact
would do all the technical and operational heavy lifting), feeding off the mother country, but
giving it back little in return.
What is happening here, which is a far cry from what was ever intended by the makers of the old
treaties, may be legal, but that doesn’t make it right or fair. What will be happening
on Tsilhcot’in created aboriginal title lands, and, if former AFN Regional Chief Day and now
“Bimaadzwin” entrepreneur is right, on all Indian reserves, where Indian bands will be taking the
position that Crown laws, which presume Crown sovereignty, like the income tax law, are not
applicable to them, may be legally logical, but that doesn’t make it right or fair.
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No, it’s not right for Indians, while, on the one hand, making ever-increasing demands for more
and more funding on our cash-strapped governments- in effect on already hard-pressed
Canadian taxpayers– at the same time, on the other hand, adopting tax haven policies and
practices that knowingly and almost intentionally weaken and deplete the treasuries of those very
same governments. To the increasing extent that this goes on, non-Indian Canadians have to
shoulder an increasing tax load. We have to make up the tax difference lost by these activities.
This is not right or fair.
This is more than Indians biting the hands that feed them grants, services and programs. This is
Indians biting off the hands that feed them these things, and that have to finance all
Canadians’ services and programs. Non-Indian Canadians are being unfairly burdened by this.
The long-past misfortunes and sufferings of Indians shouldn’t justify forever into the future this
unfair behavior towards non-Indian Canadians.
The point was made in Dancing With Danegeld (above), and is worth repeating: The “Crown” is
all of us! The Crown, the victim of all this revenue-siphoning, is not some merely abstract,
intangible concept that feels no pain and suffers no damage. It’s all of us who feel the pain and
suffer the damage.
The state is not an abstract entity, It’s rights and duties are the rights and duties of men.

10

Simon Schama, in Citizens, (above) explains that “privileged fiscal immunity” like this
contributed to the near-bankruptcy of the ancien regime French monarchy, and eventually to the
French Revolution. That’s how harmful and unhealthy this can be.
Perhaps if this unfair behavior continues then consideration should be given to reducing by the
amount of taxes lost or forgone the amount of Canadian taxpayers’ monies flowing to the bands
and reserves which engage in this kind of thing.
The general concept- the general idea- is not so far-fetched. In 2016 the Petroleum Services
Association of Canada petitioned (unsuccessfully of course) the federal government to use
equalization payments as leverage to get stonewalling provinces “onside” with pipeline projects.
In their submission:
Provinces that hinder (oil and gas) growth and opportunity should not benefit from this lack of support and
11
cooperation.

There must be an element of necessity- of obligations- in economic relations. There is none in
the economic relations- the economic situation- of Canada’s Indian bands. Some form of
sanctions- a downside for them- would encourage more liberal and reasonable behavior on their
part. This was proven in South Africa, where economic sanctions contributed to the demise of
apartheid.
Canada is in desperate financial straits. We can no longer afford ourselves. We’re technically
bankrupt, maintaining our essentially unsustainable middle-class lifestyle solely on borrowed
money. We can no longer afford institutions and practices, legal or illegal, shady or straight, that
erode and diminish our tax base. Modern civilization is just too expensive to keep up to allow
this to go on much longer. As former federal Finance Minister Michael Wilson stated:
We are living domestically beyond our means and borrowing from the rest of the world to finance this. This is
running at a rate triple the current federal government (2016) deficit which, in the view of some, is approaching the
12
upper limit.
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And, while perhaps a bit off topic, surely we, as Canadians, have more urgent things to think
about and to do other than wrangling over the pieces of an increasingly smaller and precarious
pie.
I referred above to New Yorker writer Jonathan Rosen’s comment on the human species’
propensity to destroy our environment, (the dystopian consequences chillingly and
dreadfully imagined by David Mitchell in The Bone Clocks, above). The fighting and
machinations over power and money described in this essay is a true example of fiddling while
Rome burns – of not just rearranging, but fighting over, the deck chairs of the Titanic. Because
we humans– all of us, including all Indigenous persons- by way of merely living our
scientifically advanced lifestyles, in however “green” a fashion, are almost deliberately choosing
to destroy ourselves – destroy our species.
Writer Verlyn Klinkenborg, reviewing in The New York Review of Books,13 Elizabeth
Kolbert’s The Sixth Extinction: An Unnatural History (above), writes of humanity now living in
the Anthropocene, “…the geological age that begins with direct human influence over the earth’s
natural systems, a geological age in which tragically, geological time is all too observable.” She
further writes:
Around the globe, species of every kind are dying out, silently, invisibly. At a very conservative estimate, they are
dying out a thousand times faster than the rate of extinction before humans arose. At least half the tortoises and
turtles, a third of the amphibians, a quarter of the mammals, and an eighth of the birds on the planet face a risk of
extinction in the near future…Most important of all, no one knows what the cascading effects of these extinctionsthe eventual loss of entire ecosystems, like coral reefs-are likely to be. Will Homo Sapiens become extinct as the
extinctions caused by our species mount up? No one knows…As species begin to go down in our presence, we’re
not only altering earthly existence now. We’re also altering the very potential for existence…. (italics added)

We are on the verge of experiencing a real environmental catastrophe, perhaps the end of human
life on earth!
People too will vanish with the grasses.

14

It’s on truly profound issues like this, in relation to which we must all unite to grapple
with, and where our minor differences must be forgotten or set aside, that our national attention
should be focused on. Weakening and diminishing Crown sovereignty and the resources of the
state greatly and dangerously diminishes our collective ability to do that.
It’s not only a duty, but a privilege, to pay taxes. It means we live in a self-financing democracy,
where all taxpayers and others have a direct stake, and a clear and present moral right, to demand
a say in how it’ s run. We need to develop new laws, and a new civic ethos, with a view to
extending that duty and privilege to our indigenous fellow-Canadians.
The relentless onslaught of new problems caused by our constantly changing, constantly
modernizing, public and private lives profoundly challenge all of us. Our old traditions and
values- Indigenous and non-Indigenous- don’t answer. They have not prepared us for the nature
and massive scope of the budding social and environmental catastrophes facing us. We look to
them for answers but they offer none because these grave new challenges are unprecedented for
us all. Only a radically new, joint, common approach will give us all a chance to survive with the
basics of the civilization we have painstakingly built remaining intact.
Canadians are all basically in the same financially and environmentally flimsy and precarious
national boat together, being tossed about on increasingly rough and unstable economic and
environmental seas. For the sake of our very survival, likening our country, and our planet, as
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environmentalists properly do, to a large, threatened ship, we have to at least strive to, over the
long-term, jettison unnecessary and excess-weight material things -like carbon-based energy for
example- that can sink us.
So also we have to strive to jettison those unnecessary and excess-weight abstract things that
impair our collective ability to take maximum, survival-purposed action- things that must be
regarded as outdated, to-be-foregone luxuries- things that are basically irrelevant and that impair
the mission of survival and repair- like backward, progress-retarding distinctions based on
class, ethnicity or race.
To keep our threatened Canadian national ship buoyantly and safely moving forwards , we’ve
got to work together – all of us – as total equals – Indian and non-Indian alike.
Whatever befalls the earth befalls the children of the earth. –

Chief Seattle, 1855. 15
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36. DEVOLVING CONTROL OF
EDUCATION TO INDIANS
“Identity” is a dangerous word. It has no respectable contemporary uses. In academic life…undergraduates today
can select from a swath of identity studies. The shortcoming of all these para-academic programs is not that they
concentrate on a given ethnic or geographic minority; it is that they encourage members of that minority to study
themselves- thereby simultaneously negating the goals of a liberal education and reinforcing the sectarian and ghetto
mentalities they purport to undermine.- Tony Judt, “Edge People”1
Scott Clark, the Executive Director of the Aboriginal Life in Vancouver Enhancement Society, argues that
aboriginal focus schools segregate aboriginal students. -Jim Brown, CBC Radio2
Cities in scores of states have recognized the dangers of racial and socioeconomic isolation and are taking steps to
bring together children of different backgrounds. Racial isolation poses a threat, not just to the children, but to the
civic and economic viability of the cities themselves. – New York Times Editorial 3

Because of the overall segregationist approach still and even increasingly being taken towards
Canada’s Indians by our Indian and non-Indian elites, these vulnerable, suffering people are
naturally far behind most other Canadians in social advantages and economic opportunities.
Willfully refusing to consider that the very flawed foundation of the relationship between Indians
and non-Indians – the combination of the reserve system, the original and the new treaties, Haida
Nation and its legal progeny, the Indian Act, and all the special race -based rights and
entitlements that arise out of these things – all make the situation intractable and unsolvable,
Canada’s governing classes join in a chorus with Canada’s Indian elites in singing the praises of
more and better education for young Indians as one of the key ways out of the terrible social and
economic situation Indians find themselves in.
Education is indeed one of the solutions, but the way these elites intend to implement this
solution will only make the problem worse, not better.
Indian elites want more money for more and better on-reserve primary and secondary schools –
schools run by themselves.
As Shawn Atleo, former Chief of the Assembly of First Nations, said,4 “first nations have been
looking for control of first nations education and they’ve been calling for it loudly since the early
1970’s…it’s about coming together and jointly designing a future together.”
Mr. Atleo, a decent man and an extremely effective salesman for his cause, was forced to resign
his position in May of 2014 for not having been aggressive and intransigent enough in his
manner and policies to satisfy a large and influential, faux-angry, delusional, always
aggressive faction of the Canadian taxpayer-funded Assembly of First Nations. And so the
“revolution” eats its moderately young.
The continued folly of this faction continued the following December with the racist and divisive
declaration of its new leader, Perry Bellegarde, that Canada is Indian land, -(not disputed at the
time, or since, by then B.C. AFN Regional Chief Jody Wilson-Raybould, now Canada’s former
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conflict of interest-burdened Minister of Justice)- thusly presaging for the foreseeable future
more segregationist negativity and the further destructive irrelevancy of this spoiled and
pampered (by the Canadian taxpayer) organization.
Mr. Bellegarde’s continued public mantra is the (glaringly obvious)need to “close the gap”,
(social, economic and political), between our Canadian Indian and non-Indian populations. But,
just like all the other personally “I’m doing all right, Jack” members of the Indian elite, he is
unwilling to consider that it is the existence of the Indian Act, the reserve system, and all the rest
of it discussed in this essay, that is the fundamental reason for this “gap”, and that for this ‘gap”
to be eliminated, these things, sooner or later, will have to go.
Satisfying these Indian elites’ demands for money for and more power and control
over aboriginal education might be well-meaning, but unfortunately would also ultimately be
totally ineffectual in solving the problems of the overall dismal academic performance level of
Canada’s Indian youth. Because the places where these better-financed, Indian-run educational
initiatives will be carried out – reserves – with all their tragic and well-documented social
problems – will ensure that all the new money planned to be spent would be for nothing.
As Jeffrey Simpson wrote in the Globe and Mail in 2012, commenting, on a recent First Nations
education study panel report, First Nations Elementary and Secondary Education for Students on
Reserves,5 issued jointly by Ottawa and the Assembly of First Nations:
Systems and structures are fine and necessary, as is proper funding. But the University of Ottawa’s Ross Finnie
(among others) has convincingly shown that results from formal education have more to do with parental attitudes,
cultural assumptions about the importance of education and community norms than anything else. Which means that
aboriginal education can’t be divorced from its core contextual problem- the reserves themselves- that the panel
correctly notes display socio-economic and health inequities, poverty, suicides, youth incarceration and abuse, high
teen pregnancy rates, lower life expectancy and chronic disease. Fix those problems, which flow from the reserve
system, and better educational results have a chance.

But these terrible problems, under the present system, are unfixable, and so those hoped-for
better educational results have no chance of happening.
In relation to Canadian Indian enrollment in colleges and universities, the problems and risks of
excessive control over education being given to Indian band elites have long been known. Most
Canadians probably don’t realize that Indian reserve chiefs and councillors already have
powerful and inappropriate control over which Indian youths receive financial assistance for
university or college and over how much each chosen Indian student recipient gets.
The Canadian government gives block grant money to individual Indian reserve bands for this
purpose. The chiefs and councillors of these bands then decide which applicant reserve youths
are to receive part of this money for post-secondary education and how much. Canadians have no
way of knowing if all this money paid over to these bands is actually fully, properly and fairly
used to fund post-secondary education. No mandatory criteria are set out by the Canadian
government in this regard.
Nor, to its shame, does it supervise or record the disbursement of these funds or ask for or
receive any accounting for them. That would be interfering with the beneficent workings of
Indian “self-government.”
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As Calvin Helin, who, in his much more socially useful and virtuous pre-Eagle Spirit Energy
(above) days, authored a report entitled Free to Learn: Giving Aboriginal Youth Control over
Their Post-Secondary Education,6 wrote:
…if you are one of the 70 percent of Indians who live off reserve, you would probably not receive a dime…Nobody
knows you and there is no political payoff to financing your education.

Also, if you’re a reserve parent of a young Indian hoping to head off to university or college,
you’d better stay in the good graces of chief and council. The situation is obviously ripe for
subjectivity and abuse.
It’s totally inappropriate that a parent of a university or college aspirant should
even have to consider having to stay in the good graces of anyone in order to better his or her
child’s chances of receiving Canadian taxpayer-funded educational financial assistance. No
responsible, credible non-Indian government department or agency would ever conduct its
affairs in such a casual, undocumented and irresponsible manner (except maybe those who
funded First Nations University…see below).
But, as evidenced by Shawn Atleo’s 2010 statement and the education panel report discussed
immediately above, Canadian Indian elites are now demanding more in this area than just the
maintenance of their control over educational financial assistance for Indian youth. They’re
demanding complete control over the entire Indian education system itself!
Unfortunately, when considering the causes of low academic achievement on the part of Indian
youth, it is apparently verboten for Indian and non-Indian elites to ever publicly ask or debate
whether or not the “separate but equal” status quo might be contributing to this disastrous
situation. That might raise issues of Indian personal responsibility, and threaten egos, funding,
control over funding, and Indian industry jobs.
Rather, as evidenced by that panel report, their solution is for Canada and the provinces to pour
more money into the existing dysfunctional situation and to give Indian elites more control over
it. This is a solution that will do nothing positive for Indian youth.
Canada and Canadian Indian elites are failing Indian youth in this area. They’re failing them by
supporting the existence of the dysfunctional, harmful “separate but equal” status quo for
Indians, and now the further expansion of it in the area of education. And if this further
expansion does happen as demanded, instead of education being used as a means of starting to
get Indians out of the social and economic rut they are in, it’s going to be used as a means to put
them deeper and more securely into it.

1. Tony Judt. “Edge People.” The Memory Chalet. New York: Penguin Press, 2010.
2. Do Aboriginal Focus Schools Help or Hurt Students? CBC Radio, The 180, hosted by Jim Brown,
October 29, 2015
3. June 27th, 2017
4. The Globe & Mail, December 17th, 2010.
5. The Globe & Mail, March 14th, 2012
6. Calvin Helin. “Free to Learn: Giving Aboriginal Youth Control over Their Post-Secondary
Education.” True North: In Canadian Public Policy, March 2010.
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37. A “FIRST NATIONS” EDUCATION
Segregating black children from others solely because of their race generates a feeling of inferiority as to their status
in the community that may affect their hearts and minds in a way unlikely ever to be undone. The impact of
segregation is greater when it has the sanction of law. A sense of inferiority affects the motivation of the child to
learn. Segregation with the sanction of law tends to impede the educational and mental development of black
children and deprives them of the benefits they would receive in an integrated school system. – Chief Justice Earl
Warren, United States Supreme Court, in Brown vs. Board of Education, 19541
Q- What’s wrong with the idea of a separate school designed to give aboriginal youth an education through a First
Nations lens?
A-There’s no research to say segregating aboriginal kids in the urban context is actually a good thing. There’s no
chance for non-aboriginals to learn about aboriginal issues. If we are committed to the concept of reconciliation then
we have to work with all our students in the classroom and stop segregating aboriginal people into separate
programs and alternative schools and work in the best ways of being inclusionary and reflective and respectful of
different histories and share their histories in the school room.-Scott Clark, Executive Director, Aboriginal Life in
Vancouver Enhancement Society (ALIVE) 2
The desire for wisdom has always-for 5000 years-meant listening. And the quest for wisdom has always meant
sacrificing old ideas for new ones, risking the difficult voyage, risking metaphoric death for rebirth. Wisdom
requires that we hold the known in a new way to understand the unknown. -Canadian novelist, scholar and translator
3
Kim Echlin
Confusion over identity arises as a condition of living in the modern world. Modernization means constant change
and disruption, and the opening up of choices that did not exist before. It is mobile, fluid and complex…While some
individuals may persuade themselves that their identity is based on biology and is outside their control, the condition
of modernity is to have multiple identities, ones that are shaped by our social interactions on any number of levels.4
Francis Fukayama

Instead of getting just a good education, the avowed goal of Indian elites is to see that their youth
get something far less useful – a “culturally sensitive,” “first nations” education.
How does or would a “first nations” education differ from just an “education”? Why, it’s to be,
as stated, “culturally sensitive” and “culturally appropriate.” (All non-Indian Canadians at one
time or another in the last 20 years have been deflated and rendered silent by either or both of
these two deadening, essentially meaningless phrases.)
More particularly, as an example, according to an accord signed between the Canadian Congress
of Humanities and Social Sciences and certain Indian leaders in Montreal, in June of 2010,5 it
will be an education that will “respect” in the classroom “traditional” Indian “knowledge and
culture,” and which will “reflect native values.”
According to Mathew Coon Come, former Grand Chief of the Crees, one of the signers:
“Incorporating indigenous teachings and culture…will make first nations students feel more
welcome in the classroom and keep them in school longer.” Further, according to Mr. Coon
Come: “By involving indigenous groups in curriculum development and by respecting their
knowledge…the accord could become a model for co-operation in areas such as mining, forestry
and politics.”
In August of 2017 the federal government announced just such an initiative, with these illusory
goals in mind. It announced, with the support of the Ontario government, a “self293

governing” agreement with the “Anishinabek Nation” to turn over control of Kindergarten to
Grade 12 education on 23 reserves to this vague, unsubstantive organization. The goal is to
create a “community driven education system that will incorporate language and culture”, and
that “will improve academic achievement and keep students in school”. 6
Thus, by means of Indian-controlled, Indian race-based education, the myths that there exists a
cogent and coherent set of “indigenous teachings” and a “distinct” “traditional” indigenous
culture justifying the creation of a new archipelago of “separate schools”, leading to the hubris
and harmfulness of further Indian exceptionalism, are to be formally perpetuated and engrained
into future generations of Indian young people. And the intellectual travesty is perpetrated that
“indigenous teachings and culture” can have an important or meaningful role to play in the
teaching of such science and technology-based disciplines as mining or forestry.
More importantly, Indian children will experience benign racism under the guise of Indian
exceptionalism. They will be taught to be conscious of race. Young children are born humanists.
They are basically oblivious to racial differences, or any other similar differences and so exist in
a state of ideal civic grace. Race-based schools disgracefully diminish this.
All this guarantees that the existing alienation of young Indian Canadians from the country’s
cultural and economic mainstream will only get worse, and that the tragic social failures which
are a product of Indian reserves will only get worse.
The Canadian Congress of Humanities and Social Sciences, the well-meaning people responsible
for continuing to give to non-Indian Canadian students the archetypal “useless arts degree,” and
the federal and Ontario governments, projecting this beyond the secondary school level, are now
helping to institutionalize and encourage the proliferation of the even more useless “native
studies” arts degree, so that now Indian-Canadian liberal arts graduates, armed with these kind of
fluff degrees, somewhat like their non-Indian counterparts, can go back to their reserve and move
back in with their parents.
Giving into the demands of Mr. Atleo and Mr. Coon Come, as they then were – creating this
“Anishinabek Nation”, so-called “self-governing” education agreement-is harmful to young
Indian-Canadians for many reasons, some already partially stated above.
It will perpetuate Amartya Sen’s “civilizational partitioning” – the illiberal, segregationist,
ostensibly “separate but equal” model of arranging affairs involving Indian and non-Indian
Canadians- which is implicitly racist, and, as such, is civically unhealthy, socially divisive, and
tragically limiting for aboriginal individual personal development.
The profound, superior and ultimately humane and humble Christian ethicist, Marilynne
Robinson, states the ultimate and unanswerable case thusly:
It is the old assumption that difference undermines stability and strength. When this assumption takes hold, the
definition of community hardens and contracts and becomes violently exclusive and defensive. We have seen
Christians against Christians and Muslims against Muslims, fighting to the death over distinctions those outside their
groups would probably never notice and could certainly never understand. When definitions of “us” and “them”
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begin to contract, there seems to be no limit to how narrow these definitions can become. As they shrink and narrow,
they are increasingly inflamed, more dangerous and inhumane. They present themselves as movements towards
truer and purer community, but as I have said, they are dangerous of community. They insist that the imagination
must stay within the boundaries they establish for it, that sympathy and identification are only allowable within
certain limits. I am convinced that the broadest possible exercise of imagination is the thing most conducive to
human health, individual and global.
In fact we in America have done pretty well. By human standards, which admittedly are pretty low. I submit this is
due to the fact that we have many overlapping communities and most of us identify with a number of them. I
identify with my congregation, with my denomination, with Christianity, with the customs and institutions that
express the human capacity for reverence, allowing for turbulence within these groups and phenomena. Since we are
human beings turbulence is to be expected. If the effect of turbulence is to drive me or anyone else back on some
narrower definition of identity, then the moderating effects of broader identification are lost. And this destroys every
community-not only through outright suppression of conflict. Those who seemingly win are damaged inwardly and
insidiously because they have betrayed the better nature and the highest teaching of their community in descending
to exclusion, suppression or violence. 7

More simply, as put by New York Times essayist David Brooks:
By retreating to neat homogeneous monocultures, most separatists will end up doing what all self-segregationists do,
8
fostering narrowness, prejudice and moral arrogance. They will close off dynamic creativity.

Scott Clark, Executive-Director of Vancouver’s aboriginal organization ALIVE (headnote
above), an organization devoted to the welfare of Vancouver’s huge Indian-Canadian population,
(50% of all aboriginals in Canada now live in such large, urban centers as Vancouver),
fundamentally agrees with Chief Justice Warren in Brown vs Board of Education (headnote
above).
From his urban experience and with his attendant gritty, street-level view of reality, he knows
that Indians-only schools hurt everybody: the ghettoized Indian-Canadian children, the nonIndian-Canadian children who are deprived of the benefits of daily association with IndianCanadian children, and society as a whole, which is deprived of the ameliorative reality of a
more inclusive, integrated broader community. For Mr. Clark, (and me) we need to “stop
segregating aboriginal people into separate programs and alternate schools” in order to better
promote the “reconciliation” of Indian-Canadians and non-Indian Canadians.
Because “Indians only” schools encourage young Indians- who, like all young children are
oblivious to race until foolish adults teach them to the contrary– to think parochially and tribally,
rather than expansively and ecumenically, thus limiting their imagination and human potential.
The cultures of the world’s peoples are complex and diverse, but they are manifestations of one phenomenon, the
uniqueness of the human presence on earth…Touch a limit of your understanding and it falls away, to reveal
mystery upon mystery. The one great lesson we can take from the study of (other civilizations) is the
appropriateness of reverence, of awe, and of pity, too.

(Marilynne Robinson, from Decline, in The Givenness of Things (above)
They will, as Amatya Sen wrote, tend to “miniaturize” young Indians as human beings, rather
than expand them. They will devalue, denigrate and hold back the assimilation of IndianCanadians with the rest of Canadians, which, for the reasons stated earlier, despite all the
massive, ill-considered propaganda to the contrary, is the supremely liberal, humanistic, positive
and constructive value and goal for Indian-Canadians to strive for.
Therein lies Indian progress, pride, achievement and liberation., because, in the final analysis, a
person’s full humanity can only be realized when he or she goes to school, or lives generally,
amidst a genuine and equal plurality of different peoples. 9
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In Ontario, the obvious fact that Catholic separate schools are an unaffordable, illiberal
anachronism that should be abolished is finally able to be public discussed. (Permitted public
discussion-the difficult-to-achieve first step on any path to reform! A step not yet achieved with
respect to the arguments made in this essay.) Globe and Mail columnist Marcus Gee wrote of:
…how little sense it makes in 2018 to have a separate system of religious schools underwritten by public money. It
is unequal…Most of all it is backward. The separate school system stems from a long-ago compromise between
French and English that has no relevance to a society made up of people from every corner of the planet professing
10
every belief under the sun…It is time to embrace that new reality and wind up the separate school system.

These common sense thoughts apply full force to the unaffordable, illiberal, harmful,
anachronistic establishment of a new form of separate school system for Indigenous Ontarians!
Indigenous leaders say such a new separate school system is necessary to preserve their “culture”
and prevent “assimilation.” Yes, if indigenous children went to ordinary public schools
they would assimilate more. Good. Assimilation does not mean cultural death. It means cultural
continuity and survival, cultural renewal and strengthening. It is to be embraced, not feared and
avoided. The words of Simon Ley from The Paradox of Provincialism, (Assimilation and
Cultural Loss, above, bear repeating:
Culture is born out of exchanges and thrives on differences. The death of culture lies in its self-centeredness, selfsufficiency and isolation.

So the more Indian elites pursue this foolish idea of “Indians only” education, ostensibly to
preserve their culture, the more they ensure the death of it.
People don’t “lose their culture” when they assimilate.We all know third and fourth- generation
Canadians of ethnic origin – Italian, Japanese, Chinese, Polish, Ukrainian – who proudly and
successfully incorporate into their lives both their culture of origin and our common, modern
Canadian culture. It would be the same for Indians if only they’d be given a chance!
As Amartya Sen reminds us, human beings are infinitely diverse and complex by nature. We can
embrace and hold opposites. As Walt Whitman, a contemporary of the Gambler said, “…we are
large, we contain multitudes.”
Joseph Boyden, born and raised in Toronto, with only a smidgen of “aboriginal” blood
somewhere in his ancestry, had, (he was later brought low by the “cultural appropriation”
police), through his great books, (and some public relations artistry), transformed himself into a
symbol of successful, integrated indigenous culture.
As evidenced by their reaction to the federal government’s proposed First Nation Education Act
of 2013, Indian elites want virtually sole jurisdiction and control over their own fully funded (by
non-Indian Canadians) education system.
But as a matter of educational fact, this segregated, Indians-only form of educational experience
that Indian elites want more of is academically inferior and, like segregation in society
generally, socially and academically debilitating. As Scott Clark asserts, clearly an integrated
educational experience, where Indian-Canadian students attend school with students of all races,
colours and creeds, would benefit Indian-Canadian youth far more.
All of this was further confirmed by another Vancouver school experience, described in Calvin
Helin’s Dances With Dependency, (above), that of Grandview Elementary School, in East
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Vancouver, 50% of the school population of which was aboriginal, and the rest children of newimmigrant families.
The school completely eschewed the “culturally centred” curriculum for the aboriginal children,
focusing mainly on reading and numeracy skills. Mr. Helin writes:
Most prevailing views suggest( that there should have been) a culturally centred curriculum for the Aboriginal kids.
Such an approach typically involves segregation of the Aboriginal students with a lot of vague, “I’m okay, you’re
okay” touchy-feely support. In practice the (School) found that many of the Aboriginal kids had been put into a
segregated program…long on cultural sensitivity, self-esteem and hugs, but very short on literacy. There were no
demands on the kids, and they were out of control. Far from feeling self-esteem, they felt like failures.

Instead, racial integration of the aboriginal students, and high academic expectations of them,
were found to be the keys to their academic success, not “cultural sensitivity”, which the School
found, the aboriginal children could really have cared less about.
In the New York Times,11 David L. Kirp, a professor of public policy at the University of
California at Berkeley, writing about the effect of the Brown vs. Board of Education decision
(above) on black academic and life achievement, wrote:
The experience of an integrated education made all the difference in the lives of black children-and in the lives of
their children as well. …African-American students who attended integrated schools fared better academically than
those left behind in segregated schools. They were more likely to graduate from high school and attend and graduate
from college; and the longer they spent attending integrated schools the better they did….Not only were they more
successful in school, they were more successful in life as well. A 2011 study by the Berkeley public policy
professor Rucker C. Johnson concludes that black youths who spent five years in desegregated schools have earned
25 percent more than those who never had that opportunity. Now in their 30s and 40s, they’re also healthier- the
equivalent of being seven years younger…. Professor Johnson takes this story one big step further by showing that
the impact of integration reaches to the next generation. These youngsters- the grandchildren of Brown-are faring
better in school than those parents who attended racially isolated schools.

The same results came out of an even more recent study done by American university professors
Sheen S. Levine and David Stark, the subject of an article by them in The New York
Times,12 Diversity Makes You Brighter. They described some of their study conclusions as
follows:
Diversity improves the way people think. By disrupting conformity, racial and ethnic diversity prompts people to
scrutinize facts, think more deeply and develop their own opinions. Our findings show that such diversity benefits
everyone, minorities and majority alike.
When (study) participants were in diverse company, their answers were 58 percent more accurate…In homogenous
groups, the opposite happened. When surrounded by others of the same ethnicity or race, participants were more
likely to copy others, in the wrong direction. Mistakes spread as participants seemingly put undue trust in others’
answers, mindless imitating them. In the diverse groups, across ethnicities and locales, participants were more likely
to distinguish between wrong and accurate answers. Diversity brought cognitive friction that enhanced deliberation.
To step back from the goal of diverse classrooms would deprive all students , regardless of their racial or ethnic
background, of the opportunity to benefit from the improved cognitive performance that diversity promotes.

Taking the immediately above, and quite justifiably substituting “Indian” for “black” and
“Indian- Canadian” for “African-American” leads one to the fair conclusion that the present
education aims and policies of Messrs. Atleo and Coon Come, and all the rest of the Indian
industry, if brought to any kind of fruition, will constitute almost deliberate educational
malpractice against Indian-Canadian youth- and shockingly, not putting their best interests
first. What is already a very bad academic and life situation for them will only worsen.
There’s another important reason why Indians-only schools are harmful- they hurt democracy.
Our public school systems not only advance personal achievement. They also prepare young
Canadians to advance the interests of society as a whole. By providing young people with daily
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exposure to others of different races, backgrounds and perspectives, they help create civic
understanding and tolerance- they bring about civic assimilation and integration- they civically
“Canadianize” young people.
Erna Paris:
Canada succeeded by actively supporting ethnic and religious multiculturalism, believing that children educated
together in the country’s public schools and hockey arenas would emerge as integrated
citizens. {note]From From Tolerance to Tyranny, above.[/note]

Public schools thus help bind the citizenry together and create a healthier democracy.
Indians-only schools , like religion-based schools, help bind the citizenry apart, and thus they
hurt democracy. 13
In any event, there is presently no body of Indian “traditional knowledge” being used and
practiced on a daily basis anywhere in Canada, or which could possibly be significantly useful or
relevant in the teaching of such science and technology-based disciplines as mining or forestry.
If there is, let it be shared and taught in public schools, where everyone, of all races and
ethnicities, can benefit from it.
There is little Indian “traditional culture” being practiced or lived on a daily basis anywhere in
Canada. All that is mainly lost and in the distant past. To the extent that it still exists, let it be
shared in public schools with students of all racial and ethnic backgrounds.
And, as stated, native values today are no more nor less than the values of all human beings the
world over. They are not special, unique or superior in any way.
“Indigenous teachings” is just another phrase denoting romantic, baseless, anti-intellectual, nonscientific, new age malarky, the teaching of which, again, only guarantees after graduation the
swiftest of return to the hapless, cheated student’s old bedroom in his or her parent’s house back
on the reserve.
“First nations control of first nations education,” in addition to all the above reasons, is a proven
bad idea. It was tried at First Nations University in Regina. It was a total failure, rife as it was
with financial mismanagement, incompetence and internecine warfare.
It imported the destructive political pathologies associated with Aboriginal governments.

(Calvin Helin, Dances With Dependency, (above- the words used in a different aboriginal
context, but apt nonetheless.)
The Indian students were totally gypped by the improperly supervised, totally out-of–their-depth
Indian administrators. It wasn’t totally these inept Indian administrators’ fault that this fiasco
occurred. After all, it took “dead white European male” university administrators about 400
years to develop the financial and administrative skills and procedures to properly run a credible,
educational degree-granting institution. So why should anyone have expected a group of local
Indian leaders, who were put into their positions purely for reasons relating to political
correctness, with little or no supervision and little or no formal education or training, to be able
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to figure that out in a few short months or years? It was folly and the worst kind of fretful
political correctness on the part of the non-Indian elites who made the decisions to organize and
fund that educational Potemkin institution.
The same type of thing will surely happen if the demands in this area of Mr. Atleo, Mr. Coon
Come and the Assembly of First Nations, and those of all the other Indian lobby groups pressing
for this, are met.
Professional, trained administrators and educators, Indian or not, should be in charge of the
education of all our young people, completely free from the unqualified and otherwise
inappropriate control of the racially obsessed Indian industry. The best interests of young IndianCanadians demand no less.
And most importantly, to serve the best interests of Indian children, both in terms of academic
achievement and life outcomes for them, they should not be going to Indians-only schools, which
smack of benign and misguided racism. Rather, their best interests are served if they go to school
with children of all the other races, religions and ethnicities that make up the rich, nurturing and
rewarding Canadian mosaic.

1. Brown v. Board of Education of Topeka 347 U.S. 483 (1954)
2. Do Aboriginal Focus Schools Help or Hurt Students? CBC Radio, The 180, hosted by Jim Brown,
October 29th, 2015
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5. The Globe and Mail, 2 June 2010.
6. Ontario First Nations and Ottawa sign self-governing education agreement, The Globe & Mail,
August 16, 2017
7. From her essay Imagination and Community, in When I Was a Child I Read Books, above.
8. David Brooks, The Benedict Option, The New York Times, March 14, 2017
9. In The Origins of Totalitarianism Hannah Arendt refers approvingly to the phrase “the genuine equal
plurality of peoples in whose complete multitude alone mankind can be realized.”
10. Marcus Gee, The mounting case for a single public school system in Ontario, Globe and Mail, March
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12. December 9, 2015
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38. THE ACADEMIC GYP OF IDENTITY
STUDIES
Go on, despise science and reason,
Highest of all powers that humans have,
And only let the lying spirit give
You strength in works of magic and illusion.
Then without question you are mine.- Goethe1
Tyson began talking about New Age philosophy. He questioned its vaunting wisdom. “In practically every idea we
have as humans, the older version of it is not better than the newer version. With the invested effort of generations,
and centuries, and sometimes millennia of smart people who have been born since that idea came out, we have
improved ideas. – Rebecca Mead, “Starman”2
When identities are multiplied, passions are divided.- Robert Kaplan, In Europe’s Shadow (above)
A man does not have roots. He has feet.- Riad Sattouf 3
Universities have lost their way and no longer see the pursuit of truth as their ultimate aim. -Frances Widdowson 4

Indian post-secondary education is big business for Canada’s universities and colleges. The
fairly recent proliferation of “native studies” departments in all our major universities and
colleges has to be understood in this business-context light.
Native studies, a genus of “identity studies”, and their academic departments, have been created
to tap into the many millions of new dollars being somewhat indiscriminately thrown at the
“aboriginal problem” by our current governments.
By doing this these educational institutions naturally better ensure their own fiscal health and
longevity – indeed their own survival.
On the surface there’s nothing wrong with this. From the perspective of those in charge of these
institutions, the administrators and governors, it makes good business sense. They would be
justly charged with negligence for not seizing this main chance.
But below the surface, on the fundamental level involving the consideration of civic values and
the overall public good, these native studies departments make little or no academic sense and
have an overall negative social purpose and effect.
Further, they erode the fundamental purpose and sully the image of institutions of higher
learning as places of truth-seeking and intellectual integrity.
One example of this is Thunder Bay’s Lakehead University, which offered a science course for
Indians which, according to the University,5 “…has a fifty per cent balance, and uses Native
science [sic] as a comparison against the European approach….”(!)
Another, more wide-ranging example was seen on the website of Laurentian University’s
Department of Native Studies, which website content (2010) is fairly typical of all college and
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university native studies departments across the country. There, the whole panoply of new age,
standard-free, academically fraudulent mumbo-jumbo was set out.
The would-be students for whom the website was designed were assured right at the outset that if
they enrolled in this program, they wouldn’t have to worry too much about trivial things like
facts, serious study or learning, because “…the entire program is grounded in the “spirit of
things,” as opposed to empirical or entrepreneurial approaches….”
What followed was a long list of bird courses that emphasized subjectivity, aspects of the
allegedly different world view and “experience” of aboriginal people compared to the rest of
humanity-“seeing with a native eye,” the “aboriginal holistic notion of health”- shallow, onedimensional, grievance-oriented history courses, and time-wasting forays into the outer margins
of dying or dead Indian languages (for example, Intermediate Nishnaabemwin A (Ojibwe),
where, amongst other things “the students will learn how to compose questions and answers that
have subjects only, no objects.” (!)
Thus the approach of Galileo, Newton, Darwin and Einstein is eschewed in favour of an
approach that would countenance such an intellectual fraud as “native science,” and in favour of
an approach grounded in the “spirit of things,” that is, in favour of the irrational and the
superstitious.
The authors Widdowson and Howard, in Disrobing the Aboriginal Industry, describe this
approach as one that encourages the study of “junk science”, in relation to which they write as
follows:
Junk science is generally used in support of a political or legislative agenda, which is driven by parties who have an
interest in suppressing reliable scientific evidence. It is just such an agenda, in fact, that is causing the exaggerated
claims about the importance of traditional knowledge….

They further write:
Of all the obfuscation going on in the promotion of traditional knowledge, the most destructive effect has been the
rejection of science itself. Saying that there are other “ways of knowing” is an encouragement to forego the
intellectual development that comes with the understanding of scientific methods and their application. Rejection of
science indicates an inability to distinguish between scientific method and the various political and economic
interests that have oppressed aboriginal people historically. It is not understood that science is a methodology that
can enable all cultures, including aboriginal peoples, to understand the material world, and that isolation from it
results in ignorance and confusion. Aboriginal peoples’ opposition to science, in fact, leaves them open to
manipulation from the very interests that are benefitting from their current vulnerability.

Unfortunately this frightening, irrational, anti-Enlightenment, intellectual nihilism comes not just
from academia, but from government as well. For example, the federal government is making it
mandatory, as part of the environmental review process for any major resource project, “to
consider indigenous traditional knowledge alongside science.”(!) Seemingly equally alongside
science!(A criticism of this by a Quebec government official was shockingly and ignorantly
described by a University of Ottawa Law Professor as “reductionist…offensive…and containing
the stench of racism.”(!)6
The curricula of native studies departments constitute another manifestation of the Walt Disney
view of Indian culture, past and present, that is so intellectually shoddy and academically and
socially harmful. They represent the same anti-intellectual mindset as that embraced by so301

called “Christian” colleges in the United States- the kind that preach false pride and division, the
kind that teach, for example, the theory of creationism, the kind that Jesus Christ himself would
flunk out of- or the Muslim “teaching centres” that infuse all course content with the eighth
century, literally-taken, dictates of Allah.
How shocking that in this day and age, in which we are all more dependent than ever on science
and technology, where our young peoples’ hopes for carving out a place for themselves in 21st
century Canadian life are more dependent than ever on being able to find themselves a place in
this science and technology-based world – which of course is entirely based on the empirical
“approach” – that “native studies” should so avowedly declare its bias against secularism and
rationalism, the very intellectual basis of this economy.
The existence of native studies departments is another example of the betrayal of Indian young
people by Canada’s governing classes and by Indian elites. Wasting their precious time and
money on such academic tripe! Making them feel “welcome” by flattering them with intellectual
lies and low standards.
Andrew Delbanco, in,Our Universities: The Outrageous Reality,7 a review of several recent
books on higher education in America, writes:
In a widely noted 2011 book, Academically Adrift: Limited Learning on College Campuses, the sociologists Richard
Arum and Josipa Roksa give a grim account of college as a place where students are held to low standards in an
atmosphere of waste and frivolity. In their new book, Aspiring Adults Adrift: Tentative Transitions of College
Graduates, they stress that the likeliest victims of “late adolescent meandering” are students from low income
backgrounds who come out of college aimless, demoralized, and with fewer chances than their more affluent peers
to recoup lost opportunities. In Paying for the Party: How College Maintains Inequality, Elizabeth Armstrong and
Laura Hamilton speak of “an implicit agreement between the university and students to demand little of each other.”

The immediately above has been the case for years with respect to Canadian liberal arts faculties,
of which native studies departments have become an integral fiscal part. And it’s especially
dangerous and unfair to Indian students, who have fewer chances than their non-Indian middleclass peers to recoup their lost opportunities elsewhere after graduation.
These low- even non-existent- standards, were never better epitomized than by the case of
University of British Columbia “indigenous scholar” Lorna Jane McCue, who, in 2012, was
(finally) fired by UBC for failing to publish, during the 11 year period of her “career” there, even
a single peer-reviewed research paper, (the standard was to publish five such papers).8
Ms. McCue won the right to a full hearing, before the B.C. Human Rights Tribunal, of her
argument to the effect that she was the victim of racial discrimination because UBC was,
according to her, wrongfully trying to force her, an indigenous scholar, “to compromise her
research by forcing it into non-oral forms.”
McCue’s position is that she adheres to an indigenous oral tradition that requires “significant compromise” for her to
meet UBC’s tenure and promotion standards.
Instead, she said, UBC should change their standards to account for “non-traditional scholarship” such as conference
appearances, submission to UN bodies and chapters in non-peer reviewed books.

(My original title for this chapter was The Academic Fraud of Native Studies. Responding to
what I felt was some legitimate criticism, I changed it to the present title. But aspects of that old
title certainly applied to Ms. McCue’s situation.)
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All this constitutes academia treating aboriginal students like children- misrepresenting the
outside world to them- essentially cheating them of the experience of facing and overcoming
challenges that are authentic and adult in nature. Cheating them, because, as Tony Judt wrote
in Reappraisals, “…when elders make no demands on the young they make it impossible for the
young to grow up.”
It’s worse than that. Native studies departments teach young Indians that their life destinies lie in
one of Amartya Sen’s “monocultures” or in Tony Judt’s “…community of origin, the besetting
sin of nationalism and multi-culturalism alike…” rather than to anywhere and with anyone fate
might take them in the entire, boundless, cultural box-free, outside world.
Robert Hughes writes 9 of the individually and socially harmful reality of monoculture thinking
in America: there, in relation to over-the-top Black activists. But his words apply full force to
what is similarly happening in Canada:
In society as in farming, monoculture works poorly. It exhausts the soil. The social richness of America comes from
the diversity of its tribes. Its capacity for cohesion, for some spirit of common agreement on what is to be done,
comes from the willingness of those tribes not to elevate their cultural differences into impassable barriers and
ramparts, not to fetishize their “African-ness”…which makes them distinct, at the expense of their Americanness,
which gives them a vast common ground.

What native studies departments offer is mainly “identity studies”-which Robert Hughes refers to
as “zones of cultural self-interest”- academic ghettos- and of which Tony Judt wrote in his
posthumously-published series of essays, The Memory Chalet:
The shortcomings of all these para-academic programs is not that they concentrate on a given ethnic or geographical
minority: it is that they encourage members of that minority to study themselves – thereby simultaneously negating
the goals of a liberal education and reinforcing the sectarian and ghetto mentalities they purport to undermine. All
too frequently such programs are job-creation schemes for their incumbents, and outside interest is actively
discouraged. Blacks study blacks, gays study gays and so forth.

And Indians study only Indians.
And when they do this they learn to only think of themselves as individual human beings with
reference to their own racial, ethnic religious group. And when they graduate from these
courses, should they choose to become teachers at any level of the educational system, they will
pass on their narrowness to the next generation.
Marilynne Robinson, writes10 of this tragically limiting and harmful, too-common, group-think
phenomenon as follows:
Identity seems now to imply membership in a group, through ethnicity or affinity or religion or otherwise. Rather
than acknowledging the miraculous privilege of existence as a conscious being (and considering the overwhelming
odds against anyone’s existence, the word “miraculous” is an appropriate superlative), it has reference now to
knowing one’s place culturally and historically speaking. And this is taken to be a good thing.

Sir David Cannadine makes the same point in The Undivided Past, referring to faith-based
schools in words that apply fully and equally to “Indians only” schools so fondly imagined by
our Indian and many of our non-Indian elites. He writes:
…instead of encouraging young people to think about their many and varied identities, faith-based schools ghettoize
them, so that the only contemporaries they are likely to encounter are also their coreligionists, the purpose of their
education being in significant part to reinforce their sense not only of collective religious identity, but also of
collective religious superiority. Thus can schooling fail at what must surely count as one of its essential purposes in
a pluralistic world, namely to foster an understanding of who other people are, and of what one might oneself
become.

Such identity-oriented “studies” cruelly and crushingly limit Indian students’ life outlook to
merely the world from which they came and not to all the fantastic life and spirit-enhancing
places, experiences and people in the world to which they rightfully should be pointed and
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helped towards i.e. to Tony Judt’s common, expansive and multi-cultural “community of
destiny.”
Again, the brilliant Robert Hughes on the benefits and virtues of multi-culturalism in America,
with words that apply full force to the desperate need to academically (and all elsewhere) orient
our young Canadian indigenous peoples in that direction:
Multiculturalism asserts that people with different roots can co-exist, that they can learn to read the image-banks of
others, that they can and should look across the frontiers of race, language, gender and age without prejudice or
illusion, and learn to think against the background of a hybridized society. It proposes-modestly enough-that some
of the most interesting things in history and culture happen at the interface between cultures. It wants to study border
situations, not only because they are fascinating in themselves, but because understanding them may bring with it a
little hope for the world.

Much has been written about the alienation of Indians, and young Indians in particular, from the
cultural and economic mainstream of Canada. Culturally “sensitive” education, with a focus on
building “self-esteem”, one of the mainstays and rationales of native studies departments, further
alienates young Indians in the even more fundamental sense that they further alienate young
Indians even from themselves.
Indian youth are as bright and aware as anyone else. They know, as all young people do, when
they are being lied to or patronized. They instinctively know, as all people do, that a sense of
self-possession, self-worth and autonomy is something that is earned only as a result of effort
and achievement.
They know, simply by reflecting on their own lives and observing the lives of others and the day
to day world around them, that the constant barrage of magical thinking and Indian pride talk
designed to restore their allegedly lost dignity, and the constant barrage of Indian “traditional
values and culture” feel-good propaganda directed at them, given their technology, texting and
television-dominated real lives, is insincere and untrue. They know and sense that it’s all at
complete variance with almost every aspect of their everyday life experience.
Everyone feels insecure to some degree. Everyone feels that they have “deficiencies” (usually
more imagined than not.) We all need to confront these feelings- to constructively deal with them
in some way.
If these powerful, individual feelings are masked or disguised through or by way of an excessive
emphasis on the more abstract and personally irrelevant group-oriented collective-that is racial or
ethnic group self-esteem preoccupations- then this does little or nothing
to ameliorate the individual’s situation- little or nothing for his personal development. 11
This applies full force to aboriginal youth, whose greatest life need is to establish a sense
of personal identity, not be allowed to submerge whatever budding, uncertain sense of personal
identity they have in some mainly-mythical, amorphous, impersonal, racial group identity.
It’s alienating when what young people are told by their “betters” is just not what they
experience, see and hear in their daily lives. Again, that disconnect referred to before occurs, and
bad outcomes are perpetuated.
Indian youth, their whole tender lives up that point characterized by having one collective foot
stuck in the past and the other stuck in a benignly-segregated, confusing present, are not being
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helped out of this unhealthy psychic state by being further subjected to even more of the same
disconnected, segregationist, exceptionalist, overly sentimental drivel that contributed to their
troubled state in the first place.
Native studies departments, in fundamentally rejecting the Gambler’s “blades of grass” vision of
unity and harmony amongst all Canadians, amongst all human beings, tend to deny Indian
students their essential, individual humanity as young citizens of the world and thus limit and
even decrease their chances of participating in the real world, in Tony Judt’s community of
destiny.
A university or college should be a place devoted to fostering critical thought, the pre-emptive
vaccine or antidote to all the destructive “isms” of the world, 12 instead of the lazy channelling
and dissemination of decidedly uncritical, close-minded, inward-looking orthodoxy- instead of
constraining academic and intellectual inquiry by “ideologically inspired authoritarianism”
(Frances Widdowson, above). It should be devoted to providing an experience of intellectual
emancipation and growth, where old, parochial, racially or culturally-specific, self-limiting,
mental chains are broken.
But alas:
The book of the world… is being closed by the “learned” who are raising walls of opinion to shut the world out.

13

Tragically, native studies departments, too-often run by ideologically incestuous faculty
members, all wedded to the money and position-securing orthodoxy and disgracefully hostile to
any ideas that don’t reflect it, tend to forge these old, rusty, self-limiting mental chains even
stronger, representing as they do, with their ready-made, prepackaged “progressive”, faux-radical
views, the antithesis of what a university should stand for- the antithesis of independent
thinking- and what a university should be trying to do for the young minds in its charge.
But it is only the manner that is radical. Few things can be safer, more success- assuring, than this non-threatening
radicalism, dangerous to no one and relying, at bottom, on the stability of institutions. 14

Native studies departments send the unspoken message to young Indigenous students, under the
guise of building their confidence with feel-good bromides focusing on “Indian pride,” that they
should always be primarily self-identifying as “Indigenous”, or “Indian”, or “First Nations”, or
“aboriginal”, or “indigenous”, or “Inuit” or “Metis”- that they can only find real meaning in life
– that can only stay pure and authentic- by mentally inhabiting first and foremost their own
allegedly culturally unique, local community of origin, surrounded as much as possible by
people who look and think like them, and that participating as full human equals in the larger,
outside world, and self-identifying primarily as “human being” or “citizen”, where, really, one’s
race or ethnicity is essentially irrelevant, is not the ultimate goal they should be striving for.
A university or college should strive to make its’ students fit for the adult world – the whole
world – not merely the small town or small reserve world each student comes from.
A blind obedience to or an obsessive focus on one’s “traditional” customs and culture can mark
the mentality of a primitive people, and Indians, being no longer “primitive” in any way, should
now be expressly rejecting these aspects of cultural primitivism that their elites are attempting to
foist on and define them by, and thus retard their progress- hold them back!
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The identities of individual Indian-Canadians, especially the majority of them who live offreserve, now so profoundly affected by racially indifferent modernism, are just too fluid and
multiple (characteristic of a vibrant, cosmopolitan society) to fit into old, primitive, outdated
tribal or racial models.
Because again, as Mr. Judt wrote, and as Marilynne Robinson and Sir David Cannadine
imply, the intellectual emancipation of a person, or a people, requires the moving away from, or
even the disintegration sometime, of that person’s, that people’s, culture of origin. This is how it
must be. This is how it is in life. This is how we progress, as individuals, as a society, as a
species. We progress by way of constant change, cultural adaptation and assimilation, shucking
off old cultural skins and personas and growing new ones.
This moving away from tribal or racial, individual self-identification, and towards a more
individually-empowering, culturally and racially box-free form of self-identification, is a healthy
and inevitable consequence of modernism, and in particular the communications revolution. It
will encourage aboriginal young people to “think and act with informed grace across ethnic,
cultural and linguistic lines”,15thus improving their chances of meaningfully participating in the
global economy. It reduces the dangerous and nasty effects of all “isms” and contributes to
national progress.
As Robert Kaplan, in In Europe’s Shadow, above, writes:
Progress occurs when history becomes less that of the state or nations and more that of individuals within, so that
one grand narrative fragments into millions of parts, each with its own full-bodied story.

These natural, healthy, individual-oriented processes are all, tragically for Canada’s young
Indians, being denigrated and hindered by their elites, by cultural chauvinism and cultural
segregation in institutions of higher learning, which, at its most basic, is what Indian elites want
more of, and which native studies departments represent and deliver.
Native studies departments are merely another example of the Indian industry’s constant and
further empire building, of its forever beavering away for its’ own perpetuation and
aggrandizement, under the guise of carrying out beneficial work for its’ downtrodden client base.
Like every other undertaking of the Indian industry, the only beneficiaries of the native studies
movement in Canadian academia are the teachers and administrators and other such insider
functionaries who get and keep jobs out of it, and the larger institutions themselves, which get
huge funding for this politically-driven, academic thin gruel – funding so necessary in their eyes
for their survival in these fragile economic times.
A classic statement in this regard is in writer/ long-tenured English Professor John
Williams’ Stoner,16, a novel of American academia, where petty and cruel, sandbox academic
politics crush the protagonist. One of his few colleague-friends, after a few drinks, cynically tells
him:
“It’s for us that the university exists, for the dispossessed of the world; not for the students, not for the selfless
pursuit of knowledge, not for any of the reasons you hear. We give out the reasons, and we let a few of the ordinary
ones in, those that would do in the world; but that’s just protective coloration. Like the church in the Middle Ages,
which didn’t give a damn about the laity or even about God, we have no pretenses in order to survive. And we shall
survive- because we have to.”

Writer Susan Jacoby asks what was to stop academics from including these types of studies,
(black, women, native), into the general university core curricula, instead of ghettoizing them:
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..(it) was the easiest thing to do. The creation of intellectual ghettos expanded the number of faculty jobs and left the
overwhelmingly white male faculties free to teach history or literature or sociology as they had always taught itfrom a white male viewpoint. One of the dirty little secrets of many white liberals on campus for the past thirty years
has been that they (have) contempt for multiculturalism but (do) not openly voice their disdain. Saul Bellow’s
famous remark, “Who is the Tolstoy of the Zulus? The Proust of the Papuans?”, resonates through academia
today. 17

Indigenous students get little of lasting value out of all this thin gruel. On the contrary, they, the
supposed object of the whole exercise, get deprived and cheated out of the kind of challenging
and liberating post-secondary education and life experience they deserve and that universities
and colleges properly owe them, thus assuring their continued marginalization in Canadian
society for more generations to come.

1. From Faust, Part 1 Penguin Classics, 2005.
2. Extract from an essay on astrophysicist Neil de Grasse Tyson (an African-American): Rebecca
Mead, Starman, The New Yorker, 17 February 2014.
3. From Drawing Blood, by Adam Shatz, The New Yorker, October 19, 2015, a portrait of FrenchSyrian graphic novelist Riad Sattouf, (the quote paraphrasing Salman Rushdie). The offspring of a
French mother and a Syrian father, he typifies the increasingly “mongrelized” and metis nature of
urban humanity going forward into the twenty-first century. (70% of Canada’s Indians live offreserve, in Canada’s large and small urban centres.)
4. The co-author of Disrobing the Indian Industry (see Assimilation and Cultural Loss, above),
in Universities lose way in quest for real truths, The Sudbury Star, November 30, 2016
5. Northern Ontario Business, Summer 2010.
6. Konrad Yakabuski, Ottawa Muddies the environmental waters, The Globe and Mail, March 29th,
2018
7. New York Review of Books, July 9,2015
8. See Tristin Hopper, Dismissed Scholar Wins Bid for Hearing, National Post, January 27, 2016
9. In The Culture of Complaint, above
10. From Imagination and Community, in When I Was a Child I Read Books, above. For her, community
consists “very largely of imaginative love for people we do not know or whom we know very slightly”
-our fellow human beings, past and present, with whom we imaginatively identify and with whom we
feel a sense of shared humanity.
11. The idea of masking individual deficiencies “through collective- that is racial or ethnic self-esteem”,
comes from Robert D. Kaplan, The Coming Anarchy, Shattering the Dreams of the Post Cold
War, Vintage Books, New York, 2000.
12. In the Arab world the most likely radicals are people in technical or scientific fields who lack the kind of
humanities education that fosters critical thought. (italics added)

-George Packer, Exporting Jihad, The New Yorker, March 28, 2016
13. Saul Bellow, from his Foreward to Allan Bloom’s The Closing of the American Mind, above.
14. Nobel Prize-winning American literary giant, Saul Bellow, from his essay Scepticism and the Depth of
Life, contained in There Is Simply Too Much to Think About– Collected Non-Fiction, Penguin Books,
2015
15. Robert Hughes, The Culture of Complaint, above
16. (New York Review Books Classics, 2006)
17. From The Age of American Unreason in a Culture of Lies, above.
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39. INDIAN RESERVES: CANADA’S
NATIONAL SYSTEM OF GATED
COMMUNITIES
The aboriginal orthodoxy encourages aboriginal people to withdraw into themselves, into their own “First Nations”,
under their own “self-governments”, on their own “traditional lands”, within their own “aboriginal economies”. Yet
this is the wrong direction if the goal is widespread individual independence and prosperity for aboriginal people.
Under the policy of withdrawal, the political and professional elites will do well for themselves as they manage
the aboriginal enclaves, but the majority will be worse off than ever. In order to become self-supporting and get
beyond the social pathologies that are ruining their communities, aboriginal people need to acquire the skills and
attitudes that bring success in a liberal society, political democracy and market economy. Call it assimilation, call
it integration, call it adaptation, call it whatever you want: it has to happen. -Tom Flanagan, First Nations? Second
Thoughts
Studies done at Harvard looked at the results of a Clinton-era program called Moving to Opportunity, which took
poor families and moved them to middle class neighborhoods. The results showed that children who were raised in
better neighborhoods had remarkable earnings gains. The girls were more likely to marry and raise their own
children in two parent homes…It’s likely the children benefitted from being in environments with different norms,
with more information about how to thrive, with few traumatic events down the block. The first implication of this
research is that neighborhood matters a lot. We have to put the quality of the social fabric at the center of our
1
politics. We’ve got to get integrationist, to integrate different races and classes. -David Brooks
Disconnected, unhealthy and poor communities have far higher rates of violence. And these are adjectives that all
too often describe the northern villages, remote reserves and inner-city neighbourhoods where Canada’s Indigenous
2
population lives. This is an issue of place, not race.-Scott Gilmore
When Indians leave the reserve they are taking the first step to complete freedom. The reserve was a trap set up in
the 19th Century which continues to snap at the heels of the natives… Young people should be encouraged to leave
the reserve as early as possible, and they should be helped to fit into the Canadian way of life. They don’t have to
give up their culture; if they wish to maintain their culture off the reserve they can probably more easily do so by
living in better surroundings. -Aboriginal AFN Founder, activist, writer, lawyer, William Wuttunee, 1971 3

Anything that constitutes civilizational partitioning is inherently illiberal and thus civically
unhealthy.
The typical “gated communities” that we increasingly see in upper income enclaves in North
American urban areas, while they have a certain superficial appeal, are actually a symbol of a
civic nation in decline. To the extent that these communities represent increased privacy and
security for their residents, they also represent a decrease in that shared and collective societal
living experience that is essential for the maintenance of a united and engaged citizenry and the
stronger and more vital democracy that results from that. It’s unfortunate and civically unhealthy
that so many citizens want or feel the need to live in such a socially uniform environment, where
ones’ only neighbours are people of the same income bracket and general life experience. It’s
unfortunate that so many citizens want to spend half their lives in such a private, withdrawn
social and civic environment.
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Tony Judt, in his important book, Ill Fares The Land, which should be mandatory reading for all
politicians, (there would ideally be a test at the end), discusses the nature and harmful
significance of gated communities as follows:
Before the rise of the modern state, such communities were commonplace. If they were not actually fortified in
practice, they certainly represented a distinct private space, its boundaries well-marked and secured against
outsiders. As modern cities and nation states grew up, so these fortified enclaves-often owned by a single aristocrat
or limited private company-blended into the urban surroundings. Their inhabitants, confident in the security now
offered to them by the public authorities, abandoned their private police forces, dismantled their fences and confined
their exclusivity to distinctions of wealth and status. As recently as the 1960’s their appearance in our midst would
have seemed quite bizarre. But today, they are everywhere: a token of “standing”, a shameless acknowledgement of
the desire to separate oneself from other members of society, and a formal recognition of the state’s (or city’s)
inability or unwillingness to impose its authority across a uniform public space.

Mr. Judt goes on to say:
People who live in (these) private spaces contribute actively to the dilution and corrosion of the public space. In
other words, they exacerbate the circumstances which drove them to retreat in the first place. And by doing so, they
pay a price. If public goods- public services, public space, public facilities- are devalued, diminished in the eyes of
citizens and replaced by private services available against cash, then we lose the sense that common interests and
common needs ought to trump private preferences and individual advantage.

Drawing on his European and American life experiences Mr. Judt describes how this impulse to
live in essentially private spaces with people just like oneself is not confined to upper income
people. He asserts that it’s the same socially divisive and discomfiting urge “… that drives
African-American or Jewish students in colleges today to form separate “houses,” to eat apart
and to learn primarily about themselves by enrolling in identity studies” majors.”
And, as stated above, for Canadian Indians attending our colleges and universities to do
essentially the same thing.
The huge price they and society as a whole pays for this is described by Mr. Judt,
echoing Reappraisals, as follows:
But in universities, like society at large, such self-protective undertakings not only starve their beneficiaries of
access to a broader range of intellectual or public goods, they fragment and diminish the experience of everyone.

Much of what Mr. Judt so aptly says about gated communities, and what they and the mentality
underlying them represent, applies to Indian reserves in Canada, and will in future apply even
more forcefully to Tsilhcot’in-created aboriginal title lands.
A Canadian Indian reserve is Canada’s poor-man’s gated community- a form of voluntary
ghetto-4where the pervading spirit is one of inertia and dependency, and the essential
qualification for belonging and the essential reason why “outsiders” i.e. the rest of Canadians,
are implicitly told, “you don’t belong here,” is race, rather than wealth.
This is an undeniably true statement, which to merely put down on paper and then read it there
makes one recoil in embarrassment and gloom from the sheer backwardness and illiberality
represented by it. One gets a brief hint of what it must have been like seventy five years ago for
Jews to have been banned from membership in certain clubs- for American blacks to have been
refused entry into so many places- for Canadian Indians themselves to have been discriminated
against.
Now, reserve Indians (and a great many non-reserve Indians as well) live a constrained and selfconscious existence.
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They’re constrained physically and legally by the boundaries of the reserve, and constrained
mentally and in spirit by what the reserve represents: an enervating recent past, stagnation and
isolation, segregation, passivity and discouragement caused by constant dependency- by living
lives “too much at large, unmoulded by the pressure of obligation.” 5
They’re constrained by their sense of free-agency and individual autonomy being diminished by
an essentially undemocratic governance system and a lack of traditional legal and property
rights-(“Give him land and legal rights: only then will he be a man!” 6).
They’re constrained by a suffocating ethos of excessive, backward-looking, race-obsessed,
“blood and soil”collectivism, 7possessing, like nationalism, “no universal values, aesthetic or
ethical”, 8 where the individual’s sense of identity becomes too subsumed with that of the
collective, “which imposes a deadly uniformity on talent and initiative”.9
They’re constrained by their “oppressor/oppressed” story in which the current orthodoxy has
trapped them. Their oppressors- white “settlors/colonialists”- having been clearly and
unquestionably defined, their blamelessness and virtue is secure. “Virtue without obligation.”
What is the moral order today? Not so much the reign of right-thinking people as that of the right-suffering, the cult
of everyday despair. I suffer therefore I am worthy. Suffering is analogous to baptism, a dubbing that inducts us into
the order of a higher humanity, hoisting us above our peers.
The crooked timber school of humanity says the line between good and evil runs through each person and we fight
injustice on the basis of our common humanity. The oppressor/oppressed morality says the line runs between
10
tribes.

They’re constrained by being psychologically kneecapped by their leaders who constantly tell
them: “You’re an Indian first, and, maybe, a Canadian second.”
There’s a terrible, unconscionable, psychological and social price to be paid for all these
“pathologies of exclusion”-11this oppressive narrowness-this Indian elite-willed “unnatural
divorce from the life of their society.” 12
With their leaders unable to transcend this distorted and unhealthy psychological reality- or even
try in any realistic way to lead their peoples out of it- they suffer the general consequence of
feeling “different” from the rest of Canadians- of not being able to contribute meaningfully to the
life of modern Canada except by, relying on false and tiresome historical-racial tropes and bad
laws, hitching onto others’ wagons. This can never be healthy or confidence-building.
With their old culture gone, and their present one based mainly on borrowings from and
imitations of modern Canadian culture, (yes, “cultural appropriations”), they will remain, as
peoples, confused and static- perpetual stepchildren unsure of their place in the family-selfimposed (by their leaders) wallflowers at the dance that is modern Canada- with little sense of a
vital, maturing, free-agency growth process happening.
In the chapter of Ruffled Feathers aptly titled Reservation Exiles William Wuttunee, confirming
the immediately above, writes of reserves as follows:
Designed to take Indians away from their natural habitat and to segregate them on small parcels of land so that the
surrounding areas would be safe for settlers, they have caused nothing but hardship to their inhabitants, and the
reserves have become cemetaries of once-brave tribes…. While the rest of the country progressed into the 20th
century, the Indians remained behind… The Indians suffered quietly from malnutrition and disease in primeval
silence, and turned the reservations into permanent havens away from the white man…The exile which was imposed
on Indians by treaty has turned itself into a voluntary exile. Reservations are now completely out of date. We no
longer need reservations; their function has changed and it is time to change them.

Mr. Wuttunee recommended that they be turned into forms of municipalities.
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The negative effects Indian reserves have on Canadian society as a whole, (and on their
individual reserve residents as stated immediately above), in terms of diminishing and
fragmenting our public spaces, are no less harmful than those caused by their usually white,
upper-income, gated community-living counterparts. And now, with the Tsilhcot’in decision,
there will be claimed and sometimes declared, even more harmfully, larger purely race-based,
essentially private, mentally very gated, quasi-independent physical spaces – race-based, Indians
only fiefdoms. The unconscionable psychological damage to aboriginal Canadians will only
increase.
Physical separation exerts an alienating influence. When people are artificially separated, the
“power of differences” grows. Personal contact fosters belief, understanding and trust in one
another.13
David Brooks:
By reducing inequalities, by integrating daily life, we can eventually make our common humanity more salient and
our racial difference less so…It is everyone’s responsibility to make racial diversity a creative spark and not a
14
source of permanent hostility.

If Canadians of all races and ethnic backgrounds – of all income brackets – are encouraged by
how we are structurally and socially organized to go to school and live and work in proximity to
one another, then this knocks down walls of fear, ignorance and incomprehension that otherwise
exist – that otherwise divide us and weaken our social and political fabric.
Public spaces – whether physical, like towns and cities – whether more a combination of the
physical and the abstract, like public transit, passenger trains, public schools or a public health
care system – or whether more purely abstract, like our national public television and radio
network, are all essential for the maintenance of the higher, more civilized and humane civil
society Canada has always aspired to be.
(Ironically, the CBC, which owes both its very existence and its ongoing funding to the hardpressed Canadian taxpayer, and to our federal government having a stable and sufficient revenue
stream, is one of Canada’s greatest, mindlessly sentimental cheerleaders and promoters of the
quasi-segregationist, separate but equal status quo. Like the rest of the media,”they would
seemingly prefer to invent the modern Indian rather than observe him.” 15 Like the rest of the
media they are driven on this subject matter by little more than a general, overarching moral
indignation, where facts mean little.
16
Nothing is as visionary and blinding as moral indignation.
The status quo they all want to preserve and enhance presages a smaller and smaller revenue
stream flowing to our governments, and more and more foregone revenue going directly to
First Nations (who will definitely not be giving any of it to the CBC). The CBC is actually
cheering and promoting something that could very easily turn out to be a threat to its survival.)
To the extent that we reduce those public spaces we all share – to the extent that we relentlessly
privatize them, or, in the case of Indian reserves and Tsilhcot’in creations, to the extent that we
fail to encourage these already essentially private, race-based spaces to eventually cease to be so
– we weaken our democracy, the vibrancy of our culture, and the strength of our civil society.
And we fail to offer to their physically and mentally “gated” inhabitants the full opportunities
and benefits that result from sharing with them the entirety of our Canadian space as true equals.
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1.
2.
3.
4.

David Brooks, A Sensible Version of Donald Trump, The New York Times, October 27th, 2015
Canada’s Unspoken Crisis, Maclean’s Magazine, December 19, 2016
Ruffled Feathers, above
In indigenous writer Bob Joseph’s 21 Things You May Not Know About the Indian Act, (noted above)
Mr. Joseph recounts Prime Minister Trudeau’s reported comment after he was forced to withdraw his
1969 White Paper recommending the repeal of the Indian Act and the eventual abolition of Indian
reserves:
“We’ll keep them in the ghetto as long as they want.”

5. George Eliot, Daniel Deronda
6. From The Discovery of Chance, above, Alexander Herzen’s cry in support of the abolition of Russian
feudalism and the transformation of the trampled psyche of the Russian peasant class.
7. The most instructive and infamous example of where this delusional mindset can lead, being the blut
and boden vision of a racially pure, psychologically rural-oriented society extant in Germany in the
1930’s.
8. From Timothy Snyder’s On Tyranny-Twenty Lessons From the Twentieth Century, Tim Duggan
Books, New York, 2017
9. From The Discovery of Chance, above, which again, draws telling comparisons between peasants
suffering under feudalism and Canada’s Indians suffering under the reserve system.
10. David Brooks, quoting French intellectual Pascal Bruckner in The Retreat to Tribalism, The New
York Times, January 1,2018
11. From Phillip Roth’s The Plot Against America, Vintage International, 2005, New York, this brilliant
writer referring to Jewish ghettoes
12. From The Discovery of Chance, above, referring to the somnolent and repressed intellectual and civic
life extant in Czarist Russia in the 1840’s. More of the apt quote:
This unnatural divorce from the life of their society inclined them to an egotistic idleness, Romantic fantasies,
and every sort of self-indulgent eccentricity…Unable to realize their potential and test the limits of their abilities
through action, they tormented themselves with dreams, “that surrogate for real passions”…inventing sorrows
and nursing them.

13. Rudiger Safranksi, Goethe-Life as a Work of Art, above
14. Democrats Go for the Jugular! (Their Own), The New York Times, January 22, 2018, italics added
15. From, (as adapted), The Discovery of Chance, above, Alexander Herzen’s sardonic observation of
his intellectual contemporaries’ romanticization of the “worker”.
16. Arthur Miller, Timebends- A Life, above
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40. SETTING INDIANS FREE FROM
THEIR PAST
We survivors and the Germans of today are together united. Both of us do not want our past to be our children’s
future. – Auschwitz survivor Roman Kent, 83, at the 60th annual Conference on Jewish Material Claims Against
Germany, reflecting on the process of reconciling and working with his former enemy toward a common goal. 1
There was never going to be justice for the Holocaust, or a reckoning with its enormity.-Elizabeth Kolbert2
Do not grieve- misfortunes will happen to the wisest and best of men. Death will come, and always comes out of
season; it is the command of the Great Spirit, and all nations and people must obey. What is past, and cannot be
prevented, should not be grieved for. -Teton Sioux Chief Big Elk 3
The truth is more important than consolation, and in the long run, would be more effective. –Penelope Fitzgerald
I don’t believe in collective guilt- Holocaust survivor and Nobel Peace prize winner Eli Wiesel
There’ll be a time, I hear tell, when all will be well
When God and man will be reconciled.
But until men lose their chains, and righteousness reigns,
Lord protect my child. – Bob Dylan, Lord Protect my Child

4

Canada’s Indians need to “grow up” and stop being negatively fixated on their past.
Dealing with the past, for individuals and societies, is always a balancing act. It should never be
forgotten or distorted. On the other hand, it should never be clung to and dealt with to the
obsessive extent that it distorts the present and constricts and hampers adaptive and ameliorative
conduct directed towards the future.
As aboriginal writer Calvin Helin wrote in Dances With Dependency (above):
The current problem is that many indigenous leaders still seem to be stuck in grieving mode when the time to move
on has already come and gone.
The problem with always looking back is that there is nothing we can do about what has already happened. How can
the constructive future of indigenous nations be founded on festering grievances of the past? Should we not be
focussing on positive, forward-looking solutions to a new polity, a new economy, rather than being anchored
entirely in rancorous injustices of the past (no matter how justified such views are)? How is dwelling on historical
injustices going to lift indigenous peoples out of the morass of social and political pathologies? Memories of (past)
government duplicity are distant history to today’s youth who see only a systemic treadmill of misery with little
hope of reform.
We should be asking, “What pragmatic steps can we take now to make the lives of ordinary indigenous peoples
better”? It should be obvious that we must begin moving forward and start looking for real solutions. To paraphrase
Bill Wilson, the result of simply continuing to seek blame is that we continue to “wallow in the puke of our own
suffering.”

This is ironic. The tough, realistic Bill Wilson was the father of former federal Justice Minister
Jody Wilson-Raybould, former Indian industry stalwart, (she was an AFN Regional Chief before
she decided to run for office), and one of the driving forces behind the Justin Trudeau
government’s pointless, (in terms of real solutions), finger-pointing, blame-seeking, grievanceobsessed inquiry into murdered and missing women.
The relationship of Canadian Indians to their past is out of balance. They are prisoners of it.
Almost their whole intellectual and psychic orientation is towards what is irrevocably and
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unchangeably behind them, not towards their future.“We live forward but we can only think
backward.”5 Their elites keep falsely telling their people that they are what their grandparents
suffered. They obsess over it, constantly turning it over and picking at its scabs and finding new
ones to pick at and complain about.
It doesn’t seem to matter how much time goes by. Our shared past continues to provide them
with a bottomless trove of old and new grievances to fret over and blame, and often sue, the rest
of Canada for.
Calvin Helin, in Dances With Dependency:
Though the system was created through no fault of their own, a host of past Indian chiefs have made an industry of
pointing fingers and assigning blame.

And all for no ultimate benefit for Indians!
It’s frequently and correctly said that a person can never really reach a state of adult maturity
until he stops laying sole blame on his parents for how he turned out as an adult – starts to see his
parents as only human – tries to forgive them for their feet of clay, just as he begins to realize
that his feet are made of the same thing – and then undertakes the task of taking responsibility for
himself.
It’s the same with Indians in Canada. They will never “grow up” until their elites stop so
relentlessly blaming the rest of Canada for their present plight, and start to see their history in
more relative, mature terms – start to regard Canadians, past and present, as generally the wellmeaning, flawed humans (just like them), that we were and are, and forgive us for that – and start
to move on and away from the petulant, culturally adolescent, intellectual and psychic state
they’re presently mired in.
It’s harmful for Indian elites (and for our governing classes) to be still stoking such a
strong sense of present grievance and anger in relation to events that happened to Indians in
their now long-distant past.
And going into the vast, limitless Canadian future, does it make sense that a hundred or five
hundred years from now Indians should still be complaining to the rest of Canada about events
which occurred in the 1700”s and 1800’s? It would be like France still nursing a grudge against
Italy for Caesar’s conquest of Gaul, or England still harping at France over the Norman
Conquest.
At some point in time what happened in the past has to become dispassionate history.
The German writer Bernhard Schlink dealt with this issue, as it applies to his country, in his
book Guilt About the Past.6 No country in the modern age, perhaps in all of history, has more to
be ashamed of than Germany. It had no “excuse” for what it did. It was a cultured, highly
developed, middle class, bourgeois society. Its descent into the most frenzied and barbaric form
of evil will always remain one of the most troubling, seemingly inexplicable, questions of
history, not least because of what it chillingly tells us what “profound abysses” 7are rooted in the
human psyche- what so-called modern and “civilized” humans are still capable of doing.
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The essence of this profound, mysterious, and shameful conundrum was neatly caught by
Argentinian literary Nobel laureate, Jorge Luis Borges, in his short, fictional narrative, Deutches
Requiem, 8 His protagonist, Otto Dietrich zur Linde, on the eve of his execution for Nazi death
camp war crimes, breezily writes of his life’s passion for and inspiration by Schopenhauer,
Shakespeare and Brahms, and ironically and unapologetically says about these icons of
enlightened civilization:
He who pauses in wonder, moved with tenderness and gratitude, before any facet of the work of these auspicious
creators, let him know that I also paused there, I, the abominable.

But notwithstanding that it happened, life, resilient life, for both the perpetrators and the victims,
has still had to go on. And, remarkably, after only three generations, on both sides, it basically
has.
Should today’s Germans, now two or three or even four generations now down the line, still be
forced or expected to bear the cross of guilt everywhere they go? Should they still be expected to
show daily penitence to the Jews, and to the world generally, for what their ancestors did?
Should today’s Jews, particularly Jews of Israel, still define their approach and outlook towards
the world primarily with reference to the Holocaust?
Mr. Schlink, in relation to Germany, answers somewhere in the middle. He says that the past
must still and always be learned and fully understood by Germans (I’d say this should be the
case for Germany, for at least Hitler’s proverbial thousand years), but then, once “mastered,”
Germans should expect the right to be “set free” from it.
As he writes:
The longer we live with the idea that the past is something that we can and must come to terms with, the more
paradoxical this proves to be. “Bewaltigen,” which is probably translated most closely as “to master” in the original
and correct sense of the word, applies to a task; it stands before us, we set to work on it, and finally it is finished and
mastered. Then we are done with it. The thought that the past could and should be mastered contains not only the
yearning for freedom from it; it even asserts an entitlement to such an end. As with every task, whoever works hard
at it expects that the task will eventually be completed, and then demands to be released from duty once the task is
finished. Whoever vigourously applies him- or herself to the work of commemorative remembrance wishes to held
captive to the past no more.

As Dutch writer Cec Nooteboom wrote in Roads to Berlin: Detours and Riddles in the Lands
and History of Germany:9
…the German miracle is not that of recovery, but of acceptance. The country has succeeded, as far as such a thing is
possible, in coming to terms with the past through grief and understanding, by realizing that it will never entirely
disappear.

It wasn’t easy. The process is probably not finished. The generation which caused, or enabled, or
merely endured, this most obscene and horrific of national experiences, and their children and
grandchildren, were all, in their own way, permanently scarred.
W.G. Sebald, in On the Natural History of Destruction, 10wrote of the survivors’ act of willful
national amnesia, with attendant evasions and pretensions, as a national coping mechanism, and
as a way of being able to begin and accomplish the task of national reconstruction.
He wrote of a “psychologically and socially deformed society”, which acted “as if history would
proceed on its way afterwards, almost undisturbed, as if nothing had happened.”
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The sense of unparalleled national humiliation felt by millions of Germans in the last years of the war had never
really found expression, and those directly affected by the experience neither shared it with each other nor passed it
on to the next generation.

Their tragedy- partially self-induced- was a million times worse than that of Canada’s Indians,
and after only three generations, we can say that Germans have processed it reasonably well.
For the reasons set out in this essay, and to the shame of our Indian and non-Indian elites, we
can’t say that about Canada’s Indians.
And clearly the victims of the Germans, the Jews, as a people, somehow managed to survive the
barbaric, world-ending ferocity aimed at them. They then went on to establish their own country
and to ultimately thrive there, though still in perilous, equivocal and tenuous circumstances.
Miraculously and heroically, they mastered their colossal task as well as any such tragedyburdened people could.
As William Wuttunee wrote, in Ruffled Feathers:
Indians can learn from the Jewish people, who number about the same as the Indians in Canada. Their contribution
toward the economy of this country is considerable… Although they integrate into Canadian society, they still retain
their own religion…They have not given up the Jewish faith or their way of life. They have succeeded in business
and their children are well-educated….They have enriched their culture with these new interests and developments.
The same process must be the aim of the Indian people. They must participate in the non-Indian society, bringing
with them their culture and taking the time to contribute more to Canada as a whole.

Mr. Schlink’s words, as clearly suggested by William Wuttunee, also aptly apply to IndianCanadians who, unlike the Jewish people, haven’t even tried to master their past in any proper
way. Thus they, and to a large degree non-Indian Canadians, continue to be held captive by it.
If the Jewish people could do it, and they experienced unspeakable, genocidal horrors at the
hands of the Germans, why can’t our Indians? After all, what happened to them was minor
compared to the Holocaust! They did not suffer genocide in any way, shape or form, including
“cultural.” In fact it’s an insult to the memory of Holocaust victims to even suggest that these
two experiences have anything in common, or have one iota of moral equivalency. It so
trivializes the catastrophic sufferings, ending with their mass murder, of those millions of
innocent fathers, mothers, grandparents, sons, daughters, brothers and sisters- those millions of
persons, each with a name, each with an identity, “each person a universe.” 11
This last idea and quote is from a 2016 article by Canadian civil rights giant Irwin
Cotler, Jackboots and Judgment, 12on our almost sacred duty to remember these persons, and to
usefully and progressively incorporate their memory and the reality of their sufferings into our
civic lives.
It must be again stated that Canada’s Indians did not suffer “cultural genocide”. The Truth and
Reconciliation Commission (below) set up this falsehood as follows:
For over a century the central goals of Canada’s Aboriginal policy were to eliminate Aboriginal governments;
ignore Aboriginal rights; terminate the Treaties; and, through a process of elimination, cause Aboriginal people to
cease to exist as distinct legal, social, cultural, religious and racial entities in Canada. The establishment and
operation of residential schools were a central element of this policy, which can best be described as “cultural
genocide.” – Truth and Reconciliation Report, below.

Patient reader, endure what follows below, and then contrast this supposed “genocide” with:
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Some ten thousand Minsk Jews were killed in the last few days of July 1942. On the last day of the month, Juanita
Vishniatskaia wrote a letter to her father to bid him farewell. “I am saying goodbye to you before I die. I am so
afraid of this death because they throw small children into the mass graves alive. Farewell forever. I kiss you, I kiss
you.

Or with:
In the winter of 1942-1943, the Germans began to separate the Jews not into two but into three groups: the men, the
older women and the young women. They sent the young women into the gas last, because they liked to look at their
naked bodies in the cold. By then the corpses were burned rather than buried…Women, with more fatty tissue,
burned better than men; so the laborers learned to put them at the bottom of the pile. The bellies of pregnant women
would tend to burst, such that the fetus could be seen inside… In the cold nights of spring 1943, the Germans would
stand by the flame, and drink, and warm themselves.
It was very difficult for the victims to leave any sort of trace. Chil Rajchman had come to Treblinka with his sister.
As soon as he saw the facility, he put their suitcases down. His sister did not understand why. “It’s no use” were his
last words to her. He was chosen to be a laborer. Sorting through clothing, he “came upon the dress that my sister
was wearing. I paused. I took the dress, I held it in my hands, I contemplated it.” Then it had to go and he had to go
on. Tamara and Itta Willemberg left their bundles of clothes next to each other. Their brother Samuel, a Jewish
laborer, chanced to find the clothes clinging together, “as if in a sister’s embrace.” Because the women had their hair
cut, they had a last few moments in which they could speak to their fellow Jews, who might, just possibly, survive
them and remember their words. Ruth Dorfmann was able to accept from her barber that her death would be quick,
and to cry with him. Hanna Levinson told her barber to escape and tell the world what was happening at Treblinka.

Or compare the Truth and Reconciliation Commission’s supposed “genocide” with:
The Germans had erected a roadblock near the gates of the Jewish cemetery, where documents were verified and
non-Jews told to return home. From this point forward the Jews were escorted by Germans with automatic weapons
and dogs. At the checkpoint, if not earlier, many of the Jews must have wondered what their true fate would be.
Dina Pronicheva, a woman of thirty, walked ahead of her family to a point where she could hear gunshots.
Immediately all was clear to her; but she chose not to tell her parents so as not to worry them. Instead she walked
along with her mother and father until she reached the tables where the Germans demanded valuables and clothes. A
German had already taken her mother’s wedding ring when Pronicheva realized that her mother, no less than she,
understood what was happening. Yet only when her mother whispered sharply to her- “you don’t look like a Jew”did she try to escape. Such plain communication is rare in such situations, when the human mind labors to deny
what is actually happening, and the human spirit strives towards imitation, subordination, and thus extinction.
Pronicheva, who had a Russian husband and thus a Russian surname, told a German at a nearby table that she was
not Jewish. He told her to wait at one side until the work of the day was complete.
Thus Dina Pronicheva saw what became of her parents, her sister, and the Jews of Kiev. Having surrendered their
valuables and documents, people were forced to strip naked. Then they were driven by threats or by shots fired
overhead, in groups of about ten, to the edge of a ravine known as Babi Yar. Many of them were beaten: Pronicheva
remembered that people “were already bloody as they went to be shot.” They had to lie down on the corpses already
underneath them, and wait for the shots to come from above and behind. Then would come the next group. Jews
came and died for thirty-six hours. People were perhaps alike in dying and in death, but each of them was different
until that final moment, each had different preoccupations and presentiments until all was clear and then all was
black. Some people died thinking about others than themselves, such as the mother of the beautiful fifteen-year-old
girl Sara, who begged to be killed at the same time as her daughter. Here there was, even at the end, a thought and a
care: that if she saw her daughter shot, she would not see her raped. One naked mother spent what she must have
known were the last few seconds of life breastfeeding her baby. When the baby was thrown alive into the ravine, she
jumped in after it, and in that way, found her death. Only there in the ditch were these people reduced to nothing, or
to their number, which was 33, 761. Since the bodies were later exhumed and burned on pyres, and the bones that
did not burn crushed and mixed with sand, the count is what remains.
At the end of the day, the Germans decided to kill Dina Pronicheva. Whether or not she was Jewish was moot; she
had seen too much. In the darkness she was led to the edge of the ravine along with a few other people. She was not
forced to undress. She survived in the only way possible in that situation: just as the shots began she threw herself
into the gorge and feigned death. She bore the weight of the German walking over her body, remaining motionless
as the boots tread across her breast and hand, “like a dead person.” She was able to keep open a small air hole as the
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dirt fell around her. She heard a small child calling for its mother, and thought of her own children. She began to talk
to herself” “Dina, get up, run away, run to your children.” Perhaps words made the difference, as they had earlier
when her mother, now dead somewhere below, had whispered to her. She dug her way out and crept away quietly. the above extracts from Timothy Snyder’s Bloodlands, (below)

Or, compare the Truth and Reconciliation Commission’s supposed “cultural genocide” with:
Even as the German army was advancing east in huge numbers, the German killers presented their actions as
defensive. To shoot Jewish babies in Mahileu was, as one German (Austrian) explained to his wife, to prevent
something worse. “During the first try, my hand trembled a bit as I shot, but one gets used to it. By the tenth try I
aimed calmly and shot surely at the many women, children and infants. I kept in mind that I have two infants at
home, whom these hordes would treat just the same, if not ten times worse. The death I gave them was a beautiful
quick death…Infants flew in great arcs through the air, and we shot them to pieces in flight, before their bodies fell
into the pit and into the water. -from Timothy Snyder’s Black Earth, (above).

A single incident, when a German soldier in a field in the Ukraine is photographed in the very
moment of shooting in the head a cowering, hysterical and begging mother, clinging to and
sheltering her little girl she was desperately trying to save. Presumably this manly and brave
German soldier shot the little girl as well moments after this photograph was taken.13
Gas chambers, burnings, machine-gunnings, asphyxiations- of whole families, whole villages,
all together, in each other’s terrified, clinging presence! Murder and starvation-purposed
concentration camps!
For the survivors and their families:
They found it painful to ponder the question of the originators of the deed…For them, the events assumed mythic
proportions, no longer accessible to mere mortals, an incontestable occurrence that could not be subject to human
scrutiny. 14

Vasily Grossman:
And it feels as if your heart must come to a stop now, gripped by more sorrow, more grief, more anguish than any
human being can endure… 15

Please all, this writer begs you, especially you elites, who should know better, and who should be
more careful and responsible with your words and with your privileged positions, powers and
media access, like retired Madame Justice McLachlin, late of our Supreme Court, (see her
description of the residential schools as “cultural genocide”, below), like Truth and
Reconciliation Commissioner Murray Sinclair, (see below), and like Missing and Murdered
Indigenous Women and Girls Inquiry head Marion Buller, who ignorantly and scandalously
called the random and unassociated murders of about 1200 individual Indigenous women by
about 1200 individual, mainly Indigenous men a “Canadian genocide”, do not, in any
way, equate or conflate the Canadian Indian experience with any of this state or quasi-stateorganized and carried out, seemingly inhuman, intentional, murderous, disgusting, repellant and
unfathomable evil- “this Hell…in comparison with which Dante’s Hell seems no more than an
innocent game on the part of Satan.” 16
Can we not all see, from being confronted with these wracking, heart-wrenching accounts of true
genocide above, how the two experiences are entirely different, and inhabit completely different
moral universes?- how the experiences of the Holocaust “belong to a world of the impossible,
totally outside the sphere of ordinary humanity”? 17
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If, as Irwin Cotler says, (below), we should shudder to mention the name genocide, then we
should shudder to use it lightly, and we should never use the word in any context other than that
of Juanita Vishniatskaia or Tamara and Itta Willemberg!
For our elites to do so is for them to fail in their duty to use language competently and
responsibly- to fail in their duty to be competent and responsible in this profound matter. It is to
fail to keep a sense of proportion- to fail to make proper distinctions and to rank mere societal
ills with evils, and to not conflate them.
Those who are unwilling or unable to rank evil may thereby become servants of evil. Those who make no distinction
between such disparate phenomena as apartheid, colonialism…political correctness, the gas chambers, sexism, the 1
percent’s wealth, and air pollution serve evil with their very refusal to grade it. (Italics added)18

In all this our elites fail “to use the highest of our abilities to remember what must never be
forgotten”-19to fail to carry , subjectively and outwardly, the burden of the profound sufferings of
Juanita and Dina, and all the millions of others.
We fail to act responsibly and to the highest of our abilities when we permit the key word
denoting and symbolizing Juanita’s and Dina’s sufferings- genocide- 20to be casually,
wrongly and insensitively conflated with much lesser events of personal and collective historical
disturbance- as opposed to profound, cataclysmic events of personal and collective human
annihilation.
Enlarging the capacity to elaborate, carry and transform traces of violence, whether private or historical, is a
responsibility…It is to carry the burden of the suffering of others in the hope of a better time to come. Paul Celan
wrote: “The world is gone. I must carry you.“21

It’s insulting and demeaning to the memories of true genocide victims to even suggest that any
aspect of the Canadian Indian experience was genocidal in nature- to thoughtlessly and in most
facile fashion- borrow- trade off on- cheaply appropriate- falsely compare- the word and the fact
of genocide– “the crime of crimes whose name we should shudder to mention”, (Irwin Cotler,
above), to make some highly debatable point in some ongoing, worldly, political, power and
money situation- where the original events in issue were by and large not murderous in
nature, and where the present participants in the discussions on the subject are well-stroked by
the powers that be, well fed, relatively well-heeled, and otherwise safely and comfortably alive.
I challenge any of these people to truly imagine standing beside the naked, breastfeeding mother
at the edge of the pit of Babi Yar, at the split-second moment before she and her nursing baby
were machine gunned to death, and still say that the use of the word ‘genocide” is defensible in
the Canadian context!
Such moments in the consciousness of a man judge all poets and philosophers.

22

Please, can we not agree that poor, dear, machine-gunned-dead Juanita Vishniatskaia, Tamara
and Itta Willemberg, Ruth Dorfman and the parents and sister of Dina Pronicheva, and all the
millions of others like them who suffered deliberate, calculated, monstrous, murderous, physical
extinction, should be afforded exclusive use of the word “genocide“?
And can we not show them, their horrific “world of the impossible” experiences and their sacred
memories, some genuine respect- can we not better fulfill our moral obligation to carry their
sufferings and carry their memories- to be remembrancers–23by not, in any way, comparing the
experience of Canadian Indians with theirs?
The terrible, anticipatory dream of the Holocaust victims, during and after the camps, was that no one would listen,
and if they listened, they wouldn’t believe. 24
It is the writer’s duty to tell the terrible truth of the Holocaust, ( in this case, the truth of Treblinka), and it is a
reader’s civic duty to learn the truth. To turn away, to close one’s eyes and walk past is to insult the memory of
those who have perished. – Vasily Grossman 25
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Comparing the Canadian Indian experience with the Holocaust is a form of not listening and not
believing. Not learning and applying the truth is a failure of civic duty.
Genocide occurs when a state or quasi-state deliberately acts, with specific intent, to destroy, in
whole or in part, an ethnic, national or religious group. It occurs when a state or quasi-state
conducts a systematic campaign to deliberately exterminate an entire nation or religious or ethnic
group. It constitutes crimes that are “so calculated, so malignant and so devastating that
civilization cannot tolerate their being ignored, because it cannot survive their being
repeated.” 26
Despite generally atypical, isolated instances of racially motivated group manslaughter, (See
James Daschuk”s Clearing The Plains, above), we cannot reasonably and rationally say that
there was anything genocidal about the historically tragic, (as so much of history is) relativelycommonplace experience of cultural shock and cultural-world-ending loss experienced
by Canada’s Indians as the result of contact with Europeans, whose superior technological
culture was impossible to resist. (See Pre-Contact Indian Culture and the Shock of the New,
above)
Nor can we reasonably and rationally say that, however flawed they were in operation, there was
anything “genocidal” about residential schools- which were an effect of cultural loss, not a cause
of it- which were a very late manifestation of this collision of worlds, when pre-contact Indian
culture had already, before their inception, been substantially lost, as so poignantly described by
Diamond Jenness, Peter Newman and Richard Gwynn, (see The End Times of Indian Cultures in
Canada, above).
Residential schools couldn’t have “killed” aboriginal culture. Three hundred years of contact
with European culture caused that culture to tragically but inevitably diminish to the point of
near-disappearance- before residential schools were ever thought of.
Richard Gwynn (above) wrote of the “cultural castastrophe” that befell Prairie Indians and that
climaxed with the extinction of the buffalo herds. He quoted Crow Chief Plenty Coups
describing the cultural “nothing” that ensued- the state of cultural “living death”.
Encouraging Indians to turn to farming- starting up residential schools- these generally were
attempts, however flawed or misguided in theory or execution, to save human beings, not to
murder them- to save human spirits, not to crush them- to provide a human body, soul and spiritsustaining something in place of Chief Plenty Coups’ tragic, heart-rending , cultural “nothing”.
These things, with all their flaws, were the opposite of “genocidal” in intent.
The Truth and Reconciliation Commission Report repeatedly and misleadingly
describes all residential school attendees as “Survivors”.
Well, the point about genocide, is that there are no survivors.
And so, the writer begs the reader again, out of respect and reverence for those poor, dear
individuals named above, and for their memory, and for the individual persons and memories of
the millions of real, deliberately murdered, physically extinguished, victims of real,
horrific, physical genocide- each one a human being with “a name given by the stars, given by
his neighbours”- to suit your purposes and convey your simplistic message of alleged, deliberate
cultural “theft”, and of, yes, undeniable (but I’m sorry, commonplace- it comes with the territory
of being human) cultural trauma and loss, please stop cheaply, wrongly and insultingly, (to true
genocide victims), misappropriating the word “genocide”!
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Surely now, Canada’s Indians, especially their highly sophisticated elites, are sufficiently
equipped with a modern sensibility, the cultural tools, the literacy and the knowledge, to
recognize this master-their- task ideal – this goal – and advocate attempting to achieve it. To me,
they’ve run out of valid excuses for not doing so, leaving the thought that mainly considerations
of self-interest are what are stopping them from even trying.
The most familiar and recent example of this failing to “master the task” is the residential
schools issue (already mentioned, and discussed further in relation to the Truth and
Reconciliation Commission, and its’ Report, below). As most recently shown by Brown vs.
Canada,27(see Assimilation and Cultural Loss, above) some Indians and Indian industry
functionaries have a wildly inaccurate and overblown tendency to describe that program as a
category of genocide, (see immediately above) and to regard second, third and even fourth
generation descendants of residential school attendees as ever-continuing victims of it. In this
they are supported by the media, our higher courts and our enabling governing classes, who
continue to hold the hands and sympathetically and paternalistically pat the backs of Indians on
this issue.
(This tendency to blame far too many current Indian problems, individual and collective, on
residential schools, risks what Tony Judt, in The “Problem of Evil” in Postwar Europe (above),
called their “banalization”:
the banality of overuse- the flattening, desensitizing effect of seeing or saying or thinking the same thing too many
times until we have numbed our audience and rendered them immune to the evil we are describing.

Mr. Judt used this term in relation to the Holocaust. )
The assertion is that these residential school descendants are so chronically shattered by the
residential school experience, even though most of them weren’t even alive when it happened,
that none of them can ever fully recover their human potential as individuals and live normal
lives. (And this being the case even though thousands of actual residential school attendees,
probably the majority of them, lived relatively normal adult lives despite their attendance at one
of these schools.) If anything goes untoward in the lives of any of these “victims”, these
“Survivors”, they are invariably told it’s not their fault. He or she is told that it’s because an
ancestor of theirs went to a residential school and that he or she is accordingly and inevitably
suffering from “intergenerational trauma.”
On this false premise, because the stain is supposedly passed down the generations like a mutant
gene, because no cure is seemingly possible, because no compensation will ever be final or
enough, and because it seems that no apology will ever satisfy, non-Indian Canadians, in the
minds of these people, will just have to keep paying one way or another and prostrating with
guilt over this issue, seemingly forever. In the minds of these people, seemingly, the task can
never be mastered.
This situation may inadvertently or not serve these people and the Indian industry well, in terms
of extracting guilt-based money and power concessions from non-Indian Canadians, but such an
endless emphasis on pain, blame, victimhood and loss, in addition to wearying and frustrating
genuinely guiltless, present-day Canadians, causes devastating psychological harm to ordinary,
young Indians.
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It tends to create a self-fulfilling prophesy.
It falsely, condescendingly and insultingly suggests to them that they’re not as resilient as other
members of the human family, when in fact, just as their pre-contact ancestors were as tough as
nails (see Pre-contact Indian Culture and the Shock of the New, above), they might be too if only
the challenge were put before them and they were allowed to take it up.
The Jewish people recovered, without having received any real measure of justice, (there
was really none to be had for such enormous and unspeakable crimes), or any
real “reconciliation”. Most of the human cogs in the German killing machine disappeared into
civilian life after the war’s end and, until the end of their days, lived quiet, normal lives.
Elizabeth Kolbert, (above) wrote:
Approximately a million Jews were killed at Auschwitz, and along with them at least a hundred thousand Polish,
Roma and Soviet prisoners…sixty-five hundred S.S. members who served at the camp survived the war. Of these,
fewer than a hundred were ever tried for their crimes in German courts, and only fifty were convicted.

Ms. Kolbert’s The Last Trial focused on a ninety-three year-old German who, as a very young
man, served in the administration office at Auschwitz, receiving and counting all the money
confiscated from prisoners being sent to the gas chambers, and sending it to Berlin. In 2014, a
time when everyone relevant to the events was dead, he was charged with three hundred
thousand (!) counts of accessory to murder. Ms. Kolbert, whose great-grandmother was
murdered at Auschwitz, poignantly wrote:
Is this a final reckoning with German guilt, or just the opposite? What does it say about the law’s capacity for selfcorrection that the correction came only when it no longer matters? Martin Luther King is eloquent on the long arc
of justice (“The arc of the moral universe is long, but it bends towards justice.”), and also on the short time available
for action: “In this unfolding of life and history there is such a thing as being too late.”

She concluded her wonderful, troubling piece with the thought that the ninety-three year old’s
trial (it happened and he was found guilty), in order to have any meaningful purpose whatever,
will have to be regarded as less a demonstration of the efficacy of the justice system and more as
a “kind of public art on the theme of its inadequacy”.
Perhaps, after all this time, consolation, if possible, can only be found in the thought that
“memory alone can be a form of justice”. (From Robert Kaplan’s In Europe’s Shadow, above,
the writer referring to the many, many thousands of murdered victims of the Romanian fascist
and communist regimes.)
Some writers, in order to attempt to mentally and imaginatively come to grips with genocidesomething, with its huge and anonymous numbers, a bit like infinity- something inherently
unimaginable to the normal, “civilized” mind- focus on just one or just a few named individuals,
as Timothy Snyder did in Bloodlands, in a note above. When the reader, in his mind’s eye, and
to his horror, witnesses the bravery and pathos surrounding the last minutes of the lives of
Juanita Vishniatskaia, Tamara and Itta Willemberg, and Ruth Dorfman, and experiences an
almost bodily reaction to it all, he feels that the writer has done his important job of giving a
small measure of justice to those poor individual human beings- those poor victims- and to all
others like them.
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Vasily Grossman did it in Life and Fate, (above), imagining in fiction the last days, hours,
minutes and seconds of the life of his own mother, who was gassed by the Germans in
the Ukraine.
The Jews, sans justice or “reconciliation” for one of the greatest crimes in human history, despite
that, are now embodied by the strong and independent State of Israel. While they properly vow
never to forget, (determined to retain at least that purely abstract form of justice), they’re not
claiming “intergenerational trauma” for their failings.
Millions of Ukrainians were killed by Stalin’s genocidal terror-famine, where, as in Stalin’s
Russia generally, “senseless absurdity- the murder of millions of innocent and loyal peoplemasqueraded as cast-iron logic.” 28
The Stalin Harvests
The black earth
Was sown with bones
And watered with blood
For a harvest of sorrow
On the land of Rus. 29

Ukrainians too endured, survived as a people, and overcame. They too mastered their task.
Despite persistent and ongoing threats to their national survival from Russia, and despite their
difficulties establishing the basics of a functioning liberal democracy, they’re not claiming
intergenerational trauma for their failings.
Millions of other Eastern Europeans were murdered by the Germans and the Russians in the
World War II period (see the heartbreaking Bloodlands, by Timothy Snyder30). Russia itself
suffered 42 million deaths at the hands of Stalin and Hitler! 31
None of these peoples, in the midst of constant, formalized remembrance, now claim
intergenerational trauma for their present problems. They knew, and know, that, like the
Armenians, (see headnote to c. 9 above), resilience was all, and that, “in spite of everything, life
would go on.”
American blacks, who experienced two hundred years of slavery in America, being bought and
sold like horses, suffering permanent family breakups, rape, beatings and all other manner and
kind of human cruelties, are overtly trying to actively master their task.
Why aren’t Canadian Indians trying to do the same?
Why aren’t our governing classes holding up these other situations as models for Indians to
emulate? They should be.
It is far better to render Beings in your care competent than to protect them.
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The Indian residential school program was relatively minor compared to what the Jews,
Ukrainians, Eastern Europeans and American blacks experienced – compared to what has been
experienced by countless other peoples in the countless other examples history provides of real,
brutal, murderous “violence and dispossession” tragic events occurring on a massive scale.
Chinese and Japanese-Canadians endured years of racist treatment in Canada. Again, they
endured it, overcame it, mastered their task, and are now successful and dynamic contributors to
the Canadian experience.
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The above are just a few examples, major and minor, of ethnic, religious or racially distinct
peoples who were horribly mistreated, but who didn’t end up defining themselves forever as a
people and as individuals solely with reference to the injustices they had suffered in the distant
past. They somehow, three or four generations after the fact, processed these horrible events
appropriately and maturely, without forgetting or denying them, and, by doing so, were able to
psychologically move beyond them, survive and ultimately thrive.
Canadian Indians should be trying to do the same, and non-Indian Canadians should be urging
and helping them to do so.
The misfortunes and injustices they suffered in the increasingly distant past have become a fixed
and never-to-be-forgotten part of their cultural identity and their (and our) historical memory and
narrative. This is as it should be.
But looking and going forward, these past misfortunes and injustices should no longer be
encouraged to be the driving and debilitating part of their individual and collective lives that they
presently are.
Aboriginal AFN founder, writer and lawyer William Wuttunee, in Ruffled Feathers:
The new breed of native cannot look at the past as a form of defeat, but only as a necessary period of transition.
These people must look at today’s events and the past from a viewpoint which will keep them going ever-forward
into the mainstream of society. Indians had great leaders in the past, and there is no reason why they cannot have
great leaders in the future. If they continue only to cry about broken promises and broken treaties, they can never
obtain much for their people.

To try to “move on” in the manner described above is the proper approach that Canadian Indians
should be taking to their past. Only in that way will they break the mental chains – the “ropes of
sand” that are holding them back.
(From The Collar, by 17th century English devotional poet George Herbert, part of which is:
Leave thy cold dispute
Of what is fit, and not. Forsake thy cage,
Thy rope of sands,
Which petty thoughts have made, and made to thee
Good cable, to enforce and draw,
And be thy law,
While thou didst wink and wouldst not see.)

Only in that way might Canada some day have a breakthrough event in this area of our civic life
– like electing a indigenous-Canadian Prime Minister! – our Barack Obama breakthrough
moment!
But unfortunately no one so far is willing or able to see this or to take this approach and, until
this happens, that kind of breakthrough moment is never going to happen for us.
Indian elites are encouraging their peoples to wallow in the past, with the unfortunate
encouragement and assistance of our non-Indian elites- as if this is the way to be set free from it!
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To be fair, a reason why Indians are unable to lift them selves out of this seemingly permanent
state of cultural trauma and passivity, unlike the other cultures and societies referred to
above, may be the inherently unhealthy, dysfunctional and unstable nature of Indian reserve and
reserve-based culture itself.
Cultures and social groups that are inherently stable, confident and dynamic recover from
stressful events- war, famine, natural disasters, economic collapse- much quicker than weaker
cultures and social groups. Sebastian Unger writes in Tribes, (above):
A rapid recovery from psychological trauma must have been exceedingly important in our evolutionary past, and
individuals who could climb out of their shock reaction and resume fleeing or fighting must have survived at higher
rates than those who couldn’t…Because trauma recovery is greatly affected by social factors, and because it
presumably had such a high survival value in our evolutionary past, one way to evaluate the health of a society
might be to look at how quickly its soldiers or warriors recover, psychologically, from the experience of combat.

In this regard contrast the victim and grievance-oriented response of Canada’s Indian leadership
to all the impacts of European migration discussed in this essay to the response of
the traumatized Jewish survivors of the Holocaust, engaged in establishing and preserving the
new State of Israel:
Many of the young men entering the new Israel Defense Forces already had endured unspeakable horrorseverywhere you turned you found people with numbers tattooed on their arms. Mothers stumbled unexpectedly on
their own sons, who they thought had been murdered by the Germans, on the streets of Israeli cities. No one was
encouraged to speak about what he’d experienced in war. “People who had post-traumatic stress disorder were
considered weaklings,” as one Israeli psychologist put it. Part of the job of being an Israeli Jew was to at least
pretend to forget the unforgettable.[note] From Michael Lewis, The Undoing Project, A Friendship

that Changed Our Minds, W.W. Norton & Company, 2017[/note]
One prominent non-Indian elite very unwisely encouraging this unhealthy, grievanceoriented wallowing in the past is, as referred to above, now-retired Supreme Court of Canada
Chief Justice Beverly McLachlin, who, in May of 2015, not content with being the chief
architect and author of the divisive, economically harmful, backward-looking and too much racefocused Haida Nation and Tsilhcot’in decisions, weighed in with her view that, in attempting to
assimilate Canada’s Indians in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, Canada “attempted
to commit cultural genocide against aboriginal peoples”. 33 This was, in addition to the lack of
balance, nuance and context in her statements, completely inappropriate on her part. As in
her Haida Nation decision, she treated context “as an impertinence” and her certitudes “did not
provide the basis for a complex or nuanced view of the present or the past”. 34
Inappropriate because, to avoid the appearance of bias in cases before them, judges are not
supposed to involve themselves in current events. They’re only to speak publicly, through their
written or oral legal decisions, “from the bench”. With this speech she provided another
example, in a fresh category, of two-tier justice in relation to all matters aboriginal, and seriously
tainted both herself and her Court, and in fact all the lower courts of Canada, (which take their
lead and guidance from the Supreme Court), with an apprehension of bias in relation to all
present and future aboriginal rights cases in the justice system.
Ironically, her speech was delivered to the Aga Khan’s Global Centre for Pluralism -an
organization devoted to promoting the ideals and goals of universal equality- ideals and goals
former Chief Justice McLachlin’s Court decisions, and her shallow and inappropriatelystated public views, do nothing to promote.
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(Former Chief Justice McLachlin got away with this serious breach of judicial practice and
decorum because of her reputation and charisma.
Such is the power of reputation justly acquired that its blaze drives away the eye from nice examination.

)35

In fact the opposite of this fixating on the past is true. As Mr. Schlink writes:
Longing not to be chained to a traumatic past is not wrong. What is mistaken, however, is the idea that fixation on
the traumatic past would somehow guarantee being set free from it. A collective past, like that of an individual, is
traumatic when it is not allowed to be remembered, and is just as much so when it has to be remembered. In other
words, fixation on the past is merely the flipside of repression. Detraumatisation is the process of becoming able to
both remember and forget; it is leaving the past in the past, in a way that embraces remembrance as well as
forgetting. This applies in the same way to the victims and their descendants as to the perpetrators and their
descendants. (italics added)

These words highlight and explain why the establishment of the Indian residential schools Truth
and Reconciliation Commission was properly regarded by ordinary Canadians as being, on
balance, a counter-productive undertaking.
Its acknowledgment and confessional aspects were positive. We should all know and learn from
our history.
Its compensation aspect was free-flowing and generous. By the end of 2014 $2,690,000,000 (yes,
billion!) in financial payments had been made by Canadian taxpayers, through the federal
government, to former victims of physical and sexual abuse. In addition, a “Common Experience
Payment” was made by Canadian taxpayers, through the federal government, to 78,748 former
residential school students, simply because they attended a residential school, whether or not
they were harmed or in fact benefited from the experience.36
But in the end these positive aspects were outweighed by numerous negatives.
The Report presumes that the mind and spirit-wounding cultural loss which Canada’s Indians
suffered, the loss of pride and self-respect, was a consequence of residential schools. No. In fact,
this tragic loss, (see Pre-contact Indian Culture and The Shock of the New, above) mostly
occurred before the establishment of residential schools, which was a response- an attempted
corrective- to that loss.
Residential schools were, as stated, a consequence- an effect- of cultural loss, not a cause.
There was not one word in the Report discussing the possibility that maybe it was the Indian Act,
(legislative racism according to former AFN Regional Chief Day, above), the reserves, and all
that they entail, that constituted the root of the problems to be addressed.
Not one mention of this big idea, that is on the minds of so many reasonable, caring , (but forced
to be tongue-biting), non-Indian Canadians, and that was on the minds of such accomplished,
caring and clear-sighted aboriginal leaders as Calvin Helin and William Wuttunee.
Most of the wrongs described in the TRC Final Report occurred in the 19th and early 20th
century. The last of the wrongs, according to the Report, occurred in the late 1960’s.
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Indigenous writer Bob Joseph, in 21 Things You May Not Know About the Indian Act, (noted
above):
While enforced cultural assimilation policies may have been abandoned decades ago, the effects and challenges are
still ongoing. (Italics added.)

So we are at least 50 years past the happening of the last of the wrongs. Most of the alleged
wrongdoers are dead and gone, leaving their descendants, present- day Canadians, to take the hit
for things they had nothing to do with.
It’s superficially similar to the German situation described by Elizabeth Kolbert, (“no longer
truly relevant” and “too late”) and it all leaves the reader of all the condemnation and
outrage that suffuses the TRC Report feeling flat and frustrated.
The Report gives the impression that all Indian children since the late 1800’s onwards were
shipped off to a residential school, with resulting total, all-pervasive “cultural genocide” and,
because supposedly all Indians of school age went to a residential school, all their descendants
have suffered “intergenerational trauma”. Nothing could be further from the truth.
In fact no more than 25% of Indians of school age ever went to a residential school over this
period. So reduce all this supposed “cultural genocide” and “intergenerational trauma by at least
75%!
In October of 1967 the federal government published The Hawthorne Report 37, a survey of,
amongst other things, the educational needs of and suggested educational policies for Canada’s
Indians at the time.
The Report stated that in 1962, of 146, 596 Indian students attending the various types of schools
in existence at the time only 25% of those Indian students attended residential schools. Most of
the others went to reserve or reserve-based day schools or integrated, Provincial public schools.
In relation to the 1961-1962 school year the Report stated:
In the 1961-1962 school year 21% of all Indian school children were in residential schools far removed from the
bosom of their families. How better to destroy the families as the natural and fundamental unit of a people? (italics
added.)

These percentages related to the post-World War Two period, when overall school attendance by
Indian children of school age was much higher than the period between 1867 and 1945. During
that earlier period even less Indian children attended residential school, or in fact even less
attended any school at all! In this regard the Report stated:
With the earlier policy, the Indian was expected to be born, live and die on his reserve. There was no question of his
leaving. The reserve was his refuge and his salvation. Under these circumstances, the little education extended to the
Indians was felt to be adequate to assure their economic and social welfare with the limits of the reserve…Academic
knowledge was not considered important. This isolationist, protectionist and paternalistic ideology was largely
nurtured by administrators of Indian Affairs up to the end of the Second World War.
…The policy of the federal government with regard to Indian education has evolved considerably since the Second
World War. Before this time education was not considered necessary for Indians in general. Only those living near
cities or towns were able to profit from it. It was felt that those living in isolated areas had no need of education to
continue their traditional way of life within the reserve system. Reserves, according to the theory of the time, were to
be kept free from the influence of the modern, industrial world. As a result, the system of education made available
to Indians left a great deal to be desired. Few schools existed and the level of education they offered was low. Only
a few hundred Indians, a number later increased to several thousand, attended school with any kind of regularity.
(Italics added.)
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It is a great fault of the Truth and Reconciliation Report that it gave the false impression
that all Indian children of school age attended a residential school, when that was nowhere near
the truth. The reality was that only a small percentage of them did. This is one of many reasons
why the conclusions of the TRC Report are so flawed.
The scholarship in the Report is selective. As stated, no mention of AFN founder and residential
school-attendee, (a residential school Thriver, as opposed to “Survivor”), William Wuttunee, and
his idea that racial integration was the answer. No mention of his and Calvin Helin’s and Bill
Wilson’s warnings about the debilitating and counter-productive effects of negative and
obsessive fixations on the past. No mention of any aboriginals who had anything good to say
about getting an education at a residential school, like the late, esteemed, residential school
attendee, Basil Johnston, whose successful life and whose book Indian School Days, (see The
Essential Humanity of the Migrators to Canada, (above), were both deliberately neglected and
not even mentioned!
Mr. Johnston, clearly because of his attendance at the residential school in Spanish, Ontario,
went on to become a high school teacher in Toronto, and then an ethnologist for 30 years with
the Royal Ontario Museum. He became an accomplished linguist, studying and preserving his
Cree-based Ojibway language. He was a residential school success story, an example of the
virtue of the assimilation principle- that one can merge into and succeed in the dominant culture
while still retaining one’s culture of origin. His nuanced assessment of the residential school
system is as follows:
Lastly, in reply to the inevitable question, “Is there a place for residential schools in the educational system?”, I
respond with a qualified yes. Some who attended Garnier (at Spanish) have said, “It was probably the best thing that
could have happened to me.” However, for those going to St. Peter Claver’s ( a previous version of the school in
Wikwemikong) in the pre-Garnier days, it was “the worst possible experience.” Just as private schools have a place
in the educational system, so too do residential schools, but under vastly different terms, conditions and formats
from those that existed in the residential school as I first encountered it.

It’s disgraceful that, being in abject service to their all-encompassing narrative of genocidal
trauma, the TRC deliberately, in another example of the principled neglect of a primary text,
omitted all reference to this great Canadian, and to Indian School Days, a most interesting,
helpful, balanced and authoritative account and assessment of residential schools. (It was too full
of inconvenient truths, I guess.)
This omission is also surprising and noteworthy, (and the following applies to the omission of
any reference to Ruffled Feathers and Dances With Dependency as well), due to the fact that the
head of the TRC, Mr. Murray Sinclair, is a former judge and lawyer, (now gone to his great
reward in the Canadian Senate), and from those past roles he would have known that a lawyer,
when making an argument to a judge, is ethically bound to advise the judge of, not only the
authorities and precedents in favour of the lawyer’s argument, but those against it. He or she
must distinguish the contrary authorities and convince the judge why they don’t apply.
Regretfully the TRC relied on the correct fact that they, not being in a court situation, had no
such technical, legal duty, (but rather, I assert, still very much a moral duty).
And regretfully, and at some considerable cost to its credibility, (it shows bias and a lack of
confidence in their argument), the TRC chose not to favour the “judge” in this situation- the
Canadian public- with an instructive and inspiring demonstration of the carrying out of this
integral, advocacy duty- this moral duty.
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Another former student of the Spanish residential school was Cecil King, who went on to
become a University Professor and Dean of the Saskatchewan Indian Federated College, (as it
then was). His assessment was as follows:
You never get to hear about the good things that happen in these places. I do not think I could achieve anywhere
near what I have been able to achieve without the resolve I learned in the residential school. I learned to speak better
Ojibwe at Spanish while participating in the sub-culture of smuggling or trading cigarettes, tobacco, eggs, butter and
bread. This was our world. We had created a sub-culture within the Institution’s culture. There are preconceived
ideas of what the residential schooling was like and I challenge the assumption that the school was a place of horror
for everyone. 38

Peter Johnson, former Chief of the Serpent River First Nation, said this about his experience at
the Spanish residential school:
The residential school was the best thing that could’ve happened to me because that is where I met my wife of 45
years. The schooling I received there taught me independence. I serve as a Roman Catholic Deacon in my
community. I realize many people have been hurt in the residential schools and that many native people harbor ill
feelings toward the Church. I recognized the need for healing. Not some outside agency. There is a great deal we can
do. Many people talk about the need for healing and the expectation is one of a massive miracle that heals all. I do
not see that happening. I believe that healing will be like a soft gentle breeze that touches people at different
times. 39

Retired Supreme Court of Canada Justice Jack Major was a personal friend of Basil Johnston,
and knew the residential school at Spanish quite well. His reflections:
The notion that pupils at residential schools were torn from happy homes is a myth. There may have been some of
which I am unaware but in my experience a significant amount of children were rescued from starving on trap lines,
many of whom were afflicted with TB (tuberculosis). In fact Spanish had a separate floor to care for those. It is true
that English was paramount, but how else to equip the students to function off a particular reserve? It is strange that
native spokesmen are reluctant to tout any success by them in the modern world…I suppose the silence reflects the
motives of the vocal elements and misguided followers. 40

Shortly after the release of the TRC Report the renowned Canadian Cree residential school
attendee, novelist, playwright, classical pianist and Order of Canada recipient Tomson Highway,
who shamefully was not asked to testify before the Commission, expressed his view on his
residential school experience:41
All we hear is the negative stuff, nobody’s interested in the positive, the joy in that school. Nine of the happiest
years of my life I spent at that school…You may have heard stories from 7000 witnesses that were negative. But
what you haven’t heard are the 7000 stories that were positive stories. There are very many successful people today
that went to those schools and have brilliant careers and are very functional people, very happy people like myself. I
have a thriving international career , and it wouldn’t have happened without that school. You have to remember that
I came from so far north and there were no schools there.

Since then Mr. Highway’s expressed view has been consistently, deliberately and
again, shamefully, ignored by the TRC, politicians and the media. And Mr. Highway himself, a
talented, humane, brilliant and disciplined aesthete, (in the best sense of the word), has been
forsaken by the remorseless, censorious Puritans of the TRC and the Indian Industry generally,
for being a human being first and an indigenous person somewhere after that, and thus an
embarrassment and of no use to them. For Mr. Highway, but not for these people, the beautiful in
life must never be subordinated to the mere, grim, guilt-based, race-based pursuit of money and
power. 42
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All of the immediately above, like the use of the term “cultural genocide”, are further
examples of our elites “failure to live up to the standard of competency that democracy requires,”
and to deal truly with ordinary Canadians.
Marilynne Robinson:
We depend upon one another to deal truly, to provide one another with a basis for understanding and judgment.
Anyone with a higher education is likely to have an area or a role for which he or she is responsible in some degree.
This is true very obviously for writers, scholars, teachers, journalists, lawyers. 43

The scholarship in the TRC Report is totally biased, somewhat lightweight and replete with
“unargued persuasion” (see The Haida Nation Case, above). This is not surprising: the
Commissioners, like me, were mere proselytizing, amateur academics.
The lecturing, hectoring, cold, self-righteous, partisan, constant, blame and finger-pointing tone
and substance of the TRC’s conclusions, all totally devoid of imaginative
sympathy, are enervating and distracting, and take away from their effectiveness, perhaps to the
point of being counter-productive. In fact the Report is so partisan in nature “that it leaves the
reader convinced not of his insights but of his need to hear the other side.”44
Even Harold Cardinal, in his highly influential, partisan and hyperbolic “Indian Power”
book, The Unjust Society, (listed in the bibliography of the TRC Report), written in opposition to
the 1969 Trudeau White Paper, unlike Murray Sinclair, gave credit where credit was due,
writing:
Much can be said about the inherent good intentions of the missionaries, and it is true that without their efforts the
educational level of our people might be even lower than it is today. 45

David Brooks, on the theme of healing and restoring a sense of empowerment after experiencing
some form of serious trauma, writes46 of the need to see our differences as “soft”, on the need to
focus on responsibility, not blame, which provides a better context for cooperation and common
action, (especially relevant here, because, as stated, virtually no current-day Canadians,
especially our new immigrants, can be blamed at all for residential schools), and on the need to
avoid “asymmetric rhetoric”. He says:
If one person in a conversation takes the rhetorical level up to 10 every time, the other person has to rebut at Level
10 and turn monstrous, or retreat into resentful silence. Rhetorical passion, which feels so good, can destroy
conversation and mar truth and reconciliation.

This is so much the case for the TRC Report, and so much the case for the Indian industry’s
often insulting and relentlessly accusatory “social justice” movement generally- too much unfair
rhetorical excess directed against ordinary, innocent present-day Canadians, and, increasing the
surreal, counter-intuitive and damaging nature of this, with basically zero acknowledgment or
credit for anything positive past or present-day Canadians may have ever done or are now doing
for indigenous Canadians.
They had a “theory”, and all the data that did not fit was denied or ignored.

47

This uniform finger-pointing, hardness, denial and omission will do nothing for “reconciliation”.
As Nelson Mandela, the Moses of reconciliation, wrote:
When we dehumanize and demonize our opponents, we abandon the possibility of peacefully resolving our
differences, and seek to justify violence against them. 48

Granting that, at bottom, the TRC meant well, meant to ameliorate, meant to bring about
“reconciliation”, one can say that what the Report represents in its devastating indictment of both
our non-indigenous ancestors and present-day Canadians is a form of “ignorant kindness”, (but a
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kindness having an effect of significant hurt), and a “rashness of indignation which has an
unpleasant likeness to the love of punishing.”49
The constant and widespread images of crying testifiers-public displays of private sorrow and
grief, which, it being part of the human condition, all humans experience in some form or
other,50that are usually kept private- 51 to the exclusion of any competing or different images or
narratives- the overwhelming focus on personal experience and testimony of suffering and
oppression, where feelings became equated with reasons and moral authority– successfully
challenged and banished “the primacy of argument”, or any other form of reasoned
analysis,52and made almost impossible critical self-examination, real and full discussions of
socio-historical contexts, and, otherwise, “difficult” discussions generally.
The language of the Report is aggressive to the point of intellectual carelessness, sometimes
bordering on dishonesty, and is excessive to the point of argumentative ineffectiveness.
For instance: Canada purportedly set out to destroy the political and social institutions
of Canadian Indians- Canada purportedly seized Indian land and forcibly transferred Indian
populations.
Languages are banned. Spiritual leaders are persecuted, spiritual practices are forbidden, and objects of spiritual
value are confiscated and destroyed.

Yes, these things happened on occasion, but not a lot. Not in the frequent general sense implied,
and, generally, not with the malevolent intent ascribed by the Commission. But the TRC Report
wrongly suggests that all that did deliberately occur in the frequent general sense, and that it was
all indicative of the norm.
The Report’s constant harsh judging of the actions of our Canadian ancestors by the standards of
the present- displaying full-bore “the enormous condescension of posterity”– 53 lacks common
sense, so-crucial context, empathy and historical imagination,54 is illogical, wrong to do, unfair,
and is illustrative of the lack of nuance, balance, complexity and sophistication on the part of the
Commission in relation to the whole matter. In this regard the Report broke the “first rule of
historians”;
…which is to fashion an explanation for different events in a way that makes sense to their own age but which is
also sensitive to the beliefs and conditions of the period under study. 55

As argued in An Issue of Freedom of Speech, above, these British and Canadian people were
products of their times, just like we are. (And our times are no better than theirs!) Their actions
were by and large motivated by what they thought, in those seeming End of Days times for
Indians, was in their best interests- by what they thought was needed to save salvage them- by
what they thought was right. Certainly their actions were not ideal. Perhaps they were the
product of “ignorant kindness”. They were, like us, the mixed result of inexperienced, hopeful,
sometimes base, sometimes noble impulse:
…struggling amidst the conditions of an imperfect social state, in which great feelings often take the aspect of error,
and great faith the aspect of illusion. For there is no creature whose inward nature is so strong that it is not greatly
determined by what lies outside it. 56

George Eliot, the writer of the immediately above quote, had an “inward nature” that was as
positively strong as anyone’s could be. Yet in her own writing she illustrated the dreadful
strength of this dictum.
She was staggeringly brilliant. She displayed tremendous imaginative sympathy for and
psychological insight into the thoughts, fears and motivations of men and women of all types and
classes, powerfully relevant today and forever. Yet even she could not help being victimized by
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the overt and all-pervasive racism and bigotry that damnably and perdurably went to the marrow
of everyone in those times, and in all past times.
Her great novel Daniel Deronda was one of the literary seeds of the Zionist movement in
England at the time of writing, (the mid-1860’s- about the time of Canada’s Confederation and
Sir John A. MacDonald.) It dealt with anti-Semitism and the Jewish experience in English
society in the most liberal, sympathetic, supportive and enlightened manner possible, given the
times. (We must always have regard to the times!)
Yet her narrative voice in the novel, not the voice of any character, refers to “the spiritual
poverty of the Jewish millions”, referring to lower class Jews of London, casts a few other
similar, casual aspersions elsewhere in the novel, and says this about a Jewish pawnbroker, (the
archetypal Fagan/Shylock stereotype):
…and his taste for money-getting seemed to be favoured with that success which has been the most exasperating
difference in the greed of the Jews during all the ages of their dispersion.

When I read these words I thought: Wow! She didn’t really mean that! But maybe she did! If
even this brilliant, humane, ultra-liberal, literary Titaness, walking the sure and constant path of
great human decency, a pioneer of true feminism, can trip and fall prey to this, then anyone can!
We all can! We all do and we all did! We need to stop cherry-picking when judging people, and
measure their lives in the balance- viewing their lives as a whole, and in the context of their
times. We need to be very careful in judging, and have an operating assumption of
understanding and forgiveness. We need to be better informed, wise, empathic, merciful and
forgiving when judging others, past and present. We need to be, as David Brooks says, “soft” in
this regard. We need to remember the biblical admonition: Judge not yet ye be judged!
By these standards, George Eliot’s minor lapses- “her barbarisms were those of her age”-57– an
age when, shockingly to us, Jews were still not allowed to go to Oxford or Cambridge!constitute even greater testimony to her overall supremely progressive accomplishments and,
given her times, to her unmatched liberal and enlightened humaneness.
By these standards our Canadian forefathers, like Sir John A. MacDonald- the founders of our
country and its institutions- whose accomplishments, worth and virtue posterity has generally
endorsed, and whose flaws were those of their age, deserve to be judged today in a far more
wise, respectful, better-informed, empathic, and forgiving manner than is presently occurring.
To not do this is intellectually childish, emotionally barren, illustrative of the racism-type
mindset, (ascribing negative characteristics to all members of an entire (deceased) group or class
of people), and even bears marks of pettiness and dishonor.
The New Yorker Canadian-born essayist Adam Gopnik wrote:
A persistent oddity of intellectuals is that when they’re talking about someone they actually know they offer a mixed
accounting of bad stuff and good stuff: he’ll drive you crazy with this but he’s terrific in that. The moment someone
becomes a feature of the past however, he is reduced to a vector with a single transit and historical purpose. If we
treated our friends the way we treated our subjects, we wouldn’t have any. 58

Historian Carlo Ginzburg said the task of the historian “is just the opposite of what most of us
were taught to believe. He must destroy our false sense of proximity to people of the past,
because they came from societies very different from our own.” 59
Robert Hughes decried this cop-out tendency to eschew “the burden of imaginative empathy” as
follows:
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The need for absolute goodies and absolute baddies runs deep in us, but it drags history into propaganda and denies
the humanity of the dead: their sins, their virtues, their efforts, their failures. To preserve complexity, and not flatten
it under the weight of anachronistic moralizing, is part of the historian’s task. 60

Justice Sinclair and the TRC completely failed to carry out these historian’s tasks and prime
duties.
The late Holocaust survivor Eli Wiesel (above) rejected the concept of collective guilt- of
succeeding generations being judged guilty for the wrongdoings of their ancestors. Canadians
should accept Mr. Wiesel’s wise and compassionate view of this, (he lived the Holocaust and his
views deserve to be deferred to), and reject the shallow, finger-pointing, anachronistic,
collective-guilt accusations of Mr. Sinclair and his TRC.
The complete absence of any sense of historical proportion- of historical context- of tragic
realism– of any acknowledgment or discussion of the fact that these inherently tragic events
caused by the collision of cultures and differing human interests constitute but one small
example amongst countless thousands of an eternal, world-wide phenomenon, of one form or
another, of dispossession, that has so-tragically played out year after year throughout historical
time. These crucial absences must cause the TRC Report to be condemned with the verdict of
being bad history.
And this kind of bad history- this kind of obviously incomplete history-this kind of negligent,
intellectually lazy ignoring of the complexity of history- this kind of myth-making, forgetful and
self-deceptive history-this kind of history that mentions not one of the many realities set out in
chapter 6 above, Pre-Contact Indian Culture and the Shock of the New-this kind of history
that almost wilfully and knowingly demands, all in the name of achieving the higher
“cause”, that all these crucial facts and realities be omitted- is dangerous history.
It’s dangerous because all it’s good for is propaganda- for creating and perpetuating Christopher
Hedge’s myth of separateness- the bane of the world today, and, locally, a key cause of all the
harm and dysfunction in this crucial area of our national life.61
It’s dangerous because, in its simplicity and in its self-serving close-mindedness, it exemplifies
the saying to the effect that any “ism”- any race-based movement- rejects ambiguity, where truth
lies, in favour of an artificial, unreal uniformity. 62
It’s dangerous because it exemplifies the shallow and harmful tendency to ascribe all the
problems experienced by indigenous-Canadians today to one great cause: “colonialist”
dispossession and racism.
Beware single cause interpretations-and beware the people who purvey them.

63

The TRC Report downplays the fact, and treats it almost as inconvenient, that, since the late
1960’s, mainly ameliorative government actions and spectacular Indian court victories have
dominated the Canadian Indian-non-Indian relational landscape.
It ignores the present reality that, day by day, our present era offers more racial decency than
any previous era, that at no point in Canadian history has there been more freedom from antiIndian racial impediments, and that at no point in our history has there been more reason for
young Indian men and women to be hopeful that investing in themselves will pay dividends for
the future.64
This all leaves the reader puzzled and unconvinced that things are as bad today for Indians as the
Report says, or that all the fantastically expensive (for Canadian taxpayers)
“reconciliation” recommendations that the Report makes are all that needed.
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Bob Dylan (above) has it right. In the Canadian context the only reconciliation worthy of the
name that Indians and non-Indians should be seeking is the reconciliation of our base, lower
natures and the voices of our higher aspirations- our better angels- our “God”- within, and, on a
more prosaic level, the reconciliation that would inevitable follow from racial integration under a
regime of “one set of laws for all.” In the present case that means shucking our ropes of
sand, losing our chains, and -Wai Wah- (do it!-Calvin Helin)-integrating. (Until then Lord,
protect our Indian children, because man, who always seems to put his own power and money
pursuits first, apparently won’t.)
Finally, and sadly, the whole purport of the Commission’s purpose and efforts was not to
attempt, a la Bernard Schlink, to set free Canadian aboriginals and non-aboriginals from the
tragic aspects of our shared past. Rather, as evidenced by the TRC Report, it was to further and
more tightly keep us all chained to it.
According to the Commission:
Reconciliation is about establishing and maintaining a mutually respectful relationship between Aboriginal and nonAboriginal peoples in this country. In order for that to happen there has to be an awareness of the past,
acknowledgement of the harm that has been inflicted, atonement for the causes, and action to change
behavior….The way we govern ourselves must change. Laws must change. Policies and programs must change. The
way we educate our children and ourselves must change. The way we do business must change. Thinking must
change. The way we talk to, and about, each other must change. All Canadians must make a firm and lasting
commitment to reconciliation to ensure that Canada is a country where our children and grandchildren can thrive.

This reads like the Commission condescendingly regards all non-Indian Canadians, despite the
massive publicity that the residential schools issue has received over the past ten years, as being
totally ignorant of it, and in serious need of mandatory political and social re-education. (Which I
assert, based on all the available evidence so far, will boil down to New Age propagandist
mush. Further thoughts on the wrong-headed and insulting aspects and implications of this kind
of lightweight Commission thinking, which I assert will result in this educational mush, are at
chapter 11, The Grant of Legal Rights to Canada’s Indians.)
The clear purport of the scolding, sanctimonious, utopian, human engineering, ninety-four point,
overall “action plan” of the Commission is that the quasi-separate but equal status quo is to
continue, in strengthened form, the Indian Act and reserves are here to stay, and that present-day
Canadians , who had nothing to do with the happening of all the alleged wrongs of the distant
past, are to continue to grovel in guilt for the alleged acts and omissions of their ancestors,
including those present-day Canadians who are first-generation immigrants and whose
ancestors, even more clearly and obviously, (they were living in some other part of the world at
the time!), really had nothing to do with these acts and omissions), and that new laws and
programs are to be passed and instituted, backed by Indian industry-supervised, “concerted
material resources”, (meaning billions of Canadian taxpayers money), all to the purpose of
keeping this pseudo-“reconciliation” process plaguing us all indefinitely.
This form of stubborn, almost belligerent, clinging to the past, is a tiresome and seemingly
never-ending continuation of the harmful, retrograde, inward and selfish position of the Indian
Industry elites described in 1971 by William Wuttunee in Ruffled Feathers:
What is the Indian cause as espoused by the Red Power (the name of the Indian elites opposing the Trudeau 1969
White Paper) advocates? It is the segregation of Indians from white people, the establishment of an administration
financed by the Canadian taxpayer and run by Indian organizations; it is the promotion of a buckskin and feather
culture and the attempt by Indian leaders to muzzle any criticism by their fellow Indians; it is the perpetual criticism
of the Indian Affairs Branch, and the process of white witch-hunting. They believe it is the white society which is
guilty and which should pay retribution for their pain and suffering. They blame everything on the white man and
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the Indian agents. They don’t like the word “assimilation” and “integration”, and plainly they don’t seem to like
anything except the white man’s money.

Not much has changed.
And no doubt, had the TRC Commissioners been around in 1971, they would have been part of
the group of Indian elites shunning this distinguished and accomplished aboriginal-Canadian and
suppressing his freedom of speech.
Unlike Auschwitz survivor Roman Kent, (above), the Commission, and Indian elites generally,
seemingly want their traumatic past to continue to define their children’s future and their
ongoing relations with their fellow Canadians. They want to keep the complaints going, always
front and centre.
Robert Hughes:
Complaint gives you power- even when its only the power of emotional bribery, of creating previously unnoticed
levels of social guilt. 65

And, as evidenced by the Report, they clearly don’t seem to seriously want their history, as their
leaders so poorly and unhealthily describe it, to become dispassionate history, or their individual
and collective tasks to be finally mastered.
For them, Indian and non-Indian Canadians are to continue on our separate, quasisegregated, race-based paths on into the endless future, with our true and real “racial
reckoning”66– our true and real reconciliation-which can only ever happen if indigenous
Canadians accept a state of complete legal equality with the rest of Canadians!– Reconciliation
is, in the end, a two way street!- postponed indefinitely or evaded altogether.
This is wrong and unhealthy. In fact it’s crazy.
For Indian elites the TRC Report has become their Iliad-type, foundational Ur document,
charting their ill-fated course for more divisive special rights and entitlements into the indefinite
future. But:
If a nation chooses a somewhat childish story for their Iliad, doesn’t it pay a high price? Does it not suggest a Peter
Pan-like condition of not wanting to grow up? 67

Finally, the Commission’s Report so lacks any country-unifying and ennobling goal or endpurpose- any concrete, realistic proposals to attack the root of the problem (the Indian Act,
reserves, and all the other aspects of the separate but equal status quo discussed in this
essay), and thus is very unfortunately seen by most non-Indian Canadians as just a further
example of the tendency of the Indian industry and our governing classes to be unhealthily,
unproductively and excessively fixated on the past, and not always for the best of motives.
Despite the positive aspects of it the Truth and Reconciliation Commission, and its Report, will
leave no long-term, ameliorative legacy for Canadians.
Canada has and will have the same dysfunctional, quasi-segregationist, separate but equal,
danegeld-oppressed status quo as before, the root causes of which the Report, so rife with moral
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high-horse condemnation and shapeless compassion, and so devoid of truly realistic and gamechanging recommendations, completely failed to address.
In fact the Report is being used by Indian elites to reinforce all that dysfunction, to continue the
stoking of the guilt-making machine behind the past wrongs done to Indians-to maintain
difference between Indian and non-Indian Canadians- and thus is being seen by ordinary
Canadians as being cynically used too much as merely an agent for the accumulation of more
power and money in the hands of the Indian industry- seen by ordinary Canadians as being
foolishly used too much as a justification to repeat over and over the same mistakes from the
past.
And it is no reparation of past faults to commit new ones in the opposite direction.68

Nelson Mandela taught the importance of forgiveness and reconciliation in post-apartheid South
Africa, which he saw as being “non-racial.” His Truth and Reconciliation Commission was not,
like Canada’s, an end it itself, a mere instrument, purportedly about “reconciliation,” but
actually being about the further preservation of the essential status quo, which represents the
opposite of real reconciliation.
Rather, his truth and reconciliation commission was the means to the much nobler goal of
changing his country fundamentally – of ultimate racial unity and integration amongst all South
Africans- one rainbow, ubuntu people living under one set of laws.
As he wrote in his magnificent and stirring autobiography, Long Walk to Freedom:69
The very first step on the road to reconciliation is the complete dismantling of apartheid and all the measures used to
enforce it.

In her beautiful essay, Translation is an act of shared humanity,70 scholar and inspired and
passionate humanist, Kim Echlin, wrote:
My friends in South Africa tell me that the Nguni word ubuntu, which was brought to international consciousness by
Archbishop Desmond Tutu during the countries Truth and Reconciliation Hearings, is common now. I love this
word, which describes the interconnectedness of our well-being-something like, “I am well if you are well.” It is an
important, complex ideal. The best I can do as an English translation is “shared humanity.” Our thought, and action,
will continue to deepen as we all learn the words for ubuntu, our shared and interdependent humanity.

It’s tragic that Canada’s truth and reconciliation effort didn’t emulate South Africa’s ubuntu
spirit and philosophy. Their new Constitution does not privilege in any way one particular race.
It’s tragic that Canada’s does and that our Truth and Reconciliation Commission wants to single
out and privilege one particular race even further.
A great, ennobling, country-changing opportunity was squandered.
And as usual in these situations, the ones who suffer from the limited, squandered nature of the
Truth and Reconciliation Commission’s efforts are not the ones promoting it- our Indian elites,
the Indian industry generally and our enabling media and governing classes- but rather the
Janices- the “murdered and missing”- and all the other vulnerable, marginalized, powerless, vast
majority of Indian people.
Because the false message sent to ordinary Indians in relation to all this – especially the message
that those vulnerable, impressionable younger ones get – is that, because Indian Canadians are
still supposedly suffering and disabled because of “colonialism” and such events as the
residential schools experience – because they still need to be “reconciled” – because of “cultural
genocide” and the “broken treaties”, even though all that allegedly happened generations ago –
they don’t have the same abilities as other peoples to properly process and overcome their
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history – they can’t do what the Jewish, Ukrainian and Eastern Europeans peoples did – what
American blacks are trying to do. They can’t do what Chinese and Japanese-Canadians didwhat all the other peoples throughout history who found themselves in the same tragicallydispossessed situation had to do- and did-they can’t master their task.
Unlike those other peoples with a far harsher and tragic past of sorrow and pity, the message
from our non-Indian and Indian elites to ordinary Indians is that they are forever crippled and
dependent and therefore hardwired to fail.
What a sad, wrong, condescending, defeatist and irresponsible message.
What a classic example of the soft bigotry of low expectations.
It’s a sure recipe for the continued segregation, demoralization and social and economic failure
of the Indian peoples of Canada.
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41. RETHINKING THE “HONOUR OF THE
CROWN” PRINCIPLE
Honour – a clear sense of what is morally right. – Oxford English Dictionary
Fiduciary law in Canada, particularly in respect of the Crown’s relationship with Aboriginal peoples, is a very
dynamic area of Canadian law. The nature and extent of the particular obligations that may arise out of this
relationship are matters that are largely unsettled in the jurisprudence. -Nordheimer J. Brown v. Canada (Attorney
General) 1

The just and proper obligations of the Canadian Crowns i.e. the Canadian people through their
federal and provincial governments, to act honourably towards Canada’s Indians are based
generally on the fiduciary obligations towards them that arose on the part of Canada as the result
of the historical facts and circumstances leading up to the treaty-making era, the making of the
treaties themselves, and the relationship of general Indian dependency and reliance which has
tragically persisted since then.
The best and only way to end this tragic relationship of dependence and reliance is to end
the now obviously-failed and in effect dishonourable manner in which the Crown fiduciaryhonour obligations towards our Indian peoples has historically and is presently being undertaken.
Presently, and with a view to a better future, the proper and effective fulfillment of the Crown
honour principle mandates that our governments do everything they can to end the reservation
system and special race-based rights and entitlements for Canada’s Indians.
As reiterated by the Ontario Divisional Court in Brown v. Canada, above, (“Brown“), this
fiduciary obligation, honourably and admirably originally imposed on the federal Crown by
itself, (See Great Britain- A Conqueror With a Conscience above) and then subsequently
affirmed by the courts as a central obligation on all of Canada’s governments, exists because,
according to our courts; firstly, when the treaties were made, Canada undertook to act
responsibly and in the bests interests of the Indians it dealt with; secondly, the Indians were
extremely vulnerable to Canada’s huge, discretionary power over them; and thirdly, because
anything Canada did in exercise of this discretionary power would substantially affect their
rights and interests.
The Ontario Divisional Court’s above referred-to Brown decision re-states this, and further
emphasizes the “dynamic“, “undeveloped and fluid” nature of our federal and
provincial governments’ fiduciary-honour obligations towards our Indian peoples- obligations
that are always varying with the nature of the Indian right or interest in question.
Haida Nation, like Brown, said that the principle of the “honour of the Crown” was a
fundamental principle governing the relations between the Crowns of Canada and Canada’s
Indians, arising as it did out of the relationship of inequality and dependency between the federal
Crown and our Indian peoples that existed at the time the treaties were signed, and from the
perpetual trust reposed in the Crown by Indians in those circumstances.
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Evidencing this, as related above in relation to the signing of the treaties, were the frequent
references to the mother-child relationship existing between them, with the Crown being the
“Great Mother” and the parleying Indians her “children.”
Haida Nation also laid down the principle that the treaties are living documents, which,
consistent with the honour of the Crown, must be interpreted generously and in the modern
context, always taking into account current social and economic circumstances. Brown, by
implication, does the same, with its use of such terms as “dynamic”, “fluid”, and “unsettled”, all
terms implying the notion of change and adaptation, and implying that there is not necessarily
only one way, carved in stone, for our governments to carry out these fiduciary-honour
obligations.
It follows that, just as treaties should be interpreted, and re-interpreted, in light of prevailing and
ever-changing social and economic circumstances, so also should the Crown fiduciary-honour
principle be subject to a changing interpretation and a changing application in accordance with
the ever-changing, dynamic and fluid facts on the ground- in accordance with ever-changing
modern circumstances.
What is honourable Crown conduct in one era may not be so in another, which, I argue, is
clearly the present case here. The operation of the status quo, even with all the new rights and
entitlements for Indians that have been added to it, is not working, and never will.
The status quo is dishonourable. It’s condemning our Indian peoples to continued and further
poverty, dependency and despair. It’s enriching a few at the expense of the many. It’s civically
immoral in conception and effect.
And the other very negative effects of it – the diminution of Crown sovereignty, the
diminishment of the rule of law and the damage to our economy – severely harming the vast
majority of Indians as much as non-Indians- constitute further reasons why the present manner in
which the Crown fiduciary-honour principle is being interpreted, applied and carried out must be
radically changed.
One main root of the problem is that Canada’s Indians have so much provided for them by the
Canadian taxpayer for which they have to do little or nothing to receive other than being born an
Indian, that they have no real incentive to undertake any serious efforts to improve their
condition, to become free, independent and, in the civic sense, full “adult” participants in the
Canadian experience.
I assert that for Indians to “master their task” they need to “grow up.” But because of the way the
Crown honour principle is being interpreted and applied they have no need to do this. Applying
the Queen-parent-child analogy, they have no incentive, even though they’re “adults in years,” to
leave their “Mother’s” house and try to make their own way in the world. They’re still living in
the basement long after they should have left home. This is the “Queen Mother’s” – i.e. Canada’s
– fault as much as anyone’s, because the reserve system and the Indian Act presume a merely
child-like civic status being afforded Indians.
But nonetheless, moving forward, it can’t be denied that it’s the poignant duty of every parent to
raise her children in such a way that they will leave home – that they will want and be able to
leave home.
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A parent sadly but proudly knows he’s done a good job when his child permanently leaves the
nest and sets up and lives independently on his own.
Canada, the technically-legal parens patriae of all Indians, has, despite it’s honourably-intended
past efforts, essentially failed in its parental duty to properly raise and prepare Indians to be
willing and able to live in the real world on their own – to leave home. It has made the basement
too comfortable to want to leave. The children are afraid to leave. In this, Canada, albeit for
understandable reasons, has been a rather weak and ultimately neglectful parent.
William Wuttunee, a mighty, great tree of public morality who put his small-minded enemies in
the shade and left them to wither, 2almost 50 years ago, in Ruffled Feathers, was eerily prescient
in this regard. He wrote:
There must be a sense of adulthood by the non-Indian people who are administering programs relating to Indians.
Weak “love” or pity for Indian people is not going to improve their lot. There must be hard-headed programs
designed to increase the participation of Indians in a non-Indian society. Sociologists and anthropologists can’t
spend their time in apologizing for Indian people, thereby encouraging an ethnic division which will perpetuate the
problem for several more generations. Their studies must be done from a positive point of view, rather than by reaffirming a separation of the two races. There is certainly something good to be said about the value of people living
together peacefully, mutually, for the benefit of one another. It is time to blast the arguments against integration and
to speak in favour of it. (italics added)

So Canada needs to take a deep breath, resolve to toughen up, and begin making plans to, one
gentle but firm way or another, over time, in measured fashion, get her Indian children out of the
basement and out of the home altogether. And, with respect to the 600,000 new Indian-status
aspirants created by the Supreme Court of Canada’s Daniels decision, (see Treaties- Fairly Made
and Honourable Implemented, above), and, with respect to the August, 2019 action of the
Trudeau government to create several hundred thousand more “instant Indians”, (see The
Treaties-Fairly Made and Honourably Implemented, above), Canada should, by all legal
measures active and passive, prevent them altogether from entering this parents’ basement of
learned helplessness.
Therein lies the ultimate salvation for us all.
Therein lies the carrying out of true, honourable, adult, parental duty and responsibility. Therein,
in this modern era, lies the true path and manner for our governments to justly and properly carry
out their fiduciary-honour obligations to our Indian peoples.
The justification for this course of remedial action is even stronger in Tsilhqot’in and UNDRIPaffected parts of Canada, like British Columbia. 3 The Indian bands which inhabit these areas of
the country, now claim, based on aboriginal title, virtual legal equality with- in some instances
even legal supremacy over- our federal and provincial governments. As the Nemiah
Declaration4 demonstrates, they’re moving to regulate and even prohibit hitherto Crownauthorized commercial and recreational uses on their lands, which are now
essentially former public lands.
They’re saying in effect to their (former?) non-Indian fellow citizens: As newly-declared owners
of this land we will now control what takes place on it. And, by the way, you no longer naturally
belong here. And further by the way, your laws don’t apply here and we can ignore them at our
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discretion. This was essentially the legally reasonable position of the Wet’suwet’en hereditary
chiefs in their blockade of the Coastal GasLink pipeline in early 2020.
These Indigenous groups are professing to be quite independent, quite in control and thus no
longer vulnerable to the discretionary power of non-Indian governments, federal and provincial.
And Indian vulnerability has always been key to the continued existence and operation of the
Crown fiduciary-honour principle.
Thus, by operation of law, and by their own words and actions, they are eroding the
“vulnerability” rationale for the continued application of the Crown fiduciary-honour principle to
them. So as their power, control, and independence increases, so should the application to them
of the Crown fiduciary-honour principle decrease, as should the transfer monies and substantial
other benefits that go along with it.
This important consideration applies as well to non-Tsilhqot’in and non-UNDRIP areas of
Canada, particularly in situations where Indian bands have achieved significant financial benefits
as the result of the exercise and exploitation of their “consult and accommodate” danegeld rights
and powers.
But, in any event, the primary rationale for re-thinking, re-interpreting and differently applying
the Crown fiduciary-honour principle remains based on common sense and what is morally right,
not from parsing legal cases.
The honour of the Crown demands that after all this failed time Canada start treating its Indians
like civic adults, and hold them to adult standards. Ultimate respect for and true concern for the
welfare of Indians demands it.
Thus the Crown honour principle needs to be revisited, re-thought and re-applied in such a way
that Canada starts to treat Indians, like a responsible parent would, not in accordance with what
her Indian “children” subjectively want, but in accordance with what they objectively need in
order to become self-supporting, civically-engaged adults.
The application of the Crown honour principle should not encourage or create a state of
permanent, civically-infantile dependency, as it presently does.
Therefore, considering Haida Nation, and Brown, and thus applying a principled, nuanced and
contextual approach to the Crown honour principle, a dynamic and fluid approach, one must
conclude that in today’s modern Canadian social and economic circumstances it would be
honourable Crown conduct – conduct akin to that of a caring, responsible and far-seeing parent
exercising proper care and regard for an increasingly dependent child heading down the wrong
path in life – conduct having regard to the best interests of Indians – conduct having regard to
our classically liberal values – to end the reserve system and race -based special rights and
entitlements for Indians – the root cause of why Indians are still suffering so greatly today.
Only by doing so will Canada’s Indians be able to get out of their debilitating state of
dependency and be brought into the mainstream of Canadian life as true civically-adult equals.
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1. 2014 ONSC 6987, Ontario Divisional Court. This procedural ruling is one of several that followed the
first of such rulings in this marathon case, discussed in Assimilation and Cultural Loss, above.
2. This apt image describing Goethe from Safranski, Goethe, Life as a Work of Art
3. See the discussion of this case in Dances With Danegeld, above.
4. See Dances With Danegeld, above.
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42. OUR LIBERAL VALUES
The first condition of success is secured in putting ourselves right. We have recovered ourselves from our false
position, and planted ourselves on a law of Nature. – Ralph Waldo Emerson1
Some political and social arrangements nurture all the excellences of which human nature is capable, while others
stunt and deform it. -Theodore Dalrymple2
The aim of every political constitution is, or ought to be, first to obtain for rulers men who possess most wisdom to
discern, and most virtue to pursue, the common good of society; and in the next place, to take the most effectual
precautions for keeping them virtuous whilst they continue to hold their public trust.- James Madison 3
In the framers’ view, corruption in the broader sense of using public office for private ends was essentially the
opposite of public virtue, and was therefore a central threat to the life and health of the republic…For James
Madison, without civic virtue, “no theoretical checks, no form of government, can render us secure. To suppose that
any form of government will secure liberty or happiness without any virtue in the people is a chimerical idea. –
David Cole4
While some bands have done well, it is a sad truth that everywhere in the world, small governments with large
powers and little accountability tend to become corrupt-not always, but often. The reserve system is the centre of
this…Indians are human beings just like the rest of us. But most are burdened by the system. – Gordon
Gibson, Canada Enables the Sickness of the Reserves5
What is it about the twentieth-century mind that it so readily dealt with masses, categories, rather than comparing
people as individuals? -D.M. Thomas, Alexander Solzhenitsyn, A Century in His Life 6
For the truth is that, though the self may be an anxious item, and we are all no more than a face drawn in the sand
on the very edge of the waves in a collapsing cosmos, the self as we’ve invented and pampered it, the private self,
the personal self, is a being worthy of treasure. -Malcom Bradbury, To the Hermitage 7
The only true and lasting meaning of the struggle for life lies in the individual, in his modest peculiarities, and his
right to these peculiarities. – Vasily Grossman– Life and Fate 8
The individual human being is the ultimate unit of all law. -Hersch Lauterpacht 9

I have made reference above, and have implicitly referred and relied upon throughout, to our
“classically liberal values.” Canada is fortunate to be a product of the Western Enlightenment,
best personified historically by Great Britain, of which these values are a shining feature.
In his book, Death of the Liberal Class,10 author Christopher Hedges adopted the definition of
liberalism offered by the philosopher John Gray:
Classical liberalism has four principle features or perspectives, which give it a recognizable identity: it
is individualist, in that it asserts the moral primacy of the person against any collectivity; egalitarian, in that it
confers on all human beings the same moral status; universalist, affirming the moral unity of the species;
and meliorist, in that it asserts the open-ended improvability, by the use of critical reason, of human life.

Daily life for Indians in Canada’s reserve system, not at all a reflection of true, pre-contact
aboriginal culture, and all the other aspects of the status quo related to the reserve system, offend
each and every one of these four features of classical liberalism- these four pillars of the most
enlightened system of political thought in the history of civilization.
(Marilynne Robinson, in The Tyranny of Petty Coercion, above, laments, in her
view, the death of liberalism thusly:
As a principle, liberalism is essential to the sanity and humanity of this civilization. As a movement, it is virtually
defunct. Those who have espoused it have failed it, in a way and to a degree that has allowed the very word to
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become a term of opprobrium. Some authoritative consensus turned against it, and, obedient to that consensus, its
allies have abandoned the cause, if not gone over to the other side, into the embrace of illiberalism.)

The reserve system is purportedly collectivist and egalitarian rather than, like “Western”
life, individualistic and inherently unequal. But the so-called equal rights of the Indian “group”
are too often and too easily controlled and exercised by an almost mafia-style form
of oligarchic, hierarchical rule, which is antithetical to pre-contact aboriginal tribal life, and so
the raw power of these alpha rulers- exercised unequally and arbitrarily- too often prevails over
the rights of Indian individuals. This kind of “resource seizure by people in power” 11 is more
typical of the excesses of modern capitalism than authentic, pre-contact aboriginal culture, where
such selfish, anti-group-welfare behavior usually resulted in either banishment or death for the
offender.
Band Indians have no property rights on their reserves. They have no proper justice system. They
have lessened civil liberties. This is indisputably politically primitive and morally unacceptable.
William Wuttunee, in Ruffled Feathers, described the chief and band council- controlled land
management system as “feudal.”
Aboriginal writer Calvin Helin, in Dances With Dependency, set out in clear and depressing
detail all that is wrong and illiberal about the status quo:
…band governments answerable to no one; powerless community members; an AFN comprised of and representing
only the self-interested Chiefs- “colonizers of their own people”- and generally, “a situation not unlike many banana
republics.

There should only be two legally recognized, fundamental units in our constitutional
makeup; the individual and the state itself. Intermediate units, like ethnic or religious groups,
should have no formal, constitutional, legal status per se. To the extent that, for historical and
legal reasons, the Canadian Indian “group” presently does have that separate
constitutional status, our overall, long-term policy should be to move away from that situation,
to evolve out of it and into a higher and more morally and politically just state of national,
constitutional being.
Like all in tribal societies, the political and social culture of Indian bands is male-dominated,
(although admittedly Indian women, possessing, seemingly more than men, the “soft skills”
more in demand in the post-industrial society, are becoming increasingly politically influential.)
Many women have second class social status, and only very sketchy, uncertain rights on
marriage breakdown, rights that vary from band to band, and that are, in any event, practically
viewed, unenforceable.
Indian elites baselessly assert that Indians are somehow fundamentally different, as human
beings, from non-Indian Canadians, and thus should continue to live legally and even
physically separate and apart from the rest of us. They propagate the fundamentally false (and
unintentionally fascistic) idea that the individual Indigenous person best expresses himself or
herself as part of “mass experience.”12This disgracefully condemns these vulnerable
Canadians to always be suffering from a form of ghetto physical existence and ghetto mentality.
This is the opposite of universalism, which sees all people as equal “members of an extended
family living in a shared and interconnected world.”13Ironically, this phrase fairly accurately
summarizes the basic world view and operating principle of pre-contact aboriginal societies,
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which modern aboriginal societies, as evidenced by their conduct, and despite the mere words of
their elites, eschew.
For all the reasons set out in this essay, the reserve system and everything connected to it is the
very antithesis of progressive and meliorist. Under it the situation of Indians as a whole can
never improve – can only stay the same or, more likely, get worse.
A political system based on classically liberal values will give individual Indians a far greater
chance of maximizing their individual potential as human beings – of “inclining them to
virtue”,14 and thus to accomplishment, than does either the present Indian Act reserve model or
would the utopian “self-government” model advocated by Indian elites. Both of these models
presume a basic collectivist and tribal ethos, essentially antithetical to private property rights and
individual freedom and initiative, both will have to be backstopped forever by the Canadian
taxpayer, and both will only result in more and endless, debilitating dependency for individual
Indians.
Finally in this regard, as stated above, the nature of governance regimes on too many reserves
constitutes an opaque, family and crony relationship-based, oligarchic, rentier, “extractive”
political and economic reality, devoid of the rule of law and devoid of any of the necessary
“theoretical checks” called for by James Madison, all of which dooms “First Nations” to always
be failing nations, and forecloses most reserve residents from Madison’s goal of a civic society
of true liberty and happiness.
As columnist Lorne Gunter wrote:15
At any one time, more than a third of First Nations reserves are under full or partial federal financial control because
band leaders can’t manage.

Economics professor Daron Acemoglu, co-author of the recent book Why Nations Fail: The
Origins of Power, Prosperity and Poverty, wrote of this dysfunctional and “extractive” reality:16
Most successful countries fall into the camp of inclusive societies, where political power and economic benefits are
shared broadly among the population. Failed nations, on the other hand, tend to be extractive societies, where an
elite controls the economic and political system and uses its power to extract wealth from the society at everyone
else’s expense.

Chiefs of small Indian bands engineering unconscionably large salaries and other benefits for
themselves and their cronies are too-frequent examples of what James Madison was warning
against: of social and political “arrangements” disinclining to virtue those at the top of them, of
cronyistic, extractive behavior, and of the sickness of the reserves described by Gordon Gibson.
A prime area where this dysfunction is prevalent is the area of aboriginal business ventures. As
Tom Flanagan wrote in First Nations? Second Thoughts:
In some ways aboriginal enterprise bears a striking resemblance to the “crony capitalism” that flourishes in countries
where politicians control resources and allocate business opportunities to the relatives, friends and supporters. Crony
capitalism can certainly make an entrepreneurial elite very well off. And, as aboriginal participation rates in higher
education approach those of other Canadians, the aboriginal professional class will grown and flourish. Taken
together, these trends point to an internal polarization of the aboriginal population, in which the emergence of wellto-do entrepreneurial and professional minorities has been accompanied by increasing unemployment and welfare
dependency of the majority.

Mr. Flanagan was referring in different words to the sometimes illiberal, rentier state reality of
too-many Indian bands, (discussed in Dancing With Danegeld, chapter 26, below), where,
amongst their elites, worldly success and civic-type virtue can too easily remain strangers to one
another:
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In a rentier state every ambitious person know that the way to become rich and powerful is to grab the sources of
wealth and hold onto them, by force if necessary. Rentier states tend to be run by unelected dictators. 17

Canada’s Indian elites are selfishly fighting for more of this same cronyistic, stunting and
deforming, segregated, rentier-like, capitalistic, extractive-tending status quo.
They don’t want to free their people from this or push them in the healthy direction of joining the
rest of Canada’s overall inclusivity, where Indian individual and group success is much better
assured. They refuse to see themselves as members of an extended family, comprised of all
Canadians, living in a shared and interconnected world. They don’t want to join and be parties to
the Canadian citizenry’s social contract. Rather, they’d rather stay forever on the sidelines of
that, as essentially passive, toll-collecting, third-party beneficiaries.
(But when there are no shared goals or vision of the public good, is the social contract any longer possible?) 18

They seem to want nothing of a common, united, integrated future with the rest of Canada. They
feel that there’s no money or power in it for them. It’s so tragic in this regard that they are unable
to put the best interests of their peoples ahead of their own.
Just one example amongst countless of the social harm this apartheid/nation to nation chimera
causes is the Gerald Stanley/Colton Boushie messy/tragic Saskatchewan murder trial. There were
protests about the lack of indigenous persons on the jury. But our elites, indigenous and nonindigenous, with all their nation to nation blather, are in effect telling indigenous Canadians that
they aren’t a natural, organic part of Canada. Rather, they are suggesting to them that they are
“citizens” or members of some other nameless, “independent self-governing nation.” If so, why
would they want to participate as jurors in the nation of Canada’s criminal justice system,- a
fundamental obligation of the Canadian social contract-or feel themselves treated fairly by it?
Our elites wrongly blame the criminal justice system, which involves a contest between the State
and an individual- a contest designed to be “colour-blind”- for its inherent structural inability to
cope with group identity/”social justice”/racial problems of the elites own making.
Unfortunately, so far today, there seems to be no Indian-Canadian version of Nelson Mandela or
Martin Luther King emerging from amongst this self-satisfied, elitist group! There was one once,
William Wuttunee, but he was frozen out by his own band-elite peers!
Despite this illiberal opposition from Indian elites and from the Indian industry generally,
Canadians should be shouldering them aside as much as possible, adopting the pre-contact
aboriginal worldview of all of us living in a shared and interconnected world, taking Nelson
Mandela’s, Martin Luther King’s and their own William Wuttunee’s positions on behalf of
Indian people generally, and starting to strive to live up to our liberal values and ideals. Our
politicians and governing classes, if they are to restore their moral authority in the country, must
start doing the same.
Because in the final analysis, as history has taught us, liberalism, liberal values and a
cosmopolitan ethos, all focussing on the sanctity of the individual over any kind of group or
“ism”, are the best we’ve got.
Liberalism and democracy, with all their limitations, are what remains after every utopia and extremist scheme
based on blood and territory has been exposed and shattered by reality.
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(From Robert Kaplan’s, In Europe’s Shadow, (above). Mr. Kaplan quotes Romanian intellectual
E.M. Cioran, who, after World War Two, when he saw where it had catastrophically led, ruefully
and guiltily renounced his own former blood-and soil-nativism and concluded:
One can only be a liberal out of exhaustion, and a democrat out of rational thought.)

Canada has achieved great things in the past when it set out to do so: the creation of the country
itself in 1867 – our participation in the two world wars of the last century – becoming a beacon
of national civility and hope for peoples the world over. We can do this too! We can and we must
help our indigenous peoples to become emancipated from their no-doubt reassuring, but false
nonetheless, “blood”-based and “race”-based sense of uniqueness- of apartness, where illusory,
non-existent, unique “blood” falsely implies unique, special rights. We can and we must help to
lead Indians out of their illiberal, race-obsessed, waking dream of voluntary servitude.
To borrow from the poet Robert Browning, a country’s reach should exceed its grasp, or what’s a
heaven for?19
————————————————————————————You may say I’m a dreamer
But I’m not the only one.
I hope some day you’ll join us
And the world will live as one.-John Lennon- Imagine

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

From The Emancipation Proclamation, his 1862 essay celebrating the emancipation of slaves in the
American South.
Theodore Dalrymple. How to Read a Society, from Our Culture, What’s Left of It, Ivor R. Dee, 2005.
from Federalist Paper No. 57, The New American Library, New York and Toronto, 1961
From How Corrupt are our Politics? New York Review of Books, 25 September 2014.
Column, Canada Enables the Sickness of the Reserves, The Globe and Mail, 8 September 2014.
Cited above.
The Overlook Press, 2001. A wonderful, witty, erudite good-humored historical novel that tells you
everything you might like to know about the French philosopher of “reason above all else”, Denis
Diderot.
Cited above.
One of the originators of the concept of “crimes against humanity.” From East West Street, by
Philippe Sands, above.
Christopher Hedges. Death of the Liberal Class. Alfred A. Knopf, 2011.
From Tribe- On Homecoming and Belonging, by Sebastian Junger, Harper Collins Publishers Ltd.
2016
Robert Conquest writes in Reflections on a Ravaged Century: “It was argued by such sophisticated
exponents of Fascism as Giovanni Gentile that the individual best expresses himself as part of mass
experience.”
Arianna Huffington. The Globe and Mail, December 2010.
Theodore Dalrymple, above
Lorne Gunter. The Sudbury Star, 9 April 2014.
Daron Acemoglu. The Globe and Mail, 14 March 2014.
Adam Davidson, What Donald Trump Doesn’t Know About the Deal, New York Times, March 17th,
2016
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18. A fundamental question asked by Allan Bloom, (but of course never asked by our elites) in The
Closing of the American Mind, above.
19. From his poem, Andrea del Sarto, in Harold Bloom’s The Best Poems of the English Language,
Harper Collins, 2004
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43. THE MYTH OF RACE AND RACIAL
DIFFERENCES
Nationalist and ethnic conflicts are fratricides that turn on absurdities. They can only be sustained by myth. The
arguments and bloody disputes take place over tiny, almost imperceptible nuances within society- what Sigmund
Freud calls the “narcissism of minor differences”…nationalist myths stand on such minuscule differences…tiny
specks over which to argue and establish an identity. – Christopher Hedges, War is a Force That Gives Us
Meaning (above)
In its amicus brief in Loving, the NAACP noted that physical anthropology and human genetics disproved…that
“pure races” either exist in the present or have existed in the past…and that cultural level is dependent upon racial
attributes…theories longed deemed nonsensical throughout the world’s community of natural scientists. -Professor
Dorothy E. Roberts1
For all practical purposes race is not so much a biological phenomenon as a social myth. – Sir David Cannadine 2

We uncritically assume that, unlike most other so-called civilized countries in the world, which
work towards giving race no special legal status, Canada must always continue to do so with
respect to our Indian peoples. This is partly because they are, according to Canada’s Indian and
non-Indian elites, racially unique from the rest of Canadians.
But this so-called “blood” racial uniqueness – this mandatory racial “apartness”- that our elites
decree must always be respected and continued – is it really that real, concrete and substantial?
The concept of race is mainly an illusion – a mental construct – perhaps genetically and
historically a necessary illusion – a necessary construct – originating in Man’s emotional and
psychological need to feel that he “belongs” – that’s he’s special and different from the “other”that he’s a part of something bigger than himself.
But it’s an illusion nonetheless.
“Race,” or “racial differences” – such substantive and seemingly conclusive and definitive
concepts used to categorize and divide humans, and which engender such strong and intense
emotions – on close analysis, turn out to be largely imaginative social constructs only, with very
little scientific validity.
Sir David Cannadine writes in The Undivided Past:
According to the findings of the Human Genome Project, people of all backgrounds, locations and “races” share
more than 99.9 percent of their DNA, and in the cases of the remaining 0.1 percent there is more variation within
stereotypical racial groups than between them. This means that 99.9 percent of the genes of a “black” person are the
same as those of a “white” person, and that the genes of any “black” person may be more similar to the genes of a
“white” person, than to another “black” person. Thus understood, race is a biologically meaningless concept and
category, literally no more than skin deep. It is neither innate nor permanent, for skin color can change dramatically
from one generation to another as the result of mixed-race marriages.

He further writes, quoting numerous other scientists:
Scientists have reached general agreement in recognizing that mankind is one: that all men belong to the same
species, Homo Sapiens. Genes responsible for the hereditary differences between men were always few when
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compared to the whole genetic constitution of man and the vast number of genes common to all human beings
regardless of the population to which they belong. It follow(s) that the likenesses among men are far greater than
their differences….For all practical purposes race is not so much a biological phenomenon as a social
myth….Biological studies lend support to the ethic of universal brotherhood.

Are there that many social differences between the races and ethnicities of the world? – between
Indians and non-Indians in Canada? When you think of the preponderance of similarities, you
realize that relative to those, there are not many.
In fact the races and ethnicities of the world have almost everything in common. Professor
Wilson, in The Social Conquest of Earth, described human nature as “the inherited regularities of
mental development common to our species.”
He then set out a famous alphabetical list – famous amongst world-class anthropologists – either
unknown to or deliberately ignored by Indian industry academics – of 67 social behaviors and
institutions (“universals of culture”) common to virtually all human societies:
Age-grading, athletic sports, bodily adornment, calendar, cleanliness training, community organization, cooking,
cooperative labor, cosmology, courtship, dancing, decorative art, divination, division of labor, dream interpretation,
education, eschatology, ethics, ethno-botany, etiquette, faith healing, family feasting, fire making, folklore, food
taboos, funeral rites, games, gestures, gift-giving, government, greetings, hair styles, hospitality, housing, hygiene,
incest taboos, inheritance rules, joking, kin groups, kinship nomenclature, language, law, luck superstitions, magic,
marriage, mealtimes, medicine, obstetrics, penal sanctions, personal names , population policy, postnatal care,
pregnancy usages, property rights, propitiation of supernatural beings, puberty customs, religious ritual, residence
rules, sexual restrictions, soul concepts, status differentiation, surgery, tool-making, trade, visiting, weather control
and weaving.

Of course Indians and non-Indians in Canada share all these universals of culture! And
conversely, one is hard-pressed to name just one cultural characteristic of Canadian Indians that
is not shared by Canadian non-Indians. The conclusion is inescapable: genetically, “racially,”
socially, and in every other way that counts, there is no difference!
So why are we seeing the unity glass 1% empty when it’s 99% full?
Because we’re letting our baser instincts – our autopilot, default tribalistic side – our amygdala
(see below) – call the shots.
Because our leaders, especially our indigenous leaders, have all the power and money reasons in
the world to perpetuate these racist fallacies.
In neglecting or refusing to infuse and inform our politics and law with this basic, undeniable
science- in not fighting this – in letting it prevail so – we are departing from all our past,
enlightened practices, attitudes and values.
We are being un-Canadian.
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1. From Loving v. Virginia as a Civil Rights Decision, New York Law School Law Review, Volume 59,
2014/2015. This famous 1967 Unites States Supreme Court legal decision overturned the right of
American States to ban interracial marriage, and was the subject of the 2016 Hollywood
movie, Loving.
2. From The Undivided Past, above
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44. THE AMYGDALA FACTOR: OUR
CIVIC DUTY TO GIVE NO LEGAL OR
POLITICAL EFFECTS TO RACETHINKING
Our civilization is still in a middle stage, scarcely beast, in that it is no longer guided by instinct, scarcely human in
that it is not yet wholly guided by reason. – Theodore Dreiser1
Since we’re not built for reason, Heath writes, rational thought requires social “scaffolding” to prop it
up…Language frames our thoughts, schools make us sit still, and the state puts a wedge between us and instincts
like tribalism and personal vengeance. Where it comes to thinking reasonably, he argues, we’re almost entirely
dependent on our environment.-Ivor Tossell.2
The eradication of social evils was only part of the moral process of taming the passions with the help of art, science
and industry- an unceasing battle of mind with animal instincts. 3
Through painful trial and error, the Western world has developed a form of polity – liberal democracy – which,
though patently imperfect, confers upon ordinary people a degree of freedom, respect and security of expectations
unmatched in any other political system. Do we really want to jeopardize this accomplishment by embarking upon
the troubled waters of racial and ethnic politics? – Tom Flanagan 4
The question for me, over the course of my Presidency, has always been, how do I strengthen the better angels of
our nature? And how do we tamp down our tribal impulses?- Barack Obama5
Power and greed, and corruptible seed, seem to be all that there is. – Bob Dylan6

History, self-reflection, common sense and the daily news all teach us that racism and ethnic
chauvinism have been common to all human cultures at all times, including the present.
It’s been a constant fact of human life, wretched though it may be. It’s not some disease that can
be cured or eradicated at a weekend anti-racism seminar. It’s a damnable part of our human
character that at best can only be acknowledged, carefully watched and monitored, and its
negative manifestations constantly and vigilantly guarded against.
As Erna Paris, in From Tolerance to Tyranny (above) wrote:
…(it is useful) to acknowledge that the urge to distinguish ourselves- to discriminate in other words-on behalf of the
self, the family, the tribe, the religion or the nation is a human characteristic that cannot be wished away with liberal
good wishes or happy fantasies of linear progress… To acknowledge what may be true psychologically is not to
condone violence; it is to stop pretending that behaviour we abhor is less than human, and to concede that people
and societies will never be perfectible. To deny that ethnic and cultural difference will always exist in varying
degrees in mixed societies seems far more certain to invite danger.

Theodore Dalrymple wrote (above) that some political and social arrangements nurture all the
excellences of which human nature is capable, while others stunt and deform it. In other words,
as that quote applies to this essay, some civic “arrangements” heighten race consciousness,
which is very bad, while others, creating more of that “social scaffolding” referred to
above, which encourages rational behavior, lessen and minimize it.
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The arrangements comprised of the Indian Act and all its manifestations, and now Haida
Nation and Tsilhcot’in and all of their manifestations and sequelae, all so counter to the general
Canadian zeitgeist, are increasing negative, exclusionary race consciousness in Canada.
I believe that it’s the civic duty of Canadians, especially our elites, “to create circumstances in
which human nature can best fulfil itself”7-to promote social, political and legal arrangements
that lessen race consciousness – that appeal to our higher and better instincts as expressed by our
liberal values – that, as part of our constant need to vigilantly guard against giving any civic
expression to our baser tendencies, fight anything that appeals to or gives expression to them.
And so I argue against the permanent presence of the Indian Act, reserves and race-based rights
and entitlements – against Haida Nation and Tsilhcot’in and UNDRIP and the permanent,
psychologically baser sense of racial apartness they represent.
These new arrangements being foisted on Canadians emanate from exclusionary race-thinking,
and as such, are retrograde and stunting to the human spirit. They contain no social scaffolding
upon which to build social relations based on forward-looking, racially inclusive, universalist,
aspirational rational thought.
The degree to which a country can be regarded as truly civilized is marked by the extent to which
it tries, through its institutions, behaviors and modes of speech, to render the darker and more
dangerous side of our genetic hardwiring – of our human nature – a civic non-issue, or at
least tries to cause it to be channeled only positively.
Canada was doing a pretty good job on that account until recently. We were one of the best
countries in the world on that score – maybe the best.
But now, as I argue, epitomized by Haida Nation, Tsilhcot’in and the execrable Daniels, the last
with its civically unhealthy (to put it charitably) and completely unscientific focus on so-called
“Indian blood”, we’re seriously falling down on that job.
Our elites are dismantling that old liberal, humanist social scaffolding that for so long served us
so well. It’s hard to feel that our excellences are being nurtured any more. There’s a lot of
dangerous and unhealthy emotion being churned up by this jurisprudence, and by the extreme
form of race-based politics emanating from it, and by the illiberal and balkanizing behavior in
which our elites are engaging in consequence of it.
Canadians -on the whole so tolerant and decent – generally committed to an all-embracing
pluralism- to an acceptance of ethno-cultural differences, but married to an ideal of universal
equality 8– are being unfairly pushed to the limits of their toleration. Moderate, progressive,
rational thinking, that presumes and promotes our essential equality and common humanity, is
being ignored and marginalized, thus dangerously leaving the field open to extremists- thus
dangerously encouraging others to overly-focus on their race, and to, “reacting against the
omnipresent rhetoric of identity, start seeing themselves also as a disadvantaged group whose
identity is being threatened or ignored.” 9This dangerously perpetuates a politics based on
difference, rather than on the vast majority of things we have in common.
This failure on the part of American media and political elites helped give rise to the repellent
Donald Trump (whose rise epitomizes Tony Judt’s dictum: “History records that there is
nothing so powerful as a fantasy whose time has come.”) 10) We have to do everything to avoid
this happening in Canada!
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As Erna Paris wrote above, that humans have a racist side to their makeup, which should never
be forgotten, overlooked, downgraded or minimized, is indisputable. Professor Wilson writes
in The Social Conquest of Earth:
To form Groups, drawing visceral comfort and pride from familiar fellowship, and to defend the group
enthusiastically against rival groups- these are among the absolute universals of human nature and hence of
culture…People must have a tribe. It gives them a name in addition to their own, and social meaning in a chaotic
world. It makes the environment less disorienting and dangerous…In its power and universality, the tendency to
form groups and then favour in-group members has the earmarks of instinct.

Martin Luther:
All of us, in our flesh and in the affairs of daily life, are subject to the devil and are guests in a world in which he is a
master and a god. That is why the bread we eat, the clothes we wear, even the air, everything by which we live is
under his power. 11

Man is not perfectable! Remember the now-unfashionable doctrine of original sin? There was
and always will be an underlying social, biological and genetic truth to it. As George Orwell
said, “It’s possible that man’s major problems will never be solved.” 12 Problems like tribalism,
religious, ethnic and racial divisions, and all the rest of the problems of “the other.” Our elites
and our greatest political theorists used to understand this and make it a working assumption. Not
any more.
(Hence the title of Marilynne Robinson’s herein oft-cited collection of essays, The Death of
Adam, who symbolizes the now seemingly passé belief that mortals are born inherently
imperfect, and that no one, despite all the social engineering thrown at her, can be made perfect.)
Alexander Hamilton, in The Federalist Papers,13 one of Western civilization’s greatest
handbooks and instruction manuals on how to create a government structure that would best
preserve individual freedom and guard against the dangerous, Hobbesian baseness of our human
nature, wrote that “men are ambitious, vindictive and rapacious.”
Edmund Burke, in Reflections, described Great Britain’s long-standing laws, institutions, values
and traditions as being essential “to fortify the fallible and feeble contrivances of our reason.”
The historian Robert Conquest wrote:
Reliance on reason alone is irrational. It neglects the instinctual or deep-set elements of the real human being.14

Johann Wolfgang Von Goethe warned that while man created moral ways of living, his
“inscrutable passions remain”:
Of suns and worlds I’ve nothing much to say.
I only see the way that humans struggle.
The little god of the world remains unchanged,
As flighty as the day he was born.
Could he do a little better? Well, he might.
If only you’d not given him the spark of heavenly light.
He calls it reason, employs it without cease
To be the beastliest of beasts.15

Now, to our present elites, seemingly innocent naïfs all- seemingly “culturally clueless” (See
Margaret Wente, note 5, An Issue of Freedom of Speech, above)-possessing no sense of tragic
realism- man is apparently just a misguided angel and anything not nice about him can and
should be socially engineered out of him. Good luck with that!
It’s a groundless, dangerous and irresponsible counterculture-type notion that, with just the right
amount of funding, education, alteration of social circumstances and “raised consciousness,” we
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can eradicate all traces of the more beastly, irrational aspects of our human nature, like race
consciousness. We can’t.
As Professor Wilson writes:
The human condition is an endemic turmoil rooted in the evolution processes that created us. The worst in our
nature coexists with the best, and so it will ever be. To scrub it out, if such were possible, would make us less than
human.

Our laws, while requiring us to be the best that we can be and to reach further and higher than we
can grasp, in order to have purchase with the populace, and be respected, must all the while cast
a wary eye on and take into consideration our most human and flawed nature. Those laws and the
aforesaid arrangements manifested by them should not depart too far from the settled notions,
ideals and psychological capabilities of the Canadian people- should not forget that our liberal
ideals are best advanced behind the bulwark of a deeply conservative understanding of history
and human psychology.16
I think Haida Nation, Tsilhcot’in and their legal progeny, present and future, and UNDRIP, all
fail on this account. They go too far. They go too much against the grain of human nature. They
excite “the sympathies that lay deeper than all theories.”17They threaten to push the situation
beyond the bounds of our collective capacity for restraint. They wrongly choose the pursuit of
abstract absolutes over preserving the lesser evil of an essentially well-functioning status quo.
David Brooke, in The Road to Character, above, on this need for moderation and restraint on the
part of our elites, personified by the competent and responsible Barack Obama- (his mob-baiting,
frightening and dangerous antithesis being now-President Donald Trump)- re-stated Edmund
Burke, in modern form, as follows:
The moderate does not admire abstract schemes but understands that it is necessary to legislate along the grain of
human nature…The best leader tries to lead along the grain of human nature rather than go against it. He
realizes that he, like the people he leads, is likely to be sometimes selfish, narrow-minded, and self-deceiving.
Therefore he prefers arrangements that are slow and steady to those that are lofty and heroic. As long as the
foundations of an institution are sound, he prefers change that is constant, gradual and incremental to change that is
radical and sudden.

Our elites, knowing (or deemed to know) our human nature, and then failing to vigilantly guard
against its negative manifestations, by letting expressions of the worst of that nature – race-based
laws, race-based thinking – remain a permanent and increasing part of our society – by letting
the worst of that human nature leak further into the ways we organize ourselves socially,
politically and legally, are acting irresponsibly and in a manner dispiriting to ordinary Canadians
(who are obviously far more idealistic than our leaders).
There’s been a failure of moral leadership on the part of our elites. It’s making Canada, to the
extent that we are giving in to and allowing further into our civic space manifestations of that
darker hardwiring that is a part of all of us, a less civilized polity than it used to be.
Our elites need to be better aware of the amygdala factor.
Professor Wilson writes about the amygdala, the human brain’s “centre of fear and anger” – a
source of the “hard-wired propensity to downgrade other-group members.” Discussing it in terms
of American black-white relations he writes:
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When in experiments black and white Americans were flashed pictures of the other race, their amygdalas, the
brain’s centre of fear and anger, were activated so quickly and subtly that the conscious centers of the brain were
unaware of the response. The subject, in effect, could not help himself. When, on the other hand, appropriate
contexts were added – say, the approaching black was a doctor and the white his patient – two other sites of the
brain integrated with the higher learning centers, the cingulated cortex and the dorsolateral preferential cortex, lit up,
silencing input through the amygdala. The different parts of the brain have evolved by group selection to create
groupishness. They mediate the hard-wired propensity to downgrade other-group members, or else in opposition, to
subdue its immediate, autonomic effects.

Thus, Haida Nation’s and Tsilhcot’in’s vaunted, purported “reconciliation” of the Indian and
non-Indian peoples of Canada is rendered virtually impossible, when the underlying legal and
political basis for it is one that increasingly focuses on the emotional triggers of racial
differences and racial apartness.
This just increases and makes louder the input through the “collective amygdala” of Canadians,
and makes more difficult the cortex-based “mediation” of our hard-wired propensity to engage in
anxious race-thinking, thus causing increased fear, resentment, anger and a sense of divisiveness
on everyone’s part.
The present and ever-expanding Haida Nation-based status quo and the harmful conduct it is
creating – the cynical, danegeld shakedowns of the consult and accommodate industry; the aloof,
alienating exercise of great power over the rest of Canadians, but without any accompanying,
discernible sense of responsibility; unpoliced and unpunished civil disruptions; continuing
and unjustified accusations of genocide and racism (even after a formal apology for aspects of it
was formally given by Canadians); aggressive and unchallenged “warrior” and “nation to nation”
talk, and now, with Tsilhcot’in, large parts of Canada to be legitimately claimed and declared as
non-Crown, quasi-independent race-based Indian lands far greater in size and scope than the
mere retrograde reserves we already have – to name only a few examples – all of which are so
negative and inflammatory, and which so engage and light up our collective, Canadian amygdala
– this all needs to be moved away from.
The vast majority of interactions between non-elite Indians and ordinary Canadians are positive
and racially indifferent. This needs to be emphasized and become a greater part of the Canadian
narrative.
The best and most inspiring examples of these interactions: the Gambler, homesteader John Hall
in desperate times sharing his potato crop with Obidgewong Chief Bill Shabidon and his
granddaughters, Willard Hall’s Indian friends sitting at his death bed patting his face and
smoothing his hair (see The Manitoulin Treaty, above) – these examples need to be extolled as
ideal Canadian behavior and attitudes to emulate.
New policies must be adopted de-emphasizing race as the controlling factor, and putting new
focus on racial harmony, thus creating Joseph Heath’s social scaffolding and Professor
Wilson’s appropriate contexts in which to permit those higher-directed brain cortexes referred to
by him – those “higher learning centres” i.e. our reason, our idealism, our liberal values – the
better angels of our nature – to light up, predominate, challenge and defeat the devil- our
instinctive “Dark Side” – so as to better silence input through our collective amygdala – so as to
better “mediate” our beast within, and relegate him to the deep, back recesses of the dark cave of
Canada’s collective psyche.
Canadians want to be led to this Promised Land of racial unity, where those better angels dwell.
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Mexico has a much worse record than Canada of early colonial mistreatment of its indigenous
peoples. But they never instituted a reserve system for their indigenous populations, and by the
early 1800’s, when Mexico achieved its political independence from Spain, its indigenous and
black African slave populations, (the latter of which were mostly freed by this time), having
previously been the objects of basically assimilationist policies, were considered, at least in
formal legal terms, equal members of Mexican society.
Although certainly economically exploited and subject to racial prejudice, both Native Mexicans and AfroMexicans were clearly within rather than outside society when Mexico became independent. Finally , due to racial
mixing, most Mexicans were culturally Hispanic but biologically the heirs of Spanish, African and Native
American ancestors. For these reasons many Mexican politicians were from the start committed to building a
government that would govern and represent people of all races. 18

Canada, unlike Mexico, looking back and looking at the mess of civic dysfunction and racial
inequality in our present situation, clearly got off on the wrong historical foot by creating the
reserve system.
Clearly, the absence of a reserve system in Mexico’s history enables present-day Mexicans,
attempting to better move forwards together, to define themselves as a new “cosmic race”,
extolled as the mestizaje, (clearly the Spanish equivalent of the French-Canadian metis), by
Nobel laureate Octavio Paz,19 the positive, creative, life-renewing intermingling of
the indigenista and Europeans resulting from the complete integration of their European and
indigenous peoples into a country of “futurity and newness.”
To the the extent humanly possible they have achieved Champlain’s unfulfilled dream for
Canada –“our sons will marry your daughters and henceforth we shall be one
people”. (Introduction, above).
This is what ordinary Canadians want. We want Champlain’s dream fulfilled in Canada. We
want to undo the mistakes of our past and move forward, everyone as equals.
But it seems that our elites, by almost willfully ignoring human nature here, or at least
by pushing us so recklessly against the grain of it – by refusing or neglecting to maintain and
strengthen our traditional, liberal, humanist social scaffolding -by refusing to exhort us to listen
to the voices of our better angels and act accordingly- are bound and determined to thwart us
from even starting on that hopeful journey.
Maybe Canadians, Indian and non-Indian, just need to elect leaders with a more positive,
inclusive, happy, disposition and outlook- but with such an outlook neatly and inwardly
counterbalanced by that necessary sense of tragic realism possessed by all the great leaders of the
past. The ones we have, especially the Indian leaders, with their excessive self-righteousness,
sanctimony and accusatory finger-pointing, seem so glum and grim on this issue. They have no
positive, inclusive outward mien. No “better angels” talk from them. The glass is always halfempty. They’re a real downer to listen to.
Our non-Indian leaders, so rote and reverential towards the false orthodoxy, so lacking in
feistiness and cultural confidence, let themselves get eaten for lunch by all this.
Maybe we should only elect leaders- secret Machiavellians- who outwardly embody hope,
happiness, inclusiveness and enchantment rather than the perpetual art of discontent- or the
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perpetual, unctuous, humorless toleration of it- leaders who have known the uplands of the
human spirit and who can and want to lead us there.
In his autobiography the Scottish novelist and former Member of Parliament John Buchan wrote that he was
“brought up in times when one was not ashamed to be happy, and I have never learned the art of discontent.” He
added, “It seems to me that those who loudly proclaim their disenchantment with life have never really been
enchanted by it.”
(From Peter Wehner, Seeking Presidency-No Experience Necessary, 20 an opinion piece on the

then American Republican Presidential candidates almost universal, ridiculous doomsday
wailings over America’s situation at home and abroad, all apparently the fault of Barrack
Obama; a moral man who had a clear sense of tragic realism, a clear understanding of a true,
responsible, competent leader’s duty to, to the extent possible, suppress the amygdala factor, and
a classic and classy practitioner of old-fashioned “respectability politics”)
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45. DISMANTLING THE COLOSSUS
Every step in the history of political liberty is a sally of the human mind into the untried Future, and has the interest
of genius, and is fruitful in heroic anecdotes. – Ralph Waldo Emerson1
One solution is for all people of all ethnicities to start thinking less about our differences and more about the fabric
that binds us together as a human species. To often we forget that we must all answer to the same laws of nature
regardless of the colour of our skin or the language that we speak; that we share a commonality of cultural wisdom
and ancient learning. -aboriginal writer Calvin Helin 2

So many discouraging thoughts and images come to mind when ones tries to imagine
fundamentally changing the present situation in this profound and emotionally-driven part of
Canadian social and political life.
The dishonourable, harmful and quasi-segregationist reserve system, and the essentially
unchecked, self-seeking and harmful Haida Nation and Tsilhcot’in-fuelled Indian industry, is
like a huge, cranky, aggressively expanding country of entitlements and expectations. And this is
the case, to the silent, amygdala lighting-up, chagrin of most ordinary Canadians, even though
it’s almost one hundred percent dependent for its existence on the money, civility and goodwill
of the Canadian taxpayer.
The non-Indian part of the Indian industry, despite being comprised of highly educated,
ostensibly liberal-minded individuals and organizations, will basically duck and hide in the
unlikely event of any serious debate arising about the issues raised in this essay. They will feel
conflicted, with too much to lose. (But, as I suggest later, they will have much to gain i.e. as
much Indian industry work as before and for many years to come. And it will be work, because it
will be nation-building work – of a much higher moral and civic value.)
In fear and panic Indian elites will fight back hard and aggressively. Character assassination will
be the order of the day for anyone who dares to challenge their official orthodoxy and their
comfortable and easy status quo – for anyone who dares to threaten the only world they’ve ever
known.
These elites constantly complain about the so-called humiliating and dependency-creating
shackles of the Indian Act (called legislative racism by Ontario’s former Ontario Regional
Chief, Isadore Day- see The Separate but Equal Doctrine, above). Some of them say that this
symbol of “colonialism” should be abolished. But in doing so they’re always careful to hedge
their remarks. They don’t say: “abolish it and then give us total equality with other Canadians.”
No, just as when pressed to give particulars of present-day, distinct, aboriginal culture, when
pressed, (rarely if ever), to say exactly what it is they want, they descend into ambiguity and
generalities, and assert that, in any event, what is to replace the Indian Act in this supposed new,
politically and morally corrected world, will be Indian “self-government.” And until then,
strangely, these Indian elites seem quite content to tolerate and continue on under this umbrella
of “legislative racism”.
As William Wuttunee wrote in Ruffled Feathers:
It is ironic indeed that a statute which was intended to protect the Indians of this country has been the cause of so
much criticism of the federal government and the civil service, and that when the government wishes to abolish the
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Act the very Indian people who have been criticizing the government should now suddenly state that they want the
Act to continue.

But this Indian New Jerusalem, if it ever came about, would be nothing substantively new or
different. It would be exactly the same as today’s status quo, except Indian elites would have
even more free and easy “independent” possession and control of Canadian taxpayers money to
fund it all! As William Wuttunee said in Ruffled Feathers;
Replacing the Indian Affairs Branch with an administration operated by Indian associations means only the
continued segregation of Indians from the rest of the Canadian population.

This prospect should be unacceptable to all right-thinking persons.
Indian elites fear true freedom and equality, so habituated are they to their state of “voluntary
servitude”. Montaigne aptly wrote, in a similar context:
Mesmerized by their voluntary servitude and by the power of habit, since they have known nothing else.

3

Indian elites will fight to stay in that state of voluntary servitude- their mental prison. They will
fight to defend and keep their golden chains.4
(Montaigne had channeled Edward Gibbon:
(Their) tender minds…unable to expand themselves…fettered by the prejudices and habits of a just servitude.

From Decline and Fall, (above), referring to the passivity, decay and “the languid indifference of
private life”, into which the formerly activist and robust Roman citizenry had sunk as the result
of living fat and lazy for too long under an imperial, bread and circuses despotism. Such listless
living had “debased their sentiments, enervated their courage and depressed their talents.”)
On the more prosaic level there are of course billions of dollars of assets, undertakings and jobs
that would be affected by any major change in this area of Canadian life, the loss of control over
which is of course also what Indian elites fear. (Certainly a main reason why they are willing to
tolerate and continue on under the umbrella of the racist Indian Act.) Reserve schools, police
forces, child welfare agencies, land lease operations (thousands of non-Indians lease recreational
property on Indian reserves – it’s a big money maker for Indian bands) – all the different transfer
payments, grants and subsidies to Indian bands that the Canadian taxpayer makes in order to
supposedly uphold the honour of the Crown – all the power, money and ego-satisfaction enjoyed
by band elites who control those billions of dollars – the emerging economic colossus of the
consult and accommodate industry – all that and countless other perks and benefits would be
affected – would all eventually disappear.
Ending the reserve system and special race-based laws and entitlements for Indians would be like
Canada taking over that aggressively expanding country of entitlements, rendering it legally nonexistent and then absorbing it – somewhat like West Germany re-uniting with and absorbing East
Germany after the fall of the Berlin Wall or the United States re-absorbing the rebellious South
after the American Civil War.
But this wouldn’t be the first time in history something like that happened, nor will it be the last.
In fact, in historical terms, such an event can only be described as normal and commonplace.
Keeping in mind that change is the only constant in history, and, just thinking historically a little,
we become mindful of countless similar examples of empires, countries, kingdoms, states, tribes
– countless other societies generally – undergoing fundamental change – basically ending, one
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way or another, for one reason or another – and, as part of that, morphing or assimilating into
something else. This has always been and always will be the way of life and history.
Of course loud and apocalyptic howls of protest and cries of “racism” and “genocide” will
emanate from Indian elites and other parts of the Indian industry, all of whom refuse to think
historically, and discourage all others from so doing.
But hopefully authoritative voices would forcefully reply that this particular assimilative,
integrationist change in our status quo would not be like any of those catastrophic, negative
examples of forced change and assimilation written about above – that this would be a positive,
nation-building undertaking that would deserve to be set, compared to those other examples, at
the very opposite end of the change and assimilation moral spectrum.
Because this undertaking in essence would be the gradual and orderly replacement of one very
harmful and dysfunctional constitutional and political governance regime with a much better
one.
The cries about the sky falling would be empty cries. Nobody below the elites would notice
much change. Nobody would miss a meal. Nobody would suddenly end up without a roof over
their head. To the extent that our Canadian welfare system provides, it would continue to
provide. Nobody would have to move. The sun would still come up in the morning and go down
at night. There would be little physical change in the day to day life of most Canadian Indians.
Canada and most provincial governments already have mandated affirmative action programs for
Indians. The present harmful, divisive and dysfunctional consult and accommodate courtimposed regime constitutes an already-existing but wildly unpredictable and coercive, de facto,
affirmative action program, affecting most private companies wanting to engage in undertakings
on Canada’s rural and wilderness lands.
Under the proposed new regime, with legitimate and necessary Crown sovereignty restored, that
chaotic mafia-style regime would be ended and, taking its place, these existing government
affirmative action programs would be expanded and better codified.
Most importantly, for affected businesses, these valid costs of doing business would be spelled
out in advance, thus restoring rational business planning and the rule of law. Economic
development would become feasible again.
For the vast majority of ordinary, vulnerable, powerless Indians the situation would improve.
Government affirmative action programs would benefit them far more than the present de facto
favoritism and corruption-prone system controlled by band elites. More jobs would result for
them, not fewer.
And those band elites? Most of them, in the early transition years, would keep their jobs and
positions. They’re all smart people with a lot to offer. Only their work orientation would change.
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The immediate changes would be, firstly on the political/constitutional level, with sole
sovereignty restored to the Crowns of Canada, and secondly, on the moral level. Indian and nonIndian elites, for the first time, would be working towards the positive and inspiring goal of
integrating Indian peoples with the rest of Canada – rather than, as now, working in effect to
preserve quasi-segregation and “legislative racism.”
The attainment of full racial integration – bringing about a Canadian world where Indians will
more likely live in our residential neighbourhoods than on reserves – which the better angels of
our collective, civic conscience should compel us towards – is worth the multitude of shortterm minor troubles, disruptions and inconveniences Canadians will experience on our way
towards it.

1. From The Emancipation Proclamation, reprinted in The Atlantic Magazine, November, 2012.
2. from Dances With Dependency, (above)
3. From Sarah Bakewell, How to Live: A life of Montaigne in One Question and Twenty Attempts at An
Answer, Chatto & Windus, 2010.)
4. You rattle your chains,
And tell yourself it’s music.-Goethe- From Goethe, Life As a Work of Art, by Rudiger Safranski,
Liveright Publishing Corporation, 2017
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46. WHY BOTHER?
Janice started abusing solvents when she was 10, the same year she spent the first of many nights in a police cell. At
12, she first attempted suicide. In the next few years she was transferred more than a dozen times between her
Pikangikum First Nation Home in northwestern Ontario and foster homes, treatment centres, hospitals, youth
facilities and jails outside her community. Janice didn’t go to school, received no ongoing therapy and abused
alcohol and solvents until she killed herself at age 16. – Canadian Press1
“The themes are constant and they re-occur” Nishnawbi Aski Grand Chief Stan Beardy said in an interview,
“There’s this whole issue of substance abuse in the parents, lack of school engagement and attendance, domestic
violence in the home, suicide in the nuclear family and beyond, some will have had a history of mental health
issues.2
There are more First Nations children in care right now than at the height of the residential school system… A
disheartening mix of poverty, addiction, history and politics has conspired to separate First Nations children from
their parents… The federal numbers don’t take into account the children who are in the hands of provincial agencies.
“And there are pervasive reports of widespread disillusionment and despair at the local level,” says John Beaucage,
the First Nations leader …hired by the Ontario government to look into aboriginal child welfare…”We’re going to
have to measure our success (in improving the situation) in decades and generations.” (italics added) -Canadian
Press3
Without significant improvement to living conditions on reserves, new “unnatural” pathologies such as AIDS,
diabetes, and suicide have emerged under physical and social constraints experienced by aboriginal communities.James Daschuk, Clearing the Plains
We, governments and First Nations, are captives of our past. We are indeed all treaty people, and it is time to revisit
our treaties. Tying our collective futures to communities with no chance of jobs and opportunity is unfair to not only
this generation of young people, but also future generations. The social dysfunction in First Nations communities
cannot be fundamentally changed with money. People need jobs and hope. Our political leaders, both First Nations
and at all levels of government, need the courage to rethink our treaty relationship for the good of First Nations
youth. – Former Manitoba Minister of Northern Affairs, Jerry Storie4
The supreme value is not the future but the present. The future is a deceitful time that always says to us,” Not yet,”
and thus denies us. The future is not the time of love: what man truly wants he wants now. Whoever builds a house
for future happiness builds a prison for the present. –Octavio Paz5
No good is come, no evil is ended.
That is your peace.
Without vision the people perish.-Marilynne Robinson6

Why not continue with and enhance the status quo? Why not stay on this path of least resistance,
as our servitude-mesmerized Indian elites want, and as our timid, risk-avoiding-to-a-fault
politicians and governing classes are keeping us on?
Ask Janice, if you could.
Too bad she couldn’t wait the “decades and generations” (!!!) the shockingly irresponsible
and unhurried government stipender, Mr. Beaucage, said it’s going to take to improve things.
She needed action – she needed hope for change – now!
The essential passivity on the part of our Indigenous and non-Indigenous elites in the face of all
this present suffering, epitomized by Mr. Beaucage’s remarks, deserves a caustic reproach,
similar to the reproach given in 1780 by New Jersey slavery abolitionist John Cooper to “gradual
emancipationists” i.e. those who said… “Let’s do it gradually, over decades, and accept all the
present suffering as inevitable”…in the following passage, apt to the present situation, from
Sean Wilentz’ No Property In Man- Slavery And Antislavery At The Nation’s Founding:7
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Gradual abolition, the New Jersey abolitionist John Cooper remarked, told the slaves that “we will not do justice
unto you, but our posterity will do justice unto your posterity.”

Ask little Makayla Sault, if you could.
But of course, you can’t. She was allowed to die by her “elders”, her “community”, by Indian
and non-Indian elites generally: “politicians too craven to admit that the reserve system has
failed; elders… cynically willing to let a child die from treatable cancer in order to promote
Aboriginal rights.”8
The status quo is morally wrong and a disastrous failure. It completely failed Janice and
Makayla and it continues and will continue indefinitely to fail the vast majority of all the other
ordinary, powerless, voiceless, vulnerable Indians.
It’s a universally accepted fact that Canadian Indians are at the bottom of almost every
performance-measuring social and economic indicator. Amongst Indians the suicide rate, the
poverty rate, the rate of alcoholism and drug dependency, the rate of criminality
and incarceration, the rate of educational and economic achievement, the rate of incest and
child abuse and neglect – all such grim rates and measures of human health and welfare –
clearly demonstrate that the status quo, centered on the reserve system, is inflicting Indians with
an unconscionable amount of human suffering.
In Manitoba, nearly 90% of children in government care are Indian children.9
During a one week period in March of 2014, on one Alberta reservation alone, three Indian
women killed themselves. In 2016 another rash of youth suicides and suicide attempts broke out
in Attawapiskat.
Where were the parents and family of these poor women and children? Where were their men?
Where were their “elders”? Where was their “community”? Why are their leaders content to
wait “decades and generations” in the midst of all this immediate, ongoing horror? No one ever
asks! It seems that no one dares to ask these most obvious questions!
The mere asking of these questions, which always come immediately to mind when reading or
hearing about these situations, might suggest the seemingly unspeakable thoughts that these
parents, family, elders- that the Indian communities as a whole- just might bear some personal
and collective responsibility for these tragedies- that the reserve system itself just might be
the root cause of these horrors.
But that would appear to be off-limits, part of the relentless censorship, self and otherwise, of
free speech in this profound area of Canadian life- part of the fear at the core of the
consciousness of caring Canadians- part of “the web of moral absolutes-taboo words, sacred
speakers, forbidden arguments- that often-illiberal identity politics seeks to weave around leftliberal discourse”. 10 (And see An Issue of Free Speech above).
Indian “activists” protest the unsolved disappearances of the hundreds of Indian women who
fatally choose the risks of life on the Desolation Row-like, mean streets of urban Canada over
their lives of abuse and despair on their reserves. These activists, many of whom are also, like
Mr. Beaucage, unhurried government stipenders, (direct or indirect), demanded an “official
enquiry” into so-called police racial neglect .
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In response to these essentially baseless and insulting charges the RCMP conducted a study of
the phenomenon of the so-called “missing aboriginal women” and published their report in May
of 201411
The Report indicated that, while, in 2011, aboriginals represented about 4% of Canada’s
population, aboriginal women represented about 16% of Canada’s female murder victims, a
statistical “over-representation”. This is no surprise because of the abysmal and dangerous social
conditions all too prevalent on Canada’s segregationist, ghetto-like Indian reserves.
More importantly, the Report did not support the view that the murder of aboriginal women goes
unsolved at any different rate than the murder of non-aboriginal women. As the Report
stated: “The majority of all female homicides are solved (close to 90%) and there is little
difference in solve rates between Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal women.”
Most importantly, the Report implicitly blasted into oblivion the notion that the murder of Indian
women is in any way connected with systemic racism or neglect on the part of non-Indians.
In fact it stated the opposite, clearly concluding that the vast majority of the murders of Indian
women are perpetrated by Indian men! Under the heading, Offender’s relationship to the victim,
the Report states:
Female homicide victims generally know the person who kills them-more than 90% had a previous relationship with
them; spousal, other family, other intimate relationship, acquaintance. This is true for Aboriginal and nonAboriginal victims. Aboriginal victims were more often murdered by an acquaintance. Spousal relationships
(married, divorced, common-law and separated individuals) were also prominent…Investigators more often cited a
known history of previous violence (which may or may not have been reported to the police) between Aboriginal
female victims and their offenders…Offenders accused in both Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal homicides were
mostly male. The most frequent motive in Aboriginal female homicides was “argument or quarrel” … “Frustration,
anger or despair” was the second most frequent motive identified in Aboriginal female homicides.

As writer Scott Gilmore12 summed up the Report in December, 2016, long after the dust from it
had settled, and long after the time for rational rebuttal had passed:
Commissioner Paulson was right. The overwhelming (71 per cent) of Indigenous homicide victims knew their
attackers. They were killed by members of their own community, family members or friends…While Indigenous
Canadians are six times more likely to be the victim of murder, they are eight times more likely to be a murderer.

Barack Obama, in his famous 2008 speech on race in America, while acknowledging the burdens
of African-Americans’ legacy of slavery and institutional racism, said that they needed to take
more responsibility for their own communities, by “demanding more from our fathers.”13It’s time
for Canadians, Indian and non-Indians alike, to, in addition to attacking the root causes of Indian
inequality in Canada (the main purpose of this essay), start naming, shaming and blaming the
preponderantly Indian men who assault and murder Indian women- start demanding more of
Indian men generally- start holding them to account.
It’s a sterile, unproductive and infantile form of political correctness, which is causing real harm
to Indians, particularly, in the circumstances being discussed here, Indian women and girls, to
ascribe this Indian-on-Indian violence solely to increasingly distant and abstract things like
“colonialism” or the “intergenerational trauma” caused by residential schools – to insist that we
“see absolutely everything as a very special case produced by specific historical circumstances.”
The quote is from David Denby’s Great Books: Hobbes and Locke 14– referring to his encounter
with liberal, idealistic Columbia journalism students refusing to acknowledge any relevance of
the Hobbesian view of man and society, (all humans have the capacity to do evil, and life
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generally is “nasty, brutal and short”), of the existence of African-American inner-city “cultural
failure”, and their refusal to personally blame, even a little, the African-American perpetrators
of inner city crime. To them, all these things were solely the product of slavery and its inevitable
socio-economic consequences. Nobody in the present was to be held to account or blamed for
anything. That would be “victim blaming.”
We have the same situation in Canada. Just substitute “Indians” for “African-Americans”, and
blame all Indian social dysfunction and failure on “colonialism”, “racism”, “intergenerational
trauma” and lack of “sovereignty”, (the mirage-goal supposedly to be reached after
“colonialism” has been “de-constructed”), and block your eyes, ears and mind to everything else.
All this seems increasingly more and more like a cop-out and an excuse to avoid truthful talk.
Mr. Phil Fontaine in his bank tower office, or on one of his franchised marijuana plantations,
Chief Nepinak on his road blockade, former Chiefs Day and Mahdabee at the head of their
fantasy, utopian, financed-by-Canadians “sovereign nations” -all the chiefs- no advocates them
of The Fierce Urgency of Now– (a phrase made famous by Dr. Martin Luther King)- who do
nothing but talk in expensive, expense-account, big-city hotels, and accuse and blame everyone
but themselves, while their people on their faraway, remote, violence-prone reserves suffer and
die-all poor and shortsighted leaders “inadequate to the tragedy of their peoples and the tasks
facing them” 15– all the lucre surrounding impact benefit agreements- racially segregated schools
(shame on them all!)- obsessing and wasting their time over so-called “cultural appropriation”:
an Indian elites-only issue- seeing with a “native eye,” the mental and physical quasi-ghettoes
that are reserves, the all-too-many sham bellicose, artfully angry, finger-pointing Indian leaders
who, it would seem, would rather be expense-account living on the road than staying back on
their reserves and really, as real leaders of real suffering people, try to hands-on come to grips
with all this human suffering and wasted potential- try to save their Janices! – none of this gets
to the root of why Janice and all these others commit suicide or otherwise falter and fail in life
so badly.
William Wuttunee, having spent years in the trenches of Canadian Indian politics, and having
seen it all from the inside, was all-too-aware of this kind of deliberately planned, fake-angry and
theatrical form of political oneupmanship. He used the term “verbal tomahawks.”
Ordinary Canadians cringe in embarrassment to see our non-Indian elites continually abase
themselves and cast away all their (and our) dignity as they continually seem to fall for this.
All the money and power pursuits Indian elites are engaged in are completely divorced from and
has no bearing on the on-the-ground, behind-closed-doors, fist-to-face reasons why those
hundreds of poor, dear, missing women – those “daughters of famine and chaos with nothing to
sell but (their) youth,16and too much thirst for life to join the suicides,”17acted with such fatal
desperation in fleeing from their reserves –where the morning brings no hope…seeing only
future scenes of home sorrow18 -why those other poor young souls, male and female, their thirst
for a safe and purposeful life too parched for too long, were driven, in their final respective acts
of mind-numbed, nihilistic despair, to kill themselves.
“Insignificant” people, whom you pass unnnoticingly on the road every day, have their tragedy too; but it is of that
unwept, hidden sort, that goes on from generation to generation, and leaves no record- such tragedy, perhaps, as lies
in the conflict of young souls, hungry for joy, under a lot made suddenly hard to them, under the dreariness of a
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home where the morning brings no promise with it, and where the unexpectant discord of worn and disappointed
parents weighs on the children like a damp, thick air, in which all the functions of life are depressed… 19

The suicide epidemics break out again and again- the shocking and senseless violence.
The handwringing, “compassionate” politicians fly in again and again, all the right photos
taken. The emergency extra funding is found, and additional psychologists and social workers,
earning huge per diems, are flown in , and all is temporary excitement and focus. But eventually
everyone who can goes back down South, the hustle and bustle is over, and all reverts to the
old deadening-killing- quiet and sameness. The old despair and danger, put on hold by all the
big-shots’ fleeting fuss, returns.
There is something sustaining in the very agitation that accompanies the first shocks of trouble, just as an acute pain
is often a stimulus, and produces an excitement which is transient strength. It is in the slow, changed life that
follows- in the time when sorrow has become stale, and has no longer an emotive intensity that counteracts its painin the time when day follows day in dull unexpectant sameness, and trial is a dreary routine- it is then that despair
threatens; it is then that the peremptory hunger of the soul is felt, and eye and ear are strained after some unlearned
secret of our existence, which shall give to endurance the nature of satisfaction.[note]George Eliot, The Mill

on the Floss, above[/note]
Those Indians who achieve elite status, with its attendant energy, purpose and travel, can escape
some of this. They’re smart, strong, aggressive, intimidating when required, sophisticated
and basically assimilated people. That’s why they get to the top. That’s why they interact so well
with non-Indian elites. They rule their tribes, bands and reserves with powerful, often-oligarchic
and “extractive” hands.
Calvin Helin wrote in Dances With Dependency:
Many Aboriginal youth feel that they are “conquered subjects” of a systemic and antiquated form of government
suited to the benefit of the elites and paid for on the backs of the suffering grassroots indigenous people.

Year in and year out they stay in their positions of power. Year in and year out those they
govern, comprising the vast majority, remain poor, disadvantaged, desperate. weak and
powerless, like Janice and the missing hundreds of women- like those lost Attawapiskat youth.
They profess to be good leaders. But good leaders avoid their will to power taking the place of
their will to justice.20 They put the interests of their people ahead of their own, and encourage
truthful talk. These leaders- “elemental in their might and their immaturity”–21 put their own
interests first, the desperate needs of their people a distant second, and disgracefully charge that
people who disagree with their selfish and failed solutions and views are racist or indifferent to
the situation, a manifestation of their disturbing and unjustified presumption of legitimacy,
disturbing “not least because their solutions then become the issue while the reality of the
problems is forgotten, except by the police, the courts and the coroners“.(italics added)22
We see now that too little of the billions of dollars now paid annually by Canadians to Indian
bands flows down to and benefits this vast, dispossessed Indian underclass. The “strong men
rule” nature of the tribal/reserve governance system, with its inherent lack of accountability, with
its tendency not to nurture all the excellences of which human nature is capable, ensures that,
even with all the new consult and accommodate monies and entitlements flowing into the
possession and control of these elites, this will always remain essentially the case. 23
Joe Wild, Senior Assistant Deputy Minister, Indigenous and Northern Affairs Canada, as he then
was, in a passionate and well-meaning address at the St. Andrews conference on aboriginal law
held in late 2016, (noted above), in the midst of declaiming on behalf of the federal government
that Canadians must “respect UNDRIP” and “respect the bargain that is section 35” on our
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collective, so-called “journey of deconstructing colonialism”, and that “reconciliation is a
process, not an event”, in a refreshing and unusual moment of candour and realism, said:
For the past 40 years we have been plowing money into programs. We have no evidence that it’s working.

At the 2018 Advancing Reconciliation conference, 24 three of the eminent speakers had revealing
bursts of candour.
Mr. Justice Harry Laforme, the first indigenous person to sit on the Ontario Court of Appeal,
said: “I don’t know what deconstructing the colonial regime means.”
Regarding UNDRIP, indigenous speaker John Kim Bell said: “It would likely paralyze the
Canadian economy.”
Associate Professor Karen Drake, of Osgoode Hall Law School, epitomizing academia’s concern
with “Big Ideas” rather than real thinking,25 said of the concept of the “nation to nation”
relationship: “What does it mean on the ground? I can’t give you that answer.” For the earnest,
sincere but intellectually inarticulate Ms. Drake the solution had something to do with getting
“inside the indigenous world view”, which view, other than saying that it involves “sharing”, and
“only taking what you need”, (which we all told our children when we dropped them off on their
first day of kindergarten), she was quite unable to describe. Given that, being an associate
professor she is presumably an advanced and clear thinker, this was a poor show. And it left the
listener with the reasonable conclusion that her thinking was mainly emotion-produced mental
content which is inherently not capable of being rationally verbalized.
(Come on good people! if you can’t put meat onto these trendy word concepts by now, you’ll
never be able to. And that’s because there’s no meat there… there’s no real there there!) 26
The status quo will only persist if we stay on Mr. Wild’s failed 40 year path- if we stay on this
illusory, mystical, utopian, purely verbal, purely abstract, “nation to nation”, “deconstructing”,
“reconciliation” path- something that, if it ever comes to pass, will inevitably, primarily, be the
status quo dressed up with more wasted taxpayers’ dollars and fancy empty phrases to
merely look like something else- to look like whatever the ultimately abstract and
meaningless phrase, “deconstructed colonialism”, is supposed to look like.
No one can, or will ever be able, to say. But there will be a lot of money made, and many more
earnest conferences in downtown Toronto, and much pointless but gainful employment in the
attempt. And, during this pursuit of so-called “reconciliation”, which is turning out to be merely
the faux rationale and main marketing motivator for quite a cynical power and money grab,
while well-meaning and well-fed people like Mr. Beardy, Mr. Beaucage, AFN Chief Bellegarde
and Mr. Wild continue to jaw endlessly at meetings and conferences and intoxicate themselves
there with their empty words and phrases- which they seem to take for real things– more and
more tragic, despairing and dysfunctional events will occur, -(Isn’t life really about events, and
not words, phrases and processes?)– where another lost, indigenous young person will climb up
onto a chair, put a rope around her neck and step off.
Everywhere there is abstraction, abstract duty…official, rhetorical morality without any relation to practical life…a
doctrinaire earnestness which excludes all forms of self-questioning.27

And everywhere there are mere words, words, words! “Words used mostly to cover the sleeper,
not to wake him up!” 28
MEPHISTO
Stick-all in all- to words. Then through
The safest gate you’ll pass into
The Temple of Certainty.
STUDENT
But there must be some meaning in the word.
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MEPHISTO
No doubt. But don’t torment yourself too hard.
For where a meaning’s wanting there precisely
Up pops, on cue, a word.
With words first-class disputes are possible,
With words a system can be elevated,
Words are eminently believable,
Not one jot of a word can be abated. 29

And everywhere- emanating from our sanctimonious, well-fed elites- Indian and non-Indianthere is a fundamental, sickening, demoralizing, kick-the-ball-endlessly-down-theroad, detachment from the immediate, urgent, life or death needs- imperatives!- of these
desperate young Canadians!
Whence this detachment? One day it would seem the very soul of the matter: a failure to imagine will make us
die. 30

The “servitude”- mental and physical- the “sickness” described by Gordon Gibson- will only
persist and worsen.
In Long Walk to Freedom (above) Nelson Mandela wrote of the debilitating effects of apartheid
laws:
A person’s life is circumscribed by racist laws and regulations that cripple his growth, drain his potential and stunt
his life.

These debilitating effects of our version of apartheid laws will only persist and worsen.
And to continue to support the status quo, however it is dressed up, is to recklessly and
indifferently support more of this disgraceful, immoral, institutionalized failure and harm. It’s to
be like a person driving by endless car crashes involving Indians, seeing them suffering on the
side of the road and refusing to stop and help, but instead, looking the other way – pretending
not to see and driving on by – a variation of the “bystander effect” – where people see or hear
someone being victimized and harmed, pretend they’re not aware of it, and neglect to intervene.
At best the present efforts to improve the situation are basically like that person driving by,
throwing bandaids out the car window, and stepping on the gas.
We need to stop allowing efforts to remedy the situation to be restricted to top down measures
conjured up by Indian and non-Indian elites and implemented only through those elites. Gandhi
reminds us to:
…recall the face of the poorest and weakest man you may have seen, and ask yourself if the step you contemplate is
going to be any use to him. Will he gain anything by it? Will it restore to him a control over his own life and
destiny…? 31

The continuation of the status quo here means a big “no” to Gandhi’s questions.
To continue on as we are going is simply wrong. It’s to stay fundamentally detached. It’s to act
dishonourably towards Indians- towards Janice-and all the other tragic sufferers like her. It’s to
continue with a course of conduct that’s offensive to our core values and destructive to the
general welfare and ultimate best interests of all our citizens, particularly our Indian citizens. To
continue with the status quo-to attempt to enhance it and further entrench it – is to live a national
lie – to let grow a bigger stain on our honour.
For the long-term health of our country and our citizenry, Indian and non-Indian alike, we need
to expunge the stain. We need to expose and expunge the living lie. We all need to stop being
drive-by bandaid throwers. To continue as we are is to live in a state of permanent psychic
unease, where eventually not just the mind but the body sickens. The Indian part of the
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Canadian body politic is already sick and getting sicker – with nothing happening that can
reasonably be said to be any kind of cure.
Countries, like individuals, to live right and well, need to consciously and expressly strive to
live up to their higher values, no matter how difficult and wearisome that seems to be. In Nation
Maker, Richard Gwyn describes how Sir John A. Macdonald, originally a champion of Indian
rights (at least in the context of his times), towards the end of his career, when he was tired
and overcome by events – the Riel rebellion and the rising tide of ethnic and racial intolerance
triggered by it – let the darker forces of Victorian intolerance win by default, hence his wrongful
neglect of the tragedy befalling the Prairie tribes, described by James Daschuk in Clearing the
Plains (above). “His dominant mood became one of sheer weariness with “the Indian problem.”
And that weariness, perhaps magnified nation-wide, partially allowed Indians to gradually
slide into that almost one hundred year-long state of invisibility and neglect referred to above.32
Ordinary Canadians are similarly feeling weary and disconnected today. We’re weary of reading
about the suicides epidemics and all the poor, criminally-neglected Janices and
the Kashechewans and Attawapiskats, and hearing our Indian and non-Indian elites solely blame
ordinary Canadians and our “colonialist-imperialist” ancestors for it – all to no good end and
making little difference.
We’re weary of being held hostages to guilt.
We’re weary of our Indian and non-Indian elites continuing to pretend that the reserve system
itself- the “disease at the root of aboriginal suffering”- (Michael Den Tandt, above), is not the
real cause of the problem and that any public discussion of that fact is forbidden.
We’re weary of these elites, wielding the “destructive power of ideological abstractions over
human lives”, 33 continually sacrificing present generations of aboriginal citizens for the sake of a
utopian future- the “nation to nation-sovereignty” chimera- that is nothing but glorified,
messianic nonsense and that will never come!
Utopian thinkers reason (that) no finite sacrifice is too great for an infinite payoff…The skeptic (this writer)
counters: we must recognize that every moment, like every culture and every person, is an end in itself…An end that
is infinitely remote is not an end, but, if you like, a trap. An end must be nearer. 34

Or, as Octavio Paz writes above, an infinitely remote end is just a perpetual prison for the
present.
We’re weary of the bandaid throwing and the bandaid solutions generally.
Like W.H. Auden, we’re weary of:
How everything turns away
Quite leisurely from the disaster.

35

We’re weary of the status quo being afforded moral recognition by our elites.
We ordinary Canadians are weary of being marginalized and made to feel invisible, as our
governments, higher courts, media and the Indian industry push us further away from our and
John A. Macdonald’s vision of Canada as a unified country governed by one uniformlyenforced set of laws for all, where values govern, not race.
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For the sake of us all we need to fight our weariness and our seeming invisibility and resume the
good fight for the upholding and promulgating of our fundamental liberal values in this crucial
area of Canadian life. “The time is fitted for the duty.”36
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Burke
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47. AMENDING THE CONSTITUTION
AND OVERIDING HAIDA NATION
JURISPRUDENCE
The basis of our political system is the right of the people to make and to alter their constitutions of governmentGeorge Washington1
A State without the means of some change is without the means of its conservation. Without such means it might
even risk the loss of that part of the constitution which it wished the most religiously to conserve. – Edmund
Burke, Reflections
Wrong turns teach us the right way. – David Mitchell 2

We are a country of laws and law-abiding people. This is a fundamental part of our British
heritage. Peace, order and good government, not the American “pursuit of happiness” (which, if
there was a Canadian version of that, would be the “pursuit of niceness”), was the focus of our
constitutional beginnings.
Throughout our history, the strength of our collective respect for legislative and judicial authority
has been so great and constant that even when these authorities, through laws, policies and
decisions, undermine that very sovereign authority, and by so doing jeopardize the continued
existence of it, Canadians mainly passively and deferentially accept it. Consistent with this civil
and honourable almost-to-a-fault reality, change, if it is ever to come, must and will only be
brought about by lawful means.
The present legal position of Indian elites and other members of the Indian industry, who all
want more of the status quo, is rock solid. Advocates for the abolition of the reserve system and
the restoration of absolute and paramount Crown sovereignty presently don’t have a legal leg to
stand on. And advocates of lesser ameliorative solutions – granting greater private property
rights to reserve Indians, making governments payments to Indians individually rather than to
bands, or granting and supporting mobility rights to young Indians to encourage them to move
off the reserves- while well-intentioned- and while these suggestions, if ever implemented,
would represent excellent progress- are being naive.
Section 35 of the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms, presently a virtually immovable part
of the constitution of Canada, renders all such lesser solutions unconstitutional. Theoretically
they could be implemented, but only with the consent of the bands who chose to opt in to them.
And as quickly and easily as they opted in, so could they opt out. And those private property
rights would really not be private at all. They would at best be leasehold rights granted by a band
over a particular property, subject, as is the case today, to cancellation or non-renewal in
accordance with the vagaries and uncertainties of prevailing band political winds.
In any event those lesser solutions would be the exception to the rule. And the rule, as laid down
by the band chiefs and councillors and all the other insiders in the Indian industry, is that because
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fundamental change is harmful to their economic and power interests, it’s simply not going to be
allowed to happen.
Section 35 of the Charter, passed in 1982, recognized and confirmed aboriginal and treaty rights
of aboriginal peoples in Canada. It is this constitutional law, which is higher than any law passed
by any legislature, and which no legislature can violate, which provides the primary legal
foundation for Haida Nation and the successive, de-stabilizing, devolutionary and otherwise
socially, economically and politically harmful higher court decisions which have built on it.
Any steps taken by Ottawa or any of the provinces to fundamentally change the status quo, short
of amending the constitution by repealing section 35, would be unconstitutional, plain and
simple.
But constitutions are not intended to stay the same forever. They can and should be amended
when circumstances warrant.
The American constitution, usually to improve some negative state of affairs, has been amended
twenty-seven times! One of its amendments was to abolish slavery. Another was to give women
the right to vote. There’s no doubt now that it desperately needs amending again- even a
complete overhaul- if America is to be freed from the venal grip of its treasonous (to its best
traditions, instincts and values) plutocratic, robber baron elites.
Many countries in Europe have had several different constitutions over the one hundred and fifty
year era of European constitutional democracy, demonstrating well the old adage that nothing is
writ in stone.
The makers of the Constitution Act, 1982, of which the Canadian Charter of Rights and
Freedoms is a part, knowing that future generations might feel the need to amend it, built in an
amending provision. So to amend our constitution in the way I am proposing would not be doing
something undemocratic, as will most certainly be loudly decried. Rather it will be doing
something totally consistent with the wording of the constitution, something which the makers of
it expressly contemplated would and should happen in appropriate future circumstances.
The status quo we now have in this area of Canadian life was originally premised on a view of
Canada as an almost endless wilderness interspersed by rural, agricultural areas, which Indians
would become an assimilated and productive part of.
The unforeseen modern reality we now have is that tragically, the vast majority of Indians, with
the constant exception of their extremely well-to-do, powerful, well-travelled and well-fed
elites, have become a permanently segregated, largely urban or urban-oriented, almost invisible
underclass of Canadian society. It clearly hasn’t worked out as the signers of the treaties
envisaged.
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As with the Crown honour principle, when facts change, minds and conduct should change
accordingly.
As a starting point for change therefore, section 35 of the Canadian Charter of Rights and
Freedoms would have to be repealed. In order to do this a great public debate would have to be
started. Provincial referenda and a federal referendum would have to be held and the referenda
question receive substantial approval. The Senate and the House of Commons and two-thirds of
the provinces representing at least fifty per cent of the population of Canada would all have to
pass appropriate resolutions. In addition, constitutional conferences would have to be held,
involving the Prime Minister, the premiers of the provinces and representatives of the Indian
peoples of Canada.
At the same time as section 35 is repealed, section 25 of the Constitution Act, which exempts
Indians from the Charter of Rights and Freedoms (as stated above, they are presently quite free,
because of this most illiberal provision, to discriminate against each other and against their
fellow citizens on the basis of race, creed, religion, ancestry etc.) would also have to be repealed.
Just simply stating all this- as if it were all that simple- in almost child-like fashion as I do-( One
can imagine any member of the Indian or non-Indian establishments, if he or she ever read
this, incredulously saying: “Is he crazy or stupid or what?”- Perhaps-perhaps not.)- highlights
clearly how, as stated above, this whole effort would have to be elevated to the political and
moral status of a national undertaking- a national mission-with attendant risks and disturbances
to be stoically and resolutely endured- akin to other similar, risk-bearing nation-building and
nation-defining undertakings Canada has courageously engaged in, ultimately successfully, in
the past.
The accomplishment of these constitutional changes would then set the legal stage to surely,
effectively and predictably, as much as humanly possible, begin the long process of bringing
Indians into the Canadian family as true equals.

1. Farewell Address, 17 September 1796.
2. The Bone Clocks, above
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48. ENDING THE RESERVE SYSTEM AND
RACE-BASED LAWS
Bad is the plan that can never be changed. – Montaigne
“Irrespective of what political party has been in power, there has been an incredibly challenging relationship
between indigenous peoples and the Canadian government over time,” she said, and paraphrased Nelson Mandela on
reconciliation: “Laws need to be changed and policies need to be rewritten.”-Former Federal Justice Minister Jody
Wilson-Raybould 1
It is imperative that Indians should have full equality before the law. The provisions of the Indian Act do not give
them equality. They are saddled with disadvantages which hound them continually in their daily lives…(Their)
problems cannot be attributed to white Canadians only, or to Indians only. It is a problem which lies on the
shoulders of everyone. Canadians must be prepared to repeal the Indian Act completely. -Aboriginal lawyer, former
AFN founder William Wuttunee 2

The reason for the incorporation of the American-style Charter of Rights and Freedoms into the
Canadian constitution in 1982 was to strike at the heart of the British constitutional doctrine of
the supremacy of the legislature.
Prior to that time the Canadian legislatures, the House of Commons in Ottawa or any one of the
provincial legislatures, could legally pass any law it liked, however wrong-headed or
unjust.There were no limits on what a legislature could do so long as the constitution gave it
jurisdiction over the particular subject matter in issue.
For instance, as an extreme example, before the Charter, the federal government had the legal
right to pass laws having the effect of ordering members of a particular ethnic group to leave the
country by a certain date, or face expulsion. Such a law would have been perfectly legal even
though politically unthinkable, unconscionable and discriminatory. Similarly, a provincial
government, before the passage of the Charter, could have passed a law forbidding a landlord in
the province from renting an apartment to an Indian, a Black, or an Asian. However unthinkable
such a law is, it would have been perfectly legal.
These examples are extreme, but they highlight the theoretical but perfectly logical dark side of
the doctrine of legislative supremacy; that is, that Parliament can grant and Parliament can take
away, at its total discretion and whim.
The framers of the Charter sought to avoid this theoretical evil by making all laws of the
legislatures of Canada subject to the Charter insofar as they dealt intentionally or in effect with
matters covered by the Charter, including section 35 of it, the section recognizing and affirming
the aboriginal and treaty rights of aboriginal peoples. What these aboriginal and treaty rights
were in 1982, when section 35 of the Charter was passed, no one could really say.
But Haida Nation and subsequent cases have certainly filled in those blanks with an
interpretation of “rights” so “generous” in favour of Indians, and so harmful to the general weal,
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that I assert that if the framers could have imagined how the courts were going to interpret
section 35 they never would have put it into the Charter.
Men have been sometimes led by degrees, sometimes hurried into things, of which, if they could have seen the
whole together, they would never have permitted the most remote approach.

(Edmund Burke, Reflections)
The price for it – the social and economic harm caused and the legal destruction of Crown
sovereignty itself- has proven to be too high.
With the repeal of sections 25 and 35 of the Charter the legislatures of Canada, the House of
Commons and the provincial legislatures, their legislative supremacy restored, and, they not
being constitutionally restricted as before, would then be able to pass laws in the areas of their
respective jurisdictions reversing, eliminating or otherwise dealing with those destabilizing and
devolutionary aspects of Haida Nation jurisprudence that each respective legislature felt it was in
the public interest to do.
More particularly, the Tsilhcot’in created aboriginal title, and the chokehold mandatory duty to
consult and accommodate, would both be able to be legislatively abolished, thereby restoring
sole and paramount Crown sovereignty. The Indian Act and its progeny, the reserve system and
special race-based laws and entitlements for Indians -UNDRIP- the heart of the whole benignly
racist, quasi-segregationist, dysfunctional and harmful matter – would then be able to be moved
to Canada’s legislative centre stage.
I assert again that the Crowns of Canada would be acting honourably towards Indians, having
our fundamental Canadian values and the best long-term interests of Indians in mind, considered
reasonably and in a modern context – having all the facts and arguments made in this essay in
mind – if they, in constant consultation and, to the extent possible, in concert with Indians, in a
measured and gradual manner, legislated the reserve system out of existence, legislated the
eventual abrogation of all treaties with Indians and legislated the eventual end of special racebased laws and entitlements for Indians in Canada – thusly setting all Indians on the just and
correct path of legal, social and political unity with all other Canadians.
This would not be anything like acting out the “dark side” of the doctrine of legislative
supremacy. This would constitute the collectivity of Canada, acting through its legislatures,
firmly, gently, wisely and in accordance with our highest Western enlightenment traditions, in
accordance with a muscular exercise of the classically liberal values that have made Canada a
beacon and refuge for the world, taking the collective hand of our fellow Indian citizens and with
morally just and meliorist intentions and ultimate effect, pulling them up and into the Canadian
family as equals.
Indian elites and many others will charge that these new laws, taken separately and together,
would constitute a massive abrogation of Canada’s existing treaty obligations to Indians. They
would be correct in that regard.
But, as stated above, an examination of the facts and circumstances surrounding the making of
the treaties leads one to fairly conclude that the treaties were never intended by the Crown to
create a permanent state of segregation of Indians from the rest of Canada. They were regarded
partly as interim measures, as half-way stations between the old, lost Indian tribal cultures and
eventual assimilation and integration into modern Canada.
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Abraham Lincoln’s abolition of the evil institution of slavery represented a breach of the
original agreement between the founding states of America that slavery would be permitted. He
is a deal-breaker in that regard and is hailed, partly because of that, as one of America’s greatest
presidents.
An article in the New York Review of Books3 by Yale History Professor David Brion Davis,
argues that had Lincoln not acted the way he did – had the South been allowed to secede from
the Union and create a pro-slavery republic – then the entire moral and political history of North
and South America (where slavery was also commonplace) would have been markedly and
tragically different. Mr. Davis writes:
Had there been no Civil War a thriving, independent Confederacy would… have gone far in presenting a wholly
“modernized” view of racial slavery-probably a renamed institution, adapted to industry and reinforced by the
shocking rise and spread of “scientific racism”…Given the expansionist dreams of Southern leaders in the 1850’s,
coupled with the later Euro-American imperialism exemplified by the “Scramble for Africa” and the SpanishAmerican War, it is also quite possible that the Confederacy would have taken the lead in conquering Cuba and
Puerto Rico and extending a proslavery empire into Central America. While such expansion might well have been
checked by a war with the United States or Britain, it seems probable that an independent Confederacy would have
retained slavery well into the twentieth century, significantly setting back “the century of New World
emancipation,” especially in Cuba and Brazil. As for any argument that slavery is incompatible with “modernized”
nations, in the 1940’s the productive German and Soviet economies became dependent on more enslaved people
than ever existed at one time in the New World.

As in the case of the abolition of American slavery, an egg well worth breaking for the omelette
of freedom, the passing of a law that takes away someone’s established rights or that abrogates
an existing agreement can often be regarded as a much-needed and morally justified act – an act
that serves a higher purpose than the abrogated law or agreement did – an act that brings a
country’s reality into conformity with its ideals.
Laws abrogating the old treaties with Canada’s Indians, accompanied by meliorist measures,
would fall into that category.
The affording to Indians of the status of full equality with their non-Indian fellow Canadian
citizens would constitute Canada’s version of Lincoln’s Emancipation Proclamation and the
passage of the thirteenth amendment of the U.S. constitution abolishing slavery.
It would constitute the Crowns’ full and final satisfaction of their enduring duty, ever-changing
in application, to act towards Indians in accordance with the highest dictates of both nonnative and native honour.
Whenever the white man treats the Indian as they treat each other, then we will have no more wars. We shall be all
alike- brothers of one father and one mother, with one sky above us and one country around us, and one government
for all. -Hinmaton Yalatkit- Nez Perce chief 4

1.

Quoted in Residential-school deals to be probed, Sean Fine, The Globe and Mail, November 18,
2015.
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2. Ruffled Feathers, above
3. David Brion Davis. Should You Have Been an Abolitionist? The New York Review of Books, 21 June
2012.
4. From Native American Wisdom, above
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49. CARE AND COMPASSION DURING
THE TRANSITION PERIOD
Aside from the demoralizing effect on the world at large and the possibilities of disturbances arising as a result of
the desperation of the people concerned, the consequences to the economy of the United States should be apparent to
all. It is logical that the United States should do whatever it is able to do to assist in the return of normal economic
health in the world, without which there can be no political stability and no assured peace. Our policy is directed not
against any country or doctrine but against hunger, poverty, desperation and chaos. Its purpose should be the revival
of a working economy in the world so as to permit the emergence of political and social conditions in which free
institutions can exist. – George Marshall, on the Marshall Plan1
For her panoramic study of ordinary lives affected by the downfall of the Soviet system Alexievich selected people
from a generation who had become so immersed in the Soviet way of life that its’ sudden disappearance left them
confused, dislocated, and struggling to find a new identity. 2

The basic, macro legal steps outlined above that would need to be taken to end the reserve
system would only be a small part of the national, Marshall Plan-type undertaking that would
have to be carried out in order to bring Indians in all respects into the Canadian mainstream.
No doubt the undertaking would be traumatic, especially for Canada’s Indians. A people kept
psychically penned up- conditioned to experience only the reserve and the state as the ultimate
focus of their worldview- conditioned to look to the state- to expect the state, now and into the
indefinite future- to be the ultimate provider, one way or another, of their needs- when that kind
of parental state involvement in their lives is removed, and they are reduced to living merely
“normal” private lives, (as when the Soviet Union collapsed in the early 1990’s), there will be
significant adaptability and identity problems.
When the zeal and moral certainties of their adversarial, victim mentality-based, “nation-tonation” fantasies have been replaced with the lukewarm gruel of “mere” equality, there will be
social trauma.
They saw themselves as exiles from their vanished homeland, a mythical Soviet Union nostalgically remembered for
its certainties, familiarities, consumer goods that never existed…For this generation the 1990’s were a catastrophe.
They lost everything: a familiar way of life, an economic system that guaranteed security; an ideology that gave
them moral certainties, perhaps some hope. 3

This inherently grand, noble and very difficult undertaking would take decades to accomplish.
The financial costs would be enormous. An eventual target year and date for integration would
have to be set- a date not only practical, but symbolic, such as July 1st, Confederation Day. The
time between the legal beginning of this undertaking and that target date would be a very
challenging, exciting, ultimately positive transition period.
It would be like the massive undertaking to bring East Germany back into a united Germany. A
target date was set in that situation. Frenzied work was carried out during the transition period,
and on the target date, it happened. An old regime died. A new, better regime took its place.
Reconciliation and equality were the watchwords, and eventually those watchwords, despite the
inevitably occurring adjustment problems- (similar to the Soviet Union’s, but without the
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descent into a gangster state that befell the latter)- became a self-fulfilling prophesy. It was
extremely difficult and uprooting, but again, like Lincolns’ civil war, looking back everyone
agrees it was worth the sacrifices made.
Many other examples of some form of political life or status coming to an abrupt end, changing
profoundly at a particular hour on a particular date, some inspiring, like the establishment of
America on July 4th, 1776, and many cautionary, come to mind.
On May 13th, 1948, living in Palestine, there were only the local indigenous Arab peoples, the
new, ever-increasing Zionist Jewish immigrants, and the confusing and chaotic human remnants
of colonial power. The next day, on May 14th, with the Jewish people having basically
jumped out of the windows of the burnt house of Europe and landing on the local Arab
inhabitants below, (see The Violence and Dispossession Caused by Migrating Peoples, above),
the state of Israel, (the “Holy Land” to the new immigrants, merely “home” to the Arab
peoples), came into being.
On August 13th, 1947 King George was the emperor of India. The next day, by prior
proclamation, Great Britain renounced its’ paper power over the Indian subcontinent, and the
countries of Pakistan and India were legally born.
History since then has made this event, the partitioning of the Indian subcontinent on the sole
basis of religion and ethnicity, over the vehement objections of Gandhi, an especially egregious
example of organizing socially and politically along these backward and illiberal lines. As many
as a million people have died as the result of the constant social strife that has followed. The
Indian subcontinent had for centuries before been a multi-cultural and inter-married polyglot.
Trying to partition it along religious and ethnic lines was impossible. It only increased the
instability and violence it was meant to prevent. It was like trying to “carve the gravy.” 4
It’s the same for Canada. Increasing the legal and social partitioning of Indians from the rest of
Canadians – another example of trying to carve the gravy – will only increase the instability and
social problems it’s meant to prevent.
These life-altering, socially-cataclysmic events have happened countless times in humanity’s
painful history. They’re never easy for those caught up in them, but in retrospect they are all
usually viewed as having been inevitable, necessary and, despite the pain and anxiety
accompanying them, worthwhile. That would be the case if the reserve system and special racebased rights and entitlements for Indians were abolished in Canada.
Unlike the Soviet Union, and more like East Germany, we have the enlightenment values, the
liberal institutions and the overall social capital to make it work.
Massive opposition on the part of Indian elites and a large part of the Indian industry would be
expected. But their complaints would ring hollow, because, as stated, during the transition
period, the status quo would essentially remain.
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Chiefs, councils and band administrations would continue, on in interim basis, as before. The
Indian industry, in this short term, and with a new, much more positive and constructive longterm orientation, would remain substantially untouched.
Reform, even if it makes their fixations unsustainable, will not make their lives unlivable. 5

Overall, the manner and pace of change and transition would be measured, just, predictable and
generally very gradual. In fact patience would be required on the part of many, because it would
likely take years for tangible results to show. What would change almost right away, I believe, is
that most Indigenous people would have a sense of increased self-esteem, as they realized that
for the first time they were full and equal citizens of their country.
And in fact these people who made up the old Indian Industry would likely find it a lot more
interesting and purposeful to go to work every day because there would be, for the first time, as
their work was inevitably re-oriented to serve the overall positive purposes of the transition
projects and undertakings, a new positive, task-oriented focus to their work. It would be, for the
first time, noble and useful work that they would be doing, like the work in Nelson Mandela’s
post-apartheid South Africa.
The larger reserves could be partially converted into municipalities, as suggested by William
Wuttunee. Old chiefs could find themselves after the integration date as new mayors. Old band
councillors could find themselves as new municipal councillors – old band administrations new
municipal ones. Within the reserves all traditionally privately occupied and improved lands
would be surveyed and, on the integration date, deeded to their traditional occupants.
All this just scratches the surface of the massive and complex nature of this integration
undertaking, which despite the profound nature of it, and despite that massive complexity,
history tells us can be done, as it has so often been done in the past, and which our innate sense
of enlightened morality tells us should be done here.
We have the social capital to make it work.
We just can’t keep driving past the car crash and pretending we don’t see. Or seeing, just
throwing band-aids out the window as we speed up and hurry on our way.
As Emerson wrote:
In this national crisis, it is not argument that we want, but that rare courage which dares to commit itself to a
principle, believing that Nature is its ally, and will create the instruments it requires, and more than make good any
petty and injurious profit which it may disturb.6

1. Part of U.S. Secretary of State George Marshall’s 1947 speech announcing the European Aid
Program, commonly known as the Marshall Plan.
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2. Orlando Figes, Alexievich’s New Kind of History, The New York Review of Books, October 13, 2016
3. Orlando Figes, Alexievich’s New Kind of History, (above)
4. John Keay, A History of South Asia Since Partition. Basic Books, 2014.
5. Adam Gopnik, Liberal-In-Chief, The New Yorker, May 23, 2016: The writer’s reminder/admonition
to the hysterically reactionary Republican obstructionists who almost nihilistically did everything in
their power to prevent Barrack Obama from passing any progressive legislation.
6. Ralph Waldo Emerson, The Emancipation Proclamation, excerpted in Atlantic Monthly, November
2012.
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50. IT’S NOT IMPOSSIBLE (NELSON
MANDELA PROVED IT)
The journey of a thousand miles begins with a single step. – Proverb
We want men of original perception and original action, who can open their eyes wider than to a nationality, namely
to considerations of benefits to the human race, and act in the interest of civilization. – Ralph Waldo Emerson
Skin colour was not a definition in his eyes…Mr. Mandela came from way up in the hierarchy of traditional African
society. But unlike others on that ancestral level, he did not see that reverence and respect for this meant distorting
its relevance by opposing the laws of our democratic Constitution with traditional law…You do not emerge from the
isolation of racism to confine your country to some other, chosen isolation.- Nobel Laureate Nadine Gordimer, on
Nelson Mandela1 (italics added)
Humanity learns as identities alter to become less aggressive and more open, so that networks can
connect individual capacities more effectively and join our resources together. (italics added)-Philosopher Leif
Wenar 2
One must range oneself actively against everything that diminishes man, and involve oneself in all struggles which
tend to liberate and enlarge him… To my mind, it is less a question of an exalted or shrewd intelligence, than of
good sense, goodwill, and a certain sort of courage to enable one to rise above both the pressure of one’s
environment and the natural inclination to close one’s eyes to facts, a temptation that arises from our immediate
interest and from the fear which problems inspire in us. – Victor Serge3
On some future morrow identity questions might seem incomprehensible, or beside the point, when globalization is
further advanced. But for the moment, in too many places, we will have to endure divisions of identity and myth:
divisions that are frankly undeniable because people believe them even as they must be resisted.- Robert Kaplan, In
Europe’s Shadow, above
4
Nothing is irreversible except death. -Amoz Oz

Anyone proposing to adopt new laws to end the reserve system and legally integrate Indians into
all aspects of Canadian society will, strangely, be attacked as an ignorant bigot. The ad hominem
attacks will come fast and furious.
They already have in my case. I had the section of this essay relating to the signing of the
Robinson treaties published in the Espanola Mid-North Monitor, in December of 2010, in
response to an earlier comment by a local Indian chief in the same paper to the effect that
Canadians had “stolen” the lands comprising Northern Ontario from Indians. I felt compelled to
defend my ancestors. The paper published a response to my article written by a
gentleman described as the “Director of Communications” of the Ontario Union of Indians, in
which he used such words and phrases, clearly intending them to refer to me, as “hate speech,”
“feeble minds,” “hate-mongers” and “Eurocentric.” And, notwithstanding that he offered little or
no relevant particulars and did not refute one of my points, he decried my article as that of a
basically ignorant person who should stop writing such “inaccurate, incomplete and ill-humoured
prose.” (Unable to debate me, he decided to kick me.) His dehumanizing, irrational, mean and
bullying response read like something from Pravda in the 1930’s.
In 2015 my own Law Society of Upper Canada, in response to complaints about this essay from
three Indians, opened a file on me in this regard, wrote me, and asked me in to in effect explain
myself or justify what I had done and said. (The first stage of a possible disciplinary proceeding
against me.) They alleged that;
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The complainants presented enough materials to cause the Law Society to say that you:

May have engaged in discriminatory conduct; and
May have acted in a manner that reflects adversely on the integrity of the profession and/or the administration of
justice.

My response to them was to the effect that I was, in as respectful and fact-based manner as I
could muster, exercising my right of free speech on an important public issue.
I also asked them for specifics of the allegations i.e. exactly what part or parts of this essay (as it
then was) caused them to conclude that I may have committed those ethical offences, for which I
might possibly face disciplinary proceedings and possible punishment. (The complainants asked
that I be disbarred.)
Although eventually dismissing the complaint after hanging it over my head for well over a
year, my Law Society never provided me with the particulars and specifics requested.
This is antithetical to everything lawyers and the law are supposed to stand for.
One wonders if the Law Society of Upper Canada would agree or disagree with what Canadian
lawyer/law professor Benjamin Perrin wrote5, about the social virtue of dissent in a democracy:
Dissent serves a valuable social function: it moderates, brings internal accountability and leads to better decisions
because of the value of diversity and the contest of ideas.

It’s unfortunate that these three short-sighted Indian complainants didn’t also realize that the
right to dissent-the right of free speech generally- protects them, members of a minority, more
than anyone in society. As writer David Cole wrote in The Trouble With Yale,6 an essay on the
troubling phenomenon of the suppression of free speech at universities:
It is a mistake to suppress free speech in the name of equality. Free speech and association are rights of special
importance to minorities. The freedom of speech empowers them to express their views, to dissent from majority
policies, and to organize politically to advance their interests, just as before them, it lent protection to Martin Luther
King Jr. and Malcolm X, and other civil rights activists. The last thing a minority group should seek is the
suppression of nonviolent free speech.

As stated well above, short-sighted or not, such is the seeming fate awaiting anyone in Canada
today who dares to exercise his or her right to freedom of speech on this taboo topic, however
reasonable, conscientious, fact-based and respectful he or she tries to be.
The present jurisprudence relating to the situation of Indigenous persons and groups in Canada
today is the law, but it’s bad law, morally wrong, based on a skewed view of history and life
experience, and disastrous on policy grounds for everyone, especially the vast majority of
Indians.
And with any bad law- any law supporting oppression- some (including me) reasonably believe:
You do what you think is right, and let the law catch up.

(This spoken by Thurgood Marshall, distinguished American black lawyer- the architect of the
legal strategy that led to Brown vs. Board of Education in 1954, (See The Separate But Equal
Doctrine, above), the case that ended the era of official racial segregation in American public
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school systems. He went on to become a Justice of the United States Supreme Court.
Suggestions have been made that Mr. Murray Sinclair of the Truth and Reconciliation
Commission is Canada’s equivalent of Thurgood Marshall. But Mr. Marshall stood for racial
integration in all respects. Mr. Sinclair does not.) 7
Canada’s moral hero in this field, Indigenous lawyer William Wuttunee, is the closest thing our
country has ever had to a Thurgood Marshall.
The status-quo hugging consensus among our elites on this subject is wrong and harmful to
Canada. They seem to be stuck in a wooden-headed, mental rut. Inexplicably, and tragically for
our Indigenous peoples, they can’t or won’t imagine any alternative to this highly injurious
status quo. Our unique history seems to have laid down a mental template that has twisted their
thinking on this subject and prevented them from seeing it for what it is.
We need to break that template and completely re-think the situation.
The Gambler and his non-Indian counterparts, and at least one of the Gambler’s descendants,
William Wuttunee, once saw that there was no essential difference between Indians and the rest
of Canadians. They once envisaged, however tentatively, a shared, integrated future based on
true equality.
We need to think about and perceive the situation in the old-fashioned, enlightened way
expressed by the Gambler and William Wuttunee, by great and inspiring movers of men like
Gandhi, Martin Luther King and Nelson Mandela, and by great thinkers like Edmund Burke, Sir
David Cannadine, Marilynne Robinson,Tony Judt, Octavio Paz and Amartya Sen.
Canada needs to start out on a different path in order to better the disgraceful position of
Indigenous peoples in our country today – in order to achieve true progress for them.
Indigenous and non-Indigenous peoples need to become partners again, like we were in the early
years of first contact, only this time, inevitably and necessarily, as citizens of Canada under the
aegis of social and legal equality and ultimate Crown sovereignty.
Indigenous people are suffering! All the present approaches we are adopting to improve their
situation – more money for education, more money for “self-government,” more money for
everything else the Indian Industry wants – are all failing and sure to keep failing. The effect of
everything they are doing and saying is disastrous for their people.
If serious solutions were being attempted, would not someone hold them to the standard of their effect, and suggest a
8
reconsideration?

We need to admit this and embrace the proposals set out in this essay as the best and only
rational ones there are.
Lawyers, academics, jurists – the Indian industry generally – are all dancing on the head of the
pin of aboriginal law, busily ascribing new rights to Indigenous bands, without taking into the
account the larger consideration that, whatever the finer points of that law may be, whatever
those newly pronounced rights might be – however correct in technical law they may be – those
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legal pronouncements and those new rights will serve no ultimate benefit, no greater,
progressive purpose, for the great majority of individual, powerless, marginalized Indigenous
men, women, boys and girls, those Janices, all of whom, even partly because of those
pronouncements and newly declared “rights,” are being and will be further left behind and left
out in the ever-more urbanized, assimilated, interconnected, racially indifferent, high-tech
Canada of the 21st century.
A brochure advertising a February, 2012 two day seminar in Toronto on aboriginal law –
Aboriginal Law, Consultation and Accommodation – listed all the seminar topics:
Understanding the Definition and Scope of the Duty to Consult – Consultation with Metis
Groups – Achieving Successful and Efficient Interaction between Federal and Provincial
Governments – Key Legal Developments on Consultation and Accommodation Surrounding
Environmental and Archaeological Issues – and many more.
All the topics were about legal mechanics only. Not one of the seminar topics dealt with the
larger, more profound and consequential moral, social and economic issues at play here – the
discussion and consideration of which should have been a key part of any gathering of Indian
industry professionals – of any gathering of responsible Canadian elites generally.
Not one seminar was devoted to such questions as Tony Judt might ask: Is this right? – Is the
shockingly new state of the law in this area actually good for Indians? – Is it good for Canada? –
Does it promote the welfare of the nation? – Does it not clash with our fundamental liberal
values? – Does it not dangerously and unhealthily offend the “settled customs” of the people? –
Will it help or hurt the Canadian economy? – Can we afford it? – Does it mean a two-tier justice
system? – Does it not further promote segregation? – Does Crown sovereignty matter? – Does it
encourage and tolerate lawbreakers? – If laws are not ends in themselves, but rather means to
achieve just, civilized and progressive ends, do these new laws promote or frustrate those ends?
Not one seminar was prepared to debate – and so far not one of our politicians, judges,
academics or journalists is prepared to ask or debate, as Professor Terborgh did in his review
of The Unconquered:
On a more civilized level, do we want to keep people in a “cultural museum”, a time warp as it were?…Is it the
morally right thing to do?…Would any of us prefer to return to our ancestral condition, rather than to live in the
modern world? Few of us would say yes.”

Not one seminar was prepared to debate and no member of our elites is prepared to ask or debate
another one of Professor Terborgh’s questions i.e. whether, in order to ameliorate the economic
and social demoralization and dependency experienced by Indigenous peoples, there is any
better, more moral, realistic and permanent option than completing the already well-underway
and irrevocable process of integration and assimilation. For Professor Terborgh, and for this
writer, there is not.
Not one seminar was prepared to ask or debate whether Janice (see Why Bother? above), and all
those other poor, tragic, victimized souls like her, would have had a better chance of living
if their lives had not been so essentially and negatively defined by the Indian Act and the reserve
system.
Not one seminar was prepared to ask or debate, and not one of our Indigenous and nonIndigenous elites, even today, is prepared to engage with, much less try to answer, the question“the Nelson Mandela question“-Why is Nelson Mandela’s “one set of laws for all races” goal
for apartheid-ridden, “separate but equal”-ridden South Africa, which we all lauded him for, not
the right goal for Canada?
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In most sociological works the ideals advocated, which are almost always unattainable in the present…are of little
9
significance; what is important is what, on the path to their attainment, is seen as the question.

Distressingly to me, none of the above questions, or anything like them, are being asked or
debated by any of Canada’s elite, well-heeled, business lawyer class. Absorbed into and
increasingly dependent upon the Indian industry, they are seemingly unconcerned with
Enlightenment issues and ethics. Among them you will only find lawyers who are content to
merely understand the law in order to make money off it- not change it.
The St. Andrews conference this writer attended in late 2016, An Update on Aboriginal Law,
(referred to above), was a repetition of the omissions and avoidances of the 2012 conference, and
in fact distressingly and depressingly revealed that the Crowns of Canada intend to double and
triple-down on all the wooden-headed, illiberal, already demonstrably-failed process-withoutend policies and philosophies outlined in this essay. To repeat Joe Wild, speaking on behalf of
the federal government (above): “For the past 40 years we have been plowing money into
programs- We have no evidence that it’s working.”
My avowed goal for this book is to help to create public, political and social engagement with
this Nelson Mandela question- with this book’s themes generally – to make them “possibilities to
be argued over rather than taboos to be shunned”- to help to move them into the “realm of the
plausible” and thusly give them some “momentum toward becoming real”- to maybe help speed
history up a little on this.10
The quotes are from Adam Gopnik’s so-apt essay on Anthony Trollope, Trollope
Trending.11 The following extract from his essay exactly encapsulates my hopes for There is No
Difference:
Trollope is a reformer, at times a radical, who also knows that radical reform without some kind of social consensus
is dangerous.

He has one of his characters in his novel Phineas Finn, Mr. Monk, a prominent radical
parliamentarian say:
Many who before regarded the legislation on the subject as chimerical, will now fancy that it is only dangerous, or
perhaps not more than difficult. And so in time it will come to be looked on as among the things possible; then
among the things probable;- and so at last it will be ranged in the list of those few measures which the country
requires as being absolutely needed. That is the way in which public opinion is made.

The movement for gay marriage is almost a textbook case of Trollope’s idea of how political
reform happens: an impossible idea becomes possible, then becomes necessary, and then all but a
handful of diehards accept its inevitability.
“The job of those trying to bring about change is not to hector it into the public agenda of the necessary, but to move
it into the realm of the plausible. Once something is plausible in a semi-democratic society, it has a natural
momentum toward becoming real”

Surely if we Canadians can so raise our game so as to recognize gay marriage, then we can
undertake the same process and achieve the same positive end with respect to realizing William
Wuttunee’s and Nelson Mandela’s vision and goal of all peoples of all races within a nation
living in equality under one set of laws.
Why the refusal to ask the “Nelson Mandela” question?
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Why this double standard?
We expect our legal best and brightest – our political, legal, bureaucratic, academic and media
best and brightest – to be posing and debating fundamental public policy questionsfundamental morally serious questions- like these, on all our behalves.
It ill fares our land that sadly and unfortunately they’re not.
All the speakers listed in the brochures for the aboriginal law seminars discussed above (and the
phenomenon continues to the present) appeared to be highly successful, well-meaning but oddly
complacent insiders, all seemingly content to outwardly ignore the bigger picture with all its
downsides – and all the real and serious moral and civic issues ordinary Canadians are so
concerned about in this area of Canadian life.
Nobody from Frontenac Ventures, Platinex, Solid Gold Resources, Northern Superior Resources,
Mackenzie Valley, Enbridge, Energy East or Kinder Morgan was invited to speak and give his or
her views on consultation and accommodation. Nobody from Caledonia was invited to speak.
None of the corporate or personal casualties of this new legal order was invited to give their
perspective. Better to leave the real world out of it I guess.
And so the “private conversation” referred to at the beginning of this essay continues.
For myself, as a lawyer (definitely outside the Indian industry), and as a citizen, with obligations
to society arising from both capacities, I feel obligated to register my dissenting legal and civic
view of this profound issue, with the view to try to “pry open the lid of a suppressed debate with
this essay.12” The main muscle of democracy, freedom of speech, which is atrophying in this
area of Canadian life, must be used and exercised frequently to avoid democracy itself
weakening, and I exercise this muscle, in a very small way, however fruitlessly.
As Victor Serge, above, wrote:
I am all too aware of the appalling powerlessness of accurate predictions.

Nonetheless, the fact that a message may not be received, or, if received, will likely not be
listened to- “Nations seldom listen to advice from individuals, however reasonable. They are
taught less by theories than by facts and events” 13– is no reason not to send it:
Let us perform the sacrifice and leave the blame on the doorstep of the spirits.

14

And the fact that the message is a hard one, which will be fought by the powers that be, and
which seems impossible to achieve, is no excuse for not setting out on the path, come what
may, towards achieving it.
An avalanche changes its course
Depending on the stones it encounters as it forces its way through.
And, as someone used to say,
15
If you can, alter the course.

For example, on July 4, 1829, abolitionist William Lloyd Garrison delivered his first anti-slavery
speech at a church in Boston, and so launched his emancipation campaign, with the
words: “Since the cause of emancipation must progress heavily , and must meet with much
unhallowed opposition- why delay the work?” 16
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Our governments and politicians – our non-Indigenous governing classes generally – our
uncritical, undiscerning, increasingly shallow and ahistorical media – our beleaguered and
survival-obsessed institutions of higher learning – the Indian industry and our Indigenous elites –
they all ill serve our democracy and ill serve our Indian peoples by, for one reason or another,
failing to rise above the pressures of their own particular environments- by merely serving their
own short-term interests- and by looking the other way and driving on by as they daily witness
the ongoing car crash that is the current Indigenous reality in Canada.
On a daily basis these people make use of moral heroes like Gandhi, King and Nelson Mandela,
and the ideals of equality and reconciliation they stood for, but tragically for our Indian peoples,
they consistently fail to serve them. If they were to actually serve the ideals of these
moral heroes they would adopt and advocate the ideas set out in this essay.
I am not an expert or a professional in many of the areas, historical, legal and otherwise, touched
upon in this essay and on this ground and on many others my views are easily able to be ignored
or dismissed. This issue needs to be taken up by people of stature and power in our non-Indian
governing classes.
The corporations, large and small, being victimized by the consult and accommodate shakedown
system, need to band together, start to apply political pressure – go public with their fears and
frustrations – and lobby for change.
The comfortable need to start to be afflicted, so some politician, lawyer, academic, businessman,
retired civil servant (the active civil servants are under a de facto gag order) or some respected
journalist must end his or her silence and take up this issue on a “J’accuse” level of substance,
volume and intensity.
Gandhi saw the issues of imperialism, racism and religious hatred that he confronted his entire
life in terms of humanity as a whole. Sir David Cannadine writes that “…he believed in
forgiving his enemies, in the underlying connectedness of life, and in a single shared authentic
humanity.”
Martin Luther King drew on the Christian teachings of the unity of mankind – “God hath made
of one blood all nations of men for to dwell on all the face of the earth.17”, and sought absolute
equality across the board between blacks and whites.
In August of 1963 he declared, in Washington D.C. (from Cannadine):
Many of our white brothers have come to realize that their destiny is tied up with our destiny. I dream of a time
when the sons of former slaves and the sons of former slave-owners will be able to sit down together at a table of
brotherhood…when little black boys and little black girls will be able to join hands with little white boys and white
girls as sisters and brothers…when there will be a redeemed America encompassing all of God’s children, black
men and white men, Jews and Gentiles, Protestants and Catholics.

Substitute “Indian,” or “Aboriginal”, or “Indigenous”, if you will, for “black” and you have what
I passionately believe and near-hopelessly espouse. (Yes, tragically here, “What a body might
hope for just ain’t in the way of things, most of the time.”) 18
Sir David Cannadine described Nelson Mandela as follows:
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He espoused harmony between all persons in conversation and operation across the boundaries of racial identity, and
in the importance of forgiveness and reconciliation in post apartheid Africa…He recognized the greater and more
compelling identity of the entire human race, and he personified it with such charisma and moral force that he
became someone who transcended colour and was above race.

Unfortunately so far there seems to be no Canadian equivalent, Indigenous or non-Indigenous, of
Nelson Mandela, Gandhi or Martin Luther King, or anyone like them, now in our political midst.
We have no modern William Wuttunee, Canada’s Thurgood Marshall.
We have no Abraham Lincoln.
We have no prominent “fanatical dreamers trying to push history to higher moral ground.” 19
The media gatekeepers, by and large, will not allow the ideas expressed in this essay to be
seriously discussed, thus dangerously and irresponsibly ceding discussion of this crucially
important national issue, which is on the minds of all caring Canadians, to the (carefully
censored) Readers Comment sections of their websites, the excesses and unreason of the
blogosphere, and the Tim Horton’s coffee shops. Their journalists usually only pay attention to
what the self-interested Chiefs and other Indian industry talking-point specialists are saying,
abjuring Gandhi’s exhortation to look to the bottom rungs of society to see what is really
happening.
In the 1840’s and 1850’s, under the ownership and control of George Brown, the newspaper the
Globe, which later became the Globe & Mail, published articles and editorials attacking slavery
in the United States. Mr. Brown helped form the Anti-Slavery Society of Canada.
But today, the Globe & Mail, eschewing its distinguished history of fighting legal impediments
to complete racial equality, very much epitomizing the sad death of principled,
disciplined “small l” liberalism in Canada, defends and supports the apartheid-like reserve
system and the separate but equal status quo. 20
Christopher Hedges, with some justification, said that “the established press is always a reactive
force despite its claim about being vanguards of truth.” 21The consequences of this can be
dangerous. Former B.C. Premier Ujjal Dosanjh (Canada’s first non-white provincial premier) :
The silencing of most good white men has provided an opportunity for the Trumps of the world to rise. That is what
22
happens when we suffocate or silence rational debate.

We have no Emile Zola or Upton Sinclair in our timid, world- weary or simply undiscerning
journalistic midst – no Woodward and Bernstein looking for a Deep Throat in the Indian industry
-almost no one showing, on this crucial and profound national issue, any idealism, signs of
moral courage or seriousness, or what Victor Serge called “rebellious intelligence.”
I say “almost” because, for the first time in a major newspaper, to my knowledge, a major
journalist finally showed the insight and the courage to publicly describe “the diseased root of
the suffering of 10 generations of aboriginal Canadians”, to wit, “the reserve system- apartheid in
all but name.”
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The National Post’s Michael Den Tandt, (as he then was), in We know what lies behind the
killings,23 a commentary on the January, 2016 La Loche Saskatchewan shootings, where a
mentally disturbed 17 year-old native boy shot and killed 4 people and wounded 7 others, wrote:
Audit after audit, inquiry after inquiry, have made it starkly clear: The edifice of the reserve system-apartheid in all
but name-needs to be uprooted and replaced, beginning with the settlement of all outstanding land claims…Where is
the political party with a concrete plan to push this forward, even on a grandfathered basis, over an extended period?
There is tinkering, and there are heartfelt expressions of goodwill and reconciliation. Canada’s original sin remains
untouched.

Mr. Den Tandt said that only this could “make it right”.
He then asked, (as I ask in this essay):
Does anyone in Parliament today have the stomach for this fight?

Since then, despite the daily accumulation of more evidence for the truth of what he wrote, not
one prominent non-journalist Canadian has publicly agreed with him, and only one other
journalist: Scott Gilmore of MacLean’s , (see Indian Reserves- Canada’s Gated Communities,
above) has expressed a similar opinion.
But inexplicably, since then neither Mr. Den Tandt nor Mr. Gilmour, despite the
mounting suicide toll on the reserves, has not mentioned it again! It’s as if, like the media in
general, they might embrace and extol the surface facts and the ongoing logic of their argument,
but then, ultimately, internally rule inadmissible the natural and inevitable conclusions to be
drawn.
It’s as if many writers feel that to confront actuality might be dangerous to their social sympathies, and they do not
24
let the facts gather freely about their superior reality, such as it is.

This is dispiriting and a real blot on our media. These profound truths should be a regular
drumbeat from these ladies and gentlemen, and from the media as a whole!
Does anyone, not only in the media, but in our federal Parliament and in our provincial
legislatures, in academia, the private sector- does anyone- anywhere- have the stomach for this
good fight?- Will no one put their all-precious career and pride aside and stand up for Janice?
No one? Anyone?
Without a Righteous Person No Village Can Stand!

25

Tragically for our Indigenous peoples, most of our distinctively un-righteous media seem beset
with the mind-set of what Harper’s Magazine essayist Rebecca Solnit called “naïve cynicism”- a
mind-set inimical to moral heroism- a mind-set that inhibits hope, engagement, and the striving
for moral and social progress, all of which “paves the way for passivity and defeat”.
In The Habits of Highly Cynical People 26 she wrote:
Cynicism is first of all a style of presenting oneself, and it takes pride more than anything in not being fooled and
not being foolish. But in the forms in which I encounter it, cynicism is frequently both these things. That the attitude
that prides itself on world-weary experience is often so naïve says much about the triumph of style over appearance,
attitude over analysis.
…Naïve cynicism concerns me because it flattens out the past and the future, and because it reduces motivation to
participate in public life, public discourse, and even intelligent conversation that distinguishes shades of gray,
ambiguities and ambivalences, uncertainties, unknowns, and opportunities…
Naïve cynics shoot down possibilities, including the possibility of exploring the full complexity of any situation.
They take aim at the less cynical, so that cynicism becomes a defensive posture and an avoidance of dissent.
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…Naïve cynicism loves itself more than the world; it defends itself in lieu of the world. I’m interested in the people
who love the world more, and in what they have to tell us, which varies from day to day, subject to subject. Because
what we do begins with what we believe we can do. It begins with being open to the possibilities and interested in
the complexities.

Timothy Snyder also aptly writes in this regard: 27

If the sin of intellectuals in the twentieth century was to propose utopian visions, that of the twenty-first is to deny
all possibility of change. …An abandonment of the search for truth…brings the bottomless skepticism that makes
political action seem pointless…We cannot give up on the difference between fact and fiction. Some things are true,
and some things are possible.

The great journalist Walter Lippmann wrote that “the way in which the world is imagined
determines at any particular moment what men will do”. 28
To me, the media has a moral and intellectual duty to challenge the present fundamentally-status
quo imaginings in this area of Canadian life- “to confront their readers with the underlying
implications of their traditional assumptions and received beliefs”- 29and to imagine and
publically reflect the alternate possibility of the more perfect world that is Nelson Mandela’s
vision and goal of racial integration and complete legal equality for Canada’s indigenous
peoples, which duties they are completely failing to carry out.
Unfortunately so far the only academics writing on this topic are advocacy historians, cultural
“anthropologists,” law school writers and other such academics 30 offering only past-looking,
complaint and grievance-oriented, blinkered, academically biased, self-serving and selective
scholarship. Their backward and harmful view, like that of everyone else in the Indian industry,
is that ” a parallel, communal society can be, and must be maintained in this country”, (quoting
Gordon Gibson in A New Look at Canadian Indian Policy, (above).
Mr. Gibson, in relation to these academics, referred to:
…the vein of sentimentality that influences many otherwise serious scholars in this field, (see, for example, John
Ralston Saul and his book, Comeback, in The Essential Humanity of the Migrators to Canada, in chapter 12 above),
perhaps seeking somehow to atone personally for what they perceive is a history of white guilt.

They offer no solutions or hope for the Janice’s of the Canadian Indigenous world – no solutions
or hope for the all the innocent, helpless, Indigenous victims of the oligarchic cronyism too
much present on the reserves.
Our politicians, the ones most responsible for speaking out, are noted in this area only for their
senseless and damaging embrace of the separate but equal status quo here, or for their
demoralizing and dangerous political timidity, even cowardice, and obfuscation. They refuse to
lift a finger to really help these victims. It must be the water of power-seeking and powerkeeping they drink.
These mainly sentimental, uselessly handwringing, no-doubt caring academics, journalists and
politicians, immersed in the warm bath of their cheaply and easily-obtained knock-off,
luxurious moral indignation- sometimes hampered by their own intellectual vanity- offer only a
purely comfortable (to them) mental and remotely–emotional commitment to
the faraway sufferings of marginalized aboriginal Canadians, but a mental and
emotional commitment totally without rationality or responsibility- “strong on indignationdevoid of positive measures”,31– strong on high-sounding words and emotionally effective but
empty concepts- but really, only “gently ruffled” by this tragic situation “as an aspen is ruffled by
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the breeze”,32-and too much characterized by “tags and labels that substitute an easy moralism
for critical thought and judgment.”33
Empathy without consequence…their angry and anguished utterances are merely the manipulation of the rhetoric of
34
conscience on behalf of a policy without a trace of conscience.

These true, damning thoughts, for me, also came from Leszek Kolakowski’s essay, The Heritage
of the Left, contained in Is God Happy?- Selected Essays, (above), referring to Western
intellectuals, never having known “fire, hunger and the sword”- “never having undergone the
experiences that teach men how relative their judgments and thinking habits are”- “Their
resultant lack of imagination is appalling.“35– expressing solidarity with Stalin’s “workers
revolution” taking place in the Soviet Union, from the comfort and vantage point of their Oxford
pubs and café tables on the Left Bank.
It’s as if these academics, journalists and politicians deliberately, through an effort of will, cut
off any line of thought, enquiry or exposition just short of the point when that thought or enquiry
or exposition would obviously and inexorably have to lead to the conclusion- “the heavy cross
of sober knowledge”-36 that it is the Indian Act, the reserve system and the fundamentally
illiberal and unworkable separate but equal regime, the latter now being augmented by talk of
“nation to nation” relationships and UNDRIP, which they are all labouring so mightily and selfrighteously to maintain and expand, that are the root causes of this tragedy-ridden problem.
It’s as if, as stated above, they shrink from this heavy, sober knowledge- “knowledge that would
cause them both political and emotional difficulties.” 37
The self-censorship- the abandonment of individual judgment and initiative in favour of political
correctness- the coping with reality by denying it- is sadly evident. As is the phenomenon of
“cognitive ease” referred to in chapter 34 above, and the all-too prevalent intellectual
irresponsibility in merely “reflecting and echoing in the most conventional way the political and
cultural fissures and conflicts around them, rather than contributing to the redirection of national
attention on to other, more promising tracks.”38
Michael Ignatieff, a brilliant, deeply learned and cultured man, who, in his mid-Atlantic man
intellectual phase, wrote Blood and Belonging,39 an excellent portrayal of the social and political
evils of clan and tribal thinking – of “ethnic nationalism”- of upholding group rights over
individual rights – when he became a Canadian politician, inexplicably failed to walk his talk
and became just another propounder of safe, anodyne clichés on this issue, every one of them
supporting the “blood and belonging” nature of the Indigenous status quo -every one of them
antithetical to the maintenance and enhancement of the “civic nationalism” that he correctly
argues is the essential basis of civilized, orderly and progressive life- and every one of them
having the effect of condemning our Indigenous citizens to a state of further dependency and
dysfunctionality.
To his detriment he missed an opportunity to courageously stand apart from his opponents on a
great moral issue and to be seen to stand for something. It might have made a significant
difference for him.
Ironically, he accurately penned his own political epitaph on this issue in an article he
wrote about Vaclav Havel, The Hero Europe Needed 40. He wrote:
Heroism is essential to politics. We live for an hour when a politician stands up in (the) dusty arena and we
recognize, with astonishment, that here is a person prepared to take risks, tell us what we don’t want to hear, face
possible defeat for a principle, tackle insuperable odds, and by doing so, show us that politics need be not just the art
of the possible, but the art of the impossible…Heroism is in fact a social virtue, nurtured by loyalties to people you
know you must defend if you are to live with yourself afterward.
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Well said.
We think of people like King, Gandhi and Mandela as exemplars of these words, as people “who
are loyal in their lives and their behavior to an understanding of what is right and good, and who
will honour it even at considerable cost to themselves.”41
We think of Yitzhak Rabin, in Israel, “who stood up and acknowledged that the occupation of
the Palestinian territories was killing his country. All hell broke loose. People forget what a
reviled figure he was. That’s leadership!” 42
Tragically, no present-day Canadian leader comes to mind when we read of these examples of
moral heroism- no prominent Canadian yet who would “press for a world in which his own
power (would) be inexorably lessened.” 43 And they certainly didn’t apply to Mr. Ignatieff
himself at any time during his brief go at Canadian politics.
Ordinary Canadian live in the constantly unrealized hope that such persons, who Mr. Ignatieff
describes as having the courage and capacity to “live in truth, outside the propaganda
bubble”, will come along. The vast majority of vulnerable, powerless, dependent Indigenous
Canadians live in desperate need of such persons.
One of Mr. Ignatieff’s former rivals, Bob Rae, now one of the most senior and respected
members of his party (and, very disappointingly, after he left government, a highly-paid
functionary in the Indian industry), missed the same opportunity in December of 2011. His stale
response to the Attawapiskat housing crisis attracting national attention then, causing eyeballs to
glaze and roll all across Canada, was to put all the blame on Ottawa. True to out-of-touch Liberal
form on this issue, he vacuously declared, “It’s a continuation of the colonial attitude.” (See my
discussion of Mr. Rae’s book, What’s Happened to Politics? dealing with the tragic waste of Mr.
Rae’s potential to be a true Nelson Mandela-like aboriginal champion, in The Essential
Humanity of the Migrators to Canada, c. 12, above).
Mr. Rae, like all other members of the non-Indigenous elite that had knowledge of the
corruption on that reserve that contributed to the housing crisis, like all our other non-Indigenous
elites do every day in all the similar situations that arise across Canada, chose to look the other
way on that and not mention it, as if he and they all think that Indigenous Canadians don’t
deserve the same kind of good, transparent governance as do all other Canadians.
This moral abdication gives rise and relevance to aboriginal writer Calvin Helin’s question
in Dances With Dependency:
Where is the Canadian government while these gross abuses of power and fundamental human rights are taking
place? At the very least, knowledge that such activities are taking place is a scathing indictment of a supposedly
advanced G-8 country! How are Aboriginal people supposed to move forward when their own federal governmentsanctioned elected officials-are enforcing the poverty and attendant corruption that is the causal link to most of the
problems in the first place?

This political obduracy and/or cluelessness on the part of the federal Liberals continued unabated
after that, displayed in 2013 by their demonstrations of solidarity with and support for the
“hunger strike” of former Attawapiskat chief Theresa Spence, and the anarchistic conduct and
anti-Crown sovereignty goals of both the Idle No More movement and Canadian-Indigenous
elites generally, and in 2014 by their opposition to the passage of the federal First Nations
Financial Transparency Act, which had imposed a small measure of public accountability on
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Indigenous band elites and, in doing so, had revealed many instances of unconscionable financial
self-dealing on the part of many of them.
Revealing his too-thoughtless, devoid of tragic realism, “sunny ways” tendency to suck up to
band chiefs, as a group, no matter the issue and no matter how wrong and harmful their demands
and behavior might be, then merely third party leader, and now Prime Minister, Justin Trudeau,
declared that the manner of and the fact of the passage of that Act in the form it was in was not
“respectful” to this, to him, automatically and presumptively respectworthy bunch of selfless
Indigenous leaders. He promised to repeal it if he were elected Prime Minister.
Now that he is Prime Minister, with the power to carry out this reckless and harmful
promise, what a great shame on him and his government that he did just that!
On December 18th, 2015 his then Minister of Crown-Indigenous Relations Minister Carolyn
Bennett, described by Globe and Mail columnist Jeffery Simpson as “the echo chamber for the
Native Women’s Association of Canada”, (See chapter 6, Pre-contact Indian Culture and the
Shock of the New), announced that the government was lifting all sanctions and suspending all
court actions against those Indian bands that did not comply with the law. (More two-tier justice
and more erosion of respect for the law). As Ms. Bennett, employing par excellence the usual,
agitprop bureaucratese that Canadians must regularly and mind-numbingly endure, and showing
herself and her Prime Minister to apparently be the echo chamber for the Assembly of First
Nations chiefs as well, (who had lobbied incessantly against this transparency law since the day
it was passed), chillingly and emptily blathered:
These initial steps will enable us to engage in discussions on transparency and accountability that are based on
recognition of rights, respect, co-operation and partnership and that builds toward a renewed nation-to-nation
44
relationship with indigenous peoples.

What a big plum Mr. Trudeau handed to the band chiefs “and the old boys clubs that run the
reserves”. 45 What a devastating and unconscionable attack he carried out against the best
interests and welfare of the vast majority of ordinary, vulnerable, powerless, reserve residents!
For, as Calvin Helin wrote in Dances With Dependency:
There must be real accountability in the management of Aboriginal assets and resources in Canada. Many
governments squander enormous amounts of resources that could otherwise be put to good use. If there is an abuse
of power or corruption, Aboriginal wrongdoers should face the same criminal sanctions that anyone else in Canada
faces. To argue otherwise is tantamount to contending that Aboriginal people in Canada don’t deserve the
transparency, accountability and careful fiscal management that ordinary Canadians take for granted. Leaders who
are abusing the system and resisting constructive reform will continue to condemn their communities to poverty and
the abuses of lateral violence.

How demoralizing for them to see the two governments that have the most direct effect on themthe federal government and their band governments- colluding together to, in effect, deprive
them of transparency rights that all other Canadians take for granted. How demoralizing for
them to see the federal government abandon them so, and prefer the selfish interests of the
chiefs and councillors over their best interests. As former Supreme Court of Canada Justice Jack
Major said, revealing that perhaps he is one of those prominent righteous men that Canada and
Canada’s Indigenous peoples need so desperately:
Can you make any sense out of the Trudeau Gov’t immediately on taking office discontinuing the need for any
accounting for funds received and in the meantime the majority living on reserves live at the whim of the Chief and
46
cannot own their own house?

Mr. Trudeau, in his pre-power opposition years, made other rash and thoughtless promises to
Indian elites. 47
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With little or no demonstrable critical aforethought, he promised to implement all 94
recommendations of Truth and Reconciliation Commission, despite the fact that many of them
are beyond the purview of the federal government, and many more of them will be, in
implementation, clearly harmful to the national interest.
He promised to provide increased federal funding for quasi-segregationist “Indigenous only”
schools, in amounts far greater than the Harper government promised, and with far less
accountability than the Harper government was insisting on, thereby, in a show of politics again
prevailing over the best interests of Indigenous children, condemning those children to the
general likelihood of both inferior academic and inferior life outcomes. (See A “First Nations”
Education, above)
Very alarmingly, as if the Supreme Court had not eviscerated federal and provincial Crown
sovereignty enough, he promised to add to that evisceration process himself, by giving Indian
bands an express veto over new projects taking place on their “territories”, meaning, as stated
above, basically all of Canada, thereby, if such a dumb promise were ever somehow fulfilled(apparently he is on his way to fulfilling it, as evidenced by his decision to order the National
Energy Board, (to be renamed the Impact Assessment Agency of Canada), in pipeline and
natural gas regulatory proceedings, to undertake additional consultation with Indian bands,
(including hearing all about their supposedly unique (but hitherto undisclosed) “traditional
indigenous knowledge”, which is to be given a virtually even footing with science), and to let
stand, without protest, the judicial killing of the Enbridge pipeline project) -removing the last
shreds of whatever ultimate and “last resort” sovereignty the Supreme Court, in cases like Haida
Nation and Tsilhcot’in , may have left our federal and provincial governments.
These no doubt well-intentioned but essentially nihilistic actions are driving nails into the coffin
of the Canadian economy- I think, into the essence of Canada itself-of what has made us the
great country we are)- and, most fundamentally, for all the reasons stated in this book,
shamefully condemn our Indigenous peoples to further and increased quasi-segregation,
dysfunction and despair.
One of the ways the Justin Trudeau government proposes to accomplish this fool’s goal is by
formally adopting into the law of Canada the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of
Indigenous Peoples, aka UNDRIP, (one of the big recommendations of the Truth and
Reconciliation Commission), which, if done, according to noted author and journalist Gordon
Gibson, in A New Look at Canadian Indian Policy, (above), would cause “legal chaos” (as if we
didn’t have enough of that already48), and would be harmful, not beneficial, for Canada’s
Indigenous peoples. About the Declaration, Mr. Gibson writes:
The concepts of “indigenous peoples” and “inherent rights” are central to the Declaration itself. No definition or
listing is given. In common parlance this is signing a blank cheque. In the Declaration, indigenous rights are not
merely individual; they are collective. No provision whatsoever is made for democratic or even good governance of
the collective. Indigenous tyrannies may apply for UN blessing. Article 3 implies potential separation rights for
indigenous peoples, though this is carefully obfuscated. Article 4 requires taxation (of the mainstream) without
representation. Articles 5, 20 and 33 provide for a parallel society. Article 11 provides for retroactive compensation
for things done “in violation of their, laws, traditions, and customs.” Article 18 provides for reserved seats in
mainstream decision making bodies. Article 22 is so deliciously politically correct that it really is worth citation:
“Particular attention shall be paid to the rights and special needs of indigenous elders, women, youth, children and
persons with disabilities in the implementation of this Declaration.” Middle-aged indigenes have a complaint.
Article 26 again is worth citing because it is (apparently was- author) the main concern of the government of
Canada: “Indigenous peoples have the right to the lands, territories and resources which they have traditionally
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owned, occupied or otherwise used or acquired”. Ottawa says (apparently, used to say -author) this would over-ride
established and ongoing processes. (It would Tsilcot’inize all of Canada! –author) …Adherence to this Declaration
would immensely complicate a developing pattern of Canadian accommodation and should be resisted. Recall again
that our Supreme Court is prone to importing international law to guide and that this Declaration is not in the usual
“aspirational” language but rather the “rights” language of Conventions. Signing this would be a recipe for legal
chaos and the bad, not the good, of Canadian Indians.

Or, as stated, as Indigenous leader and businessman John Kim Bell more succinctly put it, (c. 46
above): “implementing UNDRIP would likely paralyse the entire Canadian economy.”
Canadians have now lost hope that what was, because of his father, hopefully bred in Mr.
Trudeau Junior’s bones would out in his flesh, and that, on this issue, he would have by now
lost his immature and unrealistic, Panglossian “childlike confidence in life’s benevolence”, and
would have stopped being, on this issue, the seeming “cheerful, chatty innocent who meets but
never comprehends the dark forces at work in the world.” 49We hoped in vain that this Prime
Minister, on this issue, would have taken on some of the respect for law and order, intellectual
maturity and gravitas, hard-edged principles, sense of tragic realism and constitutional
discipline, characteristic of his late father.
(Mr. Trudeau, it’s hip to be a real, old-fashioned grownup. Try it. And that involves more than
growing a beard.)
As Stephen Harper was too much dark night, so is our present Prime Minister too much bright,
sunny day, with his tendency to throw gobs of borrowed money into empathic, political “nolose” Indigenous social projects and programs, while failing to protect the legal well-springs of
the economy, the taxes from which economy pay for those social engineering projects and
programs. Traditionally great Canadian leaders- great leaders everywhere- have always been a
judicious, Manichean blend of both light and dark.
His former Minister of Justice, Jody Wilson-Raybould, declared that in this area of Canadian
life, “laws need to be changed and policies need to be re-written.” 50
Former Justice Minister Wilson-Raybould (she was transferred out of the job in January of
2019) is exactly, literally right, for the reasons stated at length in this essay, But very
unfortunately, even tragically, based on her record as a long-standing apparatchik, and, in office,
as an agent, of the Indian industry, with all its “nation to nation” talk, the half-aboriginal Ms.
Wilson-Raybould, (her mother was a “white” schoolteacher), did not mean those words in the
way I wish she did. She actually meant handing substantial control of the Canadian economy to
the Assembly of First Nations and Indigenous interests generally.
Mr. Trudeau had installed an AFN “nation to nation” fox in the henhouse of Canadian
sovereignty.
Taking the nation to nation talk of the Indian industry literally, (as they intend it to be taken), her
having sworn an oath to the Queen when she was appointed, did she not have divided
loyalties? Was she not in a conflict of interest? Did she, who, until she decided to run
for Parliament, was a Regional Chief of the Assembly of First Nations, have it in her to fight for
the Queen’s interests- for Canadian sovereignty- when it was required? Decidedly not, as her
behavior in office clearly showed! (She should have at least been politely asked these questions,
but our fawning and quiescent media didn’t .)
Her appointment as Justice Minister called to mind Gordon Gibson’s concern in A New Look at
Canadian Indian Policy (above) about representatives of group power sitting in Parliament:
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Clear issues of group power arise when parliamentarians are seen as group representatives rather than impartial
seekers of the common good.

She said 51that the Liberals “must move forward with vigour” on implementing all 94
recommendations of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission, and that there must be “an
overarching cross-government reconciliation framework that would guide all departments and
ministries, and be supported at the highest levels of the prime minister’s office”, to put into
operation “what has been directed by the courts and set out in the UN Declaration on the Rights
of Indigenous Peoples.”
The fact that the courts have directed nothing whatsoever in this regard, or that the UN
Declaration is a mere non-binding, statement of good intentions by an extra-territorial, voluntary
association of nations, (many of which nations are totally corrupt dictatorships which would
laugh at the notion of actually implementing the utopian Declaration in their own countries),
appear to be of little interest or concern to this former Minister of Justice, (or to her boss, Mr.
Trudeau), suggesting that in fact she may be and always was a mere representative of the
Assembly of First Nations “group”, with a view to preferring their agenda over any other, and
that in fact she doesn’t have and never had the wherewithal to either properly protect the Queen’s
interests or to be an impartial seeker of the common good.
To her minor but only temporary credit, despite the above, in July of 2016, at the AFN annual
meeting, (a convention boondoggle devoted to the strengthening of our apartheid-like status quo
and to the destruction of Canadian Crown sovereignty, completely paid for by the Canadian
taxpayer), some semblance of rationality on her part on this issue revealed itself, when she
seemingly partially qualified herself by announcing to her former AFN co-elites that
notwithstanding that Canada adopting the Declaration “without qualifications” was “incredibly
important”, actually implementing it “as being Canadian law” was “unworkable” (duh!) and that
the goals and intentions of it would be implemented, more or less on a case by case basis,
through specific legislation and policy initiatives.52
But a year later, in July of 2017, she confirmed that Unreason was the sole and permanently
seated occupant of her mental throne, and that politically, she was still firmly situated in the back
pocket of her first love, the Assembly of First Nations.
In an opinion piece in the Globe and Mail, 53 inspired by a “gathering of canoes” she had
attended not long before in Vancouver, she despaired that the Crowns and non-Indigenous
peoples of Canada were still in “denial”. She complained that “Indigenous peoples have to prove
their rights in court even though they are recognized by section 35 of Canada’s Constitution”,
seemingly blissfully unaware, as Bob Rae said, ((See The Haida Nation Case, chapter 23 above),
that when section 35 was passed nobody knew what it really meant! Our highest Crown law
officer apparently thought that Indian bands should simply be allowed to declare what their
rights are, and the rest of us should just shut up and accept that. To do otherwise, in her mind,
would clearly be “racist.” During her tenure as Justice Minister, with Prime Minster Trudeau’s
express approval, she basically carried this destructive policy out.
She complained that federal laws and policies around land and resource decision-making “do not
properly consider Indigenous rights” (!), giving the clear impression that, for the past 30 years,
an era of sensational, non-stop and country-changing Indigenous court victories, slavishly
respected and followed by governments and industry to the point of self-harm, only partially
dealt with in this book, she has been out to permanent lunch.
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This former AFN Regional Chief, then charged with defending the federal Crown’s rights,
powers and prerogatives and with defending the revenue, urged us all on to the next great task:
…”to work with Indigenous peoples to decolonize federal laws, policies and operational practices, and to ensure that
all aspects of Canada’s relationship with Indigenous peoples become rooted in recognition of rights”, and “to act in
partnership with Indigenous peoples to recognize Indigenous rights of self-determination and self-government, and
to implement the UN Declaration.”

And in February of 2018 the definitely still Panglossian Mr. Trudeau announced that his
sovereignty-giveaway government would be pursuing a ” new recognition and implementation of
Indigenous rights framework that will include new ways to recognize and implement Indigenous
rights…Going forward recognition of rights will guide all government interactions with
Indigenous peoples.”
In other words, his plan is that Indian bands will no longer have to prove they have rights in any
particular situation. Rather, the federal government will start off with the presumption that the
band in question already has whatever country and economy-wrecking right they are asserting,
and the onus will be on government or the private sector entity affected to prove the opposite. A
classic reverse onus situation. Again, John Kim Bell: “ …this will likely paralyse the entire
Canadian economy.”
Quite simply, the overall conduct of the Justin Trudeau government in this area of our national
life, now, after being in power for several years, able to be fairly judged, is sabotaging the
national interest- putting Canada on a course of serious social disunity and economic suicide.
In April of 2017 Canada, at the United Nations, formally retracted objections to UNDRIP to the
effect that it would be seen as giving a veto to Indian bands to new development, and therefore,
(under the old line of thinking), could not be reconciled with Canadian law. Said our lightweight,
Crown sovereignty-averse, destructive and delusional Crown-Indigenous Relations Minister
Carolyn Bennett:
This is about making decisions together, from the inception…It means not putting some fully baked project in front
of people and getting them to vote yes or no. (italics added).

Putting icing on the cake of a fractured and seriously weakened Canada, the very well-meaning
but apparently oblivious Ms. Bennett also added that Canada “unequivocally supports” Canada’s
Indigenous “governments” being given representative status in the UN General Assembly!54
It looks like ordinary Indians aren’t going to get much meaningful help or exhortation from the
merely well-intentioned (at best) Mr. Rae, the Trudeau government, or in fact from anyone in the
ahistorical, morally timid, intellectually vacuous, non-Indigenous political establishment
generally.
On the provincial level, the unbearable lightness of being exhibited by the insanely Crown
sovereignty-destructive, near bankruptcy-inducing McGuinty/Wynne Liberal governments, (the
clearly destructive and failed model of government that the Justin Trudeau federal government is
determined to emulate), typical of all of our governments, continued merrily and heedlessly
along, as evidenced by Premier Wynne’s “political accord” with Ontario Indian band chiefs,
(above), and then Wynne Cabinet Minister Zimmer’s inane and childlike
praising of the Tshilcot’in decision while, feeding the flames of already outsized Indigenous
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elites’ expectations even more, cheerfully chatting on about “government to government”
agreements.
(Why shouldn’t the Mattawa Tribal Council have demanded to be involved in the Ring of Fire
sale talks between Cliffs and Noront Resources. They were a “government” after all, and they
therefore had a right to be involved! A tip of the hat to the Ontario government for this state of
affairs!)
Generally, our political and bureaucratic elites, federal and provincial, constitute one giant
jamboree of fiddlers, all sawing away haplessly and obliviously on their out-of-date, out-of-tune
instruments while our Canadian Rome burns.
Indigenous peoples are going to have to start looking to within themselves for someone to lead
them out of this unholy situation- some fearless, ubuntu, modern-day William Wuttunee- some
Indigenous Moses who will lead his or her people out of their present bondage into the Promised
Land of legal equality and social integration with their fellow Canadians. They’re going to have
to start speaking up – to start finding the courage to speak out against the wishes and official
orthodoxy of their own leadership -short-sighted and unwise (at best), or oppressive and selfserving (at worst).
The prospects of this, like in all other aspects of this tragic situation, are not encouraging.
Poverty is endemic on reserves and amongst the Indigenous population of Canada generally.
Surprisingly, poor people are generally conservative in nature. To them, change often signifies
the risk of losing the little they already have. John Kenneth Galbraith, in a 1965
lecture, Underdevelopment and Social Behaviour,55relating to alleviating poverty in Third World
countries, (perfectly apt here), put it as follows:
It has often been observed that very poor communities are intensely conservative-that, far more than the more
fortunate, these people resist the change that is in their own interest. Illiteracy, and the limited horizons it implies, is
a partial cause of this; so is the inertia resulting from poor heath and malnutrition. But poverty is an even more direct
cause of conservatism. If there is no margin to spare, there’s no margin for risk…Since there is a measure of risk in
everything that is untried, it is better to stick with the proven methods- the methods that have justified (their)
survival to this time… The instinct of a poor community is to resist change, and to suspect even beneficial change.

Thus the responsibility, and moral and civic obligation, on the part of the well-to-do, privileged
and fully assimilated (which is all of them) Indigenous elites, to raise their game, to raise and
carry the William Wuttunee/Martin Luther King/Nelson Mandela torch, is that much higher and
more acute.
Somehow, against all present odds, aboriginal Canadians are going to have to find their own
modern-day moral heroes- their own Gandhi, King or Mandela- “someone with the guts to
say no to tribe, yes to universal nation, no to divisions and fences”56.
The civil rights movement in America that ultimately brought about the end of the separate but
equal status of Negroes there only really gained momentum and political power when black
organizations and black leaders like Medger Evers and Martin Luther King got actively involved
and started people marching. The same will have to happen in Canada.
One of our numerous, prominent, successfully integrated Indigenous citizens – some modern day
William Wuttunee- someone who can stay out of the siren-like clutches of the Indian industrysomeone still proud of his Indigenous heritage- someone who knows and is finally willing to
publicly proclaim that one can, at the same time, successfully self-identify as an Indigenous
person, a Canadian and a person of the world- will have to break his or her silence, talk his or her
walk, and publicly declare that unity and integration with the rest of Canada is best, and that
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further, it’s very possible – in fact it’s certain! – that any Canadian Indigenous person, without
the crutches of the Indian Act, reserves and special race-based laws, just like any other Canadian
from any other background, can succeed in modern-day Canada.
Someday, there will be an aboriginal Obama, a transcendent figure of unity and hope.
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And what a boon for us if all that would happen! Think of all their immense human potential that
would be released! Think of the benefits we would all experience! We would all be so much the
richer for it!
For my part, I think of some of the harshnesses of modern civilization: its decreasing sense and
fact of human community, its aggressive, contact-sport nature, human isolation, persistent
anxiety about both the present and the future, depression in the midst of (and partially caused by)
incredible affluence, spiritual flatness, persistent and increasing financial insecurity and
inequality , physical indolence, (we have to manufacture physicality in the form of jogging,
gyms, and things like “spin classes” to merely approximate the daily, natural, physical output of
our ancestors), workaholism and other compulsions relating to “having it all”, (sometimes
resulting in alcoholism), the internet and all the other types and manner of coping-mechanism
addictions and fantasies that ensnare us.
“The economic and marketing forces of modern society have engineered an environment…that maximizes
consumption at the long-term cost of well-being,” a study in the Journal of Affective Disorders concluded in 2012.
“In effect, humans have dragged a body with a long hominid history into an overfed, malnourished, sedentary,
sunlight-deficient, sleep-deprived, competitive, inequitable and socially-isolating environment with dire
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consequences.”

Amidst all this I wonder if some of these corrosives of modern Canadian life- “the
precariousness of modern existence”59-might not be softened and tempered somewhat if our
Indigenous fellow Canadians were more a part of our daily lives.
The great David Brooks writes 60 in this regard:
We live in a society plagued by formlessness and radical flux, in which bonds, social structures and commitments
are strained and frayed. Millions of kids live in stressed and fluid living arrangements. Many communities have
suffered a loss of social capital. Many young people grow up in a social environment rendered barbaric because
there are no common norms. Many adults hunger for meaning and goodness, but lack a spiritual vocabulary to think
things through.

I wonder if the burdens we think we have to shoulder to survive in this fantastically complicated,
highwire world we have created for ourselves might be easier to carry if that occurred. I feel it
would be a consolation for the rest of us if our Indigenous fellow citizens were everywhere side
by side with us. They have so much of value to share.
The late, great, unjustly neglected, Indigenous Canadian moral hero, William Wuttunee, (the
kind of moral hero Michael Ignatieff was writing about), no doubt branded a “red apple” Indian,
(red on the outside but “white” on the inside), by all the race-obsessed shouters and dividers who
feared him in his day, and by all the same types who would fear him and put him down today,
loved his people and his cultural heritage as much, or more, (because his love and concern
was an adult love– a love based on hard-life experience, extensive knowledge, a regard for what
was best for his people rather than his people’s elites, and on superior intellectual and moral
principles), wrote in Ruffled Feathers:
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Indian culture does not mean wearing feathers and hopping around on one foot; It means the belief in the Great
Spirit who inhabits the sun, the stars, the wind, and all of nature. It means that one is honourable, brave, generous
and kind. It means that one has a sense of responsibility to his immediate family and to the other members of the
community with whom he is in contact.
…There is a great deal that Indians can give to the Western way of life. There is a sense of relaxation in their
concept of time, and there is an appreciation of living close to nature without polluting one’s surroundings. Indians
show a warmth for family life; they express a deep concern for their fellow members in the community; and they
show a sense of humour even in dire circumstances. They can endure great pain without apparent emotion. Theirs is
a culture which could emphasize peace and contentment.

Sebastian Junger wrote in Tribes, (above):
Thomas Paine, one of the principal architects of American democracy, wrote a formal denunciation of civilization in
a tract called Agrarian Justice: “Whether… civilization has most promoted or most injured the general happiness of
man is a question that may be strongly contested,” he wrote in 1795. Both the most affluent and the most miserable
are to be found in the countries that are called civilized.
When Paine wrote his tract, Shawnee and Delaware warriors were still attacking settlements just a few hundred
miles from downtown Philadelphia. They held scores of white captives, many of whom had been adopted into the
tribe and had no desire to return to colonial society. There is no way to know the effect on Paine’s thought process
of living next to a communal stone-age society, but it might have been crucial. Paine acknowledged that these tribes
lacked the advantages of the arts and sciences and manufacturing, and yet, lived in a society where personal poverty
was unknown and the natural rights of man were actively promoted.
In that sense, Paine claimed, the American Indian should serve as a model for how to eradicate poverty and bring
natural rights back into civilized life.

From my personal experience, I cite their soft, slower voices, their calming tendency to underverbalize,61 part of their quiet, sly, “trickster” sense of humour, their slower pace, their warm
humanity, their graceful personal ways. When, through my work, I associated with Indigenous
Canadians one on one, especially the older ones, I almost always felt that grace and calmness and
“the survival of older virtue in the midst of (historical) indignity”.62Sometimes when in their
presence I am suddenly struck with and startled by their “Founding Peoples” reality, and I
become more conscious of being Canadian and of what that means to me. I think of how we got
to where we are today, and of the wildness, endurance and danger in our history.
I try (unsuccessfully) not to romanticize Indigenous persons. But to me, romanticized or not,
they represent a key centrality of our history and national being, and the courage, resilience,
toughness, and the living, natural genius, it took and takes to survive in our country.
When, in their presence, I often think of my own ancestors and of their struggles, and of my own,
now lost, wild, tribal, ancestral origins. (We were all there once.) I think of our species’
migratory ways, deep time, our common humanity and all the shocks of the new it has absorbed
and endured, and how we are already, if we could only see it, a budding,
intermingling, integrated “cosmic race”. All of these are consoling thoughts and feelings -salves
for the cuts and bruises of modern life.
I think all Canadians would be similarly richly affected if our Indigenous population, instead of
being isolated from the rest of us, became an omnipresent, integrated, ubuntu part of our daily
lives, where they experience their being- their daily, active living present- on equal terms with
their fellow Canadians- if that “double consciousness” described by W.E.B. DuBois,
(see Introduction, above), greatly and tragically exacerbated by the divisive events of the past 30
years, became a fundamentally singular Canadian consciousness, springing from “heart-unity”if they lived in our “composite culture”63neighborhoods instead of so apart from us, (people
don’t really care what their neighbors race or ethnicity or political or religious views are , as long
as they’re good neighbors), and thus could better “share in the common inheritance of life’s best
goods”64– if their cultural traditions, instead of being perceived by Canadians as a brandished
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fist, –nothing comes from blame but evil tempers- 65, rather than an open hand of greeting- as
advocacy instruments in their elites’ constant, relentless, separatist-like power
and money claims- were shared with other Canadians in the context of daily, commingled
community life, and thus experienced by all Canadians as a positive, felt part of our
Canadian community’s day to day life- our great country’s rich, rainbow reality. This
commingling as neighbours, in neighbourhoods, where people live their daily lives “on the far
side of policy” 66 is the only way that all Canadians will positively experience the full measure of
our country- is the only proper and true path to “reconciliation”.
Father Raymond de Souza:
Reconciliation is only possible when the aggrieved decide to cease putting grievances- even legitimate ones-in the
face of the other. That is not forgetting and not even forgiving in the deepest sense, but it is required if there are to
be advances in the road to reconciliation. Reconciliation is better left to civil society. It is too important a task for
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politics.

David Brooks wrote a beautiful, apt column in The New York Times, Finding Peace Within the
Holy Texts,68 in which he says that religious tolerance will only be lessened if we can develop a
“Theology of the Other: a complex biblical understanding of how to see God’s face in strangers.”
He further writes:
The answer to religious violence is probably to be found within religion itself, among those who understand that
religion gains influence when it renounces power.

The same applies to our so-called racial differences, which, I have argued, doubtless to the point
of tedium, are fundamentally illusory. We need to take the best of the religious/spiritual
inclination that is in all of us, focusing on, rather than Old Testament-style anger and blame,
New Testament humility, empathy and forgiveness, and put it to good civic use.
We need to remind ourselves of “the healing power of courtesy and consideration”.69We need to
dispense with all the meaningless abstractions here, like “the land”, (and “stewards” thereof and
“special relationship” with), “colonialism”, (and “deconstruction” thereof), and “cultural
genocide”, which only serve to make our elites’ consciences “perfectly easy in doing what
satisfied their own egoism”, 70i.e. conference and opine earnestly and endlessly, while relying on
the “great safeguard of society…that their opinions were not acted upon”, 71and under the
dispiriting and progress-free auspices of which Indigenous youth are, in increasing numbers,
falling behind, suffering in all kinds of ways that we would never so-passively tolerate offreserve, and, in the worse cases, killing themselves.
We all, especially our elites, need to heed the words of the brilliant cultural
appropriator, Miss George Eliot, as they apply to our relations with each other and to our
ancestors, who lived faithfully their now-hidden lives, and “rest in unvisited tombs”:72
I will not believe unproved evil of you: my lips shall not utter it; my ears shall be closed against it; I, too, am an
erring mortal, liable to stumble, apt to come short of my most earnest efforts; We are each tempted and have a hard
lot. Let us help each other to stand without more falling;- to have done this would have demanded courage, deep
pity, self-knowledge, generous trust- would have demanded a mind that tasted no piquancy in evil-speaking, that felt
no self-exaltation in condemning, that cheated itself with no large words into the belief that life can have any moral
end, any high religion, which excludes the striving after perfect truth, justice, and love towards the individual men
73
and women who come across our path.

Just as Simon Leys asserts that culture is born out of exchanges and thrives on differences,
(Assimilation and Cultural Loss, above), so it gains influence when it renounces egoistic power
and power seeking.
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Renouncing segregation, reserves, the Indian Act, UNDRIP- the whole status quo generallywould be liberating, and would cause a celebration- an unforced welcoming into the Canadian
family -of Canadian Indigenous traditions and culture.
But this won’t happen if the status quo persists, if Indigenous elites continue to elevate their
minor cultural differences from the rest of us into impassable barriers, if the timid careerists,
the naïve cynics, and the shouters, graspers and dividers continue to prevail- if this tear in the
moral fabric of our country is not mended.
And that will continue to be a great loss to us all.
William Wuttunee, still not crazy, still bang on, after all these years, wrote:
Indians can work with the white man in partnership to develop a country which will provide for each of our children
a legacy of great value. It is not necessary to separate from the white man, either physically or spiritually. The long
period of separation of the two races has now ended.
Let us then unite in spirit, so that each of us can look forward to a peaceful old age in which we can see our children
effectively participating in the creation of a new society. Many Indians have already taken the road ahead, to live in
the land of the white man. They have paved the way for their brothers and sisters on which they must learn to walk
without fear.
The hard knocks of history are pushing the Indian into a new way of life, and he must learn to accept this new
challenge with faith and with hope. History has taught a hard lesson, but history will vindicate itself one day when
the Indian finally finds his place in Canadian society.

I sincerely hope and pray, for the sake of my Indigenous fellow citizens, that other ordinary
citizens, that people and forces in Canada more influential and articulate than me – people who
are leaders in their fields – people with the prophecy and the power 74– will start voicing some of
the ideas and concerns expressed in this book, sooner rather than later, with the positive and
inspiring goal of re-inventing Canada in this profound area of our national life, by putting us
all on the path of realizing the Gambler’s and Nelson Mandela’s vision of universal human
equality, so as to finally bring our Indigenous population into our greater Canadian family as
fully equal members.
To my compatriots, I have no hesitation in saying that each one us is intimately attached to the soil of this beautiful
country.
Each time one of us touches the soil of this land we sense a personal renewal.
We are moved by a sense of joy and exhilaration when the grass turns green and the flowers bloom.
The time for the healing of the wounds has come.
The moment to bridge the chasms that divide us has come.
75
The time to build is upon us. -Nelson Mandela

FINIS
February 20th , 2020
Dedicated to my late, dear father, Donald Best, (1916-2016), to the late Darryl Stretch and Tony
Judt, and to William Wuttunee’s and Nelson Mandela’s vision of legal equality and racial unity.
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